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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

EDIT - If you don't want to read 2000 posts, go to http://www.p-p-p-powerbook.com or http://www.bootsix.net
Well, the bandwidth for www.p-p-p-powerbook.com and www.bootsix.net is up. 

Mirrors availible:
http://www.p-p-p-powerbook.com 
http://www.bootsix.net
http://personal.stevens.edu/~achadzyn/powerbook 
http://easynetworknyc.com/powerbook/
http://www.hot.ee/ppppowerbook/
www.elitegaming.net/powerbook 

PDF ONLY
http://www.gdwebmedia.com/powerbook.pdf
http://chat.carleton.ca/~kfennell/thepowerbook.pdf
http://www.vegaji.com/documents/thepowerbook.pdf

Please help spread the word 

I'm selling a Apple G4 PowerBook for my friend on ebay. Here's the main part of the discription:

You are bidding on my 19 day old G4 Powerbook. This was purchased for a project that fell through. When I tried to return it, I was informed of a 10 day limit for returns!

Your new laptop comes with its original box, all of its documentation, all of its original accessories, and the blue tooth mouse.

Laptop Details: (blah blah blah) Free Shipping yadda yadda yadda

The next day I get this:

Hello I am very interested in your unit. I would like to know your best price to buy it now and if you ship international. I am in London UK right now. I would also want to know the condition of 
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the unit. Please let me know I am very interested. Thank you in advance 

To view the item, go to: http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/ebayISAPI.dl...item=4125873654

Thank you,
msalamon 

Ok. All this shit is in the auctions discription. I respond anyways. Basically tell him yes I will ship to London, but he has to pay for it. Paste the auction info again. Buy it now is $2100

The next day, I get this little jewel of an email:

Hello,
I'm very very interested for this item and I'm ready to pay you the best price $2100+ overnight or 2 days shipping charges (UPS DHL FEDEX OR FEDEX OR PARCEL FORCE) if we will use an 
escrow service to handle this transaction.As for the escrow service , I am already registered with www.set-ltd.net and my uzername is the same with my email address.I will pay the express 
shipping and also , the escrow fee . The escrow service will release you the money as soon as I will let them know that the item passed the inspection and is 100% ok.
The escrow fee is on my charge , don't worry .Please let me know if my offer is good enough for you . If it does , I will initiate the transaction with the escrow service as soon as I will have your 
confirmation.If is ok please register in order to make the deal and start the payment procedures.Hope that everything will be ok and close the deal in the best conditions.
Kind regards !

I don't even know how to reply! I was thinking of replying with one of the pains or something. Or maybe just FUCK OFF in 72 pt. font.

-I use 40 posts per page-
UPDATE: Ok, I've decided to play along as the helpless new ebayer who is very eager to sell him the laptop.
UPDATE: Response sent. Page 3 (Yes I'm making you read awww)
Update: Response received Not what I was expecting - reply sent- Page 4
Update: He's replied! I am to send laptop to him, and his money willgo to escrow. Page 4
Update: Another email sent including A++++ ebay lingo, strong digital defense, and, Hey! It looks lke I'm selling an Amanda Real Doll on that escrow site! Added- My response from Ebay 
after I reported him and his fake escrow site.
Added-My reply to ebay
Update: Email saying he sent it express to escrow - few hours later - ESCROW RECEIVED! WELL SHIT! BETTER SEND THAT 'OL LAPTOP ON OVER! (Page 6)
Update: The plan has been set. See page 8 for details.
Update: Pics of his new laptop on page 9
Update: Thanks to all the goons who helped raise the money to send our scammer his new laptop! Tracking Number coming within a few hours.
Update: Ringer has been sent. Tracking - http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310

You had better start reading from page 1. I personally guarantee you will not be dissapointed. Just check the last few posts of people who spent 2 hours only to be as hooked as we all are.

Update:
Apr 30, 2004 3:19 am 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 

This could last a few hours, may a few days. We wil await in suspense until then.

I HAVE BAD NEWS.

The ringer was not delivered. I just called FedEx. It was never paid for. Probably because the jack ass gave me a bunk phone number.

I got transferred to the International Rep but hung up before I got to them. 

CURRENT STATUS
Waiting for FedEx to SHIP THE GOD DAMN PACKAGE.

WE HAVE EMAIL RESPONSE!!!!!RFGALEIR%LKTgoieahy53

Update:
He sent me an email saying that he called FedEx and has paid the taxes on his new p-p-p-powerbook. FedEx was told not to allow pick up (By US), so it will be delivered Monday. (So our mark 
says)

Skip Page 63 - The flames might burn you a little.

May 10, 2004 
6:10 pm 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
Released for Delivery 
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6:10 pm 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
Package available for clearance 

(Commence Happy Dance)

May 11, 2004 6:51 am 
Arrived at FedEx Destination Location 
ENFIELD GB

DELIVERED
I've sent him another email page 74

Now . . . we wait. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 16, 2004 around 01:43

Apr 23, 2004: 16:40  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

pipebomb
Joined: May 12, 2001 

TrueAmericanHero

Escrow is very common for expensive items.
Suggest using the eBay sanctioned escrow instead. 
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Morbid Florist
Joined: Oct 22, 2002 

This is not enough golds

I remember reading about people scamming on computer auctions by way of escrow or other middlemen, from other countries. Could I tell you any more details? No, but I DO remember 
reading about shit like this not too long ago. 
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OhPlz
Joined: Jul 25, 2001 

I think I missed the ripping off part..? 
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Jacob
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

I don't think he's trying to rip you off at all. The escrow service holds his money until he recieves your product, then they release the money to you. It brings a third party into it to make sure 
there isn't payment without shipment or vice versa.

EDIT: Just be sure you research the escrow service if it isn't the eBay one to make sure its legitimate.

EDIT 2: After browsing the site a bit, I'm suspicious. I'd suggest a different escrow service. 

Jacob fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 16:48
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

OhPlz came out of the closet to say: 
I think I missed the ripping off part..? 

He wants to buy it outside of ebay, with some hokey escro company. 
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Joe
Joined: Dec 02, 2002 

Sit perfectly still. Only I may 
dance.

quote: 

Morbid Florist came out of the closet to say: 
I remember reading about people scamming on computer auctions by way of escrow or other middlemen, from other countries. Could I tell you any more details? 
No, but I DO remember reading about shit like this not too long ago. 

Me too, I remember a lot fo hoo-hah about eastern people buying computer goods on ebay and not paying for it.

Personally I would not sell to anyone who sends an e-mail like that.

EDIT: Posted in first page of legendary thread! If youa re reading this post you MUST read the rest of the thread, it's like a good novel unravelling. 

Joe fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:35
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fursmbrero
Joined: Dec 27, 2002 

Just wait for it to go through eBay. If it's important enough for him to buy, he can bid like everybody else.

EDIT1: or not. Holy shit $pagecount.
EDIT2: BWAHAHHAHA "IS IT BROKEN?" 

fursmbrero fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 16:19
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evilweasel
Joined: Aug 24, 2002 

I use the 9th amendment as 
my answer to everything

Anyone suggesting their own, non-standard escrow service is probably riping you off.

EDIT: Definitly a fake, look at the address for the 'verisign' link. 
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Grom
Joined: Apr 26, 2002 

Hmmm that escrow service doesn't look very legit - check the verisign secureid link, it's just a javascript pop-up which pretends to be going to verisign's site. The actual page it displays is just 
http://www.set-ltd.net/VeriSign.php - or have I got the wrong end of the stick?

It looks hopelessly unprofessional and doesn't seem right anyway - ask him if he will use a different escrow service. That one is either fraudulent or just plain shit. 
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logical fallacy
Joined: Mar 16, 2001 

Based on this man's English, I find it hard to believe he's from the UK. At the very least, English is not his first language.

I'd tell him to use the ebay sanctioned escrow or paypal, and nothing else. Or tell him any other method he wants to use has to result with cash in your hand before you ship the laptop. 
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fuzzi
Joined: Oct 14, 2002 

when you click to verify the site is verisigned... it leads you to a page that is hosted on their site 

quote: 

To ensure that this is a legitimate VeriSign Secure Site, make sure that: 

The original URL of the site you are visiting comes from www.set-ltd.net. 
The URL of this page is https://digitalid.verisign.com. 
The status of the Server ID is Valid. 

obviously this is a bunk site and you definately shouldn't do any business through it.

edit: damn beaten. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 
Anyone suggesting their own, non-standard escrow service is probably riping you off. 

That's what I'm thinking. 

Should I just be civil, and say no way, or be a jerk and send him something funny? 
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Kaiju
Joined: Mar 19, 2003 

Putting the lotion in the basket 
since 1975

Heh... he's interested in your "unit". 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

Just sell it on ebay, I'm sure you'll find a buyer. 
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HaggleMcFraggle
Joined: Aug 19, 2003 

Yep, back when I was trying to buy my iBook, I got an amazing offer for a powerbook. I was skeptical, but traded emails up to the point where the guy asked to use an escrow service. I said 
that it was an AWESOME idea, but how about we use the sanctioned ebay one. I even offered to pay the price difference between the eBay one and the one he'd suggested. 
I never got another email from the guy.

Moral of the story: Fuck the fucker, he's trying to steal your money. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 
Anyone suggesting their own, non-standard escrow service is probably riping you off.

EDIT: Definitly a fake, look at the address for the 'verisign' link. 

Correct, and beaten me with the verisign link

EDIT: The company is not registered with companies house and is therefore not a private limited company 

Starbucks fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 16:53
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OhPlz
Joined: Jul 25, 2001 

Ahh, clever Verisign fake out.. I didn't even catch it.

I think I'll report them now. 
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darkrabbit
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

I want a pony

quote: 

logical fallacy came out of the closet to say: 
I'd tell him to use the ebay sanctioned escrow or paypal, and nothing else. Or tell him any other method he wants to use has to result with cash in your hand 
before you ship the laptop. 

quote: 

To ensure that this is a legitimate VeriSign Secure Site, make sure that: 

●     The original URL of the site you are visiting comes from www.set-ltd.net. 
●     The URL of this page is https://digitalid.verisign.com.  
●     The status of the Server ID is Valid.

darkrabbit fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 16:52
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Apr 23, 2004: 16:49  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

Vorpal Bunny X
Joined: Nov 11, 2003 

If this is about my T-Shirt, I 
got it off a comedy Website

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 
Just sell it on ebay, I'm sure you'll find a buyer. 

Uhhhhhhhhh 
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Jacob
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

A Google search for '"set-ltd" escrow' turns up only one hit, which is not relevant. I think that's pretty odd if they're a legitimate business. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I've reported him to ebay already. I looks like his ebay name is **** 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 
Just sell it on ebay, I'm sure you'll find a buyer. 

Fantastic Idea! I think I'll go list it now! Oh wai 
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Nimrod "Felcher" 
Soames
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

quote: 

Kaiju came out of the closet to say: 
Heh... he's interested in your "unit". 

Uhuhuhuuhuhuhuuhh....Huhuhuhuhuh.

Anyway, why not smoke him out - try getting him to do it with the proper eBay Escrow, and see if he accepts. If he does, you've just made a not inconsiderable amount of money, and must live 
with the fact that you slightly doubted this noble fellow, and if not, then you've just avoided a potential scammer  and that's when you break out the pain/wtftit/tubgirl/trite cliche images and 
report him to the INTERWEB POLICE!!! 

But I vote "Scammer" 
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Atmus
Joined: Mar 08, 2002 

well if he is trying to rip you off, why not rip him off back? take pictures of the power book, and form them into a carboard prop of one you see in furniture stores.

i guess that doesnt really rip him off at all though  
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Kiel
Joined: May 26, 2003 

The source of the VeriSign popup:

code:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<!-- saved from url=(0159)https://digitalid.verisign.com/cgi-...5e81f840e06f164 -->

If you follow the link there, you get:

quote: 

WWW.JWCINC.NET is a 
VeriSign Secure Site

Security remains the primary concern of on-line consumers. The VeriSign Secure Site Program allows you to learn more about web sites you visit before you submit any confidential 
information. Please verify that the information below is consistent with the site you are visiting. 

Name WWW.JWCINC.NET 
Status Expired 
Validity Period 02-JUL-02 - 02-JUL-03 
Server ID 
Information Country = US
State = Ohio
Locality = Uniontown
Organization = J White Computers Inc
Organizational Unit = Web Services
Organizational Unit = Terms of use at www.verisign.com/rpa (c)00
Common Name = www.jwcinc.net 

Ohio, UK...same thing, right?

Right?

Avoid this guy, obviously. 
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jon3k
Joined: Feb 16, 2004 

Broken english from his messages matches the broken english from this escrow service he wants to use. Neither of which are (uk) english.

Its a scam, I'm 99% sure of it.

Tell him you don't use escrow, and you expect full payment before you'll ship anything. 
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filo
Joined: Jan 27, 2004 

Common Scam These Days

I suggest you play his game and then in the end say something like "We have contacted the apropriate authorties and have alerted them to your activities. Have a good day."

I suck at writing, but something along those lines to fuck with them. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Maybe I can just paste 1000 "yams" for a reply. 
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P-niiice
Joined: May 21, 2001 

I like big, fat, juicy booty.

quote: 

How it works
After ysour auction or other form of transaction has reached the paying stage (for example, the auction has completed or you have answered an ad in the classifieds), both the 
buyer and seller need to agree that they will use Set-LTD.net service. The buyer sends the money for purchasing the item to Set-LTD.net (see availiable options here). Upon 
receipt of the money, Set-LTD.net contacts and notifies the seller to send the product to us. Once we receive the merchandise, Set-LTD.net will forward the item to the buyer. Then 
wait for the Buyer to receive and inspect the item. We send the payment on to the seller. 

Poor and/or "unprofessional" grammar. A litte more evidence why you shouldn't bother with this site. It sounds like it was written by a 15-year old. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

Domain Name.......... set-ltd.net
Creation Date........ 2004-04-16
Registration Date.... 2004-04-16
Expiry Date.......... 2005-04-16
Organisation Name.... Saral Surakul
Organisation Address. 851 Foxcrest Court # A
Organisation Address.
Organisation Address. Terre Haute
Organisation Address. 47803
Organisation Address. IN
Organisation Address. UNITED STATES

"Set-LTD.net is an independent escrow company based in London, UK."

O rly? 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

http://www.set-ltd.net/register.php

If it is a UK Company why has the register.php got US States on it, shouldn't it have UK Counties?? 
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Sputnik
Joined: Jul 21, 2003 

I felt like a ninja, and my Kung-
Fu was strong.

Though it's been shown a few times above, I just checked the VeriSign directory and that site's not signed up (obviously). Who would you report that to? VeriSign directly? Or could they not do 
anything? 
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P-niiice
Joined: May 21, 2001 

I like big, fat, juicy booty.

Could it be this Saral Surakul?

http://www.indstate.edu/fcs/facprof_surakul.html

Indiana State university is in Terra Haute. 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

Sputnik came out of the closet to say: 
Though it's been shown a few times above, I just checked the VeriSign directory and that site's not signed up (obviously). Who would you report that to? VeriSign 
directly? Or could they not do anything? 

They don't want scammers sullying their good name. The entire VeriSign business is based on the simple assertion that "if the page has our logo on it, you can trust it". Report the site to 
VeriSign, and the seller to eBay.

As for what you should reply to him... if you can spoof emails, send him a nasty warning letter from cybercrime@fbi.gov or something 
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Kwyjibo
Joined: Apr 01, 2003 

Another common feature of fake escrow is that they copy all their material from escrow.com

Example:

http://www.set-ltd.net/solutions.php
https://www.escrow.com/solutions/escrow/index.asp

Text is identical. Also, the fact that nothing I'm looking at is secure on set-ltd is funny. 
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acslater
Joined: Feb 08, 2003 

I AM A LIAR

If anyone wants to poke around I registered a fake user account:

code:

user: kilroy
password: kilroy

edit: Is anyone buying my Internet?

http://www.set-ltd.net/trans.php?user=kilroy&sign=3687904042&tid=7517547441 

acslater fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 17:11
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

BonzoESC
Joined: Jul 20, 2001 

Vehicular Manslaughter!

quote: 

Sputnik came out of the closet to say: 
Though it's been shown a few times above, I just checked the VeriSign directory and that site's not signed up (obviously). Who would you report that to? VeriSign 
directly? Or could they not do anything? 

I reported it to Verisign through their handy form. 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

P-niiice came out of the closet to say: 
Could it be this Saral Surakul?

http://www.indstate.edu/fcs/facprof_surakul.html

Indiana State university is in Terra Haute. 

It's him. After checking mapquest and the ISU webpage, I found out that the given address for the web page (851 Foxcrest Court # A) is about 4 1/2 miles away from Indiana University 
(probably less, I was measuring to the visitor's parking lot). Maybe somebody should let ISU know what one of their professors is doing?

Oh, and is anyone else having lsass flashbacks? 3/17 NEVAR FORGET!!! 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

It looks like he's using Yahoo for his webhost. Might want to let them know too. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I think I will just put all this information you guys uncovered in an email to him. 
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7.62WorldOrder
Joined: Apr 19, 2002 

For someone who lives in the UK he sure has poor English skills. Sounds more like Engrish. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Diocletian
Joined: Jul 04, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Hello I am very interested in your unit. 

He's only interested in your unit, man. Anyway, I would try to string him along in a series of funny e-mails..but I'm not witty or creative. 

Edit: god damnit, beaten like 14 replies ago. 

Diocletian fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 17:24
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

7.62WorldOrder came out of the closet to say: 
For someone who lives in the UK he sure has poor English skills. Sounds more like Engrish. 

Read the thread, man. He teaches Interior Design at Indiana State University. 

Jeff, you can reach him by telephone. Check http://web.indstate.edu/fcs/facstaff.html for his name, and they've got a phone number listed there. I won't post it here, but if you want it... that's 
how to find the number. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

CapnAndy came out of the closet to say: 
Read the thread, man. He teaches Interior Design at Indiana State University. 

Jeff, you can reach him by telephone. Check http://web.indstate.edu/fcs/facstaff.html for his name, and they've got a phone number listed there. I won't post it 
here, but if you want it... that's how to find the number. 

Thanks! I think I will contact 
Dr. Frederica Kramer

Chairperson, Professor, Teacher Education 
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kdevil II
Joined: Aug 18, 2000 

Forum Veteran

I think you guys are too sceptical. With a mission statement like this: "Our mission statement is: to bring a sound transaction of a seller and buyer to a quick conclusion." I think you can 
probably trust them. 
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Sputnik
Joined: Jul 21, 2003 

I felt like a ninja, and my Kung-
Fu was strong.

quote: 

kdevil II came out of the closet to say: 
I think you guys are too sceptical. With a mission statement like this: "Our mission statement is: to bring a sound transaction of a seller and buyer to a quick 
conclusion." I think you can probably trust them. 

...trust him to club you with a nightstick, sodomize you and steal you wallet? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Thanks! I think I will contact 
Dr. Frederica Kramer

Chairperson, Professor, Teacher Education 

You think she wants an iBook too? 

Seriously, though, go for it, and enjoy. I just love watching yet another asshole who tried to fuck the goons get speed-hacked and have his life's details laid bare.  
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

This is amazing.. in mere minutes you guys have (possibly) tracked this guy down. 

Yay goons. 
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inveratulo
Joined: May 14, 2002 

i'm a dumbarse.. but anyway, this guy is from Thailand, that would explain his broken English. 

inveratulo fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 17:29
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kdevil II
Joined: Aug 18, 2000 

Forum Veteran

quote: 

Sputnik came out of the closet to say: 

...trust him to club you with a nightstick, sodomize you and steal you wallet? 

That is just silly. Look at this:

quote: 

A pretty trustworthy FAQ came out of the closet to say: 

Q - Is using escrow services secure for me?

A - Our past experience shows it is much more secure to use escrow when selling or buying something.

How can you question facts and experience Mr Sputnik??? 
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pipebomb
Joined: May 12, 2001 

TrueAmericanHero
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

^^^ my thoughts exactly (any sites we can archive? )^^^

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Fantastic Idea! I think I'll go list it now! Oh wai 

I meant rather than dealing with this idiot and his escrow service (which now turns out to be more than fake).

The question is, should we fuck with him now? 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 
The question is, should we fuck with him now? 

Ehhh, it's a minor infraction. Let Jeff have his fun, there's no need for the rest of us to jump in. 
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Jack Datsun
Joined: Oct 15, 2002 

Subscribed. I want to see this all go down! 
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TaintSupportSc0tt
Joined: Jan 12, 2001 

Tastes like moms!

I passionately hate scammers. I hope this fucks this asshole over. 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

CapnAndy came out of the closet to say: 
Ehhh, it's a minor infraction. Let Jeff have his fun, there's no need for the rest of us to jump in. 

Fraud is a minor infraction now?

oh yeah, and

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I think I will just put all this information you guys uncovered in an email to him. 

DON'T DO IT YET! Just go along with his emails. See if he'll send you the money for shipping first, maybe you can get some cash outta this. 
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Inveigle
Joined: Jan 19, 2004 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 
Fraud is a minor infraction now? 

Bald-faced fraud that was never that believable, with such piss-poor security that we waltzed through it in less than ten minutes? It's hardly an lsass situation. It's not minor for Jeff, which is 
why I'm providing him every tool of revenge I can. For the goons at large, it's a minor thing. One of our own was fucked with, we fucked back harder, game over. No need for everyone to jump 
in and start making threatening phone calls, is what I was trying to say. 
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withak
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

F != m * a

quote: 

CapnAndy came out of the closet to say: 
It's him. After checking mapquest and the ISU webpage, I found out that the given address for the web page (851 Foxcrest Court # A) is about 4 1/2 miles away 
from Indiana University (probably less, I was measuring to the visitor's parking lot). Maybe somebody should let ISU know what one of their professors is doing?

Oh, and is anyone else having lsass flashbacks? 3/17 NEVAR FORGET!!! 

Or the information could be fake and the professor guy could have nothing to do with it. 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 
DON'T DO IT YET! Just go along with his emails. See if he'll send you the money for shipping first, maybe you can get some cash outta this. 

I don't see how he'd get any cash out of a nonexistant escrow company.

P.S. finding an abuse contact for Yahoo's webhosting is a pain. I haven't had any luck yet -- all I've found is a general non-business related yahoo abuse contact and the name/website of a 
hosting company in Austrailia that Yahoo farms hosting out to. 
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drags
Joined: Apr 07, 2003 

Mister grads at your service.

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 

Fraud is a minor infraction now?

oh yeah, and

DON'T DO IT YET! Just go along with his emails. See if he'll send you the money for shipping first, maybe you can get some cash outta this. 

No, but it's a small incident, which might not have even been perpetrated by the professor ( OMG REGISTERING A DOMAIN WITH FAKE DETAILS HOLY CRAP WHEN DID THAT START ). Why not 
just let Jeff take care of it, and if anything comes from it, he can make us a nice e/n thread or something. 
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Heners_UK
Joined: Jun 01, 2002 

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 
DON'T DO IT YET! Just go along with his emails. See if he'll send you the money for shipping first, maybe you can get some cash outta this. 

This is a truley shitty idea, my right honourable friend. Its dicey at best whether that itself is fraud.

Personally, just bust him. 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

Heners_UK came out of the closet to say: 
This is a truley shitty idea, my right honourable friend. Its dicey at best whether that itself is fraud.

Personally, just bust him. 

Yes, but it's really hard to bust someone without turning yourself in.

Kind of like those people who call the cops to tell them someone stole their heroin. 
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Thenipwax
Joined: Jun 20, 2001 

WHOOMP! THERE IT 
IS!

I say call this fucker's superiors and let them know the type of person he is. This guy deserves no mercy.
[cobra kai]no mercy! no mercy! no mercy![/cobra kai] 
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The_Onion
Joined: Oct 01, 2003 

I think you should go along with it for a while then ship the guy a jar or piss/shit or something equally horrible. 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

withak came out of the closet to say: 
Or the information could be fake and the professor guy could have nothing to do with it. 

Decent point, but if somebody did just pick a name and address out of the phone book, the guy needs to know about the identity theft. Either way him and Jeff have to have a talk.

Jeff, would you mind posting the original "buyer"'s email address, so we can see what can be dug up from it? 
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KTF
Joined: Jun 10, 2002 

Once again the power of the forums rears its head. Amazing that you have seemingly tracked this guy down... 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

The_Onion came out of the closet to say: 
I think you should go along with it for a while then ship the guy a jar or piss/shit or something equally horrible. 

We have this anthrax, you die now... 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

Edit: Never mind, if he wants to mess with him, getting his site pulled would be counterproductive. 

Gevalt fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 17:49
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ChickenMedium
Joined: Sep 02, 2001 

Forum Veteran

quote: 

Thenipwax came out of the closet to say: 
I say call this fucker's superiors and let them know the type of person he is. This guy deserves no mercy.
[cobra kai]no mercy! no mercy! no mercy![/cobra kai] 

MERCY IS FOR THE WEAK! FEAR DOES NOT EXIST IN THIS WEBFORUM! 
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Big Mark
Joined: Feb 04, 2003 

hurry up

quote: 

Organization = Set LTD Inc. 

I think that's the first time I've seen ltd and inc in a company name. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Here is the email I plan on sending:

Well, the funniest thing just happened! It seems while signing up for you obviously trustworthy escrow site, I must have clicked the wrong link or something because the strangest thing 
happened!

Domain Name.......... set-ltd.net
Creation Date........ 2004-04-16
Registration Date.... 2004-04-16
Expiry Date.......... 2005-04-16
Organisation Name.... Saral Surakul
Organisation Address. 851 Foxcrest Court # A
Organisation Address.
Organisation Address. Terre Haute
Organisation Address. 47803
Organisation Address. IN
Organisation Address. UNITED STATES

check the verisign secureid link, it's just a javascript pop-up which pretends to be going to verisign's site. The actual page it displays is just http://www.set-ltd.net/VeriSign.php

Hmm, I wonder how verisign will react to know that you have a fraudulent verisign secure id! 

"Set-LTD.net is an independent escrow company based in London, UK."

You know, if I found out that you were trying to scam me. . . I . . . I don’t think I know what I would do! I would just want to die. 

Could it be this Saral Surakul?
http://www.indstate.edu/fcs/facprof_surakul.html
Indiana State university is in Terra Haute!

Office Location
FCS 104A
Telephone
812-237-3314
E-mail
hesaral@isugw.indstate.edu
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Is this your boss?
Dr. Frederica Kramer
Chairperson, Professor, Teacher Education
Telephone
812-237-3297
E-mail
hekramer@isugw.indstate.edu

What should I do?

Anything I should add? 
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Safrax
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

This account paid for by 
General [M]ayhem

^^I think you need to have more fun with this guy before giving him a textual kick to the balls. 
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xtothez
Joined: Jan 04, 2004 

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

Personally I'd play along and offer to ship the Mac, get his address to confirm those details, then either report him, or ship something nasty in a laptop-shaped box. It's getting near wasp 
season, right? 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

^^^^no, you don't want to screw with him; that shit can get you in trouble.

Send it off. See how he reacts. POST HIS RESPONSE 
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

I think you need to go along and get an Address of where to mail this thing before you take him down.

^^^^ Beaten  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Safrax came out of the closet to say: 
^^I think you need to have more fun with this guy before giving him a textual kick to the balls. 

too right. *email saved*
I am writing another one to string him along. Post any ideas. I think I'll play along with the "newbie ebayer who hardly know how the internet works" thing. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

too right. *email saved*
I am writing another one to string him along. Post any ideas. I think I'll play along with the "newbie ebayer who hardly know how the internet works" thing. 

Ask him if it's ok if you ship him a small item, just to see if the escrow service works. Mail him a fork or something. 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

^^^ that'll give it away too quickly ^^^

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

too right. *email saved*
I am writing another one to string him along. Post any ideas. I think I'll play along with the "newbie ebayer who hardly know how the internet works" thing. 

Just reply as overly eager and pretend that him sending you this email was the best thing that ever happened because now you can get some money to pay for that life saving surgery for your 
orphaned cousin of some minority.

And of course, ask for instructions on how to proceed further. 
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Screndib
Joined: May 12, 2001 

Yeah, I'd string him along for a while, at least get the shipping address so you know for sure that it is in fact this professor guy and not somebody that just grabbed a random name out of the 
phone book. I'd say just seriously go along with it until you have more evidence then nail the jackass to a wall. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Email sent!

Well that sounds ok to me! I was able to log onto your internet web site. (Which I must say looks very nice to me!)
I just had a few questions. . .

What should I use for a user name and password? I like to use the same thing for everything. Ebay, paypal, email. . . is that ok?
In your FAQ, I noticed that you can use the set-ltd.net services, and it does not have to be an “online” purchase. But if its not online, how do they get to your website?

Thank you!
Jeff
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

Oh god, please ask him about his strong digital defense. PLEASE 
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filo
Joined: Jan 27, 2004 
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evilweasel
Joined: Aug 24, 2002 

I use the 9th amendment as 
my answer to everything

Jesus fucking hell, it's obvious the person who wrote that email is not from the united states. Don't fuck with whoever this professor is, it's not him, and you'll just be harrassing some innocent 
guy. 

evilweasel fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 18:21
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
Oh god, please ask him about his strong digital defense. PLEASE 

Next email; done, and done. 
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 
Jesus fucking hell, it's obvious the person who wrote that email is not from anyone in the united states. Don't fuck with whoever this professor is, it's not him, and 
you'll just be harrassing some innocent guy. 

Well, he needs to at least let Professor Guy know that someone is using his name to register fraudulent escrow sites. 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

Thanos came out of the closet to say: 

Well, he needs to at least let Professor Guy know that someone is using his name to register fraudulent escrow sites. 

Yes, but that can wait till after on the off chance that this professor is the dumbest person alive. I mean, for all we know, he could have brought this on himself. 
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Thenipwax
Joined: Jun 20, 2001 

WHOOMP! THERE IT 
IS!

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 
Jesus fucking hell, it's obvious the person who wrote that email is not from the united states. 

Yeah, cause everybody knows that everybody in the US speaks perfect english. 
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SweeneyTodd
Joined: May 30, 2002 

Forums Barber

If he closes with the email listing the guy's name and his bosses' name, it will either (a) fuck with him, or (b) let him know the jig is up and that you know he's guilty of identity theft. either 
way, he's just sending the email to the original address; it's not like he's calling the guy. 
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evilweasel
Joined: Aug 24, 2002 

I use the 9th amendment as 
my answer to everything

quote: 

Thenipwax came out of the closet to say: 

Yeah, cause everybody knows that everybody in the US speaks perfect english. 

Professors in the United States speak better english than whoever wrote that email. 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 
Jesus fucking hell, it's obvious the person who wrote that email is not from the united states. Don't fuck with whoever this professor is, it's not him, and you'll 
just be harrassing some innocent guy. 

Yeah, hey, if you'd've paid more attention, you'd've noticed the dude is living in Terre Haute AND he's from Thailand AT THE SAME TIME. How bout that? Damnedest thing.

edit:

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 

Professors in the United States speak better english than whoever wrote that email. 
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Have you been to college? I can't remember ever having a Calc teacher I could understand. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

Its always nice to see the power of the forums at work. Keep up the good work. Hopefully we can get this dipshit good. 
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AngryLogic
Joined: Feb 21, 2004 

What type of email address is this coming from? If its not a hotmail/yahoo account and he's the real professor I'll bet you can track the email headers back to that schools mail server.

Even if you can't trace it back to the school if it is going through a non-free email server you can trace it back to the area of the world he's in. 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 

Professors in the United States speak better english than whoever wrote that email. 

Not ones who hail from Thailand. Read the man's profile. 
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evilweasel
Joined: Aug 24, 2002 

I use the 9th amendment as 
my answer to everything

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
Have you been to college? I can't remember ever having a Calc teacher I could understand. 

Uh yeah, I'm in college. Even professors that arn't native english speakers tend to be able to speak the language better than the writer of that email.

quote: 

CapnAndy came out of the closet to say: 
Not ones who hail from Thailand. Read the man's profile. 

quote: 

Master’s degree in Interior Design from Iowa State University. 

He's been over here for some time. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 

Uh yeah, I'm in college. Even professors that arn't native english speakers tend to be able to speak the language better than the writer of that email. 

One of my circuitry teachers spoke no english. His TA was a translator. 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 

Professors in the United States speak better english than whoever wrote that email. 

I disagree. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Well, when I looked up the email address that came in on the "Question from ebay member," his ebay account returned ****

What's strange is his feedback - 
**** 's feedback 

Left by Date S/B 
**** (37034) ) Apr-19-04 03:06 B 
Praise : sehr schnelle Zahlung, vielen Dank! Besuchen Sie wieder www.copro-computer.com 
**** (1103) ) Apr-10-04 01:41 B 
Praise : schnelle Bezahlung, gerne wieder ,danke 
**** (1274) ) 

All his feedback was left by him!

Overall profile makeup 
261 positives. 230 are from unique users. 
1 neutrals. 
3 negatives. 3 are from unique users

Only 25 actuall feedback entries are viewable. Usually these people have pages of feedback entries! Perhaps it is not our professor. 
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P-niiice
Joined: May 21, 2001 

I like big, fat, juicy booty.

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 

I disagree. 

I agree with your disagreement. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

Jeff, that makes no sense. Does he have three pieces of feedback, all left by himself, or 265? Or 25? And how does any of that make it not the professor? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Look at this one he left for himself!

**** (367) ) Feb-16-04 04:51 B 
Praise : ø¤ºTOPº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºEBAYERº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºSUPERº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºFAST¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºPAYMENTº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

CapnAndy came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff, that makes no sense. Does he have three pieces of feedback, all left by himself, or 265? Or 25? And how does any of that make it not the professor? 

Well, I can always post the email address that came in as "Question from ebay member"
then you all can look it up yourselves and see what I'm talking about. I can't just post a link to his feedback page for some reason. Go ebay.

Anyone care to see? 
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Look at this one he left for himself!

**** (367) ) Feb-16-04 04:51 B 
Praise : ø¤ºTOPº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºEBAYERº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºSUPERº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºFAST¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºPAYMENTº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º 

What do you mean he left it for himself? 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I'm in on the university profs do not have to speak or wrie english gud bus; I've had several who I could not understand at all. Passed the classes by reading the book many many times. 

If you send that info to the department head you will probably rape this guy. Just be sure to tell the department head that you have also sent this to the local news station to investigate (so she 
can't clean it up quietly). Universities HATE it when they get their names in the paper like that.

And "masters in interior design"? good god what a lame degree. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Anyone care to see? 

Yeah. At least a couple people are confused right now. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Thenipwax came out of the closet to say: 

Yeah, cause everybody knows that everybody in the US speaks perfect english. 

I had a class taught by a guy from China who had a thick accent AND a lisp. 
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b3t3 n0ir3
Joined: Dec 08, 2000 

I AM RETARDED RETARDED 
RETARDED RETARDED 
RETARDED

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 

Professors in the United States speak better english than whoever wrote that email. 

This is an out and out lie. One of my calc profs was from russia, and his second language was spanish, and then he learned english in the UK. So, he had a british accent on top of a spanish 
accent on top of a russian accent. You couldn't understand a SINGLE THING the guy said. 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

This guy? 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
This guy? 

That would be too easy. It can't be him. Plus the location from the auctions he was the seller of is Austin, Texas. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
This guy? 

No. I think ebay is just showing me his feedback, and ****-ing his real username. look up scont06@yahoo.com 
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CanSpice
Joined: Jan 12, 2002 

GO CANUCKS GO

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

No. I think ebay is just showing me his feedback, and ****-ing his real username. look up scont06@yahoo.com 

His username and the usernames in his feedback are ****'ed out because of European privacy laws. 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

CanSpice came out of the closet to say: 

His username and the usernames in his feedback are ****'ed out because of European privacy laws. 

Ah! That makes sense. 
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pipebomb
Joined: May 12, 2001 

TrueAmericanHero

http://cgi2.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISA...userid=msalamon = scont06@yahoo.com 
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ilovemonkeys
Joined: Jun 11, 2002 

quote: 

CanSpice came out of the closet to say: 

His username and the usernames in his feedback are ****'ed out because of European privacy laws. 

I don't think you can actually leave feedback for yourself on eBay. So I would assume the other ****'s are from other users.

edit : And if that is a result of European privacy laws, then I'm willing to bet the good Professor has been inadvertently dragged into this by identity theft. 

ilovemonkeys fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 18:50
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

England to US to Germany. What a twisted web of lies.. or something. 

Apr 23, 2004: 18:50  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

Yeah, the ascii wave is from a user called "fersanmur" for instance. We fuck your privacy laws here in the states.

Edit: msalamon( 227) **** BEWERTUNGEN BITTE NICHT VERGESSEN **** 

German goons, wtf does that mean? Something please no something? 

Apr 23, 2004: 18:50  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

quote: 

ilovemonkeys came out of the closet to say: 

I don't think you can actually leave feedback for yourself on eBay. So I would assume the other ****'s are from other users. 

Ahh. That clears up my confusion over what he said. 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
Yeah, the ascii wave is from a user called "fersanmur" for instance. We fuck your privacy laws here in the states.

Edit: msalamon( 227) **** BEWERTUNGEN BITTE NICHT VERGESSEN **** 

German goons, wtf does that mean? Something please no something? 

EVALUATIONS REQUEST NOT FORGETTING 

Yay altavista. 

Apr 23, 2004: 18:55  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

^^^ yea, that makes tons of sense... ^^^

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
Yeah, the ascii wave is from a user called "fersanmur" for instance. We fuck your privacy laws here in the states.

Edit: msalamon( 227) **** BEWERTUNGEN BITTE NICHT VERGESSEN **** 

German goons, wtf does that mean? Something please no something? 

It means something along the lines of "bear in mind" or "not to mention"
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

EDIT: about evalutations (forgot the bewertungen). Essentially don't forget about them. 

FunkyBunny fucked around with this message at Apr 23, 2004 around 18:59

Apr 23, 2004: 18:55  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Thanos came out of the closet to say: 

Ahh. That clears up my confusion over what he said. 

Sorry about that . . I wasn't paying attention. 

Apr 23, 2004: 18:55  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

AngryLogic
Joined: Feb 21, 2004 

quote: 

pipebomb came out of the closet to say: 
http://cgi2.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISA...userid=msalamon = scont06@yahoo.com 

How were you able to reverse the email into an Ebay name? 

Apr 23, 2004: 18:56  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

Davedave24
Joined: Mar 11, 2004 

Stuponfucious

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
Yeah, the ascii wave is from a user called "fersanmur" for instance. We fuck your privacy laws here in the states.

Edit: msalamon( 227) **** BEWERTUNGEN BITTE NICHT VERGESSEN **** 

German goons, wtf does that mean? Something please no something? 

"please don't forget evaluations" 

Apr 23, 2004: 18:57  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

Davedave24 came out of the closet to say: 

"please don't forget evaluations" 

Ah, thanks. I forgot what bitte means... (I'm one of the morons who translater earlier) 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 
Yay altavista. 

I work for the Army, and people can use babelfish as an anonymizer proxy, so we have most translation sites blocked.  

Apr 23, 2004: 19:02  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

Davedave24
Joined: Mar 11, 2004 

Stuponfucious

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 

Ah, thanks. I forgot what bitte means... (I'm one of the morons who translater earlier) 

three years of highschool german and this is the only use i've gotten out of it since graduation :p 

Apr 23, 2004: 19:02  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

pipebomb
Joined: May 12, 2001 

TrueAmericanHero

quote: 

AngryLogic came out of the closet to say: 

How were you able to reverse the email into an Ebay name? 

Ancient Chinese Secret 

Apr 23, 2004: 19:04  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 

I work for the Army, and people can use babelfish as an anonymizer proxy, so we have most translation sites blocked.  

Just as well, babelfish blows. I think it was better when it first started and I used it to pass in French essays. 

Apr 23, 2004: 19:05  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

Lank
Joined: Sep 16, 2002 

I'm on the bandwagon for "Definitely fuck with this guy" but I also have to say I'm on the bandwagon for "This Indiana Prof may have been subject to identity theft and has nothign to do with 
this". How can I be on two wagons, wtf? Anyway, I think the best thing to do is stick to email only since it's obviously getting to the real person trying to rip you off, whoever it is. Ask him for 
info on how to contact you, like ask for a phone number, name, anything saying you want to talk to him in person since it's kind of an expensive auction, then go with the info you get back, see 
if it matches the prof.

3rd band wagon, I'm a math major and my profs suck asshole at the speaking of the Engrish.

EDIT: Then, once confirmed, commence megafucking of his life. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

Davedave24 came out of the closet to say: 

three years of highschool german and this is the only use i've gotten out of it since graduation :p 

My grandparents are german, but I haven't spoken german to them in probably 15 years now that they know english. 

Apr 23, 2004: 19:15  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Well, I didn't get the response I was hoping for:

Please retry to enter www.set-ltd.net and let me know your user name there.OK.
Thank you.

Im going to go ahead and sign up on that site. Ideas for next email? I'm going to think about it for a while and will post my reply. 

Apr 24, 2004: 19:14  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

osirisisdead
Joined: Jun 23, 2003 

I want my MG-42

That site seems fishy...

The grammar is absolutely terrible...

Unless you want to lose you friend's powerbook I'd never, ever send it to this guy... 

Apr 24, 2004: 19:31  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

MonkeyFootPaw
Joined: Aug 21, 2003 

...it is a tale told by an idiot, 
full of sound and fury, 
signifying nothing

quote: 

Davedave24 came out of the closet to say: 

"please don't forget evaluations" 

in other words, LEAVE ME FEEDBACK, BITCH!  
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Jailbrekr
Joined: Apr 08, 2002 

You will worship me, even if it 
kills you.

quote: 

ilovemonkeys came out of the closet to say: 
I don't think you can actually leave feedback for yourself on eBay. So I would assume the other ****'s are from other users. 

One person, multiple accounts. 
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Jadaris
Joined: May 09, 2003 

mmmmm pie

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 
^^^ yea, that makes tons of sense... ^^^ 

graaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

FOR THE LOVE OF FUCKING FUCK, PRESSING QUOTE IS NOT FUCKING HARD STOP WITH THE GODDAMNED ARROWS 
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phirkel
Joined: Apr 01, 2004 

SPARC Nazi

Has anyone considered reporting this "website" to VeriSign, because it is using VeriSign's copyrighted materials without their permission...

And we all know what American companies like to do to people who violate IP (lol sodomize them lol).

Also, I'm throwing my vote onto the "fuck with him" bandwagon, because these scammers are what makes doing transactions on eBay such a pain in the arse. And maybe I missed it when I 
was reading the thread, but have you suggested an eBay-recommended escrow service to him? I had someone try to pull similar shit on me, but when I told them I would only use an eBay-
recommended escrow service, they pretty much gave up. 
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evilweasel
Joined: Aug 24, 2002 

I use the 9th amendment as 
my answer to everything

quote: 

osirisisdead came out of the closet to say: 
Unless you want to lose you friend's powerbook I'd never, ever send it to this guy... 

R>C>P 
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Tyldak23
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Nails are like candy to robots 
and we'll eat tires instead of 
licorice.

go to register at the site. It is supposedly a London based company and yet it only has American states and Canadian provinces for you to put into your address to sign up... 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

My Reply: 
-----Original Message-----
From: MyNameIsJeff [mailto:mynameisjeff@bootsix.net] 
Sent: Saturday, April 24, 2004 2:52 PM
To: 'scont06@yahoo.com'
Subject: What is the next step?

Hello!

I have just finished creating my account on the escrow site that you suggested. My escrow username is MyNameIsJeffHarris. 

Before we continue, I wanted to ask; do you know if this site had a strong digital defense? 

I read that escrow services who do not utilize a strong digital defense can often be attacked, and the buyer and or seller can lose money or their item. I really don’t want this to happen! I’m 
sure you don’t either!

I don’t mean to ask so many questions; as you can see, I am new at ebay. By doing it this way, will I get to skip the extra ebay fees? That would be really great. I don’t want to pay them extra 
money.

What is the next step? I have never really used escrow. 
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Thank you!

Jeff
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

Tyldak23 came out of the closet to say: 
go to register at the site. It is supposedly a London based company and yet it only has American states and Canadian provinces for you to put into your address to 
sign up... 

Looks like we've got them europeans whipped.

Also, voted 5. Keep those emails coming.

EDIT: Ask and ye shall receive.  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Aeolius came out of the closet to say: 

Also, voted 5. Keep those emails coming.

EDIT: Ask and ye shall receive.  

One thing that sucks is, I don't get his replies 'till around 6am PST. 
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fenderrob
Joined: Jan 06, 2004 

quote: 

phirkel came out of the closet to say: 
Has anyone considered reporting this "website" to VeriSign, because it is using VeriSign's copyrighted materials without their permission...

Nope. No one. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

I forgot to subscribe to this yesterday, but subscribing now... I want to know how it pans out (and see if i can hop on the goon justice bandwagon if it comes to that). 
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Lollerich
Joined: Mar 25, 2004 

OMG! THEY ARE HERE!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Overall profile makeup 
261 positives. 230 are from unique users. 
1 neutrals. 
3 negatives. 3 are from unique users

Only 25 actuall feedback entries are viewable. Usually these people have pages of feedback entries! Perhaps it is not our professor. 

There should be a dropdown menu at the bottom, you can select to display up to 200 feedback entries. http://paintedover.com/uploads/1/dropdown.jpg
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Someone determined the ebay name belonging to the email address you provided, and I decided to take a look.
If this is indeed msalomon, it might interest you what those negative entries were. Two of the three negative feedback entries were cancelled by the buyers/sellers, because it turned out to be 
their own fault. The third negative entry stated that the item received had been used prior and was scratched, msalamon responded cryptically because her german seems to be not much better 
than her english, but I believe she meant to say, that the item had in fact been touched and tried and that it went for a low priece anyway.
I determined the fact that msalomom is female from the positive entries that indicate her beeing female.
If you need the names of the ebayers who left the negative entries I might be able to provide them. Seeing that there may be privacy issues, I will not post them here.
I can also translate the other two negative entries that were retracted if you like. 
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NObodiesGeek
Joined: Jun 14, 2003 

I'm not shy, I just hate you.

Maybe I didn't catch it earlier, but you spelled her name three different ways. 
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Stalemate
Joined: Jun 27, 2003 

20 dollars my ass

no hes legit you can send. i mean what is there to lose? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

NObodiesGeek came out of the closet to say: 
Maybe I didn't catch it earlier, but you spelled her name three different ways. 

What are you talking about? 
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NObodiesGeek
Joined: Jun 14, 2003 

I'm not shy, I just hate you.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

What are you talking about? 

I was talking about Lollerich because he used three different usernames. Forget I mentioned it though, it's not important. I was just wondering if it was the same person using multiple names. 
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Lollerich
Joined: Mar 25, 2004 

OMG! THEY ARE HERE!

quote: 

NObodiesGeek came out of the closet to say: 

I was talking about Lollerich because he used three different usernames. Forget I mentioned it though, it's not important. I was just wondering if it was the same 
person using multiple names. 

I am usually low on shortterm memory at 01:12 am. I apologize for mistyping the name, I will chastise myself for the rest of the day with a whip. The correct username is msalamon. 
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RonaldMcDonald
Joined: Mar 10, 2001 

At least continue to where he tells you where to ship the laptop to, and if it's not some address in Russia or something, report him to the police.
Ebay won't do shit because they get their fees whether a trade is a scam or not. 
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1badkarma
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

I'm sorry, uh, I wasn't 
listening...

Just had an idea to find out whether or not it could be that Professor from Indiana State. 

There is an email address on the profile website of the Professor. Send him an email asking some bullshit about the Interior Design course. Say you are a prospective student. When he replies, 
critique the level of English in his email and see if there are any similarities to the dude who is trying to scam you.

I somehow doubt they are the same guy. It's just a little too stupid (although it is a very clever scam, going through the trouble of building a fake escrow site, etc.) for an Asst. Prof. in Interior 
Designing to do. 
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Rib Feast
Joined: Feb 18, 2003 

Half the peanuts, but double 
the corn!

My little brother sold one of my 20.1" LCD screens to a guy in Indonesia via paypal...

If this guy is called Steven Cassay and wants to pick it up from a hotel lobby let me know, I will literally fly there and deliver your laptop and/or kill him. 
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Chase
Joined: Apr 30, 2002 

quote: 

Jadaris came out of the closet to say: 

graaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

FOR THE LOVE OF FUCKING FUCK, PRESSING QUOTE IS NOT FUCKING HARD STOP WITH THE GODDAMNED ARROWS 

Pardon me for the aside. Take a deep breath, Jadaris. Arrows take up less room than a quote does. If I find myself quoting someone whose post winds up directly above mine, I will remove the 
quote and add arrows. I think it's more polite. I realize that this appears in the MM subforum but it's not your place to scream about it fuckwad.

To get back on topic, I hope nobody is fucking with this professor fellow. Good luck Jeff, this is interesting to watch. 
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Unorthodox
Joined: Dec 03, 2001 

Retired with career average of 
25.38/day.

Subscribed for goon justice. I wait with much anticipation. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

Also subscribed to see the outcome. Good luck finding this scammer. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

His English in the original post did seem a little "Germanized." But his German also seems a tad strange as well. My vote, is this guy comes from a slavistic eastern european country, or equally 
plausible-- Turkey. Whether or not he lives there anymore, who can say. 

pooper scooper fucked around with this message at Apr 25, 2004 around 15:57
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YancyDCjew
Joined: Feb 28, 2002 

have you offered to use the ebay escrow service yet? 
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Rukes
Joined: Jan 01, 2001 

Yes, The Rukes

I remember when I sold my Powerbook last year, I got 3 different offers to fake escrow sites...and I sadly didn't think of any good replies  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

YancyDCjew came out of the closet to say: 
have you offered to use the ebay escrow service yet? 

No not yet.

quote: 

RonaldMcDonald came out of the closet to say : 
At least continue to where he tells you where to ship the laptop to, and if it's not some address in Russia or something, report him to the police.
Ebay won't do shit because they get their fees whether a trade is a scam or not. 

He wants to settle outside of ebay.

New email received!
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 25, 2004 7:51 AM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: What is the next step?

HELLO
First of all I want ot tell you that you will not pay anything because I pay the escrow, UPS and other fees. Ok? I started the transaction with the nr. 6813088950 . Now please enter www.set-ltd.
net , acces your account with the uzername that you have and if the transaction isOk with you please accept it. Ok? Once you do that I will send the funds =2100$ plus shipping $180. Ok? 
Please send the unit express UPS or Fedex.I will send them money and they will let you know as soon as they get the amount. Then you can send the unit at my address. Ok? Do not worry I 
know a lot of people that used this service and it is OK. Please let me know. THANKS 

Hmm, when working with an escrow company, don't you send them the item? It seems this guy is so excited he can't type correctly! Unfortunately, no comment on his strong digital defense!

For those of you interested: My secure, and reliable escrow username and password : mynameisjeffharris/escrow 
Just click on 'My Transactions' This is pretty lame.

I can't find his address anywhere in, "My Transactions." You think that would be someting included. 

Next email will include questions about his Strong Digital Defense, and his address. Anything you would like me to ask just post it. 
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schmuckfeatures
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

This avatar needs more 
Rumsfeld

I think you should ask him about interior design. Just throw in a random comment. It's almost like the 'stairs question'. 
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Gohanks
Joined: Jun 04, 2003 

Agetec is bringing Alter Code F 
to the US! Rejoice!

I second the motion to mention interior design. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Anything you would like me to ask just post it. 

You have to somehow make him think the deal is going sour. He has to start to get desperate. Tell him you found another buyer that will pay $2200 and you are thinking about going with him.

Ok? Ok? Ok? 
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The Amazing Rando!
Joined: May 20, 2001 

CAN'T 
FUCKING SHUT 
UP

How much are the relist fees? We could start a faux goon bidding war, just to see how high his fake ceiling goes. Maybe if you get him to offer high enough it might cross the llne to felony fraud 
on his part.

*these statements have not been evaluated by a trained legal professional. 
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Mayor Wilkins
Joined: Nov 18, 2002 

I have two words that are 
going to make all your troubles 
go away - "miniature golf."

Tell him I just offered you $2300 for the laptop, in addition for paying for all escrow fees and shipping costs. Explain that you also are more inclined to trust me because I have the title of 
"Mayor" in my username, and obviously that means I'm the mayor of some city somewhere since people would never attempt to lie or defraud others over the Internet. Ask him if he wants to 
make a higher bid, see what he says. 
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slothzilla
Joined: Dec 19, 2003 

Gay for Cusack!

You're not convincing him that you are a naive first time Ebay user. You need more exclamation points and pluses!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
This will make you an A+++++ emailer. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Maybe there can even be a way to include aliens.. or government conspiracies..

I got it!!!!!!!!!

THE CIA WANTS THE LAPTOP. Why? I dont know, we can work on that.

Now we need some NINJA GOONS at the university this professor teaches.. to drop freaky messages in his teachers inbox, ones that are somehow related to this ebay transaction.

Imagine the possibilities! What do you say? We could string this guy along for a wild ride I think. 

pooper scooper fucked around with this message at Apr 25, 2004 around 20:10
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scheissmacht
Joined: Oct 23, 2000 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Hmm, when working with an escrow company, don't you send them the item? 

No, the buyer sends them the money which they hold until the buyer has received and approved the item. Then they release the money to the seller. 
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comrade_sven
Joined: May 02, 2003 

You forgot the part where the escrow company inspects the item first before passing it on to the seller. Then if the seller doesn't like it, he returns it to them, who return it to the seller, or he's 
out the money. 
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Stealth Like
Joined: Apr 27, 2003 

Tell him that $2100 is too low, and ask for a price over what it costs to get one of them brand new. If he agrees, it is definately a scam, and you can feel free to harrass him all you like. 
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evilweasel
Joined: Aug 24, 2002 

I use the 9th amendment as 
my answer to everything

quote: 

Stealth Like came out of the closet to say: 
Tell him that $2100 is too low, and ask for a price over what it costs to get one of them brand new. If he agrees, it is definately a scam, and you can feel free to 
harrass him all you like. 

It has been already proven this is a scam. 
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schmuckfeatures
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

This avatar needs more 
Rumsfeld

Edit: nm 

schmuckfeatures fucked around with this message at Apr 25, 2004 around 21:04
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TheChaplain
Joined: Apr 22, 2002 

God is just the start of your 
problems, neh?

Read > Comprehend > Post

We've got this thing for a reason:
http://forums.somethingawful.com/di...t=3&topicid=129 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

slothzilla came out of the closet to say: 
You're not convincing him that you are a naive first time Ebay user. You need more exclamation points and pluses!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
This will make you an A+++++ emailer. 

YES!

I will post my response shortly. I will try to include everything from page 5. 
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Secks
Joined: Oct 10, 2002 

I love this. There is no better forum in the world.

I say that once you find out all these details, you fuck with him, giving him the surprise of his life. I laughed at the wasp idea but indeed that would be too devious. 

Send him a Fiestacat. That'll show him. 
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Rib Feast
Joined: Feb 18, 2003 

Half the peanuts, but double 
the corn!

Send him a printed A3 of Pain4.jpg

And another picture of a laptop  
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takeshi
Joined: Sep 01, 2001 

I wouldn't mail him about interior design but do it the other way around. 
Ask the prof. from Indiana State something about his course and check if his answer has correct spelling/grammar. Try to control the conversation in such a way that he might replicate an 
identical error like "uzername". This wouldn't prove anything but might be a good indicator if this is in fact the same person. 
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The Grey
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

The time is near.

I think you need to get more personal info about the guy so we can track down who it really is. Just ask for his address so you can estimate shipping costs on the laptop. 
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toolboi
Joined: Jul 24, 2002 

I asked for a larger and more 
obnoxious custom tittle. Krursk 
bought me this one instead.

I think that the answer is obvious. Email him back and say that youve accepted the offer, do the paper work, but dont send it. Meanwhile, wait. Wait for him to say that the Escrow service says 
you havent sent anything, and ask for a number with which to contact said service and figgure out why, even though youve sent the laptop, they are registering it as not sent. Check the 
numbers, perhaps get a London goon to trace the number, and figgure out exactly who this whole scam is being orchestrated by.

Teach me not to read the whole thread... still, my idea has some merit. 

toolboi fucked around with this message at Apr 26, 2004 around 00:39
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Corey0u
Joined: Jul 23, 2002 

UNFUNNY RACIST TROLL II

quote: 

The Grey came out of the closet to say: 
I think you need to get more personal info about the guy so we can track down who it really is. Just ask for his address so you can estimate shipping costs on the 
laptop. 

If this guy has gone through enough trouble to make a fake escrow site, registering the domain in someone elses name, etc. He is definitely using a drop box registered under a fake name. I 
would just have as much fun as I could with this guy, maybe involve the police.. this guy obvisously isn't the smartest so he had to have slipped up somwhere. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

quote: 

Mayor Wilkins came out of the closet to say: 
Tell him I just offered you $2300 for the laptop, in addition for paying for all escrow fees and shipping costs. Explain that you also are more inclined to trust me 
because I have the title of "Mayor" in my username, and obviously that means I'm the mayor of some city somewhere since people would never attempt to lie or 
defraud others over the Internet. Ask him if he wants to make a higher bid, see what he says. 

I'll bid $5 over anything the "Mayor" there goes, just because Captains > Mayors. 
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Shii
Joined: Feb 17, 2004 

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 
Now we need some NINJA GOONS at the university this professor teaches.. to drop freaky messages in his teachers inbox, ones that are somehow related to this 
ebay transaction. 

Since he's from Thailand, I do not think that's a likely scenario. 
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pihwlook
Joined: Jun 01, 2003 

what what what what

Subscribed.

Good job with the emails so far. I just wish there were a way to track this guy. 
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The Grey
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

The time is near.

quote: 

Corey0u came out of the closet to say: 

If this guy has gone through enough trouble to make a fake escrow site, registering the domain in someone elses name, etc. He is definitely using a drop box 
registered under a fake name. I would just have as much fun as I could with this guy, maybe involve the police.. this guy obvisously isn't the smartest so he had 
to have slipped up somwhere. 

We would still be able to get a state or country, and maybe a name. That would tell us if it really is the interior decorator professor. 
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spacey
Joined: Jul 09, 2001 

DEFENDER OF THE DOG

How far do you live from the University?

Subscribing to this tasty thread. 
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madcosby
Joined: Mar 04, 2003 

*

Fascinating. I love the detective work some of the forum members do. I'm not sure I can chime in on any of this, but something that strikes me is that someone mentioned that the escrow 
website was created a few days ago? Is that reliable data? (I don't know how to find that stuff). 

If it is true, and this guy claims he's used this escrow service in the past, then he's definitely up to no good. Of course, maybe everyone is certain this is a con on the buyers' part, so I could just 
be slow putting together all these clues. 

I'm also jumping on the band wagon that this is probably identity theft. I don't know why, but for some reason I'll give the ISU professor the benefit of the doubt... 

Finally, Jeff, I love the "password: escrow" bit. It's the small details that make your approach to this so wonderful to read.

I'm curious how this will end up. I hope you win. 
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Spook
Joined: Feb 25, 2002 

~@NSA.gov

has anyone reported this site to VeriSign? http://www.verisign.com/support/site/abuse.html 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

What's up with the guy's ebay account? http://cgi2.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISA...userid=msalamon looks like a perfectly legitimate ebay account... is this guy just a legitimate ebayer but a 
scammer on the side or something?

The professor fellow sounds like identity theft indeed. But I think you guys are reading too much into the bad english/grammar. He could just as well be faking that to further confuse his targets 
no different than jeff is doing in his emails.

I wouldn't ask about interior design, that will tip him off. I think this guy's pretty smart (like I said, i doubt the validity of his poorly typed emails).. the web site, while not perfect, is enough to 
fool someone who doesn't understand web design. However, if he's guilty of identity theft, then it's also enough to evade authorities I would imagine..

If he says he's in London, then would it not be safe to assume that the address he will provide, even if it's a drop-box with fake info as well, will be in his town, or within driving distance? That 
would mean he really is from the UK. Maybe Jeff can get the address and then some UK goons can track this guy down in more detail?

Anyway, continue fucking with him.. I would ask for a downpayment on the shipping rate tho... say that you want a good-fait down payment to cover the shipping, and the item will be off, 
remaining money thru his digitally secure site..

EDIT: Also I hope people aren't reporting this to any authorities yet, because that will kinda kill the joke =/ 
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MariusMS
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Shut the door.

quote: 

Spook came out of the closet to say: 
has anyone reported this site to VeriSign? http://www.verisign.com/support/site/abuse.html 

Nope, no one has thought of that. I wish someone would though  
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The Newman
Joined: Oct 17, 2003 

unconstructive critic

quote: 

Spook came out of the closet to say: 
has anyone reported this site to VeriSign? http://www.verisign.com/support/site/abuse.html 

Has anyone read the thread? Anyone? 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

Mayor Wilkins came out of the closet to say: 
Tell him I just offered you $2300 for the laptop, in addition for paying for all escrow fees and shipping costs. Explain that you also are more inclined to trust me 
because I have the title of "Mayor" in my username, and obviously that means I'm the mayor of some city somewhere since people would never attempt to lie or 
defraud others over the Internet. Ask him if he wants to make a higher bid, see what he says. 

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 
Maybe there can even be a way to include aliens.. or government conspiracies..

I got it!!!!!!!!!

THE CIA WANTS THE LAPTOP. Why? I dont know, we can work on that. 

I propose that we combine these two ideas; the mayor of the CIA needs it. Can't get much more reputable than that. 
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Luthier
Joined: Feb 12, 2002 

Off we go
into the wild blue yonder!

The ebay account is stolen from a legitimate ebay user. That's a pretty common thing. The original user was a female and probably had an easy to guess password. They picked it, or got it 
through some other means, and then changed the password so she could not access it any more. Now the scammers are using her good feedback to trick new ebay users into sending them 
expensive items.

The correct course of action is to report them to authorities. While this may seem like a funny good justice kind of thing, remember that these people are definitely not working on you alone. 
While you're having your fun, some less internet savvy sellers out there are sending these fucks expensive items and losing a lot of money. 

There are a lot of naive people out there, and ebay escrow scam is very common, just do a google search. There are thousands of victims each losing thousands of dollars. If you stop playing 
games and report this guy to the police, maybe some of those less fortunate sellers can avoid being scammed. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Luthier came out of the closet to say: 
The ebay account is stolen from a legitimate ebay user. That's a pretty common thing. The original user was a female and probably had an easy to guess 
password. They picked it, or got it through some other means, and then changed the password so she could not access it any more. Now the scammers are using 
her good feedback to trick new ebay users into sending them expensive items.

The correct course of action is to report them to authorities. While this may seem like a funny good justice kind of thing, remember that these people are 
definitely not working on you alone. While you're having your fun, some less internet savvy sellers out there are sending these fucks expensive items and losing a 
lot of money. 

There are a lot of naive people out there, and ebay escrow scam is very common, just do a google search. There are thousands of victims each losing thousands of 
dollars. If you stop playing games and report this guy to the police, maybe some of those less fortunate sellers can avoid being scammed. 

don't you find it strange that a stolen ebay account that was actively used by the original owner is still there and the scammers have not been cought via some sort of ip trace as to who logged 
into it? 
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Luthier
Joined: Feb 12, 2002 

Off we go
into the wild blue yonder!

quote: 

esky came out of the closet to say: 
don't you find it strange that a stolen ebay account that was actively used by the original owner is still there and the scammers have not been cought via some 
sort of ip trace as to who logged into it? 

Who do you expect to do IP traces on that account? Ebay? Ha.

It's very likely the account owner had the same password for her email and her ebay. This happened to a friend of mine last year, he suddenly stopped receiving emails on his Yahoo account. A 
while later he found out that somebody upgraded his Yahoo account with a stolen credit card to the one you can get to via POP3, and was just sucking all his emails every at 30 second intervals. 
The people then changed the password on his ebay account and used it to post some expensive items for sale. They didn't sell anything, this was quickly pulled when he reported it to ebay. The 
guys were never caught though, all we ever found is they were from Belarus somewhere. 
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Boobytrap a laptop-sized box and send it to them! Would UPS and so forth properly scan for explosives? If not, try dumping some other really horrible stuff in the box. Maybe a crapload of 
wasps and enough sugar and water for them to stay alive but verrrrrry pissed off? Maybe you should start collecting your turds?

Make sure that they suffer. 
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cunnelatio
Joined: Aug 08, 2002 

I'M A HUGE 
FAGGOT 

quote: 

scheissmacht came out of the closet to say: 

No, the buyer sends them the money which they hold until the buyer has received and approved the item. Then they release the money to the seller. 

What if they receive the item but claim they didn't  
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

That is what you call a scam. Proper sites, of course, don't pull that shit, as they have a reputation to lose (plus they'll get sued). 
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SignalTwoFive
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

Bob Sapp is laughing AT you, 
not WITH you.

quote: 

Lytinwheedle came out of the closet to say: 
That is what you call a scam. Proper sites, of course, don't pull that shit, as they have a reputation to lose (plus they'll get sued). 

Thank you for reading the thread first. 
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Kickworm
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

situation :emoticon:

Awaiting updates. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

This thread must come to a confrontational conclusion. Please? 
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

quote: 

SignalTwoFive came out of the closet to gibber: 

Thank you for reading the thread first. 

I was answering the question of the poster above me. R>C>P. 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

Lytinwheedle came out of the closet to say: 
I was answering the question of the poster above me. R>C>P. 

Didn't look that way to me.

Hint: establish your flow!  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Hey guys. No, this thread is far from over! 

It looks like I'm seling something else! (Other seller transactions from escrow site)
Transaction details 

These are the details for transaction with ID 1399872290 
Item name: Amanda Real Doll 

Terms Details 
Seller username mynameisjeffharris 
Buyer username Euro 
Shipping with FedEx 
Who pays fee Buyer 
Who pays shipping Buyer 
Inspection period 8 
Item price 3500 USD 
Quantity 1 
Escrow fee 0 from 42 USD 
Shipping cost 143 
Total cost to Seller 0 
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Total cost to Buyer 3685 

Description 
slightly used 

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! I encourage you all add many many things like this to my account on his escrow site!!! Add things, and I will tell him I am going to use his preferred escrow service 
for my other auctions! 

I wasn't able to email him yesterday, so no new update from him. However, I will compose my email message as I type this reply. I will send it when i get home.

Hello sir!
Please let me thank you again for being so patient with me! It is too bad we are settling outside of ebay, because I was going to leave you "EXCELENT EBAYER!!!!!11 A++++++++== WOULD 
SELL TO ANYTIME" I guess it is ok though becaue I would have to give them an extra $300 when the auction was over.

I logged onto your preferred escrow site and saw our transaction. I did not see any place to accept it though! Did I just not see it? Sorry I am new at this. Where do I go to say OK? 

Where on the site does it say where to ship it to! I am very eager to get this thing shipped so I can hurry up and start the process to get my money! Once I ok our transaction does it tell me 
where to ship the laptop? I am very positive you will be satisfied with the laptop.

One other thing, You seemed to confident about this escrow service, that I think I am going to use it myself for my other transactions. Is that ok? I will be buying and selling other laptops and 
would like the security. I will be buying many things and will need a escrow service with a strong digital defense to send my money to so I don't get ripped off.

Thanks again!
Jeff

I think the next email I will let him know about someone else who has offered more for the laptop. I think I will tell him that the other person wants to settle outside of ebay, with a personal 
escrow service too! Perhaps I can get him to call the other guy a scammer! 

I should have his reply tomorrow morning. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Now please enter www.set-ltd.net 

What the FUCK are the pictures on that site supposed to be about? `Building!' `Grinning Eyeless Yuppie!' `Chin Stroker!'

EDIT: btw, this might have to proceed at speed - that escrow site appears on the huge list on this site (not quoted for reason of length) of suspect sites under investigation and liable to be 
closed: http://www.carbuyingtips.com/fraud.htm 

Pipski fucked around with this message at Apr 26, 2004 around 18:34
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

You will be happy to know that you are also selling a 2002 Boss Hoss motorcycle;

Terms Details 
Seller username MyNameIsJeffHarris 
Buyer username looking for a buyer 
Shipping with Airborne 
Who pays fee Buyer 
Who pays shipping Buyer 
Inspection period 20 
Item price 33000 USD 
Quantity 1 
Escrow fee 0 from 396 USD 
Shipping cost 485 
Total cost to Seller 0 
Total cost to Buyer 33881 

Description 
2002 Boss Hoss motorcycle. 602ci Cadillac engine(1997), NO2, Turbo. 588HP/NOS 812HP. All gear included. 3 speed transmission with reverse. Clear title. 
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Mayor Wilkins
Joined: Nov 18, 2002 

I have two words that are 
going to make all your troubles 
go away - "miniature golf."

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! I encourage you all add many many things like this to my account on his escrow site!!! Add things, and I will tell him I am going to 
use his preferred escrow service for my other auctions! 

As per your request, I have done this. I eagerly await my shipment.

Edit - huh, it reset some of my prices and deleted some others. What the fuck. I guess I can't use commas. Either that, or I can't have seventeen thousand kidneys. 

Edit 2 - re-entered, since this amazing site doesn't let you delete transactions. This site also seems to randomly hate certain numbers, and I want to know where the fuck it got these numbers 
in the millions. What the fuck am I paying six hundred million for? Goddamned kidneys!

Seller username: mynameisjeffharris 
Buyer username: Mayor Wilkins 
Shipping with Captain Eddie's cargo ship 
Who pays fee: Buyer 
Who pays shipping: Buyer 
Inspection period: 7 
Item price: 34500 USD 
Quantity: 17250 
Escrow fee: 0 from 7141500 USD 
Shipping cost: 1200 
Total cost to Seller: 0 
Total cost to Buyer: 602267700 

Description:

A lot of bear kidneys from various bears, including (but not limited to) polar, grizzly, brown, Yogi, black, panda, and Care. 

Original shipping was "1200 and a case of Bud," but their system doesn't like letters in the shipping field, I guess. What the fuck. 

Mayor Wilkins fucked around with this message at Apr 26, 2004 around 19:13
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dablakh0l
Joined: Sep 03, 2002 

Wow, I'm buying Sauron's Ring!!!

Thanks
Bilbo Boggins

Buyer username Bilbo Boggins 
Seller username MyNameIsJeffHarris 
Shipping with Dragon Post 
Who pays fee Split 50/50 
Who pays shipping Split 50/50 
Inspection period 30 
Item price 25 GBP 
Quantity 1 
Escrow fee 0.15 from 0.3 GBP 
Shipping cost 1 
Total cost to Buyer 25.65 
Total cost to Seller 0.65 

Description 
Sauron's Ring 

dablakh0l fucked around with this message at Apr 26, 2004 around 19:27
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Sweater
Joined: Feb 19, 2003 

I think this rates up there with TheHerpes" Adriana Sage thread. Nothing like a good read. 

OMG SO AMAZING!!!!!!!11 A++++++++ WILL READ MORE!!!!!!!!1 
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ArchDemon
Joined: Jan 02, 2004 

Wolf Software! Teh pwn!

First thing of course (stated many times) is to get the address or contact number. With that, the police is definately something to consider. Who is hosting his escrow site?

Updates plz. 
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Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

One thing that sucks is, I don't get his replies 'till around 6am PST. 

I'm kinda surprised nobody's caught this yet. I got to thinking about it, and 6am PST is 8am Central, which is about the time a professor would be rolling into his office to check his Yahoo email 
and see if that kid from Washington is falling for it or not.

edit: Yes, I have also considered that it also is 2pm GMT, or something. But, realistically, who checks his Yahoo mail at 2pm every day? 

Halvor fucked around with this message at Apr 26, 2004 around 20:16
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rock lobster
Joined: May 06, 2003 

i taught the fruit how to eat 
itself

At first I thought the internet existed so that we could watch a monkey pee in his mouth.

And then I thought the internet existed so we could berate furries.

Now I know for a fact that the Internet exists for this thread.

And porn.

Anxiously awaiting an update. 
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Shii
Joined: Feb 17, 2004 

I do hope Rush Limbaugh will enjoy this hot dog I'm selling him!

These are the details for transaction with ID 6929777523 
Item name: World's Largest Hot Dog 

Terms Details 
Seller username mynameisjeffharris 
Buyer username Rush Limbaugh 
Shipping with Private aircraft carrier 
Who pays fee Buyer 
Who pays shipping Buyer 
Inspection period 30 
Item price 2500 USD 
Quantity 1 
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Escrow fee 0 from 30 USD 
Shipping cost 500 
Total cost to Seller 0 
Total cost to Buyer 3030 

Description 
In good condition; some scratches, but still edible. In original bun. 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

^^^
I think these fakes are going to be the downfall of this thread.

Still funny, though 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Halvor.. you seem to have a pretty good point.

However, in Europe (at least in Germany) lunch breaks are between 12 and 2 in the afternoon.

I agree with the above poster. These fakes are funny.. but they might ruin the thread or even expose this too early as a plot to fight back the scammer. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 
Halvor.. you seem to have a pretty good point.

However, in Europe (at least in Germany) lunch breaks are between 12 and 2 in the afternoon.

I agree with the above poster. These fakes are funny.. but they might ruin the thread or even expose this too early as a plot to fight back the scammer. 

They're right. Lets Back off on the items for sale for now. 
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AlexMax
Joined: Nov 04, 2003 

Third Impact

I'm on the edge of my seat. This thread can only end well...

Voted 5. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Get a load of this! I reported this guy's email and fake site to ebay- Told him everyting we discovered! Fake everything! And I get this! 

Hello,

Thank you for writing to eBay's Customer Support with your concerns. My name is John and I appreciate the chance to answer your question. I'm happy to assist you further.

An Escrow service allows the buyer to send their money to the Escrow Company, and the Seller then ships the item to the Buyer. Once the Buyer approves the item the Escrow service then pays 
the Seller. eBay recommends escrow for transactions over $500.00.

The Escrow service affiliated with eBay is called Escrow.com. eBay encourages members to take advantage of the assurance that escrow services can provide. For more information on escrow, 
please see the following eBay page:

http://pages.ebay.com/help/sell/escrow.html 
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I wish you the best with your future transactions.

Regards, 

John W. S.
eBay Customer Support

WELL THANK YOU JOHN! MY CUP RUNETH OVER!
Hmm. . . someone is reporting an obvious scam and fake escrow site. Obviously he has no idea what escrow is. BETTER SCHOOL HIM! 
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Stefan Prodan
Joined: Jan 07, 2002 

Gee, I wish we had one of 
them doomsday machines.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Get a load of this! I reported this guy's email and fake site to ebay- Told him everyting we discovered! Fake everything! And I get this! 

Support Letter

WELL THANK YOU JOHN! MY CUP RUNETH OVER! 

Haha, oh man, it's a shame he took the time to personally type all that letter out to you, without it even applying to you! 
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Kid Antrim
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Regulators... Mount up!

quote: 

Stefan Prodan came out of the closet to say: 

Haha, oh man, it's a shame he took the time to personally type all that letter out to you, without it even applying to you! 

It's a canned reply. Copy, paste, send. I did email support for a company for a year. Copy and Paste was my friend, I didn't give a shit if it helped them or not for the most part.   
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I replied to that ebay email

Hi John,

Not to be rude, but I know quite well what escrow is. I also happen to know that this is an obvious scam attempt. Had you actually read the form I filled out on your site, and not replied with 
the canned response: Escrow 101, you would notice that I did not ask what escrow was. I was reporting someone wants to settle the sale outside of ebay, through an escrow site he referred me 
to. A site that claims to be a VeriSign secure site, but then you click the logo, he is hosting the VeriSign page -the page that should take you to the verisign site. This is a text book rip off.
This can't be your answer to everyone who reports these types of things can it? I really think you should take some action against this person. 

Jeff
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

quote: 

Rukes came out of the closet to say: 
I remember when I sold my Powerbook last year, I got 3 different offers to fake escrow sites...and I sadly didn't think of any good replies  

Same here. Numerous people tried to do the exact same thing to me.

I also got a response from someone who offered me 200 bucks for a g4 powerbook. 
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frozenphil
Joined: Mar 13, 2003 

what?

quote: 

Kid Antrim came out of the closet to say: 

It's a canned reply. Copy, paste, send. I did email support for a company for a year. Copy and Paste was my friend, I didn't give a shit if it helped them or not for 
the most part.   

Oh sarcasm tags, why hast thou forsaken us so? 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

Kid Antrim came out of the closet to say: 
It's a canned reply. 
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

I would stop or remove any fake auctions on the escrow site until we get the last reply from the guy with at least a shipping address. Also once he gets that why not create our own accounts on 
the site? Does it take a CC or something? What will they think when 400 people sign up on the site to escrow their real dolls and stored bodily fluids?

Edit: Forgot, I had a question from earlier on. Someone mentioned something like lsass in reference to goons fucking with scammers. I didnt see anything in dictionary, can anyone explain or 
point me to a thread? Thanks 

Marius fucked around with this message at Apr 26, 2004 around 22:11
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I went onto the site again, to view my transactions. 
One transaction: 4189708512 Tyldak23 51 inch flatscreen tv Waiting for seller 
At the bottom, I have the bottons to accept or reject the transaction. 
The other 2: One for the amanda real doll, and one for the laptop the he created - I do not have the buttons.

Is that a problem with his coding? 
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fredwardo
Joined: Jul 27, 2003 

Is it maybe possible to find out his real IP by including an image in an email to him then finding out what IPs have accessed it. That way you could trace it and find out where they may be.
I knocked up a little php script where if you to go to http://www.vdhri.net/images/mrgreen.gif it attempts to log your IP in this text file: http://www.vdhri.net/images/ips.txt. 
I tested including it in an email to myself and that got my ip (with the www.eml.cc/... referer) when i viewed it on webmail.
Another way that comes to mind would be to look at server logs.
Don't know if it would be any use, and i might've fucked up while making it, but i was bored and it's an idea i guess. 
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Muti
Joined: Oct 20, 2003 

Okay detectives!#!! First off, it is not the professor.. you can fill in any name and register a fucking domain. I'm sure someone who went through the effort of creating a fake escrow site and 
stealing eBay accounts is not going to register with their real name. Stop patting yourselves on the backs for thinking you've "CAUGHT THIS GUY!!". Way to go, you can lookup WHOIS and use 
google at the same time.

Anyway, I really doubt you will catch this person. They most likely have a drop point, or will have you ship to a P.O. box. They are also probably doing most of this from an internet cafe or just 
using a proxy server so you aren't going to "trace the IP". I'm not sure if you've reported the account to ebay or just the escrow site, but report the account to ebay so it can be closed and 
report the website to the ISP of whomever is hosting it (http://www.dnsstuff.com/tools/whois.ch?ip=66.218.79.157), which appears to be Yahoo web hosting. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Wow I didn't even have to wait 'till 6 am for his reply this time!

From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2004 2:21 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Ready to ship laptop

OK I talk with escrow services and now is ok he have a litle problem with website.The money is sent express to escrow.
Please email me when you will receive the confirmation.

It seems his money is on the way! I registered on the site with one of my hotmail accounts, so I can't check for the "confirmation" email until I get home from work in about 2 hours. 
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Superhaus
Joined: Jun 09, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I replied to that ebay email

Hi John,

R>C>P

Jeff

That would have been easier. 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

Muti came out of the closet to say: 
blah blah blah im smart blah blah 

Hey, we've already established that he's a bad scammer. Even if he's using an internet cafe, we can still locate the IP, and if it's in Belgium, it's probably not our Indianan professor.

But guess what? We don't give a shit, and all we're interested in is ruining this guy's day. So fuck off and let us have our fun.

Dork. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

I hope this ends as well as it has been going. I hate to say it, as there is rarely an appropriate time for it these days, but I would love to see this end in a goatse atttack of some shape or form. 
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ZetsurinPower
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

~~~~~LQQK~~~~ EXCELLENT THREAD, WILL SUBSCRIBE!!!!!11!1 THX!!! 
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scheissmacht
Joined: Oct 23, 2000 

quote: 

cunnelatio came out of the closet to say: 

What if they receive the item but claim they didn't  

Well, if you ship something worth a couple thousand dollars without requiring a signature for delivery then you deserve to get ripped off. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Well here is my email from the Secure and digitally defended escrow site:

From : Set-Ltd Customer Service <billing@set-ltd.net> 
Sent : Monday, April 26, 2004 10:34 PM 
To : chemically_balanced@hotmail.com 
Subject : Payment received for transaction #6813088950 

| | | Inbox 
Dear customer,

Your partner "scont06" has completed the payment for transaction ID 6813088950

Item name: PowerBook G4 
Item price:2100.00 USD
Shipping cost: 180.00 USD
Quantity: 1
Inspection period: 1 day
Escrow fee: 25.20 USD
Total cost to buyer:2305.20 USD

Your action is required now. The next step of the transaction is to ship the merchandise to the buyer. Please send the shipping details to your partner "scont06".

As soon as your partner receives the merchandise and the inspection 
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period ends we will contact you to complete payment.

Billing Support Team 

www.set-ltd.net 

Ok. The more this progresses, the more I realize how shitty he is at this. At 2 pm PST he said, "The money is sent express to escrow." then I have this a few hours later? Maybe by express sent 
he mean he opened a new internet explorer window and browsed to yahoo.

But wait! What is also sitting in my inbox?

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2004 3:44 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: I'm waiting the track#

Hello
I receive the confirmation from escrow services about the money is received.Please send it as we agreed: fedex ups or dhl tnt express and please put a small value on the package so I will pay 
less taxes .Here the duty taxes are 27,5% from the total amount wrote on the package so please do your best and send it as a family gift and with a low value.
This is my address:
GIANLUCA SESSAREGO
9B VARLEY PARADE 
COLINDALE,LONDON,UK
zip code:NW9 6RR

Please email me when you will send the package and give me the tracking number.
Regards

Oh my! What do we have here! I think I actually want to send him a box full of stuff. A jar of pee. Perhaps just some high quality photos of some of the fine images of the pain series or the pic 
of the girl shitting in that guys mouth. (If you have that let me know k thx) If you can think of anything better let me know.

I can't think of anyways to draw this out further. So I'm going to wait for a while. See if I can think up anything. Post crafty ideas -email ideas and/or things to end this well. I will report back 
with what I come up with. 
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emil_muzz
Joined: Apr 14, 2002 

Start off by fucking with him. Go pick up a FedEx form with a pre-printed tracking number on it and give him that number. It's valid, but it'll just say there is no package in the system. Wait a 
while for him to bitch about the number not being in their system, then make up some story about the package being sent back to you. This buys you time to fill jars with urine and occult 
voodoo objects to send to him. Or paint an etch-a-sketch silver and put an apple sticker on it.

EDIT: Give him both a FedEx number and a DHL number. "I sent it both ways in case one way doesn't work".

EDIT2: I'm not clever enough tonight to come up with a way to do this but we need to wheedle this fucker's phone number out of him. 

emil_muzz fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 03:48
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blairerickson
Joined: May 18, 2002 

"I hate Stiffly Stiffersons... I 
want to prank them... in my 
basement... for hours."

quote: 

GIANLUCA SESSAREGO
9B VARLEY PARADE 
COLINDALE,LONDON,UK
zip code:NW9 6RR 

Interesting, okay... now what. 
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Dr. VonHugenstein
Joined: Feb 16, 2004 

They Call Him Monsterrod

This guy apparently gets around. Googling that address gets at least two pseudonyms using that location to perpetuate fraud:

http://www.auctionblacklist.com/vie....php?case_id=86

http://www.auctionblacklist.com/vie...php?case_id=182

It also reveals a barber shop at that address--with a phone number:

Jean Climax
9b Varley Parade
London NW9 6RR
Tel: (020 8905 9244) 
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blairerickson
Joined: May 18, 2002 

"I hate Stiffly Stiffersons... I 
want to prank them... in my 
basement... for hours."

That "9B Varley Parkade" address doesn't show up on MapQuest or Keyhole. Is it just a really tiny street location? 
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Dr. VonHugenstein
Joined: Feb 16, 2004 

They Call Him Monsterrod

If you just enter the zip, and then zoom all the way in, you can see it--it's a very short street. 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

Holy shit!! The next course of action is WICKED obvious, he even said it himself: 

quote: 

Here the duty taxes are 27,5% from the total amount wrote on the package 

Put like $8000 on the package and make the fucker pay $2200 for it. 
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Biter
Joined: Apr 05, 2004 

Once is never enough

[derail]

quote: 

Edit: Forgot, I had a question from earlier on. Someone mentioned something like lsass in reference to goons fucking with scammers. I didnt see anything in dictionary, can anyone 
explain or point me to a thread? Thanks 

Alright, but I've forgotten some of the info. A goon posted some stuff for download, I believe it was in The Unnameable Forum (Horse Porn Junction). Peeps DLed it, and a script was run inside it 
that did something bad. I think it stole SA accounts, although I could be wrong on that. Anyway, some goons deconstructed the download, found out that it created a little file called lsass.bat 
(not to be confused with lsass.exe), and warned all goons to delete it before their computers would be compromised.

[/derail] 
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blairerickson
Joined: May 18, 2002 

"I hate Stiffly Stiffersons... I 
want to prank them... in my 
basement... for hours."

quote: 

Dr. VonHugenstein came out of the closet to say: 
If you just enter the zip, and then zoom all the way in, you can see it--it's a very short street. 

Wait which one is 9b Varley Parade??
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Tacocriminal
Joined: May 09, 2003 

quote: 

GIANLUCA SESSAREGO
9B VARLEY PARADE
COLINDALE,LONDON,UK
zip code:NW9 6RR

I think we should all ship him dog shit. The return address will be his bogus escrow service. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

Dr. VonHugenstein came out of the closet to say: 
This guy apparently gets around. Googling that address gets at least two pseudonyms using that location to perpetuate fraud:

http://www.auctionblacklist.com/vie....php?case_id=86

http://www.auctionblacklist.com/vie...php?case_id=182

It also reveals a barber shop at that address--with a phone number:

Jean Climax
9b Varley Parade
London NW9 6RR
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Tel: (020 8905 9244) 

click the second link and read a bit, you will see this

quote: 

this guy Benone asked me what his best price would be (through Ebay contact system) and if I could ship the laptop to London England. 

Sound Familiar?

Also, there is always a chance that the professor is in on the whole scam. They could be buddies and the prof runs the site and splits the profits with this other guy. Lets not forget about him 
yet, its always a possiblity. 
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Dr. VonHugenstein
Joined: Feb 16, 2004 

They Call Him Monsterrod

quote: 

blairerickson came out of the closet to say: 
[B]

Wait which one is 9b Varley Parade?? 

Dunno why it doesn't come up for you, but it's that little circle in the back of the main road:
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NextWish
Joined: Sep 19, 2002 

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit!! The next course of action is WICKED obvious, he even said it himself: 

Put like $8000 on the package and make the fucker pay $2200 for it. 
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Rib Feast
Joined: Feb 18, 2003 

Half the peanuts, but double 
the corn!

Lets use goon power to sign him up to every bit of real mail spam possible, I want his house a fire hazard for the next 50 years. 
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Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

This is probably obvious to everyone else, and it probably doesn't even need to be said... fair warning, if anyone feels like reading further.

It's my guess that he probably gets people's passwords from anyone he can trick into using his "escrow" service. Most people who are dumb enough to fall for it will also be dumb enough to use 
the same username/password for everything, and so he can get their password from his bogus site, hack their email address, then go to the ebay account, enter the email address and say, 
"oops! Forgot my password! Can you send it to my email address? THX!"

I hope someone finds this guy and cockpunches him. 
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Gatsby
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

Hail Doros.

Send him like 20 pounds of cocaine and watch on the news as the police storm his house. Yeah, I know that wouldn't work, but...it's fun to think about...in reality, you should probably put a 
high value on the outside of the box so he pays taxes, and put something wretched inside. 
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DSJ250
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

quote: 

Gatsby came out of the closet to say: 
Send him like 20 pounds of cocaine and watch on the news as the police storm his house. Yeah, I know that wouldn't work, but...it's fun to think about...in reality, 
you should probably put a high value on the outside of the box so he pays taxes, and put something wretched inside. 

HAHAHAHAHAHAHA: You sir just described Utopia. 
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stasis
Joined: Nov 04, 2003 

Japan LOL

Don't mark it up $8000; he'll know something is up and won't pay for it. Just don't mark it down any-- he'll probably think you just forgot to help him out, and he'll still probably pick it up. Put a 
stone slab in the box for weight, and then put a few angry hornets in it (this was suggested earlier and is still the best idea I've read). 
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logical fallacy
Joined: Mar 16, 2001 

I'm wondering if claiming a low dollar value is just a way to make whatever "authorities" (ebay, shipper, etc) care less about the package when they see such a low value. For example, fraud for 
$20 doesn't sound nearly as bad as fraud for $2100. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Find an old laptop.. a really shitty one, and go OFFICE SPACE on that fucker.

Send him a box of busted up barely recognizable laptop parts.

ahahah 
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Tyldak23
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Nails are like candy to robots 
and we'll eat tires instead of 
licorice.

And then when he complains about the shit in the box we have some London goons show up at his place and kick his ass. It would be so cool if we could get someone from there hand deliver it 
and watch him open it and take pictures of the look on the douche bags face. 
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Redmonkey
Joined: Dec 31, 2003 

Subscribing in anticipation of a resolution of biblical proportions. 
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fatman1683
Joined: Jan 08, 2004 

Fat Bastard

Wouldn't it just be easier to have a couple of said London Goons slap on some blue coveralls and 'hand-deliver' the 'laptop' to our 'buyer'?

With digital camera in hand, no less. Maybe even a sneaky little buttonhole cam.

They could tell him they have instructions not to leave until he has inspected the package in their presence.

I dunno about anyone else, but I'd love to see the look on his face when he opens his FedEx box to find whatever random junk said London Goons acquired, along with a nice 8x10 glossy of this 
week's popular 'OWNED' image.

Edit: Dammit, beaten =( 

fatman1683 fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 06:46
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duon
Joined: Jun 28, 2002 

Sending pee is illegal I believe. I remember in a thread that sending sperm in the mail was illegal, and I don't think pee is much different.

What you should do is get a 10 dollar laptop and send it to him. You can either say "oops wrong one!" or you can put an apple logo on it with whiteout to make him angry. 
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EricFate
Joined: Aug 31, 2001 

Crumpets. Glorious Crumpets.

Send a three ring binder with a hand drawn keyboard taped to the inside of the bottom flap, and a hand drawn screen taped to the inside of the top flap.

Crayon preferred. 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

duon came out of the closet to say: 
Sending pee is illegal I believe. I remember in a thread that sending sperm in the mail was illegal, and I don't think pee is much different. 

But what about vomit?

Also, don't put bees in there; they won't survive transit. Use some small, resilient animal, with some food supplies to get it through the trip. I'm thinking something along the lines of an iguana, 
along with the etch-a-sketch. 
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Epée
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

Fencer, Hustler, Poker Player 
extraordinaire

Go to a butcher, buy and send him a severed pig's head. And I hope he is a muslim too. 
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Rooster286
Joined: Dec 18, 2000 

Dr. Rooster Smart, PhD

quote: 

Biter came out of the closet to say: 
[derail]

Alright, but I've forgotten some of the info. A goon posted some stuff for download, I believe it was in The Unnameable Forum (Horse Porn Junction). Peeps DLed 
it, and a script was run inside it that did something bad. I think it stole SA accounts, although I could be wrong on that. Anyway, some goons deconstructed the 
download, found out that it created a little file called lsass.bat (not to be confused with lsass.exe), and warned all goons to delete it before their computers would 
be compromised.

[/derail] 

[further derail]
That was in the games forum not HPJ, cockmuncher got the link included in a "best of the best free games" thread that exploded before it was found out
[/further derail] 
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UCSDmateo
Joined: Feb 25, 2003 

I WILL STOP 
POSTING THREAD 
WHICH CONSIST 
SOLELY OF "5" OR 
"GOLD"

Question: Is it still illegal (bannable) to post personal info of people who are out to screw or cause mallice to fellow goons? 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

Ok, first of all, you MUST send a crappy $10 laptop after you've beat the shit out of it and painted it white in a VERY crude attempt to make it look like an apple.

Mark the package full price to screw him out of money, he'll pay because he's stupid.

THEN: Print out every single page of this thread and include it. 
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Twitch
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

Noooooo! 7 pages and no closure!

My favorite idea is the etch-a-sketch with an apple sticker, or the binder thing. But whatever, I'm just here because this thread delivers (no pun intended). 
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StankCheeze
Joined: Aug 04, 2003 

!

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 

THEN: Print out every single page of this thread and include it. 
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barking frog
Joined: Mar 15, 2004 

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit!! The next course of action is WICKED obvious, he even said it himself: 

Put like $8000 on the package and make the fucker pay $2200 for it. 

He can refuse the item... so a more realistic value would be better, so that way he'll still get screwed out of a decent sum of money. 
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Awes
Joined: Nov 03, 2003 

grin

Regardless of whatever else is done, I think one thing is clear. Nothing would be funnier than this guy opening the package to be greated with a swarm of angry wasps, and from my vantage 
point, all it would take to accomplish this would be one or more London goons with a lot of free time. First, they ship the wasps with no return address, then they camp out with a camera at the 
'barber shop' drop off point. Hilarity ensues. 
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Khisareth
Joined: Jul 06, 2003 

If you give a mouse a cookie, 
you are supporting 
underground furry terrorists.

Wouldn't shipping live insects be illegal as well?

I'm all for the "$10 laptop painted funny with high claim value so he loses some money" idea. 

Ebay doesnt give a shit about fraud. I reported a girl selling bootleg CDs full of manga scans of domestically released titles, nothing was ever done. Their answer was: "If the company holding 
those copyrights don't complain, we can't do anything." 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Get into contact with London goons who have time.

Freeze turd. Get laptop sized box, fill it with frozen shit and some pain and tub-girl pictures. Declare the value of the contents at 2200$ (whoops, forgot the mail. silly me).

Send vial UPS/FedEx. Get tracking number and alert goons when the package is about to get delivered. They will check out the adress and take pictures of the package delivery. 

Justice will be served in three ways:
1)PRANKD!!! Lots of yummy shit and pictures!
2)$594 straight down the drain. Awwwww
3)Goons taking pictures, posting them here, and on public boards, with adress. Whoever feels like taking a shit will know where to mail it. Pay some yobs to put some stones through his 
windows, and sign him up for every single item of junkmail in existence.
4)'Hello? Police? [And also: Dear Tabloid,]This man was just taking pictures of my 4 year old daughter with a camera phone. He offered her sweets. She always passes his house at <insert 
adress>, and he often tries to talk to kids and stroke them, and give them stuff. I am scared!' 

Lytinwheedle fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 09:10
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Dr-NiKoN
Joined: Jan 17, 2004 

foo

Another vote for print out thread -> ship -> value it at 2100$.

If he receives the package he will be forced to pay taxes and there isn't anything he can do unless you agree to send him a new invoice. 

Also, send him a new email about how you have to set it at 2100$ for insurance purposes or similar. 
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Khisareth
Joined: Jul 06, 2003 

If you give a mouse a cookie, 
you are supporting 
underground furry terrorists.

quote: 

Lytinwheedle came out of the closet to say: 
Get into contact with London goons who have time.

Freeze turd. Get laptop sized box, fill it with frozen shit and some pain and tub-girl pictures. Declare the value of the contents at 2200$ (whoops, forgot the mail. 
silly me).

Send vial UPS/FedEx. Get tracking number and alert goons when the package is about to get delivered. They will check out the adress and take pictures of the 
package delivery. 

Justice will be served in three ways:
1)PRANKD!!! Lots of yummy shit and pictures!
2)$594 straight down the drain. Awwwww
3)Goons taking pictures, posting them here, and on public boards, with adress. Whoever feels like taking a shit will know where to mail it. Pay some yobs to put 
some stones through his windows, and sign him up for every single item of junkmail in existence.
4)'Hello? Police? [And also: Dear Tabloid,]This man was just taking pictures of my 4 year old daughter with a camera phone. He offered her sweets. She always 
passes his house at <insert adress>, and he often tries to talk to kids and stroke them, and give them stuff. I am scared!' 

See, people are offering two routes that don't mix. You can't send biological matter/vandalize someone's house and then tell the police. This guy deserves everything he can get, but shipping 
what would be considered "hazardous materials" or the like would only get the goons in trouble if found out. What if he sent wasps and customs opened the box? 
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Epée
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

Fencer, Hustler, Poker Player 
extraordinaire

quote: 

Khisareth came out of the closet to say: 

See, people are offering two routes that don't mix. You can't send biological matter/vandalize someone's house and then tell the police. This guy deserves 
everything he can get, but shipping what would be considered "hazardous materials" or the like would only get the goons in trouble if found out. What if he sent 
wasps and customs opened the box? 

I say ship an empty box to some goon in London. That way, you don't pay much shipping yourself. Said goon can use the UPS box with stamps/description/invoice and fake it so it seems it was 
sent to the frauder from the USA, and fill it with frozen turd/pigs severed head/anthrax or whatever. Goons can then deliver it personally to this guy. 
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

Only just saw this thread. I DEMAND at least some of the things suggested here be done. Seriously, it can't be that hard to find some London Goons willing to help. 
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Khisareth
Joined: Jul 06, 2003 

If you give a mouse a cookie, 
you are supporting 
underground furry terrorists.

quote: 

Epée came out of the closet to say: 

I say ship an empty box to some goon in London. That way, you don't pay much shipping yourself. Said goon can use the UPS box with stamps/description/invoice 
and fake it so it seems it was sent to the frauder from the USA, and fill it with frozen turd/pigs severed head/anthrax or whatever. Goons can then deliver it 
personally to this guy. 

Only then, the guy just gets a box of stuff without paying the taxes, which I think is a great plan. 
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WhiteHowler
Joined: Apr 03, 2001 

Yarr.

quote: 

Khisareth came out of the closet to say: 
See, people are offering two routes that don't mix. You can't send biological matter/vandalize someone's house and then tell the police. This guy deserves 
everything he can get, but shipping what would be considered "hazardous materials" or the like would only get the goons in trouble if found out. What if he sent 
wasps and customs opened the box? 

I agree. You're better off sending something that won't get you in trouble if it's somehow traced back to you (not that someone who's committing fraud is going to run to the police).

I definitely endorse valuing the package at $2200 for "insurance purposes" though. Make this shithead pay $500+ for a box full of bricks and scat porn. 
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Okay, same as previous, but with pain and tubgirl pictures and not shit. Just the ringbinder with the Powerbook-look then. 

However, you have to destroy that person's life. Paedophilia is a good tool for that. 
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Epée
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

Fencer, Hustler, Poker Player 
extraordinaire

If I were a goon in London, I would camp outsite this dude's address and find out more about him, his habits, go through his mail, find out where he works, his real ID, etc. 
As quoted before, we need 'retribution in Biblical proportions'. 

Epée fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 09:42
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82Brute
Joined: Apr 30, 2003 

Padawan BAMF

Send him Metis's video. 
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Jussi
Joined: Jul 06, 2003 

wah wah wah

Send yourself in a box and then when opens it climb out and punch him in the face 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

 

Apr 27, 2004: 09:58  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

LukeNukem
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

Duct tape is like the Force. It 
has a light side, a dark side, 
and it holds the universe 
together

Holy shit this thread has got so much better since I last looked at it, good luck Jeff. 
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

quote: 

Jussi came out of the closet to say: 
Send yourself in a box and then when opens it climb out and punch him in the face 

Seems fair.

Just send him a bunch of scat porn a rock for weight and a "friendly" letter. Also value it at 2200, and taxes are good  Also a print out of this thread would be a nice touch, of course then he'd 
have a target. So I say just stay completely anonymous. You don't need to go totally overboard, and i think that the fact that his address is posted oughta take care of everything. Junk Mail 
galore.

Voted 5 
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Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

I'll deliver it, i'll be wanting some backup though (in case the address is full of large scary gangsters).

Edit: http://www.streetmap.co.uk/newmap.srf?x=521276&y=189073&z=1&sv=521276,189073&st=4&mapp=newmap.srf&searchp=newsearch.srf

Edit2:
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Graviton fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 11:37
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starvey
Joined: Jul 19, 2001 

I am irritable and have no 
sense of humour to speak of. 
Furthermore, it is evident that 
I do not understand Cubism.

Have a London SA goon send him a package locally.
That way, we get faster resolution to this this interesting situation.
Or at the very least see if we can get some Londoners to wander around the area, ring a few doorbells, and maybe pretend to be selling candy? Something from someone local? 
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Quentin Hardcore
Joined: Apr 27, 2004 

Fundamentalist

This thread rocks.

quote: 

Graviton came out of the closet to say: 
I'll deliver it, i'll be wanting some backup though (in case the address is full of large scary gangsters).

Edit: http://www.streetmap.co.uk/newmap.s...p=newsearch.srf

Edit2:
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Perhaps you should stake-out the establishment first Graviton. Do you have a digital camera?

I hear you can find out a lot about a person from going through their garbage. 
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Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

I was thinking more in terms of 4 guys, a video cam, a mike, car with the motor running in case fast exit is needed, 1 guy dressed in blue shirt black trousers armed with clipboard delivers 
package and says inspection is required from receiptiant, zoom in on his face as crappy contents of package are viewed along with printout of thread, inform receiptient he has be 'pwned' by 
forums.somethingawful.com and that scamming is very naughty, exit stage left in car in case of violence  
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Gort
Joined: Aug 18, 2003 

He's a bad dude, dude.

If I wasn't up north, I'd go  
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

quote: 

starvey came out of the closet to say: 
Have a London SA goon send him a package locally.
That way, we get faster resolution to this this interesting situation.
Or at the very least see if we can get some Londoners to wander around the area, ring a few doorbells, and maybe pretend to be selling candy? Something from 
someone local? 

I may have an opportunity to 'case the joint' this w/e. Results will be posted. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

Gort came out of the closet to say: 
If I wasn't up north, I'd go  

"i dont cross the river gov"
im in the land of sheep and valleys, so I cant help 
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Don't deliver this locally.

a) It might be dangerous.
b) By FedExing it to this guy, you are fucking him out of $500 of tax that he will have to pay on the item. He pays and loses. If you deliver it personally, he'll just get a(n) (empty) box and 
that's it. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

(I'm still reading through this, but anyway)

DEFINITELY not English, or even British. No one here would refer to their Post Code as their "zip code:NW9 6RR". So contacting him in London will just be a real address which probably knows 
nothing about what's going on.

Edit: It's 1pm GMT now, expect a beamed in e-mail anytime soon! 

Refugee fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 12:51
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Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

quote: 

Lytinwheedle came out of the closet to say: 
Don't deliver this locally.

a) It might be dangerous.
b) By FedExing it to this guy, you are fucking him out of $500 of tax that he will have to pay on the item. He pays and loses. If you deliver it personally, he'll just 
get a(n) (empty) box and that's it. 

NOT an empty box. A Seattle phonebook, for weight. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

Thread delivers. Eagerly awaiting update. 
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dumbass king
Joined: Jul 26, 2002 

I can now make a joke, but I'm 
still not funny.

quote: 

Biter came out of the closet to say: 
[derail]Alright, but I've forgotten some of the info. A goon posted some stuff for download, I believe it was in The Unnameable Forum (Horse Porn Junction). 
Peeps DLed it, and a script was run inside it that did something bad. I think it stole SA accounts, although I could be wrong on that. Anyway, some goons 
deconstructed the download, found out that it created a little file called lsass.bat (not to be confused with lsass.exe), and warned all goons to delete it before 
their computers would be compromised.[/derail] 

The lsass episode was a hacker who posted a couple shareware games in GBS and Games. He tried to pass off a game called Godwars that contained a trojan that imitated the lsass.bat service 
on Windows machines. It allowed him to control those computers and hijack SA accounts. Several goons tracked him down with their own l33t hacking skillzors and brought his actions to the 
attention of his school, the local PD and his poor grandparents. 

First they found the lsass.bat program. Then they decompiled the source and found ICQ and e-mail accounts that were drop points. From there they were able to find a string of e-mail accounts 
and also trace his IP. The perp ended up giving himself away majorly when he began chatting with his victims over ICQ. Given the user information of various e-mail accounts and ICQ accounts 
he was, as I said, eventually cornered and ratted out. It was A+ detective work that will never be topped on these forums. 

quote: 

Stefan Prodan came out of the closet to say: 

Lsass.BAT!

BAT! NOT EXE! For the love of God, man! I know you got it right the other places, but we don't want people to start replying in THIS thread with "ok cool I deleted 
lsass.exe, disaster narrowly avoided " 

Edited, sorry. 

dumbass king fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 17:05
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Cool. Nice sleuthing there. How much did the l337 hax0r d00d suffer? I hope his AOL CD was snapped in half... 
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dumbass king
Joined: Jul 26, 2002 

I can now make a joke, but I'm 
still not funny.

quote: 

Lytinwheedle came out of the closet to say: 
Cool. Nice sleuthing there. How much did the l337 hax0r d00d suffer? I hope his AOL CD was snapped in half... 

I don't think a followup was ever posted. We got as far as hearing that his college tech services admin was contacted and she was looking into it, since he was using college computers. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

CarnageAsada
Joined: Aug 24, 2001 

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit!! The next course of action is WICKED obvious, he even said it himself: 
Put like $8000 on the package and make the fucker pay $2200 for it. 

Brilliant! You have to at least do that. How much will it be for you to ship something there? 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

CarnageAsada came out of the closet to say: 

Brilliant! You have to at least do that. How much will it be for you to ship something there? 

R->C->P

"Buyer's" already said he'll pay shipping. 
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nikjohns
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

R->C->P

"Buyer's" already said he'll pay shipping. 

Yes, but the "Buyer" clearly won't be paying. 
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Ataraxia
Joined: Jun 15, 2001 

Champion of nothing

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
DEFINITELY not English, or even British. No one here would refer to their Post Code as their "zip code:NW9 6RR". So contacting him in London will just be a real 
address which probably knows nothing about what's going on. 

well, if the 'zip code' section was off a form, there may be no choice but to fill in the post code in the zip code box (I've had to do this myself before). Also, how can the person at the address 
NOT know anything about it? It's where the guy has asked him to deliver the item to.

If I wasn't 3.5 hours drive from London, I could drive and had a car I might have thought about doing something. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Iznogood
Joined: Jul 10, 2001 

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

R->C->P

"Buyer's" already said he'll pay shipping. 

Yeah but he payed the escrow service for the shipping. So I guess he is expecting the sender to pay the shipping and get payed back when the escrow service pays him.. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

Obviously what you should do is ship your phone book and declare the value of the laptop. Then he will pay out the wazoo in taxes on a fucking phonebook. Make sure to include a little not that 
you know about the scam he is trying to pull and the proper authorities have been contacted. Then relist your item and sell on ebay. 
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Dr-NiKoN
Joined: Jan 17, 2004 

foo

quote: 

1 guy dressed in blue shirt black trousers armed with clipboard delivers package and screams SOMETHINGAWFUL DOT COM while knocking him to the ground and kicking him, 
then zoom in on his face as crappy contents of package are viewed along with printout of thread 

fixed. 
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Stefan Prodan
Joined: Jan 07, 2002 

Gee, I wish we had one of 
them doomsday machines.

quote: 

dumbass king came out of the closet to say: 

First they found the lsass.exe program 

Lsass.BAT!

BAT! NOT EXE! For the love of God, man! I know you got it right the other places, but we don't want people to start replying in THIS thread with "ok cool I deleted lsass.exe, disaster narrowly 
avoided " 
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Lloyddy
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

Haha, this guy lives in Colindale? I can take the bus or go two stops on the tube and visit him if I didn't fancy going to meet some strange guy from the internet.

On a more serious note, it's nice to see that Colindale has finally got internet there. 

Lloyddy fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 16:03
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

I think its MyNameIsJeff's call. If he is up for it I will deliver false package and film results. To do this properly I will need at least 2 London or Brighton gooners, 1 with a car (I dont drive) and 
someone with a decent camcorder. Plus a radio mike on whoever delivers to the door would be good.

The following obvious sensible precautions would be followed.

If casing the joint reveals that its full of fucking evil looking dudes who will kick our heads in - its off.

If whoever opens the door looks like bad news we dont ask for inspection and mock them, we just deliver and leave. 
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Escape Key^3
Joined: May 27, 2003 

yeah well, 20 bux later...

I'd do it, but I have to work this w/e, plus I only have a 2-seater (I guess it would be safer to rent one for the occasion anyway).

But please do remember to take pics!  
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
(DEFINITELY not English, or even British. No one here would refer to their Post Code as their "zip code:NW9 6RR". So contacting him in London will just be a real 
address which probably knows nothing about what's going on. 

Not necessarily so. When I've dealt with having things shipped to me from another country, I referred to my ZIP code as a "post code" to avoid confusing the shipper. 
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blueball
Joined: Sep 14, 2001 

quote: 

Graviton came out of the closet to say: 
I think its MyNameIsJeff's call. If he is up for it I will deliver false package and film results. To do this properly I will need at least 2 London or Brighton gooners, 
1 with a car (I dont drive) and someone with a decent camcorder. Plus a radio mike on whoever delivers to the door would be good.

The following obvious sensible precautions would be followed.

If casing the joint reveals that its full of fucking evil looking dudes who will kick our heads in - its off.

If whoever opens the door looks like bad news we dont ask for inspection and mock them, we just deliver and leave. 

This is starting to remind me of Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels. 
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TheChaplain
Joined: Apr 22, 2002 

God is just the start of your 
problems, neh?

quote: 

Graviton came out of the closet to say: 
I think its MyNameIsJeff's call. If he is up for it I will deliver false package and film results. 

That's fucking hot, man. I salute you. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

Graviton came out of the closet to say: 
I will need at least 2 London or Brighton gooners 

Yeah, we dont want any chelsea or spurs fans  
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jood
Joined: Mar 20, 2003 

victim of a sin-cursed world

I know this is horribly unfunny and a total wetblanketdrag, but how abut just providing all the evidence you've collected and contacting the British authorities? And nailing the guy for fraud and 
sending him to prison? You know, so you don't get busted for shipping something naughty or get London goons beat up?

P.S. Great fucking thread. 
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Chen Kenichi
Joined: Jul 20, 2001 

I do not know if this has been said before, but since the guy has to pay that tax/tariff/whatever, a goon SHOULD deliver the package - I mean $500 (demand cash on delivery of course) AND 
you get to take pics AND enforce GLORIOUS JUSTICE on this guy. This is just too good to be true.

Godspeed to you all in this endeavor. 
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Listen folks, delivering the package personally might sound cool, but you are missing some things:

1) The packet needs to sent via FedEx, and the sender gets a tracking code. The scammer will want to see that tracking code, or he won't believe Jeff.
2) This guy knows exactly what a FedEx/UPS/whatever delivery looks like. Jeff is not the first person he scammed. To be convincing, you guys are missing
-the uniform
-the van
-the paperwork
-the pc-thingymabob tool that professional companies use to make you sign
On the otherhand, you have a camera. You obviously cannot film him, and the packet will need to be changed so that it looks like it has been sent to him, etc.
3) He will expect to pay taxes, as the package will have gone through customs. If you don't ask him to, he'll get suspicious. 
4) This guy might belong to some Russian mob outfit, as cybercrime is the new thing in the Eastern Block. This explains the shitty English. If you hand-deliver the package, he gets suspicious 
and starts waving a piece, what then?
5) He won't have learnt anything. 'Oh, some losers have found me out. I'll just go to Russia, and they will send Oleg as a replacement, no big deal.' You won't have much of an effect except 
maybe being able to shriek 'PRANKD!' and leg it. If you send him a telephone book and declare the value of the laptop, Mr. Scammer will have to pay $500 worth of taxes only to find out later 
that he has been fucked over. This is a lot more painful.
To add insult to injury, you may now kick his door in, tape his expression and yell 'PRANKD!'

But, jesus, fuck him out of some tax money first!

€dit: By the way, you can even mail him to say that you declared the package at its full value. You are a newbie and you are afraind that you might land him or yoruself in jail because of tax 
fraud or something, yadda, yadda. He will fall for that, and grudginly fork out the money. (While still rejoicing that he might have spent 500$ but he will have made another 1600 on re-selling 
the PC) 

Lytinwheedle fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 16:56
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok guys. Heres my email to him:

Hello!
Well, it looks like I am ready to ship! I got my email from the escrow site too. I also have your email with your address so I will be sending your laptop today or the next day. 

I told my friend about you and she said that she would like to sell you more if you are interested! Would you like to buy more of the ultra powerful G4 powerbooks? She has them at her work to 
sell because people only know how to use them for AOL Instant Messenger and flash versions of Asteroid. So please respond as soon as you can. I would like to tell her that you would like to 
purchase more laptops. You seem pretty cool and trust worthy. So let me know fast. If you want more, send the money to the escrow and let me know. Once I get the email and know that 
everything is set up I will then send them all at the same time. I save money on shipping this way!

Thanks again for all your help with this sale. I only wish I could leave you feedback on ebay because I wanted to leave EXCELENT SELLAR A+++ W@W LQQK OMGBBQ or something like that. I 
think feedback is so cool! I like to come up with new and exciting ways to leave it!

I was thinking. Since you basically helped me save $250 from ebay fees, I wanted to share some of that with you. So go ahead and tell the Digitally Defended Escrow site that I want to refund 
you $100 for helping me. They can do that right? That is my gift to you.

I eagerly await your response!!!!!

Jeff
(Even if he says he wants more and has sent the money for them all I will say I am sending the one first. Then the others.)

Yes. I want to mail him something.
1. I don't really have any laptop to smash up. So I will construct one. Crayons - 3 ring binder - glitter - failed cd burns which I will label as various programs - I will glue keys from broken 
keyboard. (or should I just draw them?) 

2. A print out of this thread Will be included (sans anything linking to SA)

3. Gross pictures

4. The package will be valued at $2100 and will weight the same as a real G4.

5. Pencil Shavings

I will consruct this all as fast as I can. I think I can get it all done today. Yes, I will post pictures! But there is one thing: This will cost me money to send London. So I propose, after I complete 
this notebook, I will get the exact ammount of shipping. Would any of you be willing to help pay for the shipping? I would post the tracking number of corse. Just a thought. 

(Its getting shipped - help from anyone or not so stay tuned) 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

You'll also want pictures of the package before you send it to him. To show us. For our entertainment. Yes.

Edit: give us a paypal account and I'll donate some for shipping 
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thefuNkpuNk
Joined: Sep 04, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Would any of you be willing to help pay for the shipping? 

Sounds like a scam to me!!

j/k, go get 'em. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

Sounds excellent. Does FedEx have different weight catergories. I would try to keep the weight down so you pay less. Obviously make it weigh enough to think its a laptop but there is no reason 
to send him, say bricks. Give it enough weight so he wont doubt its a laptop but make sure its not just overly weighty for you to pay for.

Before people me to RCP if you RCP'ed youd see that he is offering to pay for shipping by giving extra money to the escrow account so AFTER Jeff pays for shipping he will be "reimbursed."

Oh and if you ask for a signature on delivery, can you find out who signed it and get his name?

GL I eagerly await the conclusion 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Marius came out of the closet to say: 
Sounds excellent. Does FedEx have different weight catergories. I would try to keep the weight down so you pay less. Obviously make it weigh enough to think its 
a laptop but there is no reason to send him, say bricks. Give it enough weight so he wont doubt its a laptop but make sure its not just overly weighty for you to 
pay for.

Before people me to RCP if you RCP'ed youd see that he is offering to pay for shipping by giving extra money to the escrow account so AFTER Jeff pays for 
shipping he will be "reimbursed."

Oh and if you ask for a signature on delivery, can you find out who signed it and get his name?

GL I eagerly await the conclusion 

Yeah, I am going to try to match the weight of the G4 exactly.

I will wait and find out the exact cost of shipping before I ask for any donations. Thanks guys! 

This is going to be so awesome. 
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swiss
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

quote: 

Lytinwheedle came out of the closet to say:

€dit: By the way, you can even mail him to say that you declared the package at its full value. You are a newbie and you are afraind that you might land him or 
yoruself in jail because of tax fraud or something, yadda, yadda. He will fall for that, and grudginly fork out the money. (While still rejoicing that he might have 
spent 500$ but he will have made another 1600 on re-selling the PC) 

You have to do this. Clearly there is no other option.

I hate to sound like a bit of a douchebag here, but perhaps you should cool it with the SA'isms in your emails. Although this guy is extremely unlikely to get any of the references it contains, it 
could still smack of troll. Now that you've hooked the scumbag, I think it's time to make sure you reel him in correctly.

Although, I would rather see this guy face fraud charges than have him pay out a few hundred pounds on taxes. Or is it possible for you to have your cake and eat it too? (In other words, would 
you sending him a "laptop" as a phonebook or whatever mean that he could escape a potential fraud charge or not?) 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

swiss came out of the closet to say: 

You have to do this. Clearly there is no other option.

I hate to sound like a bit of a douchebag here, but perhaps you should cool it with the SA'isms in your emails. Although this guy is extremely unlikely to get any of 
the references it contains, it could still smack of troll. Now that you've hooked the scumbag, I think it's time to make sure you reel him in correctly.

Although, I would rather see this guy face fraud charges than have him pay out a few hundred pounds on taxes. Or is it possible for you to have your cake and eat 
it too? (In other words, would you sending him a "laptop" as a phonebook or whatever mean that he could escape a potential fraud charge or not?) 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

You're right. I'll play the emails down a little bit. About the package: Sending him a fake package would just be a way of helping tracking him down. (Even though I'm sure a fake name will be 
used.) 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I've been smiling since page 2 - that's worth  to me. Post a PP and I'll help with shipping.

God DAMN I wish that there was a way to put a remote camera into that box to catch his reaction. I think that, after this is over, I'll just mail all my trash to the guy for the next year or so. And 
bad copies of pr0n that I can't bear to throw away. 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

Well, since it will be FedEx and it will have a tracking number, it's plausible that the package delivery can be tracked down to a few hours.. maybe some London goons with time on their hands 
would like to do a stakeout and at least capture this guy on tape? 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
I've been smiling since page 2 - that's worth  to me. Post a PP and I'll help with shipping.

God DAMN I wish that there was a way to put a remote camera into that box to catch his reaction. I think that, after this is over, I'll just mail all my trash to the 
guy for the next year or so. And bad copies of pr0n that I can't bear to throw away. 

That's not a bad idea, all British Goons sending him shit for a while should encourage him to re-think his game plan. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 
Well, since it will be FedEx and it will have a tracking number, it's plausible that the package delivery can be tracked down to a few hours.. maybe some London 
goons with time on their hands would like to do a stakeout and at least capture this guy on tape? 

Well.. isn't it more likely that he'll open the package behind closed doors? I would however like to see his face, maybe photoshop it into mugshots (thread idea?), then have the UK goons mail 
some copies to him along with barbed wire or something.. so can we get some paparazzi goons or somethin?

Definately go forward with the fucking-him-out-of-tax-money plan, and try to keep it as legit from now forward as possible so he doesn't get suspicious.

Someone mentioned that we should be trying to get this guy persecuted... well apparently his escrow site is already under investigation or something? I doube police will just knock on his door 
and give him a few months for trying to steal a laptop... if this guy is a big shot scammer he likely has already been under investigation..

P.S. If you send him a copy of this thread, maybe delete all references to SA and nicknames? The thread is comedy, but I dunno about just giving up the whole backstory to him..

P.S.2 How much is shipping costing you? 

esky fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 17:49
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Iron Duke
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

I am the LAW

Looks like the guy is trying to sell a motorbike from the same address. 

http://www.bikez.biz/ads/showad.php?ad=5821 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

esky came out of the closet to say: 

P.S. If you send him a copy of this thread, maybe delete all references to SA and nicknames? The thread is comedy, but I dunno about just giving up the whole 
backstory to him..

P.S.2 How much is shipping costing you? 

You're right. I'll have to think about the thread idea.

I don't know how much the cost is yet. I will finish it, and then take it over to the mail office to find out. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Iron Duke came out of the closet to say: 
Looks like the guy is trying to sell a motorbike from the same address. 

http://www.bikez.biz/ads/showad.php?ad=5821 

Where is the add to cart button? 
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fuckingtest
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

We can rebuild him. but I don't 
wanna spend alot of money.

This thread will surpass the l33t SA hacker on so many levels if we get pics, or at least a picture of the house, along with any other info (mailing address, names, etc.) 

MynameisJeff, would you like a new avatar, or anything else SA related that costs $10? 
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[chavez]
Joined: Dec 20, 2003 

Does your mother know what 
you do for a living?

I might have an old laptop you could thrash; I'll look and see if I can find it when I get home from work. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

[chavez] came out of the closet to say: 
I might have an old laptop you could thrash; I'll look and see if I can find it when I get home from work. 

I too have an old laptop or two you could use, apple even. Edit: Shit, you live in Washington. My bad.

May I ask what e/n stands for?

Voted 5 on this thread. Pure gold. 

You could also try to mess with his mind further when the package has been recieved. For example, include instructions on where in London to go to pick up his REAL laptop... ideas? 
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

That bike auction is a little older. I wonder if that might have been the previous tenant's bike. Of course it might be possible that we are talking about the same person.

I'm just looking at the dustbin next to my PC.... I wonder how much it would cost me to send him all that shit. Definitely not more than one or two quid. Also, considering he lives in or near 
London, the propreties are pretty sought after. How about some ads in the paper, very cheap house, as owner wants to sell in a hurry, with a goon's phone-number to arrange viewings? I 
digress...

But all that after the laptop 'sale' goes through.

€dit: I think giving him a real laptop, no matter how trashed and old it is, does not convey the message half as good as a ring binder with keys and glitter would. 
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black sheep
Joined: Jul 01, 2003 

Pie > Cake

I vote letting fed ex deliver the package to him, but having 2 or 3 goons having a stakeout in a car. when he opens the door to sign the package, bam. we have our pictures. maybe wait about 
an hr or so after he gets the package and leave a nice note on his door explaining how scamming isn't fun. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Iron Duke came out of the closet to say: 
Looks like the guy is trying to sell a motorbike from the same address. 

http://www.bikez.biz/ads/showad.php?ad=5821 

Wow. At this point if I were in london I'd arrange a mass-calling of Goons to call his place. Call in order, one at a time, gradually arguing the price up to astronomical levels as each one of you 
outbids the other, then finally every one of you backs out. Would be funny, I think. 
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madcosby
Joined: Mar 04, 2003 

*

quote: 

thefuNkpuNk came out of the closet to say: 

Sounds like a scam to me!!

j/k, go get 'em. 

Of course!! It's so simple. MynameisJeff strings a bunch of goons along in a thread about an ebay scam, and then convinces everyone to help "pitch in" for shipping costs of a bunch of wasps or 
something. Then he pockets the $8 he made, and laughs all the way to the bank. The money bank. 

I like how this is turning out. Can you still send the box and then send the info you've gathered to the british police? I think the best thing you can do is land this guy in prison. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

black sheep came out of the closet to say: 
I vote letting fed ex deliver the package to him, but having 2 or 3 goons having a stakeout in a car. when he opens the door to sign the package, bam. we have our 
pictures. maybe wait about an hr or so after he gets the package and leave a nice note on his door explaining how scamming isn't fun. 

Or a note such as this, fight club style:

"Look, the people you are after are the people you depend on. We cook your meals, we drive your ambulances. We connect your calls, we guard you while you sleep. Do not... fuck with us. 

-SA"

?? Humorous or not? 
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Verloc
Joined: Feb 15, 2001 

Is that a boot? That better be 
a boot!

quote: 

blueball came out of the closet to say: 

This is starting to remind me of Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels. 

Subscribed in hopes of bren gun hijinks and bludgeoning with gigantic dildos  
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OMG LOL BUTSEKZ
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

no butsekz plz.

oh mann i await. 
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TheChaplain
Joined: Apr 22, 2002 

God is just the start of your 
problems, neh?

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 
"Look, the people you are after are the people you depend on. We cook your meals, we drive your ambulances. We connect your calls, we guard you while you 
sleep. Do not... fuck with us. 

-SA" 

It has the funny, but I'm always against the idea of linking SA to this mess. The Fight Club line alone is pretty cool though.

edit - Oh, and DO NOT mail this from your house. Use a facility of some sort. 
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rocco tuna
Joined: Aug 03, 2002 

chill/smoke an ampersand brah

why dont you just have the police intervene? that would be much more sane. 

rocco tuna fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 18:39
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STFU DONNY
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

V.I. Lenin. Vladimir Illanich 
Uleninov!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

You're right. I'll have to think about the thread idea.

I don't know how much the cost is yet. I will finish it, and then take it over to the mail office to find out. 

I think it would a great idea to include the thread about this, but cut out / blank out any references to SA, because we don't know how he would respond to this.

Excellent thread btw, looking forward to the results. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

TheChaplain came out of the closet to say: 
It has the funny, but I'm always against the idea of linking SA to this mess. The Fight Club line alone is pretty cool though.

edit - Oh, and DO NOT mail this from your house. Use a facility of some sort. 

Fine, then no -SA at the bottom. Just that note... should freak him out.

Jeff, sound good? London goons? 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

Actually, before all this goes down, if you guys are going to be collecting evidence, you might want to archive his site (ACTUALLY archive his site, not the SA "archive" his site) for proof, because 
it'll probably get torn down pretty quickly and changed. Also keep things like the whois information and anything else pertinent.

EDIT: and as for my idea of sending a printout of the thread, what I would suggest is really just sending the highlights and editing out obvious leads back to SA. It'll be nice for the guy to be 
retardedly shocked that he's a moron. 
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Beekay
Joined: Oct 03, 2003 

StupidNewbieArsehole

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Would any of you be willing to help pay for the shipping? I would post the tracking number of corse. Just a thought. 
[/B] 

Around page 7 I thought..."He's gonna ask for $ to send the package. Wouldn't it be crazy if ALL of this was made up BS and all of SA was being PRANK'D?.". Kiddin' dude, you provide pics of 
the fake G4, I'll see what I can do. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

How about a goon made, "You need to make an appointment at your nearest VD clinic urgently" letter (Maybe mentioning needing a cottan swab down the peehole. Idea from some other 
thread) 
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dcsmrgun
Joined: Feb 25, 2003 

Not to spoil anyone's fun, because I've been laughing my ass off at this thread for the last half hour, but insuring a binder for $2100 can't possibly be legal. 

I'd be very careful about what you send and what you insure it at. I doubt Customs agents who investigate fraud would be lollerstaking as hard as we are.

Edit: whoops, I meant "declaring" instead of "insuring". My bad. 

dcsmrgun fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 18:54
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

deebo came out of the closet to say: 
How about a goon made, "You need to make an appointment at your nearest VD clinic urgently" letter (Maybe mentioning needing a cottan swab down the 
peehole. Idea from some other thread) 

lol this is like one of those 'elementary school children in bumblefuck, alabama write letters to be taken on the next NASA moon mission!' headlines 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

dcsmrgun came out of the closet to say: 
Not to spoil anyone's fun, because I've been laughing my ass off at this thread for the last half hour, but insuring a binder for $2100 can't possibly be legal. 

I'd be very careful about what you send and what you insure it at. I doubt Customs agents who investigate fraud would be lollerstaking as hard as we are. 

I doubt it would be illigal until he actually tries to make a claim on a lost package that really was a binder 
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dcsmrgun
Joined: Feb 25, 2003 

quote: 

esky came out of the closet to say: 

I doubt it would be illigal until he actually tries to make a claim on a lost package that really was a binder 

Ok, well I'm not a law-talkin'-guy, so I don't know the legality. Just recommending caution, is all 

O no, you can't sell grandma's antique binder   
vvvvvvv 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

dcsmrgun came out of the closet to say: 
Not to spoil anyone's fun, because I've been laughing my ass off at this thread for the last half hour, but insuring a binder for $2100 can't possibly be legal. 

I'd be very careful about what you send and what you insure it at. I doubt Customs agents who investigate fraud would be lollerstaking as hard as we are. 

It has sentimental value roughly equal to $2100. I see no problems...

EDIT: plus, I don't believe he's insuring it for $2100. Just declaring it's value at that for customs 
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Doh
Joined: Oct 07, 2002 

I'm Rick James BITCH !!

Subscribed. Can't wait for the out come. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

FunkyBunny came out of the closet to say: 

It has sentimental value roughly equal to $2100. I see no problems...

EDIT: plus, I don't believe he's insuring it for $2100. Just declaring it's value at that for customs 

Well it does have comedy value of roughly ~$2100, so I see no problems there  
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Verloc came out of the closet to say: 

Subscribed in hopes of bren gun hijinks and bludgeoning with gigantic dildos  

But how to get rid of the cabs parked outside?

A-Kwika Car
9 Varley Parade
London NW9 6RR
Tel: (020 8200 3434)

"Hello mate, do you do airports?"

EDIT - If the address really does host a barber's shop then we need a goon to go and get their haircut at the time the package is going to arrive. They could take a `friend' or 2 along too, who, 
while standing and chatting to them, or just sitting, flicking through the magazines, might manage to get a few surreptitious piccies of the package arriving. Recon needed first though, `cause 
Googling also shows up that address as a vacant lot. 

Pipski fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 19:17
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Actually, I seem to remember I ordered some shirts from America to my house (I live in the UK).

I had to pay a collection fee, but the package had been opened because they suspected it of being a bomb. BETTER is to send a none-too busted up, but busted up none-working, laptop or 
powerbook. If they open it and find it's a binder you could be in the shit. (Sorry, it's taken quite a while for me to remember this) 
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telloc
Joined: May 20, 2001 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

This is going to be so awesome. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

Recon needed first 

Aren't there any London goons who are willing to go eyeball the place? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Pics of the laptop:
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BlueTooth mouse!

No track ball!
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My cheeks hurt from smiling so big. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 07:25
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black sheep
Joined: Jul 01, 2003 

Pie > Cake

that is a beautiful laptop 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Sorry, forgot to resize one.

How can I apply the weight to this thing? (About 6 lbs) 
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Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
(Its getting shipped - help from anyone or not so stay tuned) 

Please don't ship from your real address... When he gets fucked over, just remember that he'll know where it was sent from.

edit: Naturally, I've been beaten in this sentiment. 

Halvor fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 19:54
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Aren't there any London goons who are willing to go eyeball the place? 

If no-one else can get it done sooner I can probably make time tomorrow night. Means a hefty commute but Hell, it's a weeknight, I may as well be riding the tube and trying to recce buildings 
full of Kombinat and Yardies as anything else, right? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Check this out:

Email from Ebay:
Hello Jeff,

Thank you for writing with your concern over the member, msalamon.

The recent bids placed with this account were the result of an 
unauthorized account takeover. Unfortunately, we were not aware of this 
activity until some time after the bids were placed. Once we became 
aware of this activity, immediate action was taken. We are now in the 
process of restoring the account to its owner.

I have reported the escrow site to the appropriate department to have it looked at. 

Since the account holder did not initiate this sale, you may consider 
the transaction null and void if you have not already shipped the item.

Let me also suggest a few ways this takeover could have occurred.

If the user had a relatively simple password or password hint question 
it is possible that a third party was able to gain access to the account by guessing the password. 

It is also possible that the user could have unknowingly provided his or her password to another party. Some eBay members have reported receiving messages asking for User IDs and 
passwords. These messages appear to 
come from eBay Support, but in fact are not. eBay will never ask for 
sensitive information of this nature through email. 

Finally, there are a number of computer viruses in circulation that log 
and record keystrokes. It's recommended that computer users keep their 
virus alert software up-to-date, and check their system often for 
problems. A firewall for high-speed Internet users is also highly 
recommended.

**I have reviewed your email history and see that the email from 
<msalamon> was in regards to item # 4125873654. After reviewing this 
listing, I see that you did end up with a winning bidder, zoeviolet01.

We are concerned about violations on the site and have taken the liberty of investigating this member's account. Please be assured that we have 
taken appropriate action in accordance with our site policies. Such 
action may include issuing a warning, a temporary suspension, an 
indefinite suspension or terminating the membership. 
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As you may know, we are unable to provide specific information regarding the result of our investigation to third party members. Please 
understand that this is for the protection of all eBay users. However, 
we can tell you that our records indicate that the user you are 
reporting is currently not a registered eBay user. 

Since the buyer is no longer registered on the eBay site, you may 
consider the transaction null and void. You can submit a Final Value Fee credit request by following the instructions below:

1. Click the "site map" link at the top of most eBay pages.

2. On the "Site Map" page, click the link "Request final value fee 
credit" under the "Seller Accounts" heading in the middle column.

I appreciate your interest in the well being of our site. It is assuring to know that we have members who are concerned about the safety of our 
other users. I encourage you to continue to report all questionable 
behavior to eBay. This will give us the chance to look into the 
situation and take action where warranted.

Marketplace Safety Tip: Protect yourself from fraudulent emails that ask for sensitive personal information like credit card numbers, passwords, 
etc. Just because an email message looks like it is sent directly from 
eBay, it isn't always. To learn more about protecting yourself from fake or "spoof" emails, visit our online tutorial by simply cutting and 
pasting the following Web address into your browser window: 

http://member.ebay.com/ad/ck/1065-11789-3840-13

Thanks again for writing, and thank you for being part of the eBay 
community.

Regards,

Cyan
Fraud Prevention Group

Well isn't that nice! The guy I reported hacked an account, and the person that just won is a fraudulent account as well! yay! 
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Hamburglar
Joined: Dec 31, 2000 

ROBBLE ROBBLE/FUCK THE 
POLICE

I am seriously in tears here from laughing so hard. Your plan is completely brilliant.

You won't have a problem with customs opening up your package. At one point last year I sent THREE packages a day for 6 months straight without ever having one opened (selling band t 
shirts). Also he will gladly pay that tax fee to get that laptop. It's gold in so many ways. 
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Chase
Joined: Apr 30, 2002 

That laptop you made is fucking beautiful. 
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darkrabbit
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

I want a pony

Who the hell names their kid 'cyan'? What are his brother and sisters names, Magenta and Flesh-Tone?

Cool thread, btw, the 'computer' is  genius! 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

So is the fake G4 still on? 
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RDevz
Joined: Dec 07, 2002 

A pithy and original quote

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

How can I apply the weight to this thing? (About 6 lbs) 

Bags of sand, labelled "silicon chips to be"?

edit:

quote: 

Hamburglar came out of the closet to say: 

You won't have a problem with customs opening up your package. At one point last year I sent THREE packages a day for 6 months straight without ever having 
one opened (selling band t shirts). Also he will gladly pay that tax fee to get that laptop. It's gold in so many ways. 

Not entirely true. I bought a 160 GB HDD from SA Mart in November, and it was shipped via USPS. The customs declaration was labelled correctly (although slightly illegibly), and it was opened. 
Import duties on cimputer hardware is merely VAT at 17.5% the last time I checked (in November). 

RDevz fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 19:59
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Pics of the laptop:

imgs

My cheeks hurt from smiling so big. 

roofles 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

Holy shit that's the funniest spoof on the planet ever in history. I couldn't stop laughing at "fire wire" for some reason.

Just ask for shipping help. 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Pics of the laptop:

http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/topclosed.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/back1.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/back2.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/keys1.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/touchpad.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/functionkey.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/topmenu.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/leftmenu.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/bottomright.jpg
BlueTooth mouse!
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4...toothmouse1.jpg
No track ball!
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/laser.jpg
http://www.bootsix.net/images/theg4scam/righthand.jpg

My cheeks hurt from smiling so big. 

I thought you were going to send him a fake one?

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit that's the funniest spoof on the planet ever in history. I couldn't stop laughing at "fire wire" for some reason.

Just ask for shipping help. 

I'm a bigger fan of "LASER!" personally... 
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Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

quote: 

Hamburglar came out of the closet to say: 
I am seriously in tears here from laughing so hard. Your plan is completely brilliant.

You won't have a problem with customs opening up your package. At one point last year I sent THREE packages a day for 6 months straight without ever having 
one opened (selling band t shirts). Also he will gladly pay that tax fee to get that laptop. It's gold in so many ways. 

But did you insure them for $2100? 
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Shii
Joined: Feb 17, 2004 

Mail that laptop. 
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Joe-Randomosity
Joined: Sep 21, 2003 

YOUR STALKER IS WATCHING 
YOU

This thread transcends awesomeness. 

Just don't become a huge attention whore like Ellis D did after his "I Cybered with my Uncle!" thread.

Keep us updated as to when he sends the laptop. A goonmeet during the arrival is a must too! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Shii came out of the closet to say: 
Mail that laptop. 

I plan to. Still working on the weight thing. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

RDevz came out of the closet to say: 

Bags of sand, labelled "silicon chips to be"?

I'd be afraid of setting off a terror alert with bags of sand. How about taking the bottom metal part (is it called the shoe?) off a household iron and taping it in the middle?

Alternative: tire balance weights.

edit: Do you have the box the G4 originally came in? That would be a nice detail to include. Mr. Scammer opens the box and it's full of SWEET, SWEET JUSTICE. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

I'd be afraid of setting off a terror alert with bags of sand. How about taking the bottom metal part (is it called the shoe?) off a household iron and taping it in the 
middle?

Alternative: tire balance weights.

edit: Do you have the box the G4 originally came in? That would be a nice detail to include. Mr. Scammer opens the box and it's full of SWEET, SWEET JUSTICE. 

Hmm. Good idea. I think I have a ruined iron somewhere.

Also - Yes, I have a G4 box. But I think I should keep it to actually sell with the real laptop. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Hamburglar
Joined: Dec 31, 2000 

ROBBLE ROBBLE/FUCK THE 
POLICE

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I plan to. Still working on the weight thing. 

Try shipping it with a real computer part, like an old non working CD Rom drive. That way in the rare instance someone from customes DOES open it (doubt it) they will see a computer part and 
move along. 
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The Land Baron
Joined: Oct 05, 2000 

human junk
just
words and
so
much skin

I did find this googling around:

http://www.carbuyingtips.com/fraud.htm

They probably just got added since the site is at the bottom of the list. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

Hamburglar came out of the closet to say: 

Try shipping it with a real computer part, like an old non working CD Rom drive. That way in the rare instance someone from customes DOES open it (doubt it) 
they will see a computer part and move along. 

This won't be an issue if you don't use your real name or address on the shipping form.

Make up an address, or use an old address or a neighbors address. You don't want the buyer to find you, and you don't want customs to find you either. 

quote: 

k_killmore came out of the closet to say: 
I did find this googling around:

http://www.carbuyingtips.com/fraud.htm

They probably just got added since the site is at the bottom of the list. 

This was posted a few pages back.

quote: 

danslemur came out of the closet to say: 

How about books? Bottles of water would also be heavy. 

Liquid would be noticable if they shook it or x rayed it. customs would have a hay day. VVVVVV 

DarkLotus fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 20:49
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danslemur
Joined: May 22, 2003 

FRISKEY KITTARN

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I plan to. Still working on the weight thing. 

How about books? Bottles of water would also be heavy.

edit: 

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 

Also, bonus if this is somehow legit and the system fucks up and you get $2100. Share the love.

This was posted a few pages back.

Liquid would be noticable if they shook it or x rayed it. customs would have a hay day.VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV 

What's wrong with liquid? Also, if it is legitimate, it's not bonus that you get $2100 from someone and send them crap. This is when you feel bad and send them the real laptop with apologies. 
Sending a fake laptop is fraud if the buyer is actually sending the money. 

danslemur fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 20:43
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

Just remember the most important part, Claim the value is 2200. 
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black sheep
Joined: Jul 01, 2003 

Pie > Cake

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Sorry, forgot to resize one.

maybe have random car parts? or random pieces of junkyard metal? 
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lostsailor
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

The desires we deny will find 
us in fate.

props if you rig a mail bomb that ejects hundreds of 12 penny nails when opened. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

danslemur came out of the closet to say: 

How about books? Bottles of water would also be heavy.

edit: 

What's wrong with liquid? Also, if it is legitimate, it's not bonus that you get $2100 from someone and send them crap. This is when you feel bad and send them 
the real laptop with apologies. Sending a fake laptop is fraud if the buyer is actually sending the money. 

If you say you are shipping a laptop and you can hear liquid inside, or see it on an x-ray, they will get suspicious and open the box and see the fake laptop. As far as keeping the money if any 
magically showed up, just forget about it. It would never happen anyways, its a fact that this guy is a fraud. 
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

quote: 

danslemur came out of the closet to say: 

How about books? Bottles of water would also be heavy.

edit: 

What's wrong with liquid? Also, if it is legitimate, it's not bonus that you get $2100 from someone and send them crap. This is when you feel bad and send them 
the real laptop with apologies. Sending a fake laptop is fraud if the buyer is actually sending the money. 

I often lose sleep over scammers losing all that milk money, too. Maybe we can start a support group or something. Can we have name tags and doughnuts? 
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danslemur
Joined: May 22, 2003 

FRISKEY KITTARN

quote: 

Teflon Bob came out of the closet to say: 

I often lose sleep over scammers losing all that milk money, too. Maybe we can start a support group or something. Can we have name tags and doughnuts? 

they wouldn't technically be scammers if they actually sent you money, now would they? 
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IdeoPraxist
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

Creating Ideas for Good and 
Evil

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Check this out:

Well isn't that nice! The guy I reported hacked an account, and the person that just won is a fraudulent account as well! yay! 
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telloc
Joined: May 20, 2001 

quote: 

lostsailor came out of the closet to say: 
props if you rig a mail bomb that ejects hundreds of 12 penny nails when opened. 

I was thinking a spring-loaded boxing glove-in-a-box, myself. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Don't send liquid! I got shipped a bottle of Henderson's Relish through the UK postal system last year - it got broke and caused an anthrax panic at the sorting office. 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

I really hope that there's goons there taking pictures when the guy opens it, for more reasons than comedy value.

As soon as Goon Justice is dispensed, it's time for Real Justice, I think. Turn this entire thread, all your emails, the url of the fake escrow site, and the pictures of the guy opening the box over 
to the FBI. Enjoy resuling arrest warrants. The FBI eats people who commit mail fraud for breakfast. 
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RDevz
Joined: Dec 07, 2002 

A pithy and original quote

quote: 

CapnAndy came out of the closet to say: 
As soon as Goon Justice is dispensed, it's time for Real Justice, I think. Turn this entire thread, all your emails, the url of the fake escrow site, and the pictures of 
the guy opening the box over to the FBI. Enjoy resuling arrest warrants. The FBI eats people who commit mail fraud for breakfast. 

If it turns out that he's based in the UK, wouldn't the Metropolitan Police be a better idea, due to the fact that he's within their jurisdiction at the moment? 
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Headhunter
Joined: Jun 03, 2003 

One - You lock the target

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
P-P-P-Powerbook 

Thank you so much for this thread. I've had a shit day today but that first picture of the "laptop" made everything right again. 
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roger
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

I <3 the fine touches 
Nice work!
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gav
Joined: Nov 08, 2003 

hang the dj

Hahah, it's taken me most the night to get through this but it sure was worth it. Awesome thread. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Someone is a little anxious!

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2004 1:22 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: One question before I ship!

OK What configuration have the apple?
Please send me today the package becouse I need soon.
Please email me the track number. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Someone is a little anxious! 

Send it! SEND IT! SEND HIS COMPUTAR MACHENE!

edit: Brilliant thread. Love it. 
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dcsmrgun
Joined: Feb 25, 2003 

quote: 

lostsailor came out of the closet to say: 
props if you rig a mail bomb that ejects hundreds of 12 penny nails when opened. 

But be sure to write "not a bomb" on the package, so customs agents don't needlessly get hurt!  
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

idolmind86
Joined: Jun 13, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

5. Pencil Shavings

Superb touch.

And not to repeat things that have already been mentioned in the thread but I think you can get in serious trouble for shipping human waste and things like that. Some sort of medical biohazard 
law... 
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Liquid 2.0
Joined: Jan 22, 2003 

hoep i got ten bux lol!!

quote: 

roger came out of the closet to say: 
I <3 the fine touches 
Nice work!

http://www.rstoor.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/keyboard.jpg 

I didn't even see that. Amazing job on the powerbook. 
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andrzejpw
Joined: Jul 28, 2003 

has a headphones fetish.

just wondering: when are you planning on shipping the laptop?

Note: voted 5 for best thread in a while 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I won't get in trouble for sending this claiming it's worth $2000 will I?

I know I have to write what it is on the slip, so I will put NOTEBOOK. That can be either one right?

What if I put my name, but just a totall fake address? Like to the olive garden or something?

EDIT - Can someone archive that escrow site? 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 22:03
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XakEp
Joined: Dec 20, 2002 

Don't hate me because I'm gay

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I won't get in trouble for sending this claiming it's worth $2000 will I?

I know I have to write what it is on the slip, so I will put NOTEBOOK. That can be either one right?

What I put my name, but just a totall fake address? Like to the olive garden or something?

EDIT - Can someone archive that escrow site? 

Or you can put your worst enemy on it as the return addy 
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wargasm
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

[M] village drunkard

posting for threefold value on this super tuesday

1. subscribed for future generations
2. it's a fraudulent buyer and/or seller eBay auction. they are so rare, I'm bedazzled by this thread about it and plan to make copies of it.
3. only good can come of this. 
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Ice Blue
Joined: Mar 20, 2002 

Sigh.

How about selling it on SA-Mart or Ars? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

fuckingtest came out of the closet to say: 
This thread will surpass the l33t SA hacker on so many levels if we get pics, or at least a picture of the house, along with any other info (mailing address, names, 
etc.) 

MynameisJeff, would you like a new avatar, or anything else SA related that costs $10? 

A new avartar would be really cool! Perhaps one that relates to this thread?

Thanks! 
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

You could always pay homage to the Blues Brothers, and use Wrigley Field as the return address 
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andrzejpw
Joined: Jul 28, 2003 

has a headphones fetish.

Note sure if putting "notebook" on it would be a great idea, as I'm sure a $2100 pad of paper would raise some suspicion. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Jeff, how could you get into trouble? He isn't actually going to pay you, if he pays the tax that's his own problem, you could just ask for proof of intended payment, which he can't give because 
he sent you to a bogus site.

I'm only worried about it getting searched then trashed because customs open it and find a P-P-P-owar Ringbinder. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff, how could you get into trouble? He isn't actually going to pay you, if he pays the tax that's his own problem, you could just ask for proof of intended 
payment, which he can't give because he sent you to a bogus site.

I'm only worried about it getting searched then trashed because customs open it and find a P-P-P-owar Ringbinder. 

That's what I'm worried about! 
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Shemp Howard
Joined: Jul 27, 2003 

You're wrong, quiz kid.

That is the greatest notebook ever created. I laughed so hard I clapped. Bravo. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

andrzejpw came out of the closet to say: 
Note sure if putting "notebook" on it would be a great idea, as I'm sure a $2100 pad of paper would raise some suspicion. 

but notebook would also imply a notebook computer.. besides, i don't think you can get in trouble for something like that, unless you try to do some sort of insurance fraud.. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Shemp Howard came out of the closet to say: 
That is the greatest notebook ever created. I laughed so hard I clapped. Bravo. 

Hell yeah. I want one of those that's college ruled, for MORE STORAGE...

All kidding aside, have we categorically determined that no funds are forthcoming? The escrow site is def a confirmed fake? 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

What? Customs trashing it? Then the UPS number will say that it got stopped at customs, just tell him to go and collect it.

They can't do anything about it, he's trying to rip you off which you have proof of, he's stolen an account and then asked you to send him something while he 'pays' you. Nothing bad can 
happen to you, it's just a little less funny if he doesn't get the package.

Fingers Crossed! (Found out how much you'll need yet?) 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Hell yeah. I want one of those that's college ruled, for MORE STORAGE...

All kidding aside, have we categorically determined that no funds are forthcoming? The escrow site is def a confirmed fake? 

Yeah, read the first two pages. 
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Wow! Oh Wow! That 'notebook' delivers with a vengeance!

Now, go for the kill! 
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spinflip
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

O_o Helo U

My small contribution to this great thread:

Is there a chance that this barber shop is simply a drop point for him? And if in fact it is a vacant lot (someone said this above) it would be a very easy drop point. Just a little something to 
consider (pix plz?!) 

Good luck however this goes

Edit:
Also as far as the custom title/avatar goes, a police badge saying "Goonjustice" or something might be kinda neat. 

spinflip fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 22:35
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

^^^
Or one that says, "P-P-P-Powerbook!" 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I would just put computer equipment as the contents and put an old network card or something in with it, then if it is opened there is more chance customs will just send it through not caring 
what the card is. If there’s just the fake laptop they might note it for the courier to mention when they phone this guy to confirm the tax. Insuring/Labelling at $2000 is probably ok if you’re not 
intending to somehow scam the courier. 
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

quote: 

spinflip came out of the closet to say: 
My small contribution to this great thread:

Is there a chance that this barber shop is simply a drop point for him? And if in fact it is a vacant lot (someone said this above) it would be a very easy drop point. 
Just a little something to consider (pix plz?!) 

I would assume that someone has to be there to sign for it. If they are just collecting it for him then they probobly will not open it any way. I think saying notebook should work but you could 
always say notebook computer and put in a freebie calculator that I hope everyone has. Technically its a notebook and a computer but they cant get mad at you for poor grammar. I would put a 
return address that isnt your own but is real and try to not make anything that would make them think the package is weird. I dont think its that hard to get it through customs as long as there 
isnt anything overtly suspicious.

Also even if they open it, if there is nothing dangerous inside what would they do other then close it and allow it to continue on to the address. If they feel the objects inside are NOT worth the 
outside value they would change the value? Or just try to make some money for the govt? No one is insuring this object and if the object is damaged the value suggested is not the one UPS 
would use to reimburse? They have their own system?

Good Luck and mail it soon, dont forget to require a signature and make sure you say like ok the package has just been shipped to the address. I was afraid I would get in trouble so I valued it 
at $2100. Like I said earlier I want to give you 100 dollars back anyways from what you are offering for being so nice. I also required signature so no one tries to con you. 
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Sejanus
Joined: Jun 15, 2001 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
EDIT - Can someone archive that escrow site? 

Here you go: set-ltd.zip. 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

Your best bet is to include an old book. 

Go to a local bookstore, and pay about 2 bucks for an old book that looks somewhat fancy. Since book values can be extremely high, no one will question it. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

I really wish I had something of value to add to the thread, but in the meantime I'm going to use this thread as a reason to convince a few more co-workers to buy accounts. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 
Your best bet is to include an old book. 

Go to a local bookstore, and pay about 2 bucks for an old book that looks somewhat fancy. Since book values can be extremely high, no one will question it. 

That works well with the "play on words description" of the item. Include a "Note" of some sort, maybe a goon-justice note of terror? And then the "Book".

Item descript when shipping could be "Note Book", which seems reasonably bad grammar to not arouse any wierd suspicions anywhere.

Yah... sounds pretty dumb now that I typed it out, but meh... POST. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok, I just got back from the "Pack Man." For those of you interested, It's going into a 18x18x5 inch flat panel box wrapped in brown paper. This trip to london will be accompanied by a broken 
cdrom drive and an informative excel 97 book. (And yes, I taped the fuck out of it.)

FedEx Priority $80.41 2-3 Days
Global Express $63.44 Week or so
Some other service $40-something 2 weeks *ugh*

Ok guys, I'd like to go priority if possible. If we get close enough I will eat the rest. So if at least 70 people give a dollar we are in business!

Watch for a post letting you all know we reached the goal! I will refund any payments made past $80 -but it will just be easier if they stop after $80.

Paypal: mynameisjeff@bootsix.net

Thats a really good idea rhig. For contents I will just put "Computer Parts." There will be a broken cdrom drive in there.

Thanks for zipping the site Sejanus! 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 23:15
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XakEp
Joined: Dec 20, 2002 

Don't hate me because I'm gay

paypal addy would be nice 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

XakEp came out of the closet to say: 
paypal addy would be nice 

I guess it would! mynameisjeff@bootsix.net 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

I'd love to contribute but have no paypal account 

But I wish you the best of luck and find your p-p-p-powerbook simply fantastic  
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atomjack
Joined: May 17, 2003 

Still a stupid newbie, but no 
longer cheap

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I guess it would! mynameisjeff@bootsix.net 

this thread really delivers. totally worth the $1.

so come on guys, pony up! 
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Moses66
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Who wants a body massage...?

I sent my .15 cents and now my paypal is empty. 
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Dart
Joined: Nov 24, 2003 

If there's anyone else up for it (don't want to go on my own ) I may be willing to hang around the delivery address, but that's dependent on the time of day. Adding my dollar's worth, too. 

Dart fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 23:24
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

Glory glory hallelujah. Avatar should read "Marshall of Goonjustice" with a blank badge that has a sticker on it that says "badge". Like this 

Attachment: us-marshal-badge.gif
This has been downloaded 3297 time(s).
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Vince McMahon
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

Don't want to be a killjoy but did you check with the mods about the paypalisaiton of the thread? 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

RDevz came out of the closet to say: 

Bags of sand, labelled "silicon chips to be"? 

More like "silly con." 

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 

May I ask what e/n stands for? 

http://forums.somethingawful.com/di...ct=3&topicid=50
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Some say Entertainment/News, some say Everything/Nothing. I prefer the latter.

EDIT: Donated 1/2 of . Don't spend it on booze or anything; I clearly designated in the subject line that it was to be spent on Goon Justice. 

Aeolius fucked around with this message at Apr 27, 2004 around 23:35
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Scud
Joined: Apr 02, 2002 

disposable assassin

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 
Your best bet is to include an old book. 

Go to a local bookstore, and pay about 2 bucks for an old book that looks somewhat fancy. Since book values can be extremely high, no one will question it. 

Bonus points if that book is "Crime and Punishment" 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Vince McMahon came out of the closet to say: 
Don't want to be a killjoy but did you check with the mods about the paypalisaiton of the thread? 

No, I didn't. I didn't think I needed to. Checking rules now. 
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jstirrell
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

I will gladly donate $1 to this noble cause. 
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savinis_acolyte
Joined: Mar 24, 2003 

Say hello, Bub! Say hello to 
your Aunt Alicia!

PayPal'ed a couple bucks for Goon Justice. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

Fucking AWESOME. You should definitely put "computer equipment" on the claim form (and $2200, obviously). 

And either:

A)He will assume you got flustered, being an ebay newbie, and forgot all about his mini tax scam, or

B)Maybe you should just tell him that you are claiming $2200, because you are worried about getting in trouble, that way he will be prepared to pay the $500 when the 'laptop' comes in. What 
are the odds that he would be able to pay if he wasn't prepared? He should be willing to pay, since he will be getting the laptop for free.

I am definitely willing to contribute PayPal. I'm really tight on money now, so I will only send $5, but if you still need money on Friday (when I get my paycheck), I can contribute as much as 
$20. Rock on!!!
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Edit: My name is Kevin, just so you know which payment is mine. I forgot to include my username anywhere in the transaction. 

® fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 00:12
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Guber
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

Optimus Prime ate my uncle

 love the thread, $3 heading its way to you. 
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gibsonisacripple
Joined: Feb 24, 2001 

CHAMPIONS

paypal sent to the value of $1.74, the current eqivalent to £1 limy pound. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Your contributions are awesome guys! 

$16.03 so far
(Stupid paypal takes that fee. The fuckers.) 
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Oilpipelineistan
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I guess it would! mynameisjeff@bootsix.net 

I am sending you the HUGE donation of 1 US Dollar (CASH MONEY!).

Oh, and P-P-P-PowerPay(&trade)! 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Ideas for avatar:

With the custom text "P-P-P-POWERBOOK!" 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Yossarko came out of the closet to say: 
Ideas for avatar:

With the custom text "P-P-P-POWERBOOK!" 

Those are awesome! I hope he is still going to do it! 
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

I sent a couple bucks, don't let us down man!  
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Trampus
Joined: Sep 28, 2001 

I smell shenanigans! 
Shenanigans, I say!

$5 sent 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I love how paying more makes justice happen faster. Appropriate somehow! 
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

Just a bit of unimportant information, the address set-ltd.net is registered to has an ebay account:

http://cgi2.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISA...art007&items=25 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

$32 guys!
Thanks! I wouldn't be able to send him his laptop without you all. 
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Fillerbunny
Joined: Jul 25, 2002 

quote: 

Yossarko came out of the closet to say: 
Ideas for avatar:

I like that one.

Paypal sent. 
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atomjack
Joined: May 17, 2003 

Still a stupid newbie, but no 
longer cheap

Jeff, why don't you let the amount go up to $90 so that you can get that custom avatar. 
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The Grey
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

The time is near.

Just ponied up $1

As far as London Goons, I'm guessing you don't want to waste an entire day hanging around a Barber Shop waiting for a FedEx guy. Even when he does show up, I'm sure the scammer will take 
his package in right away. However... Could someone at least post a picture of the place? 
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

Computer Parts will make him suspicious. Why would it be parts? Maybe Computer stuff or Powerbook and accesories.

Actually Powerbook and accessories I think would be pretty good. I dont know, but something. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

atomjack came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff, why don't you let the amount go up to $90 so that you can get that custom avatar. 

I'd be honoured if he did get it. I think it needs the text too though. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

atomjack came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff, why don't you let the amount go up to $90 so that you can get that custom avatar. 

Well, an avatar was offered by fuckingtest. 

I asked for goons to donate to help send the package. 
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atomjack
Joined: May 17, 2003 

Still a stupid newbie, but no 
longer cheap

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Well, an avatar was offered by fuckingtest. 

I asked for goons to donate to help send the package. 

yeah i know, but it'll be less of a hit on 10 extra people donating a buck than to him donating ten. your decision though  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Marius came out of the closet to say: 
Computer Parts will make him suspicious. Why would it be parts? Maybe Computer stuff or Powerbook and accesories.

Actually Powerbook and accessories I think would be pretty good. I dont know, but something. 

He will still open it. 
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Curufin
Joined: Oct 06, 2003 

Fifth Son of Fëanor

Why not just put the description as "Computer"? Clear enough for customs, not fishy to the scammer until he opens it.

This thread is so awesome. I may just have to give up some cash to see this plan executed. 
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AngryLogic
Joined: Feb 21, 2004 

My $2 just sent. I can't wait to watch the tracking on this package. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

The Grey came out of the closet to say: 
Just ponied up $1

As far as London Goons, I'm guessing you don't want to waste an entire day hanging around a Barber Shop waiting for a FedEx guy. Even when he does show up, 
I'm sure the scammer will take his package in right away. However... Could someone at least post a picture of the place? 

OK, if no-one else can make it, I will go looking for this place after work tomorrow. However, non-digital cam means no pics til the day after at the earliest if I go. Looks like there's a pub next 
door anyway, so it can't be an entirely wasted trip. 
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Pale
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

8=:3O

Half of  sent! I love justice. 
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Menidan
Joined: Nov 21, 2002 

sent $1 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Sent $20, which will (hopefully) cover any PayPal deductions from your overall total. 
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jhnrksn
Joined: Mar 07, 2003 

TacticalPenis bought me this 
title because he is a worthless 
bastard and i have to help him 
do shit all the time.

If you are sending fedex, you can also have the buyer pay shipping on pickup. 
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Mayor Wilkins
Joined: Nov 18, 2002 

I have two words that are 
going to make all your troubles 
go away - "miniature golf."

quote: 

jhnrksn came out of the closet to say: 
If you are sending fedex, you can also have the buyer pay shipping on pickup. 

Oh holy fuck, and he would, too. He'd get the package in his hands and he'd say "well shit, he screwed up. But all I have to do is pay eighty bucks and I'll have a free $2,200 laptop, 
ahhhhahahahahaha" and he'll pay the money, tear open the package, and BE FUCKED. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

jhnrksn came out of the closet to say: 
If you are sending fedex, you can also have the buyer pay shipping on pickup. 

Find out if that's possible for overseas, too. If it is then mail him saying you don't have the money for shipping, and so you'll refund him the money when the payment's cleared. or something. 
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KoalaReRe
Joined: Apr 20, 2003 

The Breast Plate of 
Righteousness

$1 sent.
good luck! 
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Theophilus
Joined: Oct 05, 2002 

nazi nazi

i am with you in spirit. 
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Mael
Joined: Sep 29, 2000 

Put a book in there and write POWER on the front cover. That way you can still legitamitely write "Power-book and accessories" as the description

PS Awesome thread 
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johnevbb
Joined: Apr 21, 2004 

My farts taste like chocolate

Sent ya One Fifth of  to help out in the effort. 
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Dragobich
Joined: Jan 05, 2001 

fuck, being banned sucks

Awesome thread! I hope that steak out still happens. 
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Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

Sent you . That's 5.74 of my british pounds. Cant wait to see the results of this. Get that sucker sent off  
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Piglet
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

ZUB! ZUB!

It's really too bad we won't see his face as it transforms from smug satisfaction to shocked embarrassment as he opens the box while gloating in front of his friends. 
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

We need to stake out his place on the day of shipment, then maybe we can see it  
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

What I wouldn't give (except money) to be ..... 
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Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

I'd travel down south and hide behind a bush or something if it wasnt for the fact that i'm way too lazy. However I believe pics are a must if anyone is going to try to be there when he opens it. 
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WarningRobo
Joined: Feb 20, 2004 

Sent $5.

Good luck. 
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Chewblacca
Joined: Feb 07, 2004 

Arrrooomph! Humph Humph 
Humph!

Jeff should have his home made laptop for an avatar. That way we shall never forget the majesty and glory of this thread.

Ooops...beat(sort of). Yeah, I was beat. Curse my metal body. 

Chewblacca fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 01:48
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Arse Porn Cage
Joined: Oct 09, 2003 

Your head is empty.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

20 quarters sent. 
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Chewblacca
Joined: Feb 07, 2004 

Arrrooomph! Humph Humph 
Humph!

You've got my $1. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

sent my dollar like a good goon should. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Rocksee
Joined: Apr 10, 2003 

my boyfriend got me addicted.

quote: 

rottingcorpse came out of the closet to say: 
Just a bit of unimportant information, the address set-ltd.net is registered to has an ebay account:

http://cgi2.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISA...art007&items=25 

It wouldn't be that hard to fugde 8 auctions and feedbacks.

Good luck. I really hope end results pictures are to come. 
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HypeTelecon
Joined: May 19, 2003 

I AM GAY AND I DON'T CARE 
WHEN SOMEONE'S DOG DIES

$15 bucks sent. I can not wait for the response. 
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Bungeyjump
Joined: Nov 09, 2003 

Bungeyjumpingpeopledie

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I won't get in trouble for sending this claiming it's worth $2000 will I?

I know I have to write what it is on the slip, so I will put NOTEBOOK. That can be either one right?

What if I put my name, but just a totall fake address? Like to the olive garden or something?

EDIT - Can someone archive that escrow site? 

I KNOW that Fedex's policy as far as customs duties etc are concerned is to pay them to get the package through customs there and then, then recoup them from the recipient if they can. I 
THINK if that fails then they (try to) recoup them from the sender, this could be a problem if they can find you from the info you give them, also it could backfire if it's just a drop point for this 
scammer. A better option might be to send it by a method that ends up being delivered by the royal mail, since their policy is no fees paid no parcel, but that might make your 'buyer' suspicious 
since most of those options are uninsured I think. 
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Reideee
Joined: Apr 13, 2004 

The trick would be to make sure you couldn't be charged. Ie/ fake address and pay in cash. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

$1 sent. How can I resist? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Rocksee
Joined: Apr 10, 2003 

my boyfriend got me addicted.

Can we get a Paypal total update? I'm pretty sure you're about to top $100. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I'd say he is pushing $100 easy by now. Just the people that posted their donations probably tops the goal of $80 or whatever. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

FedEx normally requires a recipient name, address, and phone number... 
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metaxus
Joined: Nov 14, 2003 

I WANTED A BIG 
RED TITLE... SO I 
BOUGHT ONE.

Jeff, is your webhosting broken?

All I get is a slew of red Xs instead of the pics of the P-P-Power binder! 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Airborne Express don’t deliver the parcel till they have the money from the recipient, it’ll also probably be more like $50 charge and should be 2-3 days AFAIK. The parcel usually comes from 
Business Post when it gets to the UK if theyre still doing it the same way they did two years ago, it has online tracking too including status of tax payment.

Edit: I'm not sure if their procedure is the same now they are DHL, Priority delivery is also 4 - 8 days. 

rhig fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 02:30
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

Even if you are close to $80, I sent another $1. This is too good to pass up. The powerbook pictures are utterly hillarious! 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

quote: 

metaxus came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff, is your webhosting broken?

All I get is a slew of red Xs instead of the pics of the P-P-Power binder! 

OMG he took the money and ran!!!  
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

Those images were really hilarious. The look on that guy's face when he opens up his box to find P-P-P-Powerbook. Absolutely priceless. 
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bluremi
Joined: Sep 11, 2003 

I don't like your face.

Can somebody mirror the images? Hosting appears to be down and I haven't seen the funny yet! 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

http://www.vegaji.com/images/righthand.jpg
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http://www.vegaji.com/images/back2.jpg

Edit: Back2/Firewire picture added. Forgot that one. 

vegaji fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 00:36
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llephen
Joined: Apr 04, 2004 

Master Bowler

subscribing..

I just spent all afternoon reading this thread.. excellence! 
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Maka
Joined: Mar 18, 2001 

Jesus Christ those laptop pictures had me cracking up for like 15 minutes. Good show. 

Maka fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 16:40
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

I wouldn't be too worried about customs stopping a package like this. First, they aren't looking for people who overquoted the value of the object...that's completely fine by them. Second, if 
they stopped many priority packages that are marked computer parts alot of people would start to get upset when their department didn't get the critical server component they needed because 
it was held up at customs, although that does occasionally happen. 
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Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

I want to send money, but I don't want you to have to refund it. If I see (after 3rd period of Red Wings game) that you haven't reached your total yet, I'd be happy to donate to the fund. 
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highme
Joined: May 25, 2001 

It's golfin time, da?

I was going to say I'd donate the broken Dell laptop I picked up at a garage sale last summer, but then I saw the P-P-POWERBOOK and my Dell is weak in comparison. 
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MrTeatime
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

I would definitely send him an email telling him you were too nervous about lying about the value of the "powerbook." He'll probably pay the tax thinking he's still getting a great deal on an 
expensive laptop. Will there be anyway to tell if he paid the fee or not? I'd like to see his face when he opens the box, but it would be comfort enough to just know he got screwed out of a few 
hundred bucks. 
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paul V1.333
Joined: Feb 16, 2004 

purple monkey dishwasher

5 bucks sent, Good luck! 
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kap
Joined: May 30, 2003 

no paprika?

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
FedEx normally requires a recipient name, address, and phone number... 

True, but I can't tell you how many times I've put my email address in the phone number slot instead, or just left it blank. Fake email address is the way to go. The other stuff will obviously 
have to be filled out somehow, though FedEx will deliver just based on the address usually. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

El_Spankio
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

When i first read the thread i only read the first post and a few comments and i thought that you should have just told them to fuck off, then the thread stayed around and has now amused me.

AAAAA+++++++++++++ would read another story like this!!!¬! 

__________________
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Kaneda
Joined: Jan 02, 2003 

Best thread ever, can't wait to see what Goon Justice will bring to the UK. Subscribed and voted 5, tomorrow can't come fast enough. 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
God have mercy on my 4gb/month bandwidth limit. 

You're missing the "FIREWIRE" pic.

EDIT: So, has this guy's account been deleted or suspended? If not, you may as well start planning your response for when he leaves negative "SCAMMER" feedback. Something like "Buyer 
wished to use a fraudulent escrow, outside of ebay. Reported him, and he was confirmed as a scammer. Sent him the "Powerbook" as a gag, afterwards. Ignore."

That should do it. 

Aeolius fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 05:25
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Sorry I havn't responded faster. My power has been out for a while.

You can stop donating now! Thank you very much for the donations! I will start the transfer to my bank account now.

Thanks for mirroring the images too! 
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wargasm
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

[M] village drunkard

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Sorry I havn't responded faster. My power has been out for a while.

You can stop donating now! Thank you very much for the donations! I will start the transfer to my bank account now.

Thanks for mirroring the images too! 

sonuva...8.00 american dollaroos coming your way regardless. spend it on a fancy bowtie to wear when you go to ship this beast of a laptop. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

wargasm came out of the closet to say: 

sonuva...8.00 american dollaroos coming your way regardless. spend it on a fancy bowtie to wear when you go to ship this beast of a laptop. 

Well, thank you. 

I think I am going to change my avatar to:

Chief Goon Justice

OR

P-P-P-POWERBOOK!!

(Thanks for those Yossarko) 
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Moses66
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Who wants a body massage...?

do the power book avatar. Chief GOon Justice is a bit far fetched in this situation, although commendable.

Lets not forget the magenta alert. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Moses66 came out of the closet to say: 
do the power book avatar. Chief GOon Justice is a bit far fetched in this situation, although commendable.

Lets not forget the magenta alert. 

Too right. Powerbook it is then. 
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EricFate
Joined: Aug 31, 2001 

Crumpets. Glorious Crumpets.

Perfect.

And yes, if you write Notebook, then you're being honest with customs. That will make them happy.

As for the dollar amount, well, it is worth whatever the hell you say it is worth. After all, you've already agreed in the price with the buyer. Now ship that fine work of art so we can go back to 
anxiously waiting. Don't bother to weigh the thing down, just go with it as is. If you must, just add a piece of plywood to the box. 3-5 pounds is plenty. Duct tape it to the bottom. And 
remember. LOTS AND LOTS OF PACKING PEANUTS on top. Wouldn't want it to get damaged. 
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Elftor
Joined: Jan 10, 2003 

quote: 

Aeolius came out of the closet to say: 
EDIT: So, has this guy's account been deleted or suspended? If not, you may as well start planning your response for when he leaves negative "SCAMMER" 
feedback. Something like "Buyer wished to use a fraudulent escrow, outside of ebay. Reported him, and he was confirmed as a scammer. Sent him the 
"Powerbook" as a gag, afterwards. Ignore."

That should do it. 

I don't think feedback is even possible, since they settled outside of ebay 
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Jadz
Joined: Jan 08, 2004 

"When you know not of what 
you speak, your mouth is best 
used for chewing." - Walter 
Slovotsky

Jeff, you have made my week with this. The P-P-Powerbook alone is worth the price of admission to these forums  I was laughing hysterically for ten minutes straight when I saw those 
pictures.

Thread delivers, voted 5  AAA+++ WOULD READ AGAIN!! , and subscribed so I can get closure in a few days  

Sexcellent work, you gorgeous, gorgeous man. I would bear your children, were I a woman. Keep up the good work! 
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pahnub
Joined: Jun 09, 2003 

Smurfin' Booty Since 1982

Ah goon justice is a wicked thing indeed, subscribed...

Good Luck nailing the bastard, what happened with Gravitron staking out the place? 
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

Since the monetary goal has been reached, and I really want to contribute to this incredible display, I will mirror the images. 

http://www.soosed.com/images/righthand.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/laser.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/bluetoothmouse1.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/bottomright.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/leftmenu.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/topmenu.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/functionkey.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/touchpad.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/topclosed.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/back1.jpg

Edit: Here is the missing image:

http://www.soosed.com/images/back2.jpg

Some images aren't there from the original, anyone have copies?

Great work, Jeff. 

Soos fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 07:35
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

So has it been sent, Jeff? This is far too fantastic. 
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ninerings
Joined: Mar 11, 2004 

At least its warm down here!

wow what a great way to waste an even at work.....I would read it agin but me shift is almost up. 

Prompt shipping, good communication, item was exactly as advertised, thanks! 
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Lollerich
Joined: Mar 25, 2004 

OMG! THEY ARE HERE!

Just read up on the thread after a few days of absence from it. Awesome job with the notebook. How long will that take to ship tp the UK? 
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roger
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

quote: 

Soos came out of the closet to say: 
Since the monetary goal has been reached, and I really want to contribute to this incredible display, I will mirror the images. 

[urls]

Some images aren't there from the original, anyone have copies?

Great work, Jeff. 

i managed to find FIREWIRE! but couldn't get ahold of the last picture (which is keys1.jpg) 
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Antigen
Joined: May 04, 2003 

This thread wins the internet. 
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Dayewalker
Joined: Dec 25, 2002 

It's taken me a couple of days to finally read through this entire thread, but its definitely kept laughing consisitently.

Subscribed just to see what becomes of all of this.

Edit: The pictures of the fake notebook were priceless.  

Dayewalker fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 09:30
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Jack Burton
Joined: Mar 01, 2002 

It's all in the reflexes.

Wow, I finally got around to reading the entire thread, and man this is awesome. 

I am waiting the thrilling conclusion to this saga of scamming the scammer. Job well done, and hilarious "notebook". P-P-P-Powerbook indeed! 
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Bonk
Joined: Aug 04, 2002 

quote: 

Antigen came out of the closet to say: 
This thread wins the internet. 

This thread beats the internet on Hard. 
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Black Sunshine
Joined: Apr 04, 2004 

Down With The Sickness

This thread is so fucking awesome. I can`t wait to see what happens next. Great job Jeff,that p-p-p-Powerbook is priceless. 
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Wookiee BBQ
Joined: Nov 12, 2000 

quote: 

Lollerich came out of the closet to say: 
How long will that take to ship tp the UK? 

If FedEx is anything like UPS, you can basically send stuff overseas either 2 or 3 day only. I ship UPS daily, my stuff always gets to China in 1 to 3 days; they don't have a slow-as-molasses 
option. 
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Der Shovel
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

Just a 10$ hoe

After I was done laughing I mirrored the awesome, awesome pictures. I almost literally peed myself with the "Who knows!" "CIRCLE!" picture.

Bandwidth should last.

http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/topclosed.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/back1.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/touchpad.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/functionkey.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/topmenu.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/leftmenu.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/bottomright.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/laser.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/righthand.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/back2.jpg
http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/bluetoothmouse1.jpg

Oh, also include a condom (possibly used?) in the box, against viruses. 

Der Shovel fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 14:19
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

mangler103
Joined: Jun 06, 2003 

DVD's are my anti-drug...but 
now I'm addicted to DVD's.

quote: 

Der Shovel came out of the closet to say: 

Oh, also include a condom (possibly used?) in the box, against viruses. 

Put it on the mouse...those things will stretch. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

OK, procured a cheap, utterly disposable 0.3MPx digital cam in my lunch hour. Will make the commute after work and see if I can find this place. Will take a few hours though. Hopefully will be 
able to post pics by 9pm GMT at the latest. 
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Der Shovel
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

Just a 10$ hoe

quote: 

mangler103 came out of the closet to say: 
Put it on the mouse...those things will stretch. 

Yeah, a virus COULD get in the mouse through the firewire port! 
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ELeeming
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

What a great thread.

Should anyone ever be conned by some one living near me (Edinburgh), I would like to volunteer to stake out/stalk/grass up the conner, a la Donal Macintyre or whatever the dude's name is. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 

This won't be an issue if you don't use your real name or address on the shipping form.

Make up an address, or use an old address or a neighbors address. You don't want the buyer to find you, and you don't want customs to find you either. 

I would suggest using the local police, sheriff, or FBI office address. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Aye, same thing for the Stirling area 

Good luck with your stake-out, Pipski! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok. I am on my way to work now. Because I don't want to wait the 3 days for paypal to transfer the money to my bank account, I wrote a check to my savings account at washington mutual. I 
wil be sending this about 930-10ish pst

Stay tuned for your handy fedex tracking number. The ringer should arrive in the UK in 2-3 days. 
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thezy
Joined: Jan 09, 2001 

Dam! now we have to wait 2-3 days...it'll be worth it. 
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nikjohns
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

So what did you eventually go with in the parcel? Other than the laptop, of course. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

nikjohns came out of the closet to say: 
So what did you eventually go with in the parcel? Other than the laptop, of course. 

You mean what is in it? Or who am I shipping through?

FedEx Express - G4 P-P-P-Powerbook, BlueTooth Mouse, Broken cdrom, Excel 97 book, pencil shavings, Foam. 
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Dart
Joined: Nov 24, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
OK, procured a cheap, utterly disposable 0.3MPx digital cam in my lunch hour. Will make the commute after work and see if I can find this place. Will take a few 
hours though. Hopefully will be able to post pics by 9pm GMT at the latest. 

Damn. Wish I'd read this in class instead of at home. Colindale is fairly close to where I go to college train-wise (Met Line to Northen Line at King's Cross), but I live quite a bit further away, so 
it's out of the question for me today. I'd have liked to tag along for this. 
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wargasm
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

[M] village drunkard

p-p-p-p-posting to express my fondness for fucking with computer terrorists and the like. gg mynameisjeff 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Just got this in:
-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2004 4:31 AM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: RE: One question before I ship!

Please email me with all infoo soon

Responded with:
[i]Hello! I am sorry for the delay! I was not able to send your new G4 Powerbook to you yesterday! But I am able to send it today! I am going to be taking it down the the united states post 
office to fedex it to you. I am told it will take 2-3 days. I apologize, but that is the fastest I can send!

I will send another email with your tracking number when I get back!!!

chao!
Jeff 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

You mean what is in it? Or who am I shipping through?

FedEx Express - G4 P-P-P-Powerbook, BlueTooth Mouse, Broken cdrom, Excel 97 book, pencil shavings, Foam. 

what about the horrid pics and the thread with sa references whited out?

Also, this just occurred to me, you should keep emailing him after he gets it and not break character. Like, hey buddy! Did the notebook pass your inspection?! Maybe we could do business in 
the future!!!! I own a great PDA that is for sale!!! 

kiimo fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 17:06
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

kiimo came out of the closet to say: 

what about the horrid pics and the thread with sa references whited out?

Also, this just occurred to me, you should keep emailing him after he gets it and not break character. Like, hey buddy! Did the notebook pass your inspection?! 
Maybe we could do business in the future!!!! I own a great PDA that is for sale!!! 

I decided not to do the thread idea. I doubt he would read it anyway. 
There is still time to open the box back up and stick some nasty pictures in there. 
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Shii
Joined: Feb 17, 2004 

quote: 

Jeff was quoted as saying:
I decided not to do the thread idea. I doubt he would read it anyway. 

Good idea. 

quote: 

Jeff was quoted as saying:
There is still time to open the box back up and stick some nasty pictures in there. 

Maybe just a quick "Scammers Suck" message inside the Powerbook would get the point across.  
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Tekilah
Joined: Apr 15, 2004 

Everything good was taken

This thread is awesome, btw.

I didn't see anyone mention postal redirection. Is there a way to find out if your parcel is going to be redirected?

http://www.postoffice.co.uk/portal/...0&catId=5000004

It can be redirected anywhere, so if it's redirected to the states would he still pay customs?

Edit: Yea, he'd probably have to be the resident of the vacant lot at some point...but maybe...

oh CANNOT...I see. Sorry, for some reason I read that as "absolutely can, with no question." vv 

Tekilah fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 17:43
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Muti
Joined: Oct 20, 2003 

quote: 

Tekilah came out of the closet to say: 
I didn't see anyone mention postal redirection. Is there a way to find out if your parcel is going to be redirected? 

Notice in the "key features"...
* We cannot redirect mail from overseas to UK addresses 

Muti fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 17:29
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I decided not to do the thread idea. I doubt he would read it anyway. 
There is still time to open the box back up and stick some nasty pictures in there. 

Voting fiestacat. 
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DSJ250
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

quote: 

Aeolius came out of the closet to say: 
Voting fiestacat. 

I second. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

Aeolius came out of the closet to say: 
Voting fiestacat. 

I was thinking something that would be offensive to other people, not just to goons. 
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Woodman
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

stutter 
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Woodman
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

You should include his photo & a copy of all of his personal info you have dug up. That would really fuck with his head. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Wait for the London goon to take the digital photos and include a printout of the location it's being sent to. 
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

quote: 

Woodman came out of the closet to say: 
You should include his photo & a copy of all of his personal info you have dug up. That would really fuck with his head. 

YES. This is the correct answer. 
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Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

Me is retarded. 

Halvor fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 18:26
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

Schroe came out of the closet to say: 
Wait for the London goon to take the digital photos and include a printout of the location it's being sent to. 

That would be incredible. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

I'm glad you liked the avatar Jeff  
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

quote: 

Aeolius came out of the closet to say: 
That would be incredible. 

I also think it'd be immensely more creepy than tossing in personal information that may or may not be true. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

dablakh0l
Joined: Sep 03, 2002 

[QUOTE]MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
...and an informative excel 97 book. (And yes, I taped the fuck out of it.)

Too bad.. you should have sent him the Dianetics "power book" 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Well, I just got back from the post office.

It seems, you need a phone number for the person your sending to when shipping international.

I paid for it, and it will sit until I can call them with the persons phone number. Hopefully he responds to this email. 
-----Original Message-----
From: MyNameIsJeff [mailto:mynameisjeff@bootsix.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2004 10:40 AM
To: 'Gianluca'
Subject: Problem with shipping

Hello,
I took the package to the post office, but FedEx requires a phone number for the recipient if the package is being sent internationally.
As soon as you reply with that I will call them and tell them so they can send it.

Thanks!
Jeff

Let's hope he does:

For those of you who can make it out, the tracking number is 846563452310 (there is a package ID too, I don't know if you need it: 17913) Again, It's not going anywhere until I get a phone 
number.
It took way to long to find an angle where that shit all showed up!

When the lady asked me what the worth was, I said, $2000. She looked at me and said, "He will have to pay a lot for customs." I said, "I know." hahaha

I asked what would happen if he rejected it, and she said that I would have to pay to have it shipped back. Something about billing her. So lets hope he takes the ringer. I don't want to pay 
another $97 dollars.Thanks again all of you who donated.

I'm actually really nervous.  I hope I don't get in any kind of trouble. 
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MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 18:55
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dablakh0l
Joined: Sep 03, 2002 

is it just me, or are all the images MyNameisJeff is hosting showing up as red x's? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Let me just say I hate my host. The shit goes up and down so much.

One sec. 
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truavatar
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
...

chao!
Jeff 

 I love the "chao". 
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Nodelphi
Joined: Jan 30, 2004 

Damn this is one of the best threads I've read in a while, thanks for the updates! 
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swiss
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

quote: 

dablakh0l came out of the closet to say: 
is it just me, or are all the images MyNameisJeff is hosting showing up as red x's? 

He maxed out his bandwidth on the server on which he hosted the laptop images, and I couldn't see the last pic he posted either.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

When the lady asked me what the worth was, I said, $2000. She looked at me and said, "He will have to pay a lot for customs." I said, "I know." hahaha 
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You sir, would give the ebola monkey man a run for his money.

gg internet. 
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-jp-
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

Avant Guardian Angel

Scamming the Scammers

Now there is a buisness idea. You sir are a genius. I would dread to think how much time I have spent reading this thread but I know I did not regret any of it! 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I may have to sit at this desk and hit refresh for the next three days. If only we had an SA spy-sat-orbiting-justice-cam to catch  expression. 
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Tomarse
Joined: Mar 07, 2001 

Grr

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I asked what would happen if he rejected it, and she said that I would have to pay to have it shipped back. Something about billing her. So lets hope he takes the ringer. I don't 
want to pay another $97 dollars.Thanks again all of you who donated.

I'm actually really nervous.  I hope I don't get in any kind of trouble. [/B] 

I'd imagine that you could turn it down if they returned it, and the expensive notebook would therefore become property of the postal people.. probably wouldnt be too much of a loss! 
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benhamtroll
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

I just want to add my stamp of approval to this wonderful thread. 
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Hypnosia
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

Gjalar Cock

how'd i miss this. goddammit this is hilarious. gj jeff 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

Should the tracking number ( 846563452310 ) be working yet?

http://www.fedex.com/us/tracking/?l...ascend_header=1

Also what's the status on team bravo? (UK paparazzi) 
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thisdude23
Joined: Jul 10, 2001 

"All of the days have passed us by, 
All of the sun is gone... away."

I just finally finished reading this. Sounds like he's a scammer and his escrow site is fake. 

Seriously though, gg and subscribed. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

esky came out of the closet to say: 
Should the tracking number ( 846563452310 ) be working yet?

http://www.fedex.com/us/tracking/?l...ascend_header=1

Also what's the status on team bravo? (UK paparazzi) 

No, because I cannot continue until he replies with a phone number for me to give the post office people. 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

If all else fails, give them a fake phone number. Like Rare's old HQ or something. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
When the lady asked me what the worth was, I said, $2000. She looked at me and said, "He will have to pay a lot for customs." I said, "I know." 

Hahahahaha, this thread is just too good. Kudos my friend. 
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Duckrasta
Joined: Sep 21, 2002 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I asked what would happen if he rejected it, and she said that I would have to pay to have it shipped back. Something about billing her. So lets hope he takes the 
ringer. I don't want to pay another $97 dollars.Thanks again all of you who donated.

I'm actually really nervous.  I hope I don't get in any kind of trouble. 

How can they charge you to have it shipped back? You didn't use your actual address, did you? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Duckrasta came out of the closet to say: 

How can they charge you to have it shipped back? You didn't use your actual address, did you? 

No. What happens the next time I go in there? 
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HypeTelecon
Joined: May 19, 2003 

I AM GAY AND I DON'T CARE 
WHEN SOMEONE'S DOG DIES

I AM STUPID AND SKIPPED A PAGE LOL!! Deleted.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

No. What happens the next time I go in there? 

Just act naturally and fill out the phone number field. Then it is on it's way. I had to ship something to the great white north one time and they just held the package until I came back in with 
the guy's phone number. Once they got the number they processed the ticket and it was on its way. You really shouldn't be all the worried since you didn't use your own info. 

HypeTelecon fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 19:36
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lostsailor
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

The desires we deny will find 
us in fate.

I'm sure if he declines or it gets shipped back for some reason, it will try to be delivered to what ever address you put on there. Once they try to deliver and it gets rejected there it will sit at the 
post office for a while. Once its unclaimed for so long, they will open it, see that its junk. laugh about it for a couple days and throw it away. As far as goin back in there for further business in 
the future, i don't think they will remember you. They get so many people delivering all different types of things all over the place daily. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

HypeTelecon came out of the closet to say: 
MyNameIsJeff, you really shouldn't use your personal info as the shipper address. Pay in cash, and use a high school address or pick some poor sap's P.O. Box. 
Just in the small chance he actually rejects it, you don't want to be footing the bill. Also, use the high school's phone number or something, you want NOTHING 
that leads back to you for collection . I can't wait to see if he takes it and his response on the email. 

I used an old address in a city i lived in a long time ago. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

I am totally there! Seriously! Details later! Post from within! 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Posting while getting a hair cut? 
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cheesebot
Joined: Jul 21, 2002 

I cheesebot

quote: 

HypeTelecon came out of the closet to say: 
MyNameIsJeff, you really shouldn't use your personal info as the shipper address. Pay in cash 

Looks like he paid in cash according to the receipt pic - smart move. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

No, because I cannot continue until he replies with a phone number for me to give the post office people. 

Ah ok, I just figured that it would be marked 'pending processing' or something. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I don't know why, but I just have this very un-easy feeling in my stomach. If I go to jail or get into any other kind of trouble you guys will have to come bail me out. I can use my phone call to 
my my gf post for me. hahaha . . ha . . sigh. 
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Dershiva
Joined: Jun 08, 2001 

My spoon is too big

Wow, very nice.
Since I have bandwidth to burn, have fun. Fell free to pop these right into your first post man.
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__________________

When they turn off the drum machine and I can think again...

Apr 28, 2004: 19:35  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

What you are doing is fine, IMO. He's a scammer, he tried to rip you off. Unless he ACTUALLY sends you all the money (in which case you will feel the right boob) he can't possibly contact the 
police. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Yossarko came out of the closet to say: 
What you are doing is fine, IMO. He's a scammer, he tried to rip you off. Unless he ACTUALLY sends you all the money (in which case you will feel the right boob) 
he can't possibly contact the police. 

In the event I actually get the money I will feel so bad I think I might actually fly out to London. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I don't know why, but I just have this very un-easy feeling in my stomach. If I go to jail or get into any other kind of trouble you guys will have to come bail me 
out. I can use my phone call to my my gf post for me. hahaha . . ha . . sigh. 

I really don't see why you would get in trouble.. You're not mailing anything illigal.. so it's a prank mailing, to an obvious ebay scammer.. The post office is making money on it, as will customs. 
Why would they care?? 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
In the event I actually get the money I will feel so bad I think I might actually fly out to London. 

Personally I think the comedy value would sky rocket - but for your sake, I hope that doesn't happen. 
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Squiggle
Joined: Sep 29, 2002 

Engage the musical saw!

Ahahahaha, oh god this thread is beautiful. 
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Bonk
Joined: Aug 04, 2002 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
In the event I actually get the money I will feel so bad I think I might actually fly out to London. 

In the highly unlikely event that he actually sends you the money, I would recommend just sending him a note letting him know the contents of the box are fake and why you were convinced he 
was a scammer. Then send him the real Powerbook. I doubt you'll need to do anything of the sort though.

That said, I'm eagerly awaiting the "OMFG ILL KILL U" emails you'll be getting once the package arrives. I imagine after paying customs and bringing it home thinking he's got a working 
Powerbook, he'll probably trash his urine-soaked basement of an apartment after finding out what's in it. 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

quote: 

Bonk came out of the closet to say: 
In the highly unlikely event that he actually sends you the money, I would recommend just sending him a note letting him know the contents of the box are fake 
and why you were convinced he was a scammer. Then send him the real Powerbook. I doubt you'll need to do anything of the sort though.

That said, I'm eagerly awaiting the "OMFG ILL KILL U" emails you'll be getting once the package arrives. I imagine after paying customs and bringing it home 
thinking he's got a working Powerbook, he'll probably trash his urine-soaked basement of an apartment after finding out what's in it. 

But what if he's just a scammer with a sense of humour and hangs it on his wall, content in that even though he's lost a bit of money on this job, he's already acquired much, much more? 
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Orgophlax
Joined: Aug 26, 2002 

You need to add to the "screen" a bad rendition of the Home Alone kid with the text "OH NOES!!11 I'VE BEN SCAMEREDED!!11" 
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Woodman
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I don't know why, but I just have this very un-easy feeling in my stomach. If I go to jail or get into any other kind of trouble you guys will have to come bail me 
out. I can use my phone call to my my gf post for me. hahaha . . ha . . sigh. 

Assraped & then B&! LOL That would be the perfect* ending

* For comedy value

I personally hope you don't receive either. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

OK, still there but this PC is a bit more discreetly placed. It's a barbers / Internet Cafe, lots of customers. None you'd buy a used car from, few schoolkids. 9B has its own mailbox out the front 
of the shop, not sure where the entrance is. Going to take a quick tour of the street and see if I can see any other entrances to flat 9B. Will post again in a few hours when I get home. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

Schroe came out of the closet to say: 
But what if he's just a scammer with a sense of humour and hangs it on his wall, content in that even though he's lost a bit of money on this job, he's already 
acquired much, much more? 

We go to the next step: Offer him an account. 
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lostsailor
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

The desires we deny will find 
us in fate.

very much looking forward to the details of london goons doin the stakeout. this thread will reach super goldmine if someone posts some pics of this cock wrangler walking out to his mailbox to 
retrieve. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

In the event I actually get the money I will feel so bad I think I might actually fly out to London. 

If he does send it the escrow site should do its job and you shouldn't get the money. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

lostsailor came out of the closet to say: 
very much looking forward to the details of london goons doin the stakeout. this thread will reach super goldmine if someone posts some pics of this cock 
wrangler walking out to his mailbox to retrieve. 

If in two to three days we have a few goons in the area, maybe two outside, two inside, equipped with Nikons and Canons, then this will truely be awesome. Video would be asking too much 
but...just the thought of it... 
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eclipse
Joined: Mar 12, 2003 

It's gone rather dark all of a 
sudden...

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
I may have to sit at this desk and hit refresh for the next three days. If only we had an SA spy-sat-orbiting-justice-cam to catch  expression. 

Don't we?

(from the last "goon justice" thread)
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Bonk
Joined: Aug 04, 2002 

quote: 

Yossarko came out of the closet to say: 
If in two to three days we have a few goons in the area, maybe two outside, two inside, equipped with Nikons and Canons, then this will truely be awesome. Video 
would be asking too much but...just the thought of it... 

Why asking too much? A digital camera video would be fine. Though I doubt he'd open it on the street or anything, so unfortunately I don't think we're going to get a direct reaction to it.

However, watching the box get tossed out a window and him throwing a temper tantrum in the street would be nice. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Well I'm hoping that when he recieves his "free scammed powerbook" he won't wait till forever but open it up in the shop only mere minutes after FedEx leaves. That way the few lucky goons 
"surfing the cyber galaxy" or "getting their hair cut" can get a good glimpse. Maybe buy a few hours internet time and point a webcam at him? 
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lostsailor
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

The desires we deny will find 
us in fate.

sweet sassy molassy... Pipski is at the drop site already. That's sure one way to break out of your noob shell and earn some respect. awaiting further details ... 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
OK, still there but this PC is a bit more discreetly placed. It's a barbers / Internet Cafe, lots of customers. None you'd buy a used car from, few schoolkids. 9B has 
its own mailbox out the front of the shop, not sure where the entrance is. Going to take a quick tour of the street and see if I can see any other entrances to flat 
9B. Will post again in a few hours when I get home. 

Holy fuck you are at the location - you may be the coolest person in the world. Does the cafe have a webisite and (please god) does it have a webcam?

*Beaten but who the fuck cares. 
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k\o\w
Joined: Sep 11, 2003 

=
fear the floppy

Won't he just get a little ticket stub at the internet cafe, and then he'll have to go to the fedex office to pay customs? 
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Alowishus
Joined: Jan 08, 2002 

My name is Mud

Don't worry about the return shipping. They're just saying that if the recipient refuses it and you want the box back, you'll have to pay their fees to bring it back across the ocean. If he refuses 
it and you don't want it either, you can just do nothing and FedEx will junk the parcel. Or maybe they can redirect it to one of our on-the-spot-at-the-cafe-with-digicam-in-hand-private-eye UK 
goons to keep as souvenir.

And don't worry about getting in trouble. You're not taking anyone's money, and if there's anything even slightly questionable about the declarations that anyone over at customs or FedEx 
would care about (which I doubt there is), you always have the "he was scamming me, look here" evidence. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

k\o\w came out of the closet to say: 
Won't he just get a little ticket stub at the internet cafe, and then he'll have to go to the fedex office to pay customs? 

Not to get carried off... but if this is true, can someone tail him to the fedex office? If he's anything like me, he'll walk out of the office, into his car, where he will rip apart the packaging to 
discover his brand new toy*

*binder

Edit: For recon goodness, maybe UK goons can find the locations of nearby FedEx offices, determine the most likely pickup location, and plan ahead... although I guess the final pick-up (if it is 
pick-up) location will be on the tracking web thingy... someone call fedex and ask if packages with high tax value in customs ever get delivered? 

esky fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 20:33
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

esky came out of the closet to say: 

Not to get carried off... but if this is true, can someone tail him to the fedex office? If he's anything like me, he'll walk out of the office, into his car, where he will 
rip apart the packaging to discover his brand new toy*

*binder 

Good call... 

On a side note, even if the pictures of his place can't be included in the package, the UK goons could always print off a few and mail them to him seperately with pics of his place, a printout of 
this thread, and general goon justic literature. 
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TY2K
Joined: Sep 01, 2001 

Internet O.G.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

In the event I actually get the money I will feel so bad I think I might actually fly out to London. 

Hahaha there's no way that will happen.

Best thread in a very long time sir. 
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Nevermore
Joined: May 11, 2003 

Evil Goddess of Cheerleaders

There's no reason to sweat the value you placed on the package. After all, you created "a piece of modern art that symbolizes the plight of the online seller against the forces of evil and their 
fraudulent escrow services." Hell, you should have valued it at more than a piddling $2000. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
OK, still there but this PC is a bit more discreetly placed. It's a barbers / Internet Cafe, lots of customers. None you'd buy a used car from, few schoolkids. 9B has 
its own mailbox out the front of the shop, not sure where the entrance is. Going to take a quick tour of the street and see if I can see any other entrances to flat 
9B. Will post again in a few hours when I get home. 

Not meaning to be a paranoid dumbass, but logging on to your forums account at an Internet Cafe that is associated to a scammer who steals accounts might be a bad idea. They may have a 
keystroke logger on the computers. Possibly this is how the ebay accounts were stolen. Change your password on NOW! 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

Sinless came out of the closet to say: 

Not meaning to be a paranoid dumbass, but logging on to your forums account at an Internet Cafe that is associated to a scammer who steals accounts might be a 
bad idea. They may have a keystroke logger on the computers. Possibly this is how the ebay accounts were stolen. Change your password on NOW! 

Changing his password while logged in on their computers would be equally stupid. 
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Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 

Changing his password while logged in on their computers would be equally stupid. 

He said his next post is going to be from his house. 

So there fore I assumed the next time he would read the forums would be at home. Either way get somewhere safe and change the password.

Edit: Added explanation 

Sinless fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 21:02
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lostsailor
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

The desires we deny will find 
us in fate.

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 

Changing his password while logged in on their computers would be equally stupid. 

he already left to go home. and yes, when he gets there he should change. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

I have a hard time believing that a german speaking eBay user will be logged in at a random Internet cafe somewhere in London.

On the other hand.. Germans... yeah. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

Sinless came out of the closet to say: 

He said his next post is going to be from his house. 

Good deal, I agree. Time to change password. 
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Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

Plot thickens dont it. Is the culprit the manager of the barber/net cafe or one of the locals, or are they all in cahoots? Gosh how jolly exciting what.

Edit: Has to be the manager or one of his underlings doesnt it, only people who could sign for mail at address. 

Graviton fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 21:05
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 
I have a hard time believing that a german speaking eBay user will be logged in at a random Internet cafe somewhere in London.

On the other hand.. Germans... yeah. 

Remember that the account -was- stolen. This might be the first use or so, and the old german stuff may have been from the previous and rightful owner.

Then again, what's so hard to believe about a German speaking guy in London who's ebay scamming? Bet it's happened before. 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

gawsh bi-golly it's like reading a Secret Seven or Famous Five books...

<3!!!

(j00 brit goons should send me Enid Blyton books... I'll pay) 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

cheesebot
Joined: Jul 21, 2002 

I cheesebot

quote: 

Graviton came out of the closet to say: 
Plot thickens dont it. Is the culprit the manager of the barber/net cafe or one of the locals, or are they all in cahoots? Gosh how jolly exciting what.

Edit: Has to be the manager or one of his underlings doesnt it, only people who could sign for mail at address. 

Perhaps there is an apartment upstairs or behind. Pipski might have seen something. 

cheesebot fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 21:18
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 

Then again, what's so hard to believe about a German speaking guy in London who's ebay scamming? Bet it's happened before. 

Seems too much like effort to build up a good reputation and then start scamming. I'm in no doubt that it's stolen, I just wouldn't bank on their being keystroke loggers. 

better safe than sorry, though. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Excelent work pipski. Excelent.

Update: 
-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2004 1:01 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Problem with shipping

OK no problem, this is my phone number **I will post again after the ringer lands**.Please email me soon.Please send the package gift or small value and send EXPRESS SHIPPING.
Regards

Calling package store now. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 23:33
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Excelent work pipski. Excelent.

Update: 
-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2004 1:01 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Problem with shipping

OK no problem, this is my phone number {{snippedysnipperoo}} .Please email me soon.Please send the package gift or small value and send EXPRESS SHIPPING.
Regards

Calling package store now. 

This alone makes me wish we had teleporters or something... I want my justice, and I want it now 
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So what's the timeframe for it to wing it's way over there and for delivery (so I can schedule my "lunch break" on the appropriate day/time to be able to watch this).

I also heartily approve of London goons arranging for webcam/digicam/dv-cam capturing of the event (live entertainment).

(not that my approval means much, but still...)  

Lukano fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 00:15
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

Reverse phone lookup anyone?

..betting that it's fake, though 
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Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

Ive a feeling fed-ex may phone the number to confirm the large shipping charge. 
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Icedude
Joined: Mar 30, 2004 

?!

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 
Reverse phone lookup anyone?

..betting that it's fake, though 

Both Google and Google UK turn up nothing.

It was google that gave adresses for phone numbers, wasn't it? 
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Spannalicious
Joined: Oct 13, 2003 

O_o

I just rang.. it says the phone is switched off.. 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

Spannalicious came out of the closet to say: 
I just rang.. it says the phone is switched off.. 

Hahahah awesome 
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cplhades
Joined: Nov 17, 2003 

Could be fake.. I'm pretty sure that's a UK cellphone number.

Directory services tend to only list land lines.

Oh, and it's probably a bad idea if a bunch of people actually called him (if anyone gets through). He'll figure out something is up and might not pay the customs charge. 
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Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
************* 

"The mobile phone you have called is switched off, please try again later"

Edit: B-B-B BeatenBook! 

Graviton fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 07:36
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 

This alone makes me wish we had teleporters or something... I want my justice, and I want it now 

So what's the timeframe for it to wing it's way over there and for delivery (so I can schedule my "lunch break" on the appropriate day/time to be able to watch 
this).

I also heartily approve of London goons arranging for webcam/digicam/dv-cam capturing of the event (live entertainment).

(not that my approval means much, but still...)  

For extra points, shave your heads and dress all in gray. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

For extra points, shave your heads and dress all in gray. 

... I just guffawed at the top of my lungs as I stand here reading this on the sales floor where I work. That you very much for making me look like an idiot! 

Total lollerskates. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

gianluca came out of the closet to say: 

gift or small value 

Note the "please send gift or small value" crap. He's not anxious to pay any duties.

edit: Corrected attribution. 

Dr.SchadenFreud fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 21:34
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Note the "please send gift or small value" crap. He's not anxious to pay any duties. 

fixededededed. 

Lukano fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 21:37
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bri
Joined: Nov 25, 2003 

Hail to the King!

quote: 

Graviton came out of the closet to say: 

"The mobile phone you have called is switched off, please try again later"

Edit: B-B-B BeatenBook! 

Um, all of you calling this guys phone just after he gave the number to Jeff is surely going to make him suspicious?!?! 
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

I wouldn't worry too much about it as long as people knock it off. That happens to everyone with a cell eventually. 
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roger
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

quote: 

Alowishus came out of the closet to say: 
If he refuses it and you don't want it either, you can just do nothing and FedEx will junk the parcel. Or maybe they can redirect it to one of our on-the-spot-at-the-
cafe-with-digicam-in-hand-private-eye UK goons to keep as souvenir... 

i think they prefer to be referred to as OTSATCWDIHPE for short (i think its german or something) 
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

Jeff I would be apologetic in your next email and say that when you gave them the phone number they asked what you were shipping and you got nervous and just told them it was a notebook
(or whatever you did put on the cover). Say your sorry but you can take the money you pay out of the money in escrow.

Also nice job scoping it out. Does London have lots of barbershops/internet cafes?

Its been said a thousand times but change your pw's.

And to reiterate an earlier post. We could easily have a few people in the cafe day of have a digital camera resting next to you and casually put it on video mode. And maybe have someone walk 
out to smoke a cig and go to their car if he just picks up a slip and goes to fedex office. Someone who is in league with the cafe makes sense. I mean he has a box there at the cafe? Has to 
have some connection.

Edit Fast; Stop calling his phone! Ok its turned off thank god, dont ruin it just because you want to call the guy. What would you do if he did pick up? We have come so far. 
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bri
Joined: Nov 25, 2003 

Hail to the King!

quote: 

Teflon Bob came out of the closet to say: 
I wouldn't worry too much about it as long as people knock it off. That happens to everyone with a cell eventually. 

Sure, I've recieved calls from random strangers over the years, but not 100 calls in 10 mins :P 
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Hazed_blue
Joined: May 14, 2002 

Did anyone save all of the "Powerbook" pictures and such? They don't seem to be loading anymore. 
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

Haha, yeah that many would not be so great  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I just called the place, and they said that our ringer will be scanned in around 4(PST) 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

If the phone number's fake he won't get the parcel. Fed Ex will phone him for credit card info to pay the shipping. UPS did this for me when I ordered an iTrip from Griffin in America. 
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warning
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

Great thread. I hope he sends you some emails after he gets his new toy. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Hazed_blue came out of the closet to say: 
Did anyone save all of the "Powerbook" pictures and such? They don't seem to be loading anymore. 

holy shit you need to learn to read. Insert R>C>P here and go back a few pages... there's literally a half dozen lists of mirrors.... holy crap. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

I think you should get his correct phone #, tell him you tried calling him to let him know the tracking #. You were very excited that the deal was nearly complete and wanted to tell him on the 
phone, but obviously you must have written down his phone # wrong. Then you at least have it for later use. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

quote: 

bri came out of the closet to say: 

Um, all of you calling this guys phone just after he gave the number to Jeff is surely going to make him suspicious?!?! 

He's probably given the number for a sim card he'll never use, hopefuly. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

If he's in the UK then please think a little.

It's 10pm, he's probably got it turned off and might even be in bed. 
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Dart
Joined: Nov 24, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I just called the place, and they said that our ringer will be scanned in around 4(PST) 

So, assuming FedEx have a policy of shipping same day if the order is confirmed before 5pm, the package should arrive either Friday or Saturday. Depending on how accurate their tracking is, I 
think I might pay a visit to this internet cafe around the time of delivery. I mean, he's bound to open it behind the counter or whatever, right?

quote: 

Edit Fast; Stop calling his phone! Ok its turned off thank god, dont ruin it just because you want to call the guy. What would you do if he did pick up? We have come so far. 

Unfortunately, I think their phone will still show X amount of missed calls when they turn it back on. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Dart came out of the closet to say: 

Unfortunately, I think their phone will still show X amount of missed calls when they turn it back on. 

Well here's hoping the mass goon-calling stopped before more than 3 or 4 went through, and the #'s will be unknown or however they show up in the UK and he won't think anything of it. 
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CthulhuBill
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

Guru of GWAR

Just say you were really anxious to call him. And you were traveling the country using other peoples phones. At the same time in different places ocasionally. 
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Pet Rock
Joined: Jul 31, 2003 

Well, it's like a pet dog, only, 
it's a rock...

Godamn I want to see what happens here. Color me subscribed! 
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Mahnkiman
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

Sup dooder

I just got done reading this whole thread after seeing it on the front page of GBS for days. 

Bookmarked the tracking number page on fedex.com to see what happens next  
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

quote: 

Dart came out of the closet to say: 
Unfortunately, I think their phone will still show X amount of missed calls when they turn it back on. 

AFAIK the phone has no way of knowing how many missed calls its had unless it's switched on. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Here is his email with his tracking number:
Hello again!

Here is your tracking number. 846563452310. The package ID is 17913. The lady at the post office said that FedEx comes at 4:00pm to take shipments. So in about 2 hours it will be scanned in 
the fedex thing I guess and you can start tracking it. I shipped it express, so it should be there in 2 to 3 days.

Also, the post office lady asked what it was, and I didn’t want to lie, so I said laptop computer. When she said how much it is worth, I said, it is a family gift, but she said I couldn’t do that. She 
said I had to tell her how much I paid for it. I don’t want to get in trouble for mail fraud, or evading taxes or anything so I told her $2000. I am sorry if that means you have to pay more. Since 
I screwed up, I will share the cost with you. Please let me know how much it was, and just have the escrow service refund you half of the amount. Can they do that? If not I will gladly send you 
how ever much you spent on it. You can even have the escrow hold my payment until I send you money for what you pay.

I hope this doesn’t make you want to cancel. As I’m sure you noticed, no one ever bid on it and it didn’t sell. I really need the money, so I am willing to work with you how ever to complete the 
transaction.

Thank you my friend!

Jeff
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Fairly certain that if the phone was off it won't record missed calls, because they're stored on the phone, not the network. 
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sneakymango
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

very good call with telling him right now about the value declaration.

alone with what seems like just about everyone else here, i cant wait till we see how this plays out =) 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
Fairly certain that if the phone was off it won't record missed calls, because they're stored on the phone, not the network. 

That is how my phone here in the great white north works. I assume any cellular service network would work in roughly the same way. 

Lukano fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 22:13
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LukeNukem
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

Duct tape is like the Force. It 
has a light side, a dark side, 
and it holds the universe 
together

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
latest email 

Yeah, that's quite a good idea.
Awaiting reply/next dramabomb. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 

That is how my phone here in the great white north works. I assume any GPRS/GMS/AGP/PGP/RIAA/WTFLOL network would work in roughly the same way. 

Well I'm on Orange and it doesn't do that, but they now text you to say "Free missed call alert!! From (number) at (time)", but again, I don't know whether that'll work if it's off or not.

Orange are the only people who do it, so you've got what? A 1/5 chance of it happening. 
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Bad_Mojo
Joined: Jan 11, 2002 

Best thread in a very long time. Can't wait to see pictures of this place. 
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

Well I'm on Orange and it doesn't do that, but they now text you to say "Free missed call alert!! From (number) at (time)", but again, I don't know whether that'll 
work if it's off or not.

Orange are the only people who do it, so you've got what? A 1/5 chance of it happening. 

The number is on Virgin. 
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

Hopefully everyone has stopped calling. Am anxiously looking forward to some Live Video Feed of the event. Much love to London Goons. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Here is his email with his tracking number:
Hello again!
<snip>
When she said how much it is worth, I said, it is a family gift, but she said I couldn’t do that. She said I had to tell her how much I paid for it. I don’t want to get 
in trouble for mail fraud, or evading taxes or anything so I told her $2000. 
<snip>

Thank you my friend!

Jeff

Good job on giving him the heads up. Now he has time to turn tricks, scam someone else, or do whatever else he can do to raise the money before the package arrives. Nearly laughing myself 
out of my chair now.

edit: Still laughing. When he opens the package...oh.my.god. Hilarity! 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

rottingcorpse came out of the closet to say: 

The number is on Virgin. 

Oh, we're saved then. Virgin are wank, Girlfriend was on them for a while, but moved to O2 because the phone would ignore incoming calls and stuff.

IT'S OK! Carry on!

When thingy gets back home with pictures of the place, we'll need to find a website for it. This is going to be fucking awesome. 
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skoorbevad
Joined: Mar 27, 2004 

OMG

SUBSCRIBED!

Excellent work, Jeff... this can only be good. Voting a 5, cant wait for live video feed... =] 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Good job on giving him the heads up. Now he has time to turn tricks, scam someone else, or do whatever else he can do to raise the money before the package 
arrives. Nearly laughing myself out of my chair now. 

That and it seems more realistic, and he won't be shocked/scared by the tax. 
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Unixmonkey
Joined: Jul 03, 2002 

it took me nearly two hours to read this whole thread.

The anticipation is likely to ruin my sleep, and any plans I had tonight. 
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Curufin
Joined: Oct 06, 2003 

Fifth Son of Fëanor

This thread just keeps getting better and better. I wholeheartedly salute you MyNameIsJeff for providing all of us with a thread that delivers more than we could have ever imagined.

You rock.  
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wargasm
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

[M] village drunkard

another post in this thread; it's brim-full of anticipation for antics to make lowtax proud and horny for more of the same. this is most pleasing, and I surely hope london/UK goons are standing 
by, ready to nab pics of this guy/girl/thing when the package arrives. s00t! 
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evilhanz
Joined: Mar 05, 2002 

I've enjoyed this thread very much, but there is a fatal flaw in the plan. He will pay the duty with a stolen credit card. Let me repeat that. He will pay the duty with a stolen credit card. Sure, 
he'll be annoyed, but this won't actually cause him any financial loss. Sorry. 
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guandi
Joined: Feb 07, 2004 

ARSEHOLE

Oh man, I am *SO* There!

I have sweet FA to do on friday and saturday, so if anyone else is gonna be there let me know and we'll meet up.

best. thread. evar.

edit: will donate some lubberly $$ to the cause when i get payed. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

New email:

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2004 2:32 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: RE: Problem with shipping

OK I will email you when I will received
Also do you have any other laptops?I have a friend ho is interested..Please let me know.

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA I BET YOU WILL EMAIL ME!!!!! 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

evilhanz came out of the closet to say: 
I've enjoyed this thread very much, but there is a fatal flaw in the plan. He will pay the duty with a stolen credit card. Let me repeat that. He will pay the duty with 
a stolen credit card. Sure, he'll be annoyed, but this won't actually cause him any financial loss. Sorry. 

yeah well hopefully there will be a picture of him doing it from team bravo that can be posted on the net. Almost as good. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

OK, I have good news and bad news. btw, thanks for all the concern but 1st thing I did when I got in was alter my p/w. I figured it was worth running the risk, but I guarantee you this is me, 
not the scambarber.

The bad news is about the photos. Just had a quick butchers at them - lousy cheapo cam doesn't have a screen - and they ain't so hot. In my defence, it is damned difficult to take snaps from 
underneath a barber's gown or a computer desk. Also, this cam is a horrible piece of crud with no image-stabilizing or anything. I'll autobalance them in PS and then sort out hosting for the very 
few that are even worth the effort.

On the plus side I picked up a fair but of HUMINT. For a start, the street map is misleading. The entrance to the shop is actually on the Edgeware Rd. The address given is a grotty little non-
street that the properties back onto. Do we care? Well, I dunno if FedEx or UPS or whoever we're going with use GPS, but if the two streets have different postcodes and the driver just follows 
his GPS he might go straight to the back entrance, so that would bear watching. That said, I still think he'd end up out front because the back of the properties are totally anonymous afai could 
see, he would have no way of knowing which one was which. Plus there's high walls and bins and it's all very unprepossessing.

OK, so, the shop itself. Two barber chairs, four or five very cramped terminals downstairs and, I think, some upstairs too. Big window, easy visibility inside from without. Under the window (on 
the outside) is a mailbox for `9B' but there is no way on Earth our man is going to get a laptop-sized package in it. Were I the delivery guy I would take one look at that and then go into the 
shop and ask. Oh, the shop also sells toy guns for some inadequately explored reason.

The owner, or at least the guy in charge while I was there, is a black guy in his mid-20s (estimate). Credit where it's due, the haircut he gave me was of a pretty good standard (not a bad 
barnet, for Barnet). Not the sharpest knife in the box and he has some odd ideas relating to the police. 

[They have a TV there and while I was being barbered the news story came on about a nurse here in the UK, who's been arrested - or tried, i forget which - for murdering four of her patients. 
Whereupon my man expressed incredulity that they could possibly know that and went on to say that he thought Harold Shipman probably only actually killed `one or two' people and that a 
serial rapist of the elderly currently plagueing London, who has been confirmed as of Caribbean descent by DNA tests, probably `only' actually raped one person. Although that, he tells me, `is 
bad enough'.]

I am a notoriously bad judge of character but I have my doubts that this is our man. He doesn't strike me as a scammer, for all his other faults. That isn't to say that I couldn't well imagine him 
taking a cut (no pun intended), but I don't think he's the real culprit.

No-one else turned up there for a haircut. When I arrived (and when I left) a big black guy (who looks just like the cook who has a heart attack in Crimson Tide) was listening to banging choons 
on one of the PCs and a pasty, ginger sort was on one of the others. While I was there a rather skanky looking Kappa-slapper came down from upstairs - she was clearly a regular btw, a bunch 
of schoolkids arrived and went straight upstairs - also well known to the owner. In fact, now I come to think about it, everyone there but me seemed to be a regular. Oh, and a dude in a red t-
shirt (photo'd - badly) also came d'stairs and left the place. 

The street itself is - well, it's the Edgeware Rd. Rub-a-tug shops, takeaways, pool halls, minicab firms and dodgy boozers. There is a Wetherspoons pub right next door to the shop. That could 
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be handy if - on the day of arrival, and assuming the package didn't arrive before opening time - we could occupy seats by the window with a good view. Waiting in the warm with a beer sounds 
infinitely preferable to shuffling about on the pavement in the pissing rain. Not sure about local parking restrictions but it ought to be possible to park up in a position with a good view of the 
entrance too, at reasonable times of day. 

The scenario that presents itself as plausible - although it is arguably pointless to try and predict these things - is that UPS man (or whomever) will end up going into the barbernet cafe, with his 
delivery. If I was our scamboy, I would make a point of heading for the place - assuming I didn't own it - when tracking suggests delivery is imminent. That would be ideal for our purposes 
because a goon watching the front, one watching the back and one inside, all with mobile `phones, could pretty much sow that location up. Apart from a parked car or the pub there are no real 
vantage points sadly. Of course, what would be ideal for any `capture-the-moment-when-the-long-arm-of-SA-reaches-out-&-touches-someone' exploits would be a couple of yuppie-goons with 
Wifi laptops and webcams. 

Anyway, I shall go and find hosting for my crappy (and apologies for that to all waiting with barely contained frustration) pics. This post is already WAY too long. 
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Smeep
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

*subscribed* This was exactly what I needed to liven up my work week. Thanks, MyNameIsJeff! 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
New email:

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2004 2:32 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: RE: Problem with shipping

OK I will email you when I will received
Also do you have any other laptops?I have a friend ho is interested..Please let me know.

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA I BET YOU WILL EMAIL ME!!!!! 

This just keeps getting better... unbelievable!  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

AIM from smitz6969:

smitz6969: maybe I could nick it back and frame it 

MyNameIsJeph: nick it back?

smitz6969: 1. take pic of his face as he open it 2. punch face 3. steal laptop back
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Dudley
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

I am the Walrus. I am not on 
speaking Terms with the 
eggman

Email nothign, I suspect you'll hear the scream 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
AIM from smitz6969:

smitz6969: maybe I could nick it back and frame it 

MyNameIsJeph: nick it back?

smitz6969: 1. take pic of his face as he open it 2. punch face 3. steal laptop back

 

HAHAHAHAHAH!!!! 
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dcsmrgun
Joined: Feb 25, 2003 

Dude I've totally got a lot of old highschool "powerbooks" he can buy. Shit, tell your boy to escrow away! 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
AIM from smitz6969:

smitz6969: maybe I could nick it back and frame it 

MyNameIsJeph: nick it back?

smitz6969: 1. take pic of his face as he open it 2. punch face 3. steal laptop back

 

Attachment: timmy.gif
This has been downloaded 3224 time(s).
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Dik Hz
Joined: Feb 22, 2004 

For those of us over here across the pond, could you explain what a Kappa-slapper is? Or a rub-a-tug shop?

Also, does the package have any distinguishing features? If these guys are hardcore scammers, they might conceivably get multiple packages that day. 
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benhamtroll
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
[Long post, peppered with beautiful british slang] 

You, my friend, are like a fucking James Bond. I love the casing you did, and the splendid dossier you just submitted. Keep up the good work, both of you. I can hardly wait for the 
conclusion. . . 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
*SNIP*Anyway, I shall go and find hosting for my crappy (and apologies for that to all waiting with barely contained frustration) pics. This post is already WAY 
too long. 

I'll mirror if you want to send them my way.
geno3166@hypperbone.com

[edit] or host or whatever[/edit] 
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bri
Joined: Nov 25, 2003 

Hail to the King!

quote: 

Dik Hz came out of the closet to say: 
For those of us over here across the pond, could you explain what a Kappa-slapper is? Or a rub-a-tug shop? 

I guess its what you'd call a girl with a ghetto look? She wears a Kappa tracksuit (and big gold hoop earings I imagine) - not the classiest of ladies... Now a rub-a-tug shop I dunno  
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

Pipski Nice job. That sounds like a weird place. www.imageshack.us is where you can upload the pictures to if they are small enough. I was impressed by how hard some of what you wrote was 
to read because of British slang but that sounds relatively good. Like you said, you could easily sit in the bar to watch, or if there are terminals for peoples laptops, a laptop with cam would be 
very awesome.

Is the back where you said the package might be delivered to really shady? Is there any way to watch it without akwardly standing in a backalley?

Edit because I am retarded.

vvvvv Obviously not being a dick. Thank you. You have no idea how often I type shake whenever I am typing that link. 

Marius fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 23:15
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Curufin
Joined: Oct 06, 2003 

Fifth Son of Fëanor

quote: 

Marius came out of the closet to say: 
www.imageshake.us 

www.imageshack.us

Not trying to be a dick, just making sure he gets the right URL. 
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omoshiroi
Joined: Sep 08, 2003 

I GOT THIS CUSTOM TITLE 
FOR SHOWING MY BOOBS

This is the best thread I've read in ages.    
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Yes, Pipski definitely deserves a trophy.

About the multiple package thing - I packed it all in a flat panel box, and then put it in a larger white box (20x20x6). 
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Upuaut
Joined: Jan 16, 2003 

Proconsul to you mate...

This is entertainment. 

Pipski mail your pics to me sa@upuaut.net and I'll get them hosted for you. 

Upuaut fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 23:24
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grey.
Joined: Dec 19, 2003 

big digs BITCH

 Safari internet Adventure!! 

Jeff, you should have filled the box with used, shitty toilet paper for "stuffing" or something... 
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LukeNukem
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

Duct tape is like the Force. It 
has a light side, a dark side, 
and it holds the universe 
together

Pipski 
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Makes me proud to be British. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

It's near end of month and I got about 5 gig of bandwidth to spare so email me pics web@lebowski.ws if you want more mirrors 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
OK, I have good news and bad news. 

Pipski deserves a silver star for this. Or whatever the hell you brits have that are comparable. Hopefully he won't need a purple heart too.  
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Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

quote: 

evilhanz came out of the closet to say: 
I've enjoyed this thread very much, but there is a fatal flaw in the plan. He will pay the duty with a stolen credit card. Let me repeat that. He will pay the duty with 
a stolen credit card. Sure, he'll be annoyed, but this won't actually cause him any financial loss. Sorry. 

Not to be a killjoy but evilhanz is probably right. Possible contacting the police with information abour the 2 people that this person has already scammed and with information about what is 
going to go down might be good. Just a thought. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Sinless came out of the closet to say: 

Not to be a killjoy but evilhanz is probably right. Possible contacting the police with information abour the 2 people that this person has already scammed and 
with information about what is going to go down might be good. Just a thought. 

Yes, and Fedex would be able to provide the Credit Card number.

I doubt that he'd be worried enough about the box to move from his location immidiately though.

Or would he? 
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kdevil II
Joined: Aug 18, 2000 

Forum Veteran

quote: 

bri came out of the closet to say: 

Sure, I've recieved calls from random strangers over the years, but not 100 calls in 10 mins :P 

Agreed. MyNameIsJeff, you and everyone who quoted you, really should remove the number. This is an awesome thread, and I would hate for it to be ruined right before the punch line. A public 
forums means lots of readers / potential callers. 
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oob
Joined: Nov 19, 2002 

1.21 Jiggawatts!

Holy shit, YES!

This is going to be the longest 2-3 days of my life.  
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Upuaut
Joined: Jan 16, 2003 

Proconsul to you mate...

quote: 

DLCinferno came out of the closet to say: 
Pipski deserves a silver star for this. Or whatever the hell you brits have that are comparable. Hopefully he won't need a purple heart too.  

A beer usually does the trick  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

kdevil II came out of the closet to say: 

Agreed. MyNameIsJeff, you and everyone who quoted you, really should remove the number. This is an awesome thread, and I would hate for it to be ruined right 
before the punch line. A public forums means lots of readers / potential callers. 

Good idea. Number removed. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...fightscopy1.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?loc=img9&image=bin.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...eSpiderHole.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...yShittyCity.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...dInTheSting.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...rIsAFagcopy.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...eleonsghost.jpg

OK, for starters. Will review rest and see if any are salvageable. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...fightscopy1.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?loc=img9&image=bin.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...eSpiderHole.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...yShittyCity.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...dInTheSting.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...rIsAFagcopy.jpg

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...eleonsghost.jpg

OK, for starters. Will review rest and see if any are salvageable. 

Thank you kind sir. Is 9B in any way related to the stores? Any way to find out?> 

Blaise fucked around with this message at Apr 28, 2004 around 23:39
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Upuaut
Joined: Jan 16, 2003 

Proconsul to you mate...

Mirrored :
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Good job Pipski! 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Upuaut came out of the closet to say: 
Mirrored : pics of Scamville, U.K. 

Classy looking joint...how the hell does a place like this stay in business? Oh yeah, eBay scams. I forgot.

edit: Props to Pipski for the undercover action! 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Pipski needs an avatar.

Image of Sean Connery/Roger Moore 007.

Text: "The Name's Bond. Goon Bond"

Also, that's the oddest shop ever. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Classy looking joint...how the hell does a place like this stay in business? Oh yeah, eBay scams. I forgot.

edit: Props to Pipski for the undercover action! 

9B (Hereby called "THE DROPOINT!!!!!!11") is outside the shop, we don't know whether the shop is connected to 9b. It could just be that a regular uses it to commit eBay fraud.

Idea: Can we get a trace route on a recent email to see if it came from this shop? 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/...fightscopy1.jpg
http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/bin.jpg
http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/...eSpiderHole.jpg
http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/PrettyShittyCity.jpg
http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/...rIsAFagcopy.jpg
http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/...dInTheSting.jpg
http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/...eleonsghost.jpg

old ones also there http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/ 
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Would have made it even better if we could have slipped some of these pics into the box. Anyway, save them, and mail them when he gets the package and goes 'WTF??!1111!!' 
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savinis_acolyte
Joined: Mar 24, 2003 

Say hello, Bub! Say hello to 
your Aunt Alicia!

Delivery time is only minutes away!

Edit: nm, misread.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I just called the place, and they said that our ringer will be scanned in around 4(PST) 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Should've gone in with a stutter and asked "I-i-i-i-if I-i-i-i-i-i c-c-c-c-can rent a P-p-p-powerbook?" 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

savinis_acolyte came out of the closet to say: 
Delivery time is only minutes away! 

If it's going to be delivered at midnight then, yes, yes it is. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
Pipski needs an avatar.

Image of Sean Connery/Roger Moore 007.

Text: "The Name's Bond. Goon Bond"

Also, that's the oddest shop ever. 

Bravo Leader: UK Goon Recon 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Bravo Leader: UK Goon Recon 

Attachment: images.jpg
This has been downloaded 2755 time(s).
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

bri came out of the closet to say: 
Now a rub-a-tug shop I dunno  

lol, `rub-a-tug shop' == a massage parlour where the emphasis is on genitostimulatory, rather than physiotherapeutical endeavours.

quote: 

Marius came out of the closet to say: 
Is the back where you said the package might be delivered to really shady? Is there any way to watch it without akwardly standing in a backalley?

Watching it would involve standing in a backalley, but you'd have a decent enough view of any comings and goings, plus - as far as I could tell - it's a cul-de-sac with entry from one end only, 
which makes it easier. It was very quiet there when I went, it's not what you'd consider a pedestrian route, you might get spotted by people from their windows but I doubt they'd give you a 
second glance.

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 

Thank you kind sir. Is 9B in any way related to the stores? Any way to find out?> 

OK, as best I can see, the shop is at number 9, but it's a big ol' tenement-style building that goes quite far back from the main road - so there's room for a residential flat in there too. Main 
access to which would be from the rear. However, all the buildings on that terrace have rear entrances, so it's hard to say which exactly would be the one. It's possible that the flat is the same 
property as the shop - i.e., where the owner of Jean Climax (barbers) lives. Or it could be a seperate entity, in which case both the shop and the flat are probably seperate freeholds or rented 
separately.

On a practical note, if we're seriously going to stake this place out waiting for the delivery, then volunteers are going to be needed. It could be a long, dull job requiring shiftwork. Also, some 
quality equipment would be handy - digital camcorders, digital cams, parabolic / laser mics (jk) ... oh, and private transport would probably be a plus, in case, as has been suggested, chummie 
heads for the sorting office. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

savinis_acolyte came out of the closet to say: 
Delivery time is only minutes away! 

 He sent it via 2-3 day mail.

Edit: Fuck, beaten by you. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
Idea: Can we get a trace route on a recent email to see if it came from this shop? 

You can do that? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Internet Headers:

Return-path: <scont06@yahoo.com>
Envelope-to: mynameisjeff@bootsix.net
Delivery-date: Wed, 28 Apr 2004 17:32:01 -0400
Received: from [66.218.93.77] (helo=web41411.mail.yahoo.com)
by h-2.properhosting.com with smtp (Exim 4.24; FreeBSD 4.8)
id 1BIweu-000CLR-WC
for mynameisjeff@bootsix.net; Wed, 28 Apr 2004 17:32:01 -0400
Message-ID: <20040428213158.18228.qmail@web41411.mail.yahoo.com>
Received: from [81.196.100.243] by web41411.mail.yahoo.com via HTTP; Wed, 28 Apr 2004 14:31:58 PDT
Date: Wed, 28 Apr 2004 14:31:58 -0700 (PDT)
From: Gianluca <scont06@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Problem with shipping
To: MyNameIsJeff <mynameisjeff@bootsix.net>
In-Reply-To: <001001c42d64$3186e4c0$70c9a8c0@STEALTHBOOK>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-770428758-1083187918=:17958" 
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sneakymango
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

pipski>god 
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Gohanks
Joined: Jun 04, 2003 

Agetec is bringing Alter Code F 
to the US! Rejoice!

Dear god, I never imagined it would get this good. I'm waiting on the final results with baited breath. You rock, Jeff, and so do you, Pipski. 
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mizzoutigers
Joined: Feb 03, 2004 

When we hear the Tiger War 
Song, And when the fray is 
through, We will tramp, tramp, 
tramp around the columns with 
a cheer for ol' Mizzou!

I've been following this thread for a few days, and it just keeps on getting better!

Best of luck to our British brothers! 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

81.196.100.243 <-- That's the computers IP, yes? If it's from the Cafe then it'll be a leased line of some sort, so checking it anytime could work?

If not, then it might reveal where he lives, if it was sent out of business hours. Unless it is the barber, in which case he'd just use his own machines anyway. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

So what are we going to give Pipski for his avatar and custom title?

I like the "Bravo Leader: UK Goon Recon" 
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Muti
Joined: Oct 20, 2003 

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
Idea: Can we get a trace route on a recent email to see if it came from this shop? 

12 90 ms 121 ms 90 ms ge-2-1.hsa4.sanjose1.level3.net [209.245.146.25]
13 30 ms 40 ms 31 ms so-2-1-0.bbr2.sanjose1.level3.net [4.68.114.157]
14 90 ms 100 ms 101 ms so-0-1-0.bbr1.newyork1.level3.net [64.159.1.41]
15 160 ms 171 ms 160 ms as-0-0.mp2.london1.level3.net [4.68.128.105]
16 * 180 ms 180 ms so-2-0-0.mp1.frankfurt1.level3.net [212.187.128.93]
17 180 ms 170 ms 180 ms so-10-0.hsa2.frankfurt1.level3.net [195.122.136.162]
18 170 ms 171 ms 170 ms fra2-cr2-p6-1.rdsnet.ro [62.231.127.41]
19 200 ms 201 ms 190 ms buh1-gsr1-p6-1.rdsnet.ro [193.231.252.229]
20 190 ms 201 ms 190 ms buh1-htb-ge0.rdsnet.ro [62.231.74.30]
21 370 ms 311 ms 280 ms buh1-cr1-vlan4.rdsnet.ro [193.231.252.73]
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Was sent from a hijacked connection/proxy in Romania.

http://www.dnsstuff.com/tools/whois...=81.196.100.243 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
81.196.100.243 <-- That's the computers IP, yes? If it's from the Cafe then it'll be a leased line of some sort, so checking it anytime could work?

If not, then it might reveal where he lives, if it was sent out of business hours. Unless it is the barber, in which case he'd just use his own machines anyway. 

That IP is in Romania.

edit: Beaten. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
So what are we going to give Pipski for his avatar and custom title?

I like the "Bravo Leader: UK Goon Recon" 

Your one was better than mine. But that doesn't show how covert his operation was, he had a hair cut and did secret photography. He was Behind Enemy Lines!

But maybe I'm just a sensationalist. 
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protactin
Joined: Jul 19, 2001 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Internet Headers:
Received: from [81.196.100.243] by web41411.mail.yahoo.com via HTTP; Wed, 28 Apr 2004 
In-Reply-To: <001001c42d64$3186e4c0$70c9a8c0@STEALTHBOOK>

Your computer is called stealthbook? How appropriate.. 

Anyway, that IP address comes from... Romania?!

code:

81.196.100.224 - 81.196.100.255
RO-COLIMA2001
Romania Data Systems NOC

Edit: doubly beaten 
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roger
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

quote: 

Muti came out of the closet to say: 

[IP trace info]

Was sent from a hijacked connection/proxy in Romania.

http://www.dnsstuff.com/tools/whois...=81.196.100.243 

I used http://www.arin.net/whois/ - it said Amsterdam
me confused

quote: 

OrgName: RIPE Network Coordination Centre
OrgID: RIPE
Address: Singel 258
Address: 1016 AB
City: Amsterdam
StateProv:
PostalCode:
Country: NL
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

Was reading paper this morning http://www.thewest.com.au/20040429/...-sto124055.html had and article about mail scammers.

The more I think about it the more I think this place is just a mail forwarding service. If he's smart enough to use a proxy for his email, would he be dumb enough to give a home address, or a 
place where people could trace him from? 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

roger came out of the closet to say: 

me confused

Do a traceroute on the IP. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Someone at that point has to forward it. Fed Ex says they won't redirect it themselves. So something's up. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

deebo came out of the closet to say: 
Was reading paper this morning http://www.thewest.com.au/20040429/...-sto124055.html had and article about mail scammers.

The more I think about it the more I think this place is just a mail forwarding service. If he's smart enough to use a proxy for his email, would he be dumb enough 
to give a home address, or a place where people could trace him from? 

I was just thinking the same thing. I was shocked to see the email bounced off a hacked box--rather, I was *convinced* it would resolve to that shop's Internet terminals. 
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protactin
Joined: Jul 19, 2001 

quote: 

roger came out of the closet to say: 
I used http://www.arin.net/whois/ - it said Amsterdam
me confused

That's because it's redirecting you to RIPE -- the European IP registry -- which is based in Amsterdam. 
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Edgy
Joined: Apr 16, 2003 

"Today's my birthday."

This thread easily kept me from working on a paper for like two hours. Voted five and subscribed. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

deebo came out of the closet to say: 
The more I think about it the more I think this place is just a mail forwarding service. If he's smart enough to use a proxy for his email, would he be dumb enough 
to give a home address, or a place where people could trace him from? 

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
Someone at that point has to forward it. Fed Ex says they won't redirect it themselves. So something's up. 

Good points. How do we track the package if it gets picked up and moved/reshipped? 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Hmmm. Romania?

Scam #4) Get a gullible patsy's checking account for the scammers to receive money from victims: This is a scary shocker. The checking account owner is an innocent job seeker posting their 
resume on HotJobs, Monster, or CareerBuilder. They get a spam email response to their resume, telling them they are perfect for a "National Accounts Manager" job for a group of "independent 
distributors, well known in Europe selling electronics", and now they want to enter the U.S. market. The naive job seeker is duped into using their bank account or PayPal account for what they 
think is a legitimate company seeking a reliable U.S. citizen to setup a U.S. presence to wire proceeds from "large equipment sales to the company headquarters” overseas, usually in Latvia, 
Estonia, Romania, or Cyprus. The patsy is told to keep 8% of the transfer as his commission. These foolish middleman patsies are the core of the whole scam, and have no idea they are illegally 
laundering money overseas which was stolen from escrow fraud victims. For still other job seekers, they are duped into becoming postal forwarding patsies to receive cameras, computers, cell 
phones, and jewelry from seller victims on eBay. The sellers think they are selling their item to a "buyer", but they end up sending it to the moron patsy who, thinking he is getting paid to do a 
legitimate job, forwards the packages usually to Austria, Romania, or Russia.

Hey Stupid! Don't you think it's suspicious that a stranger you've never met wants to use YOUR account to wire money to Russia, and you're getting 8% for sales that you never made? Why 
would some large foreign company trust little old you with all their money? Why can't they setup their own bank account? Are you really that gullible? Give me a break! If this happens to you, 
just start singing, I'm not fool no siree!
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(from http://www.carbuyingtips.com/fraud.htm)

Christ, mebbe the Hairnet Cafe is just being used by some dumbfuck who is not involved in the scam except to forward on parcels to Romania?

EDIT: Beaten

EDIT 2: This fucking sucks, we HAVE to get this guy! 
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Dart
Joined: Nov 24, 2003 

^^Hmm

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

On a practical note, if we're seriously going to stake this place out waiting for the delivery, then volunteers are going to be needed. It could be a long, dull job 
requiring shiftwork. Also, some quality equipment would be handy - digital camcorders, digital cams, parabolic / laser mics (jk) ... oh, and private transport would 
probably be a plus, in case, as has been suggested, chummie heads for the sorting office. 

I wish I didn't have to be so dicey about this, but if the delivery date is on Friday, there's little I can help with. However, if it's Saturday I'm up for hanging around the area, even if I can't offer 
any kind of transportation.

So useless  
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SLOSifl
Joined: Aug 10, 2002 

Damn, I got here during the 9th inning. Oh well. Can't wait to see how it ends! 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Dart came out of the closet to say: 

I wish I didn't have to be so dicey about this, but if the delivery date is on Friday, there's little I can help with. However, if it's Saturday I'm up for hanging around 
the area, even if I can't offer any kind of transportation.

If it arrives Friday then I doubt we'll get much cover. I know I can't make Friday. Unless there are a lot of goons at LSE, we all still gotta work. But, if it arrives Saturday, I'll prob'ly see you 
there. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Hmmm. Romania? 

If it is just a dumb guy forwarding packages to romania or someplace, who pays the tax?

Edit: Anyone think of a way to find out if this guy is forwarding mail, without letting us know we are onto him if he isnt? 

deebo fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 00:31
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

The credit card. Fed Ex will ring him and want him to pay the tax before the ship to him. (So, once it's in Britain, but before they dispatch it to him, hence the 2-3days thing). 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
The credit card. Fed Ex will ring him and want him to pay the tax before the ship to him. (So, once it's in Britain, but before they dispatch it to him, hence the 2-
3days thing). 

So they won't deliver to the door of the destination until they call him for his CC# to pre-pay the taxes? Any chance this might cause a snag or snafu to our little plan? I can't see how it would, 
but that one additional step has me a little concerned.... (maybe I'm just being paranoid).

Jeez, I leave this thread alone for an hour and have two pages to read through.  
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 

Jeez, I leave this thread alone for an hour and have two pages to read through.  

lol, i'm just sitting here with auto-refresh, changing pages when need be 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

You have to believe that he has done this sort of thing before, so any problems that could result from an incorrect phone number has been thought out.

My guess is that he works with the person at the shop, who accepts the package, and then ships it directly to our criminal. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

We need a friendly copper. Any goons in the Met? Any goons with relatives in the Met? Or that go to the same Masonic lodge as someone in the Met? That way, if anyone at that address does go 
to forward the package, I'm pretty sure an on-the-spot polis could persuade the Post Office counter staff to divulge the new address. Another option would be to follow the guy to the Post Office 
and then threaten to kick the living shit out of him if he didn't tell us where he'd sent it to, but that really lacks style. (Although if he is some dumb patsy he might roll over on `Romanian 
Imports International'if told what was going on.) 
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no v.20
Joined: Jun 26, 2002 

It's Random! Random! Random 
Random! Random! RANDOM!

If for any reason he winds up not biting and the PPPPPowerbook gets sent back to you I call dibs on buying it from you. 
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ewiley
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

I am constantly bored.

Looks like fedex just picked it up..

GO GO P-P-P-POWERBOOK! Have a safe journey! 
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AngryVictim
Joined: Feb 20, 2004 

quote: 

no v.20 came out of the closet to say: 
If for any reason he winds up not biting and the PPPPPowerbook gets sent back to you I call dibs on buying it from you. 

You have the $2100 ready? 
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Li'l Red
Joined: Feb 16, 2004 

http://paintedover.com/uploads/2/threadpair.jpg
zing!
edit: *sighs* beaten in this thread by not being in another thread *shakes fist vehemently* 

Li'l Red fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 01:10
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Li'l Red came out of the closet to say: 
http://paintedover.com/uploads/2/threadpair.jpg
zing! 

Read the first reply in that eBay victory thread. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310

Just figured I'd post up the direct link to the tracking (maybe edit that into the first post Jeff?)

VVV - bwhahaha.. I beat you (probably the first time in history I haven't been beaten at something like that). 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I really hope the Romania thing doesn't relate to the guy, this would be about the best thread ever if we can get a picture of the guy opening the P-P-P-Powerbook.

And in case anyone missed them (with added Firewire picture I forgot earlier)...

http://www.vegaji.com/images/righthand.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/laser.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/bluetoothmouse1.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/bottomright.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/leftmenu.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/topmenu.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/functionkey.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/touchpad.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/topclosed.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/back1.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/back2.jpg 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

ewiley came out of the closet to say: 
Looks like fedex just picked it up..

GO GO P-P-P-POWERBOOK! Have a safe journey! 

Bookmarked.

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 
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ought ten
Joined: Feb 05, 2004 

we ride spinners

quote: 

Edgy came out of the closet to say: 
This thread easily kept me from working on a paper for like two hours. Voted five and subscribed. 

Fuck, I didn't even do a paper because of this thread. Thanks a lot pipski and mynameisjeff, you jerks. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

ought ten came out of the closet to say: 

Fuck, I didn't even do a paper because of this thread. Thanks a lot pipski and mynameisjeff, you jerks. 

I've been neglecting work for two days now reading this and constantly refreshing  
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 

I've been neglecting work for two days now reading this and constantly refreshing  

You know what would be really cool, RSS feeds for threads 
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

Lets assume that the barber shop owner is just an innocent 'patsy.' Then couldn't a London area goon casually ask him what he is doing with the package that just arrived? Something a long the 
lines of "Hey whats in that package?" As an extension of Barber Shop conversation.

Might inadverdantly uncover the address, or at least get a lead. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

ewiley came out of the closet to say: 
Looks like fedex just picked it up..

GO GO P-P-P-POWERBOOK! Have a safe journey! 

That's looking like a Friday delivery then. Shit. 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 

I've been neglecting work for two days now reading this and constantly refreshing  

I'm so happy I don't have any papers to do. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
Pipski needs an avatar.

Image of Sean Connery/Roger Moore 007.

Text: "The Name's Bond. Goon Bond"

Also, that's the oddest shop ever. 

Attachment: connery.jpg
This has been downloaded 2878 time(s).
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

Well I'm on Orange and it doesn't do that, but they now text you to say "Free missed call alert!! From (number) at (time)", but again, I don't know whether that'll 
work if it's off or not.

Orange are the only people who do it, so you've got what? A 1/5 chance of it happening. 

Thank you! I keep seeing the Orange logo's at Formula 1 races and I never know what it is. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Powercrazy came out of the closet to say: 
Lets assume that the barber shop owner is just an innocent 'patsy.' Then couldn't a London area goon casually ask him what he is doing with the package that just 
arrived? Something a long the lines of "Hey whats in that package?" As an extension of Barber Shop conversation.

Might inadverdantly uncover the address, or at least get a lead. 

iawtp 
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froobly
Joined: Sep 12, 2003 

Anyone considering writing this up and sending it to a news agency? It seems like a really interesting piece of investigative journalism. The barber sounds like he might make a good interview if 
he's really just a patsy (which seems likely, considering the Romania connection). 

froobly fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 01:28
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

I sorta just thought of something really horrible. So lets say this patsy thing is true. Ok so now this patsy has to pay a 300 dollar customs tax to transfer the object (although the scam involved 
cash, where is his commision?) and then he ships it off to Romania. The guy in romania may have contacted the patsy and said sorry but its gonna cost you 300 dollars we will reimburse you 
whatever. The patsy forwards the package. The romania guy gets it opens and thinks the patsy has fucking screwed him (what barber/Interweb Cafe Host/Toy gun seller is really that clever)? 
cuz he had to pay. He gets angry and contacts his underground contacts and said patsy gets offed. YAY! Win one for the good guys, the system has been beaten...oh wait man now im 
depressed. 
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CapnAndy
Joined: Feb 27, 2004 

Ninja Code Monkey

Heh, I'm sitting here just being madly amused at what a bit of hacking on page 1 turned into. Somebody really does need to call that professor and tell him about the identity theft, y'know... 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

deebo came out of the closet to say: 
Was reading paper this morning http://www.thewest.com.au/20040429/...-sto124055.html had and article about mail scammers.

The more I think about it the more I think this place is just a mail forwarding service. If he's smart enough to use a proxy for his email, would he be dumb enough 
to give a home address, or a place where people could trace him from? 

I think you are absolutely right. We definately need someone there to see where the package goes. Maybe he has a friend or something to intercept. We definately need camera action in case 
the law needs to be involved. 

It would be a shame if we didn't get ahold of where and who this guy actually is. If he's making a profession out of this, he's probably swindling thousands and thousands of dollars. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

AngryVictim came out of the closet to say: 

You have the $2100 ready? 

I hear set-ltd.net is a good escrow service.. 

Dr.SchadenFreud fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 01:36
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

deebo came out of the closet to say: 
http://P-P-P-POWERBOOK.lebowski.ws/...rIsAFagcopy.jpg

Um...Is that floor up to standard? It doesn't look like it would be strong enough to support people being upstairs. Or maybe I watch too much "This Old House". 
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

CapnAndy came out of the closet to say: 
Heh, I'm sitting here just being madly amused at what a bit of hacking on page 1 turned into. Somebody really does need to call that professor and tell him about 
the identity theft, y'know... 

There really seems to be alot more wrong than that anyways.

So far, with what's come up in this thread, the operation seems relatively sophisticated:

1. identity theft on ebay account
2. fairly complex fake escrow service - I mean, he set up all the forms and all with fake account crap and everything. Which is more than I can say for many other lazy scammers. Sure 
there was tell tale signs, but a great deal of them you wouldn't notice unless you were looking for them (which we were)
3. probable mail scam involving mail forwarding from patsy - which I wouldn't be too worried about screwing him out of cash, because it seems like this is a regular patsy given the 
address's location in other scam attempts. So he probably gets paid for the mail forwarding BEFORE he sends it off or he wouldn't have kept doing it. He'll probably just take his commission off 
the top like that scam site said
4. proxy'd email[internet activities really] - I highly doubt that this guy has anything to do with romania in general unless by coincidence. 

We'd also be better served finding out where this guy lives by asking the barber shop guy where he's sending the package. Who knows, if the guy is some sort of patsy, after told what's going 
on, he might be more than willing to help out.

There's really alot of options with this.

EDIT: HEY! Maybe the barber shop IS the escrow service... (you know, since you're supposed to send the package to the escrow to have it delivered, and not to the client itself) 
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FunkyBunny fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 01:43
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JustinS
Joined: Jan 14, 2003 

Dont forget Identity Theft 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Maybe, just maybe, everyone's making the scammer out to be much more intelligent than he is. Maybe he'd just read a site on common scams and decided to try one of his own, making him an 
inexperienced doofus out to screw people using the internet café he regularly goes to as a shipping point. Owner woudln't see a problem with this, right? He's a regular ordering something off 
ebay and is a-scared of those e-stalkers. 
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skroll
Joined: Jun 24, 2002 

Once again, a thread in SA proves that worldwide mobilization of goons is one of Earth's most powerful forces.

Every time I see something like this go down, I am totally blown away how internet acquaintances can raise hell for the unsuspecting (but deserving) general populace.

I mean, we had surveilance, monetary donations and superb internet detective work.

If we had SA working with the FBI, 9/11 could have been prevented.  

__________________
When all is said and done, there's no love lost.
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

I doubt the final destination is some dude in Romania... I think the scammer is right there in London. It would make no sense to have a middle man like that.. gives you no more security, cuz if 
the middle man gets busted he'll prolly rat your ass out.. and in fact i'm sure the authorities could easily trace where he was rerouting the goods.

While I don't know a whole lot about the email tracking stuff.. I wouldn't be surprised if they're somehow faking Romania.. 
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kaww of course
Joined: Jul 11, 2003 

i dont care what

No matter what happens with the P-P-P-Powerbook, I think we need to be ready to present the authorities with all the evidence we have. Without getting him caught, we really only pissed him 
off and made him spend some money, which he no doubt will make back by scamming more people. Get this fucker arrested after he opens his package and shits himself. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Avatar
Joined: Jan 23, 2002 

RESUME INCLUDES:
Spent a few minutes 
combing through 
numerous images of men 
with enlarged anuses in 
order to compare a

Subsribing for justice. 
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Joyrider
Joined: Jun 30, 2003 

Re: the Romanian connection, from http://www.auctionblacklist.com/vie...php?case_id=182:

quote: 

Today, they are operating as http://www.set-ltd.net and it appears to be run by Romanians, as they have told another seller victim to mail their item to an address in Romania, as 
well as the barber shop address 

vvv The emails have been sent from Romanian IP addresses, that's about all we know. But the auctionblacklist.com entry ties in nicely with what we've found out. 

Joyrider fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 02:10
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UnnamedPlayer
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

This thread has ruined a good night's sleep but it was worth it. Subscribed and on the edge of my fucking seat.

BTW, who's our man in Romania? 
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hellocruelworld
Joined: Feb 28, 2003 

Dude, I See God!

Boy has this thread occupied a lot of my time.

However it looks like there may be an actual romanian connection to the whole thing afterall...(makes sense because many of these scammers tend to come from poorer countries...)I find that 
fascinating...I'm starting to doubt the whole "patsy" thing and thinking that the barbershop guy is in on the whole thing...especially due to the possibility that the cybercafe in there is logging 
keystrokes...in that case that operation NEEDS to be shut down. 

Also, I hope that everyone does not forget about the professor as it is becoming evident to me that this guy has probably fallen victim to identity theft.

Great job so far goons. 
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AngryVictim
Joined: Feb 20, 2004 

"How should I respond to this?" indeed.

Day 1: Hehe, send him a funny email!

Day 5 (I think): ... well, you all see what's happened here. We have a fucking international force, chock full of hacking, face-men, spies, and some really cool characters, even.

I thought it was before, but now I'm sure of it -- these forums are well worth the $10. You guys are heroes. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

UnnamedPlayer came out of the closet to say: 
This thread has ruined a good night's sleep but it was worth it. Subscribed and on the edge of my fucking seat.

BTW, who's our man in Romania? 

I'm willing to fly anywhere in the world if people foot the bill and give me a cool watch with a laser beam... 
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skroll
Joined: Jun 24, 2002 

quote: 

AngryVictim came out of the closet to say: 
"How should I respond to this?" indeed.

Day 1: Hehe, send him a funny email!

Day 5 (I think): ... well, you all see what's happened here. We have a fucking international force, chock full of hacking, face-men, spies, and some really cool 
characters, even.

I thought it was before, but now I'm sure of it -- these forums are well worth the $10. You guys are heroes. 

No kidding. I originally spent my  to get in on the photoshop phridays. I have no photoshop skills, but I had no idea what wonderful things these forums contained. Here I have found my 
salvation on the internet. I was getting bored with other message boards, how eventually people simply wandered away from them and were forgotten. I spend most of my internet time at SA 
now, ignoring online games and other silly things. Episodes such as these are powerful, powerful things. 

__________________
When all is said and done, there's no love lost.
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

One thing to do would be to go back to the shop, get onto some webmail service you don't care about getting keylogged, send yourself an email, and take a look at the IP address that it comes 
from.

Although, if this is a proxy IP he's using, going there to find the shop's IP would kinda be worthless...

Is the IP the same (or from the same subnet) for each email Mr. Scammer has sent? 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

His yahoo username was scont06 wasnt it? Maybe a coincidence (=

sconta in romanian
vt to discount; (fig) to expect
vi (pe) to count (on) 

scont sconta P-P-P-POWERBOOK 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Oh god I am so excited. Tomorrow will be sleepless I am sure. And Friday will be spent refreshing FedEx.

I'm hoping wherever I am at I can here, "NNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!" all the way from London.

I bet he tries to play it off. "Hey Mister! You sent me a fake laptop! How dare you! I was really going to buy this one! I swear!"

At this point, I will respond with 72pt font "OH NO! YOUR SCAM FAILED!" 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 02:30
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evilweasel
Joined: Aug 24, 2002 

I use the 9th amendment as 
my answer to everything

Has anyone considered involving the police in any way? 
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BrokenDynasty
Joined: Dec 24, 2003 

Took me a good hour and a half to read from front to end. I wish I could have donated to the cause. F5 is my new best friend. 
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SgtScruffy
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Babies.

dear god, this thread is absolutely brilliant... I'm sorry I missed it 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

BrokenDynasty came out of the closet to say: 
Took me a good hour and a half to read from front to end. I wish I could have donated to the cause. F5 is my new best friend. 

If you really feel like donating, you can still buy Pipski a custom title.

We decided on "Bravo Leader: UK Goon Recon"

I dont like the picture i found though. I will edit the conenry one down to size. Lets use that one. EDIT - Nevermind. Doen't look good at the right size. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 02:39
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 
Has anyone considered involving the police in any way? 

Not yet. We want him to pay lots and lots of pounds or whatever for his new "g4" 
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Bukanza
Joined: Sep 28, 2001 

I will now sum up my attitude towards this thread with the forum's newest smiley:

Great work. 
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votejuancafe2020
Joined: Apr 20, 2004 

I realize this has been mentioned a few times, but haven't heard anyone comment on it. Has anyone contacted the Indiana prof? I'm sure he would probably like to know about the situation. 

Greatest thread ever. I love you all. 
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kaww of course
Joined: Jul 11, 2003 

i dont care what

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Not yet. We want him to pay lots and lots of pounds or whatever for his new "g4" 

Yes, but afterwards, turn him in. The goon justice isn't complete without him getting busted. 
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maus
Joined: Jul 25, 2003 

Amigos! Look! It is El Macho... 
The Thief of Hearts!!

Oh, wow, I just not found this thread. Bravo, bravo. Anxiously awaiting more news. 
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Xane
Joined: Jan 29, 2003 

Dyslexic's of the world uniet!

Man i love this shit but im getting no work done ;/ 
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Piglet
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

ZUB! ZUB!

Romanian goons, report for duty!!! Hello? Romanian...goons..?

quote: 

evilweasel came out of the closet to say: 
Has anyone considered involving the police in any way? 

Hell no. They have no sense of humor and would ruin everything. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

NObodiesGeek
Joined: Jun 14, 2003 

I'm not shy, I just hate you.

I'm not too sure about the whole Romania thing. I was messing around with one of my friends one day and kept pinging him, he then traced my IP back to Korea or Japan, I forget which, even 
though I live in CA. I know nothing of computers and whatnot so they could be two totally different things. 
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

I really should have been painting. Far too entertaining, I am now subscribed and waiting.  
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

Shit. I have to leave for nine hours soon.

Attn: Lowtax

Requesting SA "live update" service whereby I can get SMSed vital information regarding goon adventures.

[Edit] Also, this thread will be made into a major motion picture which will win four Academy Awards. 

Lucifer fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 03:07
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grzydj
Joined: Oct 04, 2000 

I will answer your questions 
about Gore-Tex

You could make a movie out of this! Great, great stuff. I thought at first it was just going to be some lame ebay shit.  
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TLA
Joined: Jun 24, 2003 

Donated  for these beautiful, beautiful forums.

You guys are fucking amazing. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

Lucifer came out of the closet to say: 
Shit. I have to leave for nine hours soon.

Attn: Lowtax

Requesting SA "live update" service whereby I can get SMSed vital information regarding goon adventures. 

Actually he thought about doing a website where someone posts the major daily updates regarding SA so you wouldn't have to spend all day on the forums just to stay abreast of the current 
issues. RSS or SMS related things could have easily been integrated when I think about it. Not sure what happened with that though. Maybe he couldn't find enough people to do updates. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Actually I've been thinking. We know when the delivery will be. We have evidence of everything for the deliver, including how we know it's a scam.

So (as a UK Goon) I was thinking of just telling the police about the delivery address, including the Fed Ex number, the delivery address and time. We're not going to stop him, this is fun, but 
from the looks of it we're either going to do one of two things;

1)Lose the package in Europe
2)Not get any form of money shot

So I say, we tell the police/fraud people ASAP (IE Thursday), and let them take one scammer (Capable of scamming lots of people) out of the system, at least for a while.

Not only that, but I'm sure we could alert a few papers in this country, too. 
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Dodgeball
Joined: Sep 24, 2003 

"Of all the forums on all the 
sites in all the internet, she 
posts in mine."

quote: 

Sputnik came out of the closet to say: 

...trust him to club you with a nightstick, sodomize you and steal you wallet? 

Or as I like to call it, "Tuesday"...

EDIT:
Fed-Ex. This Thread Delivers. 

Dodgeball fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 04:21
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King-O-Pork
Joined: Nov 28, 2001 

Spread her ass cheeks and 
have an honest look. Just you 
and the asshole. Describe the 
colors to yourself, describe the 
textures in your mind. See that 
fucking tiny joint-looking roll of 
toilet paper on her asshole? 
Remember it.

This thread has me giddy like a schoolboy. Everything just seems to be falling into place. I really hope the guy pays up and scams you. It'll be too fucking funny. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
Actually I've been thinking. We know when the delivery will be. We have evidence of everything for the deliver, including how we know it's a scam.

So (as a UK Goon) I was thinking of just telling the police about the delivery address, including the Fed Ex number, the delivery address and time. We're not going 
to stop him, this is fun, but from the looks of it we're either going to do one of two things;

1)Lose the package in Europe
2)Not get any form of money shot

So I say, we tell the police/fraud people ASAP (IE Thursday), and let them take one scammer (Capable of scamming lots of people) out of the system, at least for 
a while.

Not only that, but I'm sure we could alert a few papers in this country, too. 

Unfortunately, the only way to prove that this was actually a scam is if the laptop was actually shipped and this guy didn't send the money. Maybe see how this goes and then possibly involve 
the police and ship the real laptop and if he doesn't pay then the police can deal with it. 
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Cheesemaster200
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Guard of the Citadel

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 

Unfortunately, the only way to prove that this was actually a scam is if the laptop was actually shipped and this guy didn't send the money. Maybe see how this 
goes and then possibly involve the police and ship the real laptop and if he doesn't pay then the police can deal with it. 

What if he gets the package and then does send the money to make his part in it legit? 
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XakEp
Joined: Dec 20, 2002 

Don't hate me because I'm gay

quote: 

Cheesemaster200 came out of the closet to say: 

What if he gets the package and then does send the money to make his part in it legit? 

Unless the "buyeR" is mentally retarded this wont happen. 
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overseer07
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

giggitygiggitygiggitygiggity!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
No-one else turned up there for a haircut. When I arrived (and when I left) a big black guy (who looks just like the cook who has a heart attack in Crimson Tide) 
was listening to banging choons on one of the PCs and a pasty, ginger sort was on one of the others. While I was there a rather skanky looking Kappa-slapper 
came down from upstairs - she was clearly a regular btw, a bunch of schoolkids arrived and went straight upstairs - also well known to the owner. In fact, now I 
come to think about it, everyone there but me seemed to be a regular. Oh, and a dude in a red t-shirt (photo'd - badly) also came d'stairs and left the place. 

The street itself is - well, it's the Edgeware Rd. Rub-a-tug shops, takeaways, pool halls, minicab firms and dodgy boozers. There is a Wetherspoons pub right next 
door to the shop. That could be handy if - on the day of arrival, and assuming the package didn't arrive before opening time - we could occupy seats by the 
window with a good view. Waiting in the warm with a beer sounds infinitely preferable to shuffling about on the pavement in the pissing rain. Not sure about local 
parking restrictions but it ought to be possible to park up in a position with a good view of the entrance too, at reasonable times of day. 

I don't know what you just said, but I love it!

Last time I checked this thread, it was only at page six! This is just brilliant. I can't wait to see how it turns out. 
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TLA
Joined: Jun 24, 2003 

Just a thought - if a UK goon would FedEx something - anything, to reach before Friday, one could observe how incoming FedEx packages are handled. 
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Kay0909
Joined: Jan 03, 2003 

PLAGERISM 
IS HAWT 
GUYZ, 
donate plz?

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

UPDATE: Ok, I've decided to play along as the helpless new ebayer who is very eager to sell him the laptop.
UPDATE: Response sent. Page 3 (Yes I'm making you read awww)
Update: Response received Not what I was expecting - reply sent- Page 4
Update: He's replied! I am to send laptop to him, and his money willgo to escrow. Page 4
Update: Another email sent including A++++ ebay lingo, strong digital defense, and, Hey! It looks lke I'm selling an Amanda Real Doll on that escrow site! Added- 
My response from Ebay after I reported him and his fake escrow site.
Added-My reply to ebay
Update: Email saying he sent it express to escrow - few hours later - ESCROW RECEIVED! WELL SHIT! BETTER SEND THAT 'OL LAPTOP ON OVER! (Page 6)
Update: The plan has been set. See page 8 for details.
Update: Pics of his new laptop on page 9
Update: Thanks to all the goons who helped raise the money to send our scammer his new laptop! Tracking Number coming within a few hours.
Update: Ringer has been sent. Tracking number is on page 14. You had better start reading from page 1. I personally guarantee you will not be dissapointed. 

Hey dude, not all of us use the same post per page setting. Let us know what you use, so I can match up page numbers. Thanks! 
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Lacool
Joined: Jun 18, 2002 

I am not a liar.

Looks like a couple people in this thread are quickly climbing the hit list of the Romanian mob! 
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Piglet
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

ZUB! ZUB!

Maybe Pipski would be willing to disguise himself as a bum and plant himself somewhere near that back door with a hidden cam buried somewhere in his shabby clothing.

Or do they not have bums in UK? 
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andrzejpw
Joined: Jul 28, 2003 

has a headphones fetish.

Personally, I'm guessing that the guy won't respond because of the shame. But here's hoping! 
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wargasm
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

[M] village drunkard

whenever a covert operations is underway, I always want to hear someone on either side yell "Alamo! Alamo! Alamo!" at some point. I can always hope if one of you BritONs swaggers yourself 
a gitty camcorder, right-o, this can be reality and I also learn new british 'words', if you'll call them that. 
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Cheesemaster200
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Guard of the Citadel

quote: 

andrzejpw came out of the closet to say: 
Personally, I'm guessing that the guy won't respond because of the shame. But here's hoping! 

I have a gut feeling that he is going to be kinda pissed, and we all know how people vent their anger on the internet. 
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Gravitee
Joined: Nov 20, 2003 

Crumbs!

What about this?
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Iblys
Joined: Sep 23, 2003 

disconnect and self destruct 
one bullet at a time

This thread has reminded me why I paid US$10 for these forums. You guys rock an awful, awful lot. 

I eagerly await the thread's conclusion. 
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Kajookey
Joined: Aug 23, 2003 

party in a can

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
So I say, we tell the police/fraud people ASAP (IE Thursday), and let them take one scammer (Capable of scamming lots of people) out of the system, at least for 
a while.

Not only that, but I'm sure we could alert a few papers in this country, too. 

If its at all possible, that might be a good idea, as the thought of removing one asshole scammer from our midst seems like a dynamite idea to me. Although if we do that then it looks like we 
have 3 outcomes: 
1)Our guy will be caught red handed and the best case of "Goon Justice" will have been served  (the scammer would have been 'served' too, am I right?)  .   sorry  .
2)They won't be able to track the guy down and thus those meanie police officers might interfer with the comedy potential.
3)They won't listen to what a bunch of hooligans originating from the Internet have to say. Oh well.

So I dunno, those are the outcomes that I'm predicting anyway. Maybe we can weigh the pros and cons and go from there.

Either way, I've been following this thread since day 1 and am currently giddy like a schoolgirl.

Edit: I'm 95 percent sure that option 3 would be the outcome; but hey if we can get him caught then it'd would be the most amazing thing ever... so eh, maybe its worth a shot. 

Kajookey fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 04:51
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MrTeatime
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

I like the way this looks:
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

EDIT: nevermind ^^^ is better

quote: 

Gravitee came out of the closet to say: 
What about this?

 

Leave the text out; the text can be placed under the image. 
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Gravitee
Joined: Nov 20, 2003 

Crumbs!
Better? 
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

The problem is I dont think the police care about this. Its the higher up agencies and they really have nothing to go on. Yes the site is lying about being verisign certified and there are some 
scams reported from this address. But they will just put it in with their other scams probobly. The key is I bet this guys earlier scams gave his address in Romania and now that he sees it works 
he is using a launderer in UK. Like what if when the owner or whoever gets the package and goes to FedEx you just walk up and take a picture of where it is being sent. Is that illegal? He cant 
really hurt you and I dont think its illegal.

Like someone above said. If we accuse them what do we say? Well see we figured out it was a scam so we decided to actually send a joke so technically there is no proof he is an actual 
scammer. And basically if this UK guy is the scammer than its easy to report but if its romania then there is no real reason to do anything to the cafe guy. 

And I like the barbershop one because its vague enough so its an injoke and it doesnt say goon. 

Marius fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 04:49
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dddd
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

best thread ever. 
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Ridgely_Fan
Joined: Aug 02, 2003 

quote: 

Kay0909 came out of the closet to say: 

Hey dude, not all of us use the same post per page setting. Let us know what you use, so I can match up page numbers. Thanks! 

Why don't you always assume 40? 
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MrTeatime
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

I think this looks cool too:
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FunkyBunny
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

Ridgely_Fan came out of the closet to say: 

Why don't you always assume 40? 

That would make sense, because after all, only like 99% of forum members leave it on the default setting. 
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Morand
Joined: Apr 16, 2004 

Mynameisjeff, you are a god among men.

I spent 2 hours reading this, giggling all the while.

Voted 5 and subscribed 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

MrTeatime came out of the closet to say: 
I like the way this looks:

 

PERFECT 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Gravitee 

MMmm Scully 
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MrTeatime
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

Here's the connery picture. It's the max allowed preportions and just under the size limit.

edit: I tweaked the saturation/contrast in the one on the right.

 

MrTeatime fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 05:17
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

MrTeatime came out of the closet to say: 
I like the way this looks:

 

Love it. Though, you should consider adding a thin black border, to sharpen up the image (like you did with the image for the "bravo leader" one). 
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MrTeatime
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

Here's all of them, take your pick:

 

  

MrTeatime fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 05:36
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

No need to make it thicker; I think it works perfectly as a subtle touch.

Ultimately, though, the decision is in the hands of whoever's buying it. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

quote: 

Cheesemaster200 came out of the closet to say: 

I have a gut feeling that he is going to be kinda pissed, and we all know how people vent their anger on the internet. 

They write an angry letter to Lowtax to shut down SA? I know that's what I'd do, at least. 

Apr 29, 2004: 05:28  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

logical fallacy
Joined: Mar 16, 2001 

This scammer does have a way of getting Mynameisjeff's real address. I don't know how much "revenge" he would be interested in though.

Since the scammer has Jeff's ebay username he could legitimately bid on a future auction and when the package is sent, he has Jeff's address because Jeff thinks it's a regular ebayer (if there is 
such a thing).

I don't think he's insane enough to do this, just my $.02 worth 
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mizzoutigers
Joined: Feb 03, 2004 

When we hear the Tiger War 
Song, And when the fray is 
through, We will tramp, tramp, 
tramp around the columns with 
a cheer for ol' Mizzou!

quote: 

Halvor came out of the closet to say: 

They write an angry letter to Lowtax to shut down SA? I know that's what I'd do, at least. 

Shall we call Leonard J. Crabs? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

logical fallacy came out of the closet to say: 
This scammer does have a way of getting Mynameisjeff's real address. I don't know how much "revenge" he would be interested in though.

Since the scammer has Jeff's ebay username he could legitimately bid on a future auction and when the package is sent, he has Jeff's address because Jeff thinks 
it's a regular ebayer (if there is such a thing).

I don't think he's insane enough to do this, just my $.02 worth 

I doubt this would ever happen. In the event that he does bid on one of my auctions, (assuming I have another here in the future,) He would bid and win. He would then have to paypal me 
money, and I'm pretty sure he stays away from legit paypal accounts, being a bastard scammer. Also, any european address would raise an eyebrow for sure.

Now that you do mention it, I bet he will be watching my other auctions in an attempt for get back at me some how. Any attempt will fail. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

MrTeatime came out of the closet to say: 
I like the way this looks:

 

that is phantasmagorical. 
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Ridgely_Fan
Joined: Aug 02, 2003 

quote: 

MrTeatime came out of the closet to say: 
Here's all of them, take your pick:

I like the bottom left the best. 
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Richtofen
Joined: Oct 09, 2003 

I've had every kind of account

subscribed. this is by far the most convoluted and bizarre thing i've ever seen coalesce on these forums. gg all. 
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triple clutcher
Joined: Jul 10, 2003 

Los quernos, the triple clutcher!

quote: 

Richtofen came out of the closet to say: 
subscribed. this is by far the most convoluted and bizarre thing i've ever seen coalesce on these forums. gg all. 

I think the thread about the kid who caught his uncle on a gay chat site still has this beaten, but this definitely has the potential to surpass it and everything else by far. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Rocksee
Joined: Apr 10, 2003 

my boyfriend got me addicted.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Here is his email with his tracking number:
Since I screwed up, I will share the cost with you. Please let me know how much it was, and just have the escrow service refund you half of the amount. Can they 
do that? If not I will gladly send you how ever much you spent on it. You can even have the escrow hold my payment until I send you money for what you pay.
Jeff

Listen, Jeff. I'm sure you are a nice, sweet guy, but for the love of god, STOP TELLING THIS GUY YOU WILL PAY HIM MONEY BACK! You already gave him a break on the value you listed. I know 
you aren't really going to pay him, but he's an asshole scammer. And even if this was a legit deal, you didn't "screw up", you were being honest and it's their problem if they can't afford the 
taxes on an expensive notebook. So some future advice, don't offer to shave some of the price off just because they don't want to pay taxes. You'll just get walked all over. 
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no v.20
Joined: Jun 26, 2002 

It's Random! Random! Random 
Random! Random! RANDOM!

quote: 

Rocksee came out of the closet to say: 

Listen, Jeff. I'm sure you are a nice, sweet guy, but for the love of god, STOP TELLING THIS GUY YOU WILL PAY HIM MONEY BACK! You already gave him a break 
on the value you listed. I know you aren't really going to pay him, but he's an asshole scammer. And even if this was a legit deal, you didn't "screw up", you were 
being honest and it's their problem if they can't afford the taxes on an expensive notebook. So some future advice, don't offer to shave some of the price off just 
because they don't want to pay taxes. You'll just get walked all over. 

Oh sweet christ.
In the future, I'm sure Jeff wouldn't mind claiming a lower value if the buyer isn't a scammer.

You see, what our friend Jeff is doing is, replying to the scammers emails in a hilarious way that seems to imply he is a naive ebayer. In reality, jeff is on to his act and has concocted this 
perona with the help of some people who also post on the same internet forum as himself.
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SLOSifl
Joined: Aug 10, 2002 

quote: 

MrTeatime came out of the closet to say: 
Here's all of them, take your pick:

[imgs-matrix_of_connery] 

The Chinese puppy's my favorite so far. (cookie for the reference you veal-fuckers)

So what do we do until the package arrives? How about Go Fish? Do you have a 4? 
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Crazy685
Joined: Jun 17, 2002 

a swing and a miss

quote: 

Rocksee came out of the closet to say: 

Listen, Jeff. I'm sure you are a nice, sweet guy, but for the love of god, STOP TELLING THIS GUY YOU WILL PAY HIM MONEY BACK! You already gave him a break 
on the value you listed. I know you aren't really going to pay him, but he's an asshole scammer. And even if this was a legit deal, you didn't "screw up", you were 
being honest and it's their problem if they can't afford the taxes on an expensive notebook. So some future advice, don't offer to shave some of the price off just 
because they don't want to pay taxes. You'll just get walked all over. 

You're very lucky you are so hot in your profile pic.. 
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Rocksee
Joined: Apr 10, 2003 

my boyfriend got me addicted.

quote: 

no v.20 came out of the closet to say: 

You see, what our friend Jeff is doing is, replying to the scammers emails in a hilarious way that seems to imply he is a naive ebayer. In reality, jeff is on to his act 
and has concocted this perona with the help of some people who also post on the same internet forum as himself.

That may be, however, I'm just concerned that he may do it outside of providing entertainment. I'm just looking out for him. 
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duon
Joined: Jun 28, 2002 

quote: 

no v.20 came out of the closet to say: 

Oh sweet christ.
In the future, I'm sure Jeff wouldn't mind claiming a lower value if the buyer isn't a scammer.

You see, what our friend Jeff is doing is, replying to the scammers emails in a hilarious way that seems to imply he is a naive ebayer. In reality, jeff is on to his act 
and has concocted this perona with the help of some people who also post on the same internet forum as himself.

 

Plus there really isn't any money. It's a fake escrow site. So, he is telling the guy he can keep some of his fake money. 

I found it funny. 
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Raukowath
Joined: Jul 05, 2003 

Wreaker of Havoc

Beautiful, absolutely beautiful. I may have to make a site paying homage to this thread and this thread alone. 
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Kreez
Joined: Oct 18, 2003 

 

Is there a "reception party" organized for the delivery already? I would think more than one goon would be needed for prime viewing of this delievery.

Plus you could have walkie talkies and code names... 
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dietcokefiend
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Awesome thread. Insto-Subscribe time  I can only hope for this much fun if I ever get scammed on ebay. 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

quote: 

dietcokefiend came out of the closet to say: 
Awesome thread. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

no v.20 came out of the closet to say: 

Oh sweet christ.
In the future, I'm sure Jeff wouldn't mind claiming a lower value if the buyer isn't a scammer.

You see, what our friend Jeff is doing is, replying to the scammers emails in a hilarious way that seems to imply he is a naive ebayer. In reality, jeff is on to his act 
and has concocted this perona with the help of some people who also post on the same internet forum as himself.

 

Exactly. 

Rocksee, good lookin out, but I would never do that in a serious sale. I don't think I'd even lie about the value in a real sale. Unless the person made it worth my while. 
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Vorpal Bunny X
Joined: Nov 11, 2003 

If this is about my T-Shirt, I 
got it off a comedy Website

I love these threads. I hope someone is keeping an archive of all of this to be torrented once everything is over. 
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Rocksee
Joined: Apr 10, 2003 

my boyfriend got me addicted.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Exactly. 

Rocksee, good lookin out, but I would never do that in a serious sale. I don't think I'd even lie about the value in a real sale. Unless the person made it worth my 
while. 

Ok good. I'd hate to see you get fucked over, especially after you actually did include those pencil shavings. I knew I was going to get shit for saying that anyway.  
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SLOSifl
Joined: Aug 10, 2002 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Exactly. 

Rocksee, good lookin out, but I would never do that in a serious sale. I don't think I'd even lie about the value in a real sale. Unless the person made it worth my 
while. 

Back in the old days, if someone wanted to rob you, and you caught wind of it in advance, you'd just sit behind the couch with a shotgun waiting for them to walk in. Not only is what you're 
doing civil, but entertaining. Kudos to you, 20+ page thread alchemy is rare. 
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sig
Joined: Jul 15, 2003 

waiting for pics of him opening it! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Vorpal Bunny X came out of the closet to say: 
I love these threads. I hope someone is keeping an archive of all of this to be torrented once everything is over. 

Is there a better way of saving this other then going to each page and clicking file > save as? 
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Jaiph
Joined: Mar 13, 2004 

There so needs to be a level above 'gold' for threads like this. Also, more threads like this. 
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eShep
Joined: Dec 03, 2003 

Be a little more proactive 
about the things you should 
start thinking about doing

I've been loving this thread since page 1, but this will be my first time posting.

I'm enjoying this whole goon-justice sting opperation, but I think we need to go a step or two further; we need to do some more goon recon.
If there is anyone in the UK who would be willing to talk to the police about a hypothetical situation exactly matching the description of this episode, maybe they would let us know the best 
course of action to maximize both hillarity and justice. In the case that:
1) The scammer is in fact the barbershop owner/patron (unlikely), we could get them involved in the bust and have a metric assload of evidence against the dude.
2) The scammer is somewhere in romania, they could get the barbershop guy out of the operation (and charged if he's a willing participant), and possibly get the appropriate authorities working 
on tracking down the guy in romania.

Either way, if we knew what would happen if we involved the authorities, we could involve them at the correct point for great goon justice.

Just my two cents. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Is there a better way of saving this other then going to each page and clicking file > save as? 

If you have Adobe Acrobat (not Reader), there should be a little "Convert web page to PDF file" button to the right of the Address Bar, that's usually what I use.

I can't wait to get more updates, this is one of the best threads I've ever seen.  
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Sputnik
Joined: Jul 21, 2003 

I felt like a ninja, and my Kung-
Fu was strong.

quote: 

eShep came out of the closet to say: 
maybe they would let us know the best course of action to maximize both hillarity and justice. In the case that:

I doubt the police will offer 'hilarity' other than suggest that all information is brought to them and the sheenanigans stopped, fellow goon. 
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IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I doubt this would ever happen. In the event that he does bid on one of my auctions, (assuming I have another here in the future,) He would bid and win. He 
would then have to paypal me money, and I'm pretty sure he stays away from legit paypal accounts, being a bastard scammer. Also, any european address would 
raise an eyebrow for sure.

Now that you do mention it, I bet he will be watching my other auctions in an attempt for get back at me some how. Any attempt will fail. 

add him to your blocked bidder list and he won't be able to bid on your auctions 
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eShep
Joined: Dec 03, 2003 

Be a little more proactive 
about the things you should 
start thinking about doing

quote: 

Sputnik came out of the closet to say: 

I doubt the police will offer 'hilarity' other than suggest that all information is brought to them and the sheenanigans stopped, fellow goon. 

What I mean to say is that if we asked them what would happen if we came to them with such a tale, what they would do about it. 
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Oz
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Minion Of Relin

quote: 

MrTeatime came out of the closet to say: 
I like the way this looks:

 

definately this one. totally awesome.

I can't wait for the final thread result. 
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Leka
Joined: Apr 02, 2004 

Life is a disease, sexually 
transmitted and fatal. -- Neil 
Gaiman

quote: 

Lucifer came out of the closet to say: 

[Edit] Also, this thread will be made into a major motion picture which will win four Academy Awards. 

Starring Tom Hanks as MyNameIsJeff and Hugh Grant as Pipski. 
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

quote: 

IndyPunkOne came out of the closet to say: 

add him to your blocked bidder list and he won't be able to bid on your auctions 

Chances are he wouldn't be stupid enough to use the same stupid ebay account (which was deleted already, wasn't it?) to bid on a future item. The problem is that the scammer could steal 
other accounts and use those to bid.

Edit:

Because my only purpose on this planet is to mirror, here is the current list:

Laptop:
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http://www.soosed.com/images/leftmenu.jpg
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Receipt:
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All the Recon Pics:

http://www.soosed.com/images/Averyd...fightscopy1.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/InsidetheSpiderHole.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/bin.jpg
http://www.soosed.com/images/PrettyShittyCity.jpg
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Soos fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 07:39
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

quote: 

IndyPunkOne came out of the closet to say: 

add him to your blocked bidder list and he won't be able to bid on your auctions 

That's what I thought at first, too, but that would only work for one account. Remember, this guy was already kicked off of the account that he used to contact Jeff from. Who knows how many 
others he has. 
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jhnrksn
Joined: Mar 07, 2003 

TacticalPenis bought me this 
title because he is a worthless 
bastard and i have to help him 
do shit all the time.

quote: 

Leka came out of the closet to say: 

Starring Tom Hanks as MyNameIsJeff and Hugh Grant as Pipski. 

Based on a true story!

subscribed for the 5th time, I cannot get enough of this thread 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

Oh crap, so beaten, beaten hard by Pipski. Its 7:30 in the morning and I was about to leave for the address for recon 
I need to go to London anyway, and I need to go again tomorrow, shall I bother getting more pics today? What are my orders for tomorrow? Anyone else want to go? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
Oh crap, so beaten, beaten hard by Pipski. Its 7:30 in the morning and I was about to leave for the address for recon 
I need to go to London anyway, and I need to go again tomorrow, shall I bother getting more pics today? What are my orders for tomorrow? Anyone else want to 
go? 

Any additional intelligence is greatly appreciated. If you are going to be there, see if you can get any better pics. 
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G. Hosafat
Joined: Apr 16, 2003 

I WANT TO RAPE YOUR FACE

This is freakin cool on so many levels.

It's like the metis thread, but with a payoff! 
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permafried
Joined: Sep 22, 2003 

Just another "awesome thread/idea" post.

Fuckin' awesome. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

We have another recon mission underway!

Smitz has some buisness in London and will be stopping by for a haircut. While there he is also going to take some time to check his email and looking up some info on his new digital camera. 
While checking his camera out he will be taking a few test pictures, perhaps video. I told him to be discreet. 

Smitz, another thing, if a lot of his friends are over you must be very discreet. Don't take too big of a risk!

Good luck!

(Not to upstage you Pipski. You rock.) 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 07:53
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Raz-Diet
Joined: Apr 21, 2002 

Forum Doctor

quote: 

Rocksee came out of the closet to say: 

Listen, Jeff. I'm sure you are a nice, sweet guy, but for the love of god, STOP TELLING THIS GUY YOU WILL PAY HIM MONEY BACK! You already gave him a break 
on the value you listed. I know you aren't really going to pay him, but he's an asshole scammer. And even if this was a legit deal, you didn't "screw up", you were 
being honest and it's their problem if they can't afford the taxes on an expensive notebook. So some future advice, don't offer to shave some of the price off just 
because they don't want to pay taxes. You'll just get walked all over. 

Ugh. Ignore this, Jeff, you've performed admirably. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Mizkif
Joined: Nov 18, 2002 

Borfo's non-gimmick account.

Wow, this thread will go down in history. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

Keep a look out for stacked packages or bunches of envelopes etc :P 
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Smitz has some buisness in London and will be stopping by for a haircut. While there he is also going to take some time to check his email and looking up some 
info on his new digital camera. 

Smitz, while you're there, do whatever you have to (hit up a web site, email something, etc) to grab the IP address. It's worth some more investigation. 
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Bjergen
Joined: May 21, 2003 

short, fat prick

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Is there a better way of saving this other then going to each page and clicking file > save as? 

My suggestion would be change the URL (http://forums.somethingawful.com/showthread.php?s=&threadid=1016390&perpage=40&pagenumber=1) so the posts per page is something huge 
(http://forums.somethingawful.com/sh...00&pagenumber=1) So that the whole thread shows on one page, then get acrobat or some other pdf generator as suggested above and convert thread 
to a pdf for sharing. You use a mac right? Does OSX already have a PDF printer? 
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im_afraid_of_clowns
Joined: Nov 28, 2000 

Play dat funkay music white 
boi!!!

should the fuzz be notified if any evidence is found? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Bjergen came out of the closet to say: 

My suggestion would be change the URL (http://forums.somethingawful.com/sh...40&pagenumber=1) so the posts per page is something huge (http://forums.
somethingawful.com/sh...00&pagenumber=1) So that the whole thread shows on one page, then get acrobat or some other pdf generator as suggested above and 
convert thread to a pdf for sharing. You use a mac right? Does OSX already have a PDF printer? 

I don't really use OSX.

Edit - You were right. I changed the post count to 900 per page it its all on one page. I'll be saving it. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 08:07
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Wow, morning all. Smitz, when you go in the place head upstairs and use one of the PCs up there if at all possible. That way we have an idea what the first floor looks like, plus you can see if 
there are any doors up there that might lead to residential accommodation (i.e. flat 9B). Oh, and on your way out you might want to ask the proprietor if it's possible to set up webcams on his 
PCs for you to have some facetime with your girlfriend in Indochina.  Good luck mate. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok, I'm going to bed. It's midnight over here. I look forward to your intel Smitz. 

I'm pretty sure I'm just going to stare at my ceiling in anticipation all night. 
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Bjergen
Joined: May 21, 2003 

short, fat prick

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I don't really use OSX.

Edit - You were right. I changed the post count to 900 per page it its all on one page. I'll be saving it. 

I just used PDF995 to make a pdf of it, 11.8Mb and 281 pages! 
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Dragobich
Joined: Jan 05, 2001 

fuck, being banned sucks

No! I must know more now! Damn sleep.. good luck on the new recon. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

Hey! ask him his name too 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

smitz, I wish you all the best of luck. 
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Hoffbonics
Joined: May 12, 2003 

Can a brother get a hoagie?

So the laptop's being delivered to the barber shop? It would be absolutely delicious to have a goon stake the place out and get any possible reaction photos. Probably not possible...but oh the 
thought of the pictures....

Also, this thread is one of the funniest and most well-played I've ever seen on these forums. FUCKING BRAVO 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

Rocksee came out of the closet to say: 

Listen, Jeff. I'm sure you are a nice, sweet guy, but for the love of god, STOP TELLING THIS GUY YOU WILL PAY HIM MONEY BACK! You already gave him a break 
on the value you listed. I know you aren't really going to pay him, but he's an asshole scammer. And even if this was a legit deal, you didn't "screw up", you were 
being honest and it's their problem if they can't afford the taxes on an expensive notebook. So some future advice, don't offer to shave some of the price off just 
because they don't want to pay taxes. You'll just get walked all over. 

Your posts make me cringe. Just stop already.

edit: \/\/\/ We're cutting back on your caffeine. 

DLCinferno fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 09:22
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

I would like to just make some observations. Consider these points:

As someone pointed out earlier "Scont" is a romanian verb for "getting a good deal" or something.. Also, as I pointed out in an earlier page, this guy is originally from the eastern part of europe. 
He speaks English and German, but his mother tongue 3rd slavistic/romantic language. I have studied linguistic morphology and deal with this kind of analysis quite often. I am willing to bet 
this third language Romanian.

Now here explains the German connection:

Many many people in Romania speak German.. I won't get into the history at this point, but believe me. In Romania, open up a phonebook and you will see many many German last names. 
Conversely, there are lots of eastern european people living in Germany. We have already seen on Ebay that this Scont06 person speaks a convoluted form of German. This explains that 
connection. As for English, well that part is quite obvious. Speaking English today is required for basic school education in many countries, especially those in the EU. 

But what are the chances this guy lives in London? London is land of foreigners. There are so many diverse ethnic groups in London that everyone is a minority. I believe it is possible that this 
guy lives in London, and has connections to Germany with an extended family from Romania. 

What it boils down to is this: THAT BARBER SHOP IS SUSPECT. This guy bounces his IP address off a hacked box to make it look like it originates in Romania. Why Romania? Why not? He knows 
Romania, but he is far from it. Pipski wondered why the Barbershop is still in business.. it's a front. Plain and simple. The black barber dude probably has no idea what is going on.

Also consider this: The barbershop has an internet cafe. They probably have enough hardware and technical know-how right there to do ALL THEIR scamming.. all their hacking, all their IP 
bouncing, and all their packetsniffing.. ALL THEIR KEYLOGGING to fuck with stolen accounts, and all the infrastructure in place to conduct ID theft. 
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In short: There is no reason to be anywhere else. I think its more than likely that this Barbershop has something to do with it. I bet this scammer is a friend of the owner, if not the owner 
himself. 

Oh and did I mention this.. That guy's name.. the scammers name is Romanian.. whether or not it is real, who knows. But it's Romanian.

Find out the name of the owner of the shop. If it sounds strange, ask "Is that Italian, or Romanian?" If you get a positive, ask if this shop is also his home, or just a place to work. Casual 
barbershop conversation.

You will want to grab those IP addresses.. I recommend taking a floppy disk with a program like ALCHEMY Inventory that will dump EVERYTHING about the network and hardware into an HTML 
format. Alchemy works fast, and is an awesome prog, and can be found here: http://www.alchemy-lab.com/products/atn/

You will have all their network settings, everything. And you can remove it easily when you are done. 
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doyle-san
Joined: Feb 24, 2001 

Nipple... or guinea pig?

I read this far in one hit. Would kill for an ending.

A+++ 
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DogWelder
Joined: Jan 15, 2001 

"Monsters?"

I need closure on this anecdote. 
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schmuckfeatures
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

This avatar needs more 
Rumsfeld

This thread is fucking legendary, and reaffirms my deep love for the SA forums. 

5 
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TreeSquid
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

Tentacle rape from above.

quote: 

5:30 pm Left FedEx Origin Location BOTHELL WA 

Bothell goons represent  
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Viper1360
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

loan.late.lean.

OMG OMG, Jeff u are the man just read this in liek an hour. So worth it. If only we could put a camera in the box and have it motion sensitive with live feeds. The look on his face. Oh man i cant 
wait. 

P.S. Go British INEL may you take clear quality pics, and shoot some pigeons on the way.
O ya, the P-P-P-Powerbook PWNS!! 
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]-[ate_Sandwich
Joined: Nov 27, 2000 

^^^ what. Is that supposed to be a joke. 
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Decapod73
Joined: Jan 04, 2003 

I Don't Belong 
Here

quote: 

DogWelder came out of the closet to say: 
I need closure on this anecdote. 

heh. You have any idea how long it takes for shipments to arrive overseas? Another thread, another day. Or some serious forums necromancy. 
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TheKevman
Joined: Dec 13, 2003 

I AM GAY FOR RUSH 
LIMBAUGH!!!

quote: 

Viper1360 came out of the closet to say: 
OMG OMG, Jeff u are the man just read this in liek an hour. So worth it. If only we could put a camera in the box and have it motion sensitive with live feeds. The 
look on his face. Oh man i cant wait. 

P.S. Go British INEL may you take clear quality pics, and shoot some pigeons on the way.
O ya, the P-P-P-Powerbook PWNS!! 

wtf is this jumble?

P.S. Good Luck Jeff and crew, our thoughts and prayers are with you  
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Thursday Next
Joined: Jan 11, 2004 

FUCK THE ISLE OF APPLES. 
FUCK THEM IN THEIR STUPID 
ASSES.

quote: 

TreeSquid came out of the closet to say: 

Bothell goons represent  

Kirkland

Kirkland

Kirkland 
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Kan
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Meep! Meep! Meep! 

Loving this thread. Congrats to all involved. 
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sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

Best thread I've read in a long time. I hope this works out and we get to see some evidence of his frustration. Pics/video would be nice but I would settle for a miffed email calling you a 
scammer. 
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Interocitor
Joined: Jun 26, 2003 

No no, farther TOWARD the kill 
zone please!

Posting in  bloating  legendary thread!

Great going, guys. Just hope this thing doesn't blow up your face. 
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Turkish
Joined: Feb 06, 2002 

It's tip top.

quote: 

MrTeatime came out of the closet to say: 
I like the way this looks:

 

Custom title bought. 
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JoeSchmoe
Joined: Jul 17, 2003 

You know what, I don't think I'm working tomorrow...

P.S. - Superb thread of justrice! 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

quote: 

Apr 29, 2004 2:02 am Left FedEx Sort Facility MEMPHIS TN  

Hoorayness. 
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Kekeke!
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I'm not Korean

Im considering postponing my trip up to San Fransisco just to see the conclusion to this amazing thread.

Its stuff like this that allows me to say SA was the best  I have ever spent....

evar 
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SHITBOX
Joined: Jul 28, 2003 

HAHAHA this is the best "scammer justice" thread ive seen in a while.

Damn i love these forums 
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Philovirus
Joined: Nov 23, 2002 

This space for rent

It's 4am and I just spent the last 2 hours reading this entire thread. Looking forward to it's stunning conclusion. 
I Really hope that goon policing stories like this can be added as front page material. 
Also next time I'm up in Seattle I'm buying you lunch/beer Jeff. You sir are an artist at antiscamming. Also I want one of your artistic abstract computer designs. I shall pay you $5000 via my 
escrow service that will be up and running in a day or so. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 
Some Shit 

That's quality, providing you're right, it means we've stumbled over an enormous operation, so what we need is IPs of the computers, and to find other scams originating from this location. It it 
turns out to be a scam HQ then we definitely need to alert the authorities. 
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mrouth
Joined: Aug 31, 2001 

This is beautiful. Just beautiful. I eagerly await the updates.
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

The package has now arrived at Stanstead, it's in the UK! 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
The package has now arrived at Stanstead, it's in the UK! 

You posted while I was cropping and uploading...
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-jp-
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

Avant Guardian Angel

^^^^^^^^
The clock is ticking! This thread occurs in real time. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Gevalt came out of the closet to say: 

You posted while I was cropping and uploading...

 

That's a pretty big ramp, took them half an hour to go up it. 
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Char
Joined: Mar 09, 2002 

GAY FOR KIEFER
*fap fap fap*

I've read through most of the back pages of this thread trying to figure out what the fuck is going on but it seems to be pages and pages of "This is awesome! Best thread ever!". Can someone 
recap so I don't have to wade through everything again? I heard London goons. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Jesus, it could conceivably arrive today! Stansted ain't so far. Damn it, I wish I didn't have to work tomorrow. We need a list of UK goons who can turn out and photo the drop-off (and any 
consequences) or follow chummie if he goes to repost it. 10m people in London, some of them must have the day off!

EDIT : if all else fails we could just wait for him to e-mail (bonus points for pics of him typing it!) but "I prefer the personal touch that you only get with hired goons." 

Pipski fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 12:40
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Jesus, it could conceivably arrive today! Stansted ain't so far. Damn it, I wish I didn't have to work tomorrow. We need a list of UK goons who can turn out and 
photo the drop-off (and any consequences) or follow chummie if he goes to repost it. 10m people in London, some of them must have the day off! 

It'll arrive tomorrow, they'll be phoning him now to ask for ZEE MONEY for the tax. 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

-jp- came out of the closet to say: 
^^^^^^^^
The clock is ticking! This thread occurs in real time. 

Someone with gif/Flash animation skills should make a "red line traversing the map" thing like in Raiders of the Lost Ark. 
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Crazy Achmed
Joined: Mar 13, 2001 

quote: 

Char came out of the closet to say: 
I've read through most of the back pages of this thread trying to figure out what the fuck is going on but it seems to be pages and pages of "This is awesome! Best 
thread ever!". Can someone recap so I don't have to wade through everything again? I heard London goons. 

Check the original post on page 1: it tells you which pages to look for for the crucial posts. The "Laptop" being sent is pictured on page 9.

As far as I'm concerned, the only thing I have to say is: 

[edit]weelll, yeah, provided it's set to 40 posts per page. But that only takes a few clicks to do, and another few to get rid of once you're done reading the thread and have got up to speed on 
things, right? It's a small effort for so much hilarity. 

Crazy Achmed fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 12:47
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Crazy Achmed came out of the closet to say: 
Check the original post on page 1: it tells you which pages to look for for the crucial posts. The "Laptop" being sent is pictured on page 9.

As far as I'm concerned, the only thing I have to say is:  

Provided you've got it set for 40 posts/page. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

girlmecha
Joined: Mar 17, 2004 

IM A RETARDED DOUCHE, ASK 
ME ABOUT MY CLEANING 
PROPERTIES

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

Provided you've got it set for 40 posts/page. 

We get it. You're very cool and unique and set your pages to a higher or lower number than the default. Have a cookie. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

girlmecha came out of the closet to say: 

We get it. You're very cool and unique and set your pages to a higher or lower number than the default. Have a cookie. 

No, I've got it set to 40, someone a few pages back was complaining about him saying the page numbers didn't match his because he had a different number. And he wanted Jeff to fix it for 
him. 
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girlmecha
Joined: Mar 17, 2004 

IM A RETARDED DOUCHE, ASK 
ME ABOUT MY CLEANING 
PROPERTIES

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

No, I've got it set to 40, someone a few pages back was complaining about him saying the page numbers didn't match his because he had a different number. And 
he wanted Jeff to fix it for him. 

My apologies, then. I saw someone else complaining in the thread and mistook them for you as I was being a lazy bitch.

Will you accept  as my apology? 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

girlmecha came out of the closet to say: 

My apologies, then. I saw someone else complaining in the thread and mistook them for you.

Will you accept a  as an apology? 

I will, but watch your step in the future, or I'll e-smack you. You've be warned! 
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marwood
Joined: Jan 19, 2004 

I LOVE the cock!

Uk goon reporting, and seriously tempted to shimmy on down to lahndarn tahn tomorrow, if only to drink in the spoons and watch the shit go down. anyone else up for impromptu goonmeet?

5 to the maximum degree. 5 like you wouldn't believe. 
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girlmecha
Joined: Mar 17, 2004 

IM A RETARDED DOUCHE, ASK 
ME ABOUT MY CLEANING 
PROPERTIES

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

I will, but watch your step in the future, or I'll e-smack you. You've be warned! 

--

I can't wait to see this thing play out. 
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CRO200
Joined: Jul 19, 2003 

im nice, honest

When i travel to Europe in 2 weeks, the first thing ill do whe i reach the UK is to take a photo of the NEW landmark we call 9B. Fuck big ben, when you have the barber shop. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

I stumbled into this thread via one in SH/SC about powerbooks...absolutely awesome.

Looking forward to the climax. 
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FofR
Joined: Aug 25, 2003 

Wow, look at me. I'm not even 
listening to a word you're 
saying.

Just a note to say his website is now "temporarily unavailable".
Anyone have an archive of it to post?

Been watching this topic from the beginning, loving it unfold. 
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swiss
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

quote: 

Site Temporarily Disabled

This site has been temporarily disabled. If you are the owner of the site, please contact customer care. 

I think this will finally dispel any doubt anyone has that this is a scam. I guess this means he won't be receiving any more 'laptops' D: 

There is an archive of the website, it's posted waaay furthur back iirc.

Edit: Found it: Link.
Thanks Sejanus for originally posting/hosting it. 

swiss fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 13:18
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

I think Jeff should email and say "what's going on? I cannot log on to the escrow website!" and act very innocent / worried about the whole affair. We can't afford to have Scammer get 
suspicious. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

E-Mail him "The escrow site reports that it is temporarily disabled, I just want to make sure everything's still ok." 
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Shii
Joined: Feb 17, 2004 

I don't think you need to e-mail him just yet...

Anyway, here's our package tracking link again just to be useful 

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 

Shii fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 13:24
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-jp-
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

Avant Guardian Angel

Tracking number 846563452310 
Ship date Apr 28, 2004 
Estimated delivery date Apr 30, 2004 by 12:00 pm 

Oh yes! The clock really is ticking. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

quote: 

Shii came out of the closet to say: 
I don't think you need to e-mail him just yet...

Anyway, here's our package tracking link again just to be useful 

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 

I agree. Jeff is playing the part of the naive ebayer, but there is such a thing as overkill. The guy's getting fucked either way but we want him to be as surprised as possible when he gets his 
"powerbook." I think asking him why the escrow site is down so early is pushing it. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

sven523 came out of the closet to say: 

I agree. Jeff is playing the part of the naive ebayer, but there is such a thing as overkill. The guy's getting fucked either way but we want him to be as surprised as 
possible when he gets his "powerbook." I think asking him why the escrow site is down so early is pushing it. 

Agreed. With a real escrow service, you wouldn't be getting money until after the buyer decided the goods were okay anyway. It's premature to be complaining about www.
iswearstogodsthisisrealescrows.ro being down. 
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maus
Joined: Jul 25, 2003 

Amigos! Look! It is El Macho... 
The Thief of Hearts!!

Man, turn your back for an instant, and a new twist (however small it may be) reveals itself. What a great read. F5, time to earn your keep! 
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Rib Feast
Joined: Feb 18, 2003 

Half the peanuts, but double 
the corn!

This is truly something fantastic. I have gym at 5:30 in the morning, yet it's already creeping on 1am - and it is well worth it.

Having been ripped off myself, this feels doubly good!!

Excellent work gentlemen!  
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deep square leg
Joined: Sep 16, 2003 

retired hurt

I've been following this from the start but had nothing useful to say. But I thought I'd add a reply before it's goldmined 

Has been fun, looking forward to the conclusion. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

You guys are probably right on the email. The delivery is only a day away now anyway and by the time he notices the escrow site is down, he probably already paid tax. 
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lagerdrinker
Joined: Jan 12, 2004 

quote: 

Rib Feast came out of the closet to say: 
Having been ripped off myself, this feels doubly good!!

This feels twice as good as being ripped off!? 

Agreed - a truly magnificent thread! 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

Yossarko came out of the closet to say: 
You guys are probably right on the email. The delivery is only a day away now anyway and by the time he notices the escrow site is down, he probably already 
paid tax. 

The tax has nothing to do with the escrow site. No matter what happens, unless he finds out he is being shipped a fake laptop, he will pay that tax. He thinks he won and successfully scammed 
another ebayer. 
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shep
Joined: Aug 31, 2003 

I am sad because I am stuck in 
a bucket in the middle of the 
ocean.

This is awesome guys, if I didn't live so far away from London I'd be the first one setting up my camera in the building opposite and drinking tea from a thermos. 

Can't wait to see what happens  
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

If you took the lsass.bat thread, to the power of the ABlix thread, then divided by 1x10^-100000, it would still not match the epic greatness of this thread. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 

The tax has nothing to do with the escrow site. No matter what happens, unless he finds out he is being shipped a fake laptop, he will pay that tax. He thinks he 
won and successfully scammed another ebayer. 

I know this, I just meant to say, if he found out his fake escrow site had been pulled, he may have been suspicious and not wanted to pay the tax for the incomming "laptop"...that's all. 

But I'm sure he won't connect the two together, AND has probably already paid FedEx the tax. 
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MIKEtheMERCILESS
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Every time you touch yourself 
an Angel looses her wings :'-(

Goddamn this is great. Vigilante street justice gets me hot 

Seriousy though, why don't we inform the police that the scammer is going to pick up this laptop? I would have thought they'd be pretty keen on meeting the fella... 

MIKEtheMERCILESS fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 14:40
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kdevil II
Joined: Aug 18, 2000 

Forum Veteran

quote: 

Viper1360 came out of the closet to say: 
OMG OMG, Jeff u are the man just read this in liek an hour. So worth it. If only we could put a camera in the box and have it motion sensitive with live feeds. The 
look on his face. Oh man i cant wait. 

P.S. Go British INEL may you take clear quality pics, and shoot some pigeons on the way.
O ya, the P-P-P-Powerbook PWNS!! 

How have you been here for three months without realizing that we don't talk like AOL retards? 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

willing to go to london town tommorw if anyone else wants to?

Should we ring whoever delivers Fedex here in the UK what the approximate time they will get to that address on thier run? Because then we can time the meeting time perfectly 
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Helpplease
Joined: Apr 20, 2004 

quote: 

kdevil II came out of the closet to say: 

How have you been here for three months without realizing that we don't talk like AOL retards? 

wouldn't any use of lol, lmao, o rly, omg and all those other little acronyms being used equate AOL speak. Not to troll the thread but I don't think I've gone a day without seeing a goon use it 
(sarcastically or in a serious manner). It's pretty much become the internet standard now-a-days 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

kdevil II
Joined: Aug 18, 2000 

Forum Veteran

quote: 

Helpplease came out of the closet to say: 

wouldn't any use of lol, lmao, o rly, omg and all those other little acronyms being used equate AOL speak. Not to troll the thread but I don't think I've gone a day 
without seeing a goon use AOL speak. 

I don't want to derail it any further, but excessive AOL speak like he was using is frowned upon. Send me an instant message if you would like to discuss further. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I'm pretty sure this is single-handedly the greatest thing I've ever done. (With the help of all your ideas and shipping donations) 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

If you really feel like donating, you can still buy Pipski a custom title.

We decided on "Bravo Leader: UK Goon Recon"

I dont like the picture i found though. I will edit the conenry one down to size. Lets use that one. EDIT - Nevermind. Doen't look good at the right size. 

How about this for an avatar http://www.imagedump.com/index.cgi?pick=get&tp=67101. Sorry for the link, I don't have my ftp password at work. 
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kdevil II
Joined: Aug 18, 2000 

Forum Veteran

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I'm pretty sure this is single-handedly the greatest thing I've ever done. (With the help of all your ideas and shipping donations) 

This might possibly be the greatest thing anyone has ever done. Though the robot protest was pretty damn nifty too. 
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ewiley
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

I am constantly bored.

Voting for http://img9.imageshack.us/img9/9392/connery.jpg or some variation thereof! 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

How about this for an avatar http://www.imagedump.com/index.cgi?pick=get&tp=67101. Sorry for the link, I don't have my ftp password at work. 

no worries about the link sugah. everyone here uses WEB BROWSER brand. 

Very sexy image. I'd bang 'm.

edit to add: WITH URI "PARSING" Technology. LAME. 
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Stefan Prodan
Joined: Jan 07, 2002 

Gee, I wish we had one of 
them doomsday machines.

quote: 

Phalex came out of the closet to say: 
If you took the lsass.bat thread, to the power of the ABlix thread, then divided by 1x10^-100000, it would still not match the epic greatness of this thread. 

What's the ABlix thread? Link please. Sorry to derail for a sec. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

The Dictionary is your friend. 
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Stefan Prodan
Joined: Jan 07, 2002 

Gee, I wish we had one of 
them doomsday machines.

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
The Dictionary is your friend. 

Oh shit, okay, I remember that. I just didn't know the guy's name was ABlix. That makes sense now. 
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Kilted Yaksman
Joined: Sep 25, 2003 

your neon lights will shine

quote: 

FedEx came out of the closet to say:

Tracking number: 846563452310
Ship date: Apr 28, 2004
Estimated delivery date: Apr 30, 2004 by 12:00 pm 

Is the time zone used from the source or the destination of the package, or is each time listed local? In other words: Tomorrow at noon or at 7AM (EDT)? 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Kilted Yaksman came out of the closet to say: 
Is the time zone used from the source or the destination of the package, or is each time listed local? In other words: Tomorrow at noon or at 7AM (EDT)? 

Delivery date should be local time. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I think the time on the status updates are for the time zone it is in at that scan point, and delivery time are for the London time zone. 
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Wrong Igor
Joined: Feb 22, 2004 

I'm getting too old. Kill me.

Way to go guys. This is awesome. Good luck! 

Awaiting further planning from London goons. 
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lostsailor
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

The desires we deny will find 
us in fate.

its getting very close to delivery time. i have seen a couple goons post that they will be available to go. i think there needs to be more organization. need to contact each other and set up some 
meet times, trasportation, etc... just so we can try to cover all the angles. GD, wish i live over there. would love to see all this unfold live. nevertheless, way to come together on all this and 
provide such a entertaining-edge-of-seat-anticipation thread. it's UBERGOLD. would hate to see it peter out at the end because not enough people communicated well enough to organize the 
sting. 
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Fufo
Joined: Apr 24, 2002 

UNEXPECTED!

I have managed to read through this whole thread in a bit under two hours, up to this point.

A-Fucking-Mazing job, all.

Now I will have to leave the office, but I will stay tuned come tomorrow morning. Please, please londoner goons, be there and come back alive loaded with sacralicious pics of endless laughter.

Jeff: If only for those fake powerbook pics, this thread has already delivered. 
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havax
Joined: Oct 02, 2002 

pure fiveness.  also, that scammer needs to be raped by a thousand angry gorillas. 
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Kigol
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Livin' La Vida Broka

great thread... i cant believe i have read all of that. 
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LukeNukem
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

Duct tape is like the Force. It 
has a light side, a dark side, 
and it holds the universe 
together

Nooooo! I just realised, I have lectures all morning tomorrow, and then I'm going to Nottingham (any goons going to BUSA?) straight after and won't get back until Sunday night! Balls. 
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

Calling Fedex is a good idea. If we just casually ask when they think they will be around Colindale etc they will give you a time. 
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hydrafuck
Joined: Jan 05, 2001 

I have and always thought 
that it lacked respect. 
Sometimes it start out 
funny but the goatselol 
crew always comes in and 
post useless unfunny 
garbage a few thousands 
times.

Wow, on the edge of my seat. Real-time baby! 
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grzydj
Joined: Oct 04, 2000 

I will answer your questions 
about Gore-Tex

Man, I can't wait! Hurry up Fedex! 
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Saint
Joined: Mar 05, 2002 

Hey, I can't even get his "escrow" site to load. Did he take it down after getting his use out of it? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Saint came out of the closet to say: 
Hey, I can't even get his "escrow" site to load. Did he take it down after getting his use out of it? 

Perhaps. I did report it to ebay. Someone else reported it to Verisign. It may have been suspended. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 17:06
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CygnusTM
Joined: Oct 11, 2002 

Ka-BONGGG!!!

While I was out at lunch I spotted a FedEx truck, and thanks to this thread, I giggled like a schoolgirl. Once again SA proves to be the comedic center of the universe.

EDIT:

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I think the time on the status updates are for the time zone it is in at that scan point, and delivery time are for the London time zone. 

Can't be. Unless they managed to get it from Memphis to the UK in 1 hour, 9 minutes. 

CygnusTM fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 17:14
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Muti
Joined: Oct 20, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Perhaps. I did report it to ebay. Someone else reported it to Verisign. It may have been suspended. 

Also been reported to Yahoo! abuse. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 

(Good points)

...

Also consider this: The barbershop has an internet cafe. They probably have enough hardware and technical know-how right there to do ALL THEIR scamming.. all 
their hacking, all their IP bouncing, and all their packetsniffing.. ALL THEIR KEYLOGGING to fuck with stolen accounts, and all the infrastructure in place to 
conduct ID theft. 

In short: There is no reason to be anywhere else. I think its more than likely that this Barbershop has something to do with it. I bet this scammer is a friend of the 
owner, if not the owner himself. 

Oh and did I mention this.. That guy's name.. the scammers name is Romanian.. whether or not it is real, who knows. But it's Romanian.
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Find out the name of the owner of the shop. If it sounds strange, ask "Is that Italian, or Romanian?" If you get a positive, ask if this shop is also his home, or just 
a place to work. Casual barbershop conversation.

You will want to grab those IP addresses.. I recommend taking a floppy disk with a program like ALCHEMY Inventory that will dump EVERYTHING about the 
network and hardware into an HTML format. Alchemy works fast, and is an awesome prog, and can be found here: http://www.alchemy-lab.com/products/atn/

You will have all their network settings, everything. And you can remove it easily when you are done. 

Someone has to do this 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 

Find out the name of the owner of the shop. If it sounds strange, ask "Is that Italian, or Romanian?" If you get a positive, ask if this shop is also his home, or just 
a place to work. Casual barbershop conversation.

You will want to grab those IP addresses.. I recommend taking a floppy disk with a program like ALCHEMY Inventory that will dump EVERYTHING about the 
network and hardware into an HTML format. Alchemy works fast, and is an awesome prog, and can be found here: http://www.alchemy-lab.com/products/atn/

You will have all their network settings, everything. And you can remove it easily when you are done. 

Oh, man. Your mission, should you choose to accept it... 

Who will our operating agent be? Come on, British goons, here's your chance to be James Bond for a day! 
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iwinatinternet
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

illiterate!!!

this thread wins at internet.

Wish I'd been on it sooner, read the whole thing today. Good going guys. 
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RajaKumar
Joined: Jun 13, 2002 

I AM I DON QUIXOTE

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Jesus, it could conceivably arrive today! 

It could, but it won't . Also, for all UK folks thinking of heading over to this place, that Delivery time is not an estimate (unless they do things differently in the UK than in the US). That's a 
delivery by time. If it's delivered after that, the shipper can demand a full refund (or whatever FedEx's policy is--it may be different for int'l deliveries). However, it may be delivered pretty much 
any time 8am-12pm by FedEx (most likely somewhere in the middle, depending on distance from their Hub).

I just don't want anyone expecting to see this go down at noon, and it was already delivered at 8:30 when no one was there. 
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Curufin
Joined: Oct 06, 2003 

Fifth Son of Fëanor

quote: 

iwinatinternet came out of the closet to say: 
this thread wins at internet. 

But I thought you win at internet? 
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dig
Joined: Mar 22, 2004 

binary devil

Just read through this whole thing this morning. Best use of half a work day ever. I was going to mention contacting the Terre Haute (my hometown) prof but I imagine if the site was being 
investigated for fraud and was brought down, he probably already knows about it. 
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Ransom
Joined: Jan 08, 2001 

I read the first page of this back when it was posted and didnt really pay it any attention. Now I've gone back and read through it and all I can say is holy shit. If you get in any trouble I'll 
personally help pay for your lawyer because this is just too fucking funny. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

Complete derail here, but I've got a question.

I want to get a complete ebay sale/feedback history on this guy;

http://cgi6.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dl...&sort=2&rows=25

I want more than what's shown there... any way to get more info? 

Reason being is that this guy is a co-worker who works in our purchasing department, and he looks to be stealing stuff and selling it on ebay (mmm... personal goon justice) and I'd like to get 
more detail on this.

I'm also posting in here as I want to keep this hush hush, no msg'ing him or anything okay folks? I want this guy to burn (and maybe have an option of splitting my "reward" for catching 
internal theft with a few other coworkers).

edit + addition - This guy has worked for us for over ten fucking years too, and he's blamed everyone else in the store (almost) for theft, yet has never had the knife to his throat... so I want to 
make absolutely sure our list of loss matches his sold items so we have proof! 

Lukano fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 17:50
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 
Reason being is that this guy is a co-worker who works in our purchasing department, and he looks to be stealing stuff and selling it on ebay (mmm... personal 
goon justice) 

Oh MAN is this the best thread ever! Now it's gonna spawn ANOTHER eBay crook thread! Bonus, voted 5! 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 
Complete derail here, but I've got a question.

I want to get a complete ebay sale/feedback history on this guy;

http://cgi6.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dl...&sort=2&rows=25

I want more than what's shown there... any way to get more info? 

Reason being is that this guy is a co-worker who works in our purchasing department, and he looks to be stealing stuff and selling it on ebay (mmm... personal 
goon justice) and I'd like to get more detail on this.

I'm also posting in here as I want to keep this hush hush, no msg'ing him or anything okay folks? I want this guy to burn (and maybe have an option of splitting 
my "reward" for catching internal theft with a few other coworkers). 

If you guys do any investigating, maybe start a new thread to keep this one uncluttered? 
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Space Robot
Joined: Mar 09, 2004 

Pak, chooie, UNF UNF UNF!

The only conceivable way this could be better is if there just happened to be a Goon working in FedEx in London who could deliver it whilst wearing a secret camera embedded in his forehead. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Space Robot came out of the closet to say: 
The only conceivable way this could be better is if there just happened to be a Goon working in FedEx in London who could deliver it whilst wearing a secret 
camera embedded in his forehead. 

Words cannot express how incredicble that would be. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

lostsailor came out of the closet to say: 
its getting very close to delivery time. i have seen a couple goons post that they will be available to go. i think there needs to be more organization. need to 
contact each other and set up some meet times, trasportation, etc... just so we can try to cover all the angles. GD, wish i live over there. would love to see all this 
unfold live. nevertheless, way to come together on all this and provide such a entertaining-edge-of-seat-anticipation thread. it's UBERGOLD. would hate to see it 
peter out at the end because not enough people communicated well enough to organize the sting. 

Pipski, as Bravo Leader, needs to assemble his team. He needs to make a thread with "Attention all UK Goons: Her majesty's secret service needs you!" ...your mission, should you choose to 
accept it...

Might want to clear it with Mother (Rich) first. 

I'd go but I'm stuck here at SA headquarters (Kansas City). Seems like agents in the field get all the good assignments. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 

If you guys do any investigating, maybe start a new thread to keep this one uncluttered? 

I want to keep it a little under the radar (for now at at least) just incase he finally bought an account, or some goon who's not too savvy on ebay sleuthing (as we've all become thanks to this 
thread) who might tip him off.

Not trying to derail or clutter though. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

He may have shut down his "escrow" site after he saw the gazillion hits from us with the referrer of "somethingawful"...or maybe it was just a coincidence it came down now and was actual 
brought down by his ISP due to the number of complaints they were getting...

hmmmmm... 
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Totswot
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

Isn't it also possible that the barbershop has nothing to do with it, and the guys address, 9B, is just upstairs. Wouldn't the Fedex just come in, ask where 9b is, and then just head to the 
residential part of the building (if I read pipski's post correctly)?

In any case, we definitely need someone to stake the upstairs and discover it's magical secrets, preferably before package is delivered. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

kiimo came out of the closet to say: 

Pipski, as Bravo Leader, needs to assemble his team. He needs to make a thread with "Attention all UK Goons: Her majesty's secret service needs you!" ...your 
mission, should you choose to accept it...

Might want to clear it with Mother (Rich) first. 

Actually a good idea `cause of how time's getting short and everything. Prob'ly a good idea to get permission too. However, my PM's are kaput at the moment, I can't send any and I can't 
receive any. I will shoot off an e-mail to Mother and hopefully he will check it fairly soon. I did consider reporting kiimo's post to the moderators, with an added msg requesting permission, as 
the fastest way, but I'm pretty sure that would get me b& in double quick time. 
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Hellafied4
Joined: Jun 05, 2003 

Your freedom of speech does 
not mean I'm obligated to 
listen. Now get the hell out of 
Broad Street you dirty hippies.

quote: 

Totswot came out of the closet to say: 
Isn't it also possible that the barbershop has nothing to do with it, and the guys address, 9B, is just upstairs. Wouldn't the Fedex just come in, ask where 9b is, 
and then just head to the residential part of the building (if I read pipski's post correctly)?

In any case, we definitely need someone to stake the upstairs and discover it's magical secrets, preferably before package is delivered. 

Is there any kind of standard in London for what the letter in the address means? Does B always mean second floor? 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

How many floors in the building? Recall that the stairs went to a second floor in the Intarweb bistro. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Hellafied4 came out of the closet to say: 
Does B always mean second floor? 

No. Could just as easily mean basement. 
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FofR
Joined: Aug 25, 2003 

Wow, look at me. I'm not even 
listening to a word you're 
saying.

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
He may have shut down his "escrow" site after he saw the gazillion hits from us with the referrer of "somethingawful"...or maybe it was just a coincidence it came 
down now and was actual brought down by his ISP due to the number of complaints they were getting...hmmmmm... 

Or he has shut it down as part of the scam procedure. i.e. It's not his fault, he sent the money but the escrow went bankrupt/died. 
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benhamtroll
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

Pipski, the new avatar rocks.

(I had a shrine to Sean Connery Bond in my apartment in college . . .) 
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indeed
Joined: Mar 06, 2004 

no, b just is an alternate address, could be anything. I used to live in a completely detached house that was 11a, just because it was built between 11 and 12. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

quote: 

FofR came out of the closet to say: 

Or he has shut it down as part of the scam procedure. i.e. It's not his fault, he sent the money but the escrow went bankrupt/died. 

true. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

benhamtroll came out of the closet to say: 
Pipski, the new avatar rocks.

(I had a shrine to Sean Connery Bond in my apartment in college . . .) 

That has to be the official nerdiest thing I've ever heard. Kudos, as I'm pretty damned nerdy too... and that tops anything I've ever done/seen/heard-of. 
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TheKevman
Joined: Dec 13, 2003 

I AM GAY FOR RUSH 
LIMBAUGH!!!

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 
Complete derail here, but I've got a question.

I want to get a complete ebay sale/feedback history on this guy;

http://cgi6.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dl...&sort=2&rows=25

I want more than what's shown there... any way to get more info? 

Reason being is that this guy is a co-worker who works in our purchasing department, and he looks to be stealing stuff and selling it on ebay (mmm... personal 
goon justice) and I'd like to get more detail on this.

I'm also posting in here as I want to keep this hush hush, no msg'ing him or anything okay folks? I want this guy to burn (and maybe have an option of splitting 
my "reward" for catching internal theft with a few other coworkers).

edit + addition - This guy has worked for us for over ten fucking years too, and he's blamed everyone else in the store (almost) for theft, yet has never had the 
knife to his throat... so I want to make absolutely sure our list of loss matches his sold items so we have proof! 

Get out! You are cluttering the beauty. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

Jeff, 

I'm in Olympia. If you ever come down here, I want to buy you a beer. 
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Piglet
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

ZUB! ZUB!

quote: 

Space Robot came out of the closet to say: 
The only conceivable way this could be better is if there just happened to be a Goon working 
in FedEx in London who could deliver it whilst wearing a secret camera embedded in his 
forehead. 

That would be great if it wasn't so suspicious if the FedEx guy stood there waiting for the guy to open the package 
while wearing a big, shit-eating grin. 
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kripes
Joined: Aug 14, 2002 

BRRRRRAAAAAIIIINNNNSSS

Just spent like 80 minutes reading this entire thread. It was worth it.

I fear the climax will be disappointing (or nonexistent). I mean, all we're going to get at this point is an update in 
Fedex that says "Delivered". 
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Chromis
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

Never give explosives to a 
monkey, no matter how 
tempting

Just for a little additional comedy value while we're awaiting the payoff, has anyone noticed what's about half a mile 
north of Scammer HQ? Only Hendon, the Metropolitan police's main training college and driving school. I wonder 
how many of the customers in that barber shop are trainee coppers? 

Attachment: cop central.jpg
This has been downloaded 2339 time(s).
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

benhamtroll came out of the closet to say: 
Pipski, the new avatar rocks.

lol, embarassed to say I hadn't noticed it! Cheers whoever that was! Sure is decidedly cool.

Still no response re recruitment thread. Anyone with fully functional p-m capability fancy following it up? This is 
prime-time recreational `Net browsing time in the UK right now. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

TheKevman came out of the closet to say: 

Get out! You are cluttering the beauty. 

read the rest of the info before you post.. I wasn't trying to derail or clutter. 
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Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
He may have shut down his "escrow" site after he saw the gazillion hits from us with the 
referrer of "somethingawful"... 

If he saw that, perhaps he would begin looking around the site. Perhaps he would join. Perhaps he may even be in 
our midst right this very minute... photoshopping... laughing at the same funny... planning his revenge. I trust no 
one.

http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...what=datejoined 
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Chromis
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

Never give explosives to a 
monkey, no matter how 
tempting

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

lol, embarassed to say I hadn't noticed it! Cheers whoever that was! Sure is decidedly cool.

Still no response re recruitment thread. Anyone with fully functional p-m capability fancy 
following it up? This is prime-time recreational `Net browsing time in the UK right now. 

I'm just wondering if there's any way I can get a few hours off work tomorrow morning. I have a car and a nice 
digital camera with a big-ass zoom lens (450mm equiv), and I live in London. This is could be worth the amount of 
shit I'd have to put up with from my Production Editor. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Str8Dog came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff, 

I'm in Olympia. If you ever come down here, I want to buy you a beer. 

Hah, i got there a lot. Almost every weekend. I'm going to take you up on that soon! 
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iwinatinternet
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

illiterate!!!

quote: 

Chromis came out of the closet to say: 

I'm just wondering if there's any way I can get a few hours off work tomorrow morning. I 
have a car and a nice digital camera with a big-ass zoom lens (450mm equiv), and I live in 
London. This is could be worth the amount of shit I'd have to put up with from my Production 
Editor. 
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Yes, I grant you time off, you'll have to take it as unpaid or a holiday though. 

Apr 29, 2004: 19:09  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

respawn22
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

You silly faggot! Dicks are for 
chicks!

Tracking Info Updated:

Apr 29, 2004 6:55 pm Arrived at FedEx Ramp STANSTED GB 

Looks like the package is at the terminal for delivery - not suprised that it won't get delivered till tomorrow 
sometime. 

Apr 29, 2004: 19:12  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

Holy Fuck I hope I am wrong

http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764

Dofka in a Romanian word, and Dofka joined today.

Edit: Custom title: G.ood E.nough T.o S.teal

Fuck, ban him 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

respawn22 came out of the closet to say: 
Tracking Info Updated:

Apr 29, 2004 6:55 pm Arrived at FedEx Ramp STANSTED GB 

Looks like the package is at the terminal for delivery - not suprised that it won't get delivered 
till tomorrow sometime. 

wow... that's only been discussed for the previous 4 or 5 pages  
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hotkarl
Joined: Jan 30, 2004 

are you for sale too? because 
you're just precious

It's likely he'll have to pick it up... unless he keeps the ~500$ on him in cash when it's delivered. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Chromis came out of the closet to say: 

I'm just wondering if there's any way I can get a few hours off work tomorrow morning. I 
have a car and a nice digital camera with a big-ass zoom lens (450mm equiv), and I live in 
London. This is could be worth the amount of shit I'd have to put up with from my Production 
Editor. 

"Hi, it's me. Yeah, I'm afraid my back's playing up, there's no way I'll be able to make it in this morning. Yeah, I 
know, I think it's just a pulled muscle. I'm going to take some anti-inflammatories, hopefully they'll kick in and it 
won't be so bad by this afternoon. Absolutely, I'll call you back at lunchtime and let you know. I will. OK, bye." 

???  
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Sinless came out of the closet to say: 
Holy Fuck I hope I am wrong

http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764

Dofka in a Romanian word, and Dofka joined today. 

custom title of "G.ood E.nough T.o S.teal " doesn't give much of a clue tho.... uh oh. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

hotkarl came out of the closet to say: 
It's likely he'll have to pick it up... unless he keeps the ~500$ on him in cash when it's 
delivered. 

or they call him in advance for his credit card # to pay that way. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Sinless came out of the closet to say: 
Holy Fuck I hope I am wrong

http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764

Dofka in a Romanian word, and Dofka joined today.

Fuck, ban him 

Er, what happened to Smitz? Wasn't he planning on going there today? Visions of him tied to a barber's chair with a 
straight razor held to his bollocks. 
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Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

Can Lowtax check to find out where the Payment method Dofka used to join? 
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Chromis
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

Never give explosives to a 
monkey, no matter how 
tempting

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

"Hi, it's me. Yeah, I'm afraid my back's playing up, there's no way I'll be able to make it in 
this morning. Yeah, I know, I think it's just a pulled muscle. I'm going to take some anti-
inflammatories, hopefully they'll kick in and it won't be so bad by this afternoon. Absolutely, 
I'll call you back at lunchtime and let you know. I will. OK, bye." 

???  

LOL! The voice of experience! Sounds like you've got your first recruit. Where/when do you want to meet? 
Remember "In Moscow, April is a spring month".

EDIT: I've got to head home now, and my home internet connection is fucked. Text me on ***** ******* (edited 
to prevent abuse torrent, txt ya l8r pipski) to arrange meets, otherwise I'll try to be outside the place with a camera 
at about 10am. Unfortunately I can't make it there any earlier. 

Chromis fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 19:35
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hutch
Joined: May 30, 2001 

Call me Mr. Football

quote: 

Sinless came out of the closet to say: 
Holy Fuck I hope I am wrong 

You don't get an account for free and you have to give a valid paypal address to join. I'm curious as to how this one 
plays out. 
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Jadz
Joined: Jan 08, 2004 

"When you know not of what 
you speak, your mouth is best 
used for chewing." - Walter 
Slovotsky

quote: 

Sinless came out of the closet to say: 

If he saw that, perhaps he would begin looking around the site. Perhaps he would join. 
Perhaps he may even be in our midst right this very minute... photoshopping... laughing at 
the same funny... planning his revenge. I trust no one.

http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...what=datejoined 

Anyone else notice that Mike G joined from the future? 
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respawn22
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

You silly faggot! Dicks are for 
chicks!

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 

wow... that's only been discussed for the previous 4 or 5 pages  

Wow sir you know nothing... 

that package was in transit to STANSTED GB - when it hit the ramp was when the package actually got to the hub. 
From the hub it will either get routed to a local terminal or actually leave from that hub and go out for delivery...

Since it's now evening there I highly doubt it will get delivered tonight... 
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Raz-Diet
Joined: Apr 21, 2002 

Forum Doctor

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I'm pretty sure this is single-handedly the greatest thing I've ever done. (With the help of all 
your ideas and shipping donations) 

Without a doubt. Even should you eventually cure cancer while simultaneously finding Osama Bin Laden hiding in 
your closet. 
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Jadz
Joined: Jan 08, 2004 

"When you know not of what 
you speak, your mouth is best 
used for chewing." - Walter 
Slovotsky

quote: 

Raz-Diet came out of the closet to say: 

Without a doubt. Even should you eventually cure cancer while simultaneously finding Osama 
Bin Laden hiding in your closet. 
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im_afraid_of_clowns
Joined: Nov 28, 2000 

Play dat funkay music white 
boi!!!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Hah, i got there a lot. Almost every weekend. I'm going to take you up on that soon! 

Des Moines here, I'll buy you a pint as well 
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Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

I may have been too quick on the gun. The translation I can find for Dofca, may or may not be a Romanian word. 
From the Romanian Bible, Numbers, Chapter 33 verse 12

12 Au pornit din pustia Sin, wi au tqbqrkt la Dofca.

13 Au pornit din Dofca, wi au tqbqrkt la Aluw.

Translates to:

12 They traveled from the wilderness of Sin, and encamped in Dophkah. 

13 They traveled from Dophkah, and encamped in Alush. 
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Walked
Joined: Apr 14, 2003 

Add me to the skipping school/work crew for this tomorrow.

cant. fucking. wait. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

Can people just tell the post office they have a B address? Maybe the 9B is mail to be forwarded to scammer in 3rd 
world country, and 9 or 9A is just mail for the barbershop? 
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HypeTelecon
Joined: May 19, 2003 

I AM GAY AND I DON'T CARE 
WHEN SOMEONE'S DOG DIES

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

lol, embarassed to say I hadn't noticed it! Cheers whoever that was! Sure is decidedly cool. 

Glad you like it . Although for some reason it didn't pickup the new line character to make the 2nd sentence on it's 
own line, my bad. Still damn funny though, enjoy! 
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RajaKumar
Joined: Jun 13, 2002 

I AM I DON QUIXOTE

quote: 

respawn22 came out of the closet to say: 

Since it's now evening there I highly doubt it will get delivered tonight... 

No, it absolutely will not be delivered today. As a second (and last) warning, to all UK folks planning on going there: 
12pm is a delivery by time. This means can/may be delivered at any time up to (and including!) noon. That is 
FedEx's commitment. If delivered after said time, shipper can be refunded (which wouldn't be all bad for 
MyNameIsJeff). They can delver it at 8am. Or 11:59am.

Again, 12 noon is not an approximate del time, it is delivery by time. Most likely, it will be delivered between ~9am 
and noon, but they can attempt delivery at 8am if they please, and still make commit (in which case they don't have 
to try again until next business day, if no one is home). 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Walked came out of the closet to say: 
Add me to the skipping school/work crew for this tomorrow.

cant. fucking. wait. 

good man. OK, that's two.

I've set up a throwaway e-mail account : th3st1ng@hotmail.com
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That way, anyone who wants in doesn't have to put any personal stuff in the forum. Post here, so it's obvious to 
everyone who's coming, but it would be handy if you also fired off a quick e-mail to that address just stating how 
you'll be arriving (tube, car etc.), what kind of gear you have, if any, (digital / ordinary cam, mobile `phone, Wifi 
laptop [yeah, right], walkie talkies, zoom lenses, anything that might be useful) and, to be on the safe side, roughly 
what you look like.

(lol, Chronos just SMS'd to say that he wished he'd seen the thread yesterday - his office is next door to Web User 
and he reckons he could have arranged an `interview' with the shop's proprietor! lol) 

I know a few people on previous pages have already said they are willing to ante up as well but it'd be good if they'd 
repost and mail as well. 

At this point I should reiterate that there is no way I can make it along for tomorrow morning's shenanigans. Sadly, 
it would quite definitely get me sacked. I will do whatever I can to help remotely though.

So come on boys and girls. The long arm of international goon justice is reaching out - will you be the tip of it's 
finger and apply the coup de grace? 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

shouldn't someone campout the fed-ex location in case he goes to pick it up instead? I.E. if he wants to pay in 
person in cash so there is no real record 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

Why doesn't someone act like a "neighbor" with mail for box B, call the barber shop (or some other place near it as 
it might be safer that way) and say, "hey! What is your address? I'm squatting at my friend's flat and I got a letter 
that was put in the wrong mailbox. Do you know where this address is exactly?"

Edit: Even easier, you can call up the barber shop posing as a customer, ask for directions to their place. And then 
have them give you the address. It would suck to infiltrate the shop when its not the right place. 

Gizmo_Gun fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 20:04
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Locus
Joined: Feb 28, 2004 

But you were dead a thousand 
times. Hopeless encounters 
successfully won.

Been said before, but this is a beautiful thread. I have this mental image of him starting to open the box and looking 

up to see a huge crowd of strange people staring at him with bated breath.  
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Dr. Feelgood
Joined: Jan 26, 2004 

I understand that a lot 
of the members are 
lacking a heart (and a 
brain), but there should 
be a time when 
common decency 
comes in. 

I can see him opening the package only to be blinded by camera flashes from the "bums" digging through the 
garbage can. Great work men, you made my day. (you also made me get a bad grade on the paper that I decided to 
postpone for two hours) 
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hotkarl
Joined: Jan 30, 2004 

are you for sale too? because 
you're just precious

quote: 

TheHotCarl came out of the closet to say: 
shouldn't someone campout the fed-ex location in case he goes to pick it up instead? I.E. if he 
wants to pay in person in cash so there is no real record 

This seems like a likely scenario, even if someone with a mobile phone camped out at the FedEx place they could 
see what car he drives for the benefit of those waiting at his address. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

Er, what happened to Smitz? Wasn't he planning on going there today? Visions of him tied to 
a barber's chair with a straight razor held to his bollocks. 

Is it safe?! 
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phikl
Joined: Oct 19, 2003 

gunna have to withdraw offer, forgot about a tutorial 

phikl fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 20:47
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lostsailor
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

The desires we deny will find 
us in fate.

hope this isn't SMITZ right now!
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

Whats going to be funny is if the scammer tries to sell the fake laptop on Ebay. 

Attachment: pwrbook.jpg
This has been downloaded 2466 time(s).
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Dr. Feelgood
Joined: Jan 26, 2004 

I understand that a lot 
of the members are 
lacking a heart (and a 
brain), but there should 
be a time when 
common decency 
comes in. 

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 
Whats going to be funny is if the scammer tries to sell the fake laptop on Ebay. 

Way too much time on your hands but still, hilarious. 

Good work. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Hopefully Smitz gets back with those pictures. 

Are any of you willing to spend a few hours to go chill out around there, keeping an eye out for the fedex truck? 
Once one is in the area then you can go to the shop. 

I think Smitz will be down. He will need back up. 
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inset
Joined: Sep 20, 2003 

Secretly plotting your demise..

I've been on the edge of my seat reading through this for the better part of an hour, gonna save this thread for a 
rainy day, this is the best thread on the internet, ever. Eagerly awaiting an end to this. 
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DaTroof
Joined: Nov 16, 2000 

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

Is it safe?! 

Eesh. Good thing he's a barber and not a dentist  
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

Just a suggestion (that may have been mentioned before)...but once the package goes through, someone should 
send a picture of the barber shop, as well a photo of the P-P-P-Powerbook! directly to his address in Romania. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I was just thinking - The FedEx tracking should say "Out for Delivery." How far away from the shop are you London 
spies? If you're close enough, you can judge what time you need to leave by that. 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

You hit on this earlier...but be careful about future ebay sales. If this guy is really part of a crime organization or 
something like that, he could easily bid on one of your auctions, under a fake name, in an effort to get your real 
address. 
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TheRedEye
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

You're making me very 
unhappy.

Losing soldiers in the line of duty comes with the territory. Smitz knew this. If his lifeless, razorburned body wasn't 
slumped against a wall in one of the many elaborate catacombs of 9B, he'd tell us he had no regrets, and that we 
shouldn't either.

He was a good man, and one of our most valued operatives. He had total faith in these forums, and I'm positive that 
his final act was not submitting to The Barber's aftershave-on-open-wounds torture.

Let both his life and death be an inspiration for us all.  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 
You hit on this earlier...but be careful about future ebay sales. If this guy is really part of a 
crime organization or something like that, he could easily bid on one of your auctions, under 
a fake name, in an effort to get your real address. 

Yeah something that I'll have to watch out for. If that is the price, I pay it gladly. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

TheRedEye came out of the closet to say: 
Losing soldiers in the line of duty comes with the territory. Smitz knew this. If his lifeless, 
razorburned body wasn't slumped against a wall in one of the many elaborate catacombs of 
9B, he'd tell us he had no regrets, and that we shouldn't either.

He was a good man, and one of our most valued operatives. He had total faith in these 
forums, and I'm positive that his final act was not submitting to The Barber's aftershave-on-
open-wounds torture.

Let both his life and death be an inspiration for us all.  

    

Attachment: 03-04-18militaryfuneral03.jpg
This has been downloaded 2153 time(s).
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Dr. Feelgood
Joined: Jan 26, 2004 

I understand that a lot 
of the members are 
lacking a heart (and a 
brain), but there should 
be a time when 
common decency 
comes in. 

Or you can just turn him in for fraud and get him sent away, then you don't have to worry about getting killed until 
much later in life.  
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Amish Retard
Joined: Jan 27, 2004 

Taking the short wagon since 
1885

quote: 

dumbass king came out of the closet to say: 
The lsass episode was a hacker who posted a couple shareware games in GBS and Games. He 
tried to pass off a game called Godwars that contained a trojan that imitated the lsass.bat 
service on Windows machines. It allowed him to control those computers and hijack SA 
accounts. Several goons tracked him down with their own l33t hacking skillzors and brought 
his actions to the attention of his school, the local PD and his poor grandparents. 

First they found the lsass.bat program. Then they decompiled the source and found ICQ and e-
mail accounts that were drop points. From there they were able to find a string of e-mail 
accounts and also trace his IP. The perp ended up giving himself away majorly when he 
began chatting with his victims over ICQ. Given the user information of various e-mail 
accounts and ICQ accounts he was, as I said, eventually cornered and ratted out. It was A+ 
detective work that will never be topped on these forums.Edited, sorry. 

Except when Punker99 was saved from a LSD inebriated suicide attempt while babysitting his friends' kids. It was in 
vain though, that moron is dead. 
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ewiley
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

I am constantly bored.

9:19 pm Package status STANSTED GB Package available for clearance

Does this mean FedEx is calling him now?!

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 
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Marius
Joined: Aug 13, 2003 

I dont think you could pick up a package this late but I guess that does mean the package will be going out on their 
truck in the morning... 
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protactin
Joined: Jul 19, 2001 

quote: 

deebo came out of the closet to say: 
Can people just tell the post office they have a B address? Maybe the 9B is mail to be 
forwarded to scammer in 3rd world country, and 9 or 9A is just mail for the barbershop? 

The postbox in that picture did look like it could have just been stuck to the wall at any time.. According to the Royal 
Mail, 9B doesn't actually exist, though I have no idea how up-to-date their information is.

Interesting.. sort of creates an untraceable address really, as you could take the postbox down and there'd be no 
evidence of 9B having existed.

Anyway, good luck to the London spies. About 12 hours to go...  
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

ewiley came out of the closet to say: 
9:19 pm Package status STANSTED GB Package available for clearance

Does this mean FedEx is calling him now?!

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 

Jeez that's fast! He just called with the phone # to get it moving yesterday around this time. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

OK, at the moment we have TWO bodies on the ground for tomorrow, Chronos (who is offline, but whose mobile 
number I have) and Walked (who didn't e-mail, but did post to say he's available earlier). Smitz is offline according 
to MSN, and presumed KIA. We need more peeps! 
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syphon
Joined: Jan 01, 2001 

Forum Veteran

I'd be careful it judging when it will be delivered by the website.

One time I ordered a new graphics card, and had time to open it up and install it in my computer before I looked on 
FEDEX's website to see that it was still "out for delivery". Those arent always updated on the fly. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
OK, at the moment we have TWO bodies on the ground for tomorrow, Chronos (who is offline, 
but whose mobile number I have) and Walked (who didn't e-mail, but did post to say he's 
available earlier). Smitz is offline according to MSN, and presumed KIA. We need more peeps! 

Well, I think SMitz had other stuff to do in London. I talked to him on AIM and he said that he would go because he 
was already going to be there today and tomorrow.

At which point should I send another email so ask if he has received it? I think I'll just leave it alone. . . Until he 
emails me. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

ewiley
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

I am constantly bored.

I've had an opposite experience..

Sitting in front of my computer, waiting for my new laptop to be delivered, refreshing fedex's site. As soon as he 
delivers it, i go right back to the computer and it says "delivered". I think they've got some kinda (GPRS, 
proprietary?)wireless on their trucks/signature doohickies. 

Too bad they don't have GPS on the trucks, so you could get lat/long on where your package is (though that'd 
probably be a security risk, huh?) 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

quote: 

Sinless came out of the closet to say: 
Holy Fuck I hope I am wrong

http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764

Dofka in a Romanian word, and Dofka joined today.

Edit: Custom title: G.ood E.nough T.o S.teal

Fuck, ban him 

Well, does anyone know what 'Dofka' means? We are probably just being way, way too paranoid, but what are the 
odds that someone would use a Romanian word??

Also, there is nothing that I hate more than waiting for a package to arrive when i order something online. The 
anticipation for this one is so much worse, though!!! 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

G. Hosafat came out of the closet to say: 
It's like the metis thread, but with a payoff! 

The movie got made and it's currently in goon edits. Shut up.

I wonder if someone should call FedEx UK and ask if the package has been 'cleared' yet. Maybe with the story; "I'm 
supposed to wait at home for the delivery and I want to be sure it's today so I don't take time off of work."

Personaly I've called on packages for exactly that reason and been told which DAY it's going to be delivered. You 
just need the tracking number afterall. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

ewiley came out of the closet to say: 
9:19 pm Package status STANSTED GB Package available for clearance

Does this mean FedEx is calling him now?!

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 

No, I think that means Customs has to look it over. I Googled the phrase "Fedex package available for clearance" 
and found this link http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=844302040109 On it you can see what some of the 
next steps will be. Hopefully there won't be any delays like this guy had. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
I wonder if someone should call FedEx UK and ask if the package has been 'cleared' yet. 
Maybe with the story; "I'm supposed to wait at home for the delivery and I want to be sure 
it's today so I don't take time off of work."

Personaly I've called on packages for exactly that reason and been told which DAY it's going 
to be delivered. You just need the tracking number afterall. 

Opinions? I'm happy to do that (with 141 prefix to be on the safe side). In fact, would it be worth asking them to 
delay delivery until Saturday for the sake of manpower? Would they do it?

EDIT: If so, would I need more than the tracking no. to persuade them? 
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Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

quote: 

® came out of the closet to say: 

Well, does anyone know what 'Dofka' means? We are probably just being way, way too 
paranoid, but what are the odds that someone would use a Romanian word??

Also, there is nothing that I hate more than waiting for a package to arrive when i order 
something online. The anticipation for this one is so much worse, though!!! 

Dofca is the Romanian translation for Dophkah. This is a location from the Bible next to the Forest of Sin. Whats 
more his title is G.ood E.nough T.o S.teal.

BTW this was stated by me earlier in the thread. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

ewiley
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

I am constantly bored.

Woha, 3 days? I can't wait that long! I need gratification NOW! 

*Eating through keyboard*

Then again, shipping to Jamaica (as in the example) might subject a package to a little more scrutiny then to the UK 
(*cough*cough*)..

Edit: der, learning to spell 
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Zoopy
Joined: Aug 31, 2002 

"HAT."

SHIT I AM SO EXCITED 
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noddy1190
Joined: Feb 20, 2003 

I wanted to be one of the hundreds that have said that this thread is fucking stunning. gg all directly involved. SA is 

going to be hammered tomorrow as is my F5 key. *

* sorry to the minority offended by :dance overkill  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I have no idea how to use the program, but when I get home I am making an animated gif of this. Something like:

package handed over counter > fedex truck > red dot on seattle on US map > red line grows to TN > then theads to 
UK > flash hand holding lots of money > show map of shop location > zoom in > zoom again > show box > Real pic 
of fake laptop > scammer crying 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

Opinions? I'm happy to do that (with 141 prefix to be on the safe side). In fact, would it be 
worth asking them to delay delivery until Saturday for the sake of manpower? Would they do 
it?

EDIT: If so, would I need more than the tracking no. to persuade them? 

In the states, I think FedEX only delivers on weekdays. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

Opinions? I'm happy to do that (with 141 prefix to be on the safe side). In fact, would it be 
worth asking them to delay delivery until Saturday for the sake of manpower? Would they do 
it?

EDIT: If so, would I need more than the tracking no. to persuade them? 

No, don't delay it. 
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Raz-Diet
Joined: Apr 21, 2002 

Forum Doctor

quote: 

Zoopy came out of the closet to say: 
SHIT I AM SO EXCITED 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

Pipski, be prepared for them to ask you about the fee's due though, since they are surely not getting him on the 
phone. 
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Dudley
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

I am the Walrus. I am not on 
speaking Terms with the 
eggman

And the only winners in this entire saga are the UK government who will no doubt use their hard earned windfall to 
pay for todays 600 random Afghans to sneak into britain. 
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Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 

In the states, I think FedEX only delivers on weekdays. 

2-3 day mail delivers Saturday in the States. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 
Pipski, be prepared for them to ask you about the fee's due though, since they are surely not 
getting him on the phone. 

It might be a risk calling them. Since he gave me a bum number, I'm sure he is going to have to call them, or go 
there to clear it. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

Yeh, don't try to delay it - I was just trying to get someone over there to find out if he's paid his taxes yet. Actualy, 
as was suggested earlier, if he uses a fake credit card to pay for international shipping, isn't that equivolent to 
defrauding the postal system? That's a pretty big no-no in the US anyway.

If Dofca is him, he'll find this thread and not pay the taxes. Then he can be persued as notanothername was through 
the SA and PayPal records.

Dofca needs to post somewhere by the way. 
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
He may have shut down his "escrow" site after he saw the gazillion hits from us with the 
referrer of "somethingawful"... 

No. I REALLY doubt this is what happened. First off, the domain was hosted on yahoo.com:
devastator:~# host set-ltd.net
set-ltd.net has address 66.218.79.165
set-ltd.net has address 66.218.79.166
set-ltd.net has address 66.218.79.157
set-ltd.net has address 66.218.79.158
set-ltd.net has address 66.218.79.159
set-ltd.net has address 66.218.79.164

devastator:~# ping set-ltd.net
PING set-ltd.net (66.218.79.158) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from p2w2.geo.scd.yahoo.com (66.218.79.158): icmp_seq=1 ttl=34 time=74.1 ms
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I don't know how much control over the access_log yahoo gives, but even *If* they allowed you to view it, the 
standard Apache loglevel "common" doesn't log referrals.

And even if they DID...this guy is too wound up in scamming that I doubt he has time (or interest) in taking a close 
look at the logs.

Bottom line...the chance that this happened is SO slim, that I don't think we need to worry about it.

(BTW, the IPs were cached here at my college. set-ltd.net no longer resolves) 
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Locus
Joined: Feb 28, 2004 

But you were dead a thousand 
times. Hopeless encounters 
successfully won.

Dofca is most likely a gimmick who's going to post a "This guy ripped me off on ebay and sent a fake laptop!" 
thread. If he is the real scammer though, I hope he doesn't see this thread.  At least not until he's already opened 
the package.  
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

yahoo probably shut the site down immediately after it was reported, or maybe it hit the bandwidth limit for his 
hosting package 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 
Why doesn't someone act like a "neighbor" with mail for box B, call the barber shop (or some 
other place near it as it might be safer that way) and say, "hey! What is your address? I'm 
squatting at my friend's flat and I got a letter that was put in the wrong mailbox. Do you 
know where this address is exactly?"

Edit: Even easier, you can call up the barber shop posing as a customer, ask for directions to 
their place. And then have them give you the address. It would suck to infiltrate the shop 
when its not the right place. 
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Google confirms barbershop address: "Jean Climax 9b Varley Parade London NW9 6RR"

edit: There's also a phone number. FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, NONE OF YOU IDIOTS CALL THE BARBERSHOP BEFORE 
THE PACKAGE ARRIVES, OKAY? Kthx. 

Dr.SchadenFreud fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 22:17
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

Poor Dofca. He just joined and the first time he posts he is going to be bombarded with "who are you?" and "where 
do you live?" and "what the fuck does your username mean you scamming fuck?!" 

Unless, of course it IS the greasy bastard. Second the notion he needs to post we should all start pm-ing this guy. 

kiimo fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 22:30
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Google confirms barbershop address: "Jean Climax 9b Varley Parade London NW9 6RR" 

Ahh, I thought there was some type of mix up or confusion about the correct address. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

Our boys at set-ltd.net made at least one consumer scam list;

http://www.carbuyingtips.com/fraud.htm

quote: 

The Dirty Dozen Common Fake Escrow Site Designs
There are many designs of escrow frauds you'll encounter, but these screen shots below are the 12 
most common fake escrow designs we shut down. Once we get them shutdown, they usually carbon 
copy the site design over to a new name and start all over again days later. We have shut down over 
300 sites. The dirty dozen escrow frauds below have appeared about 20 times each under various 
domain names. Study these fake escrow screen shots, see how slick they look. If the other party tells 
you to use a site that looks like these, it's a scam for sure, no question about it, no doubt at all. 
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Wasn't it something like this;

http://www.carbuyingtips.com/pics/escrow-fraud18.jpg

or maybe this one;

http://www.carbuyingtips.com/pics/escrow-fraud21.jpg 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

This is the best of everything all rolled up into a single thread. I work for FedEx, so this is extra happy for me. 
Unfortunately I live in Ohio (near Uniontown), so I can't help with the delivery. 
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Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

Just checking in again, came back to read 10 more pages since last night..wow. This is going to be so awesome, I 
just hope the scammer hasn't actually signed up and read this thread.

Best of British 2moro guys, lets get pics/video  
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

quote: 

Ionized came out of the closet to say: 

I don't know how much control over the access_log yahoo gives, but even *If* they allowed 
you to view it, the standard Apache loglevel "common" doesn't log referrals. 

quote: 

http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/bzinfo/prod/wh/compare.php 

Access logs record data about who visits your site. The logs include information such as the referrer, IP 
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address, and type of browser. You can specify the number of days logs are kept before they are deleted. 
Offered in Standard, Professional.

He would have had at least a Standard account since he had PHP scripts on that site, lets hope he hasn't checked 
the logs. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Smitz just signed in. 
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Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

Lets just hope we dont get a post saying 'WE KNOW WHAT YOU'RE UP TO YOU AND THIS SA WE WILL HUNT YOU 
DOWN AND KILL YOU SMITZ WAS JUST THE FIRST TO GO " 
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Sinless
Joined: Jun 18, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Smitz just signed in. 

Yay! 
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Zoopy
Joined: Aug 31, 2002 

"HAT."

quote: 

Dell_Zincht came out of the closet to say: 
Lets just hope we dont get a post saying 'WE KNOW WHAT YOU'RE UP TO YOU AND THIS SA 
WE WILL HUNT YOU DOWN AND KILL YOU SMITZ WAS JUST THE FIRST TO GO " 

NEVER FORGET SMITZ
WE LOVE YOU XXOXXOXOXOOX 
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Apollo_Creed
Joined: Aug 04, 2002 

I am the Master of Disaster.

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Smitz just signed in. 

Eagerly awaiting recon info! 
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Piglet
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

ZUB! ZUB!

quote: 

FrozenEntree came out of the closet to say: 
This is the best of everything all rolled up into a single thread. I work for FedEx, so this is 
extra happy for me. Unfortunately I live in Ohio (near Uniontown), so I can't help with the 
delivery. 

Talk to your boys in London and make sure the person responsible for this delivery is wired up like a fucking cyborg. 
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madcosby
Joined: Mar 04, 2003 

*

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Smitz just signed in. 

Cool. And I just wanted to reiterate that Pipski is the shit.

In America, being the shit is a good thing. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Pipski says:
Smitz!
Pipski says:
That you?
Pipski says:
Jesus, we'd given you up for dead!
ITALY RULSE! says:
shit man, I was afraid to check SA / the internet before tomorrow
ITALY RULSE! says:
The reason I was in london today was to pick up apassport from the old german embassy
ITALY RULSE! says:
but thanks to german red tape, 
Pipski says:
lol
ITALY RULSE! says:
as I exepectedx, I have to go back tomorrow for fucking 9 o'clock
ITALY RULSE! says:
to pick it up, but that leaves me in london, at 9:30, free to do what I want
Pipski says:
that is VERY useful!
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Pipski says:
the situation is ...
ITALY RULSE! says:
having already posted on sa, and fearing the toxx clause, you can guess what I will be doing
Pipski says:
at the moment we have ONE goon who can put feet on the ground at 9B, but not before 10a.m.
Pipski says:
More bodies urgently needed.
smitz says:
I can do it, I have my nerd buddies camera, records crystal video in 30second chunks, size = smaller than a post 
card
Pipski says:
I am giving serious consideration to throwing a sickie, getting up at 5 (ffs) to commute in, standing in the rain on a 
street for four hours, commuting back and then going back to work.
Pipski says:
that would be outstanding!
Pipski says:
you'd best have a shufty at the thread, there's all kinds of theories flying around about what this guy's gonna do.
Pipski says:
when he takes receipt of the p-p-powerbook.
smitz says:
I reckon I will get a haircut, have a chat, then use the internet cafe till about twelve, "researching" my new digi cam 
that I just bought through loot
Pipski says:
lol
Pipski says:
dyk how to get there?
smitz says:
Colinwood station, second last station on the northern line, 40 minutes from central london 
Pipski says:
Yup. Just make sure you get the right branch of the northbound Northern Line - there are 2
Pipski says:
Then, out of the station, turn right, walk to the Edgeware Rd, turn left and walk until you see it.
smitz says:
Im unable to post at SA at the mo, some kind of cookie thing, if you want to post this chat log / condesation, feel 
free. you have no idea how scary it is promising 2000 goons some pics and not delivering on time 
smitz says:
but I will tomorrow god damnit
Pipski says:
lol, i wouldn't worry. i still reckon tomorrow is only about 30% likely to go even vaguely according to plan.
Pipski says:
less, in fact, as we will be short of manpower.
smitz says:
When I get there, I can easily hang around for 2+ hours surfing the web, no prob
Pipski says:
bear in mind, you will be paying for your online time ...
smitz says:
£2/3 quid an hour for this? money well spent I reckon
smitz says:
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right, I nned to let g/f on the web, beck in 30 minutes. Will check on SA when I get back.
Pipski says:
too right. ok, my mobile number is ***********, in case you need it.
smitz says:
will you be around? wait dont answer that I will be back in a bit
Pipski says:
k 
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I EAT BABIES
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

I have never, ever, EVER read such a massive thread in its entirety before this. 

GOOD SHOW! 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

smitz, you rock... no way anyone would ever call a Toxx on you for that, so don't worry. 
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StinkyWizzleteats
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Third Quartermaster of the 
New England Calvinball 
Combination

I was SUPPOSED to translate six pages of Spanish for tomorrow. Instead my eyes are firmly glued to this damned 
screen. I salue MyNameIsJeff, Pipski, and current Goon Operative Smitz. Best of luck to you all.

edit: wtf was I thinking. Ignore the noob. 

StinkyWizzleteats fucked around with this message at Apr 29, 2004 around 23:09
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savinis_acolyte
Joined: Mar 24, 2003 

Say hello, Bub! Say hello to 
your Aunt Alicia!

This thread is an awesome testament to the power of technology. Affecting action on the other side of the world 
entirely via the internet, knowing exactly when to perform said action owing to the FedEx tracking system...

This is just one of those moments I sit back and say to myself "Whoa. Internet." 
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ayb
Joined: Sep 12, 2003 

Kills Drifters for erections

if he opens it up and decides to throw it away, you should retrieve it smitz! 
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Corundum
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

rock hound

quote: 

Wrong Igor came out of the closet to say: 
Way to go guys. This is awesome. Good luck! 

Break a leg!

Hope you get some nice Paparazzi Shots! 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

ayb came out of the closet to say: 
if he opens it up and decides to throw it away, you should retrieve it smitz! 

Ahaha, that would be priceless. 

A bit late to this thread, but fuck, is this amazing. I will definitely be glued to this thread later. 
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-=Buzz=-
Joined: Mar 27, 2004 

quote: 

if he opens it up and decides to throw it away, you should retrieve it smitz! 

yeah, we know there's a bin round the back! 

Great thread, sorry I can't help (I'm 200 miles north of London) but I'm there in spirit!

GO GOONS! 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Fuck, I have to go to bed, when I wake up tommorow morning it's straight off to work, I'll probably be turning my 
workstation on around 9:30 GMT which is seriously fucking cool. No work done tommorow, I can guarentee it. Fuck 
deadlines.

Oh, and if my company firewall decides to randomly block SA tommorow (like it has done before) I will quit and 
move to england to hang out with Pipski & Smitz. They are  
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jaymeekae
Joined: Aug 30, 2003 

Fuck, if it's wasn't my birthday tomorrow i would so be on the train down to london.

Awesome show. Good luck guys. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

jaymeekae came out of the closet to say: 
Fuck, if it's wasn't my birthday tomorrow i would so be on the train down to london.

Awesome show. Good luck guys. 

What a way to celebrate! Get on down there you! 
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TheRedEye
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

You're making me very 
unhappy.

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 

What a way to celebrate! Get on down there you! 

No shit, man. This is exactly how I'd be celebrating. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
ENCRYPTED SPY CONVERSATION 

Attachment: cloak.jpg
This has been downloaded 1816 time(s).
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jaymeekae
Joined: Aug 30, 2003 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 

What a way to celebrate! Get on down there you! 

But if i stay up here, there'll be cake and presents. It's a tough call, you gotta admit. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Smitz asked me to post `cause he still has a cookie problem (not the edible kind). He will be on site by 10-10.30. 
I'm about to txt Chromis and apprise him of the situation. I have agreed to risk getting myself totally fucking 
unemployed by covering the 8-10 slot. That is not attention whorage, that is a serious fucking concern, and if it 
happens I expect to be re-employed by goons. That means 1-2 people covering the site depending on when the 
package arrives. Oh, and no transport unless a convenient black cab passes by. So don't get your hopes up. This will 
PROBABLY NOT ACHIEVE THE DIZZYING HEIGHTS WE HAVE ANTICIPATED. And now I'm going to snatch a few 
hours kip. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Perhaps I can get into London but its a treck from Plymouth, is this barbers near any underground stations? 
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donny_paycheck
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Clean my area.

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
And now I'm going to snatch a few hours kip. 

Love your anglo lexicon. We're all behind you! 
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Scotsman
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Smitz asked me to post `cause he still has a cookie problem (not the edible kind). He will be 
on site by 10-10.30. I'm about to txt Chromis and apprise him of the situation. I have agreed 
to risk getting myself totally fucking unemployed by covering the 8-10 slot. That is not 
attention whorage, that is a serious fucking concern, and if it happens I expect to be re-
employed by goons. That means 1-2 people covering the site depending on when the package 
arrives. Oh, and no transport unless a convenient black cab passes by. So don't get your 
hopes up. This will PROBABLY NOT ACHIEVE THE DIZZYING HEIGHTS WE HAVE 
ANTICIPATED. And now I'm going to snatch a few hours kip. 

You are a god. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Smitz asked me to post `cause he still has a cookie problem (not the edible kind). He will be 
on site by 10-10.30. I'm about to txt Chromis and apprise him of the situation. I have agreed 
to risk getting myself totally fucking unemployed by covering the 8-10 slot. That is not 
attention whorage, that is a serious fucking concern, and if it happens I expect to be re-
employed by goons. That means 1-2 people covering the site depending on when the package 
arrives. Oh, and no transport unless a convenient black cab passes by. So don't get your 
hopes up. This will PROBABLY NOT ACHIEVE THE DIZZYING HEIGHTS WE HAVE 
ANTICIPATED. And now I'm going to snatch a few hours kip. 

How is this going to risk your job? 
Is this a pretty rural area? Lot’s of people around? 
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I know that it will be hard to get photos of him opening it. At least be there to hear it. Record it even. We need 
Smitz there because he has a rad camera and video capabilities. 
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fourwood
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Damn I'll bring them to their 
knees.

I just had the depressing realization that this will all be over by the time I wake up tomorrow.

Edit: Or maybe it's a happy thought that it may have reached an unprecedented level of hilarity. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

fourwood came out of the closet to say: 
I just had the depressing realization that this will all be over by the time I wake up tomorrow.

Edit: Or maybe it's a happy thought that it may have reached an unprecedented level of 
hilarity. 

Don't Sleep. 
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Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
How is this going to risk your job? 

I think he means by not going to work. I may be wrong, but that's the way I read it. 
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fourwood
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Damn I'll bring them to their 
knees.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Don't Sleep. 

Good call. 
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Philovirus
Joined: Nov 23, 2002 

This space for rent

Now that I think about it, isn't London totally peppered with video surveillance cameras? If you do manage to get a 
shot or two of him and then immediately head over to a local police station you can probably get them to check their 
video as well as use your pix. If it is a pass through point that'd be a case for Interpol too. I know I just read 
something about Interpol starting to crack down on these kinds of cases but I don't have any recollection of where I 
just read that. 
I hope at least a few of you London goons make it over to Gooncon where we can welcome you as heroes. We need 
a Goon medal of merit or something for people going above and beyond the call of duty to these forums. 
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sig
Joined: Jul 15, 2003 

ha since we are 12h ahead of england it will only be evening <3 
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nic0
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

quote: 

Philovirus came out of the closet to say: 
Now that I think about it, isn't London totally peppered with video surveillance cameras? If you do 
manage to get a shot or two of him and then immediately head over to a local police station you can 
probably get them to check their video as well as use your pix. 

On the off chance there is a CCTV camera covering the front of the shop, there's always the Data Protection Act to 
get footage for a princely 10 quid. The law in the UK maintains that you can request recorded footage from CCTV 
cameras that have your image on them. Fedex will have recorded the time the package was delivered, so you just 
request the footage for around that time and pretend you are the Fedex deliveryman. The Data Protection Act also 
says the most you can charge for sending you this footage is 10 pounds. Anyone going along tomorrow care to 
check if there are surveillance cameras? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I will not be sleeping tonight. Its going to be 12am here when its 8 am there. I will most likely be up until 4 am. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I can be at this barbers ~10-10:30 with a camera if it will be any help but I imagine the package will be delivered by 
then. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
I can be at this barbers ~10-10:30 with a camera if it will be any help but I imagine the 
package will be delivered by then. 

How far away from the shop are you? 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Couple of hundred miles but I need to go to London in the next couple of weeks so I don't have a problem getting 
the coach at 3am or whatever but I think Pipski is offline now, if there are any other goons involved in the stakeout 
please e-mail me any details of plans so far. I also need a haircut so I can go into the barbers a while. 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

Well, if the barber is an unwitting accomplice, at least SA is giving him plenty of business. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

Okay, let's do a quick thing of math. Let's say the package is there at 8-11 AM British time. About what time would 
that be for those of us on the other side of the Atlantic? I have a feeling it'll be a little too late for me. 
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TheRedEye
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

You're making me very 
unhappy.

I swear, I'd spend the entire day in that neighborhood if I were anywhere near London. The adventurous spirit of 
you maniacs is admirable. If for any bizarre reason you need some sort of recon or crazy feats accomplished in Las 
Vegas, I am your e-whore. You can Toxx that if you want. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Were about 5 hours ahead plus time between anyone getting back to post, I'd just get up early and check the thread 
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Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

Dammit i'm at work for 11 so I wont be able to check out the results of all this effort until ages after it's happened 
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rayray00_00
Joined: Mar 27, 2003 

whee.

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
Okay, let's do a quick thing of math. Let's say the package is there at 8-11 AM British time. 
About what time would that be for those of us on the other side of the Atlantic? I have a 
feeling it'll be a little too late for me. 

Add 8 hours if you're PST, 6 if you're CST, and 5 if you're EST. 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

quote: 

rayray00_00 came out of the closet to say: 

Add 8 hours if you're PST, 6 if you're CST, and 5 if you're EST. 

LOL, luckily I anticipated this and put in to get off work at 12pm so at 2pm my fun should start (fun=sitting at home 
reading this) 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Couple of hundred miles but I need to go to London in the next couple of weeks so I don't 
have a problem getting the coach at 3am or whatever but I think Pipski is offline now, if 
there are any other goons involved in the stakeout please e-mail me any details of plans so 
far. I also need a haircut so I can go into the barbers a while. 

I believe the whole plan is detailed a page or two back in a few of Pipski's posts, including directions to the place. I 
think the plan is just to stake the place out, but I'm not exactly sure. 
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shep
Joined: Aug 31, 2003 

I am sad because I am stuck in 
a bucket in the middle of the 
ocean.

quote: 

Dell_Zincht came out of the closet to say: 
Dammit i'm at work for 11 so I wont be able to check out the results of all this effort until 
ages after it's happened  

I have to be in for 12:30, so hopefully I'll just catch it. Fuck you Safeway with your stupid fucking shifts.

Actually if you want I'll text you or something, let you know how it went down? I know that's what I'm going to 
request if nothing happens by the time I leave. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

I just had a sudden thought of the scammer peeping out his window, drinking his morning coffee, and noticing the 
barber shop (whom normally has a casual but slow traffic level) suddenly teeming with activity. He then checks the 
internet cafe, and see's a larger than normal of individuals with roaming eyes... Check again for a few unknown 
strangers wandering the street and gawking at the sights.

Cut scene to out scammer freaking the fuck out thinking it's an FBI/Interpol/Metro/Whatever-your-agency-of-choice 
setup and running like a baby.

That would also be very amusing. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

shep came out of the closet to say: 

I have to be in for 12:30, so hopefully I'll just catch it. Fuck you Safeway with your stupid 
fucking shifts. 

Well I have to be at work at 12:00pm CST tomorrow, and have plans (FUCK FUCK FUCK) all morning so I won't see 
any of this until well after the aftermath.

*sigh* 
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

quote: 

rayray00_00 came out of the closet to say: 

Add 8 hours if you're PST, 6 if you're CST, and 5 if you're EST. 

I thought it was subtract. Isn't PST just GMT:-0800? 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Potassium came out of the closet to say: 
I believe the whole plan is detailed a page or two back in a few of Pipski's posts, including 
directions to the place. I think the plan is just to stake the place out, but I'm not exactly sure. 

Cheers, I left my computer for a few minutes and completly missed those pages, I'l probably be heading off to 
London at 4am although its very likely I'l be early enough for the parcel. 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

you guys need to not give this prick any more business by letting him cut your hair 
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kindermord
Joined: Jun 05, 2003 

quote: 

RSPsych0 came out of the closet to say: 

I thought it was subtract. 

I agree with you. I'm willing to be mocked into oblivion if I'm wrong, but I believe 11am in London is 6am in New 
York (give or take an hour what with the DST crap and all). 
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TheRedEye
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

You're making me very 
unhappy.

quote: 

TheHotCarl came out of the closet to say: 
you guys need to not give this prick any more business by letting him cut your hair 

I disagree. Each haircutting endeavor is an opportunity for both hilarity and information. One of you should casually 
mention getting ripped off on eBay by a scammer while he cuts your hair. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

TheHotCarl came out of the closet to say: 
you guys need to not give this prick any more business by letting him cut your hair 

Good point, maybe I will just go on his computers for a bit and see if I can find any dodgy keylogging programs. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

TheRedEye came out of the closet to say: 

I disagree. Each haircutting endeavor is an opportunity for both hilarity and information. One 
of you should casually mention getting ripped off on eBay by a scammer while he cuts your 
hair. 

You're a funny funny man and I wish I were in London to do just this thing. Someone PLEASE take along a recorder 
so we can hear the vibrant discourse in this lovely tonsorial establishment. 
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Scratch2k
Joined: Jul 30, 2002 

( . ) ( . )

quote: 

TheRedEye came out of the closet to say: 

I disagree. Each haircutting endeavor is an opportunity for both hilarity and information. One 
of you should casually mention getting ripped off on eBay by a scammer while he cuts your 
hair. 

You want to piss of a guy who's got you trapped in a chair and is wielding some kind of sharp bladed implement? I 
think not. 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

RSPsych0 came out of the closet to say: 
I thought it was subtract. Isn't PST just GMT:-0800? 

It's add if you're trying to go from US - UK time, subtract the other way  
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

WARNING:

The barbershop is almost definitely in on the scam.

REASONING:

This scam has been pulled multiple times with product shipped to the same address. Google shows that some names 
used have been Lipmeris Kostas, Benone Takini, and Gianluca Whatever. I seriously doubt that the proprietor would 
continue signing for packages after hearing about fraud--and he'd surely have heard about it. The theory that he's 
doing a favor for a regular is out the door as well, based on the fact that at least three different names have been 
used.

MORE INFO:

Is this guy our man? 

Domain Name.......... pungaruv.com
Creation Date........ 2003-08-10
Registration Date.... 2003-08-10
Expiry Date.......... 2004-08-10
Organisation Name.... Pungasul Viteaz
Organisation Address. 4210 Ginghamsburg-W.Charleston Rd.
Organisation Address. 
Organisation Address. Tipp City
Organisation Address. 45371
Organisation Address. OH
Organisation Address. UNITED STATES

Admin Name........... Pungasul Viteaz
Admin Address........ 4210 Ginghamsburg-W.Charleston Rd.
Admin Address........ 
Admin Address........ Tipp City
Admin Address........ 45371
Admin Address........ OH
Admin Address........ UNITED STATES
Admin Email.......... pungaruv@yahoo.com
Admin Phone.......... +1.8007797993
Admin Fax............ 

Note that pungaruv@yahoo.com was used in one of the scams! 

Dr.SchadenFreud fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 00:46
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

edit: oh hell, get out the pitchforks and torches. /\/\

quote: 

kindermord came out of the closet to say: 
I agree with you. I'm willing to be mocked into oblivion if I'm wrong, but I believe 11am in 
London is 6am in New York (give or take an hour what with the DST crap and all). 

You are correct. 

DLCinferno fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 00:48
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

fourwood came out of the closet to say: 

Good call. 

This day is called the P-P-Powerbook Justice of the Goons:
He that outlives this day, and comes safe home,
Will stand a tip-toe when the day is named,
And rouse him at the name of Something Awful.
He that shall live this day, and see old age,
Will yearly on the vigil thread to his forum,
And say 'To-morrow is Goon Justice:'
Then will he strip his sleeve and show his scars.
And say 'These wounds I had on P-P-Powerbook Justice day 
from a straight razor in a barbershop.'
Old men forget: yet all shall be forgot,
But he'll remember with advantages
What feats he did that day: then shall our names,
Familiar in goon mouths as household words
MynameisJeff, Pipski, Smitz, Starbucks and Rhig,
Be in their flowing cups freshly remember'd as Team Bravo.
This story shall the good goon teach his son;
And PPP-J Day shall ne'er go by,
From this day to the ending of the world,
But we in it shall be remember'd;
We few, we happy few, we band of goons;
For he to-day that loses sleep and ignores his job with me
Shall be my brother; be he ne'er so punkass,
This day shall gentle his condition:
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And gentlemen in England now a-bed
Shall think themselves accursed they were not here,
And hold their avatars cheap whiles any speaks
That fought with us upon PPP-J Day. 

kiimo fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 02:56
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W
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

Winner

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Note that pungaruv@yahoo.com was used in one of the scams! 

That's a vital bit of evidence right there, good work!

Followed this thread from the start, will watch to it's beautiful conclusion. 
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TheRedEye
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

You're making me very 
unhappy.

quote: 

Scratch2k came out of the closet to say: 
You want to piss of a guy who's got you trapped in a chair and is wielding some kind of sharp 
bladed implement? I think not. 

Yes, I do. My hilarious daredevil antics will be made into an HBO series after my mom sells the rights to pay for my 
funeral. This will be my chosen legacy. 
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The Big D
Joined: Oct 03, 2002 

whew, finally just got through all the pages, started last night, then after work today just now i finished, good job on 
this and i cant wait to see what happens tomorrow.

you guys are like internet heroes only without capes... well... maybe a few of you have capes. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

Okay, thanks. It's add 6 hours for me. If it's 10 AM (just an average between 8 AM and Noon), then 4 PM is very 
reasonable. I'd really like to see this go down as it happens. 
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kindermord
Joined: Jun 05, 2003 

quote: 

TheHotCarl came out of the closet to say: 
you guys need to not give this prick any more business by letting him cut your hair 

Since whoever ran the phony escrow site probably investigated the 800 bazillion referrals from SA, they're likely to 
get more than their hair cut.

Parsing stealth/discipline should have been a high priority earlier in this thread. The probability that our escapade 
has been detected is quite high.

RIP Pipsky and smitz. We salute your uncommon valour.
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

It's very likely the barber has a connection to the original scammer or is in fact the scammer; the best solution is 
probably if someone comes in a car to pick up the Powerbook and someone gets a picture of the car with the 
registration. It’s also very likely the guy will open his parcel inside the car if it is delivered to the barbers. 
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amputee
Joined: Aug 05, 2003 

i might be wrong...

ive been a fan of this thread since page 8. we've had a lot of good times, and well... 

i would like to marry this thread.

so... if all this is supposed to go down between 8 and 12 london time, that means i need to be reading this between 
2am and 6am (cst). looks like sleep will have to wait. 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

kindermord came out of the closet to say: 
Parsing stealth/discipline should have been a high priority earlier in this thread. The 
probability that our escapade has been detected is quite high. 

Someone mentioned that earlier in the thread, and if the person did register, then Lowtax could track their paypal. 
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rayray00_00
Joined: Mar 27, 2003 

whee.

quote: 

Potassium came out of the closet to say: 

It's add if you're trying to go from US - UK time, subtract the other way  

Correct! 
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Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

quote: 

shep came out of the closet to say: 

I have to be in for 12:30, so hopefully I'll just catch it. Fuck you Safeway with your stupid 
fucking shifts.

Actually if you want I'll text you or something, let you know how it went down? I know that's 
what I'm going to request if nothing happens by the time I leave. 

It's alright dude, i've subscribed to this thread so i'll just catch up with it whenever. I'll get up at 8am and come on 
SA though and keep refreshing this thread right up till I leave about 10am. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

quote: 

amputee came out of the closet to say: 
ive been a fan of this thread since page 8. we've had a lot of good times, and well... 

i would like to marry this thread.

so... if all this is supposed to go down between 8 and 12 london time, that means i need to be 
reading this between 2am and 6am (cst). looks like sleep will have to wait. 

Thanks for the CST conversion, I was wondering what time it would be here for me in Chicago. Good thing I don't 
have to work until 4pm tomorrow!! 
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
WARNING:
MORE INFO:

Is this guy our man? 

Domain Name.......... pungaruv.com
Creation Date........ 2003-08-10
Registration Date.... 2003-08-10
Expiry Date.......... 2004-08-10
Organisation Name.... Pungasul Viteaz
Organisation Address. 4210 Ginghamsburg-W.Charleston Rd.
Organisation Address. 
Organisation Address. Tipp City
Organisation Address. 45371
Organisation Address. OH
Organisation Address. UNITED STATES

Admin Name........... Pungasul Viteaz
Admin Address........ 4210 Ginghamsburg-W.Charleston Rd.
Admin Address........ 
Admin Address........ Tipp City
Admin Address........ 45371
Admin Address........ OH
Admin Address........ UNITED STATES
Admin Email.......... pungaruv@yahoo.com
Admin Phone.......... +1.8007797993
Admin Fax............ 

Note that pungaruv@yahoo.com was used in one of the scams! 

I have no idea how this guy relates to anything and I have to leave home right now. However, I live about a half 
hour from that address. Just sayin' 
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

quote: 

TheRedEye came out of the closet to say: 
I swear, I'd spend the entire day in that neighborhood if I were anywhere near London. The 
adventurous spirit of you maniacs is admirable. If for any bizarre reason you need some sort 
of recon or crazy feats accomplished in Las Vegas, I am your e-whore. You can Toxx that if 
you want. 

GoonCon 

HEAR THAT GOONS ACROSS THE POND, COME TO GOONCON SO I CAN BUY YOU A BEER/WHORE! 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

paper pope hat came out of the closet to say: 

I have no idea how this guy relates to anything and I have to leave home right now. 
However, I live about a half hour from that address. Just sayin' 

Which brings us back to AuctionBlackList.com;

Screen Name: italian
Name: LIPMERIS KOSTAS
E-mail: pungaruv@yahoo.com
Phone: 3203862645
Address: 9B Varley Parade 
City: COLINDALE State: Unknown Zip: NW96RR
Country: UK
Description:
I bidded on a watch, won the bid for $440.00 and the seller wants me to pay $2400.00. Bidder Info nutcase609 (2) 
Winning Bid $440.00 Auction Closed At 12/02/2003 13:56:37 Starting Price $340.00 Quantity 1 Listing Type 
Standard Item ID 35141 Dear sir, You have to pay 2400 usd for the watch!! Here is my mailing info: name:
LIPMERIS KOSTAS address:9B Varley Parade city:COLINDALE county:LONDON zip:NW96RR U.K 

Posted By: L Charles
E-mail: ************** 
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

About our operation being uncovered. Think of it from his side, he gets a lot of referrals from SA.com. What does 
that mean to him? I'm sure he gets lots of refferals from a lot of web sites. The only problem I foresee is the 
additional traffic the "ESCROW" has gotten. The real doll, etc. That would definetly smell more than fishy. If we want 
this to have the climatic finish that we all crave. The UK Goons will have to organize en masse. We will need lots of 
details, and pictures. 

As has been speculated before, the barbershop is almost certainly not the final address. Jeff has he e-mailed you 
since? If not he mat not have paid the taxes, and thus our scheme has met an unfortunate demise. If the taxes 
have been paid we need someone to stake out the FED-EX pick up station. Unfortunetly that will be hard to do as 
I'm sure there are many parcels that will look identical to jeffs. The barber shop I'm thinking will not happen.

It is quite easy for the actual buyer to pick up the package before it even goes out to the address. The address is 
just a dummy address while the real culprit just picks it up at the FED-EX place. Then he drives to whereever to 
either drop off the package, or back to his house. I think the FED-EX station is the key, not the barbershop.

Godspeed to all that are involved. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

paper pope hat came out of the closet to say: 

I have no idea how this guy relates to anything and I have to leave home right now. 
However, I live about a half hour from that address. Just sayin' 

If you were interested in looking it up in Mapquest, and not saying you would be, you'd enter it as:

4210 Ginghamsburg W Charleston Rd Tipp City, OH 45371-9007, US

I'd be curious to see what's at that address. It's a dead-end side road. Just sayin'.

edit: I called the phone number on the domain reg entry and it's Providian's credit card number automated service 
line. 

Dr.SchadenFreud fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 01:21
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Tala
Joined: Jun 17, 2002 

i want tomarry tony and live in 
a big house and have his 
babies and maybe apony

I am about an hour away from London, and I am very very tempted to head up there in the morning to witness 
Goon Justice in action. I could even bring along my WiFi enabled laptop and digicam! On the spot updates!
Except I am supposed to be seeing someone about a job tomorrow. Argh, dilemma. If I do decide to head up there, 
keep an eye out for a girl toting a black laptop backback and looking scared and uncomfortable being all alone in 
that part of London. If I can't get there, then godspeed for our Goon Agents. 

__________________
24 GIMMICK APPRECIATION SIG
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Scratch2k came out of the closet to say: 

You want to piss of a guy who's got you trapped in a chair and is wielding some kind of sharp 
bladed implement? I think not. 

Good point. So everybody take guns when you go. Oh wait, that's illegal. Um, wear track shoes so you can run 
faster?

Also, I'm not thrilled about people risking jobs over this. Lives and personal injury, yes, but not jobs. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

Fucking Romanians. No offense intended to any non-eBay scamming Romanian goons. 
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DaNzA
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

what?

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

Good point. So everybody take guns when you go. Oh wait, that's illegal. Um, wear track 
shoes so you can run faster? 

That was what I was going to post before the forum being tweaked.... but yeah, be prepared for everything... and 
nothing.

Hope everything will go down well in the next 6~12 hours  
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

Powercrazy came out of the closet to say: 

GoonCon 

HEAR THAT GOONS ACROSS THE POND, COME TO GOONCON SO I CAN BUY YOU A BEER/
WHORE! 

Yes, bring us back the glorious pictures we desire and maybe we can all contribute to your tickets to Gooncon. You 
would be fucking heroes, worshipped. Of course, that's what they say to all soldiers before they go to war, and 
many of them don't come back. 

Attachment: razor.jpg
This has been downloaded 1913 time(s).

kiimo fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 01:47
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

grr dp 
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neptho
Joined: Dec 09, 2001 

Just an FYI, to those still harping upon the professor: He's likely had his credit card stolen. When my credit card was 
stolen by a less-than-above-the-board waiter at a local establishment, I was not entirely shocked to find that $500 
worth was spent on phone cards, and aout another $100 was spent on porn, and a domain registration in MY name.

That said, go kick the cheeky bastard's ass.  
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

Ok. Im thinking of going, train will get in at paddington at around 6:45, then I have to take the circle line to 
queensway then the central to tott. court road and then northern line for services terminating at edgeware. Am I 
right? Looks like its also zone 4.

That will mean I will be availible pretty soon

Tube Journey Duration: 47 mins. This means I will be there at 8 at the latest 

Starbucks fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 01:47
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

What is funnier than 10-20 goons sitting outside a barber shop, with digital cameras/laptops in hands waiting for a 
FedEx truck?

Okay, so there are things funnier, but it's good still. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Powercrazy came out of the closet to say: 
About our operation being uncovered. Think of it from his side, he gets a lot of referrals from 
SA.com. What does that mean to him? I'm sure he gets lots of refferals from a lot of web 
sites. The only problem I foresee is the additional traffic the "ESCROW" has gotten. The real 
doll, etc. That would definetly smell more than fishy. If we want this to have the climatic 
finish that we all crave. The UK Goons will have to organize en masse. We will need lots of 
details, and pictures. 

As has been speculated before, the barbershop is almost certainly not the final address. Jeff 
has he e-mailed you since? If not he mat not have paid the taxes, and thus our scheme has 
met an unfortunate demise. If the taxes have been paid we need someone to stake out the 
FED-EX pick up station. Unfortunetly that will be hard to do as I'm sure there are many 
parcels that will look identical to jeffs. The barber shop I'm thinking will not happen.

It is quite easy for the actual buyer to pick up the package before it even goes out to the 
address. The address is just a dummy address while the real culprit just picks it up at the FED-
EX place. Then he drives to whereever to either drop off the package, or back to his house. I 
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think the FED-EX station is the key, not the barbershop.

Godspeed to all that are involved. 

I fear it’s likely you are right but even if someone stakes out the FedEx there will be far too many parcels to tell 
which one. Unless the software updates signatures on the internet straight away and a goon outside the place could 
be told to photograph everyone coming out with a package that size. I will do a look for FedEx places but without 
more goons on this it will probably not be possible.

MyNameIsJeff is the package inside one of those fedex bags or did they not use one? It's highly unlikely it is but I've 
had stuff from the US come just with a label, any clue of the boxes description could help it be singled out if it is 
actually delivered to the barbers and it gets left opened somewhere.

If the barbers isn't visited the only lead we have is this phone number but it would be highly unlikely to be able to 
get the guys location over the phone.

Edit: Starbucks and Tala, it might be a good idea to exchange phone numbers to confirm when we get to the place 
so we know if any other goons are there. 

rhig fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 01:52
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fuckingtest
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

We can rebuild him. but I don't 
wanna spend alot of money.

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
What is funnier than 10-20 goons sitting outside a barber shop, with digital cameras/laptops 
in hands waiting for a FedEx truck?

Okay, so there are things funnier, but it's good still. 

Shush, nothing is funnier than this. Jesus, if I didn't have an interview tommorow I'd stay up all night waiting for 
updates. 
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 
Also, I'm not thrilled about people risking jobs over this. Lives and personal injury, yes, but 
not jobs. 

Right, don't risk your job over this. If you can get out of it without any repercussions, then great. Otherwise just 
wait it out and see what happens.

If you're a college student: THIS would be the time to skip class. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

If he has been scamming for awhile, wouldn't it make sense that people who he scammed would go to some 
authority and say: "Yeah, I mailed it at this address". 

So wouldn't the scammer then use a fake address and intercept the package at FedEx by calling them and saying, 
"Hello, yes, it seems that I have an emergency business meeting but I have a package that was delivered to your 
station. May I come and pick it up myself?"

Or fuck. What if the guy works at Fed Ex? 

Damn. You should have had the package sent with a request to see I.D. 
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Package Molesto
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

It trained them to shoot skeet.

I'm going to laugh when a bunch of you wait and wait and wait only to see the package delivered with no reaction. 
Or he gets a slip to pay the taxes and pick it up or something. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 

I fear it’s likely you are right but even if someone stakes out the FedEx there will be far too 
many parcels to tell which one. Unless the software updates signatures on the internet 
straight away and a goon outside the place could be told to photograph everyone coming out 
with a package that size. I will do a look for FedEx places but without more goons on this it 
will probably not be possible.

MyNameIsJeff is the package inside one of those fedex bags or did they not use one? It's 
highly unlikely it is but I've had stuff from the US come just with a label, any clue of the 
boxes description could help it be singled out if it is actually delivered to the barbers and it 
gets left opened somewhere.

I put it in a box, and then in a bigger plain white box. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

UPDATE: I AM CONFIRMED AS A MEMBER OF THE RECON SQUAD, I WILL BE AVAILIBLE TO LOOK AROUND THE 
PLACE FROM AROUND 8 AM, I WILL STAY UNTIL 12AM. IF ANYONE WANTS TO MEET AT AROUND 8AM I WILL BE IN 
THE NEAREST CAFE WITH A COFFEE 
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CornHolio
Joined: May 20, 2001 

this thread is the most amazing thread I have ever seen in my entire fucking LIFE. 
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Joe-Randomosity
Joined: Sep 21, 2003 

YOUR STALKER IS WATCHING 
YOU

I can see the Fed Ex interception being an issue IF he specifically requested it sent via Fed Ex. Did you have multiple 
shipping options Jeff, or was fedex required? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Joe-Randomosity came out of the closet to say: 
I can see the Fed Ex interception being an issue IF he specifically requested it sent via Fed 
Ex. Did you have multiple shipping options Jeff, or was fedex required? 

In his first email he listed lots of shipping companies. 
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dietcokefiend
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Someone whould have chipped in for one of those bird tracking beacons... track the package and find out exactly 
who has it... and follow them  Just would need someone within about 10 miles to have a receiever for it. 
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poppingseagull
Joined: Apr 12, 2004 

I too think someone should hang out at the nearest fedex. I doubt a repeat scammer such as this guy would be 
stupid enough to associate himself with an address. He probably has some trick up his sleeve such as going to the 
fedex and picking up thae item, as mentioned before, and this barbershop is just another fake address used by the 
scammer. If he does go to the fedex, what would he need to pick up the item? Credit card and id?

of course we would still want people at that address if he doesnt pick it up at the fedex place 

poppingseagull fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 02:16
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 

 

That's awesome, man. (or woman? I didn't check) 
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Curufin
Joined: Oct 06, 2003 

Fifth Son of Fëanor

You guys really rule.

Here's to hoping this all goes down as planned. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

poppingseagull came out of the closet to say: 
I too think someone should hang out at the nearest fedex. I doubt a repeat scammer such as 
this guy would be stupid enough to associate himself with an address. He probably has some 
trick up his sleeve such as going to the fedex and picking up thae item, as mentioned before, 
and this barbershop is just another fake address used by the scammer. If he does go to the 
fedex, what would he need to pick up the item? Credit card and id? 

He would have to present ID. Would it be worth it to him to have fake ID made just for this package? I'm sure he's 
smart enough not to have used his real name. I'm still figuring that the barber is in on it and that someone will sign 
for the package at 9B. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

It almost seems too perfect if it worked. But what is the possibility of getting pictures of the guy opening the 
package? That would just be too good, and something that good just can't happen. 
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Crazed_Capybara_Rider
Joined: Oct 22, 2000 

Yo, she-bitch. Let's go.

I just read this whole thread, awaiting the thrilling conclusion  
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

oh, I am going to bring my USB stick with Hijack This on it, any other programs reccomended to get evidence? 
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truavatar
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

 

I should've registered years ago. This is beautiful, guys. Simply beautiful. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I would put that as my signature but I can't see anyones anyway except in FYAD.  
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MrTeatime
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I would put that as my signature but I can't see anyones anyway except in FYAD.  

They're off by default everywhere except FYAD because people don't want the forum cluttered with signatures. It's 
against the rules to use a picture signature outside of FYAD I think. 
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Jap10
Joined: Mar 10, 2004 

My mom is bom. She gives 
tite dome.

Its probly too late for this, but shouldnt the london area goons on the stakeout wear something so that they can be 
spotted by all the other stakeout goons and coordinate?

Maybe a red ribbon around your wrist or something. If any london goons have a CN/ST jersey they should probly 
wear that. 
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AnnoyingWoman
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

*has unhealthy obsession with 
Swedish Metal bands

quote: 

CornHolio came out of the closet to say: 
this thread is the most amazing thread I have ever seen in my entire fucking LIFE. 

Same here. I've been biting my nails with anticipation all day for more details. I'm parked on this thread for the 
night. Eeeeeeee!

GO RECON SQUAD! *waggles pompons* 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

quote: 

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 

so people can track it easier 
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
If you were interested in looking it up in Mapquest, and not saying you would be, you'd enter 
it as:

4210 Ginghamsburg W Charleston Rd Tipp City, OH 45371-9007, US

I'd be curious to see what's at that address. It's a dead-end side road. Just sayin'.

edit: I called the phone number on the domain reg entry and it's Providian's credit card 
number automated service line. 

Ok, I see the connection with this guy now. I looked the address up.. hard to say if there would even be anything 
there. I won't bother going at this point because it seems that the real action has been focused in London. If any 
crazy new information on the Ohio address turns up, though, I'll check it out.

I bet the folks at this barbercafe will be rather perplexed to have so much business at 8am tomorrow morning.  
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

omg... I just read (for me 30) pages of this thread!! WHY DONT I LIVE IN LONDON?!??!?! AAAAARGGG!!! Haha this 
is my first post in this thread, but I feel like I know you all already! Especially you Jeff, and you Pipski! 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
oh, I am going to bring my USB stick with Hijack This on it, any other programs reccomended 
to get evidence? 

Theres a network analyser program that was mentioned pages back I'm trying to find, no luck so far though but its 
here somewhere. 
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kindermord
Joined: Jun 05, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
oh, I am going to bring my USB stick with Hijack This on it, any other programs reccomended 
to get evidence? 

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 

You will want to grab those IP addresses.. I recommend taking a floppy disk with a program 
like ALCHEMY Inventory that will dump EVERYTHING about the network and hardware into an 
HTML format. Alchemy works fast, and is an awesome prog, and can be found here: http://
www.alchemy-lab.com/products/atn/

You will have all their network settings, everything. And you can remove it easily when you 
are done. 
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KoalaReRe
Joined: Apr 20, 2003 

The Breast Plate of 
Righteousness

{bitch} Ok, please read before you comment, PLEASE. And don't comment "this is the best thread ever" that has 
already been established...no need to second or thirty-fourth it. {/bitch} 

anxiously awaiting closure. 
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bruinfix
Joined: Sep 06, 2003 

I just wanted to wish everyone in England goodluck! 
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Azrael Engel
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

Wow... Just seeing the pictures of the P-P-P-POWERBOOK! was worth my $10.

Long time subscribed. Itching to see the outcome. (This thread is never-ending.) 
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

quote: 

TheHotCarl came out of the closet to say: 
so people can track it easier 

Fedex is going to take a look at the amount of hits this ONE package is getting and probably think there's a bomb in 
there or something. Then they will send the authorities to investigate and find a barber receiving the package along 
with a ton of people taking pictures and running the hell out of there.

It will be glorious! 
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grzydj
Joined: Oct 04, 2000 

I will answer your questions 
about Gore-Tex

quote: 

Azrael Engel came out of the closet to say: 
Wow... Just seeing the pictures of the P-P-P-POWERBOOK! was worth my $10.

Long time subscribed. Itching to see the outcome. (This thread is never-ending.) 

It's like the first  thread. This one is awesome though. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

I got that piece of software, and a piece of software that allows me to remotely control the PC I install that particular 
software onto.

Whats that NT Password recovery tool, im assuming most PCs will be running windows XP, if i can get admin rights I 
can set up remote desktop 
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ChemicalWarfare
Joined: Jul 15, 2003 

I wonder who's Kissinger now!

This kicks serious ass. Good luck to the recon squad. Hopefully all turns out well. I'm waiting with bated breath. 
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Anaclisis
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

ceci n'est pas une grenouille

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
I got that piece of software, and a piece of software that allows me to remotely control the 
PC I install that particular software onto.

Whats that NT Password recovery tool, im assuming most PCs will be running windows XP, if 
i can get admin rights I can set up remote desktop 

SAFM- WHERE THE HITS NEVER STOP 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
I got that piece of software, and a piece of software that allows me to remotely control the 
PC I install that particular software onto.

Whats that NT Password recovery tool, im assuming most PCs will be running windows XP, if 
i can get admin rights I can set up remote desktop 

I doubt any remote access programs would work, its pretty certain the guy will be behind a router - having multiple 
computers online together. Some type of keylogger might work if its just e-mailing logs but i would think its 
probably a bad idea, if the barbers is investigated by police etc we dont want a keylogger sending logs where they 
could be traced to one of us. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

ntpasswd and all other tools loaded

my housemate has come back camera in hand, its a 3.2 MP Sony cybershot with 3x Optical zoom  ,also with a 
mpeg movie option. My next post will be from London Paddington, good luck guys, any info SMS me or call me

07736229696

I dont care about anyone crank calling, it will help keep me awake and amuse me 
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Gatsby
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

Hail Doros.

quote: 

KoalaReRe came out of the closet to say: 
{bitch} 

There is a problem with your vb code. Please read the FAQ.  
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
UPDATE: I AM CONFIRMED AS A MEMBER OF THE RECON SQUAD, I WILL BE AVAILIBLE TO 
LOOK AROUND THE PLACE FROM AROUND 8 AM, I WILL STAY UNTIL 12AM. IF ANYONE 
WANTS TO MEET AT AROUND 8AM I WILL BE IN THE NEAREST CAFE WITH A COFFEE 

added you to Saint Crispin's Day speech, soldier. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

OK I'm just leaving for my coach at 3:45, I arrive in London at 9:20 and should be at the barbers by 10:00 - 10:30 
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KoalaReRe
Joined: Apr 20, 2003 

The Breast Plate of 
Righteousness

quote: 

Gatsby came out of the closet to say: 

There is a problem with your vb code. Please read the FAQ.  

thank you all knowing vb master. 
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Anaclisis
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

ceci n'est pas une grenouille

trouble

quote: 

Apr 30, 2004 3:19 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
OK I'm just leaving for my coach at 3:45, I arrive in London at 9:20 and should be at the 
barbers by 10:00 - 10:30 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
ntpasswd and all other tools loaded

my housemate has come back camera in hand, its a 3.2 MP Sony cybershot with 3x Optical 
zoom  ,also with a mpeg movie option. My next post will be from London Paddington, good 
luck guys, any info SMS me or call me

07736229696

I dont care about anyone crank calling, it will help keep me awake and amuse me 

You both are good men. I know you will do a good job. 
If you feel the heat, or think they are on to you, get out!

Why do I feel like I am actually sending solders out on a mission? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Anaclisis came out of the closet to say: 
trouble

SHIT
SHIT
SHIT
SHIT
SHIT 
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Dolorous Decay
Joined: Aug 12, 2003 

Global Warming

This is exciting 

edit: ^^^^ uh oh 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

it's just customs... if they choose to open it they will.

oh.

http://www.fedex.com/us/government/...ns/customs.html

quote: 

fedex.com was quoted as saying:
This U.S. Customs Service requirement applies to U.S. import shipments with a declared value 
for customs in excess of US $2,000* 

down1nit fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 03:31
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Apr 30, 2004 3:19 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 

WTF DOES THAT MEAN!!!??
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I'm going to mexico. 
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Scotsman
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

quote: 

Anaclisis came out of the closet to say: 
trouble

This is apparently normal for Powerbooks. There's a thread about it here

Edit: Reading a bit more on some other forums. Here was a quote that might ring true.... "OK, I just called Fedex. 
They said that customs rejected my forms
because of the price that was declared." Goes on to say "I just emailed her my paypal
receipt and the url of the auction. Hopefully now they will release
it. So there was damn near a weeks delay just to tell me that! " 

Scotsman fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 03:32
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batphantom
Joined: Mar 24, 2001 

DAMN YOU REGULATORY AGENCY 
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Anaclisis
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

ceci n'est pas une grenouille

Well that's certainly something that should've been brought up earlier  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Maybe its the bum phone number? 

Whould they try to call him at 3am? 

I think I just instantly became diabetic.

EDIT:

Anyone near north seattle. Please come fast. I am going to be needing CPR. 

quote: 

Scotsman came out of the closet to say: 

This is apparently normal for Powerbooks. There's a thread about it here

Edit: Reading a bit more on some other forums. Here was a quote that might ring true.... "OK, 
I just called Fedex. They said that customs rejected my forms
because of the price that was declared." Goes on to say "I just emailed her my paypal
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receipt and the url of the auction. Hopefully now they will release
it. So there was damn near a weeks delay just to tell me that! " 

ok . . . ok . . feel a little better . . .no . . . . PANICING!  

I need to lay down. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 03:34

Apr 30, 2004: 03:31  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

let's hope customs works well into the wee hours and simply held it up as per regulation. 
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Syntonica
Joined: Aug 28, 2003 

Lynza loves me so she bought 
me this account

Not to rain on the P-P-P-P-Powerbook! parade float here, but I believe it's possible to file a request with Fedex to 
hold all packages for pickup. The mark may never even go near the bogus address. They just file the request and 
since they have the tracking number, they know when to go collect it at the Fedex branch office. Fedex may leave a 
"You have Package!" note at the door to 9B, but the occupant promptly chucks it because it's not them.

Please tell me I am wrong, because I want pix in Technicolor of the finale! 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Maybe its the bum phone number? 

Whould they try to call him at 3am? 

I think I just instantly became diabetic. 

quick question: 
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Did d00der email you back after you sent the email worrying about the non-existance of the set-ltd.com site? 
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elpha
Joined: Nov 12, 2002 

Silly fucking Loman.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Maybe its the bum phone number? 

Whould they try to call him at 3am? 

I think I just instantly became diabetic. 

there will always be a couch for you to live on in my home. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

down1nit came out of the closet to say: 

quick question: 

Did d00der email you back after you sent the email worrying about the non-existance of the 
set-ltd.com site? 

I never emailed him. 
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shad
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

Just relax, you havent done anything wrong. The worst that will happen is this wont turn out as funny as we thought 
it would =/

Youre fine though.

I think. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

shad came out of the closet to say: 

I think. 

Heart Attack.

HEART ATTACK.

ALL IS LOST!!!!! 
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Landrobot
Joined: Jul 14, 2001 

ah, yes, I deal with customs all the time. They'll probably open it, declare it not worth $2k, and move it on its way. 
But, depending on the agents, it could be up to 5 days delayed. It won't be seized, just delayed. Or maybe released 
same day as most packages are. Don't worry about it mang.

prolly should of declared it at $5 USD, and had it go on its way. hehehe next time eh?

EDIT: shit, you should probably get a snap-shot of the UK Customs agent opening up the box. I can see it now, 
"What the bloody hell is this wicked dolly-wolly?!?" LOLLLOLOLOLLL roofles11! 

Landrobot fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 03:41
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Landrobot came out of the closet to say: 
ah, yes, I deal with customs all the time. They'll probably open it, declare it not worth $2k, 
and move it on its way. But, depending on the agents, it could be up to 5 days delayed. 

prolly should of declared it at $5 USD, and had it go on its way. hehehe next time eh? 

NO! THIS CANNOT HAPPEN!! IS CAN NOT! AS IN OPPOSITE OF CAN!!

I! . . . I!. . . .HE MUST PAY!!!! 
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daveious
Joined: Jun 04, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

. . .no . . . . PANICING!  

Indeed. It appears to be quite common when shipping overseas. I Googled the phrase and found several tracking 
details, this being the best example. Could take less than a minute, could take 12 hours. The important thing is that 
it looks routine.

Incidentally I started reading this thread over 3 hours ago and have not stopped. You people are fucking legends, it 
has to be said. Most extraordinary thing I have witnessed in my short time as a goon. I wish you luck. 
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

I don't think he's using a fake address and just plans on picking up the package. 

If he planned on doing that, it wouldn't make sense for him to continually use the same address. Especially since the 
address is listed on fraud websites. If he has no affiliation with that location, it would be a lot safer to switch the 
shipping location. 

Just a thought. 
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Walked
Joined: Apr 14, 2003 

<Scooby> ruh roh </Scooby> 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

Well.. there isnt a literal connection.. but

"Dude, nothing is fucked. Come on. You're being very unDude. They'll call back. Look, she kidnapped herself"

"Ya see? Nothing is fucked up here, Dude. Nothing is fucked. These guys are fucking amateurs!" 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

it could just be held up on the normal track of international shipping, i wouldn't worry, it will still be funny even if he 

doesnt have to pay, you can still call the police afterwards  
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

Edit: nevermind, for importing into the US, not over there.

apparently they're going to want your Soc Sec #

quote: 

U.S. Customs regulations require the IRS Employer Identification Number (EIN) or, if an individual, the 
Social Security Number (SSN) of the U.S. recipient for certain shipments being imported into the United 
States.

THIS INFORMATION MUST BE INCLUDED ON THE INTERNATIONAL AIR WAYBILL AND COMMERCIAL 
INVOICE FOR ALL U.S. IMPORT SHIPMENTS. The EIN or SSN must be on file with the U.S. Customs 
Service. Any changes to a company name, address or the EIN/SSN should be provided to FedEx for 
system updating.

Shipments which arrive in the U.S. that do not have the correct EIN or SSN may be detained until that 
information can be obtained from the recipient or otherwise determined.
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

nm 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 03:51
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

CURRENT THE JEFF STATUS 

Attachment: oh_no_bag.jpg
This has been downloaded 2308 time(s).
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
CURRENT THE JEFF STATUS 

cheer up, this is me

last saturday though 

Attachment: me2.jpg
This has been downloaded 2226 time(s).
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Anaclisis
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

ceci n'est pas une grenouille

quote: 

charliemaul came out of the closet to say: 

cheer up, this is me

last saturday though 

YOU AREN'T HELPING  
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
CURRENT THE JEFF STATUS 

LOL.
Although...I've been wondering how much actual "investigation" work they would do at customs. Obviously they're 
going to have metric tons of packages going through there, do they really have the time/manpower to open up 
EVERY package and inspect it? Wouldn't they do something more along the lines of x-ray or other non-invasive scan 
like they do at airports? 
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Scotsman
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

As things take a turn for the worse, there's only one thing left to do... 

Attachment: 2003_1009_184028aa.gif
This has been downloaded 2168 time(s).
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exism
Joined: Nov 08, 2003 

I can't believe i just spent two hours reading this thread and not doing calculus. My heart is beating very fast right 
now though. 
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Solvalou
Joined: Aug 31, 2001 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

NO! THIS CANNOT HAPPEN!! IS CAN NOT! AS IN OPPOSITE OF CAN!!

I! . . . I!. . . .HE MUST PAY!!!! 

Time for Plan B!

I suggest a big shovel to the face. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Solvalou came out of the closet to say: 

Time for Plan B!

I suggest a big shovel to the face. 

If this falls through. . . I am going to take a shovel, and dig a hole. once the hole is dug. . . I will remain in it for, 
uh, ever. 
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HochrotRitter
Joined: Feb 18, 2004 

Drivin' that train high on cocain

quote: 

exism came out of the closet to say: 
I can't believe i just spent two hours reading this thread and not doing calculus. My heart is 
beating very fast right now though. 

thats 'cause this is much better than calculus. Also: what Ionized said seems pretty logical, I can't honestly see 
them popping open every package. 
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

Chill out, no need to give up yet 

http://members.arstechnica.com/subs...rjim/ohnoes.jpg 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

Teflon Bob came out of the closet to say: 
Chill out, no need to give up yet 

http://members.arstechnica.com/subs...rjim/ohnoes.jpg 

This man has the answer. No matter what happens, after everything is over and the shit has hit the fan, we all have 
to get very very drunk. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

Holy shit, I've been reading this damn thread all day and now it comes to this crazy ass moment of suspense... 

As someone pointed out before, this is a lot like Lock, Stock... but way better. 
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OMG LOL BUTSEKZ
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

no butsekz plz.

waiting in anticipation. 
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jstirrell
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

Well there goes my plans to sleep tonight. 
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AbeVigoda
Joined: Jun 06, 2001 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Anyone near north seattle. Please come fast. I am going to be needing CPR. 

What's Fonzi like?

I'm in North Seattle. Come have a beer and some tequila shots. You'll feel all better. PM me if you want to take me 
up. 
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no v.20
Joined: Jun 26, 2002 

It's Random! Random! Random 
Random! Random! RANDOM!

quote: 

AbeVigoda came out of the closet to say: 

What's Fonzi like?

I'm in North Seattle. Come have a beer and some tequila shots. You'll feel all better. PM me if 
you want to take me up. 

Umm Jeff, you may want to watch your cornhole. 
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AbeVigoda
Joined: Jun 06, 2001 

Curses, foiled again! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Can you imagine a note??!

"Dear Customs Agent,
This package is for an ebay scammer. He must pay dearly for scamming innocent people. Please leave value at 
$2000.

Thanks,
Jeff" 
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capital zero
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

fear not... the gods are on our side 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

There's still a chance this can go through though, right? It will just be delayed a bit, which kind of fucks up 
everyone's time schedule... but it can still happen! To quote the ever guiding movie, Animal House, "My advice to 
you is to start drinking heavily." 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

What about our operatives?? 
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ought ten
Joined: Feb 05, 2004 

we ride spinners

I don't know anything about shipping or Customs or anything, but why should they care what's in the package or 
what it's valued at? They'll get paid either way, by someone, and if you say that's a $2000 P-P-P-Powerbook then it 
is, and I don't see how they could have a problem with that. 

Then again, maybe I'm totally missing the point. Also, I'm trying to convince myself that this beautiful scheme is 
going to go off without a hitch. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

ought ten came out of the closet to say: 
I don't know anything about shipping or Customs or anything, but why should they care 
what's in the package or what it's valued at? They'll get paid either way, by someone, and if 
you say that's a $2000 P-P-P-Powerbook then it is, and I don't see how they could have a 
problem with that. 

Then again, maybe I'm totally missing the point. Also, I'm trying to convince myself that this 
beautiful scheme is going to go off without a hitch. 

If this happens. . . I will build many, many churches. 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

Has anyone suggested, you know, just calling the FedEx facility and talking to them about all of it? 
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McPorkChoppy
Joined: May 28, 2003 

werd....

I vote a fund to buy a Powerbook smiley.. i'm sure there will be a time for it's use.

...Best day of reading i've ever spent online.

Good luck  
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

If this happens. . . I will build many, many churches. 

Whoa whoa whoa... no need for all that crazy talk man 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

ought ten came out of the closet to say: 
I don't know anything about shipping or Customs or anything, but why should they care 
what's in the package or what it's valued at? They'll get paid either way, by someone, and if 
you say that's a $2000 P-P-P-Powerbook then it is, and I don't see how they could have a 
problem with that. 

Isn't part of the reason Customs exists to moniter the value of foreign goods being brought into a country? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 

Isn't part of the reason Customs exists to moniter the value of foreign goods being brought 
into a country? 

Don't forget: Ruining Jeff's plans! 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

daveious came out of the closet to say: 

Indeed. It appears to be quite common when shipping overseas. I Googled the phrase and 
found several tracking details, this being the best example. Could take less than a minute, 
could take 12 hours. The important thing is that it looks routine.

Incidentally I started reading this thread over 3 hours ago and have not stopped. You people 
are fucking legends, it has to be said. Most extraordinary thing I have witnessed in my short 
time as a goon. I wish you luck. 

Yeah, I found that same link a few hours ago and I was going to repost it. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Don't forget: Ruining Jeff's plans! 

Eh.. I could be wrong, or maybe I'm not but they won't care and they'll leave it alone. And hey - you've got karma 
on your side.

Now go get drunk 
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ToshiroOC
Joined: Sep 22, 2003 

DriverHeaven Guru

I haven't been able to get home because of work until 9pm every day. Today, I got home early. It is now 9pm, but 
instead of boring work, I have had a happy thread to fulfill me. Even if the package isn't delivered, it will have been 
well worth the read  
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callmeicarus
Joined: Sep 26, 2003 

Garden gnomes are God's 
unwanted children.

One word: "Anticipation." By Carly Simon. On repeat.

Last final was today, so I'm in this tonight for the long haul. I hope that the fantastic goon recon task force is not 
headed out to the barber shop of evil in vain. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

ToshiroOC came out of the closet to say: 
I haven't been able to get home because of work until 9pm every day. Today, I got home 
early. It is now 9pm, but instead of boring work, I have had a happy thread to fulfill me. Even 
if the package isn't delivered, it will have been well worth the read  

Oh, this is far from over. 
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ought ten
Joined: Feb 05, 2004 

we ride spinners

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 
Isn't part of the reason Customs exists to moniter the value of foreign goods being brought 
into a country? 

I have no idea. I'm just spouting sleepy, hopeful nonsense. 
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Cheesemaster200
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Guard of the Citadel

I dont see how you can depreciate a value on something, I mean what if our powerbook has sentimental value or 
something. I only think they would get kinda irritated if it were an expensive item that was marked as inexpensive. 
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StinkyWizzleteats
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Third Quartermaster of the 
New England Calvinball 
Combination

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Oh, this is far from over. 

Is this a hint at a sequel? HAVE YOU SOLD THE MOVIE RIGHTS FOR THIS SAGA? 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Oh, this is far from over. 

I sure hope he at least emails you a " " message after getting his P-P-P-Powerbook 
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Ballz
Joined: Dec 16, 2003 

not even human

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
UPDATE: I AM CONFIRMED AS A MEMBER OF THE RECON SQUAD, I WILL BE AVAILIBLE TO 
LOOK AROUND THE PLACE FROM AROUND 8 AM, I WILL STAY UNTIL 12AM. IF ANYONE 
WANTS TO MEET AT AROUND 8AM I WILL BE IN THE NEAREST CAFE WITH A COFFEE 

I hope that was a typo and he meant 12PM. Otherwise, someone needs to go tell this brave soul that we're 
experiencing technical difficulties.

Someone needs to get through to Pipski too, if it isn't too late. No need to risk employment over something that 
probably won't happen at least right in the immediate future. 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

Two things:

1) Customs will not care!! They will see worthless shit, then realize that the scammer is going to pay for one 
employee's weekly salary! It's not their problem it's overvalued, obviously the sender and the accepter have some.. 
issues to work out.

2) When I had my laptop shipped FedEx, they would NOT let me pick it up before the delivery date. I repeat, they 
will NOT let you just come by UNLESS a delivery attempt was made. 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

Oh I just realized something else!

I highly doubt this guy will end up keeping his prized laptop after the ceremonial unveiling. This means it might 
possibly end up in the refuse bin shortly afterwards. Can you fathom the street value of the REAL ORIGINAL P-P-P-
Powerbook? SA Mart would be all over this. Someone must retrieve it. 
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lushka16
Joined: Apr 08, 2003 

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 
Oh I just realized something else!

I highly doubt this guy will end up keeping his prized laptop after the ceremonial unveiling. 
This means it might possibly end up in the refuse bin shortly afterwards. Can you fathom the 
street value of the REAL ORIGINAL P-P-P-Powerbook? SA Mart would be all over this. 

Oh yeah, I was thinking about that when he showed the picture of the trash can. Definitely worth a check. 
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McPorkChoppy
Joined: May 28, 2003 

werd....

But seriously people, think about it, it's only a package. Why wouldn't it get there? They may open it, look at it, and 
be like "this is hilarious...", or "..i quit my job." You never know. Odds are it'll get to him. We just have to get that 
evidence of it. I can't wait if there is video of him opening it, and just hearing a simple "..my god, what is this?.." 
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

Check out my retarded attempt at humor in the quote a couple posts down! 

Yoda fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 05:10
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BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

quote: 

lushka16 came out of the closet to say: 

2) When I had my laptop shipped FedEx, they would NOT let me pick it up before the delivery 
date. I repeat, they will NOT let you just come by UNLESS a delivery attempt was made. 

They tried this shit with me once.

I went into the pickup station about 30 minutes before they closed...

They found the package...sitting THREE FEET AWAY from us and said "I'm sorry sir we can't give it to you b/c it's 
not the delivery date...you'll have to wait til tomorrow." I was all "it's right there...you've got to be joking." We just 
sat there and stared at each other for about 45 seconds then finally she was like "oh hell alright..." and gave it to 
me. 
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Imasalmon
Joined: Mar 19, 2003 

Guy in the Green Hat

quote: 

Ballz came out of the closet to say: 

I hope that was a typo and he meant 12PM. Otherwise, someone needs to go tell this brave 
soul that we're experiencing technical difficulties. 

You realize that there is a 12am, correct? I think he means that he will be at 9B from 0800 hours until 2400 hours, a 
total of 16 hours.

Edit: Awesome thread, by the way. I have not done any work since I started reading it yesterday. The "Blue Tooth" 
mouse alone was woryh the money I paid to join SA. 

Imasalmon fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 05:03
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no v.20
Joined: Jun 26, 2002 

It's Random! Random! Random 
Random! Random! RANDOM!

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 
Oh I just realized something else!

I highly doubt this guy will end up keeping his prized laptop after the ceremonial unveiling. 
This means it might possibly end up in the refuse bin shortly afterwards. Can you fathom the 
street value of the REAL ORIGINAL P-P-P-Powerbook? SA Mart would be all over this. 
Someone must retrieve it. 

I already called dibs several pages ago. 
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rayray00_00
Joined: Mar 27, 2003 

whee.

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 
Oh I just realized something else!

I highly doubt this guy will end up keeping his prized laptop after the ceremonial unveiling. 
This means it might possibly end up in the refuse bin shortly afterwards. Can you fathom the 
street value of the REAL ORIGINAL P-P-P-Powerbook? SA Mart would be all over this. 
Someone must retrieve it. 

Buried deeply already, but someone already mentioned it  
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Anaclisis
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

ceci n'est pas une grenouille

edited cause i'm a good sport  

Anaclisis fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 06:06
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Landrobot
Joined: Jul 14, 2001 

Here's a thought. After Mr. Apple thief tosses the P-P-P-Powerbook in the garbage bin, someone need to walk into 
the barber shop. But, this person needs to be holding a brand new REAL Powerbook (they already own), claiming 
they just got this in by FedEx. Record the whole thing and/or video it. Try to use it at a computer station (if its a 
cybercafe or whatever).

When the store owner claims, "HAy, that's my computer" and grabs it from you, call the police. Have proof its 
actually yours before you do all this, with receipts and such. Then, have the guy arrested for stealing your 
computer, like he should of in the beginning... Or, some variation thereof... 

karma = winnar 
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McPorkChoppy
Joined: May 28, 2003 

werd....

quote: 

Landrobot came out of the closet to say: 
Here's a thought. After Mr. Apple thief tosses the P-P-P-Powerbook in the garbage bin, 
someone need to walk into the barber shop. But, this person needs to be holding a brand new 
REAL Powerbook (they already own), claiming they just got this in by FedEx. Record the 
whole thing and/or video it. Try to use it at a computer station (if its a cybercafe or 
whatever).

When the store owner claims, "HAy, that's my computer" and grabs it from you, call the 
police. Have proof its actually yours before you do all this, with receipts and such. Then, have 
the guy arrested for stealing your computer, like he should of in the beginning... Or, some 
variation thereof... 

karma = winnar 

better yet, walk in with you'r freshly garbage-picked P-P-P-Powerbook, and ask why it won't hook up to the wireless 
in the cafe? 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Landrobot came out of the closet to say: 
Here's a thought. After Mr. Apple thief tosses the P-P-P-Powerbook in the garbage bin, 
someone need to walk into the barber shop. But, this person needs to be holding a brand new 
REAL Powerbook (they already own), claiming they just got this in by FedEx. Record the 
whole thing and/or video it. Try to use it at a computer station (if its a cybercafe or 
whatever).

When the store owner claims, "HAy, that's my computer" and grabs it from you, call the 
police. Have proof its actually yours before you do all this, with receipts and such. Then, have 
the guy arrested for stealing your computer, like he should of in the beginning... Or, some 
variation thereof... 

karma = winnar 

This is absoultely fabulous. See my user title. 
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El Tigre
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

quote: 

McPorkChoppy came out of the closet to say: 

better yet, walk in with you'r freshly garbage-picked P-P-P-Powerbook, and ask why it won't 
hook up to the wireless in the cafe? 

That is an even better suggestion. Much fun to be had with this approach. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok guys, I am going to the gym. Ill be back after that to check up on this, then I'm off to coffee, till about 1230-ish 
PST.

If there is a FedEx page update, will someone please call me? I would like to know what's going on. If it shows "Out 
for delivery" or something like that PLEASE call me. I will need to get home and wait for this jack off's email.

*Someone please reply fast so I know*

Thanks guys 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 21:02
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Ballz
Joined: Dec 16, 2003 

not even human

quote: 

Imasalmon came out of the closet to say: 

You realize that there is a 12am, correct? I think he means that he will be at 9B from 0800 
hours until 2400 hours, a total of 16 hours.

Of course I realize that, which is why I said someone should tell him the current situation. I know I'd be slightly 
peeved for wasting 16 hours in a coffee shop for ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.

However, 16 hours for a stakeout is pretty fucking hardcore, which is why I speculated he may have just meant 12 
noon instead (FedEx delivers at midnight?!). 
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Imasalmon
Joined: Mar 19, 2003 

Guy in the Green Hat

quote: 

Ballz came out of the closet to say: 

Of course I realize that, which is why I said someone should tell him the current situation. I 
know I'd be slightly peeved for wasting 16 hours in a coffee shop for ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.

However, 16 hours for a stakeout is pretty fucking hardcore, which is why I speculated he 
may have just meant 12 noon instead (FedEx delivers at midnight?!). 

Gotcha, bud. I misinterperated what you said to mean that you misinterperated what Starbucks said. It made me 
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feel smart. But now I feel dumb. Sorry. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

ok sorry for this, but i'm kind of confused.. this guy runs like a half barbershop half internet cafe??

anyway, fear not, because even if they do declare it not worth $2000, do you think they'll tell him that? They'll 
probably just write it down and send it on its way. 
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YET ANOTHER FAG
Joined: Mar 06, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Ok guys, I am going to the gym. Ill be back after that to check up on this, then I'm off to 
coffee, till about 1230-ish PST.

If there is a FedEx page update, will someone please call me? I would like to know what's 
going on. If it shows "Out for delivery" or something like that PLEASE call me. I will need to 
get home and wait for this jack off's email.

425.280.4656
*Someone please reply fast so I know*

Thanks guys 

I spoke with jeff on AIM, if anything comes up I'm gonna give him a call, if I absolutely need to go to sleep tonight, 
I'll appoint the duty to someone else. 
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

1- Someone should call up and ask for an estimate on the delay. I don't know if FedEx can give that information, but 
someone needs to try.

2- Make sure you have someone at the FedEx place. I know the chances of identifying the package are slim, but at 
least you'll have that base somewhat covered.

Good luck all. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

I think the only way customs wood give a flying fuck is if they x-rayed a laptop that was valued at $5.00. Then they 
would open it and see that it was really worth more. I am sure if they see a package labeled Laptop Computer or 
Notebook or whatever and valued at $2000+, they won't even consider opening it.

Good thread, can't wait till tomorrow. 
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callmeicarus
Joined: Sep 26, 2003 

Garden gnomes are God's 
unwanted children.

I was pretty worried at first too when it said "Delay," but I recall someone mentioning earlier in the thread that 
12pm is an "arrive-by" time. Don't you think they factor this (I guess routine?) delay into the time, and also, if they 
take too long, does The Jeff get shipping refunded? Or is it a it's-your-fault-it-was-delayed-so-no-refund-type deal?

Lord, I'm used to going to bed at 10:30, so I hope this makes sense. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

DELIVERED?

OF COURSE IT WILL BE DELIVERED.

This will go off without a hitch 
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fourwood
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Damn I'll bring them to their 
knees.

Edit: ^^^ Damn right it will!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Ok guys, I am going to the gym. Ill be back after that to check up on this, then I'm off to 
coffee, till about 1230-ish PST.

If there is a FedEx page update, will someone please call me? I would like to know what's 
going on. If it shows "Out for delivery" or something like that PLEASE call me. I will need to 
get home and wait for this jack off's email.

425.280.4656
*Someone please reply fast so I know*

Thanks guys 

I'll be F5-ing the FedEx page til I go to bed (~12 or 1am MDT, so... 11 or 12 Pacific). 

fourwood fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 05:26
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

Tomorrow will be a grand day 
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Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
Admin Name........... Pungasul Viteaz

Note that pungaruv@yahoo.com was used in one of the scams! 

Pungasul Viteaz is Romanian for The Brave Thief. Christ, I'm almost ashamed to admit I'm Romanian after seeing 
this thread. Why does it always have to be us ;_; 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 

Pungasul Viteaz is Romanian for The Brave Thief. Christ, I'm almost ashamed to admit I'm 
Romanian after seeing this thread. Why does it always have to be us ;_; 

Everyone loves you still. 

We're not racist... we all just hate this guy. 
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

Lucifer came out of the closet to say: 
1- Someone should call up and ask for an estimate on the delay. I don't know if FedEx can 
give that information, but someone needs to try.

2- Make sure you have someone at the FedEx place. I know the chances of identifying the 
package are slim, but at least you'll have that base somewhat covered.

Good luck all. 

If anyone does this, post about it immediately. It would be highly suspicious for multiple calls to come in from 
different people claiming to be the sender of this package.
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On a similar note, are the london people planning on sitting around on SA at the shop tomorrow? It's a bit far 
fetched, but if this guy has somehow checked his site referrals he will have noticed SA in there. If he suddenly has a 
boom in business from people who are all sitting around reading this site, he'll be at least a bit suspicious. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 

Pungasul Viteaz is Romanian for The Brave Thief. Christ, I'm almost ashamed to admit I'm 
Romanian after seeing this thread. Why does it always have to be us ;_; 

ok... Pungasul Viteaz is Romanian for The Brave Thief, and that one guy with the romanian name signed up 
yesterday with the title "something thief with periods (I don't remember)".... Goons, be careful tomorrow. or.. I 
guess it's today there. BE CAREFUL!! And somebody that remembers this guy's SA login name search for his posts 
and see what's up with him.. 
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YET ANOTHER FAG
Joined: Mar 06, 2003 

crap, I really gotta sleep tonight. ;_; anyone who wants to take my duty to f5 the fedex page and call Jeff once 
theres an update made, feel free. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

God but this is an unholy hour of the morning! To Rhig, Starbucks et al., if you get the chance to read this - gj on 
turning out! Current recon squad e.t.a's

Starbucks 8
Chromis ~10
Smitz ~10
Rhig ~10-10.30
Me Whatever damned time London Transport manages to get me there. Hopefully 8. But I have to get out of there 
and back here a.s.a.p. for work reasons. Oh, saw no nearby cafes (though there must be one), but safe rendezvous 
would be at the open end of the alley `round the back. Wrap up warm people - and a thermos wouldn't hurt. If it 
doesn't go from FedEx -> target area then no result, so just keep hoping. 
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maelstrom
Joined: Jan 13, 2003 

You're wondering who I am-
machine or mannequin
With parts made in Japan, I 
am the modren man

Is there any way we can paypal some tube/coffee/beer spending money for our UK goons? 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

maelstrom came out of the closet to say: 
Is there any way we can paypal some tube/coffee/beer spending money for our UK goons? 

I'd be up for this. 
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

quote: 

YET ANOTHER FAG came out of the closet to say: 
crap, I really gotta sleep tonight. ;_; anyone who wants to take my duty to f5 the fedex page 
and call Jeff once theres an update made, feel free. 

I'm up, I talked to him just before he left as well. 
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Totswot
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

okay, I seriously am starting to believe that Dofca is this guy. His little habit of making user names out of Romanian 
words about "thief" and "forest near sin" or whatever seems all to coincidental. Not to mention the fact that little 
Dofca hasn't even posted anything yet. Can we get some more info on him somehow? 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

Totswot came out of the closet to say: 
okay, I seriously am starting to believe that Dofca is this guy. His little habit of making user 
names out of Romanian words about "thief" and "forest near sin" or whatever seems all to 
coincidental. Not to mention the fact that little Dofca hasn't even posted anything yet. Can we 
get some more info on him somehow? 

An admin should check this out... not giving us any information, just confirming or disconfirming whether or not his 
email corresponds to anything in this thread.. Or they could tell us if he's been reading this thread.. Is there a way 
to see if this person is logged in?

EDIT: goons is the operation need to be covert and very careful.

Actually... now that I think about it, I really doubt any computer scam guy is really going to be dangerous. But still.. 
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BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

quote: 

Totswot came out of the closet to say: 
okay, I seriously am starting to believe that Dofca is this guy. His little habit of making user 
names out of Romanian words about "thief" and "forest near sin" or whatever seems all to 
coincidental. Not to mention the fact that little Dofca hasn't even posted anything yet. Can we 
get some more info on him somehow? 

I'm inclined to believe this as well...way too coincidental to be a .......coincidence.

IF this Dofca account is some wise-cracks idea of a good gimmick account...show yourself or face castration. 
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ChemicalWarfare
Joined: Jul 15, 2003 

I wonder who's Kissinger now!

quote: 

Totswot came out of the closet to say: 
okay, I seriously am starting to believe that Dofca is this guy. His little habit of making user 
names out of Romanian words about "thief" and "forest near sin" or whatever seems all to 
coincidental. Not to mention the fact that little Dofca hasn't even posted anything yet. Can we 
get some more info on him somehow? 

This would seriously suck if the referrals from SA tipped him off. What kind of info would we need to confirm this? 
I'm totally in the dark about tracking people down on the internet, so if anyone could point me in toward some 
tutorials or something, for next time, I'd be greatful. 
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 
Is there a way to see if this person is logged in? 

Of course. Add him to your buddy list.

If we know that he hasn't got online, at least we'll know he couldn't have possibly seen the thread (but actually says 
nothing about the time before now when we HAVENT been watching to see if he's online).

Edit: ChemicalWarfare, this is based on the "referer" tag that most web browsers send along with HTTP requests. It 
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can easily be seen in the web logs if yahoo shows this kind of stuff to their customers (which was mentioned earlier 
that they do). Take a look at http://www.w3.org/Protocols/HTTP/HTRQ_Headers.html#z14 

Ionized fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 06:03
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

BonoMan came out of the closet to say: 

I'm inclined to believe this as well...way too coincidental to be a .......coincidence.

IF this Dofca account is some wise-cracks idea of a good gimmick account...show yourself or 
face castration. 

maybe I am wrong but I don't think I have seen enough evidence that this guy would have been tipped off that 
something is going on enough to be inclined to go to sa and purchase an account on the hunch that the guy who is 
selling a notebook is actually part of a forum conspiracy to send him hilarity and scope his joint out when it arrives. 

I think the chances are significantly higher that some douchebag with a working knowledge of Romanian is trying to 
be clever. 

Seriously, why would he give any hints that he joined the forums? If he had the IQ of a rubber stamp he would say 
his name is Roger and start snooping. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

Landrobot came out of the closet to say: 
ah, yes, I deal with customs all the time. They'll probably open it, declare it not worth $2k, 
and move it on its way. But, depending on the agents, it could be up to 5 days delayed. It 
won't be seized, just delayed. Or maybe released same day as most packages are. Don't 
worry about it mang.

prolly should of declared it at $5 USD, and had it go on its way. hehehe next time eh?

EDIT: shit, you should probably get a snap-shot of the UK Customs agent opening up the box. 
I can see it now, "What the bloody hell is this wicked dolly-wolly?!?" LOLLLOLOLOLLL 
roofles11! 

I can't see what right customs has in declaring a value of an item. How can they possibly know the value of 
collectibles, art, and crap? I mean, we are talking about an authentic signed MyNameIsJeff 3-ring notebook here. To 
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them it might be a heaping pile of crap, but to some it might be considered priceless art. "The Regulatory Agency 
Clearance Delay" is hopefully just standard procedure for every package. 
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Primaris
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

11 out of 12 physicians agree I 
have a large penis.

"The Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay"

Maybe I'm just an idiot. But the "Regulatory" makes me think that it IS a regular procedure?....Who knows. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

quote: 

BonoMan came out of the closet to say: 

I'm inclined to believe this as well...way too coincidental to be a .......coincidence.

IF this Dofca account is some wise-cracks idea of a good gimmick account...show yourself or 
face castration. 

Can anyone gather up all of the email addresses associated with him and email/PM a mod to see if anything matches 
up with the PayPal account used? Even if it doesn't, I guess we can't be too sure... if he can keylog his way into 
someone's ebay account, he sure as hell can do the same for a PayPal account. 
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BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

quote: 

kiimo came out of the closet to say: 

maybe I am wrong but I don't think I have seen enough evidence that this guy would have 
been tipped off that something is going on enough to be inclined to go to sa and purchase an 
account on the hunch that the guy who is selling a notebook is actually part of a forum 
conspiracy to send him hilarity and scope his joint out when it arrives. 

I think the chances are significantly higher that some douchebag with a working knowledge 
of Romanian is trying to be clever. 

Seriously, why would he give any hints that he joined the forums? If he had the IQ of a 
rubber stamp he would say his name is Roger and start snooping. 
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He doesn't have to have a hunch of the EXACT plan to come here and get an account. He just probably thought 
something was fishy when he was trying to scam Jeff and then all of a sudden gets a sudden influx of referrals from 
one site...visits said site...realizes they have forums and realizes that there is a connection somehow. Then 
subscribes to check things out. The influx of somethingawful referrals is enough to raise ANYONE's suspicion. He 
probably thought he'd be clever with the name too...and since the naming convention of his SA monicker is similar 
to style of name he used to register the fake domain...that's enough suspicion for me right there.

Edit: He probably doesn't think he's giving a hint by his Romanian name...he's also probably an asshole prick with a 
big "lolz i'm a scammer" ego and figures he was being witty with the Romanian names. 
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overseer07
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

giggitygiggitygiggitygiggity!

I'm betting dofca is a gimmick account. I mean, look at his avatar! 
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SLOSifl
Joined: Aug 10, 2002 

quote: 

ChemicalWarfare came out of the closet to say: 

This would seriously suck if the referrals from SA tipped him off. 

I doubt he checked up on it that closely, given that nothing (as far as I can tell) has appeared unusual so far. 

It would be cool to have some sort of moderator activated flag on threads like this. When set by a mod, all url tags 
are turned off, or all links route through some proxy or referrer spoofing system.

I can't stay up until 4am PDT, so I'll be checking this thread 1st thing in the morning. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

kiimo came out of the closet to say: 

maybe I am wrong but I don't think I have seen enough evidence that this guy would have 
been tipped off that something is going on enough to be inclined to go to sa and purchase an 
account on the hunch that the guy who is selling a notebook is actually part of a forum 
conspiracy to send him hilarity and scope his joint out when it arrives. 

I think the chances are significantly higher that some douchebag with a working knowledge 
of Romanian is trying to be clever. 

If you look at it from the scammer's point of view, you might see it as your website seeing thousands of referals 
from SA, then your site is suddenly taken offline. I think you might be a little inclined to see whats going on over 
there. Lets hope its just a matter of coincidence. I really hope a mod can look into this matter a little more deeper.

Edit: Uk Goons... its 6 am: Wakey Wakey Eggs and Bakey 

Bluecobra fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 06:13
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

The logs would show the "forums.somethingawful.com", so anyone reading it would instantly know it was a forum. 
Secondly, if he read into the raw logs (he just might) he could see the exact thread the referalls were coming from. 

I personally don't think there is any connection between the two, but the logs would show exactly where people 
were coming from. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

Why would he buy an account, though? Aren't the forums publically viewable? And how could it be a gimmick 
account? I think it's way too subtle for a gimmick. There haven't been any posts or anything, we've only found him 
buy checking through all of the newest users.... I don't know.  
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

On the links posted before, the delay lasted 3 days.... I REALLY REALLY hope that this one doesn't last that long.. 
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

Alright, so in the hypothetical situation that he DID read this...there are so many posts that I kinda doubt he'll know 
any specifics of what's going to happen. (just to put some of the stake-out people at ease). 

Although it would kill the climax, and would suck, and my life would feel...incomplete. 
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BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

quote: 

® came out of the closet to say: 
Why would he buy an account, though? Aren't the forums publically viewable? And how could 
it be a gimmick account? I think it's way too subtle for a gimmick. There haven't been any 
posts or anything, we've only found him buy checking through all of the newest users.... I 
don't know.  

I'm not sure about the public viewability of the forums. But if he was immediately greeted by the "register an 
account" lowtax message he might have not thought about the public viewability.

As far as it being a gimmick. If the ass that bought it as a gimmick saw the reaction it was getting in this thread 
(which they undoubtedly would)..then they probably thought it better to not post even if they intended to...it's 
causing much more of a stir since he/she HASN'T posted. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

hmmm okay I can see that. I hope he doesn't out-fox team bravo. I guess we cross our fingers and watch. If he is 
tipped off this could just turn into a big nothing but at the very least he would have read the thread and known he 
was busted and seen the pics of the notebook. So there is some small satisfaction in that. 
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Monkey Lincoln
Joined: Dec 01, 2001 

"Monkey Lincoln? More like 
Funky Stinkin! Because you 
stink!"

Signing in with the "I just read through 34 pages of this nonsense and it was the best thing ever" crowd. Let's hope 
this whole plan goes through like we're all, um, hoping it will. 
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ineffable_moose
Joined: Apr 10, 2004 

the forums are not publicly viewable. any time you follow a link to the forums it asks you to log in or to purchase an 
account. i havent looked for his post yet - but i believe avatars are extra - someone said he had one - why would he 
pay the extra money for an avatar? 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 
On the links posted before, the delay lasted 3 days.... I REALLY REALLY hope that this one 
doesn't last that long.. 

Lets hope not. According to Fedex: "Time-definite delivery typically in 1- 3 business days. Reach major cities in 
Europe by 10:30 a.m. typically in 2 business days." So hopefuly the service level of this package will mean that its 
expidited in customs. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

ineffable_moose came out of the closet to say: 
the forums are not publicly viewable. any time you follow a link to the forums it asks you to 
log in or to purchase an account. i havent looked for his post yet - but i believe avatars are 
extra - someone said he had one - why would he pay the extra money for an avatar? 

In a standard account, you are given an free option to type something under your username. If you don't type 
anything in that box, you end up with the stupid newbie avatar. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 

In a standard account, you are given an free option to type something under your username. 
If you don't type anything in that box, you end up with the stupid newbie avatar. 

lol ya know I always wondered why people got those. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

quote: 

ineffable_moose came out of the closet to say: 
but i believe avatars are extra - someone said he had one - why would he pay the extra 
money for an avatar? 

He just has the Custom Text "G.ood E.nough T.o S.teal", and Custom Text is free. 
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BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

quote: 

ineffable_moose came out of the closet to say: 
the forums are not publicly viewable. any time you follow a link to the forums it asks you to 
log in or to purchase an account. i havent looked for his post yet - but i believe avatars are 
extra - someone said he had one - why would he pay the extra money for an avatar? 

I think they just mean the "G.ood E.nough T.o S.teal" custom text...

 it's code goddamnit but I can't figure it out  
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KiwiBoi
Joined: Mar 13, 2004 

I once had to ship my PC from NZ to the US and it got held up for about a week due to some lame-ass FCC(?) 
regulation to prevent dumping cheap imported RAM on the market. It only had about 128MB in it I think. Plus some 
FedEx wanker had dropped it, dented the case and fucked the HDD I left in it (I took the important one out). Stupid 
crap if you ask me  
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

Ionized came out of the closet to say: 
Alright, so in the hypothetical situation that he DID read this...there are so many posts that I 
kinda doubt he'll know any specifics of what's going to happen. (just to put some of the stake-
out people at ease). 

I don't know. If you logged onto a forum and found a 30+ page thread about yourself, wouldn't you pay fairly close 
attention to the contents?

Of course there isn't really anything he could DO to the london folks. Remotely legally, at least. They're totally 
innocent. They're just showing up to use a service he provides. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

paper pope hat came out of the closet to say: 

I don't know. If you logged onto a forum and found a 30+ page thread about yourself, 
wouldn't you pay fairly close attention to the contents?

Of course there isn't really anything he could DO to the london folks. Remotely legally, at 
least. They're totally innocent. They're just showing up to use a service he provides. 

yeah but I think he has made it very clear that he doesn't operate in the 'legally' realm. 
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RajaKumar
Joined: Jun 13, 2002 

I AM I DON QUIXOTE

quote: 

overseer07 came out of the closet to say: 
I'm betting dofca is a gimmick account. I mean, look at his avatar! 

quote: 

G.ood E.nough T.o S.teal 

from Google:

quote: 

Another of the Truly Great Americans (an extinct species) of whom I often speak had similar work 
habits. When William Seward Burroughs read a book, he would often write "GETS" in the 
margin beside sections he liked. This stood for Good Enough To Steal. Parts of his cut-up novels 
- "The Soft Boys" and "The Ticket That Exploded" - had lines lifted from Shakespeare and the Bible 
mixed up with material left over from Naked Lunch. Although these books are often called unreadable, 
they are NEVER thought of as un-original. And rightfully so. 

Google also shows this acronym being used by others, although somewhat infrequently.
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Dofca is a city in ancient Israel briefly mentioned in the bible. Or a Ragnorak Online server : http://dofca.com/. It 
also appears to be an acronym of some meaning in Italy, and some kind of software made in brazil. Of the 77 
displayed hits google brings up, only 4 are from Eastern Europe, and all of those are from the Czech Republic. If I 
am remembering correctly, Romanian is a very unique language, and is not related closely with any other East 
European languages (I may be mixing it up with another language though--either way, no .ro hits).

Let's not make this poor guy into some perverted airdisc, there is no clear evidence (that I can find) of any 
correlation to either the scammer or even Romania.

EDIT: to add, I think I finally found the reason people were thinking Dofca was a Romanian word: in this post 
someone found a translation of a Romanian Bible containing the word. It's the name of a city in Israel mentioned 
once in the Bible. You'd find it in any translation of any Bible. 

RajaKumar fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 06:39
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Totswot
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

well hey, if in the end it doesn't turn out to be Dofca (though I bet it is), someone should definitely ninja-buy him a 
custom title. 
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

kiimo came out of the closet to say: 
yeah but I think he has made it very clear that he doesn't operate in the 'legally' realm. 

Of course. But this thread would also illustrate to him that thousands of people know the exact address where these 
goons went. He doesn't have the anonymity to hide behind in this case. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Pope Hat's right, there's no need to jump the gun. But, if some shit does hit the fan then I have a spare bed in my 
house in Liverpool if you need to lay low for a while. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

paper pope hat came out of the closet to say: 

Of course. But this thread would also illustrate to him that thousands of people know the 
exact address where these goons went. He doesn't have the anonymity to hide behind in this 
case. 

True. However I do think that if he has indeed read the thread it does put the UK goons in a (however slightly) more 
dangerous position, and I must say that I feel immensly guilty that this is hightening the suspense for me here in 
my cozy little apartment.

God bless the soldiers. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

Hmm.. I'll put in $5 to buying him an appropriate custom title right now anyways. Anybody wanna put up the other 
$5 (and come up with a good title/avatar)? 
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Char
Joined: Mar 09, 2002 

GAY FOR KIEFER
*fap fap fap*

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 

Edit: Uk Goons... its 6 am: Wakey Wakey Eggs and Bakey 

Fuck you. I'm yet to sleep and about to go to bed.

*grumble* 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

i am posting from paddington station

everything
going
to
plan so far. the payphone terminal next to me has blue screened gonna post back in a sec okay 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Aye, I've not slept yet. Work at 5pm, need to see neighbours and watch snooker, so I doubt I'll sleep today 

PS Starbucks, I sent you a text, just incase you get/got freaked out by it (if you were in the tube then it obviously 
won't deliver for a bit) 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

Well.. I think it's probable that Dofca is not a gimmik account in light of the true meaning of the word and the fact 
that his custom text is a reference to W.S.Burroughs. And yes cut-ups are unreadable, but they're a lot of fun to 
make - there's even automated cut-up "machines" on the web.

quote: 

If I am remembering correctly, Romanian is a very unique language, and is not related 
closely with any other East European languages 

You are confusing it with Hungarian. Romanian is not a very unique language at all - it's a Romance language, like 
Italian, French, and Spanish - although it is different from the slavic languages. Hungarian, however, is different 
from almost every language in Europe (it is in fact an Asian language).

Sorry to derail the thread but I guess we might as well talk about random stuff while we wait for the package to get 
through customs 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
i am posting from paddington station

everything
going
to
plan so far. the payphone terminal next to me has blue screened gonna post back in a sec 
okay 

glhf 

don't die. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

okay reading this thread is difficult. i need the address STAT 
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

Address: 9B Varley Parade 
City: COLINDALE State: Unknown Zip: NW96RR
Country: UK 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Flat 9B,
LONDON

Go! 
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Halvor
Joined: Aug 17, 2003 

The black cards all look the 
same to me...

quote: 

Ionized came out of the closet to say: 
Alright, so in the hypothetical situation that he DID read this...there are so many posts that I 
kinda doubt he'll know any specifics of what's going to happen. (just to put some of the stake-
out people at ease). 

Although it would kill the climax, and would suck, and my life would feel...incomplete. 

I believe the very first post has updates as to where someone new to the thread can find important information. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

got it 9b valley parade. right onto theedgeware road then road i s on the left. 9b valley parade. someone text this to 
me as i have no pen. 07736229696 +447736229696 
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 
Why does it always have to be us ;_; 

Yeah, why us? ;_;

We need a Romanian flag emoticon. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

^^fistgrrl's not closing the thread... yet

has anyone heard back from this "mother" chap? 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

Fistgrrl came out of the closet to say: 

Yeah, why us? ;_;

We need a Romanian flag emoticon. 

With a vampire 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
okay reading this thread is difficult. i need the address STAT 

Here's a map for 9B Valley Parade. 

Attachment: map.jpg
This has been downloaded 1970 time(s).
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triple clutcher
Joined: Jul 10, 2003 

Los quernos, the triple clutcher!

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 
With a vampire 

Would it cry blood? 
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Lamanda
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

What's all this then?

After reading 35 pages, i feel strangely compelled to post. 
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StinkyWizzleteats
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Third Quartermaster of the 
New England Calvinball 
Combination

quote: 

Lamanda came out of the closet to say: 
After reading 35 pages, i feel strangely compelled to post. 

I thought that same thing ten pages ago. Sympathies, friend. 
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BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

quote: 

StinkyWizzleteats came out of the closet to say: 

I thought that same thing ten pages ago. Sympathies, friend. 

I'd just like to say you probably have the best username I've ever seen...

carry on. 
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murphyrulez
Joined: Mar 06, 2004 

The King of Pain

My wizzle's teats aren't stinky, you may want to have them checked out if they are still under warranty. 
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StinkyWizzleteats
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Third Quartermaster of the 
New England Calvinball 
Combination

^^^ EXTENDED WARRANTY?! HOW CAN I LOSE!!1/? 
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esperantinc
Joined: May 05, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
got it 9b valley parade. right onto theedgeware road then road i s on the left. 9b valley 
parade. someone text this to me as i have no pen. 07736229696 +447736229696 

dont know if anyone else did this, but I just did just in case. 
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

quote: 

esperantinc came out of the closet to say: 

dont know if anyone else did this, but I just did just in case. 

I tried to send it, but I kept getting error messages  
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

I did that a while ago, so there's no need to continue. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

quote: 

esperantinc came out of the closet to say: 

dont know if anyone else did this, but I just did just in case. 

Cool, thanks. I wanted to, but I didn't understand his crazy british phone number language. 
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Thud
Joined: Dec 17, 2002 

A Shit eater?

Quick question. I'm assuming no one from SA has contacted the professor in Iowa due to the assumption that 
verisign has already? I just read throught the 35 pages and was curious. Other than that, good luck all you UK 
dudes. 
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pahnub
Joined: Jun 09, 2003 

Smurfin' Booty Since 1982

This thread rules, not only is the content entertaining and funny, but I've just started looking at people's profiles 
while reading this thread (as damn near everyones posted in it), and its left me with one comment: NO CHAR NO! 
That's a bad CHAR! (pic in profile) 
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

I can see the hilarity.

Edit: If you're dialing to the UK from the US or Canada, you need to dial 011 first. 

Soos fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 07:44
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

Soos came out of the closet to say: 
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I can see the hilarity. 

Hahhahahhaha that's awesome 
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OMG LOL BUTSEKZ
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

no butsekz plz.

godspeed Starbucks. 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

Whenever I try and refresh the FedEx tracker page, it kills my browser for about 5 minutes, then finally works. This 
is probably the most closely watched/most refreshed tracker in their history. Anyone else get sluggish response?

Also, why the hell does it say 'FedEx Express'? Doesn't the Ex in FedEx mean Express?... I guess it's just another 
one of those things, like 'ATM Machine'. 
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Bed
Joined: Apr 20, 2004 

...sometimes you wakeup, 
sometimes you die, and 
sometimes you fly...

This is the true power of the net. Cower in fear! 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

pahnub came out of the closet to say: 
This thread rules, not only is the content entertaining and funny, but I've just started looking 
at people's profiles while reading this thread (as damn near everyones posted in it), and its 
left me with one comment: NO CHAR NO! That's a bad CHAR! (pic in profile) 

Not wanting to derail but. Oh. My. God :sick:

http://www.sonickrew.co.uk/yarr/me.jpg 
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kindermord
Joined: Jun 05, 2003 

quote: 

Ionized came out of the closet to say: 
in the hypothetical situation that he DID read this... it would kill the climax, and would suck, 
and my life would feel...incomplete. 

[FYAD paranoia]

the "GBS sux lol" pathology is strong in certain quarters. I wouldn't put it past some of them to contact the 
"purchaser", thusly deflating a fucking huge GBS event. Not like it hasn't been done before.

That's all I got to say about that.

[/FYAD paranoia] 
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Package Molesto
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

It trained them to shoot skeet.

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 
Also, why the hell does it say 'FedEx Express'? Doesn't the Ex in FedEx mean Express?... I 
guess it's just another one of those things, like 'ATM Machine'. 

There's also FedEx Ground, Freight, Custom Critical, etc. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 
Whenever I try and refresh the FedEx tracker page, it kills my browser for about 5 minutes, 
then finally works. This is probably the most closely watched/most refreshed tracker in their 
history. Anyone else get sluggish response?

Also, why the hell does it say 'FedEx Express'? Doesn't the Ex in FedEx mean Express?... I 
guess it's just another one of those things, like 'ATM Machine'. 

Yeah, it kills safari for me. Just kills it, the cursor beachballs and I have to force quit. 
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rayray00_00
Joined: Mar 27, 2003 

whee.

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 
Whenever I try and refresh the FedEx tracker page, it kills my browser for about 5 minutes, 
then finally works. This is probably the most closely watched/most refreshed tracker in their 
history. Anyone else get sluggish response?

Also, why the hell does it say 'FedEx Express'? Doesn't the Ex in FedEx mean Express?... I 
guess it's just another one of those things, like 'ATM Machine'. 

There are different type of FedEx companies. There's FedEx Ground, FedEx Home, and FedEx Express.

edit: So beaten, but not sluggish for me. 
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CHARLES
Joined: Oct 13, 2001 

quote: 

Soos came out of the closet to say: 

I can see the hilarity.

Edit: If you're dialing to the UK from the US or Canada, you need to dial 011 first. 

hahahahaha that's awesome, especially if he isn't the guy we're looking for. The confusion on his part would be 
huge. He'd log in and out of nowhere discover he'd been given a custom title and not know for what.

Also, every time I check this thread it seems to have grown exponentially.  

CHARLES fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 07:52
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Jack Burton
Joined: Mar 01, 2002 

It's all in the reflexes.

The suspense is killin' me. Deliciously killing me... 
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esperantinc
Joined: May 05, 2003 

quote: 

Soos came out of the closet to say: 
Edit: If you're dialing to the UK from the US or Canada, you need to dial 011 first. 

I thought thats what the + was for? 
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Sepherothic
Joined: Feb 08, 2003 

Holy crap! I just read the entire thread.

This is definative proof that the SA forum goons are largest collection of bad ass mother fuckers on the planet. 
Godspeed our intrepid warriors. 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

Yeah, it kills safari for me. Just kills it, the cursor beachballs and I have to force quit. 

Yeah Safari here too. Leave it for about 5 minutes, it will come alive again. 
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Psykoguy
Joined: Oct 10, 2003 

Pantsless Avenger

Dear god, I wish you Londoners had a webcam or something. The suspense is killing me here, I need closure on 
this! Here's hoping that the shutdown of his escrow site doesn't make him avoid this... 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

I really fear coming home from 8 hours of work tomorrow... I'll have 15 new pages to read! 
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Javelin
Joined: Jan 02, 2004 

This is one crazy thread...  And I'm enjoying every second of it.  

Anyways, hope this whole thing turns out good and interesting. Good luck, guys. 
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

quote: 

esperantinc came out of the closet to say: 

I thought thats what the + was for? 

Someone might have misunderstood? 
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1badkarma
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

I'm sorry, uh, I wasn't 
listening...

You know what? Something just came to me. 
I mean, we all know that the SomethingAwful forums is made up of a variety of different characters, right? 
What if this scammer was a SomethingAwful member to begin with? What if he's reading this thread as we speak, 
and he's laughing his ass off because he'll be one move infront of us?

And what happened to Pipski? Maybe he found out too much and when the scammer read the thread again and 
realised who Pipski was...had him tracked down and...

Oh shi 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

1badkarma came out of the closet to say: 
You know what? Something just came to me. 
I mean, we all know that the SomethingAwful forums is made up of a variety of different 
characters, right? 
What if this scammer was a SomethingAwful member to begin with? What if he's reading this 
thread as we speak, and he's laughing his ass off because he'll be one move infront of us?

And what happened to Pipski? Maybe he found out too much and when the scammer read the 
thread again and realised who Pipski was...had him tracked down and...

Oh shi 

INTERNET: THE MOVIE 
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blairerickson
Joined: May 18, 2002 

"I hate Stiffly Stiffersons... I 
want to prank them... in my 
basement... for hours."

Hang up the forums! He's posting from inside the site!!!1 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

CHARLES came out of the closet to say: 

hahahahaha that's awesome, especially if he isn't the guy we're looking for. The confusion on 
his part would be huge. He'd log in and out of nowhere discover he'd been given a custom 
title and not know for what.

Bahaha yes definitely. Someone wanna split it with me? $5 to CharlieU235@hotmail.com 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

blairerickson came out of the closet to say: 
Hang up the forums! He's posting from inside the site!!!1 

Don't worry guys... "I know kung fu." 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

The supense is boiling... FedEx only has 3 1/2 hours to meet the 12pm estimated delivery date.

Edit: Shouldn't the package be on the truck now? 

Bluecobra fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 08:28
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cplhades
Joined: Nov 17, 2003 

Are the on-site team going to text message anyone with updates? That person could then post to the forums. It's 
probably less risky than logging on to the forums from that dodgy net cafe. 
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Package Molesto
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

It trained them to shoot skeet.

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 
The supense is boiling... FedEx only has 3 1/2 hours to meet the 12pm estimated delivery 
date.

Edit: Shouldn't the package be on the truck now? 

I've got the feeling that "Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay" means that it got held up at customs, so FedEx isn't 
responsible for delays in delivery. So don't be surprised if it takes a little while longer. 
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skander
Joined: Apr 17, 2003 

Did you know there is black 
jade paste?

Mein Gott! I get home and the thread has grown by ten pages.

Now that I've commited to a caffeinated all-nighter just to witness this epic in near real time (no job to lose, for 
me), the suspense is killing me. Perhaps I'll finally watch Lock, Stock... to kill some time. I just hope customs 
doesn't ruin all the fun.

Good luck to all our UK operatives, and congratulations to all involved.

My god, it's full of posts ... 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

I think we should get an iSketch game going to kill time. Anyone? 
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DaNzA
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

what?

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 

Bahaha yes definitely. Someone wanna split it with me? $5 to CharlieU235@hotmail.com 

Paypaled  
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DXH
Joined: Dec 08, 2003 

He escaped into the waves.

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 
I think we should get an iSketch game going to kill time. Anyone? 

I dunno, I'm working from 2PM till 10PM...

Ahh, fuck it, I'm down with iSketch or whatever the fuck we play now. Maybe some Natural Selection lol 
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cplhades
Joined: Nov 17, 2003 

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 
I think we should get an iSketch game going to kill time. Anyone? 

I can't from work, but I can guess what the first sketch would be anyway.

(a P-P-P-Powerbook) 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

How did I created iSketch room?

edit- ok game is up. Game room SA Goons. Jump in. 
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

quote: 

DaNzA came out of the closet to say: 

Paypaled  

Here is the original icon I made if anyone wants to use it. 

http://www.soosed.com/images/ninja-icon.jpg 
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rayray00_00
Joined: Mar 27, 2003 

whee.

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 
The supense is boiling... FedEx only has 3 1/2 hours to meet the 12pm estimated delivery 
date.

Edit: Shouldn't the package be on the truck now? 

It should say out for delivery by now 

The FedEx trucks where I worked at were usually out of the hub by 7:30. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

Done and done 

http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764

I guess they moderate other-user custom title changes? 

chizarlie fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 08:43
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

Who hasn't voted yet? And whats worse who DIDN'T vote 5? 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 
Done and done 

http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764

I guess they moderate other-user custom title changes? 

http://forums.somethingawful.com/sh...0#post286588940

There's a delay for the custom titles to refresh basically. 

DLCinferno fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 08:49
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

DLCinferno came out of the closet to say: 

http://forums.somethingawful.com/sh...0#post286588940

There's a delay for the custom titles to refresh basically. 

Interesting... but sucky. bahahaha hopefully it delays just until the guy starts reading this thread (assuming it's not 
him) 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok guys I'm back.

No emails from our mark. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

These forums have basically become the entire internet to me, there's no real point in going anywhere else.

Lately, this thread has been the only one i've been reading, due to pure excitement, so this thread has become the 
entire internet to me! 
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DarkPaladin
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

I can't believe I just read all that, I must be insane, I'm going to bed, but I'll be back tomorrow hoping for pics, I got 
scammed on ebay once, I look at this as part of the revenge I never got. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

rayray00_00 came out of the closet to say: 

It should say out for delivery by now 

The FedEx trucks where I worked at were usually out of the hub by 7:30. 

I think the: 
Apr 30, 2004 3:19 am 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 

Is because it got there at 3 am. Probably not a full staff, with a lot of shit to xray and what not. 
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-=Buzz=-
Joined: Mar 27, 2004 

ooooh, its 9.00 am here in Blighty - wonder how the chaps are getting on? 

I kept wanting to get up through the night, but woke up to about 10 more pages instead 

Hope it isn't raining, the pub next door won't be open yet. 
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SubCrid TC
Joined: Feb 10, 2004 

Believe.

Or it's because someone is on to your counter-scam scam and they're putting in a fake delay so you don't get wise 
and escape to safety. 

Run now! Yoshi will save you!  
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StinkyWizzleteats
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Third Quartermaster of the 
New England Calvinball 
Combination

Note for the future, MyNameIsJeff. If this works out and we find out exactly who you're fucking with, there is no 
question in my mind that we should buy you a plane ticket to Engrand to laugh hardcore in this guy's face. Maybe 
kick him in the wang a couple times, neh? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

SubCrid TC came out of the closet to say: 
Or it's because someone is on to your counter-scam scam and they're putting in a fake delay 
so you don't get wise and escape to safety. 

Run now! Yoshi will save you!  

Oh fine. I already had a breakdown a few pages back.

Agents are coming.

quote: 

StinkyWizzleteats came out of the closet to say: 
Note for the future, MyNameIsJeff. If this works out and we find out exactly who you're 
fucking with, there is no question in my mind that we should buy you a plane ticket to 
Engrand to laugh hardcore in this guy's face. Maybe kick him in the wang a couple times, 
neh? 

It would be funny to have the money to buy advertizements in the area. 
"Looks like you just got had by MyNameIsJeff!" 
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"Tried to scam a powerbook? Paid the huge tax only to find you just bought a P-P-P-POWERBOOK? Well that really is 
too bad. awww. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 09:10
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cplhades
Joined: Nov 17, 2003 

I sent Starbucks a good luck text message 15 minutes ago. No reply yet so either he just doesn't want to reply.. or 
he's dead. And because I'm such a wonderful guy who nobody can ignore, I fear it's the latter.

Ah, who am I kidding? 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

"Tried to scam a powerbook? Paid the huge tax only to find you just bought a P-P-P-
POWERBOOK? Well that sure is something awful. 

fixed 
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Wandering Idiot
Joined: Jul 22, 2003 

I Suffer From Mild 
Retarderations

Wow. Just wow. I remember reading this back when it was only 5 pages long, I come back today, and there's 31 
more for me to read. Jeff, you're my new internet hero. 

__________________
"Pledge Allegiance To Yourself, Not War, Greed, Power and Wealth."
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Bitter Beard
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

What, the fuck is that!

Not sure if it's been said before, but I wonder if they have stuff shipped to the UK because they know customs will 
check it out and when something not worth the value or questionable is sent it will be caught so they don't get 
scammed?

I almost think this is some mob scam and the shop is the front, so they just might have a customs dude looking for 
parcels being shipped.

Am I being a bit paranoid on this? 
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cplhades
Joined: Nov 17, 2003 

quote: 

Bitter Beard came out of the closet to say: 
Am I being a bit paranoid on this? 

Yes. Yes you are.

There'd be very little point in having someone in customs assist the scam. If the guy had someone, he wouldn't 
need to ask Jeff to mark the value down on the shipping label. 
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

quote: 

Bitter Beard came out of the closet to say: 
Not sure if it's been said before, but I wonder if they have stuff shipped to the UK because 
they know customs will check it out and when something not worth the value or questionable 
is sent it will be caught so they don't get scammed?

I almost think this is some mob scam and the shop is the front, so they just might have a 
customs dude looking for parcels being shipped.

Am I being a bit paranoid on this? 

Yes. 
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Zerstorer
Joined: Oct 22, 2002 

Would you like a sweety, little 
girl?

Damn I wish I didn't have to finish this essay else I'd come into London right now and use this as an excuse to buy a 
digital camera.
Greatest thread ever. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

cplhades came out of the closet to say: 
I sent Starbucks a good luck text message 15 minutes ago. 

Same. I spent 10 minutes on my cellphone trying to find the "<" character to make a "<3 from Yossarko" but I 
couldn't find it. 

Also, a txt msg from france to england, does it cost more than a regular txt? I honestly don't care, just interested 
(for future messages). 
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Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

quote: 

-=Buzz=- came out of the closet to say: 
Hope it isn't raining, the pub next door won't be open yet. 

Its raining, what did you expect? 
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

I just gave starbucks a ring, hes still alive, though I can't say well (had a breakfast at a cafe near the barbershop 
and is feeling a bit ill). He says the Internet Cafe hasn't opened yet, when it does he'll go make a post from inside. 
Also - his phone is giving him an error (or something) so he can't reply to the text messages, but he thanks you all 
for them. I wished him luck from SA, hopefully we hear more from Goon Team Bravo soon. 
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cplhades
Joined: Nov 17, 2003 

quote: 

Yossarko came out of the closet to say: 
Also, a txt msg from france to england, does it cost more than a regular txt? I honestly don't 
care, just interested (for future messages). 

I'm not sure international text messages work most of the time. I read an article which said that a lot of 
international text messages just get lost. I think the article was in The Sun though, which is almost as reliable for 
information as the Internet. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

No matter what happens, this was still an awesome thread. Nothing will detract the coolness of this thread (except if 
Starbucks, Jeff or someone dies) it can only get better or ... stop. I'd like nothing more than a real GOON VICTORY 
for this thread complete with photos and long stories about the crazy barber, but if it all falls to shit, remember all 
the fun we've had these 35 odd pages and just Goldmine the fucker. I personally wouldn't want to see an aditional 
30 pages of ANTI CLIMAX "oh sucks it fell to shit" posts.

On a lighter note, i DO think this will work. I really see no reason why the p-p-p-powerbook wouldn't get delivered. 
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slagmatic
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

I love this thread so much. Can't wait till the cafe opens and we get posts from the drop point.  
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-=Buzz=-
Joined: Mar 27, 2004 

Graviton, I thought the sun always shone on the righteous? Surely "we" are doing the Lord's work here 

It's not raining in Hull  
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

cplhades came out of the closet to say: 

I'm not sure international text messages work most of the time. I read an article which said 
that a lot of international text messages just get lost. I think the article was in The Sun 
though, which is almost as reliable for information as the Internet. 

I tried sending him one from the States, my phone said the message was sent successfully. 
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platinum_pt78
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

pt78

impatiance growing... :\

I just can't help but refresh this thread a lot - good luck Jeff and fellow anti-scammer agents!  
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Rhyno
Joined: Mar 22, 2003 

Well I just stayed up 3 hours later than I planned to read all 36 (34 when I started) pages of this thread. I eagerly 
await the payoff. 
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iwinatinternet
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

illiterate!!!

dammit. finally reached the end of the topic, now what am I supposed to do? 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

iwinatinternet came out of the closet to say: 
dammit. finally reached the end of the topic, now what am I supposed to do? 

Keep hitting refresh. Or if you're using Opera, set it to refresh automatically. 
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

quote: 

iwinatinternet came out of the closet to say: 
dammit. finally reached the end of the topic, now what am I supposed to do? 

1 hit refresh
2 drink caffiene
3 goto 1

edit - so very beaten 
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TheKevman
Joined: Dec 13, 2003 

I AM GAY FOR RUSH 
LIMBAUGH!!!

well it's now 1:55am pst and i'm tired. I tried and tried to stay up but I keep hitting refresh on the FedEx tracking 
and its still saying it's being held by regulatory whatever. I'm sad  
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

Why does this have to come to a resolution just as I am needing to finish an essay?? Is there no god?

Oh, wait, a scammer is getting fucked over. There is a god... 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok guys. For those of you who are still up over here on our side. I'm going to step away and get some sleep. Once 
again, if something changes with FedEx, or something serious happens at the drop, please call me. If anything like 
this happens an email form the mark is sure to follow. I want to have it up as soon as possible.

Thanks again. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 21:38
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nic0
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

quote: 

TheKevman came out of the closet to say: 
well it's now 1:55am pst and i'm tired. I tried and tried to stay up but I keep hitting refresh 
on the FedEx tracking and its still saying it's being held by regulatory whatever. I'm sad  

I imagine somewhere a turned off mobile phone is getting phone calls requesting that he pay his import tax bill. I 
have had letters requesting I pay import tax before, so maybe if they can't get through on the phone they will send 
a letter. This could be a long weekend; Monday is a national holiday in the UK! 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

Okay, I am in the cafe

here is some info, there are webcams, anyone wanna get a msn webcam recorder and i will pan and scan, they dont 
have memory stick readers so i cant get info from my camera, but there are plenty of pictures

WHERE ARE THE OTHER GOONS

anyway, here is some info

HIJACK THIS LOG
Logfile of HijackThis v1.97.7
Scan saved at 11:33:33, on 30/04/2004
Platform: Windows 2000 (WinNT 5.00.2195)
MSIE: Internet Explorer v5.00 (5.00.2920.0000)

Running processes:
C:\WINNT\Explorer.exe
C:\WINNT\System32\khooker.exe
C:\WINNT\loadqm.exe
C:\Program Files\MSN Messenger\msnmsgr.exe
C:\Program Files\WinZip\WZQKPICK.EXE
C:\Program Files\Yahoo!\Messenger\ymsgr_tray.exe
C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe
E:\Programs\HijackThis.exe

R0 - HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main,Start Page = http://www.about.co.uk
R0 - HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main,Start Page = http://red.clientapps.yahoo.com/cus...://my.
yahoo.com
R1 - HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main,Search Bar = http://red.clientapps.yahoo.com/cus...rch/
search.html
R1 - HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main,Search Page = http://red.clientapps.yahoo.com/cus...//www.
yahoo.com
R1 - HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main,Default_Page_URL = http://red.clientapps.yahoo.com/cus...://
my.yahoo.com
R1 - HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main,Default_Search_URL = http://red.clientapps.yahoo.com/
cus...//www.yahoo.com
R1 - HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Connection Wizard,Shellnext = https://loginnet.passport.com/ppsec...uth.
srf?lc=1033
O2 - BHO: (no name) - {02478D38-C3F9-4efb-9B51-7695ECA05670} - C:\Program Files\Yahoo!\Companion\Installs
\cpn\ycomp5_3_12_0.dll
O3 - Toolbar: @msdxmLC.dll,-1@1033,&Radio - {8E718888-423F-11D2-876E-00A0C9082467} - C:\WINNT
\System32\msdxm.ocx
O3 - Toolbar: &Yahoo! Companion - {EF99BD32-C1FB-11D2-892F-0090271D4F88} - C:\Program Files\Yahoo!
\Companion\Installs\cpn\ycomp5_3_12_0.dll
O4 - HKLM\..\Run: [Synchronization Manager] mobsync.exe /logon
O4 - HKLM\..\Run: [SiS KHooker] C:\WINNT\System32\khooker.exe
O4 - HKLM\..\Run: [LoadQM] loadqm.exe
O4 - HKLM\..\Run: [RealTray] C:\Program Files\Real\RealPlayer\RealPlay.exe SYSTEMBOOTHIDEPLAYER
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O4 - HKCU\..\Run: [msnmsgr] "C:\Program Files\MSN Messenger\msnmsgr.exe" /background
O4 - HKCU\..\Run: [Yahoo! Pager] C:\Program Files\Yahoo!\Messenger\ypager.exe -quiet
O4 - Global Startup: Microsoft Office.lnk = C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office\OSA9.EXE
O4 - Global Startup: Reality Fusion GameCam SE.lnk = C:\Program Files\Reality Fusion\Reality Fusion GameCam SE
\Program\RFTRay.exe
O4 - Global Startup: WinZip Quick Pick.lnk = C:\Program Files\WinZip\WZQKPICK.EXE
O9 - Extra button: Messenger (HKLM)
O9 - Extra 'Tools' menuitem: Yahoo! Messenger (HKLM)
O9 - Extra button: Related (HKLM)
O9 - Extra 'Tools' menuitem: Show &Related Links (HKLM)
O9 - Extra button: Real.com (HKLM)
O16 - DPF: DigiChat Applet - http://host9.digichat.com/DigiChat/...s/Client_IE.cab
O16 - DPF: {30528230-99F7-4BB4-88D8-FA1D4F56A2AB} (YInstStarter Class) - http://download.yahoo.com/dl/
installs/yinst0401.cab
O16 - DPF: {A17E30C4-A9BA-11D4-8673-60DB54C10000} (YahooYMailTo Class) - http://us.dl1.yimg.com/
download.yah.../ymmapi_416.dll
O16 - DPF: {D27CDB6E-AE6D-11CF-96B8-444553540000} (Shockwave Flash Object) - http://download.
macromedia.com/pub/...ash/swflash.cab
O17 - HKLM\System\CCS\Services\Tcpip\..\{0E55F79E-5B8B-42B6-81FA-EA6780223388}: NameServer = 
212.67.96.129,212.67.96.130
O17 - HKLM\System\CS1\Services\Tcpip\..\{0E55F79E-5B8B-42B6-81FA-EA6780223388}: NameServer = 
212.67.96.129,212.67.96.130
O17 - HKLM\System\CS2\Services\Tcpip\..\{0E55F79E-5B8B-42B6-81FA-EA6780223388}: NameServer = 
212.67.96.129,212.67.96.130 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

last person to use msn on this CPU was k_b26@hotmail.com

and i am LOGGED IN to a account set up on yahoo here balanpetrica, gonna check other pc's now

EDIT: other PCs next to me have no info apart from one using GamesNet IRC, no channel logs left or channel history 

Starbucks fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 10:29
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

FAN-FUCKING-TASTIC Starbucks.

One thing I noticed right away was khooker.exe

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
last person to use msn on this CPU was k_b26@hotmail.com

and i am LOGGED IN to a account set up on yahoo here balanpetrica, gonna check other pc's 
now 

Are they going to notice you hopping computers?? 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Totally awesome.

Wouldn't it be great if we found a keylogger and some evidence of the scam plan!

GO GOONS GO! DO IT FOR THE P-P-P-POWERBOOK! 
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Wrong Igor
Joined: Feb 22, 2004 

I'm getting too old. Kill me.

Khooker seems to be a system tray utility from s SiS vga card. 

Not a keylogger. 
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Kan
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Meep! Meep! Meep! 

Khooker is a system Tray utility which gets installed by the drivers of the latter day SiS VGA cards

Beaten like a bitch  
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

I can hook up with you on MSN so I can record some pictures.

What is your email? 
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blitrig
Joined: Jul 02, 2003 

must...fight...sleep...

(Any way you guys could, say, speed it up a bit? I have class in the morning.) 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

Soos came out of the closet to say: 
I can hook up with you on MSN so I can record some pictures.

What is your email? 

arsenal_fan_2000@hotmail.com

lets start a conference call eh? contact me on the yahoo address i gave as well 
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Ataraxia
Joined: Jun 15, 2001 

Champion of nothing

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
Okay, I am in the cafe

oops 
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Fucktoaster
Joined: Apr 24, 2004 

Did you check for a hardware based keylogger? 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

Ataraxia came out of the closet to say: 

oops 

WE ALL SAW THAT.
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Starbuck's cam feed dropped all of a sudden. 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

It's a trap!! 
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nic0
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
last person to use msn on this CPU was k_b26@hotmail.com

and i am LOGGED IN to a account set up on yahoo here balanpetrica, gonna check other pc's 
now

EDIT: other PCs next to me have no info apart from one using GamesNet IRC, no channel logs 
left or channel history 

If you can log into an IRC server and /whois yourself, then you'll have (one of) the IP address(es) that this internet 
cafe uses. Wonder if they route everything via a Romanian proxy server  
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

I can barely keep my eyes open, but I MUST STAY AWAKE. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Hardware keyloggers.. good idea

Check the back of the computer.. look at the keyboard wire. If there is a hardware keylogger, the keyboard will be 
plugged into a patch cable before going into the PC.

----keyboard wire----|||||:|||||----keylogger----|||||:|COMPUTER CASE| 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

OKAY IM GOING TO CONNECT THIS PC TO SA IRC, I WILL BE IN #SA IN A MO 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
OKAY IM GOING TO CONNECT THIS PC TO SA IRC, I WILL BE IN #SA IN A MO 

DalNET? Or what? 
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Soos
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

Soos you neeb

These are the only two noteworthy webcam shots so far.

The sign outside:

http://www.soosed.com/images/superfast.jpg

We need more goons!

http://www.soosed.com/images/needmoregoons.jpg 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

quote: 

DalNET? Or what? 

IRC 

Information posted by Scaramouche on March 30, 2004 
As a warning those entering #somethingawful expecting light-hearted SA type conversation, you will be 
disappointed. The channel is occupied by the infamous Al (see; Al) who usually kick bans anyone who 
mentions SomethingAwful or the forums unless you know him from the days of yore. The "unofficial" 
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channel is #sa. 

Information posted by Zephro on February 18, 2004 
Debate and Discussion's IRC Channel (see: Klavern) is at #currentevents on Zirc. 

Information posted by hannibal on February 16, 2004 
It should be noted that ADTRW's de facto channel is not on zirc, for no particular reason. It is:

#raspberryheaven@irc.mircx.com

and is mostly on this network because many other anime fansubbing groups are on this network as well.

There is an #adtrw on the same network, but it is for Studio ADTRW (www.adtrw.org) and not general 
discussion. 

Information posted by Zakharov on February 15, 2004 
The Walrus forgot #sas 

Information posted by Naar on February 14, 2004 
#partyhard has somehow become the Trad Games channel. 

Information posted by Jamesface on February 14, 2004 
Permabanned posters invariably end up on IRC spouting ridiculous conspiracy theories about the 
forums. 

Information posted by The Walrus on February 13, 2004 
All of SA's IRC channels are on the ZIRC network (irc.zirc.org)

As far as I know, all of them are:

#sa
#somethingawful
#fyad
#idlegames
#shsc
#crackhouse
#nmp3s
#dpph
#btb

If I'm forgetting any, let me know. 

Information posted by Char on February 12, 2004 
Short for internet relay chat, usually used to refer to the goings on in an IRC channel.

IRC is blamed for lots of drama on the forums, but nowadays is just a bunch of people talking random 
crap about anything. Despite what you may have heard, there is no longer a secret IRC cool kids club 
plotting devious things in the forums, and any references to such a thing are in jest.
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Edit: Damn, thought that had the info. I found out that there's irc.somethingawful.com:6667 that I went to a while 
ago, maybe it's that? 

ZeromusMog fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 10:53
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inset
Joined: Sep 20, 2003 

Secretly plotting your demise..

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
OKAY IM GOING TO CONNECT THIS PC TO SA IRC, I WILL BE IN #SA IN A MO 

this is torture! 

edit: because I can't irc at work. 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

where's the blaxx guy 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

no physical keyloggers

also

INTERNET

Windows 2000 IP Configuration

Host Name . . . . . . . . . . . . : zy5
Primary DNS Suffix . . . . . . . :
Node Type . . . . . . . . . . . . : Broadcast
IP Routing Enabled. . . . . . . . : No
WINS Proxy Enabled. . . . . . . . : No
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Ethernet adapter Local Area Connection:

Connection-specific DNS Suffix . :
Description . . . . . . . . . . . : Realtek RTL8139(A) PCI Fast Ethernet
Adapter
Physical Address. . . . . . . . . : 00-A0-B0-0C-92-76
DHCP Enabled. . . . . . . . . . . : No
IP Address. . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.1.14
Subnet Mask . . . . . . . . . . . : 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.1.1
DNS Servers . . . . . . . . . . . : 212.67.96.129
212.67.96.130 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

okay... unregistered hypercam is recording

i've got his limey mug lolling alot...

small browser window sry for typos 
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Cuerzo
Joined: Sep 10, 2002 

This thread is incredible. There's just so much being shared in here...

I wish I could meet you all guys in person so I could invite you to beer. You deserve it.

I'm sitting in the edge of my chair, anxiously waiting for a conclusion. 
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Fufo
Joined: Apr 24, 2002 

UNEXPECTED!

quote: 

Cuerzo came out of the closet to say: 
This thread is incredible. There's just so much being shared in here...

I wish I could meet you all guys in person so I could invite you to beer. You deserve it.

I'm sitting in the edge of my chair, anxiously waiting for a conclusion. 

If you bring the cider down here, I'll pay while we wait together! 
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ombrophiliac
Joined: Mar 09, 2004 

i got this thing that i consider 
my only art...

Absolute craziness. It's 6 am here and I'm mashing the refresh to see some webcam footage of a marked up binder. 
I love it. 
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Cuerzo
Joined: Sep 10, 2002 

quote: 

Fufo came out of the closet to say: 
If you bring the cider down here, I'll pay while we wait together! 

3 of my buddies are heading off to Madrid right now. If only I knew earlier...

...MEGA-TWO-PEOPLE-GOONMEET!!!!!!!! 
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Wrong Igor
Joined: Feb 22, 2004 

I'm getting too old. Kill me.

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 

IP Address. . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.1.14

Go to www.whatismyip.com to se the ip adress out from the router (the internet adress, this is his internal NAT 
adress) 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

I promised my fiance I'd get some sleep tonight so I wouldn't be a walking zombie tomorrow, but this is just too 
good to miss. 

quote: 

cplhades came out of the closet to say: 
I'm not sure international text messages work most of the time. I read an article which said 
that a lot of international text messages just get lost. I think the article was in The Sun 
though, which is almost as reliable for information as the Internet. 

No, they don't generally get lost, or cost more. One of my best friends lives in the Philippines, so it was hard to call 
each other without our parents going apeshit, so we'd just txt all the time. Same for my friends in England and The 
Netherlands. They cost the same as regular messages. 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

quote: 

Potassium came out of the closet to say: 
I promised my fiance I'd get some sleep tonight so I wouldn't be a walking zombie tomorrow, 
but this is just too good to miss. 

No, they don't generally get lost, or cost more. One of my best friends lives in the Philippines, 
so it was hard to call each other without our parents going apeshit, so we'd just txt all the 
time. Same for my friends in England and The Netherlands. They cost the same as regular 
messages. 

I send and recieve text messages from a friend in Switzerland and have never had any trouble or complaints. I can't 
call him, though. 
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Fufo
Joined: Apr 24, 2002 

UNEXPECTED!

quote: 

Cuerzo came out of the closet to say: 

3 of my buddies are heading off to Madrid right now. If only I knew earlier...

...MEGA-TWO-PEOPLE-GOONMEET!!!!!!!! 

Next time you move down south, give me a holler and I'll do my best to meet you and show you around some nice 
drinking places. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

THE PACKAGE IS IN THE DEN

I REPEAT

THE PACKAGE IS IN THE DEN

WE HAVE FEDEX DELIVERY 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 21:39
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

OMFG 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

The moment arrives... 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

HOLY GODDAMN FUCKING SHIT
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slagmatic
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

OH GOOD LORD YES 
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Resonance
Joined: Dec 17, 2002 

I caught this thread ten minutes ago... gahh! 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

Starbucks is upstairs with webcam, he recorded the delivery moment!
Im downstairs with the camera, the guy who signed for it IS the barber, but he put it in the back with out opening, 
d'oh. Updates to follow.

This post is coming from INSIDE THE HOUSE 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Are you in their base killing their doodz? 
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socketman
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

BFGC modder

que the music .. 

RIDE OF THE VALKYRIES

edit: on a side note and complete thread derail, id like to congratulate myself for being with SA for one year. woot 
for anniversaries 

socketman fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 11:05
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blitrig
Joined: Jul 02, 2003 

OH HOLY SHIT 
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OnionBob
Joined: May 31, 2002 

A rip in the very fabric of space 
and time.

Posting in a historical moment of a historical thread  
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Fufo
Joined: Apr 24, 2002 

UNEXPECTED!

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
Starbucks is upstairs with webcam, he recorded the delivery moment!
Im downstairs with the camera, the guy who signed for it IS the barber, but he put it in the 
back with out opening, d'oh. Updates to follow.

This post is coming from INSIDE THE HOUSE 

Did he actually pay the taxes? 
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dexter
Joined: Jun 24, 2003 

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
Starbucks is upstairs with webcam, he recorded the delivery moment!
Im downstairs with the camera, the guy who signed for it IS the barber, but he put it in the 
back with out opening, d'oh. Updates to follow.

This post is coming from INSIDE THE HOUSE 

Get on IRC 

irc.zirc.org #sa 
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CRO200
Joined: Jul 19, 2003 

im nice, honest

FUCKING CHAMPIONS. I want minute by minute updates  
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ComradeChrist
Joined: Feb 29, 2004 

:Chest pounds: to think I will have to leave in 11 minutes. 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

socketman came out of the closet to say: 
que the music .. 

RIDE OF THE VALKYRIES 

Fuck that, we're going with some O Fortuna! 

This thread just gets better and better. 
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

Holy fuck! 
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Turkish
Joined: Feb 06, 2002 

It's tip top.

I just can't stop laughing. This is amazing. 
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in circles
Joined: Feb 07, 2004 

I go in circles running down. I 
dream to heal your wounds but 
I bleed myself

Reading this makes me wish I'd got on a train at an ungodly hour just so I could be there to see this in person. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

okay, im going to leave, with sybershot recording, i have set three upstairs computers to have scrolling marquee 
with P-P-P-P-POWERBOOK AFTER 20 MINUTES!!!!

I WILL TRY AND POST THE PICS asap 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

[03:52] *** now talking in #sa
[03:52] *** topic is If you could save a kitten's life by breast feeding it, would you?
[03:52] *** set by Huge_Spatula on Fri Apr 30 01:59:15 2004
[03:52] *** Turkish (~Snak@ZiRC-A6A1E2.cable.wanadoo.nl) joined
[03:52] <^spanky^> http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&...F-8&safe=off&q=%22213.78.157.225%22
[03:52] *** Yoda (~yodadarkj@ZiRC-2AE06633.client.comcast.net) joined
[03:53] *** channel #sa mode is +sntrl 203
[03:53] <nic0> Top Romanian websites? o_O
[03:53] <Schroe> I had a professor at my uni that claimed he never heard of somethingwful but would quote things 
from it all the time
[03:53] <nic0> this is a bit of a theme
[03:53] <Thanos> Haha
[03:53] <^spanky^> thats what i thought
[03:53] <Thanos> Damn Romanians
[03:53] <ZeromusMog> Is this where Starbucks came?
[03:53] *** smileh (~smileh@2D2C71F6.FDD8D1A4.3033A7B7.IP) joined
[03:53] *** Yoda quit (Killed (NickServ (Nick kill enforced)))
[03:53] <Candleshire> skynet is goign to happen
[03:53] *** down1nit (admin@ZiRC-1317FD70.lsanca1.dsl-verizon.net) joined
[03:53] <Candleshire> and it will learn about people from their livejournals
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[03:53] *** Nomean quit (Connection reset by peer)
[03:53] <Refugee> All over my face
[03:53] *** YodaDarkJedi (~yodadarkj@ZiRC-2AE06633.client.comcast.net) joined
[03:53] <down1nit> k... recording feed
[03:54] *** Soos (Nirvana2@ZiRC-162C5782.dial.allstream.net) joined
[03:54] <MyNameIsJeff> We need another pan of the room. Is anyone up there with you?
[03:54] <jnz> starbucks can anyone see your screen, we might want to flash some swastikas and shit
[03:54] <Soos> haha
[03:54] *** Poopr_Scoopr (~PS@ZiRC-342D81FE.dip.t-dialin.net) joined
[03:54] <Soos> i took two screens of the webcam
[03:54] <MyNameIsJeff> FEDEX?????
[03:54] <down1nit> PARCEL!!!
[03:54] <Poopr_Scoopr> Sup Goons!
[03:54] <down1nit> omg
[03:54] <down1nit> ring
[03:55] <MyNameIsJeff> omgomgomgomg
[03:55] <starbucks> fewdex
[03:55] <starbucks> fedex
[03:55] <Soos> BACK ON THE STREET
[03:55] <starbucks> }fedex
[03:55] <down1nit> [goons]
[03:55] <starbucks> !!!!
[03:55] <starbucks> !!!
[03:55] <MyNameIsJeff> GOGOGOGOGOG
[03:55] *** dexter (~dexter@drunk.cc) joined
[03:55] <MyNameIsJeff> STREEt
[03:55] <Soos> put it back on the street!
[03:55] <gregday> WHERES TEH FEED
[03:55] <Poopr_Scoopr> Holy shit. This is like watching it live
[03:55] <down1nit> pixorz NOW
[03:55] <Refugee> Has fedex turned up?
[03:55] <Soos> the webcam back on the street!
[03:55] <dexter> webcam url?
[03:55] <down1nit> it's recording webcam footage...
[03:55] *** [SA]Bluec (_SA_Blueco@ZiRC-1DDA9184.chcgilgm.dynamic.covad.net) joined
[03:55] <Poopr_Scoopr> i second the webcam url request
[03:55] <down1nit> GUINESS
[03:55] <[SA]Bluec> dooders
[03:55] <Refugee> !webcam
[03:55] <[SA]Bluec> !webcam
[03:55] <MyNameIsJeff> His webcam in on msm
[03:55] <Soos> noooo
[03:55] *** [SA]Bluec was kicked from #sa by wangzang (faggot)
[03:55] <Soos> he had a good vantage point!
[03:55] <Refugee> oh
[03:56] <down1nit> now it's just staring at a box....
[03:56] *** ChrisDKKK quit (Ping timeout)
[03:56] <Poopr_Scoopr> !webcam
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[03:56] <ZeromusMog> Oh wows. Did my post help you guys get here or did I just repeat the obvious? 
[03:56] <Soos> oh god, that was crazy
[03:56] <down1nit> so?
[03:56] <MyNameIsJeff> SOO?
[03:56] <starbucks> DELIVERED
[03:56] *** Bluecobra (_SA_Blueco@ZiRC-1DDA9184.chcgilgm.dynamic.covad.net) joined
[03:56] <Soos> WHAT
[03:56] <Poopr_Scoopr> Your post had me research this. 
[03:56] <down1nit> WTF
[03:56] <MyNameIsJeff> ARE YOU SURE?
[03:56] <starbucks> DUNNO ABOUT ANYTHING ELSE
[03:56] <down1nit> GET PIX
[03:56] <Turkish> Hahahahaha. Delivered!
[03:56] <dexter> haha
[03:56] <Poopr_Scoopr> WOAH AHAHAHAH
[03:56] <starbucks> YUP
[03:56] <Soos> put the webcam back on the truck
[03:56] <dexter> yes
[03:56] <Poopr_Scoopr> WHo has the box??
[03:56] <MyNameIsJeff> BIG WHITE BOX???
[03:56] <Bluecobra> dude
[03:57] <ZeromusMog> Oh no way
[03:57] *** TheHotCarl (~the_hot_c@ZiRC-702EC50.midtn.chartertn.net) joined
[03:57] <Poopr_Scoopr> PIX PIX PIX for posting later!
[03:57] *** TheHotCarl (~the_hot_c@ZiRC-702EC50.midtn.chartertn.net) left ()
[03:57] <ZeromusMog> Is the box seriously coming up over the webcam?!?!
[03:57] <Poopr_Scoopr> Who is the romanian scam boy?
[03:57] <Bluecobra> whats the addy for the webcam
[03:57] <Refugee> That's boxx!
[03:57] <Soos> msn webcam
[03:57] <Refugee> boss!
[03:57] *** robocod (elhefe@ZiRC-7F6A32.studby.ntnu.no) joined
[03:57] <starbucks> look
[03:57] <down1nit> on msn
[03:57] <starbucks> not all at once
[03:57] <starbucks> its a whitty PC
[03:57] <down1nit> i'm recording will host soon
[03:57] <MyNameIsJeff> arsenal_fan_2000@hotmail.com
[03:57] <starbucks> i have decent camera shots from my cybershot
[03:58] <nic0> nice one, down1nit 
[03:58] <Poopr_Scoopr> This is the most intense goon operation in history. HACK THE PLANET
[03:58] <starbucks> GUYS
[03:58] <ZeromusMog> OK: the webcam can't be seen by all of us for many reasons, anyone care to give a play by 
play?
[03:58] <Soos> i can host pics
[03:58] *** TheHotCarl (~the_hot_c@ZiRC-702EC50.midtn.chartertn.net) joined
[03:58] <starbucks> OMG
[03:58] <Bluecobra> the package is white isn't it?
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[03:58] <starbucks> I JUST NOTICED
[03:58] <MyNameIsJeff> Yes
[03:58] <starbucks> !!!
[03:58] <starbucks> IM IN A GOON THRONE
[03:58] <Bluecobra> !!
[03:58] <Bluecobra> what
[03:58] <gregday> the scammer is METIS??
[03:58] <MyNameIsJeff> 20"x20"6"
[03:58] <down1nit> yes you are
[03:58] <starbucks> its the goddamn goon throne
[03:58] <Kickworm> <Poopr_Scoopr> This is the most intense goon operation in history. HACK THE PLANET
[03:58] <gregday> goon throne?
[03:58] <Bluecobra> is pepski there
[03:58] <down1nit> webcam: we saw a brief scene of fedex walking to door... 
[03:58] <Kickworm> I believe the Robot Army will be the best goon operation in history
[03:59] <down1nit> now its his limey mug being all british.
[03:59] <ZeromusMog> So fedex came, did you see the white package?
[03:59] *** TheHotCarl changed nick to drawergirl
[03:59] <starbucks> i have decent pics guys
[03:59] <down1nit> webcam: he's wearing a guiness shirt
[03:59] <starbucks> trust me on this
[03:59] <down1nit> and he's balding
[03:59] <Poopr_Scoopr> I can't believe this is becoming true.
[03:59] *** rottingcorpse (rottingcor@ZiRC-139A1A34.range217-44.btcentralplus.com) joined
[03:59] <gregday> you cant keep from bursting out in laughter, be ready to run your ass off
[03:59] <MyNameIsJeff> Listen for their scream of terror and surprize! MWUHAHAHAHAHA
[03:59] <Poopr_Scoopr> Get a picture of the scammers face on your way out! A CLOSE UP! Snap it and run when 
you are done there!
[04:00] <down1nit> wait... was it delivered to the OWNER OF THE BARBERSHOP???
[04:00] *** cowofwar (cowofwar@ZiRC-2572496.vf.shawcable.net) joined
[04:00] <Bluecobra> is that the package??
[04:00] <esperantinc> wait...was it delivered?
[04:00] <Bluecobra> did he pay the customs fee
[04:00] <MyNameIsJeff> YES
[04:00] <down1nit> did he seem surprised?
[04:00] <esperantinc> holy shit
[04:00] *** ultralaz0r (~helo@ZiRC-DCD0F0D.client.comcast.net) joined
[04:00] <gregday> THREAD DELIVERS
[04:00] *** ChrisDKKK (Chris@ZiRC-1E8186CD.nap.wideopenwest.com) joined
[04:00] <dexter> hahah
[04:00] <YodaDarkJedi> I crave soooo much more info
[04:00] <Bluecobra> did he give the fedex guy money????
[04:00] <ZeromusMog> omg voted 5
[04:00] <Thanos> Holy Shit.
[04:00] <down1nit> 555555
[04:01] <Bluecobra> sweet sassy molassy, you're back!
[04:01] <nobunny|nowhere> wait why is this so excited
[04:01] <down1nit> k... need a good .avi chopper now... it's just his hair
[04:01] <starbucks> okay
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[04:01] <starbucks> things are quiet
[04:01] <ZeromusMog> Bluecobra: I was back 10 minutes after the b& 
[04:01] <Poopr_Scoopr> I expect a full debriefing by the Spec Ops goons 
[04:01] <dexter> has he opened it?
[04:01] <starbucks> i dunno about the P-P-P-POWERBOOK
[04:01] <ultralaz0r> wait what happen :/
[04:01] <Bluecobra> oh lol
[04:01] <starbucks> dunno, im upstairs
[04:01] <dexter> oh
[04:01] <starbucks> the downstairs guy may know something
[04:02] <Soos> i think you need to go back down
[04:02] <dexter> is he on irc?
[04:02] <MyNameIsJeff> You should be able to hear him go AAAAAAAAAAAHHHH
[04:02] <YodaDarkJedi> well go downstairs, ask the guy some stupid shit about computers
[04:02] <starbucks> dont think so
[04:02] <Thanos> What does the tracking page on FedEx say?
[04:02] <Bluecobra> the fedex info is still the same
[04:02] <starbucks> in fact he may have left
[04:02] <dexter> fedex says customs shit
[04:02] <nobunny|nowhere> why is this so exciting
[04:02] <YodaDarkJedi> be like, hey how do i open the internet or something
[04:02] *** nobunny|nowhere changed nick to nobunny
[04:02] <Schroe> Fedex still says delay
[04:02] <down1nit> ask him where the "john" is
[04:02] <Bluecobra> no
[04:02] <MyNameIsJeff> Those other threads said that tey would get it and it still said regulatory delay blah blah 
blah
[04:02] <Bluecobra> its the WC there
[04:02] <ultralaz0r> the lou
[04:02] <starbucks> apparently
[04:02] <down1nit> watercloset... shit.
[04:03] <starbucks> the P-P-P-POWERBOOK IS IN THE BACK
[04:03] <Bluecobra> what@#?@
[04:03] <Bluecobra> i'm creaming
[04:03] <Poopr_Scoopr> ROFL
[04:03] <Soos> WHAT!!!
[04:03] <Thanos> ?
[04:03] <gregday> you better hope there's no keylogger...
[04:03] <starbucks> i will ask if I can go to the loo
[04:03] <MyNameIsJeff> Starbucks
[04:03] <dexter> heh
[04:03] <starbucks> there isnt one
[04:03] <MyNameIsJeff> Look for a flat panel monitor box
[04:03] <MyNameIsJeff> Princton
[04:03] <starbucks> ive done a hijackthis log and looked around
[04:03] <starbucks> DUDE
[04:03] <starbucks> i saw a white box
[04:03] <starbucks> it was a fedex van
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[04:03] <down1nit> cream
[04:03] <starbucks> it was it, blatonly
[04:03] <Kickworm> What in blazes is everyone talking about?
[04:04] <starbucks> i got pics of the van oto
[04:04] <Bluecobra> packages
[04:04] <MyNameIsJeff> WELCOME TO EARTH KICKWORM
[04:04] <starbucks> INTERNET HISTORY Kickworm
[04:04] <Refugee> Jeff you should've marked it somehow
[04:04] <YodaDarkJedi> goon team bravo kickworm
[04:04] <Soos> when can you send pictures?
[04:04] <ultralaz0r> oman
[04:04] <dexter> Kickworm: gbs, like 1400 replies
[04:04] <ZeromusMog> OK I've never actually seen one of these goon vigilante justice things ACTUALLY PULLED 
OFF
[04:04] <starbucks> when i can get to a memory stick reader
[04:04] <Bluecobra> how do you get the webcam up?
[04:04] <nobunny> i want to know also why this is so exciting
[04:04] <Kickworm> mmhmm
[04:04] <nobunny> i looked at the first and last of the thread
[04:04] <Bluecobra> read the 30 page thread
[04:04] <nobunny> but i don't get what's exciting
[04:04] <Kickworm> I still have no clue whats going on
[04:04] <nobunny> no
[04:04] <nobunny> 3 hours
[04:04] <jnz> Kickworm: starbucks is in some romanian mafia barber shop
[04:04] <Bluecobra> in london
[04:04] <jnz> or something
[04:04] <down1nit> KICKWORM: http://forums.somethingawful.com/sh...ostid=286594069
[04:04] <esperantinc> This is the most amazing thing in the history of the internet
[04:04] <dexter> get smitz on irc :/
[04:04] *** ratmankey quit (Ping timeout)
[04:04] <ZeromusMog> Even if we don't get the guy's face when he opens the box, holy shit. I can't believe this.
[04:04] <starbucks> guys]
[04:05] <Poopr_Scoopr> Goon Justice is just like a movie 
[04:05] <starbucks> i dont think its a romanian connection
[04:05] <Turkish> Where is Pipski?
[04:05] <nobunny> what's in the box
[04:05] <Kickworm> OHHH THAT
[04:05] *** ratmankey_ (~ratmankey@ZiRC-2226BFFF.washington-30rh15rt.dc.dial-access.att.net) joined
[04:05] <starbucks> pipski is off at work
[04:05] <Bluecobra> yeah, where is bond
[04:05] <starbucks> im off
[04:05] <Schroe> The P-P-P-POWERBOOK is in the box
[04:05] <Poopr_Scoopr> Does the barber have a romanian name? accent? what?
[04:05] <nobunny> is it a real powerbook
[04:05] <Soos> smitz is there too
[04:05] <starbucks> im going to set the three computers by mes screensavers to scrolling marquee
[04:05] <Bluecobra> nope
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[04:05] <Soos> go meet him
[04:05] <nobunny> i thought the dude was trying to scam him
[04:05] <rottingcorpse> Anyone gonna interogate the barber? 
[04:05] <Schroe> No, it's a P-P-P-POWERBOOK
[04:05] <starbucks> with P-P-P-P-POWERBOOK!!
[04:05] <Poopr_Scoopr> Steal some of his mail to get some personal info
[04:05] <gregday> nobunny: R->C->P
[04:05] <down1nit> YES
[04:05] <Bluecobra> yea really
[04:06] <ultralaz0r> o helo schroe, aren't you from the studio?
[04:06] <Kickworm> is there a video???
[04:06] <MyNameIsJeff> OMG
[04:06] <nobunny> i can't waste 3 hours reading the thread
[04:06] <MyNameIsJeff> DO IT
[04:06] <Bluecobra> well you are stupid then
[04:06] <Schroe> I haven't been to studio in like, four years
[04:06] <YodaDarkJedi> HELL YES STARBUCKS
[04:06] <down1nit> L33t
[04:06] <dexter> nobunny: read the first post
[04:06] <dexter> it says where the pics are
[04:06] <nobunny> oh
[04:06] *** Lioness quit (Ping timeout)
[04:06] <nobunny> i'm tired
[04:06] <ZeromusMog> nobunny: read the thred. IT COMPELS YOU
[04:06] <starbucks> OK ONE COMPUTER SET
[04:06] *** censer (censer@ZiRC-397746F6.lns01-stge-pth.dsl.comindico.com.au) joined
[04:06] <ultralaz0r> haha
[04:06] <Bluecobra> ask him to see the package
[04:06] <ultralaz0r> that's awesome.
[04:06] <nic0> there is a definite requirement to retrieve this P-P_P_POWERBOOK from the bins later 
[04:06] <dexter> starbucks: waht are you setting them to?
[04:06] <Soos> ask him what he got
[04:06] <nobunny> i red the first and last page sir
[04:06] <gregday> starbucks: what time delay on those? careful
[04:07] <starbucks> okay im off
[04:07] <dexter> P-P-P-P-Powerbook?
[04:07] <MyNameIsJeff> He setting htem to P-P-P-POWERBOOK!!!
[04:07] <Refugee> ask him if he has any Mac stuff
[04:07] <dexter> k
[04:07] <Refugee> Jeff!
[04:07] *** uberdog quit (Ping timeout)
[04:07] <Poopr_Scoopr> Steal the PBook, let him see you do it.. and then RUN AWAY!
[04:07] <dexter> hehe
[04:07] <Refugee> E-mail him
[04:07] <Refugee> ask him if delivery was ok
[04:07] <starbucks> i will try and get my pics from my webam asap
[04:07] <Bluecobra> bahaha
[04:07] <starbucks> SEE YA
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[04:07] <down1nit> oh shit
[04:07] <Bluecobra> nooooooo
[04:07] <Refugee> would like to conclude 
[04:07] *** starbucks quit (Quit: )
[04:07] *** PenguinMan (PenguinMan@ZiRC-29DD314D.client.comcast.net) joined
[04:07] <Refugee> etc
[04:07] <down1nit> late
[04:07] <Candleshire> what the hell is going on
[04:07] <Kickworm> Where are the pics?
[04:07] <down1nit> ack
[04:07] <YodaDarkJedi> they are going downstairs
[04:07] <MyNameIsJeff> I am going to wait for him to email
[04:07] <YodaDarkJedi> him and smitz
[04:07] <Thanos> Godspeed Starbucks
[04:07] *** ixnay (~what@ZiRC-FF92B2B.resnet.montana.edu) joined
[04:07] <YodaDarkJedi> to obtain pictures etc
[04:07] *** soonmot (soonmot@ZiRC-274439BE.client.comcast.net) joined
[04:07] *** ixnay changed nick to Potassium

If this is annoying I'll remove it later, but for those of you not on IRC... 
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iwinatinternet
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

illiterate!!!

quote: 

Turkish came out of the closet to say: 
I just can't stop laughing. This is amazing. 

right there with you. 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

No taxes where payed, sorry.
Let me just run pwdump3 on this here machine and add another administrator  
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OJ.SImpson
Joined: Jan 20, 2001 

ITT go to ITT

there is no emoticon to express how i feel... oh wait.. yes there is
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Walked
Joined: Apr 14, 2003 

Victory just might be ours!!

Edit: OMG OMG OMG OMG OMG OMG OMG OMG 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Did you see the guy? Is he romanian? have a name from him, hear him speak, accent?

Did he pay taxes with a credit card?

Can you peek in his mail? Snap a close of up his face, grab the Pbook and let him see you RUN?

OMG OMG OMG 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
No taxes where payed, sorry.
Let me just run pwdump3 on this here machine and add another administrator  

He had to have paid taxes at some point. 
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dddd
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
No taxes where payed, sorry.
Let me just run pwdump3 on this here machine and add another administrator  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
okay, im going to leave, with sybershot recording, i have set three upstairs computers to 
have scrolling marquee with P-P-P-P-POWERBOOK AFTER 20 MINUTES!!!!

I WILL TRY AND POST THE PICS asap 
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in circles
Joined: Feb 07, 2004 

I go in circles running down. I 
dream to heal your wounds but 
I bleed myself

Last time my Mum got a package from Fedex she got a bill a few weeks later asking for the tax to be paid. Should 
make for a nice surprise. 
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

This is without a doubt the best thing the internet has ever produced, and I believe this moment is why the internet 
was created. It's all downhill from here guys. 
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Superhaus
Joined: Jun 09, 2003 

I have read every page of this thread and I stayed up all night and postponed my compiler project. Now I am just 
posting to say I was there when goon justice transpired..
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ComradeChrist
Joined: Feb 29, 2004 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
okay, im going to leave, with sybershot recording, i have set three upstairs computers to 
have scrolling marquee with P-P-P-P-POWERBOOK AFTER 20 MINUTES!!!!

I WILL TRY AND POST THE PICS asap 

This emoticon does not get enough use so...  
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inset
Joined: Sep 20, 2003 

Secretly plotting your demise..

The pictures of this fabulous event would make my day/month/year/lifetime 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

YES! HAHA this is AWESOME

CURSE my damn workstation and the lack of IRC! Curse it to hell!

Good going guys can't wait for photos! 
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PopRocks
Joined: Jul 04, 2003 

your dixie wrecked?

best. thread. ever.

way to go uk goons (and jeff), i salute you. seriously, tears of joy over here. 

PopRocks fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 11:19
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Bitter Beard
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

What, the fuck is that!

Oh man this is awesome!

You guys doing the leg work are kick ass! 
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Philovirus
Joined: Nov 23, 2002 

This space for rent

Nice run! I really think that any of the participating goons that show up at gooncon should get a medal of honor. 
Looking forward to hearing the way this ends up  
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

More IRC goodness for those who are less privelaged. If this is annoying say so and I'll stop.

[04:07] *** ixnay changed nick to Potassium
[04:07] *** Ransom (Ransom@ZiRC-3EE1342D.bhm.bellsouth.net) joined
[04:07] <gregday> this is like h4x0ring but more lol
[04:08] <Bluecobra> where is smitz
[04:08] <Kickworm> Ok, what's going on as of this very moment
[04:08] <Thanos> I can't wait to see pics of this
[04:08] <down1nit> he's leaving
[04:08] <PenguinMan> so did he pay the tax?
[04:08] <Potassium> This is the greatest moment in the history of anything
[04:08] <nobunny> supposedly someone is there for the box?
[04:08] <Ransom> where is the webcam at?
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[04:08] <soonmot> okay where's this webcam?
[04:08] <Kickworm> I read the thread when it was first up
[04:08] <MyNameIsJeff> He had to of
[04:08] *** tk (~eh@31AD0E60.5672CF58.4352388C.IP) joined
[04:08] <YodaDarkJedi> he wouldn't have got it without
[04:08] <dexter> i doubt he could have gotten the package without paying the taxes
[04:08] <Kickworm> who's leaving?
[04:08] <dexter> damnit
[04:08] <down1nit> webcam off
[04:08] <YodaDarkJedi> does anyone know if the fedex site has updated?
[04:08] <Bluecobra> i hope starbuck takes a few pictures of the box
[04:08] <PenguinMan> I'll check
[04:08] <Soos> fedex site has not updated
[04:08] <Poopr_Scoopr> Did he pay with credit card?
[04:08] <down1nit> k... virtualdub here i cum
[04:08] <nic0> Yoda: I've had boxes before and been billed by UPS later on :/
[04:08] <dexter> Apr 30, 2004 3:19 am 
[04:08] <esperantinc> fedex site is still the same
[04:08] <dexter> Package status 
[04:08] <dexter> STANSTED GB 
[04:08] <Schroe> Fedex -> http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310
[04:08] <Bluecobra> fedex is outdated
[04:08] <dexter> Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 
[04:09] <SubMerged> http://www.5chan.net/5chan/upls/108...b646c392b71.jpg laffo
[04:09] <Bluecobra> how do we know it isn't some other white box
[04:09] <YodaDarkJedi> we don't
[04:09] <Bluecobra> this guy might have multiple scams going on
[04:09] <nic0> the fedex site will take a while to update, i'd reckon
[04:09] *** Wrong (~g@ZiRC-98D53F1.bluecom.no) joined
[04:09] <YodaDarkJedi> thats why we need closure
[04:09] <dexter> 404
[04:09] <Bluecobra> is starbucks leaving there for good
[04:09] <dexter> heh, google for the tracking number
[04:09] <Schroe> I recently recieved a fedex package, and, as I recall, it took them four hours to update the site 
with "delivered"
[04:09] <Bluecobra> or is he going to stick around on the outside
[04:09] <down1nit> shit... MSN KEEPS an xml cache of the coversation
[04:09] <down1nit> someone call him tell him to clear it
[04:09] <dexter> someone pasted that link in some call of duty channel
[04:10] <PenguinMan> the link to what?
[04:10] <Schroe> It won't be updated until the driver goes back to the hub or whatever and gives them the digital 
signature
[04:10] <PenguinMan> the thread?
[04:10] <Kickworm> Are you guys getting a live feed or something????
[04:10] *** Mach42 (~spgtspm@ZiRC-3C997A8B.slkc.qwest.net) joined
[04:10] <down1nit> it's off
[04:10] <Kickworm> damn!
[04:10] <YodaDarkJedi> live feed just turned off
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[04:10] <down1nit> london goons... call him clear cache
[04:10] <Soos> if you log on to msn with a unique email, itll ask you if you want to keep a cache
[04:10] *** AdeptaCheese (~heywoodja@ZiRC-1339E9C.ACT.netspace.net.au) joined
[04:10] <Bluecobra> he can still recover cache with file recovery software
[04:10] <Schroe> once the driver goes back we can see the name of the person who signed for it!!
[04:10] *** tk quit (Quit: [09:52] <@val-> ill sneak a rub while you're asleep)
[04:10] <Bluecobra> of course i don't think he is that smart
[04:10] <ZeromusMog> Yeah, second Soos. It won't cache if you tell it not to.
[04:11] <Bluecobra> the scammer that is
[04:11] <AdeptaCheese> hay guys whats going on in this laptop scam thread
[04:11] <down1nit> true.
[04:11] <nobunny> that's what we all want to know
[04:11] <YodaDarkJedi> we shall find out soon enough
[04:11] <down1nit> wipes forehead
[04:11] *** babywax (~babywax@ZiRC-702EC50.midtn.chartertn.net) joined
[04:11] <babywax> YARRRR
[04:11] <nic0> good point, schroe  Does fedex include a picture of their signature?
[04:11] <Poopr_Scoopr> A driver? Is there a 2nd person? Who is the driver who is taking off? Did the barber hand 
the package fof to someone?
[04:11] <soonmot> the excitment is exciting
[04:11] <Mach42> this is beautiful
[04:11] <YodaDarkJedi> no poopr, fedex driver
[04:11] <Potassium> What if customs marked the package value down, so he wouldn't have had to pay the taxes?
[04:11] <Schroe> nic0: no, just an all-caps translation of the scribble
[04:11] <Poopr_Scoopr> my nerves are tingly! ok thanks 
[04:12] <drawergirl> I guess that means the barber shop is in on it?
[04:12] <Refugee> nico, you sign a digital touch screen thing
[04:12] <Potassium> Of course they're in on it
[04:12] <MyNameIsJeff> Hurry and post the video
[04:12] <Potassium> They can't be
[04:12] *** Cuerzo (Cuerzo@ZiRC-12674C72.telecable.es) joined
[04:12] <Potassium> And FedEx logs your signature
[04:12] <Bluecobra> i don't see how customs can devalue the package
[04:12] <Cuerzo> hithere
[04:12] <Potassium> Whether or not you're the person or not
[04:12] <Potassium> Yeah, I know, they can't
[04:12] <Refugee> You pay the taxes by phone using a CC
[04:12] <babywax> this is hilarious
[04:12] <Potassium> It's just a possibility as to why he didn't pay them
[04:12] <Refugee> they ring you to say "HALLO FEDEX WNAT YUOR MONEIS FOR HANDLING"
[04:12] <ZeromusMog> One thing that's gotten me about this whole thread: WHY would they devaule the package? 
It's more taxes for them!
[04:12] <dexter> oh hell yeah
[04:12] <dexter> first this
[04:12] <Potassium> Ahar
[04:12] <dexter> now wargames is on tv
[04:13] <Kickworm> arrrgh, I had no idea this thread would deliver.. I stopped keeping up at page 5..
[04:13] <Kickworm> damn damn damn
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[04:13] <Soos> what happens if this wasn't our package?
[04:13] <babywax> you have 45 pages to read
[04:13] <Potassium> I didn't even see it until page 21
[04:13] <Soos> and now our eyes have left
[04:13] *** CRO (CRO@3F25F495.9618D5F8.7365CBC3.IP) joined
[04:13] <Potassium> There's no way it can't be our package
[04:13] <YodaDarkJedi> right time, right color, right size
[04:13] <Kickworm> Im trying to scam through and see where it gets good
[04:13] <CRO> did they confirm the size of the package?
[04:13] <Bluecobra> he said it was a creme color
[04:13] <nic0> It matched the description
[04:13] <nobunny> i just thought it was someone whining about ebay
[04:13] <Potassium> Even if there were multiple packages, they would have delivered them at the same time
[04:13] <nobunny> so i didn't read
[04:13] <Schroe> Someone totally stole one of my packages so I had to walk over to his house and steal it back
[04:13] <Soos> true
[04:13] <Bluecobra> wow
[04:14] *** Philovirus (~philo@ZiRC-B0E0789.knnwck.wa.charter.com) joined
[04:14] <Philovirus> 'sup ppl?
[04:14] <Kickworm> Ok, so what happened, the last I read, you were just sending this guy emails
[04:14] <Soos> lot happened
[04:14] <Refugee> he made a fake laptop
[04:14] <Potassium> A hell of a lot
[04:14] <Bluecobra> he sent him a mailbomb
[04:14] <Kickworm> You actually decided to send the computer?
[04:14] <Kickworm> LOL
[04:14] <Refugee> out of a file binder
[04:14] <ZeromusMog> This is amazing, I finally catch up to this thread and right when I finish the exciting climax 
happens before my eyes. THREAD DELIVERS.
[04:14] <Mach42> the goon detective squad happened
[04:14] <Potassium> Haha, hell no
[04:14] <babywax> He bombed his house with nerve gas
[04:14] <CRO> the saga is almost over kickworm
[04:14] <AdeptaCheese> has the package actually been delivered yet?
[04:14] <Refugee> and there's a guy at the address
[04:14] <Bluecobra> a mailbomb made out of a binder
[04:14] <babywax> then he went in and finished him off with a crowbar
[04:14] <Potassium> He took apart an old keyboard and binder, built the P-P-P-POWERBOOK and sent it to him
[04:14] <Cuerzo> damnit
[04:14] <Mach42> found out where he lived, delivery area, fake laptop and then we set up a london surveillance 
squad
[04:15] <Cuerzo> I had to go buy some cigarettes
[04:15] <Bluecobra> with james bond
[04:15] <nobunny> hehehehe
[04:15] <nobunny> okkkaaay
[04:15] <nobunny> now i get it
[04:15] <MyNameIsJeff> Check out page 9 of the thread dude
[04:15] *** Phalex (~a@38671A2.8050A603.4E93669.IP) joined
[04:15] <Cuerzo> but how can I leave the story like this?
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[04:15] <Kickworm> Ok ok, and now you guys are spying from him across the street or something?
[04:15] <MyNameIsJeff> No
[04:15] <MyNameIsJeff> FROM IN THE STORE
[04:15] <Kickworm> ah.
[04:15] <Bluecobra> bahaha
[04:15] <Phalex> Hello heroes
[04:15] <ZeromusMog> Cuerzo: Now may be a good time to quit smoking.
[04:15] <babywax> he uses a cyber cafe
[04:15] <Kickworm> ohhhhhhhhhh
[04:15] <Potassium> THEY'RE POSTING FROM INSIDE THE STORE !!1
[04:15] <CRO> do we have a webcam up??
[04:15] <Kickworm> hahaha
[04:15] <PenguinMan> smitz says no taxes were paid
[04:15] <YodaDarkJedi> not anymore
[04:15] <Soos> starbucks left
[04:15] <babywax> he set up a bunch of the computers in the cyber cafe to have P-P-P-P-P-POWERBOOK! as the 
screensaver
[04:15] <PenguinMan> smitz is still there though
[04:15] <Bluecobra> bhahahaha
[04:15] <PenguinMan> I think
[04:15] <Potassium> Is Pipski there yet?
[04:16] <Poopr_Scoopr> Where did pipex go?
[04:16] <nobunny> hahahaha
[04:16] <PenguinMan> dunno
[04:16] <Potassium> He should be arriving now
[04:16] <Mach42> now when the barber starts screaming, the london squad should yell SOMETHINGAWFUL.COM 
repeatedly
[04:16] <Potassium> Hey, esp
[04:16] <drawergirl> green light...red light!
[04:16] <Kickworm> So where is the ripoff guy right now
[04:16] <Cuerzo> ZeromusMog: I do not smoke, I want it to mix it with other stuff
[04:16] <gregday> did he leeave the camera there...?
[04:16] <Soos> down1nit: does your feed include the part where the truck pulls up?
[04:16] *** baalzamonbarnes (~baalzamon@ZiRC-3B787875.ucdavis.edu) joined
[04:16] <Potassium> "okay, im going to leave, with sybershot recording, i have set three upstairs computers to 
have scrolling marquee with P-P-P-P-POWERBOOK AFTER 20 MINUTES!!!!"
[04:16] <Bluecobra> i'm sure the barber is a middleman
[04:16] <Potassium> There's no doubt he is
[04:16] <Poopr_Scoopr> Or the main man
[04:16] <ZeromusMog> Cuerzo: Well maybe it's time to quit that then 
[04:16] <Cuerzo> is anyone recording video footage or something?
[04:16] <Mach42> haha good job potassium
[04:16] *** zybl0re changed nick to ZzZzybl0re
[04:16] <Potassium> Why would he just sign for some random package?
[04:17] <Potassium> I do my best
[04:17] <Poopr_Scoopr> I would have spoken with the barber to try and hear a romanian accent
[04:17] <Scenix> in that case someone else would have to come get the package from the store.
[04:17] <CRO> wasnt the barber black??
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[04:17] <Potassium> One of them is going in to get a haircut, ne?
[04:17] <Poopr_Scoopr> maybe there were two barbers? thats right hm
[04:17] <Schroe> What, black people can't be from Romania?
[04:17] <Potassium> Doesn't mean he couldn't have studied Romanian to try and be snkeay
[04:17] <Bluecobra> have you seen starbuck's pics of the package yet jeff?
[04:17] <Potassium> sneaky*
[04:17] * Schroe --> "Potassium Dice Error: Invalid format for sneak attack roll"
[04:17] <babywax> the barber is only a front man
[04:17] <Schroe> bah
[04:17] <drawergirl> but do they give good haircuts?
[04:17] <Potassium> D:
[04:17] <babywax> it's the barbress who is the real middlewoman
[04:17] <YodaDarkJedi> decent is the reports
[04:17] <Mach42> the barber will probably send it off to somewhere in Romania
[04:17] <Philovirus> It's like bootleggers.
[04:17] <Schroe> I forgot to turn off my geeky D&D script
[04:17] *** esperantinc quit (Quit: ZiRC CGI:IRC : (EOF))
[04:17] *** PenguinMan changed nick to DLCinferno
[04:18] *** esperantinc (~97c9f4b6@ZiRC-296D8E91.pagefault.net) joined
[04:18] <gregday> drawergirl: is that a variation of 'did u get head'?
[04:18] *** Pdog (~bob@ZiRC-1007DDA.dialup.clear.net.nz) joined
[04:18] *** kenneth (~kenneth@ZiRC-3198ED1B.studby.ntnu.no) joined
[04:18] <Poopr_Scoopr> Maybe the barber telephones some guy (the romanian) who comes to pick it up
[04:18] *** kenneth changed nick to Diabolic
[04:18] <Bluecobra> well if that was indeed the package, fedex did a good job of getting it there before 12pm
[04:18] <Poopr_Scoopr> If the barber phones someone, we need a stakeout, another pronto
[04:18] <Potassium> What time is it there? 
[04:18] <Cuerzo> 11:13 there, right?
[04:18] *** esperantinc quit (Quit: esperantinc)
[04:18] <Potassium> It's late here and I'm too lazy to convert time

.... followed by a bunch of BS about what time it is... 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

ZeromusMog came out of the closet to say: 
If this is annoying I'll remove it later, but for those of you not on IRC... 

Do not remove it, it is Something Awful History.

I'm still confused about some things - did the guy open the package? It IS 100% sure it's the p-p-p-powerbook 
package right? But it didn't get opened yet? Or it has...or you don't know? 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

REFRESH! REFRESH! 

REFRESH FASTER DAMN YOU! 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

Whoo, I successfully derailed the conversation. 

Waiting for pics. Auto-refresh GO

vvv It matched the description perfectly. 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

Do we have any kind of verification that the FedEx delivery he received was indeed the P-P-P-POWERBOOK or could 
this be a different delivery? 
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AngryVictim
Joined: Feb 20, 2004 

I'm just glad my insomnia allowed me to witness this historical event in REALTIME 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Gevalt came out of the closet to say: 
Do we have any kind of verification that the FedEx delivery he received was indeed the P-P-P-
POWERBOOK or could this be a different delivery? 

Starbucks had the webcam on the driver as he walked into the building. I saw the box and know for a fact that was 
it. 
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Walked
Joined: Apr 14, 2003 

All I want to know now is if taxes were paid, OR if he's going to get a bill.

If he gets the bill, odds are he will try to get out of it, but we'll see.

edit: I am a goon of history! Posting as this shit goes down! 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

VIDEO

http://www.astrofunk.info/videos/p-p-p-powerbook.avi

mirrors requested but not required... it's only 3.2 megs.

DONE!!! 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

^^^^YAY! It works, awesome 

Any screen grabs from the webcam feed? 

Yossarko fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 11:26
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Flint Paper
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

I spill my DRINK!

It seems I've caught this thread right at the climax. And what a climax it is!

edit- wow, people weren't kidding when they said IRC was drama central. I've been in there all of 15 minutes and 
there's already some guy having a huge cry about all the people he's never seen before.
Oh, it appears he's permabanned. Figures.

Anyway, congratulations on your swift Goon Justice. Great thread indeed. 

Flint Paper fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 12:14
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deep square leg
Joined: Sep 16, 2003 

retired hurt

HURRAH! 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

More IRC goodness.

[04:18] <Potassium> It's late here and I'm too lazy to convert time
[04:18] <^spanky^> 11.18
[04:18] <Bluecobra> 11:17
[04:18] <drawergirl> wink wink
[04:18] <Potassium> I thought so
[04:18] <Potassium> Thanks
[04:18] <Cuerzo> 12:13 in spain, which is GMT+1
[04:18] <Poopr_Scoopr> 12:18 here 
[04:19] <YodaDarkJedi> holy shit, its 5 am here!
[04:19] <DLCinferno> fucking 03:18 here
[04:19] <Mach42> 4:18 am here in Salt lake city.
[04:19] <Soos> 6:18am here
[04:19] <YodaDarkJedi> wow, goon rush extreme
[04:19] <Mach42> i need sleep
[04:19] <Soos> woo!
[04:19] <MyNameIsJeff> 3:17
[04:19] <CRO> 8:23pm here
[04:19] <Cuerzo> obviously my clock is off
[04:19] <Bluecobra> 5:19... chicago goons represent!
[04:19] <Potassium> 4:18 in lovely Bozeman, Montana!
[04:19] <AdeptaCheese> 8:18pm
[04:19] <AdeptaCheese> lolol australia
[04:19] <Cuerzo> rofl
[04:19] <CRO> :
[04:19] <DLCinferno> where's everyone at?
[04:19] <Potassium> Bozeman goons represent! 
[04:19] <Kickworm> 3:19 CA woot woot
[04:19] <nobunny> it's 5:19 in texas too bitchze
[04:19] <Bluecobra> home
[04:19] <Potassium> All... 6 of us
[04:19] <Soos> Toronto!
[04:19] <DLCinferno> <-- oregon
[04:19] <Mach42> I want to go out and buy some beer
[04:19] <MyNameIsJeff> Im pretty sure I can never post a thread again. Ever.
[04:19] <Mach42> oh shit, i'm in Utah.
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[04:19] <Thanos> 5:18 here in Memphis
[04:19] <Cuerzo> are you american people really staying till 5 AM to watch the conclusion? 
[04:19] <Bluecobra> yea
[04:19] <Philovirus> <--- bumfuck washington.
[04:19] <gregday> someone please buy this guy an account when it's over
[04:19] <Potassium> I'm nocturnal, anyway
[04:20] <Cuerzo> hahaha
[04:20] <Schroe> 6:19 est forever
[04:20] <nobunny> i don't sleep anyways
[04:20] <YodaDarkJedi> yes jeff, you have a huge name to live up to now
[04:20] <Potassium> But I was supposed to sleep tonight D:
[04:20] <drawergirl> Music City
[04:20] <Mach42> I'm just awake, like I always am
[04:20] <Poopr_Scoopr> I would. If I were american.
[04:20] <Bluecobra> i have work later today too
[04:20] <Kickworm> why is he being banned
[04:20] <Schroe> or is it edt right now
[04:20] <Bluecobra> its worth it
[04:20] *** Pdog changed nick to FlintPaper
[04:20] *** Detritus (~wouter@ZiRC-2819EEC1.cable.wanadoo.nl) joined
[04:20] <MyNameIsJeff> Nothing will ever match this.
[04:20] <soonmot> woot go chicago goons!
[04:20] <nobunny> you crazy non americans
[04:20] <Bluecobra> jeff
[04:20] <Kickworm> ah
[04:20] <Bluecobra> did you see starbucks pics of the package yet
[04:20] <Mach42> This is way better than lsass.bat
[04:20] <Detritus> what the fuck who are all these people
[04:20] *** Candleshire quit (Quit: ChatZilla 0.9.62dp [Mozilla rv:1.6/20040206])
[04:20] <Schroe> I used to be a Chicago goon but then I moved
[04:20] <babywax> Bums and hobos
[04:20] <drawergirl> PPPPPPPPPowergoons
[04:20] <soonmot> they're dead people, and you're seeing them
[04:20] <MyNameIsJeff> no
[04:20] <Bluecobra> crap
[04:20] <Potassium> Former San Diegoon here
[04:20] <MyNameIsJeff> i saw the fedex guy carrying it tho
[04:20] <MyNameIsJeff> live
[04:20] *** Dragobich (drag@ZiRC-E54A6D2.cpe.net.cable.rogers.com) joined
[04:21] <Dragobich> what the fuck
[04:21] <Detritus> fucking hell seriously I have never seen any of you
[04:21] <DLCinferno> haha
[04:21] <ultralaz0r> i usta live in sd also :/
[04:21] <Dragobich> delivered??
[04:21] <Bluecobra> was it?
[04:21] <Soos> i saw the truck!
[04:21] <Detritus> and there's like 6
[04:21] <Dragobich> delivered??
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[04:21] <Poopr_Scoopr> served 
[04:21] <Dragobich> is it the same packafe
[04:21] <Dragobich> we sure?
[04:21] <Soos> positive
[04:21] <Bluecobra> can someone post pics of the webcam
[04:21] <babywax> YOU GOT SERVED
[04:21] <babywax> booyeah
[04:21] <AdeptaCheese> has it been opened ?
[04:21] <MyNameIsJeff> Im positive
[04:21] <soonmot> we're all here because of p-p-powerbook
[04:21] <Dragobich> no fucking way
[04:21] <Poopr_Scoopr> hahah "SERVED" takes on a whole new meaning
[04:21] <Dragobich> where is the live feed
[04:21] <Detritus> JESUS CHRIST
[04:21] <Dragobich> where is the live feed
[04:21] <Potassium> Did he just put it in back?
[04:21] <MyNameIsJeff> Pics are uploading now
[04:21] <Bluecobra> k
[04:21] <Mach42> when is the webcam feed going to be released?
[04:21] <MyNameIsJeff> YEs
[04:21] <ZeromusMog> Dragobich: It's over
[04:21] <Potassium> Hello, Detritus!
[04:21] <Dragobich> i need sleep but i can't help it
[04:21] <Dragobich> oh my god
[04:21] <Kickworm> LInk to live feed please
[04:21] <Mach42> ok
[04:21] <Phalex> Ooooo, I wanna see these pics
[04:21] <Kickworm> LInk to live feed please
[04:21] <ultralaz0r> gogogo
[04:21] <MyNameIsJeff> It will be in the thread. Im not posting it
[04:21] <Bluecobra> this is so exciting
[04:21] <Bluecobra> thread of the year!
[04:21] <Dragobich> give me a movie then
[04:21] <Dragobich> fuck
[04:21] <Detritus> I CAN COUNT NINE FUCKING FAGGOTS WHO I HAVE NEVER SEEN IN MY LIFE
[04:21] <Phalex> Thread of all time, dood
[04:22] <ultralaz0r> #1-me
[04:22] <AdeptaCheese> ok
[04:22] <Poopr_Scoopr> Pipex is arriving on site right?
[04:22] <CRO> #2-me, i lurk
[04:22] *** fofr (~profezza@2A7A2D73.7033D514.6754CFD1.IP) joined
[04:22] <Potassium> I would be one of them
[04:22] <AdeptaCheese> because there are 30,000 goons rite
[04:22] <Bluecobra> fedex still the same... damn limeys
[04:22] <ZeromusMog> Wow, this and the unclefucker thread are close competition..... I'd say this one is winning 
now tho.
[04:22] <AdeptaCheese> you know that?
[04:22] <Schroe> ...
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[04:22] <Potassium> I hardly ever stray from my own server
[04:22] <DLCinferno> Detritus, aren't you permabanned?
[04:23] <MyNameIsJeff> I think this is the greatest thread ever.
[04:23] *** qwf (~qwf@ZiRC-2A4318A3.cs.unitn.it) joined
[04:23] <Soos> indeeed
[04:23] <Thanos> Agreed
[04:23] <Bluecobra> whats to stop him from opening another account
[04:23] <Philovirus> What goons are still onsite?
[04:23] <Soos> smitz
[04:23] <Phalex> Smitz....
[04:23] <Detritus> Yes I am permabanned why
[04:23] <Kickworm> this is the most successful goon justice thread ever
[04:23] <Potassium> Smitz, I believe
[04:23] <soonmot> it's up there
[04:23] <Soos> hopefully
[04:23] <nobunny> he'll lose his precious registration number
[04:23] <Potassium> Pipski should be showing up, soon
[04:23] <nobunny> or
[04:23] <Detritus> who the hell are you DLCinferno
[04:23] <Kickworm> I thought nothing could beat the gay uncle one
[04:23] <nobunny> registration date
[04:23] <Bluecobra> 9/11 reg date, boo ya
[04:24] <gregday> pipski is at work
[04:24] <ZeromusMog> Unclefucker kind of fizzled. Didn't extort any money and the guy who did it was a total 
attention whore. This thread already delieverd and there's a potential for more.
[04:24] *** babywax changed nick to FecondPirate
[04:24] *** jaymeekae (thegoodchi@ZiRC-2EADE5C9.dyn.gotadsl.co.uk) joined
[04:24] <Bluecobra> too bad pipski didn't call in sick
[04:24] <Detritus> 9/11 reg dates are fucking pathetic
[04:24] <Potassium> Wait, is he showig up today?
[04:24] <Philovirus> yeah jeff isn't an attention whore like the unclefucker thread.
[04:24] <Potassium> showing* I rule at the typing
[04:24] <AdeptaCheese> its hard to type in gloves
[04:24] <Poopr_Scoopr> our spec ops goon justice mercs need custom titles
[04:24] <nobunny> it's 5 am
[04:24] <nobunny> it's not typing hour
[04:24] <Mach42> I wasn't around for Ellis D's downfall
[04:24] <fofr> So I just got here, anyone provide me with a quick to the point summary?
[04:24] <Potassium> No, not in the least
[04:25] <Potassium> Package delivered, signed for, awaiting pics 
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dexter
Joined: Jun 24, 2003 

quote: 

down1nit came out of the closet to say: 
VIDEO

http://www.astrofunk.info/videos/p-p-p-powerbook.avi

mirrors requested but not required... it's only 3.2 megs.

1 minute till uploaded 

http://dextah.com/sa/p-p-p-powerbook.avi MIRRORED 
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Walked
Joined: Apr 14, 2003 

quote: 

down1nit came out of the closet to say: 
VIDEO

http://www.astrofunk.info/videos/p-p-p-powerbook.avi

mirrors requested but not required... it's only 3.2 megs.

DONE!!! 

Codec used? Not working here. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

I salute the united goon forces, and their covert anti-scam operations.
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

I have bandwidth to waste on my site.

http://www.schroe.org/sa/p-p-p-powerbook.avi 
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Merlin_Oak
Joined: Aug 21, 2003 

Canadian at heart.

I hope they're out of the building by the time any of the computers flash P-P-P-Powerbook. There may be a wild 
stabbing fest once he sees it.
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too slow fellas
V V V V V V V 

Merlin_Oak fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 11:33
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dddd
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

quote: 

Walked came out of the closet to say: 

Codec used? Not working here. 
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Walked
Joined: Apr 14, 2003 

Mirrored even if it wont play for me.

edit: Seems its not working.. things are fucking up on my end, and I've gotta go to class for at least an hour today.

I'll check it out tonight, link removed. 
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Kan
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Meep! Meep! Meep! 

Mirror here. 
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Corundum
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

rock hound

Video was amusing but not very satisfying 
Vroom vroom FedEx Truck

more more more! 
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Dragobich
Joined: Jan 05, 2001 

fuck, being banned sucks

Hahaha best operation ever. 
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El_Spankio
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

It works in Media Player Clasic 

__________________
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Philovirus
Joined: Nov 23, 2002 

This space for rent

Mirror for video: http://cdcrecords.com/~sigs/rescam/p-p-p-powerbook.avi 
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AngryVictim
Joined: Feb 20, 2004 

quote: 

Walked came out of the closet to say: 

Codec used? Not working here. 

WMP wouldn't work for me, but Quicktime did just fine. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

It didn't work for me so I downloaded it and ran it off computer - it worked! 

Attachment: goonjustice.gif
This has been downloaded 1877 time(s).
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Zpeef
Joined: Jan 11, 2003 

I never expected anyone to actually get pictures and video of the delivery! Amazing thread  
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

WMP worked fine for me. 

That was beautiful. Starbucks, Smitz, you guys are my new heros. Amazing stakeout. 
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deep square leg
Joined: Sep 16, 2003 

retired hurt

quote: 

down1nit came out of the closet to say: 
VIDEO
http://www.astrofunk.info/videos/p-p-p-powerbook.avi
mirrors requested but not required... it's only 3.2 megs.

Another mirror at http://sa.deepsquareleg.com.au/vide...p-powerbook.avi 
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Kickworm
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

situation :emoticon:

I love this thread. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

Webcam video!
Not sure how long this one is going to last on my presonal webspace.
Edit: taken down because there is an animated gif now. 

Bluecobra fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 12:13
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Lytinwheedle
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

"I'd go easy on the details of 
the death when telling their 
mother."

OH NOES!

This is the best thing I have ever read in my entire life. Thank you SA.

Get someone to design some medals and you can get them done yourself in specialized shops. Just get the forums 
to chip in with the cash, and this elite squad of goonology shall be rewarded! 
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IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

awesome  
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PopRocks
Joined: Jul 04, 2003 

your dixie wrecked?

edit: beaten like a red headed step child. in any event, video was great, keep the updates coming! 
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AdeptaCheese
Joined: Oct 14, 2003 

Sovereign Swiss

for those who cant see the video, it shows the fed ex truck coming up and the fed ex guy going inside the building to 
deliver the package. Totally awesome. Cannot wait for the absolute RAGE that is going to follow. 
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sobrider
Joined: Feb 14, 2004 

Good Night Irene

Looks like I caught this just in time. I await photos! 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

So - has the package been opened? Any news on that? I am eating away my entire lunch hour here - someone give 
me an update!  
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

quote: 

Philovirus came out of the closet to say: 
Mirror for video: http://cdcrecords.com/~sigs/rescam/p-p-p-powerbook.avi 

mirror^5

http://sairplane.lollerskates.com/p...p-powerbook.avi 

ultralaz0r fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 11:37
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Faustus
Joined: Mar 15, 2003 

Born Stubborn

Strange under OSX VLC FAILED to play it, but quicktime played it fine. Great job guys. 
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inset
Joined: Sep 20, 2003 

Secretly plotting your demise..

WE HAVE VISUAL

I'm jumping with glee 
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

Download Torrent81 (1 file; 3.08M)

View Torrent Stats81
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

And to think I almost went to bed! Thank you last second refresh!

edit- seeding above torrent 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Starbucks had the webcam on the driver as he walked into the building. I saw the box and 
know for a fact that was it. 

Fucking awesome. This is one of the best threads ever.

I can mirror the video when I get home from work if another source is needed. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

http://www.astrofunk.info/videos/vdub.zip

edited in virtualdub.... use this if you can't play it 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I will be off for a whiel noe. Hopefully in 3 hours I should have an email from this guy. 
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Wrong Igor
Joined: Feb 22, 2004 

I'm getting too old. Kill me.

Shit I forgot to eat and drink, I am dying here, but THIS IS HISTORY! Great work guys. 
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Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

hahahahahaha, the cheesy smile on starbucks face at the end of the vid is priceless 
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

Delivery! 

Attachment: delivery.jpg
This has been downloaded 2475 time(s).
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Mezzanon
Joined: Sep 16, 2003 

The King Of Post Emo

Oh christ on my ass.

I have been patiently reading this thread since its inception, but by god, between the video, pictures, scrolling 
marquees, taxes paid, and DELIVERY OF THE P-P-P-POWERBOOK!, I just don;t know what to say.

I am shocked, awed, and incredibly sleepy.

But I do not want to miss operation Goon Justice 
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swiss
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

I think I just broke my F5 key. 
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Pale
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

8=:3O

I'm just speechless. 
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Rend
Joined: Apr 30, 2004 

In Robotfuture We Trust

Screw sleep I'm staying up to read this, nice work man! 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

waiting for new "this thread delivers" image macro starring that fedex truck 
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Mezzanon
Joined: Sep 16, 2003 

The King Of Post Emo

quote: 

Schroe came out of the closet to say: 
waiting for new "this thread delivers" image macro starring that fedex truck 

Greatest idea ever 
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Unsane
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

wow, and I thought for sure that the scammer worked for fed-ex and the box would never show.
Goon Justice-Delivered by fed-ex 
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El_Spankio
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

quote: 

Schroe came out of the closet to say: 
waiting for new "this thread delivers" image macro starring that fedex truck 

Like this? 

Attachment: delivery.jpg
This has been downloaded 2344 time(s).

__________________
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slagmatic
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

edit - ahhhh, too many macros! and mine wasn't that good. i like the flashing one with red text. 

slagmatic fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 11:45
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

I was thinking this:
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Philovirus
Joined: Nov 23, 2002 

This space for rent

'nother variant of the macro requested:
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dddd
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

quote: 

El_Spankio came out of the closet to say: 

Like this? 

No, like this.
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OnionBob
Joined: May 31, 2002 

A rip in the very fabric of space 
and time.
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Beaten, but what the hell. 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

Goddamnit, beaten. 

Whatever.

vvvv That one is so much better than mine  

Attachment: threaddelivers.jpg
This has been downloaded 2173 time(s).

Potassium fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 11:46
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

dddd came out of the closet to say: 

 

first to quote and lol at image macro 
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El_Spankio
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

quote: 

dddd came out of the closet to say: 

No, like this.
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Yeh, so your one is better 

__________________
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jaymeekae
Joined: Aug 30, 2003 

screw it 
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Bitter Beard
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

What, the fuck is that!

quote: 

dddd came out of the closet to say: 

No, like this.

 

Need to have the package being delivered in there so the macro has meaning, blinking text is best. 
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girlmecha
Joined: Mar 17, 2004 

IM A RETARDED DOUCHE, ASK 
ME ABOUT MY CLEANING 
PROPERTIES

oh my fucking god it's there 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

Someone had to do it. 

Edit: So fucking beaten  
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

quote: 

girlmecha came out of the closet to say: 
oh my fucking god it's there 

What happened to the ruler and the gelatinous toy? 
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entity119
Joined: May 13, 2003 

my name is nick and i like boys 
(really) 

I IGNORED 
GIANT RED 
ADMIN TEXT

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

DalNET? Or what? 

irc://irc.zirc.org/#SA 
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ineffable_moose
Joined: Apr 10, 2004 

awesome 
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girlmecha
Joined: Mar 17, 2004 

IM A RETARDED DOUCHE, ASK 
ME ABOUT MY CLEANING 
PROPERTIES

quote: 

LodeRunner came out of the closet to say: 

What happened to the ruler and the gelatinous toy? 

i accidentaly pulled my profile up at work.
it is a mistake i don't want to make twice. 
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shep
Joined: Aug 31, 2003 

I am sad because I am stuck in 
a bucket in the middle of the 
ocean.

Well this is fucking awesome. Congrats to the insiders, I can't wait to see any emails that get sent. Great work guys! 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

quote: 

ZeromusMog came out of the closet to say: 
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Someone had to do it. 

Edit: So fucking beaten  

i still <3 you.
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

I'm late. 
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

quote: 

Phalex came out of the closet to say: 
threaddelivers.gif

I'm late. 

Quality > Speed

This is my favorite of the macros by far. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

girlmecha came out of the closet to say: 

i accidentaly pulled my profile up at work.
it is a mistake i don't want to make twice. 

wow... you just pulled it then?

someone... perhaps you, posted the link in that lovely hitler laced isketch game.

very funny 
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Sergeant Rock
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

"... call the expert at kissing 
and stuff..."

Well, I've come. 

__________________
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

Oh and for historical purpose, the IRC chat got really faggy after my last post and there's very little worthwhile. If 
anyone in there disagrees with me feel free to post it.

Edit: Oh, and Detritus has serious doubts about all of our heterosexuality because we came into an SA channel to 
talk about something SA-related. 

ZeromusMog fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 12:02
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Seems the #SA channel has been in the possession of FYAD and permabanned goons. So is the party over? No more 
goons to send in and stir trouble?

I can't wait for some kind of closure, in the form of an enraged email or something from the romanian.

Also, I vote we send all our multimedia junk as evidence.

Did we ever find out if the barber shop was IT.. or if the barber was a middleman, and some guy will be coming by 
to pick up the packages later? 
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girlmecha
Joined: Mar 17, 2004 

IM A RETARDED DOUCHE, ASK 
ME ABOUT MY CLEANING 
PROPERTIES

quote: 

down1nit came out of the closet to say: 

wow... you just pulled it then?

someone... perhaps you, posted the link in that lovely hitler laced isketch game.

very funny 

yes, that was me.
i'd been meaning to change it
ps: we can't hijack this thread this thread is historical or something 
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Dr-NiKoN
Joined: Jan 17, 2004 

foo

It's time to fold our hands and pray to the almighty that the barbershop villain will send an email to Jeff giving us a 
final chapter of hilarity..

 THREAD DELIVERS!!!  
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

ZeromusMog came out of the closet to say: 
Oh and for historical purpose, the IRC chat got really faggy after my last post and there's 
very little worthwhile. If anyone in there disagrees with me feel free to post it. 

Oh shit, guys, people who've never been in the channel before came in let's bitch and whine about it  
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

quote: 

ZeromusMog came out of the closet to say: 

Edit: Oh, and Detritus has serious doubts about all of our heterosexuality because we came 
into an SA channel to talk about something SA-related. 

I found it ironic he was calling us fags. 

Thanos fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 12:08
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swiss
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

quote: 

Dr-NiKoN came out of the closet to say: 
It's time to fold our hands and pray to the almighty that the barbershop villain will send an 
email to Jeff giving us a final chapter of hilarity..

I highly doubt that the barber chap is the same dude that originally sent Jeff that email. I think his standard of 
English betrayed the fact that English was not his first language. 

On the other hand, does the barber look Eastern European? Starbucks, did you try to engage him in converstation, 
or determine if he has an eastern European accent? 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

TOTALLY NOTEWORTHY NEWS FROM #SA (In regards to detritus)

<DXH> now there's like 10 replies on how big a FAG you are
<DXH> care to respond
<DXH> oh wai
<DXH> YOU DON"T HAVE AN ACCOUNT
<DXH> hahahhahahahah

lollin'. 
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DXH
Joined: Dec 08, 2003 

He escaped into the waves.

quote: 

ultralaz0r came out of the closet to say: 
TOTALLY NOTEWORTHY NEWS FROM #SA (In regards to detritus)

<DXH> now there's like 10 replies on how big a FAG you are
<DXH> care to respond
<DXH> oh wai
<DXH> YOU DON"T HAVE AN ACCOUNT
<DXH> hahahhahahahah

lollin'. 

You forgot:

<@wangzang> o so b&
<shep> dxh you sound like a cunt confirm deny
[DXH] yes
[DXH] wait confirm
<ZeromusMog> I'm guessing he was b& for being a faggot. Just a hunch.
*** wangzang has kicked DXH from #sa [confirm] 
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nobunny
Joined: Mar 10, 2004 

seven ways from dongday

don't make me ignore you!!

even when coming in late, this was a good way to end a night. thank you goons. where can i get a copy of this 

powerbook?  
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

quote: 

nobunny came out of the closet to say: 
don't make me ignore you!!

even when coming in late, this was a good way to end a night. thank you goons. where can i 

get a copy of this powerbook?  

I am guessing that if Jeff were to make a replica of the original P-P-P-Powerbook to sell on ebay or what have you, 
he would make a pretty penny! 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

well... i'm upping the entire webcam feed in case anyone cares. 

Trust me, i got the only good part edited up and it's been posted/mirrored/torrented already.

The rest is just starbucks doing the IRC thing. I'm only including it for historical accuracy.

will edit 28min. left to up. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Apologies to Starbucks for bombarding him with "GOOD WORK GOON!" txt messages, but I had to leave for lunch 
and I wanted to somehow still be apart of the action. If Starbucks could let me know if he recieved them that would 
be awesome, as each txt to england only cost normal price. 
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Pooka
Joined: Sep 12, 2003 

Beaten, but:
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Thanos
Joined: Apr 28, 2002 

You address Omnipotence. 
Tread Carefully.

quote: 

swiss came out of the closet to say: 

I highly doubt that the barber chap is the same dude that originally sent Jeff that email. I 
think his standard of English betrayed the fact that English was not his first language. 

On the other hand, does the barber look Eastern European? Starbucks, did you try to engage 
him in converstation, or determine if he has an eastern European accent? 

I don't think he did, the only Romanian connection seemed to be from the IP address of the computer that 
Starbucks was using. When you google the IP 2 of the 3 results are Romanian web statistic pages. 
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nobunny
Joined: Mar 10, 2004 

seven ways from dongday

<Detritus> I CAN COUNT NINE FUCKING FAGGOTS WHO I HAVE NEVER SEEN IN MY LIFE
<Potassium> I would be one of them
<AdeptaCheese> because there are 30,000 goons rite

<DLCinferno> Detritus, aren't you permabanned?
<Detritus> Yes I am permabanned why

<Detritus> JESUS CHRIST WHY ARE ALL THESE PEOPLE COMING IN HERE
<Detritus> JESUS CHRIST WHY ARE ALL THESE PEOPLE COMING IN HERE
<nobunny> there are always lots of people in here
<MyNameIsJeff> Im out - later
<Detritus> JESUS CHRIST WHY ARE ALL THESE PEOPLE COMING IN HERE
<Detritus> JESUS CHRIST WHY ARE ALL THESE PEOPLE COMING IN HERE
<Detritus> JESUS CHRIST WHY ARE ALL THESE PEOPLE COMING IN HERE
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<Detritus> JESUS CHRIST WHY ARE ALL THESE PEOPLE COMING IN HERE
<YodaDarkJedi> and who knows, we may have to stake out romania
<Potassium> Because we love you!
<Kickworm> lol
* MyNameIsJeff has quit IRC (Quit: )
<Detritus> SOMEONE FUCKING EXPLAIN TO ME
* CRO has quit IRC (Quit: )
<Detritus> WHY ALL YOU FAGGOTS ARE HERE
<DXH> i'm never playing natural selection while goon history is occuring again 
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elpintogrande
Joined: Sep 03, 2000 

Can you fags stop posting IRC logs? None of them are worth reading. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

 

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA  Salt, meet wound. Wound, meet Mr. Salt. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

Absolutely fabulous. I'm considering skipping school to f5 this thread.  
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Kickworm
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

situation :emoticon:

awaiting final verdict. 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

quote: 

elpintogrande came out of the closet to say: 
Can you fags stop posting IRC logs? None of them are worth reading. 

Sorry, Your Pintoness. I got them started. 

Should I leave the longer [relevant] logs up for historical purposes? 
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Gen. Specific
Joined: Jan 17, 2004 

Hello ladles.
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esperantinc
Joined: May 05, 2003 

quote: 

nobunny came out of the closet to say: 
<DXH> i'm never playing natural selection while goon history is occuring again 
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starvey
Joined: Jul 19, 2001 

I am irritable and have no 
sense of humour to speak of. 
Furthermore, it is evident that 
I do not understand Cubism.

Mmm.
Laptop justice is a great way to wind down my evening.
Glad to see that the thread delivers. (Hur..) 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

ZeromusMog came out of the closet to say: 
Should I leave the longer [relevant] logs up for historical purposes? 

I'd just take the log and put it up in a txt file somewhere. 
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Jeet
Joined: Jul 12, 2001 

Sexy Balding Veteran

quote: 

ZeromusMog came out of the closet to say: 
Edit: Oh, and Detritus has serious doubts about all of our heterosexuality because we came 
into an SA channel to talk about something SA-related. 

He'll be banned from there shortly, he's an enormous idiot.

Congrats to all involved, uk members involved need to come to the June meet to get their pints  
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

Eagerly awaiting news of angry email from "Gianluca." 
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Ron Popeil
Joined: Mar 12, 2003 

quote: 

Gen. Specific came out of the closet to say: 
http://members.optushome.com.au/slyer_ljb/threadelivers.gif
http://members.optushome.com.au/sly...readelivers.gif[/img]
http://members.optushome.com.au/sly...readelivers.gif[/img] 

A delayed package 
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1badkarma
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

I'm sorry, uh, I wasn't 
listening...

quote: 

Merlin_Oak came out of the closet to say: 

Holy shit!
Hold on, the FedEx dude is carrying two packages? One seems too small to fit a P-P-P-Powerbook, the other one is 
waaayy too big. 
Checked FedEx Tracking and it didn't say that Delivery has occurred? Maybe this isn't our package guys. 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

quote: 

Potassium came out of the closet to say: 
I'd just take the log and put it up in a txt file somewhere. 

Eh, I could host it easily but if someone wants to read this later I'd rather not have them worry about whether or not 
my host is up. Or if I accidentally deleted the file. So unless a bunch of you REALLY think I should put them in a text 
file, I'll leave it as-is for now. 
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Dazb0
Joined: Feb 05, 2004 

Just that little bit better...

What happened to rhig? Last we heard he was catching a coach to London form Plymouth and due to arrive at the 
drop point for 10-10:30.

Looks like the poor guy missed the boat. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

k... here's the full feed video... again... there's nothing good on it except for that part i <snip-snipped>.

http://www.astrofunk.info/videos/p-...rbook(full).avi

(37,959kb uncompressed)

still got 6GB bandwidth to use up by tomorrow. 

down1nit fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 12:33
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Faustus
Joined: Mar 15, 2003 

Born Stubborn

quote: 

1badkarma came out of the closet to say: 

Holy shit!
Hold on, the FedEx dude is carrying two packages? One seems too small to fit a P-P-P-
Powerbook, the other one is waaayy too big. 
Checked FedEx Tracking and it didn't say that Delivery has occurred? Maybe this isn't our 
package guys. 

Actually that would be about the correct size IIRC.
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Heck my Dell laptop box was even thicker then that. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Faustus came out of the closet to say: 

Actually that would be about the correct size IIRC.
Heck my Dell laptop box was even thicker then that. 

MyNameIsJeff should be able to positively ID the box in the vid. 
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Bitter Beard
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

What, the fuck is that!

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

MyNameIsJeff should be able to positively ID the box in the vid. 

He has, it's back a couple pages. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

1badkarma came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit!
Hold on, the FedEx dude is carrying two packages? One seems too small to fit a P-P-P-
Powerbook, the other one is waaayy too big. 
Checked FedEx Tracking and it didn't say that Delivery has occurred? Maybe this isn't our 
package guys. 

Jeff already confirmed that what we see here IS the powerbook, in the bigger white box. So everything has gone 
according to plan. Now we just wait for Angry Romanian to send his email. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

1badkarma came out of the closet to say: 

Holy shit!
Hold on, the FedEx dude is carrying two packages? One seems too small to fit a P-P-P-
Powerbook, the other one is waaayy too big. 
Checked FedEx Tracking and it didn't say that Delivery has occurred? Maybe this isn't our 
package guys. 

we noticed that... thing is... starbucks saw the guy arrive, shot it, then proceeded to IRC and change the 
screensavers.

another goon, was downstairs with the video camera snapping shots of the delivery.

Now we just hope they get home.

it looks about the right size... it's in a G4 Box (i think). 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

1badkarma came out of the closet to say: 
Hold on, the FedEx dude is carrying two packages? One seems too small to fit a P-P-P-
Powerbook, the other one is waaayy too big. 
Checked FedEx Tracking and it didn't say that Delivery has occurred? Maybe this isn't our 
package guys. 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
MyNameIsJeff should be able to positively ID the box in the vid. 

R->C->P. Jeff already said he's saw the package via cam and is absolutely sure that's the one.

Edit: Beaten like a demoralized hooker. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

The "P-P-P-P-Powerbook!" screensavers should nearly incite the proprietor to murder. I suppose he'll have some 
heated discussions with the customers in the cafe at the time...  
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

down1nit came out of the closet to say: 

we noticed that... thing is... starbucks saw the guy arrive, shot it, then proceeded to IRC and 
change the screensavers.

another goon, was downstairs with the video camera snapping shots of the delivery.

Now we just hope they get home.

it looks about the right size... it's in a G4 Box (i think). 

SHIT... i need to get some sleep. i quoted instead of edited. 4:40am goons
(1600 posts really gets past my brain sometimes... it's not a G4 box???) 
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

I think whats likely to happen is, the box will be forwarded to Romania unopened, the barber shop guy is probably 
just forwarding stuff unopened and gets a small slice of the profits. 
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Ataraxia
Joined: Jun 15, 2001 

Champion of nothing

quote: 

down1nit came out of the closet to say: 
it's not a G4 box? 

No, he wants to keep the original box so he can sell his REAL powerbook (again)... next week's installment! 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

Jeff didn't take any pics of the exterior of the box before mailing it?  
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Faustus
Joined: Mar 15, 2003 

Born Stubborn

quote: 

rottingcorpse came out of the closet to say: 
I think whats likely to happen is, the box will be forwarded to Romania unopened, the barber 
shop guy is probably just forwarding stuff unopened and gets a small slice of the profits. 

Not so sure about that, could be coming from a Romainian IP for a number of reasons, proxy, email service. Also 
remember it was from a stolen ebay account, so just about anything is possible.

quick question on something I missed: where was the fedex delivery picture taken from? It looks like from insdie the 
shop? if so then it lends weight to the idea that its someone there, after all they would have access to steal 
passwords then. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

rottingcorpse came out of the closet to say: 
I think whats likely to happen is, the box will be forwarded to Romania unopened, the barber 
shop guy is probably just forwarding stuff unopened and gets a small slice of the profits. 

This was predicted back on page ~20 I believe. I believe the predicted outcome was him being offed by the 
romanian mob as soon as the horrid joke comes through. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 

This was predicted back on page ~20 I believe. I believe the predicted outcome was him 
being offed by the romanian mob as soon as the horrid joke comes through. 

Triple bonus points if the Romanian mob guy arrives at the Internet cafe and the screensavers are still flashing "P-P-
P-P-Powerbook!" 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Triple bonus points if the Romanian mob guy arrives at the Internet cafe and the 
screensavers are still flashing "P-P-P-P-Powerbook!" 

 

That would eliminate ANY remote chance of him being able to explain his 'innocence'. 
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Bitter Beard
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

What, the fuck is that!

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 

 

That would eliminate ANY remote chance of him being able to explain his innocence. 

The greatest part about this is he can't go to the cops, it's like stealing from drug dealers!  
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Der Shovel
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

Just a 10$ hoe

quote: 

down1nit came out of the closet to say: 
VIDEO

http://www.astrofunk.info/videos/p-p-p-powerbook.avi

mirrors requested but not required... it's only 3.2 megs.

DONE!!! 

MIRRORED!

http://www.paranoia.tuug.fi/~ml/sa/p-p-p-powerbook.avi 
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Cuerzo
Joined: Sep 10, 2002 

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 
This was predicted back on page ~20 I believe. I believe the predicted outcome was him 
being offed by the romanian mob as soon as the horrid joke comes through. 

There's a gazillion gipsies in Romania. Let's hope there isn't someone similar Mickey O'Neil receiving the package... 
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1badkarma
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

I'm sorry, uh, I wasn't 
listening...

Yeah ok, I read it. But what about the FedEx tracker? Why hasn't it been updated?
I guess I'm just being a little doubtful about all this. I'm just thinking maybe the shop gets a lot of parcels or 
something (seeing as there was another box, that suggests they get other parcels too).

But I guess I'll be slapping myself in the face when we hear in the International News section:

"Tragedy in downtown London: The Barbershop Bloodshed. Owner goes nuts and bludgeons patrons with strange 
object." 
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

this is showing up on page 42 for me... closure on page 42... coincidence? 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

1badkarma came out of the closet to say: 
Yeah ok, I read it. But what about the FedEx tracker? Why hasn't it been updated?
I guess I'm just being a little doubtful about all this. 

It takes FedEx a bit to update their online tracker.

edit: I would *LOVE* to know how the taxes were paid. 
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ELeeming
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

42 pages of joy. This thread keeps getting better. 
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fatman1683
Joined: Jan 08, 2004 

Fat Bastard

quote: 

1badkarma came out of the closet to say: 
"Tragedy in downtown London: The Barbershop Bloodshed. Owner goes nuts and bludgeons 
patrons with strange object." 

That should probably be:

"Tragedy in downtown London: The Barbershop Bloodshed. Owner goes nuts and bludgeons patrons 
with P-P-P-POWERBOOK!!!." 
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gregday
Joined: May 23, 2003 

quote: 

1badkarma came out of the closet to say: 
Yeah ok, I read it. But what about the FedEx tracker? Why hasn't it been updated?
I guess I'm just being a little doubtful about all this. I'm just thinking maybe the shop gets a 
lot of parcels or something (seeing as there was another box, that suggests they get other 
parcels too).

Jeff saw the video and confirmed it is the same package he shipped. 
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1badkarma
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

I'm sorry, uh, I wasn't 
listening...

quote: 

gregday came out of the closet to say: 

Jeff saw the video and confirmed it is the same package he shipped. 

Yeah guys, I know that. It's been said many times. Thanks. 

It's just that...
FUCK. This thread is awesome. *sniff*
When I saw Starbucks posting "We have Delivery!", I was like "HOLY SHIT!!!" 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

When FedEx updates, jeff needs to e-mail him to ask if everything's ok and when he can expect payment. 
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dddd
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

quote: 

Yoda came out of the closet to say: 
this is showing up on page 42 for me... closure on page 42... coincidence? 

I dont think anyone else cought this, but I did.  
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Maldoror
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

As was mentioned previously, he'll get the tax bill later, probably within 1-2 weeks. I've gotten stuff shipped to me 
from FedEx before to the USA that had taxes on it, and I got the payment forms a little over a week later for each of 
them. I also know some people in forein countries where the same thing applied to them, so I'm sure that's what's 
going to happen this time.

What's funny is when he gets the bill, he'll have to pay it. He's going to have a hell of a time contesting it since it 
involves his criminal actions.  
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grzydj
Joined: Oct 04, 2000 

I will answer your questions 
about Gore-Tex

This is nucking futs.  
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Am back at work now. Haven't had to time to read up on what exactly transpired after the delivery yet, will check 
when I get home. I hope to have some rather randomly aimed photo's of our man signing for it and stashing it, 
taken from waist level, but I dunno how they'll come out. Really hope Starb. made a live vid feed happen. 
Christ, I'm tired now. And I still have four point five hours of work to live through ... but it was utterly, utterly worth 
it. 
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FaceEater
Joined: Aug 15, 2002 

TheFraggot

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Am back at work now. Haven't had to time to read up on what exactly transpired after the 
delivery yet, will check when I get home. I hope to have some rather randomly aimed photo's 
of our man signing for it and stashing it, taken from waist level, but I dunno how they'll come 
out. Really hope Starb. made a live vid feed happen. 
Christ, I'm tired now. And I still have four point five hours of work to live through ... but it 
was utterly, utterly worth it. 

I started reading at 11 PM last night, finished around 1 AM. And I tell you now, your efforts have not been in vain.

The package has arrived. All is right in the world. 
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lagerdrinker
Joined: Jan 12, 2004 

Welcomme back - good work  
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Bitter Beard
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

What, the fuck is that!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Am back at work now. Haven't had to time to read up on what exactly transpired after the 
delivery yet, will check when I get home. I hope to have some rather randomly aimed photo's 
of our man signing for it and stashing it, taken from waist level, but I dunno how they'll come 
out. Really hope Starb. made a live vid feed happen. 
Christ, I'm tired now. And I still have four point five hours of work to live through ... but it 
was utterly, utterly worth it. 

Those pictures should be sent to the guy when he asks 'WTF!' and Jeff unloads his scammer info. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Maldoror came out of the closet to say: 
As was mentioned previously, he'll get the tax bill later, probably within 1-2 weeks. I've 
gotten stuff shipped to me from FedEx before to the USA that had taxes on it, and I got the 
payment forms a little over a week later for each of them. I also know some people in forein 
countries where the same thing applied to them, so I'm sure that's what's going to happen 
this time.

What's funny is when he gets the bill, he'll have to pay it. He's going to have a hell of a time 
contesting it since it involves his criminal actions.  

If he used his real name. If he used a fake name, then he probably won't care.

edit: I suppose that since the package *was* delivered, FedEx will be rather interested in collecting. MyNameIsJeff 
always has an out in that he was merely shipping to some stranger who bought off eBay. I guess FedEx will want to 
talk to the barber who signed for the box. 
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Woodlong
Joined: Oct 23, 2002 

Good work to all those involved. Best thread in quite some time. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

this is starbucks and smitz posting from euston station, me smitz and ....some guy from plymouth, forgot the name 
didnt note it on my paper, went to wetherspoon for a pint

there was a emergency111!!!! i left my 256 mb usb stick in the pc, and had to go back to rescue it, i was lucky the 
guy didnt see the marquee. i grabbed the stick an ran. me and plymouh guy had a reccy to try and get the p-p-p-p-
p-powerbook back, but the back door seemed locked. on te way back to the meeting spot (mcdonalds) the owner 
was writing on some paper and giving us some dodgy looks.

welli hope to get my pictures back by 6.30 and smitz intends to get hus up in a couple of hours...

well, im still recovering from that damn breakast, so i hope im not goatse man by the time i get back to swansea 
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Disconnected
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

This is by far one of the best threads I've ever had the pleasure of reading. Good job goons, and I can't wait to meet 
all of you in Vegas. I really hope Jeff gets a nasty e-mail so we can see how much this guy flips out. 
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ELeeming
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
this is starbucks and smitz posting from euston station, me smitz and ....some guy from 
plymouth, forgot the name didnt note it on my paper, went to wetherspoon for a pint

there was a emergency111!!!! i left my 256 mb usb stick in the pc, and had to go back to 
rescue it, i was lucky the guy didnt see the marquee. i grabbed the stick an ran. me and 
plymouh guy had a reccy to try and get the p-p-p-p-p-powerbook back, but the back door 
seemed locked. on te way back to the meeting spot (mcdonalds) the owner was writing on 
some paper and giving us some dodgy looks.

welli hope to get my pictures back by 6.30 and smitz intends to get hus up in a couple of 
hours...

well, im still recovering from that damn breakast, so i hope im not goatse man by the time i 
get back to swansea 
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You're a hero. A fucking hero. 
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eclipse
Joined: Mar 12, 2003 

It's gone rather dark all of a 
sudden...

All I have to say is 

Incredible work. 
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schmuckfeatures
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

This avatar needs more 
Rumsfeld

This has been the best thread I have ever had the pleasure of reading.

Oh, MyNameIsJeff, if you don't hear anything within a couple of days maybe you should email our man in Romania 
saying "Well, did you get the P-P-P-P-Powerbook?" 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

schmuckfeatures came out of the closet to say: 
This has been the best thread I have ever had the pleasure of reading.

Oh, MyNameIsJeff, if you don't hear anything within a couple of days maybe you should email 
our man in Romania saying "Well, did you get the P-P-P-P-Powerbook?" 

 *guffaw* 
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pharaohdactyl
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Well played. 
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

You didn't run down to see who accepted the package? You didn't lurk around to watch it be opened?  
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

See? I want all you FedEx bashing motherfuckers to recognize here, FedEx DELIVERS. It delivers GOON JUSTICE. If 
FedEx can timely deliver Goon Justice, it can deliver your packages on time too. Next time you need a P-P-P-
Powerbook! shipped, you better not even THINK about UPS, or God forbid BAX Global. 
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baka kaba
Joined: Jul 19, 2003 

Excellent Excellent Excellent thread. Kudos to everyone involved.

To follow up someone should post an envelope through their door at night, containing another envelope which 
contains another etc. with LOL written on the front of each in increasingly large letters. Then put a card in the last 
one which says 'Think Different.' 
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triple clutcher
Joined: Jul 10, 2003 

Los quernos, the triple clutcher!

Holy shit. I went to bed thinking this'd never pan out. Good fucking job. 
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Cousin Kevin
Joined: Sep 28, 2001 

If the scammer did indeed register an account here, he should take comfort in the fact that he can probably recoup 
the taxes he will pay by selling the P-P-P-Powerbook on SA Mart. It's the great Circle of Life.

Also, posting in a historic thread. I feel genuinely honored. 
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FrontLine
Joined: Sep 17, 2003 

Wow. Just wow. Fuck. Wow. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

MyNameIsJeff, did you send the "Didja get your notebook?" email yet? 
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Wrong Igor
Joined: Feb 22, 2004 

I'm getting too old. Kill me.

I have to agree to the fellow who posted in one of the first pages (or somewhere) that THIS is the place to visit in 
London! Fuck Big Ben & the Tower & the Queen & other crappy so-called tourist attractions. We know better. 
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Crusader
Joined: Apr 11, 2002 

Crying with laughter at all of this; I read the thread when it first began and didn't check back on it until now. 
Absolutely amazing intelligence gathering work on the part of the UK squad. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

i am in a internet cafe with access to memory stick facilities, expect pictures and perhaps video in a few minutes!! 
(possibly 10)

Can a mod post my IP history for the last day, I think it would be pretty insane 
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mr_package
Joined: Jun 13, 2000 

ehhhhh so did he open it?!! 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

mr_package came out of the closet to say: 
ehhhhh so did he open it?!! 

dont think so, we think its either a user or this place has other @secret@ facilities that they dont talk about on the 
door 
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ewiley
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

I am constantly bored.

Woha, someone's gonna have to check dumpsters behind the barber shop for a big white box and the p-p-p-
powerbook a little later today.

Starbucks, you are an inspiration to us all! Good work lad 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

It doesn't matter, it's been delivered and we have pictures of the guy / shop / truck.

I am seriously SLOLing at the thought of when Mr Scammer sees the screensavers and realises that the guys who 
outscammed him were in his shop under his nose THAT VERY MORNING.

Also, he's probably been gloating to his friends about how he 'totally PWNED' some american kid out of a laptop. Oh, 
this is too much. 
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noddy1190
Joined: Feb 20, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
expect pictures and perhaps video in a few minutes!! 

This shit is legendary  
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Yossarko came out of the closet to say: 
It doesn't matter, it's been delivered and we have pictures of the guy / shop / truck.

I am seriously SLOLing at the thought of when Mr Scammer sees the screensavers and 
realises that the guys who outscammed him were in his shop under his nose THAT VERY 
MORNING. 

Exactly. Then he will check the security tapes (any?) to see who they are and have them offed.
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Stealing laptops and murdering two people for 'changing the screensaver at a cyber café' are two very different 
things. But, if the off chance that our english heroes to get offed, they will die knowing they are Legendary Goons. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Yossarko came out of the closet to say: 
Stealing laptops and murdering two people for 'changing the screensaver at a cyber café' are 
two very different things. But, if the off chance that our english heroes to get offed, they will 
die knowing they are Legendary Goons. 

...and in other news today two men were reportedly shot by members of the Romanian Mafia after exposing their 
activity on an internet message board. Now for sports...
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 

Exactly. Then he will check the security tapes (any?) to see who they are and have them 
offed.

  

 oh, wait. no, that would suck. I don't think he will be able to tell who they were. 

Wait for the plot twist though guys, the Barber shop guy who received the package is actually a long standing goon. 
MyNameIsJeff and the shop owner have plotted this thread for many a month. They have PRANKED ALL OF US. I 
know that isn't the reality of it, but that would be hilarious. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!
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Corundum
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

rock hound

Yeeee! more pics! 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

FrozenEntree came out of the closet to say: 
Wait for the plot twist though guys, the Barber shop guy who received the package is actually 
a long standing goon. MyNameIsJeff and the shop owner have plotted this thread for many a 
month. They have PRANKED ALL OF US. I know that isn't the reality of it, but that would be 
hilarious. 

Oh man that would suck. The question is if the other London Goons are involved with the conspiracy or not... 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

What's in the Casio box? 
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noddy1190
Joined: Feb 20, 2003 

sweet pictures.. I just hope page 44 isn't one giant prank apple. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 

This is the best one and needs to be sent to the scammer by email later on, just to fuck with him some more. But 
we need to photoshop in some SWAT team and maybe turn a neon side on his window to "BUY / SELL Powerbooks 
here!".

I also like the blurry pavement. 

Yossarko fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 14:50
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

Right Click, save as [the barber shop...]
Right Click, save as [the drop off...] 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 
What's in the Casio box? 

dunno, we thought it could be a scammer lobbing something out, so we took a picture of it, and his car

train leaves in 8 mins, that means i have to go 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

I knew if I stuck around long enough I'd find out why the internet was made.

edit: I never had a reason to like the British. But I like the British now. Next time I'm overseas I'm buying everyone 
involved all the beer I can afford. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
Right Click, save as [the barber shop...]
Right Click, save as [the drop off...] 

Gah, wmv. Can't view on school Macs.

Any reason Fedex would notice the many thousand views on the same tracking #? Do they check for that? 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
dunno, we thought it could be a scammer lobbing something out, so we took a picture of it, 
and his car

train leaves in 8 mins, that means i have to go 

I wholeheartedly approve of the car pics. 

Thank you for the good work, I am not studying for my AP tests now. 
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Corundum
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

rock hound

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 

Right Click, save as [the drop off...] 

What exactly is the dialog downstairs? Having trouble 
getting the words . Scoop of the month anyway, Good Work! 
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Ballz
Joined: Dec 16, 2003 

not even human

Fantastic. There isn't an emoticon to describe the feelings that are being felt by me right now.

Although  comes pretty damn close. 
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noddy1190
Joined: Feb 20, 2003 

quote: 

Corundum came out of the closet to say: 
What exactly is the dialog downstairs? Having trouble 
getting the words . Scoop of the month anyway, Good Work! 

Starbucks asks if the guy has memory stick readers and the suspected scammers replies "Nothing storage, we dont 
allow that". 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Corundum came out of the closet to say: 

What exactly is the dialog downstairs? Having trouble 
getting the words . Scoop of the month anyway, Good Work! 

StarBucks: Alright mate, got any memory card readers?
Guy: What?
SB: Memory stick readers?
Guy: No, we don't allow them, sorry
SB: Oh, alright cheers anyway.

Or words to that effect, you're not missing much. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

I couldn't understand exactly what happened... the barbershop dude got pissed off about the camera?

edit: nm, got it 

Earwicker fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 15:03
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ELeeming
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
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That car is...

Vehicle details 
Manufacturer Volvo 
Model 480 S 
Body type 3 door hatchback 
Colour Red 
Fuel type Petrol 
Date manufactured 31 December 1994 
Number of previous owners 2 
Last owner change 29 June 1999 

only it's not, so either the reg isn't M461XCL, or it's dodgy. 

__________________
Resistance Is Character Forming
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ewiley
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

I am constantly bored.

Edit: ^^^^ Woha, stolen car/plates?? This keeps getting better.

One quick thought: are we sure that was Jeff's package that was delivered? Jeff: is that the right one?

Since fedex still hasn't updated, and it's been several hours, it makes me a little suspicious (sorry if this has been 
mentioned before, this thread is moving so fast it's a little hard to keep up) 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

The last two letters could be anything, XDC? XDL? XLC? XCL? 
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triple clutcher
Joined: Jul 10, 2003 

Los quernos, the triple clutcher!

quote: 

ELeeming came out of the closet to say: 
only it's not, so either the reg isn't M461XCL, or it's dodgy. 

Looks like H461XGC to me. 
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noddy1190
Joined: Feb 20, 2003 

I think Jeff identified the package over Starbucks cam stream as 'the drop' took place. 
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

[edit] I should have just assumed I'd be beaten.

Yes, Jeff identified it.

Also, ELeeming, I think you just got the numbers wrong. THe second last one could be an O/0. 
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Ridgely_Fan
Joined: Aug 02, 2003 

the first letter looks like an 'R' to me.

[R,H,M]461 X[0,Q,C,O]C

only 12 combinations to try. 

Ridgely_Fan fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 15:07
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

No email yet.  
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Cthuluburger
Joined: Sep 11, 2003 

gooey, burp, gooey, 
chomp,

I solemnly award you the Congressional Medal of Awesome. 
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ELeeming
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

triple clutcher came out of the closet to say: 

Looks like H461XGC to me. 

is the right answer!

Manufacturer Saab 
Model 900 I 16V 
Body type convertible 
Colour Blue 
Fuel type Petrol 
Date manufactured 31 December 1991 
Number of previous owners 1 
Last owner change 22 October 1996 

panic over.
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https://www.rac.co.uk/myrac/vehicle_data_check , in case anyone's interested. 

__________________
Resistance Is Character Forming
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baka kaba
Joined: Jul 19, 2003 

quote: 

ELeeming came out of the closet to say: 

That car is...

Vehicle details 
Manufacturer Volvo 
Model 480 S 
Body type 3 door hatchback 
Colour Red 
Fuel type Petrol 
Date manufactured 31 December 1994 
Number of previous owners 2 
Last owner change 29 June 1999 

only it's not, so either the reg isn't M461XCL, or it's dodgy. 

That's a SAAB. Looks like it says 900V, I'll have a check... but yeah, if that's what the plate lookup says, then 

EDIT: Ka-beaten 
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FofR
Joined: Aug 25, 2003 

Wow, look at me. I'm not even 
listening to a word you're 
saying.

Googled for the barber shop name. Nothing suspect, no complaints or anything suspicious. Just the usual business 
information, "Jean Climax", telephone number and address. 

http://www.locallife.co.uk/brent/barbershops3.asp 
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Bozza
Joined: Mar 05, 2004 

Starbucks, Pipski et al. are my new internet heros.

Any authors here want to write this saga up into some sort of novel? Its cool because you don't know how it ends 
yet! 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!
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And there it is. 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Nice.  
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Shii
Joined: Feb 17, 2004 

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 
And there it is. 

How'd you do that without dithering? 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Image won't load. 
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peer
Joined: Jan 17, 2004 

Resetter of Connections

I've been following this thread since the beginning, but haven't posted until now. Absolutely incredible. This will live 
on forever. 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
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helo telephone number! 
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Scenix
Joined: Sep 18, 2002 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

Shii came out of the closet to say: 
How'd you do that without dithering? 

I didn't. Floyd-Steinberg dithering with an optimal color palette. 
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noddy1190
Joined: Feb 20, 2003 

quote: 

Scenix came out of the closet to say: 
bbbarbers.jpg 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 

And there it is. 
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I can't get that image to load  
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pw3n
Joined: Mar 06, 2003 

It would be great if someone registered p-p-p-powerbook.com or some variant and wrote out the story or put up 
thread mirrors there once this is over for the sake of preserving and sharing awesome internet history. 
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neato burrito
Joined: Aug 25, 2002 

i brought chex mix

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 

I can't get that image to load  

It's goddamned hilarious. You are missing out. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok. I am getting impatient. I want confirmation. 

Email sent.
Hello!

Today is the 3rd day so you should be getting your new laptop!

I saw on the FedEx site and it is delayed! Does that mean it is still waiting to be delivered? I don’t know what time it 
is there, but I hope it gets there today. Or did you get it and FedEx just didn’t update their web page? Sorry, I don’t 
send things with FedEx often. I usually just use first class us mail. 

Did you pay for the taxes? How much did you end up paying? I am sorry again for that. I didn’t mean to cost you 
extra money. But like I said in my other email, we can work it out.
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How long will the ‘ok’ process take? I am eager to receive payment! 

Thank you!

Jeff
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TheChaplain
Joined: Apr 22, 2002 

God is just the start of your 
problems, neh?

edit - MOMENTS! DAMN YOU JEFF!

If we're concerned about this dude just being some sort of middle-man maybe Jeff should encourage him to open 
the package if there's no confirmation by the usual 6pm time.

Hello sir, did you recieve package? I want to make sure customs stole nothing could you open and see? 
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
i am in a internet cafe with access to memory stick facilities, expect pictures and perhaps 
video in a few minutes!! (possibly 10)

Can a mod post my IP history for the last day, I think it would be pretty insane 

3476591 Starbucks 08:37, 30th Apr 2004 (?) 217.206.152.27 OK 
3476555 Starbucks 08:27, 30th Apr 2004 (?) 217.206.152.27 OK 
3476362 Starbucks 07:25, 30th Apr 2004 (?) 81.153.112.171 OK 
3475996 Starbucks 04:18, 30th Apr 2004 (?) 213.78.157.225 OK 
3475478 Starbucks 00:48, 30th Apr 2004 (?) 81.152.188.172 OK 
3475452 Starbucks 00:40, 30th Apr 2004 (?) 81.152.188.172 OK 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I'm back at an internet cafe in central london, I didn't get to the cafe till just before 11 but i was there during the 
pickup, the barber was right next to me the whole time so I couldnt get a picture of the van which sucks because I 
was pretty much right next to it and I missed a possible high quality video of the delivery. I don't have any pictures 
which cover anything already shown but I have one of the guy through the shop window from a cafe across the 
street, if i can enhance it to get a viewable image of him I will - it looks bad on the LCD but it might be ok on a 
monitor if enlarged.

After the others left I stayed behind for an hour and a half incase the buyer came to pick up the laptop but it didn't 
leave the ship while I was there. I don't think the barber is the guy getting it in the end. He offers post boxes within 
the address for £8.99 a month and was getting other deliveries today he also seems a bit dense, I don't think he 
could pull of a scam as well as this was done. 
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maus
Joined: Jul 25, 2003 

Amigos! Look! It is El Macho... 
The Thief of Hearts!!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Email sent. 

Oh, man, I hadn't checked this thread since 11:00pm CST last night. Thread delivers and then some. 
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fourwood
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Damn I'll bring them to their 
knees.

Wow. Waking up today was one of the best things I've ever done. This thread is the greatest thing ever created by 
man.

I'm sad the barber didn't open it.  

fourwood fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:00
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
I don't think the barber is the guy getting it in the end. 

We hope it's the scammer who gets it in the end.  I mean he takes it up the ass  
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filo
Joined: Jan 27, 2004 

quote: 

filo came out of the closet to say: 

I suggest you play his game and then in the end say something like "We have contacted the 
apropriate authorties and have alerted them to your activities. Have a good day."

Suggested this early in the thread and I still think this needs to be done for the GLORIOUS conclusion. I don't expect 
the romanian to reply to your latest emails now that he thinks he has the goods. He might reply to something more 
forceful along these lines. Perhaps we really should go ahead and involve some sort of law enforcement so they can 
take action against these P-P-P-Powerbook smugglers. 
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Disciple
Joined: Oct 07, 2002 

This space for rent

Just spent the past couple hours reading the majority of this thread. The Goons abilities never cease to amaze me. 
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swiss
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 

And there it is. 

I can't get it to open either. Can someone mirror please?

In any case, it now looks like the barber is just a dumb middleman who simply accepts packages on behalf of other 
people. I wonder if it might be an idea to let him know that the package is for a scammer. I'm sure he wouldn't take 
too kindly to being used in such a manner, and might help our cause.

Incidentally, has the package left the barber shop yet? Is the place still being staked out? 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

filo came out of the closet to say: 

Suggested this early in the thread and I still think this needs to be done for the GLORIOUS 
conclusion. I don't expect the romanian to reply to your latest emails now that he thinks he 
has the goods. He might reply to something more forceful along these lines. Perhaps we 
really should go ahead and involve some sort of law enforcement so they can take action 
against these P-P-P-Powerbook smugglers. 

I agree. I think someone needs to call the barber shop and say, "Thank you for receiving smuggled goods, the 
authorities have been contacted."

Freak him out and make him open all of the packages. 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
He offers post boxes within the address for £8.99 a month and was getting other deliveries 
today he also seems a bit dense, I don't think he could pull of a scam as well as this was 
done. 

That explains everything. He chose a random post box, and probably picks up once a week. I think our guy is going 
to be hard to track. 
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Graviton
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

Baby, this is gonna hurt me 
more than it hurts you.

Being bored on a friday afternoon with little work to do I phoned the number. Conversation went a like this:

Me - Alright, mate of mine told me you rent out post-boxes at your place?
Him - Yeah
Me - Hows that work then?
Him - Who are you?
Me - Paul
Him - OK, so you want post box?
Me - Yeah, hows that work? How much?
Him - Where are you?
Me - Hackney
Him - Well you come down here and we talk about it ok?
Me - OK, later. 
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ewiley
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

I am constantly bored.

"mirriored" at imagehack

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...image=shop3.gif 
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ElwoodCuse
Joined: Jan 11, 2004 

Boxing's been good to me, 
Howard

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
I don't have any pictures which cover anything already shown but I have one of the guy 
through the shop window from a cafe across the street, if i can enhance it to get a viewable 
image of him I will - it looks bad on the LCD but it might be ok on a monitor if enlarged. 

zoom in --> ENHANCE
zoom in --> ENHANCE
zoom in --> ENHANCE

"We've got him now!" 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

quote: 

Graviton came out of the closet to say: 
Being bored on a friday afternoon with little work to do I phoned the number. Conversation 
went a like this:

Me - Alright, mate of mine told me you rent out post-boxes at your place?
Him - Yeah
Me - Hows that work then?
Him - Who are you?
Me - Paul
Him - OK, so you want post box?
Me - Yeah, hows that work? How much?
Him - Where are you?
Me - Hackney
Him - Well you come down here and we talk about it ok?
Me - OK, later. 

Sounds like he is well aware that it is for illegal purposes. 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 
That explains everything. He chose a random post box, and probably picks up once a week. I 
think our guy is going to be hard to track. 

If I weren't a continent away, I would quit my job and spend every waking moment waiting for that fucker to come 
get his three-ring binder. He's got to show up sometime, especially with Jeff poking at him about it. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 
That explains everything. He chose a random post box, and probably picks up once a week. I 
think our guy is going to be hard to track. 

The only options now are:

a) people take shifts outside the cafe until somebody comes and picks up the laptop box, at which point they tail 
them to the new location

b) someone tricks/bribes the barber into telling us who has that mailbox for the laptop 
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Upuaut
Joined: Jan 16, 2003 

Proconsul to you mate...

Accipiter's image mirrored :
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Upuaut fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 17:16
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Hojo
Joined: Dec 10, 2003 

Hey Goons, goon me a goon 
goon?

I say everyone sit tight and let this thing play out naturally with as little extra Goon interference as possible. Don't 
play your hand too soon guys, be patient. 

Have to add: This is probably the most amazing thing I've ever read on the internet. 
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Lazee
Joined: Feb 23, 2004 

He-Pimp

Someone mentioned that you could buy footage taken from security cameras?

Unless that camera is owned privately perhaps this would be possible?

Sucks how it's pointing AWAY from the entrance to the barbers, though. 

Lazee fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:18
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

swiss came out of the closet to say: 
I can't get it to open either. Can someone mirror please?

In any case, it now looks like the barber is just a dumb middleman who simply accepts 
packages on behalf of other people. I wonder if it might be an idea to let him know that the 
package is for a scammer. I'm sure he wouldn't take too kindly to being used in such a 
manner, and might help our cause.

Incidentally, has the package left the barber shop yet? Is the place still being staked out? 

Noone was left after I went about 2:30, if he picks it up now there will be no pictures. I think the only fun left is to 
wait to see if the scammer sends an email or to have fun with the info we have. Unless we threaten to tell the police 
or something or somehow scam this guy again.

It could have gone before 2:30 if it went out the back too, I could only cover the front entrance but its unlikely he 
went through the back. The customers who seemed to know him all used the front door. 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 

Sounds like he is well aware that it is for illegal purposes. 

We totally need to play this shopkeep then.

Goon: Hello, I am the one who called about the "post box" (action of quotations being made with fingers."
Shopkeep: I remember, what do you need it for?
Goon: Some "friends" and I like to ship each other "stuffed animals" that are very valuable. It's a "hobby" of ours.
Shopkeep: How valuable are these "stuffed animals?"
Goon: Valuable enough to pay extra for "safe storage."

This could be prank extension ++ 
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wargasm
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

[M] village drunkard

delivery confirmed for awesomest thread of the year! worth every penny, would scam again A+++++++++++!!!
1111 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Lazee came out of the closet to say: 

Someone mentioned that you could buy footage taken from security cameras?

Unless that camera is owned privately perhaps this would be possible?

Sucks how it's pointing AWAY from the entrance to the barbers, though. 

It would have to be requested by one of the three of us who will be on the tape I think and any of us going back is 
not really a good idea. I think the guy was getting suspicious the last couple of time I saw him, we were in and out a 
lot. 
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noddy1190
Joined: Feb 20, 2003 

So to recap, the current thinking is that the barber is just being used as a drop off point and the actual scammer is 
most likely a Romanian with connections in American Interior Design circles? 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

What if we could blackmail or threaten to blackmail the owner for information of the guy who the package was sent 
to? 

"Hello, it has come to our attention that you signed for some carefully hidden contraband. This will ultimately fall on 
your shoulders unless you give us info regarding _____________."

We could then send video of the FedEx guy to him somehow. via mail or whatever. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

I can't believe I missed this goodness I have read pages 1-33, then skipped to the end and glad to know it HAS NOT 
ARRIVED. I am not on the "Can't wait to see what he does" anticipation bandwagon.

EDit: VVVV I will, but I have to leave the office for a while VVVVVV 

Dvlos fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:22
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

You should blackmail him now, saying that he has to send you $2200USD or you'll report his Barbershop address. 
Then ship him a box with the value declared as $2200, and all it has in it is a piece of paper that says "Your 
Freedom"

edit: Arg, can't spell when I stay up all night

Edit:

quote: 

Dvlos came out of the closet to say: 
I can't believe I missed this goodness I have read pages 1-33, then skipped to the end and 
glad to know it HAS NOT ARRIVED. I am not on the "Can't wait to see what he does" 
anticipation bandwagon. 

Read more of it. 

Phalex fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:50
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cunnelatio
Joined: Aug 08, 2002 

I'M A HUGE 
FAGGOT 

How close are you guys to tracking down the scammer? I haven't checked this thread for maybe 2 days and it went 
from 6 pages to 45. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

FrozenEntree came out of the closet to say: 

We totally need to play this shopkeep then.

Goon: Hello, I am the one who called about the "post box" (action of quotations being made 
with fingers."
Shopkeep: I remember, what do you need it for?
Goon: Some "friends" and I like to ship each other "stuffed animals" that are very valuable. 
It's a "hobby" of ours.
Shopkeep: How valuable are these "stuffed animals?"
Goon: Valuable enough to pay extra for "safe storage."

This could be prank extension ++ 

Oh man. Version 2.0 may be golden as well. 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

noddy1190 came out of the closet to say: 
So to recap, the current thinking is that the barber is just being used as a drop off point and 
the actual scammer is most likely a Romanian with connections in American Interior Design 
circles? 

I know Elmore Leonard is reading this thread and scribbling furiously. Somewhere. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

cunnelatio came out of the closet to say: 
How close are you guys to tracking down the scammer? I haven't checked this thread for 
maybe 2 days and it went from 6 pages to 45. 

Read it, asstard, that's not a simple question. It's complicated. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

cunnelatio came out of the closet to say: 
How close are you guys to tracking down the scammer? I haven't checked this thread for 
maybe 2 days and it went from 6 pages to 45. 

Without another attempt I doubt we can get any more done, especially seeing as this guy will probably realise he 
should get a new PO box.

Edit: Even if we could send him something else I think we would need at least 10 goons to cover the shops 
entrances/exits for a day. If the guy doesn't close his PO box which is possbile we may be able to send him a new 
parcel which he might pick up. It will also only be possible if the guy uses a different name to the barbers to have 
his parcels sent to, we got the initials the barber used to sign for the parcel today but I don't remember them, I 
think Starbucks might have them. If the name the powerbook was sent to is different there may be a chance it 
would work. 

rhig fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:26
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

Is that a Daewoo in the front of that place? God those were awful. 
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The foster
Joined: Jun 22, 2003 

Just because I'm not born yet, 
doesn't mean I won't slap you 
in the nuts

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say:... 

Looks like your hosting is down....mirrors anyone? 
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fourwood
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Damn I'll bring them to their 
knees.

We needed a tracking device in the P-P-P-POWERBOOK's box. 
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cunnelatio
Joined: Aug 08, 2002 

I'M A HUGE 
FAGGOT 

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Without another attempt I doubt we can get any more done, especially seeing as this guy will 
probably realise he should get a new PO box. 

It's pretty much a dead end anyway. From what I've read this type of scam is pretty common, so the best thing 
would probably be attempting to educate people on how to spot scams like this.

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 
Read it, asstard, that's not a simple question. It's complicated. 

Yeah, I'll just go ahead and spend the better part of the day catching up on this thread.  
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

quote: 

cunnelatio came out of the closet to say: 

Yeah, I'll just go ahead and spend the better part of the day catching up on this thread.  

Your title is fitting. Get the fuck out of this thread. 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

I wish I didn't have to go to work today and could just sit here and refresh the page. Oh well. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

fourwood came out of the closet to say: 
We needed a tracking device in the P-P-P-POWERBOOK's box. 

How would we track it? Is there a cheap & small device that would be trackable via GPS? Links? 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

cunnelatio came out of the closet to say: 

It's pretty much a dead end anyway. From what I've read this type of scam is pretty common, 
so the best thing would probably be attempting to educate people on how to spot scams like 
this.

Yeah, I'll just go ahead and spend the better part of the day catching up on this thread.  

Your probably right and a failed attempt would suck if he didnt fall for it. 

It should be up to Jeff but it might be worthwhile informing the police over here in a few days once we know its 
dead. Theres a lot of random info they might be able to use, the proxy IPs, mail box etc and it would completely pis 
off the barber, he was ranting about the police all the time till his powerbook came. I'm off home anyway, I should 
be back for 11  
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Berto2112
Joined: Oct 02, 2003 

Can I get a hell yeah?

I AM at work and I AM sitting here refreshing the page....  
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Fistgrrl came out of the closet to say: 

Your title is fitting. Get the fuck out of this thread. 

I got a few to register and lurk the boards just by telling them that it was awesome based on this thread, then they 
didn't understand it was funny.

Go figure, they wanted cliffnotes. 
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Wandering Idiot
Joined: Jul 22, 2003 

I Suffer From Mild 
Retarderations

I'm glad it's about 12:30am right now where I am, I can just sit up all night and watch this go down in history. 

Jeff is a true American  

Brits, outstanding work. I have a new found respect for you lads across the pond. 
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swiss
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 

How would we track it? Is there a cheap & small device that would be trackable via GPS? 
Links? 

Even if there was such a product available that we could track, there is still the problem of putting it either into the 
box, or in an inconsipicious location on the box. Given that the barber is already suspicious of our London 
operatives, I doubt he'd let them anywhere near that package, and would probably watch them like hawks. 
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Dart
Joined: Nov 24, 2003 

Damn me and my college, I really wanted to be there... oh well, I guess important revision notes for my A2s would 
be a little stupid to miss, even for this awesomeness.

Great job, those who made it. 
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hellocruelworld
Joined: Feb 28, 2003 

Dude, I See God!

Boy does this thread deliver. I eagerly await the scammers'(as speculated it could be a ring of scammers) response. 
But yeah...the UK fellows should continue to fuck with the Barbershop guy by phoning him...man this could go on 
for a little while. That would be great if we could find out exactly who the Romanian is. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Phalex came out of the closet to say: 
You should blackmail him now, saying that he has to send you $2200USD or you'll report his 
Barbershop address. Then ship him a box with the value declared as $2200, and all it has in it 
is a piece of paper that says "You're Freedom"

Edit:

Read more of it. 

Erm, might try that as, "your freedom." 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I HAVE BAD NEWS.

The ringer was not delivered. I just called FedEx. It was never paid for. Probably because the jack ass gave me a 
bunk phone number.

I got transferred to the International Rep but hung up before I got to them.  
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KiwiBoi
Joined: Mar 13, 2004 

^^^ oh poop 

Can anyone tell me what codec movie1.wmv & movie2.wmv from a few pages back are in? WMP9 on OS X not likey 
 Or, does anyone have them in a more platform neutral format? cheers. 

KiwiBoi fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:48
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I HAVE BAD NEWS.

The ringer was not delivered. I just called FedEx. It was never paid for. Probably because the 
jack ass gave me a bunk phone number.

I got transferred to the International Rep but hung up before I got to them.  

MyNameIsJeff, I thought you were able to ID the box from the video?

edit: What kind of fucking *idiot* would scam a Powerbook all the way to the U.K. and then fail to pay the duties? 
The notebook would be the deal of the century, even after having to pay the fees. 

Dr.SchadenFreud fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:47
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baka kaba
Joined: Jul 19, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I HAVE BAD NEWS.

The ringer was not delivered. I just called FedEx. It was never paid for. Probably because the 
jack ass gave me a bunk phone number.

I got transferred to the International Rep but hung up before I got to them.  

So where is it now? They just hold it until someone calls and gives them a real phone number? 
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Lazee
Joined: Feb 23, 2004 

He-Pimp

MIRRORED for starbucks
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http://www.theheights.sa.edu.au/home/dpedler/movie1.WMV
http://www.theheights.sa.edu.au/home/dpedler/movie2.WMV 

Lazee fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:52
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Chewie
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

MyNameIsJeff, I thought you were able to ID the box from the video? 

maybe another laptop from someone else they're scamming?? 
the video wasn't particularly high-res so i can see why he might mistake it, but strange that it was the right size on 
the right day and all

edit: it would've been funny if the guy DID open it on camera with goons all over the world watching, and a real 
powerbook was inside. delay of goon justice, but still a funny situation 

Chewie fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 16:50
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Skrewloose
Joined: Feb 11, 2002 

TICK TOCK

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

MyNameIsJeff, I thought you were able to ID the box from the video?

It's just a box, it probably looked pretty close to his, but it IS just a box, after all. 
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Biter
Joined: Apr 05, 2004 

Once is never enough

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I HAVE BAD NEWS.

The ringer was not delivered. I just called FedEx. It was never paid for. Probably because the 
jack ass gave me a bunk phone number.

I got transferred to the International Rep but hung up before I got to them.  
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Crap  looks like the game is off, then. Try to keep in touch via emails, but if nothing happens, I guess it's time to 
just turn him in (or bully the barber into turning over his information). If I lived in London, I would be up for a bit of 
bribery / forced persuasion to get the barber to release some info. 
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noddy1190
Joined: Feb 20, 2003 

FUCK. The ball is in the scammers court. 
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nic0
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

quote: 

baka kaba came out of the closet to say: 

So where is it now? They just hold it until someone calls and gives them a real phone 
number? 

They'll try the number a few times, but eventually I think they mail out an invoice. He may or may not pick that up 
at the same drop box, pay the bill, and get the package delivered. That's gonna take a while to happen, in any 
event. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

I think MyNameIsJeff needs to send an indignant email to Gianluca, demanding to know why he hasn't paid the 
charges! 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I HAVE BAD NEWS.

The ringer was not delivered. I just called FedEx. It was never paid for. Probably because the 
jack ass gave me a bunk phone number.

I got transferred to the International Rep but hung up before I got to them.  

Time for another e-mail, this time tell him how the shipment has been delayed, that you really need this transfer to 
go through because the $2,200 payment is desperately needed. Tell him you crashed your Vespa scooter into the 
front door of your house. A small fire ensued, and your oriental rug, Xbox, TV, Gameboy, and Roots DVD collection 
were destroyed in the fire before you regained conciousness and put it out. You've been using Whirpool refrigerator 
box as a door, with a small cut-out opening for deliveries. You're girlfriend is going to leave you unless you get a 
real door and replace the Roots DVD collection. Also tell him you're going to call the FBI if he doesn't move on this, 
if he doesn't call FedeX and give them a real phone number.

Send him a picture of you sobbing pitifully, wearing a Scooby Doo T-shirt, and silk boxers. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

FUCK. 

That probably means he's going to try and pick it up from FedEX or he's going to contact them someway and get the 
package. 

Shit. What can we do? Maybe tip off FedEX and tell them that he's scamming? 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

That lazy fucker. Couldn't even be bothered to pay pennies for stolen goods. I agree that an indignant email is in 
order.

I've been following this thread since its inception, and I would just like to say that I'm proud to be here, and I'm 

proud of everyone involved in this. 

RESPECT (of a total stranger on the internet)++ 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 
FUCK. 

That probably means he's going to try and pick it up from FedEX or he's going to contact 
them someway and get the package. 

Shit. What can we do? Maybe tip off FedEX and tell them that he's scamming? 

FedEx won't care. Fuck it, let him pick it up. He'll have to show ID if it's under a fake name. Regardless, he has to 
provide some method (stolen or not) of paying the duties. Let him go through all that trouble only to find that he 
has received a...P-P-P-P-P-PowerBook! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

MyNameIsJeff, I thought you were able to ID the box from the video?

edit: What kind of fucking *idiot* would scam a Powerbook all the way to the U.K. and then 
fail to pay the duties? The notebook would be the deal of the century, even after having to 
pay the fees. 

Well, I was wrong. . . It doesn't make sense.
I'm too afraid to talk to the FedEx people about it. What do I say? The guy gave me a bunk phone number? 

Anyone brave enough to call? 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Well, I was wrong. . . It doesn't make sense.
I'm too afraid to talk to the FedEx people about it. What do I say? The guy gave me a bunk 
phone number? 

Anyone brave enough to call? 

I'll do it. 
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
I think MyNameIsJeff needs to send an indignant email to Gianluca, demanding to know why 
he hasn't paid the charges! 

Yeah, after all he already fronted the money for shipping and now the laptop is stuck in England.

Then again, these scammers aren't complete morons. I'm sure that as soon as they sense anything is wrong in the 
least, they just back away. The escrow site went down and had tons of referrers from here, not to mention the fake 
sales posted.

Then it got reported as a fake escrow site.

It'd be better to forget that one laptop and lay low for a bit, then try your scam again when the heat is off than it 
would be to risk anything.

EDIT: And I forgot all the morons who called the guy's cell phone. 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Well, I was wrong. . . It doesn't make sense.
I'm too afraid to talk to the FedEx people about it. What do I say? The guy gave me a bunk 
phone number? 

Anyone brave enough to call? 

Nooooooooooo! Well I had fun  
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

Just one person call. Too many will definitely make them think something is up. 
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fuckingtest
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

We can rebuild him. but I don't 
wanna spend alot of money.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I HAVE BAD NEWS.

The ringer was not delivered. I just called FedEx. It was never paid for. Probably because the 
jack ass gave me a bunk phone number.

I got transferred to the International Rep but hung up before I got to them.  

SHIT. TEAMS 4,5,6 PULL OUT...WE HAVE BEEN COMPROMISED, REPEAT WE HAVE BEEN COMPROMISED!
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That sucks man, so what are you going to do know? Email the scammer and see what the deallie is? Have fedEx 
return it to you and pay the difference? Re-ship it to this fellow as a gift? 

Im down for $10 bux if you owe any fees man, since I never got you the title I mentioned. Im sure if you owe 
anyone money you could get it back from everyone who enjoyed this thread. 
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burntoutjoy
Joined: Jul 21, 2003 

Lemons Through the Time 
Tunnel!!

hehehe: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2004/04/30/scam_oft_net/

Amazing thread! This is what the power of the goons should be used for - not ruining some poor guy's life (idiot or 

not), but legally served justice. Respect to all involved   
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 

I'll do it. 

Good man. 
1.800.Go.FedEx
(1.800.463.3339)

If you go to technical support, there is a rep option.

My last name is Harris

just incase they ask
it came from 826 so. 22nd pl #a mount vernon wa 98273

Edit - One thing I don't get is, he has to have done this before. Sometihng this big, international requires a phone 
number to receive! 
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type-Retard
Joined: Oct 26, 2002 

Fed Ex is obviously in on this. This thing goes all the way to the top!!! 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 
Shit. What can we do? Maybe tip off FedEX and tell them that he's scamming? 

I don't think so, seriously he probably did this to cover his tracks, he's not going to give Jeff his real phone number 
and start getting threatening phone calls. He's probably planning on going to FedEx in person, with an ID with an old 
address, and paying for it in cash. The P.O. Box in the Barber's is probably not even legit, if all his international Ebay 
scams are done this way, this is probably his M.O. all the time. Any UK goon that's ever wanted to be a spy, 
infiltrate the FedEx office that package is in, and await someone asking for that tracking number, then trail him back 
to his real house.

Sit outside his door, when you hear "OH MY GOD THAT ASSHOLE!" Crash the door down, take a picture, and yell 
"That's what we call Goonvenge!!!" 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Good man. 
1.800.Go.FedEx
(1.800.463.3339)

If you go to technical support, there is a rep option.

My last name is Harris

just incase they ask
it came from 826 so. 22nd pl #a mount vernon wa 98273 
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PM me with your number. I want to clear details w/you first. 
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October
Joined: Jul 10, 2001 

Read the FAQ at 
the top of the 
page next time, 
jerky!

quote: 

type-Retard came out of the closet to say: 
Fed Ex is obviously in on this. This thing goes all the way to the top!!! 

Quick, somebody tell Bush and we'll invade London! 
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Ridgely_Fan
Joined: Aug 02, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Well, I was wrong. . . It doesn't make sense.
I'm too afraid to talk to the FedEx people about it. What do I say? The guy gave me a bunk 
phone number? 

Anyone brave enough to call? 

No don't try to get FEDEX to deliver it without having the duties paid. That would ruin the best part of the plan. I 
think it's better to just wait.

There's a chance the guy will never show to get the thing because he can't front the cash, but it still leaves us a shot 
at having the prank work out in full force. Calling FEDEX is admitting defeat and giving up on all the well-laid (well, 
reasonable well-laid) plans.

I think at most the action to be taken would be to e-mail the guy to try to get him to hurry his ass up. But definitely 
no more. 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

fuckingtest came out of the closet to say: 
That sucks man, so what are you going to do know? Email the scammer and see what the 
deallie is? Have fedEx return it to you and pay the difference? Re-ship it to this fellow as a 
gift? 

Im down for $10 bux if you owe any fees man, since I never got you the title I mentioned. Im 
sure if you owe anyone money you could get it back from everyone who enjoyed this thread. 

I'll throw down, too. If he's really running away with his tail between his legs, I'm sure you could get a good auction 
going for the P-P-P-Powerbook among the goon community. I know I want it. 
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Frog Vomit
Joined: Jul 11, 2001 

quote: 

type-Retard came out of the closet to say: 
Fed Ex is obviously in on this. This thing goes all the way to the top!!! 

I think you scammed me out of that Big Green Egg you were supposed to FedEx to me. 
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Shifter Car
Joined: Apr 19, 2004 

Have you ever heard of a 
luxury car? You know what 
luxury means? Have you ever 
heard of Cadillac? Cadillac 
Eldorado? That's what I drive. I 
drive cars that sh

Why not call him and invite him to dinner.
Go to the restaurant early.
Wait for him in the parking lot.
Rush him and shoot him in his fucking face.
Drag the body back to his house.
Leave bleeding corpse on doorstep.
Write a note reading: 
"A+! Great shipping, a pleasure to deal with! Would buy from again!!! Thanx!!!!"
Nail it to his forehead.
Urinate on the front door.
Throw bottle filled with gasoline, topped with flaming rag thru window.
Flee to Mexico.
Simple. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Aeolius came out of the closet to say: 
I'll throw down, too. If he's really running away with his tail between his legs, I'm sure you 
could get a good auction going for the P-P-P-Powerbook among the goon community. I know 
I want it. 

The lady at the "Everett Pack Man" said that if it is rejected it will cost money to have it shipped back. I think she 
said she would be billed, then I would pay her to get it back. 
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Lazee
Joined: Feb 23, 2004 

He-Pimp

Going to sleep now will see how things go in the morning.

Remember we're still awaiting an email back from the scammer after mynameisjeff sent one earlier asking if he 
received his laptop. The scammer is going to have to explain why he hasnt paid.

Also explain how the deal is going to work when there is no escrow - that is, if the scammer still thinks it's all legit. 
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biznatchio
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

Technical Superhero of the 
Gods

I would wait until you hear from the scammer via email. We've got this far, don't go messing it up by letting FedEx 
know the package is a phony. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

I know I'd throw down to pay for the duties to see it on its way. 
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

RSPsych0 came out of the closet to say: 
Then again, these scammers aren't complete morons. I'm sure that as soon as they sense 
anything is wrong in the least, they just back away. The escrow site went down and had tons 
of referrers from here, not to mention the fake sales posted.

Then it got reported as a fake escrow site.

It'd be better to forget that one laptop and lay low for a bit, then try your scam again when 
the heat is off than it would be to risk anything.

EDIT: And I forgot all the morons who called the guy's cell phone. 

I think this is probably the situation. This guy has scammed at least a few times before. He must have some concept 
of caution if he's avoided getting caught so far. Any one of the things RSPsych0 mentioned could have made him 
back away. When you add it all together - tons of hits on the escrow site, phone calls, losing his stolen ebay account 
and getting his escrow listed as a fake... that all adds up in a major way. And if he has any contact with the 
barbernet shop, he'd know about the influx of shady-looking goons.

I hope I'm giving him more credit than he deserves, but I'm afraid it seems he won't be taking any more action on 
this if he has any brain at all. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

Okay, I just called FedEX and told them that my husband and I (sorry Jeff) were concerned about what was going to 
happen to the package at this point. 

She said that they were currently waiting for him to call and give them further information. I did NOT, I repeat, I did 
NOT authorize the ability for him to pick up the package at FedEX. It has to be delievered. 

She made a notation that we were going to contact him via email and get him to contact the office of FedEx. 

So, now we wait until he contacts them. We can always call back and check up on the status. 
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BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

The scammer isn't ever going to email Jeff back I presume.

All he wants to do is get Jeff to mail the package...once that's done he cuts off all ties with Jeff permanently. If 
there's a problem that requires Jeff's attention he MIGHT email him. Otherwise he'll never speak to him again. Even 
if he does get the package and sees the P-P-P-Powerbook he's just going to get pissed but chalk it up to experience 
and probably never email Jeff.  
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Bed
Joined: Apr 20, 2004 

...sometimes you wakeup, 
sometimes you die, and 
sometimes you fly...

either way, this thread still shows the fucking awesomeness of everyone involved. 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

paper pope hat came out of the closet to say: 
I hope I'm giving him more credit than he deserves, but I'm afraid it seems he won't be 
taking any more action on this if he has any brain at all. 

I still disagree, I don't think this guy is very bright (check e-mails), he's just found a relatively simple scam to 
getting expensive items cheap off E-bay. I think everyone should stop panicking and calling FedEx, the forced 
delivery to the barbershop might be a bad idea, that Barbershop PO Box might not really be his, and this is part of 
his little scam.

Just back off (and send him an email with what I said, especially the part about the Vespa scooter), he's probably all 
scared that the ebay account and escrow fell through, but at the same time he may be ecstatic he has one more 
item that came in, the P-p-p-powerbook. So far Jeff has sounded legit, there is no way he's not going to go "check" 
this package, but if someone calls him and says "OMG YOU ARE A SCAMMER!!!" it's going to ruin this. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 
Okay, I just called FedEX and told them that my husband and I (sorry Jeff) were concerned 
about what was going to happen to the package at this point. 

She said that they were currently waiting for him to call and give them further information. I 
did NOT, I repeat, I did NOT authorize the ability for him to pick up the package at FedEX. It 
has to be delievered. 

She made a notation that we were going to contact him via email and get him to contact the 
office of FedEx. 

So, now we wait until he contacts them. We can always call back and check up on the status. 

Great job Mrs. Harris hahahaha i will be needing pics of my new wife.

Ok. So I can email him and tell him that I just received an email from FedEx sayin that they cannot contact him, and 
that he needs to contact them to complete the shipment. 
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Nodelphi
Joined: Jan 30, 2004 

Yeah I'd lay low and let his greed lure him in. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

burntoutjoy
Joined: Jul 21, 2003 

Lemons Through the Time 
Tunnel!!

quote: 

Shifter Car came out of the closet to say: 
Why not call him and invite him to dinner.
Go to the restaurant early.
Wait for him in the parking lot.
Rush him and shoot him in his fucking face.
Drag the body back to his house.
Leave bleeding corpse on doorstep.
Write a note reading: 
"A+! Great shipping, a pleasure to deal with! Would buy from again!!! Thanx!!!!"
Nail it to his forehead.
Urinate on the front door.
Throw bottle filled with gasoline, topped with flaming rag thru window.
Flee to Mexico.
Simple. 

wgwrdlwanutfs  
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Syn
Joined: Jan 08, 2003 

Ingvar's dirty little bitch

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

The lady at the "Everett Pack Man" said that if it is rejected it will cost money to have it 
shipped back. I think she said she would be billed, then I would pay her to get it back. 

Christ, you had to drive all the way to Everett to get this thing shipped? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

Oh, I completely agree that no one should do anything else at this point. If he has been scared off, it's because the 
whole thing received too much attention. Having the package forced through would DEFINITELY set off another 
warning signal. Also, I don't think this guy is brilliant or anything. I didn't mean to imply that. I just figure that if he 
has scammed a fair amount in the past, he probably has a decent paranoid streak that would cause him to be 
suspicious of this situation. Maybe he's just been a lucky bastard so far though - I hope so. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

I am officially not getting shit done today. 
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Black Sunshine
Joined: Apr 04, 2004 

Down With The Sickness

***off topic....sort of***

Jesus Christ!!! This thread will soon be at the 2,000 post level. Does anyone ever remember a thread larger than 
this? I haven`t been here very long so I couldn`t say.

Jeff,Starbucks and the rest of the goon crew overseas:You guys are fucking amazing!!! Great work and mad props 
are extended to each and every one of you. This thread truly does deliver. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Syn came out of the closet to say: 

Christ, you had to drive all the way to Everett to get this thing shipped? 

It's right outside of my work. I walked. 

quote: 

Black Sunshine came out of the closet to say: 
***off topic....sort of***
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Jesus Christ!!! This thread will soon be at the 2,000 post level. Does anyone ever remember a 
thread larger than this? I haven`t been here very long so I couldn`t say.

Jeff,Starbucks and the rest of the goon crew overseas:You guys are fucking amazing!!! Great 
work and mad props are extended to each and every one of you. This thread truly does 
deliver. 

Yes, but there are a lot of useless posts. Not that I mind. i wonder if the mods are going to get irritated with it. I 
hope not.  

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 17:30
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

The package can't be "forced" through. a) he has to call and give them info, b) he has to pay taxes. You can't make 
someone pay taxes on a package they don't accept. 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 
The package can't be "forced" through. a) he has to call and give them info, b) he has to pay 
taxes. You can't make someone pay taxes on a package they don't accept. 

Think he was referring to the goon community paying for the package as if it were him, so that it gets delivered 
anyway.

Black Sunshine, there's a 56 page thread on Splinter Cell 2 in Games, I think the World Series thread was like 164 
pages, I'm sure this thread will top out at 400. 
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

quote: 

Black Sunshine came out of the closet to say: 
***off topic....sort of***

Jesus Christ!!! This thread will soon be at the 2,000 post level. Does anyone ever remember a 
thread larger than this? I haven`t been here very long so I couldn`t say.

Jeff,Starbucks and the rest of the goon crew overseas:You guys are fucking amazing!!! Great 
work and mad props are extended to each and every one of you. This thread truly does 
deliver. 

Several, but the biggest one I can remember was the Pele/Oddjob marriage post. 
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Fufo
Joined: Apr 24, 2002 

UNEXPECTED!

quote: 

Dvlos came out of the closet to say: 

Think he was referring to the goon community paying for the package as if it were him, so 
that it gets delivered anyway.

Black Sunshine, there's a 56 page thread on Splinter Cell 2 in Games, I think the World Series 
thread was like 164 pages, I'm sure this thread will top out at 400. 

Then there was that other undying thread in ADTRW some time ago. And don't forget the Morrowind one still almost 
alive in Games. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

Ya know, he may also be wary of a package that he has to pay huge duties on when he specified a small amount. 
Granted, Jeff said "Oh I am new, oh I am nervous, oh I needed to for insurance" to cover up the fact he put down 
the full "value" of the p-p-p-powerbook. 

I know when I ship things to folks over seas, I put down $20 if I can so they taxes are low and the items is delivered 
right to their door. This guy may say "Shit, I have to pay $xxx for it and I may have to show ID (for a high val item) 
fuck that, I will let it go."

Then again he may be a greedy little prick and we could catch him.

sweet sweet justice. 
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Syn
Joined: Jan 08, 2003 

Ingvar's dirty little bitch

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

It's right outside of my work. I walked. 

LOL, that's about 5 blocks from where I'm typing this. Good show. Washington goons represent! 
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Citizen Dildoe
Joined: Jan 28, 2003 

When I left work yesterday I was around page 23, after catching up from the previous day, and now I have finally 
reached the end. Some pretty great developments here, unfortunately the latest news wasn't what we had hoped for 
but I am shocked and awed by the SA community coming together to track this scammer down and be on site for 
potential delivery. I have never been prouder to be a member of this elite task force. I have laughed and been kept 
in anticipation as I read through it all, can't wait for Goon Justice to be served. Best of luck to those on the steak out 
and those everywhere else who have made this thread fantastic. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

I don't understand why the scammer is not doing what it takes to get the package, unless he knows its a fake. I 
don't think he's going to email Jeff again, because he probably doesn't plan on sending any money Jeff's way - but 
theoretically he does need the package to complete his scam, yes? So does this mean theres a good chance he's 
found out what's up?
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Ivan Drago
Joined: Jan 17, 2003 

The Russian Peenarm

quote: 

Dvlos came out of the closet to say: 
Black Sunshine, there's a 56 page thread on Splinter Cell 2 in Games, I think the World Series 
thread was like 164 pages, I'm sure this thread will top out at 400. 

There was an official NHL playoffs thread last season that extended through the playoffs and into the offseason 
which had several thousand replies. Not sure what ever happened to it, but it was the biggest I've seen. 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

quote: 

Then again he may be a greedy little prick and we could catch him

My money is on this, as long as no one gets anxious and emails or calls him... 
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benhamtroll
Joined: Mar 08, 2004 

EDIT: Made it a .png, per request. Sorry . . . 

benhamtroll fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 17:48
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Joe-Randomosity
Joined: Sep 21, 2003 

YOUR STALKER IS WATCHING 
YOU

^^^^
What does that mean? A Phonecall and delivery is required? 
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mroach
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Actual Reg Date: Dec 26, 2002
Isbjörnar!

quote: 

TheHotCarl came out of the closet to say: 

My money is on this, as long as no one gets anxious and emails or calls him... 

Indeed. The ensuing comedy would be priceless.

also, benhamtroll, dont use jpeg for pics like that, gif or png only plz 

__________________
Your info:

How did I do this? | GBSFM Statistics
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

It just took me an hour to get caught up on the wonderfull delight that is this thread. If I were in the UK I would buy 
several rounds for the solders. You folks are the greatest thing ever. Come to gooncon and accept your cudos.

I think that monitoring the box through FedEx is the way to go, probably with occasional phone calls by 
MyNameIsJeff. We know where it is. We know that the guy is a greedy, theiving son-of-a-bitch. We know where that 
box is supposed to go. I'm betting that the guy waits a bit for the "seller" to flail around a little more. He probably 
expects a few more pissed off e-mails. 

He MAY just blow the whole thing off and not pay the taxes and not really give a shit if the "seller" pays the taxes 
and the reverse shipping. 

He may write back to the "seller" and try to get him to pay the whole amount. 

He may, however, just wait around a bit and pay the taxes at his leisure.

In a sense, the p-p-p-p-powerbook is money in the bank for him as long as he CAN pay the taxes and receive it. I 
think that, as him, I'd just wait till it was convenient for me to pay the taxes and get my laptop. 
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

quote: 

Joe-Randomosity came out of the closet to say: 
^^^^
What does that mean? A Phonecall and delivery is required? 

It means this thread still delivers. 
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Fufo
Joined: Apr 24, 2002 

UNEXPECTED!

quote: 

Joe-Randomosity came out of the closet to say: 
^^^^
What does that mean? A Phonecall and delivery is required? 

Hahahahahahahahahaha. Thanks. Another nice drop of laughter in this oh so large pool of it. 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
sweet sweet justice. 

What's he have to come up with? $300? $400? I'd borrow that money just to get a new G4 Powerbook that is 
roughly worth 2 grand, you could sell that on the street as a "hot" item for $1,200-1,400 depending on the sap. Also 
consider that he has other laptops, or whatever he's picking up and selling from other people he might have duped. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Unixmonkey
Joined: Jul 03, 2002 

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 
I don't understand why the scammer is not doing what it takes to get the package, unless he 
knows its a fake. I don't think he's going to email Jeff again, because he probably doesn't 
plan on sending any money Jeff's way - but theoretically he does need the package to 
complete his scam, yes? So does this mean theres a good chance he's found out what's up?

 

Why don't you ask Dofca?
http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764
Edit: by the way, I added him to my "Buddy List", and he's been online all morning. Even RIGHT NOW.
Edit2: by "morning" I mean the past 5-6 hours. (I know people are reading this in multiple time zones)
Edit3: I'm a moron, he's been "Offline" all that time. I kept going to control panel and seeing the name, and 
assuming he's online. Sorry  

Unixmonkey fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 18:03
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Ok. So I can email him and tell him that I just received an email from FedEx sayin that they 
cannot contact him, and that he needs to contact them to complete the shipment. 

Did you already do this? If not, it would be better to wait until tomorrow or something. If he's already suspicious, 
this won't help. I don't know for sure, but I'm guessing FedEx doesn't immediately e-mail the sender at any little 
hitch. It's just another thing that wouldn't quite add up. Tomorrow you could plausibly say that you were wondering 
what happened so you called FedEx (which is what actually happened anyway). 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

Forget about the scammer being suspicious, I wonder if FedEx workers are just going to end their curiosity and just 
open the package that has brought them 10,000 hits a day to that tracking number since it was picked up. 
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

Also remember that he's expecting you to be anxious about receiving your money, so if you've done a few things 
that seem aggressive so far, it's probably not that bad. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

paper pope hat came out of the closet to say: 

Did you already do this? If not, it would be better to wait until tomorrow or something. If 
he's already suspicious, this won't help. I don't know for sure, but I'm guessing FedEx 
doesn't immediately e-mail the sender at any little hitch. It's just another thing that wouldn't 
quite add up. Tomorrow you could plausibly say that you were wondering what happened so 
you called FedEx (which is what actually happened anyway). 

Think of it from the scammers perspective; why WOULDN'T a seller track his 2k powerbook and alert the person who 
is supposed to pay him for it. It makes sense to contact him - and the scammer SHOULD be expecting the e-mail - 
he gave the seller a fake phone number after all. He'll expect an e-mail when FedEx shows the book is in the UK. At 
that point the scammer calls up FedEx and handles the taxes in whatever way.

No skin off his nose either way. 
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Ataraxia
Joined: Jun 15, 2001 

Champion of nothing

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Edit - One thing I don't get is, he has to have done this before. Sometihng this big, 
international requires a phone number to receive! 

My take on it: his fake escrow site got pulled, he shits a brick and forgets ALL ABOUT 9b. we'll never get him. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

Sorry! That user has specified that they (dofca) do not wish to receive emails through this board. If 
you still wish to send an email to this user, please contact the administrator and they may be able 
to help. 

Has anyone done this? 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 

Why don't you ask Dofca?
http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764
Edit: by the way, I added him to my "Buddy List", and he's been online all morning. Even 
RIGHT NOW.
Edit2: by "morning" I mean the past 5-6 hours. (I know people are reading this in multiple 
time zones) 

what the heck? My buddy list has shown him offline the whole time! But at least his sweet sweet avatar has shown 
up. 
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Rhyno
Joined: Mar 22, 2003 

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 

Why don't you ask Dofca?
http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764
Edit: by the way, I added him to my "Buddy List", and he's been online all morning. Even 
RIGHT NOW.
Edit2: by "morning" I mean the past 5-6 hours. (I know people are reading this in multiple 
time zones) 

I really hope that guy isn't involved at all. I can't wait to see his reaction to the custom title. 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

I thought of something, but then it hit me it wouldnt work.

When MyNameIsJeff told the guy about the value of the shipment, he closed a door. Had that not went through, he 
could have called FedEx and said "my friend was alerted that the value of this shipment is $2,000. I wrote down 
20.00, this this is only worth 20 bux." Then the guy could have at least gotten nothing and scammed. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

Rhyno came out of the closet to say: 

I really hope that guy isn't involved at all. I can't wait to see his reaction to the custom title. 

I'm going to be so pissed if he wastes our $10 on a shitty "hay guys I'm new here!!" thread... 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

Rhyno came out of the closet to say: 

I really hope that guy isn't involved at all. I can't wait to see his reaction to the custom title. 

I hope so too. Mainly because there have been a lot of people on here posting personal information like email 
addresses, addresses, phone numbers, and locations close to where they work. 
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

quote: 

Ataraxia came out of the closet to say: 

My take on it: his fake escrow site got pulled, he shits a brick and forgets ALL ABOUT 9b. we'll 
never get him. 

That's exactly what I said at the bottom of page 46 (but of course it was the last post, so no one ever read it, I'm 
sure ) 
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Unixmonkey
Joined: Jul 03, 2002 

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 

what the heck? My buddy list has shown him offline the whole time! But at least his sweet 
sweet avatar has shown up. 

Dammit! I'm a moron. He's been "Offline" all this time. Every time I went to User CP, I'd see his name in the list and 
assume he was still online. On closer inspection, the "Buddy list" shows even offline buddies.

Sorry to re-ignite that flame, but the theory still stands. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

The problem with pranks like this is that there's always going to be some asshole who fucks it up that has an axe to 
grind with SA. Too much attention.

I've thoroughly enjoyed this thread, and only just read the whole thing this morning, but the chances that some dick 
emailed the guy and tipped him off are pretty strong. Or called FedEx and told them something about it. 

It was a hilarious setup, but I think we're all going to be very unfulfilled about this.

And in hindsight, emailing him about the customs value was a mistake. As was making the value that high to begin 
with. It would have been just as funny had he just got the package o' crap, in my opinion. 
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Yes, but there are a lot of useless posts. Not that I mind. i wonder if the mods are going to 
get irritated with it. I hope not.  

It would be nice to see more content and less "OMG I READ THIS WHOLE THREAD." 
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ColinMoore
Joined: Aug 13, 2002 

strength +10
charm +12
wonder +9

FAGGOTRY +A 
BILLION

quote: 

Dvlos came out of the closet to say: 

Think he was referring to the goon community paying for the package as if it were him, so 
that it gets delivered anyway.

Black Sunshine, there's a 56 page thread on Splinter Cell 2 in Games, I think the World Series 
thread was like 164 pages, I'm sure this thread will top out at 400. 

FatKao's Goon Map thread is at 5269 posts, or 132 pages. 
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 

Why don't you ask Dofca?
http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764
Edit: by the way, I added him to my "Buddy List", and he's been online all morning. Even 
RIGHT NOW.
Edit2: by "morning" I mean the past 5-6 hours. (I know people are reading this in multiple 
time zones)
Edit3: I'm a moron, he's been "Offline" all that time. I kept going to control panel and seeing 
the name, and assuming he's online. Sorry  

Dofca has a North American ISP email address on his account. 
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Wandering Idiot
Joined: Jul 22, 2003 

I Suffer From Mild 
Retarderations

That whole longest thread thing, well, this has got a ways to go if it's going to go for the record. The map thread is 
at over 5000 replies itself. I don't know if there's a higher thread, more than likely there is though. 

__________________
"Pledge Allegiance To Yourself, Not War, Greed, Power and Wealth."
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Ridgely_Fan
Joined: Aug 02, 2003 

quote: 

ColinMoore came out of the closet to say: 

FatKao's Goon Map thread is at 5269 posts, or 132 pages. 

Mac megathread is around 4000 posts, but it's been going for months like the Goon Map.

I bet this is the most posts in the shortest time span ever for the forums though. At least pretty close. 2000 posts 
over a single week. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 

Why don't you ask Dofca?
http://forums.somethingawful.com/me...fo&userid=53764
Edit: by the way, I added him to my "Buddy List", and he's been online all morning. Even 
RIGHT NOW.
Edit2: by "morning" I mean the past 5-6 hours. (I know people are reading this in multiple 
time zones) 

I thought it had been shown that "Dofca" is actually just the name of a city in Israel and that "G.ood E.nough T.o S.
teal" is just a reference to Burroughs' cut-up works. For some reason I find it hard to believe that the author of the 
emails we've seen, given the nature of the text, is really into Burroughs cut-up works or even aware of their 
existence. 
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Iznogood
Joined: Jul 10, 2001 

quote: 

Ridgely_Fan came out of the closet to say: 

Mac megathread is around 4000 posts, but it's been going for months like the Goon Map.

I bet this is the most posts in the shortest time span ever for the forums though. At least 
pretty close. 2000 posts over a single week. 

No its not. I can think of a lot of threads that beat it. One famous one is the 9/11 thread. Also any sports/war thread 
gets 1000 times bigger.

Still a great thread  
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TheRedEye
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

You're making me very 
unhappy.

Let's not forget the Geno thread from last year. That got pretty insane. 
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kripes
Joined: Aug 14, 2002 

BRRRRRAAAAAIIIINNNNSSS

We've hit a lull in the funny. Quick, someone say something stupid. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

Iznogood came out of the closet to say: 

No its not. I can think of a lot of threads that beat it. One famous one is the 9/11 thread. 

Is that readable anywhere? I remember looking for it in the archives but I don't they they go that far back. 
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Mort
Joined: Feb 15, 2003 

Veljko Power!

quote: 

Fistgrrl came out of the closet to say: 

Dofca has a North American ISP email address on his account. 

Thank you. Some people in this thread have gotten way too paranoid about this whole Dofca thing, based on the 
flimsiest of non-evidence. 
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DiscoJ
Joined: Jun 23, 2003 

The Oscar thread from this year got to about 3500 iirc, and that was in one night, most of the posts being made in a 
five hour period. 
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Iznogood
Joined: Jul 10, 2001 

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 

Is that readable anywhere? I remember looking for it in the archives but I don't they they go 
that far back. 

It is. Someone has a site with all the famous SA threads archived on it but I do not have a link 
I bet it'll get posted soon enough. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

kripes came out of the closet to say: 
We've hit a lull in the funny. Quick, someone say something stupid. 

Lets try to keep the posts in relevant information, opinions, and ideas. 

Thanks. 
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lostsailor
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

The desires we deny will find 
us in fate.

okay...
i vote from this point on we quit talking about whose thread's bigger than whose. its not quantity it quality, and i 
fear the quality of this is getting off track, derailing and heading straight for an overflowing contstruction site port-a-
potty next to a dynamite factory. we need to get back to the lecture at hand...

..being, nothing is fucked here. we got great goon reconnaissance and basically all we can do it wait in limbo on jeff 
to get a response email. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Hi gooneroonies. Home from work, have just taken an HOUR to bring myself up to speed with these shenanigans 
(forums strictly prohibited at work, though I confess to a couple of anxious peeks  ). Anyway, as the other `on-
the-spot' guys are presumably still commuting back to Plymouth / Wales (I can't believe they made those journeys! 
THAT is dedication people!) I thought I'd let you know a bit more about what this morning was like (although there 
are bits I can't account for, as you will see). btw, it fucking sucks if that was not the p-p-p-powerbook! Guy gets two 
parcels, by coincidence, this morning, from Fedex? If that works out as an average two parcels a day then there are 
a LOT of people getting ripped off by this cunt. (Which would also make him less likely to pay the tax to release the 
ringer. Even if it does mean he's loaded. Ulp, it occurs that if he's been that busy then this really could be some 
damned Mob crime ring. /checks out of window for unfamiliar cars/).

Anyways, after posting this morning I probably had a shower and did my teeth - can't quite remember, wasn't really 
awake - and caught the train into London, jumped on the Northern Line and pitched up rather earlier than I 
expected, half past seven. At which time it was fucking cold, fucking wet and fucking windy. The shop, obviously, 
was still shut. Lurked around in the street until Starbucks showed up when we went for coffee in a very convenient 
cafe on the other side of the street (convenient except that buses kept stopping next to it and blocking our view!). It 
made for a nice warm obbo point so we stayed there and tossed around theories about whether or not the package 
was actually going to arrive, had some breakfast, it was all quite civilised actually. 
By ten o'clock I was starting to get antsy. No sign of any relief shift turning up and I'd been planning to cut and run 
by half ten, to get back to work while I still had some. This is more or less when Starb. decided to breach the 
perimeter and at least get some data off one of the PCs there, while I stayed outside and - well, no point in trying to 
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glamourise it - watched the traffic. Still no sign of FedEx but a guy pitched up on a motorbike who we'd seen earlier 
on and suspected of being a goon (when I asked him at that point he said, no, he wasn't planning on meeting 
anyone. But we'd noticed him staring at the barber's before it had even opened for business, and now he was back. 
I began wondering if this was actually our scammer). So, I decided to track him and scooted over the road just as 
he went into the Internet Cafe NEXT DOOR to the barber/net. At this point the FedEx van rolled up.
Because I can't work my blasted new mobile phone properly it took me a while to retrieve Starb.s number and call 
him - I think it's me you can see him talking to on the feed as the van arrives - we basically both just hissed at each 
other `it's here, it's fucking here!' By the time that was done the delivery person had just entered the shop. I stood 
in the doorway right behind them, as if I was waiting to get in, while Sweeney Todd signed for his package. I 
definitely heard him spelling out the surname `Sessarego' for her. (Take a moment to think about that, he was 
signing for his packages in our scammer's name. Of course it could be a `hive identity' used by a few different 
people.)
Once she left he took the boxes through a curtained off entrance right at the back of the shop into another room but 
returned pretty sharpish. At this point I didn't even know we had a goon downstairs in there so I went straight 
upstairs to see how Starb. was getting on. After a couple of minutes, secure in the knowledge that we had good 
coverage of the event, I took my leave and legged it to the tube station. Then I started thinking about how best to 
scam my employers into believing I had a legitimate reason for not being there all morning.
And that was basically that as far as I was involved. I regret missing the pub visit afterwards, that had to have been 
a rewarding pint, and it's a shame I didn't get to meet any of the other operatives apart from Starbucks, but we 
can't have everything. 
Oh, and as far as `what happens next?' goes, I fall firmly into the relax for at least 24 hours camp. This guy might 
not have cleared with FedEx because he hasn't checked his e-mail lately, or he's been away, or in hospital, or had 
cashflow problems or any number of things. If there's still no joy by the end of the weekend then turn this whole 
thread and all its attachments over to, I dunno, the Met or the National Crime Squad or the FBI. Even if we can't 
locate our scammer, they surely have enough evidence to bring everyone even remotely connected to 9B in for 
questioning and turn the screws on them until they cough. Plus back-engineer every fucking HD in the place looking 
for info. It's an option.

EDIT : Oh, and don't assume his `phone is stolen, I see no evidence for it. It might be just a £12 throwaway PAYG 
that he never turns on and only uses for scams. 

Pipski fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 19:06
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

Ok, all of you "Oh shit, it failed!" types are lowering my opinion of the Goon Intelligence Service. Give it time! The 
guy might be home sick, he might not have the tax money ready, or a hundred other things. Just let the tension 
build and enjoy the ending when Jeff get's the "WTF! Where my PowerBook? I cut your balls off I see you in street!" 
email. 
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Ulf
Joined: Jul 15, 2001 

The Iraq War thread (now goldmined) was up to, what, 200 pages in 3-4 days? Not even close. 
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

quote: 

Ulf came out of the closet to say: 
The Iraq War thread (now goldmined) was up to, what, 200 pages in 3-4 days? Not even 
close. 

SHUT UP SHUT UP SHUT UP ABOUT THE GODDAMNED LENGTH OF THE 
FUCKING THREAD 
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RajaKumar
Joined: Jun 13, 2002 

I AM I DON QUIXOTE

Nice update Pipski. I'm curious about the biker, but with the store clerk signing with the same last name, there'd 
seem to be no reason for him to be so careful, as the store most likely is involved, at least somehow, and he could 
find out from the clerk if anything was suspect. Though a paranoid scammer is probably a somewhat more 
successful one.

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 
Ok, all of you "Oh shit, it failed!" types are lowering my opinion of the Goon Intelligence 
Service. Give it time! The guy might be home sick, he might not have the tax money ready, or 
a hundred other things. Just let the tension build and enjoy the ending when Jeff get's the 
"WTF! Where my PowerBook? I cut your balls off I see you in street!" email. 

I never saw it, but for a few hours, the scammer's (alleged) phone number was posted. Did anyone attempt to call 
it? Was it a valid number? Did anyone answer? If it was a fake number to begin with, I'm curious to see as to how 
he will ever be able to claim the package. 

__________________
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Wow Pipski, I am impressed. Great work!

I have my email on auto send/receive every minute. I really don't know the next step to take other then wait. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

By the way, if any members of the field team have employment problems 
these people and 
these people are hiring. 
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Dr. VonHugenstein
Joined: Feb 16, 2004 

They Call Him Monsterrod

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Oh, and as far as `what happens next?' goes, I fall firmly into the relax for at least 24 hours 
camp. 

I strongly agree with Pipski. Sometimes the key to pulling off a good prank is patience--if you go into it 
overzealously you can ruin the whole setup. Wait at least a day or so, then e-mail him with something to the effect 
of "hey, do you like your new laptop? I think I might be able to get a hold of another one cheap for your friend. what 
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do I need to do with escrow right now," etc..

If you never hear from him again...then you can work out a plan B, perhaps involve the UK recon squad. Have them 
plaster the door of the cafe with pictures of the pppowerbook or call the barbershop posing as some sort of Fedex 
representative. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
It made for a nice warm obbo point so we stayed there and tossed around theories about 
whether or not the package was actually going to arrive, had some breakfast, it was all quite 
civilised actually. 

Damn but you British are so refined. Spot of tea and fag before going undercover, all in a day's work. Your title suits 
you. Compliments from your fellow goon across the pond.  
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

quote: 

RajaKumar came out of the closet to say: 
I never saw it, but for a few hours, the scammer's (alleged) phone number was posted. Did 
anyone attempt to call it? Was it a valid number? Did anyone answer? If it was a fake number 
to begin with, I'm curious to see as to how he will ever be able to claim the package. 

It was determined that it was a mobile number with the Virgin service and it is currently off. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

Fistgrrl came out of the closet to say: 

Dofca has a North American ISP email address on his account. 

Haha is it hotmail? i.e. irunscamsonebay@hotmail.com? Either way he better fucking start contributing to these 
wonderful forums... so we can find him and learn everything about him. grarg class.. O well, probably nothing will 
transpire during class.

Jeff, hopefully he will email you soon! It's getting late there (I think). I hope he won't just drop everything. Unless 
he's in jail.. in which case I want pics. or streaming webcam coverage. With what this thread has delivered thus far, 
I wouldn't put it past us to do this.. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

OK, its 7:25 PM in London. The fedex site says it has been ready for clearance since 3:19 AM. Is that 3:19 our time or 
London time?

code:

Tracking Number         : 846563452310

Reference Number        : 
Ship Date               : 04/28/2004
Delivered To            : 
Delivery Location       : COLINDALE GB
Delivery Date/Time      :  
Signed For By           : 
Service Type            : International Priority Service
Estimated Delivery Date : 04/30/2004 12:00

Scan Activity                            Date/Time        Scan Exceptions
-------------                         ----------------    ---------------
Package status STANSTED GB            04/30/2004 03:19 Regulatory Agency Clearance 
Delay
Package status STANSTED GB            04/29/2004 21:19 Package available for 
clearance
Arrived at FedEx Ramp STANSTED GB     04/29/2004 21:19 
Arrived at FedEx Ramp STANSTED GB     04/29/2004 18:55 
Package status STANSTED GB            04/29/2004 11:03 
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Left FedEx Sort Facility MEMPHIS TN   04/29/2004 03:54 
Left FedEx Sort Facility MEMPHIS TN   04/29/2004 02:02 
Arrived at Sort Facility MEMPHIS TN   04/29/2004 01:17 
Left FedEx Ramp SEATTLE WA            04/28/2004 19:11 
Arrived at FedEx Ramp SEATTLE WA      04/28/2004 18:42 
Left FedEx Origin Location BOTHELL WA 04/28/2004 17:30 
Picked up by FedEx BOTHELL WA         04/28/2004 15:10 

Disclaimer
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
FedEx has not validated the authenticity of any email address.
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Str8Dog came out of the closet to say: 
OK, its 7:25 PM in London. The fedex site says it has been ready for clearance since 3:19 AM. 
Is that 3:19 our time or London time?

That is London time. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

So it has been sitting there waiting for him to pay the duties on it for 18 some odd hours? Is that what we are 
waiting for with baited breath? 
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 

Haha is it hotmail? i.e. irunscamsonebay@hotmail.com? 

NORTH AMERICAN ISP. Understand that? Not hotmail. Not yahoo. Not ANY FREE EMAIL ACCOUNT. 
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kripes
Joined: Aug 14, 2002 

BRRRRRAAAAAIIIINNNNSSS

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 
Haha is it hotmail? 

YES HOTMAIL IS AN ISP NOW 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Todd signed for his package. I definitely heard him spelling out the surname `Sessarego' for 
her. (Take a moment to think about that, he was signing for his packages in our scammer's 
name. Of course it could be a `hive identity' used by a few different people.)

So the guy at the barber shop signed the name of the guy Jeff sent the package to? Even though Jeff's package is 
still at FedEx? 

Perfect! That means they are involved in some manner at the very least a unknowing cover. 

Now all we have to do if we don't hear from the scammer, is have the UK recon team drive the barber shop mad 
with insanities. 

Maybe serenade the shop with "badger badger badger badger........ITS A P-P-P Powerbook! " 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Another think that sucks is Starbucks set the screen savers to P-P-P-POWERBOOK! 
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withak
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

F != m * a

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Another think that sucks is Starbucks set the screen savers to P-P-P-POWERBOOK! 

He won't have any idea what it means. He never will if he just forwards the package on to his Romanian overlords 
without opening it. 
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

quote: 

withak came out of the closet to say: 

He won't have any idea what it means. He never will if he just forwards the package on to his 
Romanian overlords without opening it. 

He might if the Romanians call him up and tell him, but I think he's probably unwitting, and even if he DID find out, 
who cares? By then he won't be able to do anything about it. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

withak came out of the closet to say: 

He won't have any idea what it means. He never will if he just forwards the package on to his 
Romanian overlords without opening it. 

Damn, it's going to suck if ends up that we're going to have to send a team into Romania. I've never been there but 
I've been to many of Romania's nieghboring countries, the resident's of which urged me never to go into Romania 
because, as they put it "no one has any idea what happens inside that country". It sucks because my ancestors are 
from there and I've always wanted to visit. I still plan on it at some point. 
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MrCheese
Joined: Jun 28, 2003 

Frrrg rrrrrf, yrrrr crrrrndz

quote: 

withak came out of the closet to say: 

He won't have any idea what it means. He never will if he just forwards the package on to his 
Romanian overlords without opening it. 

Unless the Barber shop guy spends a couple of days thinking "what the hell is p-p-p-powerbook", and then then it all 
falls into place if he opens the package from Fed-Ex. 

MrCheese fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 19:56
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Str8Dog came out of the closet to say: 
So it has been sitting there waiting for him to pay the duties on it for 18 some odd hours? Is 
that what we are waiting for with baited breath? 

Yes. 
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sneakymango
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

quote: 

Syn came out of the closet to say: 

LOL, that's about 5 blocks from where I'm typing this. Good show. Washington goons 
represent! 

yakima in tha heezy 
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Gripnizzy
Joined: Sep 14, 2000 

If this were any more realistic, 
you'd be able to TASTE the 
penis length!

I've been reading this thread for 7 hours now. I like the top secret UK spy action.  
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Trastion
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

The one and only.

Ive been following this thread for 2 days now. I have to say everyone involved has done some great work. I am sure 
this scammer is getting multiple packages sent to him daily. The Barber guy is obviously in on it, if he was just 
renting the boxes to someone he would not forge the name on the package. FedEx lets others sign for the package 
in cases like that,where there is a PO box involved and such. Usually they just want a signature to verify that 
someone accepted it and that the driver or someone did steal it.Either way I defianatly am waiting to see what 
happens next. 

If all else fails maybe we can just start sending random packages there to them to flood them with junk. 

Trastion fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 23:35
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

When Starbucks was at the cafe, someones MSM username and password was saved. He posted the address and I 
added it thinking he was just going to use it.

I just came back form my lunch and have a message asking:

"Who is this?" 

They are signed off now. I hope that isn't one of our marks. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Odds are against it being. But that does remind me, is your `phone number still posted somewhere in this thread? 
You posted it when you went to the gym or something iirc. Seeing as no direct covert activity is underway we're 
unlikely to need people's phone numbers etc., might be a good idea for anyone who still has one posted to edit it 
out. 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 
FUCK. 

That probably means he's going to try and pick it up from FedEX or he's going to contact 
them someway and get the package. 

Shit. What can we do? Maybe tip off FedEX and tell them that he's scamming? 

Tell them he's picking up drugs. 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 

Haha is it hotmail? i.e. irunscamsonebay@hotmail.com? Either way he better fucking start 
contributing to these wonderful forums 

Wait, if you post and are new it's all "LURKKK MORE NOOOB!!!@!?$!" and if he follows the rules and lurks a little 
then it's "WHY DOESN'T THIS NEW GUY POST!!??" 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

*tapping fingers impatiently on desk and stabbing for the nth time at F5* Any updates? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

No, not at this time. I am just sitting here watching my outlook send and receive over and over. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

I don't know how it works in the UK, but in when I worked at a Mail Boxes Etc. (for 2+ years about 12 years ago and 
then 6 months as a manager last year due to underemployment) if you wanted to rent a mail box, you had to 
provide a drivers license and fill out a bunch of forms and then the local post office had to give it the ok, since we 
were acting as an agent of the post office. Only once did an application get rejected.

Now...

I would "assume" that the British Post would have some sort of arrangement with mailing places, etc. It is possible 
this "barber" is selling a service that is a mail drop, that isn't quite legit. Maybe its time to call in The Inspectors?
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Nodelphi
Joined: Jan 30, 2004 

Maybe I missed it (please forgive me, this is a lot of information to digest), but is it possible this "Barber" is the 
scammer? He did sign for the package with the name Jeff gave him... Or maybe the scammer is a family member? 
9B might be where they live. 

Was anyone able to get the name of the store owner? 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

charliemaul came out of the closet to say: 

Wait, if you post and are new it's all "LURKKK MORE NOOOB!!!@!?$!" and if he follows the 
rules and lurks a little then it's "WHY DOESN'T THIS NEW GUY POST!!??" 

wow apparently I need to shut the fuck up. I am apparently not funny. anyways, I just want to see if he notices his 
avatar, because i spent $5 on it. and him having registered with a US ISP's email doesn't completely discount the 
possibility that it's him, but thank you Fistgrrl for actually contributing info to the thread unlike me. 
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sn0w
Joined: Oct 06, 2003 

WILL WRITE 
'SPLOITS SUCK COCK 
FOR $$$

tell a goon in that area to throw said package through his window

or chainsaw his gasmeter/front door 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok. If nothing has changed by Tonight at 1am Seattle time - (9am London time), I am going to send him another 
email. (Provided it wasn't a one time use account for this scam in which he has no intention of ever logging onto 
again.)

I will tell him that I was informed by FedEx that they cannot deliver the Powerbook because they cannot get ahold of 
anyone to pay for it and confirm delivery.

How far away is STANSTED from COLINDALE? I assume those are names of areas, not individual cites. 
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Package Molesto
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

It trained them to shoot skeet.

Stansted is the airport, not sure where Colindale is. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

No distance at all. Well, not by American standards. Will get a precise figure, hang on ...

EDIT - 43.8 miles by road from the airport to Colindale tube station, plus about half a mile to the barbers. 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
The Inspectors?

 

Iron Eagle: 2K4 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Frog Vomit
Joined: Jul 11, 2001 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
No, not at this time. I am just sitting here watching my outlook send and receive over and 
over. 

Introduce yourself to a hobby. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Package Molesto came out of the closet to say: 
Stansted is the airport, not sure where Colindale is. 

Ok, well if Stansted is the airport, he's not very well going to walk on over the the customs dept. of the airport, "Sup 
dudes, can I have my package?"

quote: 

Frog Vomit came out of the closet to say: 

Introduce yourself to a hobby. 

I am at work. Thread and email get %100 of attention. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Ok, well if Stansted is the airport, he's not very well going to walk on over the the customs 
dept. of the airport, "Sup dudes, can I have my package?" 

What is the chance this guy has such a large volume of scam shit comeing in he will say screw this one as the $500 
is to steep compared to the $free he is used to? 
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Shifter Car
Joined: Apr 19, 2004 

Have you ever heard of a 
luxury car? You know what 
luxury means? Have you ever 
heard of Cadillac? Cadillac 
Eldorado? That's what I drive. I 
drive cars that sh

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Ok, well if Stansted is the airport, he's not very well going to walk on over the the customs 
dept. of the airport, "Sup dudes, can I have my package?" 

No no no man! Take the fucking customs desk by storm. Create a diversion at the nearest Starbucks in the airport, 
have several armed howler monkers attack security guards.
Now use a grappling hook and swing from the overhead lights and jump behind the customs desk.
Throw viles of nerve agent and place anti-toxin membrane over mouth and nose.
Pick wallets of customs agents, look for badge.
Take said package and flee to armored attack hovercraft waiting conveniently outside in the white zone (for loading 
and unloading only). 
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Crazy685
Joined: Jun 17, 2002 

a swing and a miss

quote: 

Nodelphi came out of the closet to say: 
Maybe I missed it (please forgive me, this is a lot of information to digest), but is it possible 
this "Barber" is the scammer? He did sign for the package with the name Jeff gave him... Or 
maybe the scammer is a family member? 9B might be where they live. 

Was anyone able to get the name of the store owner? 

slow down man, you just blew my mind 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

thread makes me sad  
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Anaclisis
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

ceci n'est pas une grenouille

So what's the problem with him picking it up? By this point I don't think it would be very practical (or nice to the 
London goons) to arrange another foray to the Barbershop.

I think the best thing at this point would be if he got it at all, so why not authorize pickup? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Shifter Car
Joined: Apr 19, 2004 

Have you ever heard of a 
luxury car? You know what 
luxury means? Have you ever 
heard of Cadillac? Cadillac 
Eldorado? That's what I drive. I 
drive cars that sh

quote: 

sneakymango came out of the closet to say: 

yakima in tha heezy 

Fort Lewis. where's the beer? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
thread makes me sad  

It isn't over. Do not be sad. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Hey Starbucks, take it you made it home then.  

Can't help but wonder, if I was a semi-literate, gutless, dumbass Ebay scammer, what would my e-mail password 
be? 
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K3vl4r v2.0
Joined: Dec 25, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Can't help but wonder, if I was a semi-literate, gutless, dumbass Ebay scammer, what would 
my e-mail password be? 

GOD

(hack the planet) 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Hey Starbucks, take it you made it home then.  

Can't help but wonder, if I was a semi-literate, gutless, dumbass Ebay scammer, what would 
my e-mail password be? 

Might eventually be "ppppowerbook". 
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liveslowdieold
Joined: Feb 12, 2004 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

It isn't over. Do not be sad. 

I sure as shit hope it's not over. I at least want an email from the scam man. 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Hey Starbucks, take it you made it home then.  

Can't help but wonder, if I was a semi-literate, gutless, dumbass Ebay scammer, what would 
my e-mail password be? 

sex, love, or ....GOD.

i am suddenly so ashamed of my handle.

edit: i'm ;_;-in' on the inside. 

ultralaz0r fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 22:34
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Gravy
Joined: Sep 07, 2003 

Everything goes better with 
Gravy.

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Hey Starbucks, take it you made it home then.  

Can't help but wonder, if I was a semi-literate, gutless, dumbass Ebay scammer, what would 
my e-mail password be? 

God

Everything I know about computers I learned from Hackers.

Edit: Damn this fast thread...And whoever it was that beat me to it! 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

quote: 

Shifter Car came out of the closet to say: 

Fort Lewis. where's the beer? 

^^
also, best username ever. 
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Biter
Joined: Apr 05, 2004 

Once is never enough

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Hey Starbucks, take it you made it home then.  

Can't help but wonder, if I was a semi-literate, gutless, dumbass Ebay scammer, what would 
my e-mail password be? 

You guys are all wrong. What's god in Romanian? Or German, or whatever fucking language this guy speaks 
(natively). 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

edit: whoops. useless. 

ultralaz0r fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 22:48
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K3vl4r v2.0
Joined: Dec 25, 2003 

quote: 

ultralaz0r came out of the closet to say: 

sex, love, or ....GOD.

i am suddenly so ashamed of my handle.

VV beaten like a bitch <3 

Look 3 replies above yours. 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

quote: 

K3vl4r v2.0 came out of the closet to say: 

Look 3 replies above yours. 

Hey man, quit fagging up the thread. :/
You just ruined my day. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

The Hackers references and different words for god are neat and all, but as the thread count reaches 2000, lets try 
to keep the posts relevant ok? Questions, answers, ideas, concerns. If this keeps bumping to the top, people are 
going to think there are updates. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Ok. If nothing has changed by Tonight at 1am Seattle time - (9am London time), I am going 
to send him another email. (Provided it wasn't a one time use account for this scam in which 
he has no intention of ever logging onto again.)

I doubt that, the e-mail has shown up in other scams posted earlier in this thread (auctionblacklist I think). I think 
he's a dumbass that thinks he can't be tracked down through an e-mail address that he checks at an internet cafe. 

Given that the guy in the cafe/barbershop signed the same name that we have contacted him through, I sort of wish 
that someone had imedeatly addressed the guy by that name to see the reaction. We know that he rents, in a 
sense, anonymous mail drop services. Given that he signed the scammers name he is either;

1)the scammer

2)the drop FOR the scammer and the scammer does so much buisness that he always signs for FedEx packages with 
the scammer's name

3)always signs the same name regardless of deliverer so that the various scammers who use his shop as a drop 
location know to use that name.

Sort of makes you want to send the UK equivolent of a registered letter, in the scammers name, to the shop to see 
how he handles the transaction. Or have an agent deliver something in a box to the shop, addressed to the 
scammer, to see what the clerk guy does. 
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RajaKumar
Joined: Jun 13, 2002 

I AM I DON QUIXOTE

quote: 

ultralaz0r came out of the closet to say: 
german is Gott. No idea in Romanian, which is probably what you mean! 

OK, the false leads people keep harping on are starting to make this comedic. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
Sort of makes you want to send the UK equivolent of a registered letter, in the scammers 
name, to the shop to see how he handles the transaction. Or have an agent deliver something 
in a box to the shop, addressed to the scammer, to see what the clerk guy does. 

That is an awesome idea.

Also, maybe we should setup another ebay auction for a "powerbook" for sale to see if this jerk-off tries the same 
thing...hmmm...my friend just told me he almost got scammed by someone who was going to drive down to DC with 
a "cashiers check" to pay for it. The guy never showed... hmmm... 
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ultralaz0r
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

sorry for being useless, i'm just in a very sleep deprived stupor due to this thread.
Was the barber/professor man's email addie a hotmail one (too tired to go back and check)? If so, I've a friend that 
works for MSN who has gotten me certain info once before -- not sure if he could do so now since he's switched 
positions, but he may still have connections from former co-worker buddies. 
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TrojanHoarse
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

Fear the Greek

Jeff, I'll be in Edmonds for the summer. Your drinks are on me. I salute you. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

/faintly flickering lightbulb appears above head!/

Been thinking about how this cunt expects to shift his ill-gotten gains. He has several options.

1. Professional fence. Somehow I doubt this.
2. `No questions asked' 2nd hand computer business. All too likely.
3. Free Ads. 
4. Trade magazines like Micro Mart, in the classified's section.
5. Ebay. Surely no-one is fucking stupid enough to try and sell on Ebay something they stole from Ebay. And yet we 
know that the escrow IP also had an Ebay page. At the time it was assumed that his 8 +ive feedbacks were faked, 
but I just looked again and the usernames feeding back seem too random, and sort-of `unthemed', to have been 
made up by one person. Perhaps he uses his Ebay page to move his wares.
6. At proper auction (as opposed to virtual one).
7. Putting cards in newsagent's windows, on university notice boards etc.

If it's 3 or 4 it might be possible to turn up either the mobile number he gave Jeff or the landline number of the shop 
by searching the ads. If he uses a local paper, they probably have a website. If he uses a local free paper, they 
probably don't. 
Of course he won't be trying to shift Jeff's `powerbook' yet `cause he don't have it. He might be trying to shift other 
stuff though (like the stuff that arrived this morning ...)

EDIT: It's late, and I'm operating at about 40% efficiency now. Half his feedback is from sellers, the other half from 
buyers. One of the `sellers' praising him so highly is an auction firm. Maybe he actually runs an auction firm to 
dispose of his goods, and fedback to himself.

EDIT2: Scratch that - it's had 8,091 feedbacks in the last 12 months. I doubt even our scammer keeps himself that 
busy. 

Pipski fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 23:11
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

EDIT2: Scratch that - it's had 8,091 feedbacks in the last 12 months. I doubt even our 
scammer keeps himself that busy. 

I thought we had already determined it to be a stolen account? Which would make it really EASY for him to sell the 
stolen goods on eBay. 
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withak
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

F != m * a

I predict that you never hear from the sleazeball again. If I was scamming people out of ebay P-P-P-Powerbooks, I 
would stop contact as soon as the merchandise leaves the owners hands. Delivery only takes a few days at most 
and the owner won't figure out the scam until well after I've taken delivery. There is no reason for the scammer to 
further communicate with you. Hell, if it was me, it might not even be worth the effort and possible paper trail to 
have to go somewhere to pay the customs tax on it.

This is assuming that the internet barbershop is actually the end point of the scheme. If it isn't, the middleman 
might just have instructions to not mess with customs at all and ignore any calls from the feds about paying it. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

I get the feeling the guy wouldnt be stupid enough to use his own address for the scam. I think the barbershop guy 
knows something is sus and is getting paid to forward all these packages to somewhere.

Maybe after a fair while someone should ring him up and say they know whats going on and to give up the 
scammers details or the police will be involved?

Edit: Also seems weird that this address has been used in scams before but nothing has been done? Also that he 
signed with the scammers name.. *ponders* 

deebo fucked around with this message at Apr 30, 2004 around 23:37
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

withak came out of the closet to say: 
This is assuming that the internet barbershop is actually the end point of the scheme. If it 
isn't, the middleman might just have instructions to not mess with customs at all and ignore 
any calls from the feds about paying it. 

That's an interesting point. I usualy assume that a scam takes so little energy on the part of the scammer that he(or 
she) can put a tiny bit of effort into a whole damn lot of attempted scams and only add more effort on the ones that 
look promising. 

So with our boy he got step one; interest in dealing was expressed. 

He then went to step two and our boy apparently bit at it; "look at this escrow and see how much I wan't your shit!".

He then went to step three, tell him how and where to ship the item; and our boy obviously bit - scammer now has 
proof that something, probably a powerbook, was shipped and is in the UK.

He is now at step four; evaluate whether or not to expose himself by trying to actualy GET the scammed goods. 

He MAY have been tipped off somewhere between three and four and be completely ignoring the whole deal
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(evidence could be the demise of the escrow site). He may also just have not had an oportunity to take step four. 
He may also be evaluating his options;

he knows he has a package

he may already know what he would have to pay to get it out of customs.

he knows that our boy is keeping track of the deal (as evidenced through him writting to ask if there is a problem)

he knows that he could get viciously busted if this is a UK police anti-scam artist sting.

Our question, then, is; how do we give him that extra little push to take the p-p-p-p-powerbook out of customs. 

We know his scammer name is known at the internet cafe. We know that at least one packaged was accepted by the 
clerk, in the scammers name, at the internet cafe. 

Is it worthwhile for the "irate" seller, having written the buyer and gotten no response (after some time has passed), 
to try to contact the seller through the only other contact that he HAS for him; the address that he mailed the p-p-p-
powerbook to? 
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Kreez
Joined: Oct 18, 2003 

 

"Jeff", being an internet/ebay noob, is probably wondering where in hell his money is, and why his "buyer" has not 
replied in 18 hours after replying very quickly to all other emails...

Come on, this is $2200 we are talking about here, and if Jeff is really trying to make a sale here, he wants to know 
where his money is, and why the site that runs this is down.

I think Mr. scammer might get suspicious if Jeff all of a sudden goes quiet...

I vote for sending an email inquiring as to why the site holding his money is down and why the package is not being 
claimed, and most importantly, when is he getting his money. 
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Dra'kx
Joined: Mar 27, 2003 

Wow, I've been reading this since it was half a page long and I never expected all this. Sure it was growing fast for a 
while but just getting home from work today was an extra 14 pages of posts plus 4 more as I was reading.

My point? I dont really have one, beyond noting how much of an event this has become. Just wanted to contribute 
to make it worse for the next poor sap who mistakenly waited a day before checking again.

I can hardly wait to see the next person who nearly gets scammed and how they might apply the great things 
learned here.

Nothing exciting ever happens here... 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Jeff. Write him a letter. "Hello I was wondering if you were ok. E-mail soon please kthx kiss kiss" recorded delivery.

GoGo! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I agree with Kreez.

Next Email:
Hi,
I was just wondering if you knew why the Escrow site is down. I’m starting to get kind of worried here. . . I haven’t 
heard from you in a long time. Also, I see that on the FedEx tracking it is delayed somewhere over there. Are you 
going to go get it? I would like to receive my payment. I never entered my paypal information, and shipping address 
with the escrow site. . . If it is down, how can I do that?

Please contact me as soon as possible!
Thank you!

Also, I just had a thought. FedEx wants a phone number of the recipient. He gave me a fake number to give them. 
Why don't I give them a number our friends can be reached at?
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

i wouldnt do anything, just let him get it. If he wants it, he'll go for it. the more pressure you put on him the more 
suspicious he will probably be. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

TheHotCarl came out of the closet to say: 
i wouldnt do anything, just let him get it. If he wants it, he'll go for it. the more pressure you 
put on him the more suspicious he will probably be. 

You're right. I will wait on the phone number thing. I will still send the email. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

Yes, send that e-mail, but also write to him, he hasn't responded by e-mail and you have his address (You could 
always put your return as a local Post Office couldn't you?) 
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Kreez
Joined: Oct 18, 2003 

 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I agree with Kreez.

Also, I just had a thought. FedEx wants a phone number of the recipient. He gave me a fake 
number to give them.Why don't I give them a number our friends can be reached at?

[img]http://www.accipiter.org/~ccurzio/awful/shop.gif[img] 

OMG an internet celebrity said my name!    

I think if there is no reply to the above email and following emails demanding payment, perhaps you could think 
about going to fedex to help them track him down as more aggressive action is obviously needed to keep this going. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

I wouldn't give the shop's phone number unless a couple of days go by without him contacting you and no move on 
the package. That would blow the cover, and then he would know something was up. 
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

Damn, I almost feel as though the package will go through the entire scammer circles' hands and finally get 
purchased by some poor sap expecting a real laptop. 
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Lodin
Joined: Jul 31, 2003 

That's a heck of an arm you’ve 
got there! And what an eye!
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Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

Oh yeah, I just remembered that Starbucks said when he first infilitrated the barbershop/internet cafe that he was 
still logged in to some guy's Yahoo account, named balanpetrica. Balan Petrica is a Romanian name. Maybe 
someone should infilitrate the internet cafe again and print out a page with "SUNTETI NISTE POPONARI 
IMPUTITI" (or some other witty saying) on it in big, bold, pink letters. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

I think giving them the shop's phone number is an A1 idea, but not just yet. It could backfire if they actually ring 
him and he asks where they got the number. This guy really is a prize pillock though, it's hard to believe that he's 
ever successfully scammed anyone if he doesn't know that giving out a fake phone no. will hold up his package. 
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AdeptaCheese
Joined: Oct 14, 2003 

Sovereign Swiss

quote: 

Wandering Idiot came out of the closet to say: 
That whole longest thread thing, well, this has got a ways to go if it's going to go for the 
record. The map thread is at over 5000 replies itself. I don't know if there's a higher thread, 
more than likely there is though. 

the Azumanga Daioh thread in ADTRW has 130 pages and 5178 replies. 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 
Oh yeah, I just remembered that Starbucks said when he first infilitrated the barbershop/
internet cafe that he was still logged in to some guy's Yahoo account, named balanpetrica. 
Balan Petrica is a Romanian name. Maybe someone should infilitrate the internet cafe again 
and print out a page with "SUNTETI NISTE POPONARI IMPUTITI" (or some other witty 
saying) on it in big, bold, pink letters. 

I don't know, I think Starbucks and other Goon operatives who've gone in before shouldn't go in again, lest they be 
recognized. It might all look a bit suspicious to the owner/possible scammer if a bunch of people randomly start 
coming in to use his computers and put random screensavers/print out witty sayings. 
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Lunaran
Joined: Feb 21, 2003 

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 
Oh yeah, I just remembered that Starbucks said when he first infilitrated the barbershop/
internet cafe that he was still logged in to some guy's Yahoo account, named balanpetrica. 

Did any of our spies think to check the browser histories on the machines? Since we know the shop's being used for 
this somehow, that could give us a really clear picture of how (ie front/relay). 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 
Balan Petrica is a Romanian name. 

balan petrica - petebalan@yahoo.com 
romania, , barlad 

Barlad is a place in Romania. Found this info by Googling Balan Petrica. Anyone know of a free Romanian-English 
dictionary? 
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Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

quote: 

Potassium came out of the closet to say: 
I don't know, I think Starbucks and other Goon operatives who've gone in before shouldn't 
go in again, lest they be recognized. It might all look a bit suspicious to the owner/possible 
scammer if a bunch of people randomly start coming in to use his computers and put random 
screensavers/print out witty sayings. 

You're right about the witty sayings, that was more of a joke than anything. I still find it weird that some random 
Romanian guy had his Yahoo account open on the computer Starbucks accessed. The chances of it being a 
coincidence are pretty slim in my opinion. It seems much more likely that he's somehow connected to this scam deal.

Edit: Pipski, try www.dictionare.com for a free Romanian-English/English-Romanian dictionary. Second thing is, 
Barlad is indeed a city in Romania; however Petrica is the diminutive of Petre which is Romanian for Peter, and 
Balan is not that unusual of a last name. 

Smekerman fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 00:59
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 
You're right about the witty sayings, that was more of a joke than anything. 

Oh, good  

quote: 

I still find it weird that some random Romanian guy had his Yahoo account open on the 
computer Starbucks accessed. The chances of it being a coincidence are pretty slim in my 
opinion. It seems much more likely that he's somehow connected to this scam deal. 

Definitely. The fact that he signed for the packaged in the scammer's name just seals the whole thing. 
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Thud
Joined: Dec 17, 2002 

A Shit eater?

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Also, I just had a thought. FedEx wants a phone number of the recipient. He gave me a fake 
number to give them. Why don't I give them a number our friends can be reached at?

This sounds like an excellent idea to try out if the guy still hasn't replied by tomorrow. 
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-=Buzz=-
Joined: Mar 27, 2004 

Maybe a number of UK Goons should wander in and have "direct" discussions with the barber about: we know about 
the e-bay and escrow scams, we know about the false signatures, we know about Gianluca (or whatever his name 
was), the receiving of items that have been sent from abroad with sole intention of de-frauding the vendor etc. etc., 
we have footage of delivery of same, acceptance of same by the proprietor by witnesses... the list could be endless 
if well planned.

I don't know about this particular dickhead, but it would scare the shit out of ME if I was a petty middleman. 

Opinions?

NOTE: Buzz you are a prick is an assertion, NOT an opinion 
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edited - I was thinking this may be an option for in "a few days" time," if all goes quiet... 

-=Buzz=- fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 01:11
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

gianluca's profile

Profile Stats 
Last Updated: 08/23/1996 

My Email 
Private 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Basics 
Yahoo! ID: GIANLUCA 

Everything else is blank. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 

Edit: Pipski, try www.dictionare.com for a free Romanian-English/English-Romanian 
dictionary. Second thing is, Barlad is indeed a city in Romania; however Petrica is the 
diminutive of Petre which is Romanian for Peter, and Balan is not that unusual of a last name. 

Cheers man, will give it a go. So far I have found reference to a Petrica Balan who is a 28 year old convict. Will see 
if dictionaire can translate more. 
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Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

What do you need to translate? Romanian is my first language. 
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

Not that it probably matters much now, but here's my contribution. A lookup of Starbucks' IP addresses while 
posting.

217.206.152.27 - Doesn't resolve
WHOIS:
descr: Reload Internet
address: London
address: W2 1RH
address: GB
mnt-by: EASYNET-UK-MNT

81.153.112.171 - host81-153-112-171.range81-153.btcentralplus.com
WHOIS:
netname: BT-CENTRAL-PLUS
address: Suffolk
address: IP5 3RE
address: U.K.
mnt-by: BTNET-MNT

213.78.157.225 - adsl-213-78-157-225.oneteldsl.net
WHOIS:
descr: Onetel UK Broadband Services
address: London
address: SW7 4TP
address: United Kingdom
nic-hdl: OI94-RIPE

81.152.188.172 - host81-152-188-172.range81-152.btcentralplus.com
WHOIS:
netname: BT-CENTRAL-PLUS
address: Stafford
address: Staffordshire
address: ST16 2LY
address: U.K.

That's pretty weird, having computers in the same place running IP's with different delegations... 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

3 counts of theft.

http://img5.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...alanPetrica.jpg

I think that's his picture. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 
What do you need to translate? Romanian is my first language. 

Thank God, `cause this is painfully slow!

http://www.online.ro/timpolis/831/

ctrl + F `Balan Petrica' to find the bit. It seems to be an i/view with him.

EDIT: There's also this, what the Hell is this?

http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=cache:qcXnKey3pqkJ:www.impozitelocale-pneamt.ro/files/datornici/o.PDF+%
22balan+petrica%22&hl=en 

Pipski fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 01:28
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AK74
Joined: Mar 05, 2003 

Put a big block in it

Wait wait wait.

If he thinks that you believe the address you sent the package to is an escrow company, why would you email him 
asking him why he hasn't picked the package up yet? It's supposed to be in escrow. 
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cucumbrrr
Joined: Apr 19, 2004 

robot

quote: 

Ionized came out of the closet to say: 
IP stuff 

Were all of these IP's ones that Starbucks used from the barbershop internet cafe? I thought he posted from another 
computer closer to a train station, after he left 9B. That could explain the differences in IP information. Also, if that 
guy in the picture really is our man, some of the UK goons should print it out and try to ID him the next time they 
visit the drop point.

side note - been following this thread since the beginning, the internet doesn't get any better!

^^^edit: The package was never meant to be sent to escrow. We went over this a while ago, but only the payment 
goes through it. The package goes straight to the buyer and once it is released, the escrow releases payment to the 
seller. 
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Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

The first link is about some convict who ran away from home at 13 and has lived on the streets, ever since, stealing 
from any place he could, including the church. He was arrested for theft three times. The last time he was arrested, 
he was stealing money trying to pay the hospital bill after having a chronic lung disease or something. That 
happened in 2000. He's probably out now, but I doubt he's the guy, since he has a wife and little daughter to take 
care of, and said that having found out he had a child changed him, and that even though he had fled to Spain to 
escape conviction, he returned because of his kid. Syrupy "how i changed my life for the better" story, basically.

The second link is a list of all the people that owe money to the Piatra Neamt muncipal council (or vice versa -- 
Romanian legalspeak has always confused the fuck out of me). 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

AK74 came out of the closet to say: 
Wait wait wait.

If he thinks that you believe the address you sent the package to is an escrow company, why 
would you email him asking him why he hasn't picked the package up yet? It's supposed to 
be in escrow. 

No, it was made clear that the laptop would be sent to him. Once he received the laptop and found it to be ok, he 
would let the escrow know, and they would release the money to me. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

AK74 came out of the closet to say: 
Wait wait wait.

If he thinks that you believe the address you sent the package to is an escrow company, why 
would you email him asking him why he hasn't picked the package up yet? It's supposed to 
be in escrow. 

no no. If I understand it right, with an escrow, buyer sends money to escrow, escrow tells seller it has money ok, 
seller sends product to buyer, buyer gets product and OK's it, then escrow releases money to seller.

edit ^^ damn the quickness 
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Y2Kdogg
Joined: Dec 25, 2003 

Not sure if it's much help, but seeing as how he has been suspected of using certain Yahoo ID's and in the chance 
that he may actually use one of them for personal use, wasn't there a program posted on the forums a while ago 
that allowed people access to all user's Yahoo Briefcase pictures?

I did a search for the thread but could not find it. If anyone still has this program then maybe something could 
actually benefit from it? It's sort of out there, but ah well, it could be worth investigating. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

cucumbrrr came out of the closet to say: 

Were all of these IP's ones that Starbucks used from the barbershop internet cafe? I thought 
he posted from another computer closer to a train station, after he left 9B. That could explain 
the differences in IP information. Also, if that guy in the picture really is our man, some of 
the UK goons should print it out and try to ID him the next time they visit the drop point.

He posted from Paddington twice I think, once on the way up and once on the way back. What I want to know is 
how he ended up in an area with an Ipswich (IP) postcode travelling between Swansea and London! (Ipswich is on 
completely the other side of London, probably 100 miles or more from where we were.)
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EDIT: Cheers Smekerman. Guess that's a dead end then.  
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
3 counts of theft.

http://img5.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...alanPetrica.jpg

I think that's his picture. 

Yoiks! With those ears he probably doesn't need a direct connection to go online.

Here's the IP information: http://www.ripe.net/perl/whois?form...o_search=Search 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

My opinion is that the Romania link is nothing important. He either got a username/password of a Romanian for 
some service (ebay or something), or he is using a Romanian proxy.

But I could of missed some information in the thread.

Let's all just hope we get some gratification, it takes hours to read through this entire thread. 
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kripes
Joined: Aug 14, 2002 

BRRRRRAAAAAIIIINNNNSSS

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
But I could of missed some information in the thread.

COULD HAVE Seriously, what the fuck is going on these days with this? 
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triple clutcher
Joined: Jul 10, 2003 

Los quernos, the triple clutcher!

quote: 

kripes came out of the closet to say: 
COULD HAVE Seriously, what the fuck is going on these days with this? 

For all intensive purposes, their the same thing.
 kidding ...  
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Syntonica
Joined: Aug 28, 2003 

Lynza loves me so she bought 
me this account

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
My opinion is that the Romania link is nothing important. He either got a username/password 
of a Romanian for some service (ebay or something), or he is using a Romanian proxy.

But I could of missed some information in the thread.

Let's all just hope we get some gratification, it takes hours to read through this entire thread. 

OMG! He's a Romanian spy! In fact, "vegaji" is an ancient Dacian word that means "he who dissembles on the 
Intarweb"!

I think we need some cold hard facts. Any of our British brothers feel like putting on their deerstalkers?  
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
My opinion is that the Romania link is nothing important. He either got a username/password 
of a Romanian for some service (ebay or something), or he is using a Romanian proxy.

But I could of missed some information in the thread.

Let's all just hope we get some gratification, it takes hours to read through this entire thread. 

I think it's a Romanian with friends in London who's doing it. I suspect that the balanpetrica username is relevant, 
too. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I think we should really wait till at least Monday evening till anyone thinks of doing anything that could avoid 
suspicion, the guy may want to get the laptop from fed-ex to stop it hanging around there, he’s obviously getting a 
lot of mail and they will realise if he just ignores things with tax to be paid. Even if he is currently thinking of leaving 
it if Jeff’s e-mails are convincing enough it’s possible he might change his mind and risk it. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
I suspect that the balanpetrica username is relevant, too. 

It would be a bit of a coincidence if Starbuck happened to pick the same terminal our scammer last used though, out 
of the dozen odd in there. Stranger things have happened, but the odds are against it. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I have a feeling that the P-P-P-Powerbook screensaver will tip the guy off. But yet again, he may never even give a 
second thought to it. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

It would be a bit of a coincidence if Starbuck happened to pick the same terminal our 
scammer last used though, out of the dozen odd in there. Stranger things have happened, but 
the odds are against it. 

Maybe that fag likes to sit next to the window. SB sat there so he could see the street. Maybe he does too. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

He used an upstairs terminal so the odds arnt too bad, the scammer wouldn't want to use the computers downstairs 
as the screens are too easy to read.

Edit: Posting this guy something to get a signature is also a good idea, citylink put the signature online but I dont 
know if the PO do, he must have his real name registered somehwere for his business too. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 03:17
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min
Joined: May 12, 2001 

quote: 

AdeptaCheese came out of the closet to say: 

the Azumanga Daioh thread in ADTRW has 130 pages and 5178 replies. 

before it got closed and pruned the diablo II 1.10 thread in the games forum was well over 10,000 posts. 
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

quote: 

min came out of the closet to say: 

before it got closed and pruned the diablo II 1.10 thread in the games forum was well over 
10,000 posts. 

quote: 

Fistgrrl came out of the closet to say: 

SHUT UP SHUT UP SHUT UP ABOUT THE GODDAMNED LENGTH OF THE FUCKING THREAD 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
he must have his real name registered somehwere for his business too. 

I think so too, but I'm not sure how in the hell you found out. The council must have a list but Gawd knows if it's 
public access or not. Will try and find out more about that tomorrow but I really must get some shuteye now. 
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Tekilah
Joined: Apr 15, 2004 

Everything good was taken

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
He used an upstairs terminal so the odds arnt too bad, the scammer wouldn't want to use the 
computers downstairs as the screens are too easy to read.

Edit: Posting this guy something to get a signature is also a good idea, citylink put the 
signature online but I dont know if the PO do, he must have his real name registered 
somehwere for his business too. 

You could try paying for your internet time by cheque...:P

Ok, it probably won't work, but if you were to send the bastard a cheque with some sort of good reason, he'd 
probably try to cash it if he could.  
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

I think so too, but I'm not sure how in the hell you found out. The council must have a list but 
Gawd knows if it's public access or not. Will try and find out more about that tomorrow but I 
really must get some shuteye now. 

I did a search on Yell and got nothing but that’s voluntary, those local business pages similar to yellow pages might 
have it but I don't think there is online access to those. http://www.companieshouse.gov.uk/ Has a webcheck which 
allows access to free company information but I'm not sure if that will do it and its only accessible Monday to 
Saturday 7:00am to 12 Midnight UK Time.

quote: 

Tekilah came out of the closet to say: 

You could try paying for your internet time by cheque...:P

Ok, it probably won't work, but if you were to send the bastard a cheque with some sort of 
good reason, he'd probably try to cash it if he could.  

Hell his internet was £1 an hour or something, maybe I could open a PO box with one  Even if it was nearer I 
don't think I'd go there for a while, the guy really thought something was up before we left. Of course opening a PO 
box would be the best source of info as someone could ask if they had to give their name/ID etc. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 03:45
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Shady
Joined: Apr 16, 2003 

It's always a few degrees 
cooler in the shade...

quote: 

triple clutcher came out of the closet to say: 

For all intensive purposes, their the same thing.

"For all intents and purposes, they're the same thing."

vvvvvvv sup Lauren, long time no talk  

Shady fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 05:33
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Lauren
Joined: Sep 12, 2001 

Much respect to all involved.  
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murphyrulez
Joined: Mar 06, 2004 

The King of Pain

quote: 

Shady came out of the closet to say: 

"For all intents and purposes, they're the same thing." 

For all intensive purposes, he was kidding. 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

fuck even if this is a dead stick right now please post much appreciation and don't let goon dedication to a worthy cause die. Your trials and 
tribulations were not in vain. Cheers to Starbucks, Jeff, Pipski all others that rode in head first and put their lives and jobs and freedom on the line 
for the sake of justice. If there was a salute smiley it'd be right here :salute: 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I have to admit that Starbucks was pretty brave. He changed the screensavers, caught the delivery (whether or not it was the triple P Powerbook) 
on webcam, and acquired info about the computer(s)

BRAVO 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

he'll pick it up sooner or later, just let the bait sit. 
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Foreskin
Joined: Dec 15, 2003 

quote: 

murphyrulez came out of the closet to say: 

For all intensive purposes, he was kidding. 

I dont know if you're kidding or not but its "intents and purposes" not intensive purposes. 
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Shii
Joined: Feb 17, 2004 

quote: 

charliemaul came out of the closet to say: 
If there was a salute smiley it'd be right here :salute: 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

quote: 

Foreskin came out of the closet to say: 

I dont know if you're kidding or not but its "intents and purposes" not intensive purposes. 

read 5 lines up, or is that too much work? 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

How long does it take for the Fedex thing to update? Its been 17 hours since the delivery took place.
http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 
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Lazee
Joined: Feb 23, 2004 

He-Pimp

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 
How long does it take for the Fedex thing to update? Its been 17 hours since the delivery took place.
http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 

no no no, the package never got delivered it was the wrong one.

The scammer still needs to pay import tax before the package can get delivered, that's we're waiting on now - for the taxes to get paid. 
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Primaris
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

11 out of 12 physicians agree I 
have a large penis.

****INCOMING ORGINALITY POST****

I just want you guys to know Im not paying the tax on that fake laptop, I know what you guys are up to!

/END ORIGINALITY 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

quote: 

Primaris needs to burn in hell for this lovely post
****INCOMING ORGINALITY POST****

I just want you guys to know Im not paying the tax on that fake laptop, I know what you guys are up to!

/END ORIGINALITY 

quote: 

The mad moderators forum you stupid fuck
Posting as if you were the person in the original post unless intensely humorous

Example:
First post:
"This guy said I stole his 10 dollars."

Your post:
"YOU STOLE MY 10 DOLLASR!!! LOL!!! THAT WAS ME IN YOUR ORIGINAL STORY AND I WANT MY MONEY BACK I AM A 
CLEVAR INDIVIDUAL NOW EVERYBODY BE MY EFRIEND"

Your originality escapes me. I would say many have done what you've done before. 
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oddmanout
Joined: Feb 02, 2003 

A little...odd.

Damn, I dont visit this thread for a whole day and it has grown to 50 some pages. Wish there was a way to archive all of the relevant posts! 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

quote: 

oddmanout came out of the closet to say: 
Damn, I dont visit this thread for a whole day and it has grown to 50 some pages. Wish there was a way to archive all of 
the relevant posts! 

like yours? 
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KiwiBoi
Joined: Mar 13, 2004 

quote: 

Shii came out of the closet to say: 

 

It needs to be waving a British flag and perhaps have one of those big-ass black fuzzy hat things that those palace guards have (sorry, I forget the 
name). Changing of the guard and all that... 
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AngryVictim
Joined: Feb 20, 2004 

I'm going to end this here, as if I had the authority.

quote: 

Foreskin came out of the closet to say: 

I don't know if you're kidding or not, but it's "intents and purposes," not intensive purposes. 

As they say, fixed. 
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Imasalmon
Joined: Mar 19, 2003 

Guy in the Green Hat

I think bravo team could get away with returning to 9B, but they would need a cover story. Causally mention to the owner that you just moved 
into the area, and try to get a little chummy with him. I think his being suspicious of the goons was not too out of line. I would probably be a little 
suspicious if a couple of dudes I had never seen before all of a sudden started coming in and out all day, acting squirrelly and never seemed to 
leave the area. That's why it might pay off to go back with a cover story. It also might be beneficial to look into what it takes to get a PO Box at 
9B, it might be worth while to help figure out how aware the owner is of the activities of the scammer.

quote: 

CountOfNowhere came out of the closet to say: 

like yours? 

zing! 
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Primaris
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

11 out of 12 physicians agree I 
have a large penis.

Maybe I also should have mentioned for the reading comprehension impaired that I was being sarcastic?.....It saddens me you went to all that 
trouble to find the post in the things the moderator's dislikes thread....  
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FrontLine
Joined: Sep 17, 2003 

quote: 

Primaris came out of the closet to say: 
Maybe I also should have mentioned for the reading comprehension impaired that I was being sarcastic?.....It saddens 
me you went to all that trouble to find the post in the things the moderator's dislikes thread....  

Get off my Interweb.

This works so well...
 

FrontLine fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 05:48
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evilhanz
Joined: Mar 05, 2002 

quote: 

KiwiBoi came out of the closet to say: 

It needs to be waving a British flag and perhaps have one of those big-ass black fuzzy hat things that those palace 
guards have (sorry, I forget the name). Changing of the guard and all that... 

How's this one?

 

evilhanz fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 06:12
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skroll
Joined: Jun 24, 2002 

quote: 

withak came out of the closet to say: 

He won't have any idea what it means. He never will if he just forwards the package on to his Romanian overlords 
without opening it. 

What if the Romanians are some big mafia-esque operation, and they kill the barbershop owner because they think he ripped them off?

Hilarity ensures! 

__________________
When all is said and done, there's no love lost.
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I keep imagining 2 big Russians coming to my house for revenge just like ‘The Boondock Saints.’ Except they are Romanian. 
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absolut1
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

Absolut Awful

If he never goes to pick it up, and everything goes down the tubes, I would be very interested in a follow-up on the 'mailbox' rental side of things. 
Also, if he never picks it up, you could consider making another p-p-p-powermac and sending it. Except this time, send it w/o any extra weight in 
it (so the shipping is cheaper), and mark 'gift' and $10 on the customs form, and also include pictures of the barbershop inside the binder. 

Probably don't need another post saying how awesome this is, but it is. 
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Capt_J
Joined: May 02, 2003 

quote: 

charliemaul came out of the closet to say: 
fuck even if this is a dead stick right now please post much appreciation and don't let goon dedication to a worthy cause 
die. Your trials and tribulations were not in vain. Cheers to Starbucks, Jeff, Pipski all others that rode in head first and 
put their lives and jobs and freedom on the line for the sake of justice. If there was a salute smiley it'd be right here :
salute: 

This has been a wonderful thread. GG all. I await further devolpments 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Sessarego = Salsa Rico ?

I don't know how to speak Romanian, but it does come from the same family. Could that be a bogus name as well used by our scammer at PoBOX 
9b Barbershop ?

Also, I think the scammer cut-and-ran. There is no reason for him to stick around and get caught. He knows what he is doing. Even if the risk is 
minimal, it would be stupid for him to stand opposite customs agents- a successful scammer would never go into the lion's den. 

He can be safe and 200 bucks richer by concentrating efforts on another scam. 
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Fistgrrl
Joined: Dec 30, 2000 

Queen of Cuddlenaps

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 

You're right about the witty sayings, that was more of a joke than anything. I still find it weird that some random 
Romanian guy had his Yahoo account open on the computer Starbucks accessed. The chances of it being a coincidence 
are pretty slim in my opinion. It seems much more likely that he's somehow connected to this scam deal.

Edit: Pipski, try www.dictionare.com for a free Romanian-English/English-Romanian dictionary. Second thing is, Barlad 
is indeed a city in Romania; however Petrica is the diminutive of Petre which is Romanian for Peter, and Balan is not that 
unusual of a last name. 
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I hope you like your new avatar. 
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Hestler
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

king bahamut bought me this 
account for my birthday 
because I'm a fag with no 
credit card

Great thread, subscribed

Anyways, I don't think that our guy will cut and run, even with all the action 
on the fake escrow site. His "mark" has confirmed delivery, and as we can see
the barber is still picking up deliveries. There is probably some trouble
on his end with funds or some crazy romanian hyjinx. I don't think authorities
would screw around by calling his mobile phone or posting fake items on an
escrow site. They would definately bust up the barbers p.o. boxes.

Ideally, he will resume with email, pay taxes like a good scammer, open box,
get screwed, die horribly. 
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amputee
Joined: Aug 05, 2003 

i might be wrong...

personally, im still kind of blaming the delay on customs. a while back, i ordered a poster from canada, via ebay. it took about 6 or 7 weeks for it 
to come in (i live in the states, AR to be specific). 

i still have hope and much anticipation that this thread has resolution in jeff's and our favour. 
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

OK, so the barber signed for the package with the scammer's name. I think we still need to rule out the possibility that the barber actually IS the 
scammer. I think someone should call the barbernet shop, say, posing as an angry customer.

"I'm not happy. I want to talk to the owner. What's you name?" etc.

Or, if the the barber isn't the owner, ask for the barber's name.

I would do it if it weren't for my fairly strong Australian accent and the fact that the call would cost me so goddamn much . 
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gorb
Joined: Sep 24, 2002 

El Hombre Mas Fino

Every rose has its thorn. 
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Piglet
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

ZUB! ZUB!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I keep imagining 2 big Russians coming to my house for revenge just like ‘The Boondock Saints.’ Except they are 
Romanian. 

Or maybe they'll shove your head in the toilet and then piss on your rug. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

gorb came out of the closet to say: 
Every rose has its thorn. 

It does?!? 

This is fantastic information.

EXCELLENT WORK. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Fistgrrl came out of the closet to say: 

I hope you like your new avatar. 

Hahah! Classic! 
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

Another vote for just a customs delay. I'm sure the scammer was using the escrow site in multiple scams. Thus it is no surprise that it got shut 
down, that is probably standard operating procedure. Now the only problem is if he thinks something about the thousand or so SA referrals.

Just give it time. A few days would be best, or until FedEx updates. Which ever comes first. 
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Celdin
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

I wouldn't be surprised either if it's a customs delay. I spent 6 months living in Sweden last year, and a few packages sent to me from the States 
were delayed because of customs, with one being stuck in customs for about 2 weeks. Hopefully this wont also get stuck in customs for such a 
long time. 
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Ice Blue
Joined: Mar 20, 2002 

Sigh.

quote: 

murphyrulez came out of the closet to say: 
For all intensive purposes, he was kidding. 

What the fuck is an instensive purpose? It's intents and purposes.

So do we know if he paid the tax or what? (I read this thread from 1-12 when it was newer but then it exploded, so I don't have time to wade 
through all the posts.) 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Ice Blue came out of the closet to say: 
What the fuck is an instensive purpose? It's intents and purposes.

So do we know if he paid the tax or what? (I read this thread from 1-12 when it was newer but then it exploded, so I 
don't have time to wade through all the posts.) 

No, he didn't. He did happen to get a package a lot like our ringer the same day.
There is an unknown delay at customs. 
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Potassium
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Cream > you

quote: 

Ice Blue came out of the closet to say: 
What the fuck is an instensive purpose? It's intents and purposes. 

No shit, Sherlock. We have established that people were kidding by posting "intensive purposes." 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

Feh, maybe I missed the context for the intentional grammar fuckups, but whatever. 

Accipiter fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 11:20
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IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

PACKAGE JUST RELEASED FROM CUSTOMS, I REPEAT IT HAS BEEN RELEASED
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

quote: 

IndyPunkOne came out of the closet to say: 

PACKAGE JUST RELEASED FROM CUSTOMS, I REPEAT IT HAS BEEN RELEASED

 

Still listed as delayed for me. 
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IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

quote: 

Lucifer came out of the closet to say: 
Still listed as delayed for me. 

 You need to download the lastest internet browser 
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Tom
Joined: Jun 08, 2000 

WHERE IS MY 
CHEESE?

I can't belive I actually read (fast forwarded to all of MyNameIsJeff's posts) this entire thread. Good stuff, great work 
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

quote: 

IndyPunkOne came out of the closet to say: 

PACKAGE JUST RELEASED FROM CUSTOMS, I REPEAT IT HAS BEEN RELEASED

 

Choke on your lies! 
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Ice Blue
Joined: Mar 20, 2002 

Sigh.

quote: 

Potassium came out of the closet to say: 
No shit, Sherlock. We have established that people were kidding by posting "intensive purposes." 

Way to use a really old and retarded catchphrase. 
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FrontLine
Joined: Sep 17, 2003 

quote: 

Ice Blue came out of the closet to say: 
Way to use a really old and retarded catchphrase. 

Way to counter this 'old and retarted catchphrase' with another one.

oh wai 
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Woof
Joined: Nov 03, 2002 

Lets not forget, Monday is a public holiday in the UK, so there will be delays in processing.
I doubt if the parcel is not cleared today, then nothing much will happen until Tuesday. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

Dammit! Come on, Gianluca! Don't make your P-P-P-P-PowerBook wait any longer than it already has! 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

quote: 

IndyPunkOne came out of the closet to say: 

PACKAGE JUST RELEASED FROM CUSTOMS, I REPEAT IT HAS BEEN RELEASED

 

no 
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sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

quote: 

IndyPunkOne came out of the closet to say: 

PACKAGE JUST RELEASED FROM CUSTOMS, I REPEAT IT HAS BEEN RELEASED

 

Hmmm, I don't know what you're smoking.
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Is it possible that the scammer has payed the tax via credit card over the phone, and that the delay is entirely due to customs inspection? It's 
really too bad all the UK goons made such an appearance and it didn't get delivered. We got some great intelligence (thanks guys) but it would be 
nice if someone could be there when it gets delivered. Any other UK goons hiding out there? 
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Hawkman
Joined: Aug 06, 2002 

JAFFA KREE

Fear the P-P-P-P-P-P-Powerbook, for it is mighty and with much processing power. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Tracking number 
846563452310 
Ship date 
Apr 28, 2004 

Delivery location 
COLINDALE GB 
Service type 
International Priority Service 

Apr 30, 2004 3:19 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 

Apr 29, 2004 9:19 pm 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Package available for clearance 
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Paul_Klein
Joined: May 23, 2003 

Jesus Saves! - And Takes Half 
Damage!!

1) Something tells me this thread probably won't fully bloom for at least another day or two. However, see #2.

2)I really, really, really doubt* you will ever hear from this guy if he DOES get the package and opens it. 

*really, really, really, really doubt. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 
Also, I think the scammer cut-and-ran. There is no reason for him to stick around and get caught. He knows what he is 
doing. Even if the risk is minimal, it would be stupid for him to stand opposite customs agents- a successful scammer 
would never go into the lion's den. 

No, I think he or somebody else will pick it up. He knew he was going to have to deal with customs just because of the size of the package. 
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eclipse
Joined: Mar 12, 2003 

It's gone rather dark all of a 
sudden...

If he's going to pick it up, it'll have to be today or then from Tuesday next week most likely as it's a bank holiday weekend here (Monday 
everything is closed). 
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Woof
Joined: Nov 03, 2002 

Did any of the Barbershop Reccy Squad see the barber sign for, or any type of signature, in the shop whilst working under cover?

It looks like we can view the signature of the person who signs for the package, using the 'Signature Proof' button beneath the tracking screen, 
and view this online.

We could compare the signature of the barber in the shop against the signature of the scammer, to see if they are one of the same.
We maybe able to nail our man through his signature.

We may need another reccy into the shop looking for hand written notes, signs or signatures for comparison. 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

Me: Hello Fed Ex?
FE: Yessir, How can I help ye?
Me: package# 846563452310, you have 1 hour and 15 seconds to deliver it
FE: What?
Me: 1 hour and 13 seconds, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8....better hurry there buddy.
FE: Oh shit!

Maybe it'll work, maybe it won't. Who wants to try it. 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

quote: 

Woof came out of the closet to say: 
Did any of the Barbershop Reccy Squad see the barber sign for, or any type of signature, in the shop whilst working 
under cover? 

Yes, initials where G. A. [something else unintelligable] 
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Berto2112
Joined: Oct 02, 2003 

Can I get a hell yeah?

Gonna add yet another "great thread" post but also some fun an hijinks.

I know this was probably covered before (read: yes it was) but we know that this guy received multiple packages in a single day and most likely 
gets packages several times a week. We should start mailing letters to the scammer at that box with little bits of info in it each time. Toss in a 
couple of pictures from the UK Goon Recon Squad, maybe sentence fragments that he has to combine with other letters to get the full sentence 
basically calling him out on his whole scamming business. If people want to pony up, we can send him more shit (I'll throw down some bills 
personally). More or less, just mess with his head. Of course, this should all be done at a later time once this whole act plays out. And of course, 
send what flimsy evidence we have to some sort of authorities in the small hopes that they actually do something (doubtful). This is just too good 
a chance of screwing a scammer to pass up.

This vaguely reminds me of that email story that went around years ago witht he guy who kept getting wrong number phone calls and put the 
numbers in his speed dial and whenever he got stressed out he'd call one of them and yell "ASS" and hang up. Eventually he got the two people to 
get in a fight in one of their front lawns. It was a great story...anyone remember that?

Short version:
Once this is over, lets fuck with the guy some more. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Interesting. I sort of assumed that `Gianfranco Sessarego' was a nom de plume, but I just spoke to directory enquiries and asked for a number for 
him at `9 Varley Parade'. They told me his number was ex-directory. So there is a phone account in that name at that address.

EDIT:
Whoah! Check this out - account by a guy in Canada who nearly got scammed by these guys (not massively enlightening, but fleshes out the 
picture a bit) - with more information on the Romanian connection at the bottom:

http://www.auctionblacklist.com/view_fraud.php?case_id=182
http://www.auctionblacklist.com/view_fraud.php?case_id=86
http://www.bikez.biz/ads/showad.php?ad=5821 

New e-mail address for the perp as well.

Screen Name: bowlling
Name: Benone Takini
E-mail: btakini@yahoo.com
Phone: 
Address: 9B Varley Parkade
City: London, Colindale State: Unknown Zip: NW9 6RR
Country: UK

Screen Name: italian
Name: LIPMERIS KOSTAS
E-mail: pungaruv@yahoo.com
Phone: 3203862645
Address: 9B Varley Parade 
City: COLINDALE State: Unknown Zip: NW96RR

Any UK goons got a motorbike license? (I doubt the Blackbird actually exists, but that needn't stop us offering to buy it off him and going for a test 
drive.)

EDIT: Beaten like Saints. 

Pipski fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 20:31
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qwf
Joined: Mar 12, 2004 

I have a strong convincement that the guy is not Romanian, but Italian. Gianluca Sassarego is an Italian name, while "Benone" means "Very well" 
in Italian. 

In any case I'll try to devote more goon effort no nail his ass, rather than just making fun of him! With some more investigations our UK goons 
may report to authorities. 

qwf fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 15:46
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Voice of Reason
Joined: Jul 20, 2002 

quote: 

Berto2112 came out of the closet to say: 
This vaguely reminds me of that email story that went around years ago witht he guy who kept getting wrong number 
phone calls and put the numbers in his speed dial and whenever he got stressed out he'd call one of them and yell "ASS" 
and hang up. Eventually he got the two people to get in a fight in one of their front lawns. It was a great story...anyone 
remember that? 

Nope, never heard of it. 
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schmuckfeatures
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

This avatar needs more 
Rumsfeld

quote: 

Ice Blue came out of the closet to say: 
What the fuck is an instensive purpose? 

It's like intensive care, only more purposeful. 
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Clown
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

Rent this space!

The package he got the other day was probably another laptop he scammed from someone else 
Also I doubt he is going to return a reply whether he gets the laptop or not. If I was him, and some newbie eBayer had told me that he sent the 
goods, I would have considered that scam complete.

I have a question though. With a real escrow service, couldn't you wait until you got the package and then take the money back?

If people have said this before, I don't care. I'm not reading through 50-odd pages to find out  
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Voice of Reason
Joined: Jul 20, 2002 

quote: 

Clown came out of the closet to say: 
I have a question though. With a real escrow service, couldn't you wait until you got the package and then take the 
money back? 

No. The escrow service won't give you your money back if the seller can prove shipment. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

Ice Blue came out of the closet to say: 
What the fuck is an instensive porpoise? 

Attachment: r.jpg
This has been downloaded 2051 time(s).
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StinkyWizzleteats
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Third Quartermaster of the 
New England Calvinball 
Combination

quote: 

Clown came out of the closet to say: 

If people have said this before, I don't care. I'm not reading through 50-odd pages to find out  

Don't be lazy. Amend this. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

For those of you wondering, no, I have not received any email from him.  
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Chido
Joined: Dec 07, 2003 

Does fedex deliver on weekends? If it doesn't, and with what somebody said about Monday being a holiday in England, then we'll have to wait until 
Tuesday . 
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black sheep
Joined: Jul 01, 2003 

Pie > Cake

quote: 

charliemaul came out of the closet to say: 
Me: Hello Fed Ex?
FE: Yessir, How can I help ye?
Me: package# 846563452310, you have 1 hour and 15 seconds to deliver it
FE: What?
Me: 1 hour and 13 seconds, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8....better hurry there buddy.
FE: Oh shit!

Maybe it'll work, maybe it won't. Who wants to try it. 

yes, somebody should give it a try, don't forget to add "please don't shake too hard, we wouldn't want it to go off to early", we need more prison 
goons. that'll help increase membership 
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Tamtam
Joined: Apr 10, 2003 

A tall asian...

Haha clearance delay... something must be up 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

This man obviously uses this addres A LOT. I Strongly think we should alert the Police, or the Cyber Fraud Squad (I think that's the gay name they 
use), it's obvious he does it from abroad (Buys from abroad) because of there's less chance that people will be able to locate the place. We have:

1)Information on where the place is
2)Evidence that packages are frequent here (The guy didn't seem surprised at having packages, and he had a place to put them, rather than just 
setting them down, or opening them to see what they were)
3)A long record of him doing this.

We should get someone (Pipski seems the most clued up on his activities, and he's been to the place), to collate all the information we have on 
this place, and then hand it in, we haven't really done anything illegal, and it doesn't matter if we've done it, because the police can still use it 
because they didn't do it. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
This man obviously uses this addres A LOT. I Strongly think we should alert the Police, or the Cyber Fraud Squad (I think 
that's the gay name they use), it's obvious he does it from abroad (Buys from abroad) because of there's less chance 
that people will be able to locate the place. We have:

1)Information on where the place is
2)Evidence that packages are frequent here (The guy didn't seem surprised at having packages, and he had a place to 
put them, rather than just setting them down, or opening them to see what they were)
3)A long record of him doing this.

We should get someone (Pipski seems the most clued up on his activities, and he's been to the place), to collate all the 
information we have on this place, and then hand it in, we haven't really done anything illegal, and it doesn't matter if 
we've done it, because the police can still use it because they didn't do it. 
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I think it might be best to wait a while on the power book first, if it is delivered and we have notice from fed-ex someone could maybe get pictures 
of the box getting picked up and maybe a registration number of the car they drive away in. Failing that simply pictures of someone leaving this 
barbers with other fed-ex parcels, I would imagine this guy only has a couple of customers and it’s likely we would get the guy. If the guy is 
moving a lot of stuff which is likely I doubt he’s picking up the parcels personally but the identity of whose doing it could be useful. The police 
might not get anything on him as the barber probably doesn't have his real name but its unlikely this scam is elaborate enough to have a car 
registered under a fake name.

quote: 

bgack came out of the closet to say: 
I don't think there is really any reason he would email Jeff back at this point, even if he never picks up the package. If 
he doesn't know that you're on to him he got what he wanted, the package was sent. Depending on how much traffic 
that escrow site was getting before, maybe he got scared and will never go pick it up. 

It's probably best for the emails to carry on being send tho, every convincing email is a reminder that theres a laptop waiting for him, if Jeff breaks 
contact theres no chance he will try and get it. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 19:12
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bgack
Joined: Jun 07, 2002 

I don't think there is really any reason he would email Jeff back at this point, even if he never picks up the package. If he doesn't know that you're 
on to him he got what he wanted, the package was sent. Depending on how much traffic that escrow site was getting before, maybe he got scared 
and will never go pick it up. 
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Feanor
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Interesting. I sort of assumed that `Gianfranco Sessarego' was a nom de plume, but I just spoke to directory enquiries 
and asked for a number for him at `9 Varley Parade'. They told me his number was ex-directory. So there is a phone 
account in that name at that address. 

I'm afraid not. The BT directory enquiries system doesn't show ex-directory numbers at all, they're on a completely different system which the 
"ordinary" operators do not have any access to. Unofficial procedure to avoid spending ages hunting for different spellings etc. when a number is 
difficult to find, is to just say "it's ex-directory". Sorry to piss on your candle mate, but there you go... 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Refugee came out of the closet to say: 
I Strongly think we should alert the Police, or the Cyber Fraud Squad 

I know that Scotland Yard's computer division is basically snowed under at the moment, and has been for the last few years - too much work and 
not enough specialists. It might take them ages to get around to it, even if they agreed to. OFT might take an interest but I suspect they'd only hit 
him with lesser charges, they wouldn't, for example, be that interested in identity theft. I was seriously wondering about whether it would be 
worth anonymously turning our evidence over to the BBC or someone. There's half a dozen crappy programmes churned out each week that set 
out to get footage of people committing crimes and then turn them in. However, legitimate programme makers have a. lots of cool equipment 
(buttonhole cameras, cameras hidden in hats or sunglasses, big ass zoom lenses, b. lots of money (big teams of people to stake out placs, the 
best obbo points) c. most importantly, influence (to persuade FedEx or customs to play along, to persuade the polis to prosecute the twat). 
Personally, I'd be reluctant to let anyone else nab this fucker until we've finished with him though. It's a Bank Holiday weekend now so it's unlikely 
anything much'll change before Tuesday imho. 
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pihwlook
Joined: Jun 01, 2003 

what what what what

quote: 

Voice of Reason came out of the closet to say: 

Nope, never heard of it. 

Fuckin' Jerk! 
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DrBubba
Joined: May 09, 2002 

BANDWIDTH LEECH

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

I know that Scotland Yard's computer division is basically snowed under at the moment, and has been for the last few 
years - too much work and not enough specialists. 

Perhaps they should hire you and Starb...

quote: 

(buttonhole cameras 

I read this as "butthole cameras" the first time I saw it.  
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

skroll came out of the closet to say: 

What if the Romanians are some big mafia-esque operation, and they kill the barbershop owner because they think he 
ripped them off?

Hilarity ensures! 

Now, THAT'S what I call COMEDY! 
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Unixmonkey
Joined: Jul 03, 2002 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

I was seriously wondering about whether it would be worth anonymously turning our evidence over to the BBC or 
someone. 

Holy crap, yes. Screw the cops, and turn this over to the Press. If they pick up on the story, the police (bobbys?) will be forced to take care of it. 
Identity theft and ebay fraud are both mainstream press stories in the US right now. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Screen Name: bowlling
Name: Benone Takini
E-mail: btakini@yahoo.com
Phone: 
Address: 9B Varley Parkade
City: London, Colindale State: Unknown Zip: NW9 6RR
Country: UK

Screen Name: italian
Name: LIPMERIS KOSTAS
E-mail: pungaruv@yahoo.com
Phone: 3203862645
Address: 9B Varley Parade 
City: COLINDALE State: Unknown Zip: NW96RR

I posted those a few pages back...fake names. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

I posted those a few pages back...fake names. 

So you did. Apologies. This thread is taking so many twists it's getting impossible to keep track of! 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

So you did. Apologies. This thread is taking so many twists it's getting impossible to keep track of! 

No worries--you are the one doing all the intrigue! 
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Tom
Joined: Jun 08, 2000 

WHERE IS MY 
CHEESE?

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 

Holy crap, yes. Screw the cops, and turn this over to the Press. If they pick up on the story, the police (bobbys?) will be 
forced to take care of it. Identity theft and ebay fraud are both mainstream press stories in the US right now. 

good idea! here in the US 'Channel 7 on Your Side' sorta things EAT THIS SHIT UP 
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Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

quote: 

Fistgrrl came out of the closet to say: 

I hope you like your new avatar. 

Hahah, that's awesome. That's especially fitting, considering my name's Vlad as well.

Thank you. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

if Scotland Yard is so backed up, there definately get the press involved. I know someone at Reuters who knows some folks at BBC...I'll casually 
ask them what they think of something like that for a program if you like.

quote: 

Tom came out of the closet to say: 
good idea! here in the US 'Channel 7 on Your Side' sorta things EAT THIS SHIT UP 

"There's that newsvan again!" (former NY goon represent) 
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Ballz
Joined: Dec 16, 2003 

not even human

I'm also in support of the news thing. I work at a local TV station (yes, "12 On Your Side!") and stuff like this is ratings gold. 

But since this particular story spans two continents, local stations may be a bit wary. A British report would want the human interest to Jeff's side 
of the story, but he's in America. So maybe a local U.S. station might be interested, but then that story can easily miss the intrigue and criminal 
pursuit that's in London.

I'm tempted of saying a story like this is better suited for CNN or the BBC than a local market. 

Although wait, are there even local news markets in Britain, or is it all just basically like Sky and BBC and such? 
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cYz
Joined: May 20, 2001 

honestly, that story is so comedy gold, do you want it on TV ? this is something where a LOT of TV-Station/magazines would jump in and give you 
a nice acompanniying team to help get pics of this scammer and all 
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HypeTelecon
Joined: May 19, 2003 

I AM GAY AND I DON'T CARE 
WHEN SOMEONE'S DOG DIES

If nothing happens in the next few days, and assuming MyNameIsJeff doesn't get any emails from him...would anyone that went to the barbershop 
be willing to flat out confront the guy about the whole thing? Maybe while recording with a DV cam hidden in a jacket or something?

I would just love to see the look on the guy's face if he was in on it. I'm also all for dumping the information to the proper department that could 
take care of this situation. Hopefully, because the evidence against the guy is so vast, the computer crimes department could expedite the process 
and throw this case on the top? 
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Armadildo
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

so confused @ this point.

He sold computer, d00d got it ? or no ? 

now Sherlock Holmsboy is on the case ?
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amputee
Joined: Aug 05, 2003 

i might be wrong...

better idea. give it a week or so. have a goon go to the barbershop, saying that he's jeff and wanted to personally make sure the p-p-powermac 
got there ok, and see if he can just have his money right then.

record reactions. threaten to call authorities if needed.

VVVV edit - if it wasnt clear enough, this post is to be used for amusement purposes only. 

amputee fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 23:16
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

amputee came out of the closet to say: 
better idea. give it a week or so. have a goon go to the barbershop, saying that he's jeff and wanted to personally make 
sure the p-p-powermac got there ok, and see if he can just have his money right then.

record reactions. threaten to call authorities if needed. 

Do you really think Jeff would fly ACROSS THE ATLANTIC OCEAN just to make sure he got the notebook? 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 
Do you really think Jeff would fly ACROSS THE ATLANTIC OCEAN just to make sure he got the notebook? 

"Hey, my company sent me here on business and I thought I would pop in..."

of course, the Uk goon would need a killer US accent...

Unless said UK goon said "My friend Jeff asked me to stop in..." 
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ChemicalWarfare
Joined: Jul 15, 2003 

I wonder who's Kissinger now!

If you could make up a convincing story about how you ran into enough money to fly over and get the money, because you are desperate for the 
money. They probably wouldn't believe that though. Just keep sending increasingly worried e-mails about the money. That should probably do it. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

Still doesn't make much sense.

Option (a) with the friend, then why not send it to the friend, have him/her deliver (and collect payment) it and ensure safe/timely delivery?

Option (b) if he was that desperate for cash, he wouldn't blow half the cost of the notebook on a round trip plane ticket, when he could be patient 
and have $3000+ instead of just $2000+. 

Lukano fucked around with this message at May 01, 2004 around 23:21
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

How much is it to send say.. a brick locally via fedex?

If he is just forwarding we could send him a brick each day. If not.. hey enjoy your bricks, maybe attach a note to each one. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 
Still doesn't make much sense.

Option (a) with the friend, then why not send it to the friend, have him/her deliver (and collect payment) it and ensure 
safe/timely delivery? 

UK friend could say that he was at Uni with him, worked with him, "place-lie-why-they-were-in-Washington-State-here" and where back in the Uk 
and were goingto check in about the package.

Bear in mind:
a) This couldn't be a goon who was seen lurking aorund the shop for a haircut, etc. That would raise suspicions
b) If the scammer is the barber, he might have openned the package, realized he was found out and might go after the unfortunate goon playing 
Jeff's friend.
If the barber is just the middle man, as I think we have decided was the case, he may just look at Mr. UK Goon and say "hey, I just sign for the 
packages. I have no idea what you are talking about." 

And then he goes and calls the Romanian mob. 

quote: 

Option (b) if he was that desperate for cash, he wouldn't blow half the cost of the notebook on a round trip plane ticket, 
when he could be patient and have $3000+ instead of just $2000+. 

True, but he could always say "Hi, I just hit the lottery/My name is really Paul Whatshisface who owns the SuperSonics and is a Microsoft 
gazillionaire. 

yosarian fucked around with this message at May 02, 2004 around 00:35
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HypeTelecon
Joined: May 19, 2003 

I AM GAY AND I DON'T CARE 
WHEN SOMEONE'S DOG DIES

quote: 

Armadildo came out of the closet to say: 
so confused @ this point.

He sold computer, d00d got it ? or no ? 

now Sherlock Holmsboy is on the case ?

 

How about you read the fucking thread. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

deebo came out of the closet to say: 
How much is it to send say.. a brick locally via fedex?

If he is just forwarding we could send him a brick each day. If not.. hey enjoy your bricks, maybe attach a note to each 
one. 

Bollocks to that, I say we send them for free, from about five yards away. 
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Uhclem
Joined: Jan 11, 2004 

Really...

Just finished reading the entire thread, good fucking work guys, love the James Bond style spying from the goons and Pipski himself. 

Since I can’t aid you in any real way, considering much of what needed to be done already has been, I’ll just give you some words of 
encouragement. 

Even if the package is never delivered, even if our said scammer has registered here and discovered our purpose; remember that for the sake of 
comedy brave goons willingly put their jobs, and perhaps even their lives on the line. For the sake of drama brave goons spent many man hours 
tracking down and confirming delivery locations, names, phone numbers, internet addresses, and other scams this man has perpetrated. And for 
no reason other than a common interest goons have rallied around one another, and given their all against a just crusade.

By god, we are a force to be reckoned with, and may he have mercy against those unjust men who find themselves under our attack. 
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Armadildo
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

quote: 

HypeTelecon came out of the closet to say: 

How about you read the fucking thread. 

I was with this thread for a good while............

It got replied to INTO OBLIVION.

sound advice though... I'll stick a pin in it for later 
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TheRedEye
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

You're making me very 
unhappy.

If this does get on TV, and you guys are interviewed, you should demand that your names on the screen be followed with "From The Internet." 
You know, like, on the bottom, where it would say your occupation or whatever. When they ask how you know each other, say "from The 
Internet," refer to Jeff being "from America's Internet," leave in the middle of the interview saying that "The Internet needs you," etc. 
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kripes
Joined: Aug 14, 2002 

BRRRRRAAAAAIIIINNNNSSS

Safe to say the fun is over. He would have picked it up by now, or risk it being labeled as undeliverable, and returned. He'd want to pick it up 
ASAP, just in case the victim gets wise and calls FedEx and puts a stop on it.

Oh well. I had fun  
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

Fedex is closed, he couldn't pick it up if he wanted to 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

quote: 

TheRedEye came out of the closet to say: 
If this does get on TV, and you guys are interviewed, you should demand that your names on the screen be followed 
with "From The Internet." You know, like, on the bottom, where it would say your occupation or whatever. When they 
ask how you know each other, say "from The Internet," refer to Jeff being "from America's Internet," leave in the middle 
of the interview saying that "The Internet needs you," etc. 

What the hell? That made little-no sense, yet I ed anyway...
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Enlightened1
Joined: Oct 14, 2003 

My eyes water from reading through all these pages, and now I wish I had paid more attention to this thread earlier...BUT...I should be relocating 
back home to the UK in June. Pipski, Starbucks, if you guys are ever desperate for a drink, it'll be on me. 
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VileInt
Joined: Dec 31, 2002 

If you don't hear from the guy for a while and the package is still at FedEx you can try to threaten to have it shipped back. This might motivate 
him to pick it up. 
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Love Muscle
Joined: Jan 26, 2004 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
legitimate programme makers have [...] influence (to persuade FedEx or customs to play along, to persuade the polis to 
prosecute the twat). 

Which makes me think... there might be enough to arrest whoever picks up/receives the package. What about contacting the cops and Fedex, and 
getting them to cuff the guy when he picks up/receives the P-P-Powerbook. 
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Lollerich
Joined: Mar 25, 2004 

OMG! THEY ARE HERE!

quote: 

Armadildo came out of the closet to say: 
so confused @ this point.

He sold computer, d00d got it ? or no ? 

now Sherlock Holmsboy is on the case ?

 

Refrain from using AOL speak. It's impossible to read. 
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

I'm in favour of talking to the media as soon as possible, but making sure Scammer McScamster doesn't get tipped off. 
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1badkarma
Joined: Mar 02, 2004 

I'm sorry, uh, I wasn't 
listening...

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I HAVE BAD NEWS.

The ringer was not delivered. I just called FedEx. It was never paid for. Probably because the jack ass gave me a bunk 
phone number.

I got transferred to the International Rep but hung up before I got to them.  

FUCK. I told you motherfuckers.

I hate it when I'm right sometimes.  
The FEDEX tracker would've updated the minute they send it out of the depot. They scan it and it registers into the system before the courier 
leaves the depot. 

Damn. I suggest we just sit tight. 
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Thunderstorm
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

I <3 Hitler p,s. Nazis are 
wicked cool

Very nice thread. 

However much fun it is, there were a few flaws in execution though.

1. Most webhosts do offer an overview over the referring hits. It's not unlikely he noticed a large amount of SA referers and invested 10 bux to 
check. That romanian named account - are we sure it's a gimmick? Can Lowtax maybe assist with localizing the owners origin?

2. The phone. Many cellphone providers register calling attempts while the phone is turned off. Again, I cannot say if this is the case here, but it is 
very well possible, that he was informed of a large amount of calls right after he shared that phone number.

3. Your ebay auction finnished with a highest bidder - it wasn't canceled. I am sure he is in posession of enough ebay accounts to check on that. 
Maybe he fell for the "multiple notebooks" story, maybe not.

4. It's also possible that all is well. He just didn't have the time/cash to pay whatever they want him to pay. Why would he be in a hurry?

5. The "lay low, leave him alone" approach: You just shipped of a very expensive Notebook. The guy pushed to have you send it express, yet he 
didn't pick it up. You should be getting really nervous and should fire off more emails like the last one you did.

6. These fake escrow sites are usually only up when they are needed, which usually isn't more than a day or two. He most likely has plenty of 
them. Which made the fake entries from SA very suspicious.

7. If he didn't check SA he probably doesn't expect what he is in for. However, all the small things he could have noticed added together, plus a 
certain sudden influx of strangers in his little barbershop can be enough for him to expect the cops, not a prank.

Suggestions:

1. Install backdoors on their computers. Try to get a monitor on the whole network. Maybe he uses a cheap hub to network the machines, then a 
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simple network sniffer will do. Else it could help what kinda router he is using to connect to the internet.

2. Get the cops involved. If anything backfires it'll be a good idea to have told your story already. Gives it more credibility.

3. Bug the house.

4. Monitor the shop after it closed. See if anyone is around and uses the computers, or if everyone just goes home. 
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Feanor
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

quote: 

Thunderstorm came out of the closet to say: 
2. The phone. Many cellphone providers register calling attempts while the phone is turned off. Again, I cannot say if this 
is the case here, but it is very well possible, that he was informed of a large amount of calls right after he shared that 
phone number. 

No, it was a Vodaphone number. They don't do this in the UK, only Orange do.

Beautiful thread by the way.... 
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KarmaSutra
Joined: Apr 30, 2004 

while (tired) acquire(caffeine)

quote: 

Thunderstorm came out of the closet to say: 

2. Get the cops involved. If anything backfires it'll be a good idea to have told your story already. Gives it more 
credibility.

In case there aren't enough goons to back up the story, and the thread is not enough? ;o)..

Other than that, I'd say you're probably right.. He'd have to be either very stupid, or overconfident to have not checked out why he was getting so 
many referrers on his escrow site. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

A lot of escrow sites are used by more than one scammer. Although I reckon that this one was put together by our guy, `cause he seems to have 
been using it for a while (based on other complaints against him), there could be several other scammers around the world using it themselves. He 
wouldn't know about them, or care about them doing it `cause it wouldn't impinge his efforts. If he even checks the hits he gets he probably just 
attributes them to other people's scams / attempted scams. 
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Oddity
Joined: Jun 22, 2003 

First off, amazing thread.

Second off, Jeff - As I was reading this thread I saw your number quoted in some of the replies, you edited your original post but they didn't edit 
the quote. Think that's a problem? I wouldn't want my # on The Internet, and I don't really have any reason to fear, I'm just paranoid. <_< 
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Thunderstorm
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

I <3 Hitler p,s. Nazis are 
wicked cool

quote: 

KarmaSutra came out of the closet to say: 

In case there aren't enough goons to back up the story, and the thread is not enough? ;o)..

Well, yes, if push comes to shove, there'll be enough facts on our side. However, if the cops are "in the know" you can avoid a lot of trouble. 
Checking SA and the other possible proof is not going to happen right away by Joe Cop - that would happen higher up the ladder. But we wouldn't 
want it to escalate in the first place. Can't hurt to tell Joe Cop that you are one of the good guys. Then, even if you do break a few laws, they'll 
know what it's about and not lock you up suspecting something more evil.

I wasn't refering to Jeff, either, but rather to the UK goons "in the field", as they would be the one catching the flak. Nothing Jeff did would get him 
into serious trouble. 
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KoalaReRe
Joined: Apr 20, 2003 

The Breast Plate of 
Righteousness

Jeff, any news? Or will i just be left sitting here forever refreshing? 
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Jobbernowl
Joined: Mar 12, 2004 

\Job"ber*nowl`\, n. [OE. 
jobbernoule, fr. jobarde a 
stupid fellow; cf. E. noll.] A 
blockhead. [Colloq. & Obs.]

I doubt Jeff will waste any time in letting us know if/when something happens. I woke up about 4 hours ago and read the entire thread without 
getting up once, worth the price of my account alone. 

Jobbernowl fucked around with this message at May 02, 2004 around 15:58
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

I've read everything here and so far no update on the FedEx site

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 
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highme
Joined: May 25, 2001 

It's golfin time, da?

quote: 

Thunderstorm came out of the closet to say: 
1. Most webhosts do offer an overview over the referring hits. It's not unlikely he noticed a large amount of SA referers 
and invested 10 bux to check. That romanian named account - are we sure it's a gimmick? Can Lowtax maybe assist with 
localizing the owners origin?

Unless you're not referring to Dofca, Fisty already said that they use a US based ISP and are pretty much in the clear. 
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logical fallacy
Joined: Mar 16, 2001 

quote: 

Thunderstorm came out of the closet to say: 
1. Install backdoors on their computers. Try to get a monitor on the whole network. Maybe he uses a cheap hub to 
network the machines, then a simple network sniffer will do. Else it could help what kinda router he is using to connect 
to the internet. 

I'm not sure of the laws in the UK, but in the US this would be a very bad idea. Committing a crime against a criminal is still a crime, and any 
computer related crime is subject to "being made an example" and the law wouldn't look any more highly on us than the scammer. 
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bob_dole_nz
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

Fifty four goddamned pages later and I know that in a couple of days it will be another 20. FUCK YOU ALL.

This is a brilliant thread, and if the package is not picked up in a week or so I urge everyone to pitch together to get the package sent back to the 
states. Assuming then that there will be no need for duties to be paid. Another 100 bucks would be well worth it to see the P-p-p-powerbook 
auctioned on SAmart or donated to Gooncon as a prize, or some shit like that.

Thread delivers, unlike FedEx. 
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Refugee
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
A lot of escrow sites are used by more than one scammer. Although I reckon that this one was put together by our guy, 
`cause he seems to have been using it for a while (based on other complaints against him), there could be several other 
scammers around the world using it themselves. He wouldn't know about them, or care about them doing it `cause it 
wouldn't impinge his efforts. If he even checks the hits he gets he probably just attributes them to other people's 
scams / attempted scams. 

We should tell WatchDog. Just so the Scottish guy can shout at the barber for a bit. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

KoalaReRe came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff, any news? Or will i just be left sitting here forever refreshing? 

quote: 

Jobbernowl came out of the closet to say: 
I doubt Jeff will waste any time in letting us know if/when something happens. I woke up about 4 hours ago and read 
the entire thread without getting up once, worth the price of my account alone. 

As soon as something happens, I'll have it posted here in minutes. 

quote: 

[i]Oddity cameout of the closet to say:
First off, amazing thread.

Second off, Jeff - As I was reading this thread I saw your number quoted in some of the replies, you edited your original 
post but they didn't edit the quote. Think that's a problem? I wouldn't want my # on The Internet, and I don't really 
have any reason to fear, I'm just paranoid. <_< 
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I edited out. I think I got all the posts. 
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sofokles
Joined: Feb 07, 2004 

Great action. 

Don't push this guy to much on the Escrow site being down, that might alarm him as even a very naive seller would be very worried about that. 
Just play the FedEx line , and pretend you never asked him about it in the first place - shoot of another email on tuesday that he needs to contact 
FedEx urgently. 

He'll call and arrange a cash on delivery arrangment with them. 

If he doesn't reply or contact Fedex you could tease him more by later in the week mailing and saying that FedEx are telling you they will have to 
return it to you and whine that you might have to pay import duties to the US due to improper documentation (no Proforma Invoice) on the export 
file. 
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Dudley
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

I am the Walrus. I am not on 
speaking Terms with the 
eggman

quote: 

logical fallacy came out of the closet to say: 

I'm not sure of the laws in the UK, but in the US this would be a very bad idea. Committing a crime against a criminal is 
still a crime, and any computer related crime is subject to "being made an example" and the law wouldn't look any more 
highly on us than the scammer. 

The UK has had for decades what's known as "the computer misuse act". In short an act like that could well get you 5 years in prison. 
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Thunderstorm
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

I <3 Hitler p,s. Nazis are 
wicked cool

quote: 

highme came out of the closet to say: 

Unless you're not referring to Dofca, Fisty already said that they use a US based ISP and are pretty much in the clear. 

I was under the impression he used Yahoo and noone was entirely sure if Yahoo allowed you to view your referers. No?

I admit only skimming the last 20 pages for relevant information. I might have missed that part. 
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Thunderstorm
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

I <3 Hitler p,s. Nazis are 
wicked cool

quote: 

logical fallacy came out of the closet to say: 

I'm not sure of the laws in the UK, but in the US this would be a very bad idea. Committing a crime against a criminal is 
still a crime, and any computer related crime is subject to "being made an example" and the law wouldn't look any more 
highly on us than the scammer. 

I was speaking purely hypothecial, assessing the situation without taking local laws into account. I do in no way condone illegal actions.

So, purely hypothetical, a scammer is unlikely to report such findings, as finding the culprit would need some investigating into his intarnet 
thingies, which he probably wouldn't like. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

Well I finally have time to make a lengthy post about what happened on the day.

Around 2:30 am I felt compelled to come there early because at that time there was a major 8:30 am - 9am Gap in which it could have come, and 
I havent been down to london for ages, so I checked the train timetable and decided to catch the 3:30 am train from Swansea to London 
Paddington, after having a few cups of coffee to keep me awake on the train I arrived at around 6:45, I then made my first post on SA basically 
saying im here and O shit whats the address again? After that I FINALLY found the platform for the hammersmith and city line and took the tube 
to Kings Cross, where I then took a tube down to the tube station which is a 20 minute walk from the drop off point, I then rang pipski who 
directed me there and I rang him from a phone box near the barber shop.

We then went to the Cafe and ordered a couple of coffees, pipski then went off for a piss and I ordered a breakfast (big mistake, but the waitress 
was hot). After that we had a couple of more teas until the place opened and I waited about 20 minutes and decided to go in and report back, the 
place had webcams SWEET. I then logged onto MSN and the account held on Yahoo, and got some hijack this logs. The Program someone 
suggested on here didnt unzip so I didnt use it, I then screenshotted the offline messages in Yahoo! Messenger (I will post these tomorrow for our 
translator as they definately seemed eastern european), MyNameIsJeff was the only one contacting me on the Yahoo before I decided to give 
everyone a webcam show  and then i hopped on IRC to give up to the minute info on whats going on, before I knew it the van turned up and i 
span the webcam around before getting out my digicam and taking a few shots. After that I took the thing downstairs and decided to try and get 
the digicam on the package, but was too late it was in the back.

I returned upstairs with pipski before deciding to get everything off and get outside, I set up scrolling marquees on three PC's and set my digicam 
to record (BUT I DIDNT ARRGH), and went downstairs to pay, and even gave the guy a tip for him being so helpful . I then was about to go 
before he said I forgot my phone which he gave to me and I then went across the street and grabbed a coke from the cafe. Everything after that 
has been explained.

It sucks it wasnt the package though, leave the next mission out for me the last one was expensive enough (around £50 including food and train 
fare) 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
I will post these tomorrow for our translator as they definately seemed eastern european 

Oooh! Post them NOW! Let's see what they are! HURRY! *rubbing hands* 
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pahnub
Joined: Jun 09, 2003 

Smurfin' Booty Since 1982

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Oooh! Post them NOW! Let's see what they are! HURRY! *rubbing hands* 

Agreed, eagerly awaitng Starbuck's post for more golden, intrigue, goodness. 
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Gozinbulx
Joined: Feb 19, 2004 

This is a free country, but on 
this stage we dance.

woa, took me about 2 days to reach this point. good job guys. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

Thread Archived up to pahnub's post. Will post link whenever 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Update

Well, at least we know FedEx didn't take it out back and burn it. It is still being handled. 

No emails from our mark.  

May 3, 2004 3:59 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 
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Gravitee
Joined: Nov 20, 2003 

Crumbs!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Update

Well, at least we know FedEx didn't take it out back and burn it. It is still being handled. 

No emails from our mark.  

May 3, 2004 3:59 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 

The "package" is still being "handled". 

Good night folks! I'll be here all week! Try the veal and tip your waitresses! They work on your tips and your tips alone!

Thanks for keeping us posted Sir MyNameIsJeff the Lionhearted 
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Alty
Joined: Mar 20, 2004 

I'll take a quiet life. and a 
handshake of carbon monoxide

Another Congratulatory Post:
Having sat here reading this, I'm sorry, but I feel something has to be said.

This will go down in history as one of the best threads ever. I'm just sorry that i missed it from the outset, as a British Goon, I would have loved to 
go on the Goon Recon missions. 

This truly is one of the greatest British-American coalition operations ever (not forgetting our Romanian input). Well done. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Yes, hats off to our romanian goon(s) who have helped us draw a profile of the scammer.

I seriously think this community is just as powerful as the CIA/NSA. Whereas the CIA/NSA has a million dollars, their budget is always restricted 
by congress. Goons however, are not accountable to anybody but themselves. This freedom, this independent organization goes unrestricted, and 
therefore can accomplish more in less time.. Its better, faster cheaper.

Consider this.

We have our translators. We have our analysts. A lot of goons may do this for a living, but use such talents to assist in privatized operations like 
these.

We have access to technology.. and we have goons who know how to use/exploit such technology to get the job done. We can find out anything 
about anybody. We have a lot of old-school hacker types who understand not just computers but also social engineering; the human flaws and 
organizational weaknesses are lain bare in the eyes of our hacker elite goons. Such weaknesses allows us to dig up information when we need it.

We are international, spread out worldwide, and are thus not subjected to statuatory laws that govern each state. This also means our operatives, 
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our goons are within mere hours of any "hot spot" around the globe.

We are motivated. We do this for pure justice. 

I wonder what the hell we could do.. if we hardened our security online, and organized ourselves better, I bet this community could even help fight 
the war on terror in a big way. If we wanted to.

Also like every organization, we have our fuckups, and morons who are unintentionally ruining things.. which we also do a damn good job 
maintaining as well so that it doesnt get out of hand.

Ah I love it here. I am anxious to see the screenshots Starbucks took so our translators can get to work. This will be leet. 
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Fil5000
Joined: Jun 23, 2003 

www.globalfrequency.org

Warren Ellis THOUGHT of it, but you guys actually did it. Nice. 
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Dell_Zincht
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I eat Chaos Emeralds.

Hopefully by tomorrow, we will have a conclusion to this wonderful thread. Damn bank holidays. 
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Chido
Joined: Dec 07, 2003 

Who's going to be there on Tuesday to record the delivery? Or nobody is? 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

Dell_Zincht came out of the closet to say: 
Hopefully by tomorrow, we will have a conclusion to this wonderful thread. Damn bank holidays. 

Yes. Wish it would have been today, finals starts for me tommorrow  
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I continue to believe that, eventualy, something will happen.
At least FedEx updated the status this morning. Doesn't SAY anything new unfortunatly, but it's good to see that the loyal FedEx Regulatory 
Agency Clearance Delay Employees(FERACDE) continue to pay our parcel some attention.

May 3, 2004 3:59 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 

Apr 30, 2004 3:19 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
I continue to believe that, eventualy, something will happen.
At least FedEx updated the status this morning. Doesn't SAY anything new unfortunatly, but it's good to see that the 
loyal FedEx Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay Employees(FERACDE) continue to pay our parcel some attention.

I doubt they are working today. I would assume that it will be released tommorow, if at all. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 

I doubt they are working today. I would assume that it will be released tommorow, if at all. 

I'm just pointing out that the tracking was updated. Someone, somewhere typed that in at 3am. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

You know, this guy might just say fuck it. He isn't paying Jeff for the package, so he isn't out anything if he decides not to pay the tax. If anything, 
he might be just as happy thinking he fucked some American out of a Powerbook and letting it rot in customs. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/craig.peters1/SS1.PNG

translate plz 
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queenbee
Joined: Mar 09, 2004 

pottymouth

The scammer's probably got this thing going with tens of people. Maybe one laptop isn't going to be a priority for him, he'll just get it when he 
gets it. 

If I was him, even if I suspected something was fishy, the fact that Jeff paid almost $100 out of his own pocket to send the package would cancel 
out the idea that it wasn't legit. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/craig.peters1/SS1.PNG

translate plz 

sandrasandra111: bye
sandrasandra111: i'll see you tomorrow
sandrasandra111: i'm sleepy
sandrasandra111: so i'm gonna go as well
sandrasandra111: i see that you disconnected
sandrasandra111: ok
sandrasandra111: and i said that for...

nothing crucial, unfortunately  should've highlighted the last message, since there probably was more to it. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Smekerman, I have an idea.

Is it possible that we can turn you into our Romanian field analyst.

Can you add this user to your yahoo list under a fake name (of course) and proceed to impersonate our mark? Try to illicit some information that 
could concern our P-P-P-Powerbook

If its too risky, or other goons have better ideas.. throw em around! 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

pooper scooper came out of the closet to say: 
Smekerman, I have an idea.

Is it possible that we can turn you into our Romanian field analyst.

Can you add this user to your yahoo list under a fake name (of course) and proceed to impersonate our mark? Try to 
illicit some information that could concern our P-P-P-Powerbook

If its too risky, or other goons have better ideas.. throw em around! 

I cant think of any better ideas, go for it I say (add both to your list, and contact with two DIFFERENT yahoo UIN's) 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

frankenbeans
Joined: Feb 16, 2003 

This has got to be the best thread I have ever witnessed. I spent several hours reading through this, and don't regret a second of it.

congratulations one and all. 
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sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 
You know, this guy might just say fuck it. He isn't paying Jeff for the package, so he isn't out anything if he decides not 
to pay the tax. If anything, he might be just as happy thinking he fucked some American out of a Powerbook and letting 
it rot in customs. 

If he didn't pay the tax it would probably be sent back to the sender rather than rotting in customs. He probably knows this so I doubt he would 
think he's fucking anyone out of a Powerbook. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
I cant think of any better ideas, go for it I say (add both to your list, and contact with two DIFFERENT yahoo UIN's) 

Nice idea. If at any point they start to question your identity try and make out like you're some Romanian script kiddie with `1337 hax0ring skillz' 
who `pwned their ass' (or Romanian equivalent  ). Or, how about sending an e-mail containing a link to a site - constructed by us, natch - that 
will snatch as many details about their location and system as possible? (I should point out that I am not techie at all so I might well be talking 
airily out of my ass.) At the same time we could tap on all of our friend's bogus e-mail accounts too, see which ones he is answering. For 
maximum chance of success the e-mail should probably be something like an advert for a new computer auction site or something. Or is there 
little new that we could find out that way? Have I been watching Hackers too much? 
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Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

The covert stuff sounds good except I'm at work right now and I can't do much from here. I'll set up two other Yahoo accounts when I get home, 
but I don't know when I'll be able to catch them online. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

Anybody else think the Romanian connection at 9B is no coincidence? 
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thesacrifice
Joined: May 03, 2004 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Hah, i got there a lot. Almost every weekend. I'm going to take you up on that soon! 

where you guys gonna go out to? 

May 03, 2004: 22:53  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

SignalTwoFive
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

Bob Sapp is laughing AT you, 
not WITH you.

quote: 

thesacrifice came out of the closet to say: 

where you guys gonna go out to? 

why? are YOU the scammer? 

 dun dun dun  
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thesacrifice
Joined: May 03, 2004 

quote: 

SignalTwoFive came out of the closet to say: 

why? are YOU the scammer? 

 dun dun dun  

naa cause im in olympia too and maybe dudes know a good bar 
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May 04, 2004: 00:42  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
Anybody else think the Romanian connection at 9B is no coincidence? 

nope, the guys owning it didn't seem romanian at all though. Nice bloke too, shame about the fact he is dodgy as fuck, he was nice to me because 
I gave him a £1 tip  he didnt know I installed backdoors in two PC's though  
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Or, how about sending an e-mail containing a link to a site - constructed by us, natch - that will snatch as many details 
about their location and system as possible? 

Getting their IP address would be easy...is that what you are looking for? I don't know much else, you could get their port as well, but it would be 
80 or their host, but you could look that up off their IP. Do you want me to setup a page for this real quick? 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

THE FORUMS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC! 
I REPEAT: THE FORUMS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

http://forums.somethingawful.com/sh...hreadid=1031391
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OniKun
Joined: Jul 23, 2003 

Yeah.

I have no idea what this thread is about, but its fun to read. 
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Verm
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Reality continues to ruin my 
life.

Just read the whole thread in one sitting.

Outstanding and mad I didn't open this sooner.

Subscribing and awaiting the glorious outcome. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

THE FORUMS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC! 
I REPEAT: THE FORUMS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

http://forums.somethingawful.com/sh...hreadid=1031391

 

I'm sure he's already been tipped off by now. Too many footprints pointing back here. Think about it, a "secret" sting with over a quarter million 
page views. I'd give up hope... 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Only FedEx can give you updates that arn't really updates.

May 4, 2004 3:02 am 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 

May 3, 2004 3:59 am
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 

Apr 30, 2004 3:19 am 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay

Do they not fucking sleep in London? Maybe they can get the shit delivered if they try during business hours. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 04, 2004 around 03:44
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MrlynBnny
Joined: Dec 16, 2003 

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

I had a class taught by a guy from China who had a thick accent AND a lisp. 

My boyfriend had a Chinese woman (not Chinese-American) teach one of his English classes. A linguistics class, in fact. ??? 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Thunderstorm came out of the closet to say: 
I was under the impression he used Yahoo and noone was entirely sure if Yahoo allowed you to view your referers. No? 

Well, his site was coded in PHP and with PHP you could easily generate a script to determine where your referers were coming from - even if you 
didn't have access to "raw logs." Actually, he was using what appeared to be a database that allowed users to sign up, add items and then modify 
them. 

quote: 

Thunderstorm came out of the closet to say: 
Very nice thread.  

You also left out the possibility that he may have been arrested. This guy's an international criminal. I'm sure he had other scams going other than 
this one.

Props to the UK Goons who invested their time, money and bravery into this. This has been a VERY exciting read! 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

Okay have finally finished reading and am all up to date. I am P1PSK1's brother and may (just may) be able to help. Part of my job involves 
maintaining a large database of dodgy types, mostly from London. If you give me all the names connected to this whole debacle (I didn't think 
about writing them all down until about 3 mins ago and I have to go to bed) I will check the files. I can also contact our 5 London branches and 
they can run them as well. If I find a match I will be able to furnish you with addresses and D.O.B's and whatever criminal activities we know that 
they are involved in.

Plus I know a couple of coppers (keep them supplied with coffee and Penguins on the cold winter nights) so I could ask some purely hypothetical 
questions if any of them turn up.

I am playing golf this afternoon and will try to check in about 19:00GMT before work. If you post the names I will check tonight and update 
tomorrow morning.

PS He is sooooooo not James Bond! More like... Eric Morecambe in "The Intelligence Men" 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

Wow, worst ending to the best story ever.    
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Helpplease
Joined: Apr 20, 2004 

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 
Wow, worst ending to the best story ever.    

agreed 
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StinkyWizzleteats
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Third Quartermaster of the 
New England Calvinball 
Combination

quote: 

Blaise came out of the closet to say: 
Wow, worst ending to the best story ever.    

It's not over. It CAN'T be over. Not like this... 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 
Okay have finally finished reading and am all up to date. I am P1PSK1's brother and may (just may) be able to help. Part 
of my job involves maintaining a large database of dodgy types, mostly from London. If you give me all the names 
connected to this whole debacle (I didn't think about writing them all down until about 3 mins ago and I have to go to 
bed) I will check the files. I can also contact our 5 London branches and they can run them as well. If I find a match I 
will be able to furnish you with addresses and D.O.B's and whatever criminal activities we know that they are involved 
in. 

How about locations? That drop site aught to be on every single dodgy list on the planet. 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Do they not fucking sleep in London? Maybe they can get the shit delivered if they try during business hours. 

I'm starting to think the closing of the fake escrow, the phone calls, the seizure of his stolen ebay account, has raised his alarm levels. He may not 
try and hit this package, the only two other options would be to e-mail him and let him know you can't wait for customs, you will pay for his taxes 
because you need the 2 grand really bad. Second option is to just let it die? Maybe the romanian/UK goon combo can find this guy's address and 
instead of the FedEx package, deliver a P-p-p-p-punch? 
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Landrobot
Joined: Jul 14, 2001 

quote: 

StinkyWizzleteats came out of the closet to say: 

It's not over. It CAN'T be over. Not like this... 

I learned from this thread that a barber in London can run a shop with the name, "Jean Climax" 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

sven523 came out of the closet to say: 

If he didn't pay the tax it would probably be sent back to the sender rather than rotting in customs. He probably knows 
this so I doubt he would think he's fucking anyone out of a Powerbook. 

It won't go back to the sender unless the sender pays for return shipping. Remember Jeff said the Lady at the shipping place said that if it doesn't 
get delivered it will get shipped back, but it has to be paid for? 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 

It won't go back to the sender unless the sender pays for return shipping. Remember Jeff said the Lady at the shipping 
place said that if it doesn't get delivered it will get shipped back, but it has to be paid for? 

I personally guarantee he would make his money back by putting the P-p-p-powerbook up for auction on ebay. 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 

How about locations? That drop site aught to be on every single dodgy list on the planet. 

Good idea I can get London to run a postode match, a street match and maybe a phone number match... not sure about that. The main London 
branch is on Edgeware Road as well so there's a chance he's been in as a customer. I still need the names though so if anyone knows any off the 
top of their heads please post them ASAP. I really haven't got time to read back through 50 odd pages to find it all.

You know it's a bad day on the golf course when you get hit in the eye by a hailstone and the bunkers have turned into water hazards! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

StinkyWizzleteats came out of the closet to say: 

It's not over. It CAN'T be over. Not like this... 

THIS IS NOT OVER. 
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toolboi
Joined: Jul 24, 2002 

I asked for a larger and more 
obnoxious custom tittle. Krursk 
bought me this one instead.

Have you thought about emailing him saying something along the lines of that you are waiting and are starting to get worried, and if you dont get 
a response you will have no choice but to contact the police. Anything to get a response from him. 
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Yim
Joined: Feb 12, 2004 

[ Corruption ]

quote: 

toolboi came out of the closet to say: 
Have you thought about emailing him saying something along the lines of that you are waiting and are starting to get 
worried, and if you dont get a response you will have no choice but to contact the police. Anything to get a response 
from him. 

considering thats his $2000 p-p-p-p-p-ower book stuck in fed ex transit, go for gold  
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Pretend not to know what is going on with FedEx, and ask him for your money. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

toolboi came out of the closet to say: 
Have you thought about emailing him saying something along the lines of that you are waiting and are starting to get 
worried, and if you dont get a response you will have no choice but to contact the police. Anything to get a response 
from him. 

Yes, and we can sweeten the pot by presenting him with all the info we know about him so far, including pictures. 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 
Yes, and we can sweeten the pot by presenting him with all the info we know about him so far, including pictures. 

Not a bad idea if executed properly, send him an angry e-mail like "OMG U NOT PICKING UP THE POWERBOOK SO I HAXED YOUR IP!!! IF YOU 
DONT PICK IT UP AND RELEASE ESCROW I WILL TELL THE FBI YOU ARE: John Macabee" 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 

Good idea I can get London to run a postode match, a street match and maybe a phone number match... not sure about 
that. The main London branch is on Edgeware Road as well so there's a chance he's been in as a customer. I still need 
the names though so if anyone knows any off the top of their heads please post them ASAP. I really haven't got time to 
read back through 50 odd pages to find it all.

I think that the only reall name we even HAVE so far is Jean Climax (the barber). The other names were used through the escrow service and may 
or may NOT be true. Anyone else want to post some names that MAY actualy be true?

We know that Jean Climax haircuttingplace is a drop for the romanian name anyway... 
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May 04, 2004: 19:59  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

Let's give it another week, and then if the package is still in limbo, we can release a barage of pranks/posting pictures of the barbershop/tipping 
off press/tipping off authorities. 
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sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

I think we need to find out what "Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay" means. There's a good chance that the package is stuck in there whether he 
wants to pick it up or not. Perhaps it will get through this and get delivered and we're all worrying for nothing. I'd suggest calling FedEx and asking 
them what the hell is up with the package.

VVVVVV - FUCK it IS the taxes. That's pretty fucked up. I say contact the guy before you pay anything. - VVVVVV 

sven523 fucked around with this message at May 04, 2004 around 21:38
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

JEFF! We have a situation! 

FedEX just called me (I gave them my number on the spot to contact, since yours was MIA) and asked if we had gotten a hold of the receiver. I 
obviously said no, and said that we were very concerned. Well, FedEX wants to know if we will pay the dues and have it delivered anyway, or we 
will be charged a storage fee. 

I told the woman at FedEX that I would confer with you and have you contact them. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

OH GOD DAMNIT. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
OH GOD DAMNIT. 

GIVE THEM HIS NUBER FROM THE SHOP!!!!! 
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STFU DONNY
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

V.I. Lenin. Vladimir Illanich 
Uleninov!

I think it's time to contact the authorities guys, unless we goons spend 50 pages to get scammed by the scammer! 
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hollykat
Joined: Mar 22, 2003 

Meow.

quote: 

Landrobot came out of the closet to say: 

I learned from this thread that a barber in London can run a shop with the name, "Jean Climax" 

A barbershop/cybercafe combo, no less. I really do live in the wrong city. 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 
JEFF! We have a situation! 

FedEX just called me (I gave them my number on the spot to contact, since yours was MIA) and asked if we had gotten a 
hold of the receiver. I obviously said no, and said that we were very concerned. Well, FedEX wants to know if we will pay 
the dues and have it delivered anyway, or we will be charged a storage fee. 

I told the woman at FedEX that I would confer with you and have you contact them. 

Call FedEx and say that you want to pay the duties, after all a couple dollars shouldn't be too bad. Then, when they say it is 250+ say "wft?!" After 
that, explain that FedEx must have input the wrong Declared Value. Then show pictures of the item to the rep so they know it is only worth 20 
dollars. Then get them to change the duties to a couple of dollars and get it mailed out. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

WE should just try to get it sent back.

THEM THEM TO THROW IT AWAY 

May 04, 2004: 21:53  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

LordEvilElmo
Joined: Feb 08, 2004 

The box... says no

I hate to say, but it looks to me like the mark has got a letter from customs and excise asking him for some shinny sheckels for his delightful new 
machine. He most likely expects you to pay for it through desperation and desire for the cash.

V V funny thread by the way  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

LordEvilElmo came out of the closet to say: 
I hate to say, but it looks to me like the mark has got a letter from customs and excise asking him for some shinny 
sheckels for his delightful new machine. He most likely expects you to pay for it through desperation and desire for the 
cash.

V V funny thread by the way  

That could very well be it! That crafty little bastard!

I will send another email! 
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Atomon
Joined: Mar 15, 2003 

I can't remember my legs

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
THEM THEM TO THROW IT AWAY 

wait. what? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
WE should just try to get it sent back.

THEM THEM TO THROW IT AWAY 

Try to get the DV changed first guys. 

May 04, 2004: 21:55  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

Curufin
Joined: Oct 06, 2003 

Fifth Son of Fëanor

Jeff, you didn't give them your real address or anything did you? I hope this isn't going to become postal fraud or anything serious like that. Why 

couldn't he have just paid the taxes and gotten it delivered already? 

EDIT: The past tense of "pay" is "paid", not "payed". 

Curufin fucked around with this message at May 05, 2004 around 22:15
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Curufin came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff, you didn't give them your real address or anything did you? I hope this isn't going to become postal fraud or 

anything serious like that. Why couldn't he have just payed the taxes and gotten it delivered already?  

No, I didn't. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

Stay calm MyNameIsJeff - I'm sure that you will get support if they DO get your addie and try to charge you an arm and a leg. It would be great if 
Mr. Scammypants would just ANSWER HIS E-MAIL!!! 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Giz, if they call again, will you get the cost for:

The holding fee
The Tax
And cost to ship it back

Thanks! 

May 04, 2004: 22:06  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Giz, if they call again, will you get the cost for:

The holding fee
The Tax
And cost to ship it back

Thanks! 

I am telling you, at least TRY the switch the DV to change the duties, it would be WAY better and cheaper that way. 
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chizarlie
Joined: Oct 12, 2003 

For shizzle

I think if we easily collected the money for shipping, we could also easily collect the money for duties... unless it's like $200. In that case, ^^^^ 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

chizarlie came out of the closet to say: 
I think if we easily collected the money for shipping, we could also easily collect the money for duties... unless it's like 
$200. In that case, ^^^^ 

Well, what would we want to do?
Get it lowered (if we can) and have it sent to him anyway?
Pay for the return shipping?
OR forget about it in customs and never speak of htis again? 
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Wrong Igor
Joined: Feb 22, 2004 

I'm getting too old. Kill me.

It wouldn't be much fun if the taxes were paid by goons and the package delivered unless you establish contact with the scammer first. 
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Random Nonsense
Joined: Nov 02, 2002 

I don't drive recklessly, I drive 
interestingly.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Get it lowered (if we can) and have it sent to him anyway? 

I think this is the best option. If you can't get it lowered, though, then you should see what it would cost to get it sent back. I'm sure we'll be able 
to get the money together to get it shipped back, if that's what it comes down to. 
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Voice of Reason
Joined: Jul 20, 2002 

I think he's wise. 
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IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
forget about it in customs and never speak of htis again? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

-----Original Message-----
From: MyNameIsJeff [mailto:mynameisjeff@bootsix.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2004 2:34 PM
To: 'scont06@yahoo.com'
Subject: Package cannot be delivered!

Hello!

I received a call from FedEx saying that they are unable to get a hold of you to deliver the package. I really need payment for my laptop, so the 
sooner you get it and approve of it, the sooner the escrow can release my money to me. They said that they will have to charge me to hold it if 
they cannot deliver it. If that is the case, I will just pay to have it sent back.

Do you have another phone number? I was going to try to look you up by address maybe, but I don’t think that will work, so I thought I’d ask you 
first! Please respond as soon as you can! I am very eager to complete the transaction!

Thank you!

Jeff 
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thefunkygibbon
Joined: Jul 23, 2002 

by my reckoning the duty to be paid on it if it was declared as $2000 would be £195 or $350.

if it is at all possible to convince them that you made a mistake in the declaration then that would be the way to go. but since he no doubt knows 
about all this i dont think it would worth paying the duty and getting it shipped. hell get it shipped back to you and ebay it or sell it on SAMart as i 
bet that you'd get your money back now that the item is forum history...worth much more in years to come when the forum museum opens  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

thefunkygibbon came out of the closet to say: 
by my reckoning the duty to be paid on it if it was declared as $2000 would be £195 or $350.

if it is at all possible to convince them that you made a mistake in the declaration then that would be the way to go. but 
since he no doubt knows about all this i dont think it would worth paying the duty and getting it shipped. hell get it 
shipped back to you and ebay it or sell it on SAMart as i bet that you'd get your money back now that the item is forum 
history...worth much more in years to come when the forum museum opens  

I would also rather have it sent back before he gets it without paying the taxes.

Edit:
If we do get it sent back, I declare assault on his phone number and address. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 04, 2004 around 22:47
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Lungboy
Joined: Aug 23, 2002 

Nothing is True, Everything is 
Permitted

Blimey, top stuff to all concerned so far. I don't see the point in a collection to pay the tax so it gets sent to the git. Better off using the cash to 
have it sent back to the US. Just seems daft wasting money when all that will happen is it gets trashed.

Pipski: I'm a UK goon with a motorbike licence. Unfortunately, i'm right in the middle of my busiest week of my uni career so far so there is no 
way i can get to London to view the bike. Sorry. 

Lungboy fucked around with this message at May 04, 2004 around 22:51
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fuckingtest
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

We can rebuild him. but I don't 
wanna spend alot of money.

Holy shit...We should all do a paypal drive. We only need 20 goons to send Jeff $10 bucks. Err, well maybe 30 or so...But c'mon Im so in for $10 if 
it means a chance for some other London Goons to setup another recon mission and actually see what happens when the package is delivered.

Maybe the guy in the barbershop is just a front, but there has to be more to the story. We even had a guy speaking Romanian in a yahoo 
messnger window...WE ARE SO CLOSE.

Or not. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

fuckingtest came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit...We should all do a paypal drive. We only need 20 goons to send Jeff $10 bucks. Err, well maybe 30 or so...But 
c'mon Im so in for $10 if it means a chance for some other London Goons to setup another recon mission and actually 
see what happens when the package is delivered.

Maybe the guy in the barbershop is just a front, but there has to be more to the story. We even had a guy speaking 
Romanian in a yahoo messnger window...WE ARE SO CLOSE.

Or not. 

I think we should wait for Gizmo to get back to us with a cost for return shipping. I really don't want to pay the tax for this jerk. He won't be 
crushed if he didn't pay for it. 
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Vince McMahon
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

Just abort if he won't accept it. It's not really much of a punishment for him for you lot to spend $300 or whatever. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I think we should wait for Gizmo to get back to us with a cost for return shipping. I really don't want to pay the tax for 
this jerk. He won't be crushed if he didn't pay for it. 

They haven't called back, and I told them you would call them. I have plans for tonight and early tomorrow so I won't be able to call again until 
tomorrow afternoon (around 2:30 pm central). 

I would advise you calling. 
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Lungboy
Joined: Aug 23, 2002 

Nothing is True, Everything is 
Permitted

Yeah, if it's not the scammer losing money then i don't really see the point. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

my new title makes me sad. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
my new title makes me sad. 

Hahaha. I didn't do it but that is damn funny. 
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sofokles
Joined: Feb 07, 2004 

That last email you sent was very good. Very good. 
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Kyguy
Joined: Jul 30, 2002 

Snow!

I like the old one  
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
my new title makes me sad. 

I liked P-P-P-Powerbook more. 
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donny_paycheck
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Clean my area.

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
I liked P-P-P-Powerbook more. 

Me too. The new one is pretty funny in a "haha it's not me" way, though. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
my new title makes me sad. 

It makes me angry. I'm the one who got the other one that I think everybody liked better. I may have the old avatar if you want to get it back. 
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GC
Joined: Jul 08, 2002 

zoom zoom

Protip: just because he pays the taxes doesn't mean he can't get them back. All he has to do is file a claim form explaining that you misreported 
the value of the item and they will reconsider it. Usually it involves taking the package back to the post office or FedEx's clearing house. Not sure 
what FedEx's relationship is with the system over there.

Sorry. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

never mind...wrong post 
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Scotsman
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

What about calling the barber shop, pretending to be Fedex, and ask if they're going to pay the taxes, or even when it can be delivered? 
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Keisuke
Joined: May 05, 2002 

quote: 

GC came out of the closet to say: 
Protip: just because he pays the taxes doesn't mean he can't get them back. All he has to do is file a claim form 
explaining that you misreported the value of the item and they will reconsider it. Usually it involves taking the package 
back to the post office or FedEx's clearing house. Not sure what FedEx's relationship is with the system over there.

Sorry. 

Yeah, but I don't think he would do this if he did pick it up, it would seem to be calling too much attention to himself. I imagine he has plenty of 
other scams going on that it isn't worth the trouble for him to shell out $350 or whatever for this one screwup. Probably shouldn't have gotten 
greedy and relied on the p-p-powerbook to piss him off, but what're you going to do at this point. 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

Okay I have done an extensive search of our files and checked the London database and have found nothing on that specific address. I can give 
you the name and D.O.B. of his next door neighbour or the guy who lives a bit further down the road. I did a postcode search on our software 
(which is usually pretty accurate I think it's issued by the post office) and the only possible address that could relate to that property is "Colindale 
Corperate Services". No barbers, no internet cafe. The Indian restaurant is listed (if anyone wants a decent dose of food poisoning), as are all the 
other properties on the photos.

I would therefore assume that the barbers shop is extremely dodgy and that some form af hardened clay building material coming into contact 
with their facia windowpane would not be totally out of line.

Sorry I couldn't be more help.

In my opinion I'd ship "the package" back to the states and then you can all come up with a new idea to take this motherfucker to goon school. 
Sell the PPPPowerbook to the highest goon bidder and then use any remaining proceeds to fund the next mission. I'm pretty sure a few of us 
would like it as a souvenier. If at first you don't succeed... start bottling petrol and tearing up rags! 
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Jack Burton
Joined: Mar 01, 2002 

It's all in the reflexes.

Well, that's a bummer. I was really looking forward to some kind of thrilling conclusion. Alas, t'was not to be. 

Shit.  
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

Patience everyone. You know enough about the scam to launch a second operation. I don't think he'll stop doing this he'll just change his methods 
a little bit. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
my new title makes me sad. 

Me too. I spent a lot of time and effort and that P-P-P-Powerbook avatar. well, not really, but it was made with Goon Love. 
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Waffle Zone
Joined: Mar 17, 2004 

Justice is a dish best served cold!

Edit: Very cold. 
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Nimrod "Felcher" 
Soames
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

quote: 

chiizukami came out of the closet to say: 
Justice is a dish best served cold!

Edit: Very cold. 

Gazpacho Justice 
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Dazb0
Joined: Feb 05, 2004 

Just that little bit better...

quote: 

Scotsman came out of the closet to say: 
What about calling the barber shop, pretending to be Fedex, and ask if they're going to pay the taxes, or even when it 
can be delivered? 

I think that's a pretty good idea.

Personally I think the second the scammer read Jeff's email saying he had marked the value at $2000 was the second he decided he wasn't going 
to be collecting the parcel. He's a scammer, no matter what you email him, im sure won't respond now.

The best link you have to this guy is the barber shop. FedEX delivered two parcels to that place when the UK goons were on their spy mission. He 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

is more than likely taking deliveries for dodgy guys with their dodgy P.O. Boxes. (I'm aware this has already been suggested on the thread)

Contacting the place posing as FedEX and listening to the barbers response has to be in some way worthwhile.

Having goons pay the taxes for this parcel is a complete waste of time. 
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Tyblerone
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

Some People Just Need To Be 
Shot

quote: 

Dazb0 came out of the closet to say: 

I think that's a pretty good idea.

Personally I think the second the scammer read Jeff's email saying he had marked the value at $2000 was the second he 
decided he wasn't going to be collecting the parcel. He's a scammer, no matter what you email him, im sure won't 
respond now.

The best link you have to this guy is the barber shop. FedEX delivered two parcels to that place when the UK goons were 
on their spy mission. He is more than likely taking deliveries for dodgy guys with their dodgy P.O. Boxes. (I'm aware this 
has already been suggested on the thread)

Contacting the place posing as FedEX and listening to the barbers response has to be in some way worthwhile.

Having goons pay the taxes for this parcel is a complete waste of time. 

I have no idea what's going on now, nor did I when this thread started. WTF is GOING ON? 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

Forget about a collection to pay duties--that's a waste of good dough. Call FedEx and give them the barbershop's phone number. You could even 
exercise a bit of creative license and tell FedEx that the winning eBay bidder said it was being shipped to his friend's barbershop and that his friend 
was to sign for the package and pay the duties. Then give the barbershop phone number. If the barber is in on it, then he'll get irritated with the 
calls.

edit: Next package to 9B should contain 1000 frozen Japanese hornets, postpaid. They should thaw out nicely by the time they're delivered.

"People are not the Japanese giant hornet's usual prey, but those who have felt its sting describe the pain as excruciating. Masato Ono, an 
entomologist at Tamagawa University, near Tokyo, said it's "like a hot nail through my leg." 

Someone who is stung by the hornet and doesn't receive proper treatment soon thereafter can die from the venom, which is powerful enough to 
disintegrate human flesh. About 40 people die each year after being stung by giant hornets, mainly as a result of an allergic reaction to the 
venom." 

Dr.SchadenFreud fucked around with this message at May 05, 2004 around 13:36
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Teflon Bob
Joined: Feb 02, 2004 

quote: 

Tyblerone came out of the closet to say: 

I have no idea what's going on now, nor did I when this thread started. WTF is GOING ON? 

We are going to fuck your mom, and there is nothing you can do about it. 
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Gozinbulx
Joined: Feb 19, 2004 

This is a free country, but on 
this stage we dance.

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
Forget about a collection to pay duties--that's a waste of good dough. Call FedEx and give them the barbershop's phone 
number. You could even exercise a bit of creative license and tell FedEx that the winning eBay bidder said it was being 
shipped to his friend's barbershop and that his friend was to sign for the package and pay the duties. Then give the 
barbershop phone number. If the barber is in on it, then he'll get irritated with the calls.

edit: Next package to 9B should contain 1000 frozen Japanese hornets, postpaid. They should thaw out nicely by the 
time they're delivered.

"People are not the Japanese giant hornet's usual prey, but those who have felt its sting describe the pain as 
excruciating. Masato Ono, an entomologist at Tamagawa University, near Tokyo, said it's "like a hot nail through my 
leg." 

Someone who is stung by the hornet and doesn't receive proper treatment soon thereafter can die from the venom, 
which is powerful enough to disintegrate human flesh. About 40 people die each year after being stung by giant hornets, 
mainly as a result of an allergic reaction to the venom." 

Yeah, lets KILL him! 
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StickGuy
Joined: Dec 09, 2000 

We are on an expedicion. Find 
the moon is our mission.

quote: 

Tyblerone came out of the closet to say: 

I have no idea what's going on now, nor did I when this thread started. WTF is GOING ON? 

Here's an idea:
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clckwrkMalchick
Joined: Nov 14, 2003 

when God created hate we had 
a standard utility

I've been keeping up with this, excellent work all. Just $.02, but I think you should have the thing shipped back, then auction it. Take the money 
and recoupe your losses, then report the fucker to the police. Then begin the goon justice, er harrassment

quote: 

Teflon Bob came out of the closet to say: 

We are going to fuck your mom, and there is nothing you can do about it. 
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esky
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

Hey, so what's going on 30 pages later? 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

quote: 

StickGuy came out of the closet to say: 

Here's an idea:

 

that is fucking  
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I think I'm on the "give FedEx the barber's number" bus. Then work that shop over somehow. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok. Still no emails from the mark. Here is my plan:

Give FedEx the number to the shop. Once this is done, we wait. While I'm on the phone with fedex, I will get a cost for return shipping. (This will 
be the cheap long method)
If fedex still can't get it delivered, we have it returned, and I guess I can auction it off. Then we give the little barber shop a call. Or a few 
hundred. 
Then we report him. 
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King-O-Pork
Joined: Nov 28, 2001 

Spread her ass cheeks and 
have an honest look. Just you 
and the asshole. Describe the 
colors to yourself, describe the 
textures in your mind. See that 
fucking tiny joint-looking roll of 
toilet paper on her asshole? 
Remember it.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Ok. Still no emails from the mark. Here is my plan:

Give FedEx the number to the shop. Once this is done, we wait. While I'm on the phone with fedex, I will get a cost for 
return shipping. (This will be the cheap long method)
If fedex still can't get it delivered, we have it returned, and I guess I can auction it off. Then we give the little barber 
shop a call. Or a few hundred. 
Then we report him. 

I actually think it's this simple man: another goon probably told him. The forums are filled with every type of person from everywhere, I mean look 
at the people we got to stake the place out. He probably had a buddy on here. And now that the forums are public, it's gonna just get more 
difficult. 
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TheRedEye
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

You're making me very 
unhappy.

quote: 

King-O-Pork came out of the closet to say: 
I actually think it's this simple man: another goon probably told him. 

Scammers and their friends don't strike me as the kind to casually read GBS in the morning. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Ok. Still no emails from the mark. Here is my plan:

Give FedEx the number to the shop. Once this is done, we wait. While I'm on the phone with fedex, I will get a cost for 
return shipping. (This will be the cheap long method)
If fedex still can't get it delivered, we have it returned, and I guess I can auction it off. Then we give the little barber 
shop a call. Or a few hundred. 
Then we report him. 

I think that's a good idea. Especially where the barber shop gets several hundred calls. 

I vote to call from the states. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 

I think that's a good idea. Especially where the barber shop gets several hundred calls. 

I vote to call from the states. 

Aside from being the shipping address, how do you know the Barber Shop has anything to do with the fraud? Why harass a possibly innocent shop 
owner? Encouraging hundreds of calls to be made to this business, despite your CIA quality reserach, is not very responsible. Then, of course, so is 
committing mail fraud to fight mail fraud.

What exactly would you have done if fedex lost your package? Would you have accepted the value you claimed it to have been worth? 

liquorhead fucked around with this message at May 05, 2004 around 19:17
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Hellafied4
Joined: Jun 05, 2003 

Your freedom of speech does 
not mean I'm obligated to 
listen. Now get the hell out of 
Broad Street you dirty hippies.

They saw him signing for packages in the name of the guy who tried to scam him.

Never thought Id get a responsibility lecture form a guy named Liquorhead with a Mike Nesmith avatar... 
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harrybozack
Joined: Jun 06, 2002 

"I BOUGHT A PIG IN A 
POKE WITH THIS ONE, 
ABBY. LET'S HOPE IT 
DOESN'T BLOW UP ON THE 
STAND!"

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Aside from being the shipping address, how do you know the Barber Shop has anything to do with the fraud? Why 
harass a possibly innocent shop owner? Encouraging hundreds of calls to be made to this business, despite your CIA 
quality reserach, is not very responsible. Then, of course, so is committing mail fraud to fight mail fraud.

What exactly would you have done if fedex lost your package? Would you have accepted the value you claimed it to have 
been worth? 

This was a question I had, but was unwilling to read through a million pages to see if it had been asked/answered 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Hellafied4 came out of the closet to say: 
They saw him signing for packages in the name of the guy who tried to scam him.

Never thought Id get a responsibility lecture form a guy named Liquorhead with a Mike Nesmith avatar... 

I thought it was established that the package never went there? Did someone actually match the exact signature the guy gave to FedEx for other 
packages? I read this thread, and must have missed that part. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

harrybozack:

quote: 

Hellafied4 came out of the closet to say: 
They saw him signing for packages in the name of the guy who tried to scam him.

quote: 

Hellafied4 came out of the closet to say: 
They saw him signing for packages in the name of the guy who tried to scam him.

quote: 

Hellafied4 came out of the closet to say: 
They saw him signing for packages in the name of the guy who tried to scam him.
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harrybozack
Joined: Jun 06, 2002 

"I BOUGHT A PIG IN A 
POKE WITH THIS ONE, 
ABBY. LET'S HOPE IT 
DOESN'T BLOW UP ON THE 
STAND!"

ChlamydiaJones:

quote: 

I quoted him before the response was posted. 

quote: 

I quoted him before the response was posted. 

quote: 

I quoted him before the response was posted. 
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Hellafied4
Joined: Jun 05, 2003 

Your freedom of speech does 
not mean I'm obligated to 
listen. Now get the hell out of 
Broad Street you dirty hippies.

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

I thought it was established that the package never went there? Did someone actually match the exact signature the guy 
gave to FedEx for other packages? I read this thread, and must have missed that part. 

I thought the recon team saw and heard him signing for packages using the name of the guy that MyNameIsJeff was allegedly selling his computer 
to. He signed for other packages as the scammer. 

Maybe im hallucinating. Can any of the guys who were there confirm/deny? 
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cheesebot
Joined: Jul 21, 2002 

I cheesebot

quote: 

harrybozack came out of the closet to say: 

This was a question I had, but was unwilling to read through a million pages to see if it had been asked/answered 

I see it this way. The value of the P-P-P-Powerbook! is obviously not intrinsic - it's sentimental or collectible. On eBay, Best Brains were auctioning 
off props and pieces of the MST3K set. People were paying hundreds and thousands of dollars for something like a grey spray-painted Hungry, 
Hungry Hippos game. Who's to say this isn't a similar case? 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Hellafied4 came out of the closet to say: 

I thought the recon team saw and heard him signing for packages using the name of the guy that MyNameIsJeff was 
allegedly selling his computer to. He signed for other packages as the scammer. 

Maybe im hallucinating. Can any of the guys who were there confirm/deny? 

Yes, I heard him spelling the name `Sessarego' to the FedEx delivery driver. It doesn't mean that he WAS G.S., but if he's prepared to sign his 
name then he should be prepared to take anything else G.S. has coming to him. Jeff, this is your call buddy but, whatever you decide to do, be 
aware that recruiting goons to observe any drop will be easier at a weekend then on a working day. There is no damned way on Earth I could 
make it there during office hours now, I've pretty much burned my boats on that front.

iiwy I'd try and get FedEx to revalue it, even if it means them opening and resealin it. Apart from anything else, if the parcel does end up being 
delivered to that address and ACCEPTED AND SIGNED FOR there, then it limits this fucknut's capacity to wriggle out of the issue should he ever 
end up in court. (And if he refuses to sign for it then we know damned well that we've go a rat on board.) I wouldn't pay for the dollarage on a 
Powerbook to achieve that, but I would pay the dollarage on a ringbinder. I see little point in expecting him to do that anymore, guy's a deadbeat, 
just won't spend a pound to make a pound. 

If it turns out that this thing IS dead in the H2O then it'll be time to call in the big boys. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Ok. Still no emails from the mark. Here is my plan:

Give FedEx the number to the shop. Once this is done, we wait. While I'm on the phone with fedex, I will get a cost for 
return shipping. (This will be the cheap long method)
If fedex still can't get it delivered, we have it returned, and I guess I can auction it off. Then we give the little barber 
shop a call. Or a few hundred. 
Then we report him. 

Phone cards are your anonymous friend 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Aside from being the shipping address, how do you know the Barber Shop has anything to do with the fraud? Why 
harass a possibly innocent shop owner? Encouraging hundreds of calls to be made to this business, despite your CIA 
quality reserach, is not very responsible. Then, of course, so is committing mail fraud to fight mail fraud.

What exactly would you have done if fedex lost your package? Would you have accepted the value you claimed it to have 
been worth? 

It is my understanding that he didn't purchase insurance on the item. The $2000 was claimed as the value, so that the scammer would have to 
pay fees on it. 

If he had no insurance, he wouldn't have gotten anything anyway. If he DID have insurance, they are obligated to pay he whatever he claims it as, 
because he paid the amount neccessary to cover said amount. 
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Ionized
Joined: Nov 13, 2003 

WHOA, it's a Star Destroyer!!!

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 

Phone cards are your anonymous friend 

Whenever we goons call, we gotta record the conversations. Set it to speakerphone and talk away.

I'm sure this will generate even more hillarity. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2004 1:59 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Package cannot be delivered!

Hello
I call to fedex and he tell me tomorow or of friday
will send me the package to my address.The money is
ready in my hand to pay the taxes.What insurance do
you put for this?
I will email you when I will pick up the laptop.
Thank you and sorry for this incovenience.

Gianluca

YES! 
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SebOfBrackley
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

^_^ can i get a whoop 
whoop ^_^

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2004 1:59 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Package cannot be delivered!

Hello
I call to fedex and he tell me tomorow or of friday
will send me the package to my address.The money is
ready in my hand to pay the taxes.What insurance do
you put for this?
I will email you when I will pick up the laptop.
Thank you and sorry for this incovenience.

Gianluca

YES! 

Awesome! I've been looking through this whole thread just now - wasn't around at the start - and I'm pretty damn impressed by how things are 
taking a turn for the better. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

YES! 

Unexpected turn for the better! You may have a chance to redeem yourself and get your custom title back. 
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hydrafuck
Joined: Jan 05, 2001 

I have and always thought 
that it lacked respect. 
Sometimes it start out 
funny but the goatselol 
crew always comes in and 
post useless unfunny 
garbage a few thousands 
times.

Good good! 
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Bad_Mojo
Joined: Jan 11, 2002 
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Gally
Joined: May 31, 2001 

Rar!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2004 1:59 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Package cannot be delivered!

Hello
I call to fedex and he tell me tomorow or of friday
will send me the package to my address.The money is
ready in my hand to pay the taxes.What insurance do
you put for this?
I will email you when I will pick up the laptop.
Thank you and sorry for this incovenience.

Gianluca

YES! 

I echo the 'oh please oh please oh please'. Lets hope this guy just deals in such a large volume of scams it took him a while to get around to this 
one. 
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MRXMRX
Joined: Feb 23, 2004 

OMG YES!!!!!   
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logical fallacy
Joined: Mar 16, 2001 

If he's still replying now, we can definitely expect a response from him when he opens the package. (oh please!) 
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Y2Kdogg
Joined: Dec 25, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

 

Oh God, yes! You my friend, are on your way to the status of E-LEGEND.

Also, I really want your P-P-Powerbook! custom back. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

This is the greatest thing in the entire world and I will be refreshing AGAIN every few seconds. Please Please Please Please actualy pay the taxes 
Mr Scammerman. PLEASE!!!

[edit] did his language skillz decrease or is it just my imagination?[/edit] 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I just hope he doesn't respond with

YOU'RE DEAD

Cause that would scare me. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

You'll be fine MyNameIsJeff. I think.... 
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Imasalmon
Joined: Mar 19, 2003 

Guy in the Green Hat

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I just hope he doesn't respond with

YOU'RE DEAD

Cause that would scare me. 

With all the goon power already shown in this thread, I think you would be protected if he decided to come after you. Hell, I got a place you can 
hide at and some crazy connections that could keep you safe if need be. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Imasalmon came out of the closet to say: 

With all the goon power already shown in this thread, I think you would be protected if he decided to come after you. 
Hell, I got a place you can hide at and some crazy connections that could keep you safe if need be. 

Well, it was "sent" from a way old address way up north. I am also moving in two weeks. 
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Hung0v3r
Joined: Mar 20, 2004 

Avast scurvy dogs!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
....

YES! 

Oh man. I've got a raging anticipation e-boner. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

Fucking. Awesome. This thread can still deliver even more funny.

The only downside is that we have to wait until Friday or later. 
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Manic Shampoo
Joined: Feb 09, 2004 

I hope this means that our goon recon team will be at the barbershop again! I want to see more webcam spy pictures. 
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Campbell`
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

rgr.

Fuck yes. 
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sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

Awesome. I don't have any papers to do this time so I'll just make some ramen and camp out here. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

So what should I cook up for the haha email? 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

sven523 came out of the closet to say: 
Awesome. I don't have any papers to do this time so I'll just make some ramen and camp out here. 

I have a paper due for Spanish tomorrow. Camp out here...do paper that will raise my grade from B+ to A- in Spanish...I'll camp out here. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I still think that an edited version of this entire thread is the correct approach. Course then he may ACTUALY go insane and come after you. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Attachment: e.jpg
This has been downloaded 2242 time(s).
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clayw
Joined: Jan 31, 2003 

awesomest hat ever

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
So what should I cook up for the haha email? 

Pics of the middle fingers of every single goon in this thread. Accompanied with with a big FUCK YOU!!! in huge macro-style font. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

clayw came out of the closet to say: 

Pics of the middle fingers of every single goon in this thread. Accompanied with with a big FUCK YOU!!! in huge macro-
style font. 

I REALLY wish I had a digital camera/webcam right now. 
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Imasalmon
Joined: Mar 19, 2003 

Guy in the Green Hat

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
So what should I cook up for the haha email? 

Act like you sent him a legitimate Powerbook and that you cannot understand why he is pissed. See how long you can keep up the charade. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

quote: 

Imasalmon came out of the closet to say: 

Act like you sent him a legitimate Powerbook and that you cannot understand why he is pissed. See how long you can 
keep up the charade. 

^^I Agree With This Post 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Imasalmon came out of the closet to say: 

Act like you sent him a legitimate Powerbook and that you cannot understand why he is pissed. See how long you can 
keep up the charade. 

Ok. 
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Shatneresque
Joined: Apr 15, 2001 

It's my ship! My ... SHIP!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I just hope he doesn't respond with

YOU'RE DEAD

Cause that would scare me. 

With this guy it'll be more like "UR DED", which will be funny instead of scary. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

YES!!!!! Get in!!!! You see, just like any other kind of fishing, just requires patience and a firm grip on your rod. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

And if he sends pictures of the P-P-P-Powerbook to show you of the lack of a real Powebook, tell him that he's lying and made the P-P-P-
Powerbook himself and is just trying to scam you. 
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jhnrksn
Joined: Mar 07, 2003 

TacticalPenis bought me this 
title because he is a worthless 
bastard and i have to help him 
do shit all the time.

This rules. I hope it ships out tomorrow. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

This is AWESOME news! Man, I'm really excited now. He probably just got delayed, stupid bastard. 
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Wheeler
Joined: Nov 24, 2003 

I am very confused as to why this thread became so insanely popular. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

Wheeler came out of the closet to say: 
I am very confused as to why this thread became so insanely popular. 

Two words:

Goon. Justice. 
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SLOSifl
Joined: Aug 10, 2002 

^^^^ Did you read it, you shitmitten? 
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SebOfBrackley
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

^_^ can i get a whoop 
whoop ^_^

quote: 

Wheeler came out of the closet to say: 
I am very confused as to why this thread became so insanely popular. 

Because it's a riveting tale of deception and international intrigue. It's like a James Bond movie, except nobody has been killed and nobody gets to 
have sex. It even has the hilarious gadgets (in this case, the p-p-p-p-powerbook) 
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sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

quote: 

Imasalmon came out of the closet to say: 
Act like you sent him a legitimate Powerbook and that you cannot understand why he is pissed. See how long you can 
keep up the charade. 

When you can't keep it up anymore send him a copy of this thread (edited in some way or another of course). 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

sven523 came out of the closet to say: 

When you can't keep it up anymore send him a copy of this thread (edited in some way or another of course). 

Or, leave printed copies of the thread in the mailbox of the barber shop. Also, save the thread in file format and put them on like 20 CDs. Put 
these CDs in each of the CD drives of the computers of the barber shop. As if the P-P-P-Powerbook screensavers haven't tipped them off enough. 
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GC
Joined: Jul 08, 2002 

zoom zoom

I suggest sending him this picture:

I helped!  
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dalstrs
Joined: Mar 11, 2004 

KingPin

Do we have any goons that have confirmed they will be there for delivery tomorrow? I think this is the top priority. 
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Tacocriminal
Joined: May 09, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
So what should I cook up for the haha email? 

How about a fake email from the same domain as his escrow service that tells you your "real" powerbook had been picked up, but the other 
package you sent (with the p-p-p-powerbook) to check as see if fedex actually inspects international deliveries for tax purposes is still there? Say 
something like "You paid me to ship the p-p-p-powerbook! Where's the real computer I sent you!?"

Make it seem like someone he knows is scamming him. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 

How about a fake email from the same domain as his escrow service that tells you your "real" powerbook had been 
picked up, but the other package you sent (with the p-p-p-powerbook) to check as see if fedex actually inspects 
international deliveries for tax purposes is still there? Say something like "You paid me to ship the p-p-p-powerbook! 
Where's the real computer I sent you!?"

Make it seem like someone he knows is scamming him. 

I can always forward the email from ebay stating that his account was stolen! I did get that after I sent the p-p-p-powerbook. 
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Bad_Mojo
Joined: Jan 11, 2002 

quote: 

So what should I cook up for the haha email? 

Just this picture.
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It's coming from inside the barber shop!! 
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Bed
Joined: Apr 20, 2004 

...sometimes you wakeup, 
sometimes you die, and 
sometimes you fly...

I love the idea of accusing him of scamming you (as in, you sent a REAL powerbook and know nothing of this p-p-p-powerbook!) 
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

Re-voicing my suggest that someone get the name of the barber before this shit goes down. 
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Landrobot
Joined: Jul 14, 2001 

quote: 

Lucifer came out of the closet to say: 
Re-voicing my suggest that someone get the name of the barber before this shit goes down. 

"JEAN CLIMAX" !!! 
hahahawtf?

seriously, am I the only one that thinks that's a strange name for a barber shop... only in England...

plus, all those signs on the storefront look like complete ass. 

Landrobot fucked around with this message at May 06, 2004 around 03:18
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

What I don't understand is, if you look up the email address from the scammer you get the account that eBay said was stolen (msalamon) and 
was given back to the original owner. So, did this guy hack the email address? Maybe the email address has been taken back by the original 
owner? 
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Jack Burton
Joined: Mar 01, 2002 

It's all in the reflexes.

Damn! This thread is the roller coaster of the forums. I can't believe it turned around yet again. I await the thrilling conclusion with...some 
combination of compelling adjectives!!! 

Jack Burton fucked around with this message at May 06, 2004 around 04:40
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Sexual Pilgrim
Joined: Dec 02, 2002 

quote: 

SebOfBrackley came out of the closet to say: 
nobody gets to have sex. 

theres always that waitress... 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

I have archived this entire thread up to now, If someone has hosting with shit loads of bandwidth, I would be more than happy to upload it, 
otherwise I might torrent it but don't really have the bandwidth to support all the leeches in the world. PM me with upload info, file is 
approximately 35-40 mb with all videos and images.

Edit: thats a lot of commas, leaving them in for comedy factor!
Edit2: Fuck it, I will torrent it for now, I will run it for a day or 2 and hopefully you guys can help me seed it.

Download Torrent81 (1 file; 34.36M)

View Torrent Stats81

 

DarkLotus fucked around with this message at May 06, 2004 around 04:51
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

I have also found the name of the bloke / business at 9A Varley Parade... Missed it yesterday due to... being a goober. If anyone can think of a 
reason for me supplying it that is even slightly valid, taking the recent FUCKING AWESOME developments into account, let me know. Otherwise I 
shall protect the possibly innocent.

Nice one Jeff

Any goons who actually go into the barbershop should NOT be the same ones who went in last time. It might tip them off that something is afoot 
and if they are criminal types they are also probably more than a little paranoid. So UK goons need to recruit and / or step up. I would but I am 
playing golf and working (not at the same time). If it looks like happening on Monday or Tuesday I am free (I think) and I have somewhere to stay 
in London. Hear that PIPSKI? Get the beers in.

God I hope the fucker opens it right there! 
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Shady
Joined: Apr 16, 2003 

It's always a few degrees 
cooler in the shade...

I vote for just sending him the 'Ha Ha Internet' picture, that would creep him out good 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

No no! You send him the photo of front of the barber shop with "We know where you are and what you're doing, the National Criminal Intelligence 
Service has been informed. Expect them." Best delivery method would be wrapped round a brick and hefted through the window into one of the 
PC's monitors at 4:00am.

Like I say I'm free next Monday. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

Remains of barbershop

Edit: Someone needs to get access to the computers there and sumhow set up one of the webcams to permanently stream :P 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

This is the BEST THREAD EVER. HANDS DOWN.

I'll he happy to provide a pic of my middle finger. Also, "Jean Climax" sounds like a David Bowie song to me.

CAT FUD 
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fuckingtest
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

We can rebuild him. but I don't 
wanna spend alot of money.

quote: 

deebo came out of the closet to say: 
Remains of barbershop

I beg to differ, at least after the ROMANIAN MAFIA hears about this:
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BonziBUDDY
Joined: Jun 17, 2002 

I AM STUPID
STUPID
STUPID
STUPID
STUPID
STUPID
STUPID
STUPID
STUPID

I think if you replied with simply a picture of the barber shop to him that'd be so fucking hilarious. He'd probably be scared shitless and shoot 
himself. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

BonziBUDDY came out of the closet to say: 
I think if you replied with simply a picture of the barber shop to him that'd be so fucking hilarious. He'd probably be 
scared shitless and shoot himself. 

That is fucking brilliant. Jeff, you must include this picture in the haha email. 
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G. Hosafat
Joined: Apr 16, 2003 

I WANT TO RAPE YOUR FACE

Just be sure to let him know that "The entire internet is laughing at you." 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

Love the burnt out barber shop. That is definately the way to go! Maybe include a picture of the owner with a crosshair aimed at his forehead. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 

That is fucking brilliant. Jeff, you must include this picture in the haha email. 

I think it definitely needs to be the "HA HA INTERNET" version. 
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osirisisdead
Joined: Jun 23, 2003 

I want my MG-42

quote: 

MRXMRX came out of the closet to say: 

OMG YES!!!!!   
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

quote: 

rottingcorpse came out of the closet to say: 
What I don't understand is, if you look up the email address from the scammer you get the account that eBay said was 
stolen (msalamon) and was given back to the original owner. So, did this guy hack the email address? Maybe the email 
address has been taken back by the original owner? 

If this is really what happened, that would be even funnier!

Nah, seriously, we do need some goons to stake out the joint and get pictures again! I will donate blood if needed. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 
Love the burnt out barber shop. That is definately the way to go! Maybe include a picture of the owner with a crosshair 
aimed at his forehead. 

Now, now...let's not send anything that might be construed by the authorities as violent threats.

edit: Okay, so the Japanese hornets thing *might* be construed as threatening. OTOH, perhaps Mr. Sassarego is an amateur entomologist...nah. 
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Morand
Joined: Apr 16, 2004 

quote: 

Bad_Mojo came out of the closet to say: 

Just this picture.
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It's coming from inside the barber shop!! 

I heartily endorse this. 
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doctormidnight
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Observation and Deduction 
Motherfucker, DO YOU SPEAK 
IT?

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 
I have archived this entire thread up to now, If someone has hosting with shit loads of bandwidth, I would be more than 
happy to upload it, otherwise I might torrent it but don't really have the bandwidth to support all the leeches in the 
world. PM me with upload info, file is approximately 35-40 mb with all videos and images.

Edit: thats a lot of commas, leaving them in for comedy factor!
Edit2: Fuck it, I will torrent it for now, I will run it for a day or 2 and hopefully you guys can help me seed it.

Download Torrent81 (1 file; 34.36M)

View Torrent Stats81
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I've downloaded the torrent and I'm putting the .rar file on my space right now. Unlimited bandwidth on an .edu server. Should be done at 11:00 
PM Pacific. 
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Mojo_Monkey
Joined: May 06, 2004 

haha, I registered just to finish reading this entire thread (it wanted me to register 17pgs in). I have to say that the level of cooperation amongst 
everyone involved is unprecedented, and ive loved every minute spent reading this thread! I just cant belive the coordination, great work guys, 
this is by far the greatest thing I have ever seen on the internet. 
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Boom316
Joined: May 28, 2003 

tl ;dr is 
bannable

I just read from pages 1-20 of this thread. I skipped to the end, as I saw the last shipping update was of this morning, and not much has 
happened. I didn't realize how long this thread is... part of me is glad I skipped some 30 pages, some 700 posts (as it is nearly 1AM here, and I 
have class tomorrow morning), but part of me wants to go back and read it.

Either way, I'm greatly anticipating the results of what has to be the most elaborate and amazing e-justice ever. It's threads like this that make 
me firmly believe that the SA community can, and often does, accomplish wonderful evil. 
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nosleep
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

Life sucks, get a helmet.

I also just started reading this thread today. Read it from page 1 to 59 (skimmed a lot of it). I've seen it sitting there for days, just never read it 
for some reason.

This shit is epic. Props to Jeff and all the spies helping out. Can't wait to see how this ends up. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Good idea with the "HAHA Internet" pic. I will be sure to send that post delivery.

I hope this is it this time. 
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Falenseraf
Joined: Sep 09, 2003 

quote: 

Mojo_Monkey came out of the closet to say: 
this is by far the greatest thing I have ever seen on the internet. 

Better than porn? ... I didn't think so.

I can't belive this guy is taking the bait I hope he likes his p p p powerbook when he gets it. 
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Rib Feast
Joined: Feb 18, 2003 

Half the peanuts, but double 
the corn!

I have not left my seat since page 1. Please wrap this up, the shit and piss all over the floor is most uncomfotable 

Best thread ever!!  
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doctormidnight
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Observation and Deduction 
Motherfucker, DO YOU SPEAK 
IT?

OK, direct download link now available. Hopefully someone will archive the thread again in a few days and I will replace it.

34.36 MB .rar file 
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maus
Joined: Jul 25, 2003 

Amigos! Look! It is El Macho... 
The Thief of Hearts!!

quote: 

cheesebot came out of the closet to say: 
People were paying hundreds and thousands of dollars for something like a grey spray-painted Hungry, Hungry Hippos 
game. Who's to say this isn't a similar case? 

[derail]I believe a goon owns that particular piece, actually.[/derail]

Also: yay! Response from the Romanian!
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

Wow, I cannot fucking wait. I definetly agree with sending him the "ha ha internet" picture. With a picture of the barber shop guy too. 
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hellocruelworld
Joined: Feb 28, 2003 

Dude, I See God!

Another vote for the "HA HA" picture...it's, subtle, clever, and creepy at the same time. Make him scared...don't reveal to much...call the barber 
shop later and start talking about suspicious packages and see if the barber gets scared...

There is oh so much that can be done. And of course at the end of the day notify the authorities so no one else falls victim to this asshole. 
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Dix8675309
Joined: Feb 08, 2004 

I'm so glad that I fixed my internet connection tonight. This is seriously the best thing I have ever gotten off of the internet. 

First of all, thumbs up to everyone involved. It must have taken balls the size of basketballs to do this. Secondly, I'm so glad that your mark 
replied, and am anticipating a great ending to this story.

Who needs those four hours of sleep I didn't get because I read this, definitely not me. 

As for the reply when he emails you again, just send a picture of the actual powerbook with huge text on the screen saying "OWNED". 
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sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

If stuff is just being forwarded to him from the barbershop the "Ha ha Internet" picture won't mean anything. He'll just think it's weird but it won't 
creep him out unless he knows that it means that people were staking out his delivery point. He probably would know that but still, something to 
think about. 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

quote: 

sven523 came out of the closet to say: 
If stuff is just being forwarded to him from the barbershop the "Ha ha Internet" picture won't mean anything. He'll just 
think it's weird but it won't creep him out unless he knows that it means that people were staking out his delivery point. 
He probably would know that but still, something to think about. 

I think Mr Barbershop will know about the PPPPowerbook about 30 seconds after the person he forwards it to does. I think there's a decent chance 
he will, at that time, be declaring his complete ignorance of it and worrying about the future of his knee caps. Criminals suspect everyone they 
know, because a lot of the people they know are also criminals. 
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deebo
Joined: Jan 21, 2004 

Someone should go into the barbershop and take a picture of themself with a powerbook and send that to him :P If he's forwarding it, the guy will 
think he stole it, if not it might annoy him :P 
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

quote: 

Landrobot came out of the closet to say: 

"JEAN CLIMAX" !!! 
hahahawtf?

seriously, am I the only one that thinks that's a strange name for a barber shop... only in England...

plus, all those signs on the storefront look like complete ass. 

Surely that isn't the name of the man himself. I refuse to believe that anyone has the last name 'Climax'. Still, we should find out the names of the 
other employees too. 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

YES! 

I'm so glad you're going to send my HA HA INTERNET picture to that asshole, thus directly involving me in the GOON JUSTICE. Thanks!

/me giggles with glee!  
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Nevvy Z
Joined: Jan 03, 2004 

I do not kill with my sword... I 
kill with my heart.

this is a beautiful thing

much like when the hacker was traced down, goon justice is cool

seconding the streaming webcam idea 
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Atomic Edge
Joined: Apr 10, 2004 

In an Atomic Mood

When he chucks the P-P-P-Powerbook in the bin, we need a Goon Salvige Squad to go and get the remains :-D 
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thehustler
Joined: Apr 17, 2004 

Mr Brightside

I hope this all goes off big time tomorrow, because I'm on holiday next week 

Nice work goons. Had me riveted. 
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Gravy
Joined: Sep 07, 2003 

Everything goes better with 
Gravy.

I was just starting to think I was actually gonna be able to work at work. Last week was spent with me glued to my moniter reading this thread. 
Last couple days I was able to go back to work, then sometime last night, this.

Just like to give props to everyone and what they've done this far. 
The burnt out shop is damn cool, but don't send that to him. Same as the cross hairs, could be taken as a threat, and stuff. 

I think stringing him along for as long as possible, then sending him the HA HA Internet picture is the way to go. 
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Tekilah
Joined: Apr 15, 2004 

Everything good was taken

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I call to fedex and he tell me tomorow or of friday
will send me the package to my address. 

When he says "my address" does he still mean the barbershop? Does Fedex have to take a package to it's original destination, or is there a chance 
he would be able to have it rerouted to his address? If he can, does the sender have a right to the new destination?

Also...YES! (Not the answer to the above, just a general exclamation of glee.) I am SO excited that he replied. :P 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

I also giggle with glee now that our mark has replied and the p-p-p-powerbook is back in buisness.

It's been ONE WEEK, though. An entire one week delay. Makes you wonder why he wanted the powerbook delivered overnight, doesn't it? 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I am so erect right now. Alternatly refreshing the FedEx page and this thread. SO erect.

ps; http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

MyNameIsJeff,

I could not help myself and bought he domain p-p-p-powerbook.com... Nothing there yet, but I will be glad to host any kind of write up you want 
to write there. Along with the better images... 
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goferchan
Joined: Feb 08, 2004 

I AM A LIAR

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
I am so erect right now. Alternatly refreshing the FedEx page and this thread. SO erect.

ps; http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 

Shit, I'm refreshing it over and over again too, this feels like when I ordered UT2k4 and I was waiting for it to arrive.

But funnier. 
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Lynza
Joined: Jun 01, 2000 

I work in Tech Support.

quote: 

Tekilah came out of the closet to say: 

When he says "my address" does he still mean the barbershop? Does Fedex have to take a package to it's original 
destination, or is there a chance he would be able to have it rerouted to his address? If he can, does the sender have a 
right to the new destination?

Also...YES! (Not the answer to the above, just a general exclamation of glee.) I am SO excited that he replied. :P 

From what I know, FedEx will not allow the recipient to change the address, only the sender can do that. So it will have to go to the original 
address. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

quote: 

Lynza came out of the closet to say: 

From what I know, FedEx will not allow the recipient to change the address, only the sender can do that. So it will have 
to go to the original address. 

This is incorrect at least in the states. You can redirect a package after the first attempt to deliver. I do it all the time to have a package redirected 
to where I work from home. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

Jeff! 

Okay, so he contacted FedEX. How about you or I, contact FedEX "following up", and a)Make sure its being sent to the right address, and 

b) getting the phone number of the bastard or any other information regarding himself in case you do want to turn him in? 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

Str8Dog came out of the closet to say: 

This is incorrect at least in the states. You can redirect a package after the first attempt to deliver. I do it all the time to 
have a package redirected to where I work from home. 

True. Once he pays the taxes he can anything he wants with delivery. I assume, though, that FedEx tracking will show the final delivery address. 
We just may not be able to physicaly BE there and catch him opening it(which would suck of course). The good thing, though, is that we end up 
with (hopefully) a hard target for future activity! 
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StinkyWizzleteats
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Third Quartermaster of the 
New England Calvinball 
Combination

See, the problem with this thread is that it keeps picking up at the worst possible times. I have a final in THREE HOURS, kids. I can't study a 
semester's material in three hours! I don't wanna leave my seat. I can't leave my seat.

Alright, I am going to leave my seat, but you better believe I'm snapping a middle finger pic upon my return.  
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Vince McMahon
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 

Two words:

Goon. Justice. 

How much has this cost the goons? Over $100?
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How much has this cost the scammer? Nothing.

Even if he does pay the tax, is he really going to pay with legit cash? 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

Vince McMahon came out of the closet to say: 
How much has this cost the goons? Over $100?
How much has this cost the scammer? Nothing.

Even if he does pay the tax, is he really going to pay with legit cash? 

We're not trying to rob the guy. We're trying to piss him off.

If you don't like it, unsubscribe, fool. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 
Any goons who actually go into the barbershop should NOT be the same ones who went in last time. 

And they should be dressed in gray and get their heads shaved. 
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Vince McMahon
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 

We're not trying to rob the guy. We're trying to piss him off.

If you don't like it, unsubscribe, fool. 

Why would it piss him off? He hasn't lost anything. He might even find it amusing heh. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

Vince McMahon came out of the closet to say: 

How much has this cost the goons? Over $100?
How much has this cost the scammer? Nothing.

Even if he does pay the tax, is he really going to pay with legit cash? 

You're really not too quick are you? It really may be best if you just went away and let us handle this intricate and volatile situation. Clown. 
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Vince McMahon
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

I'm sure you've had a lot to do with it. I've been watching the thread from the start, and was quite amused when the package actually got 
delivered, but a bit bummed when it turned out it wasn't the real deal.

Maybe you should stop being so defensive and look at the bigger picture. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 

You're really not too quick are you? It really may be best if you just went away and let us handle this intricate and 
volatile situation. Clown. 

What exactly have you been handling in this situation? I don't think his comments were out of line. It's a funny joke, but ultimately he won't have 
to pay all that much or lose much. 
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Jadz
Joined: Jan 08, 2004 

"When you know not of what 
you speak, your mouth is best 
used for chewing." - Walter 
Slovotsky

"So angry!" ^^^^^^^ 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

What exactly have you been handling in this situation? I don't think his comments were out of line. It's a funny joke, but 
ultimately he won't have to pay all that much or lose much. 

How do you figure? He's not going to use a stolen card, as it would be traced to him--he'll pay cold hard cash. mwahahahaha 
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Vince McMahon
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

Isn't fake cash the norm with say the mafia? I'm a bit behind the times on organised crime  
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Carrion
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

The chance of him using fake cash is very very slim, especially since this isn't some little ma/pa store, its an international corporation. There is a 
much better chance the money is stolen, or ill gained, but regardless it is fucking annoying to lose money. It doesn't matter how you get it. If the 
$100 was all from one goon, then yeah it might suck for that goon, but it was spread across god knows how many. If anything, it was a small 
price for hours of entertainment. 

This is a great prank, and guaranteed to piss off the scammer provided it goes according to plan. 
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Gulzin
Joined: Jan 03, 2004 

A little gnome hasn't hurt 
anybody

quote: 

Vince McMahon came out of the closet to say: 
Isn't fake cash the norm with say the mafia? I'm a bit behind the times on organised crime  

Even the mafia could have done a better job with the fake escrow service. Legit cash or not, he just wasted it to a P-P-P-Powerbook! instead of 
whatever else he would have wasted it on. If he was rich enough to drop $500's everywhere, why does he scam for laptops in the first place?

But, Chances are he'll see that as a loss of doing scamming and keep on, but we have enough information going to the authorities that will stop 
that right quick (provided the authorities do anything). 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Carrion came out of the closet to say: 

This is a great prank, and guaranteed to piss off the scammer provided it goes according to plan. 

Carrion is right. Not only will the scammer pay in cash, but this is the BEST PRANK EVER, and I'll be able to hear the scammer's howls of fury all 
the way from the East Coast of the United States! 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Gulzin came out of the closet to say: 

If he was rich enough to drop $500's everywhere, why does he scam for laptops in the first place? 

I think you don't understand the economics of theft. If he steals ten laptops a month and makes $1000 profit on each one, he clearly has the $500 
to pay for duty. Also, $500 doesn't exactly make one rich. 
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Gulzin
Joined: Jan 03, 2004 

A little gnome hasn't hurt 
anybody

My point exactly. This will piss him off, fake money or not. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

What you are forgetting, Vince McMahon, is that it does not end at the p-p-p-powerbook. Once the fun and games are over, all evidence and 
information will be given to the police.

That, my friend, is where he stops finding it amusing. 
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Vince McMahon
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

Isn't that a little risky? Afterall, Jeff also broke the law by putting a fake insurance amount. Won't they track that back to him? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Str8Dog came out of the closet to say: 
MyNameIsJeff,

I could not help myself and bought he domain p-p-p-powerbook.com... Nothing there yet, but I will be glad to host any 
kind of write up you want to write there. Along with the better images... 

Awesome. Should I make a serious site explaining it all? Or a "The Cheat" style web page. 
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Gulzin
Joined: Jan 03, 2004 

A little gnome hasn't hurt 
anybody

quote: 

Vince McMahon came out of the closet to say: 
Isn't that a little risky? Afterall, Jeff also broke the law by putting a fake insurance amount. Won't they track that back 
to him? 

No, it was a $2000 work of art. Furthermore, we hand them the info we want to. 

So calm down, all your reservations have been handled on page 30(ish). Sit back and enjoy the show. 
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Carrion
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

quote: 

Vince McMahon came out of the closet to say: 
Isn't that a little risky? Afterall, Jeff also broke the law by putting a fake insurance amount. Won't they track that back 
to him? 

I don't know what you are talking about. That was a work of art he sent, and clearly worth over $2000.  I know I have seen some crap that I 
don't think is worth what is claimed, but who are they to say what his art work is worth?

Edit: Beaten, damn 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

Vince McMahon came out of the closet to say: 
Isn't that a little risky? Afterall, Jeff also broke the law by putting a fake insurance amount. Won't they track that back 
to him? 

Oh shit, you're right. 

And I forgot to use my blinker today while turning to avoid a car theft. 

Guess that means that I'm going to jail if I tell the police about the guy jacking cars. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 

Oh shit, you're right. 

And I forgot to use my blinker today while turning to avoid a car theft. 

Guess that means that I'm going to jail if I tell the police about the guy jacking cars. 

That's not equivalent logic. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Awesome. Should I make a serious site explaining it all? Or a "The Cheat" style web page. 

What ever you want dude.. I would say a site explaining it all in the most comedic way possible. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

That's not equivalent logic. 

Sure it is, if not taken literally. It's a play on perspective to show how even though Jeff quoted 2k, it would be inconsequential to the authorities. 
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Unixmonkey
Joined: Jul 03, 2002 

quote: 

Vince McMahon came out of the closet to say: 
Isn't that a little risky? Afterall, Jeff also broke the law by putting a fake insurance amount. Won't they track that back 
to him? 

The package isn't insured at all. its declared worth $2000. Which only matters to determine the levys paid to customs. Completely legal. 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

I can't wait to see his response to Jeff's "what are you talking about? I sent a real Powerbook. You must have made that to get out of paying for 
it." reply. This is going to be hilarious. I wonder if at fedex we can see how many times a tracking number was looked up on the website? 
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Powercrazy
Joined: Feb 15, 2004 

I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds. 

Robert Oppenheimer

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 
The package isn't insured at all. its declared worth $2000. Which only matters to determine the levys paid to customs. 
Completely legal. 

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 
The package isn't insured at all. its declared worth $2000. Which only matters to determine the levys paid to customs. 
Completely legal. 

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 
The package isn't insured at all. its declared worth $2000. Which only matters to determine the levys paid to customs. 
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Completely legal. 

quote: 

Unixmonkey came out of the closet to say: 
The package isn't insured at all. its declared worth $2000. Which only matters to determine the levys paid to customs. 
Completely legal. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Excellent work Powercrazy.

Edit - I'm sure you were makng a point, but just edit those please. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 06, 2004 around 22:14
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 

Sure it is, if not taken literally. It's a play on perspective to show how even though Jeff quoted 2k, it would be 
inconsequential to the authorities. 

What way, other than literally, is there to take it? It certainly wasn't figurative or symbollic.

Mail fraud was committed to catch someone committing mail fraud. 

Don't get me wrong, I think this is a great prank and am eagerly awaiting the payoff as much as anyone. I would have done the same myself. 
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Bad_Mojo
Joined: Jan 11, 2002 

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 
Any goons who actually go into the barbershop should NOT be the same ones who went in last time.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

And they should be dressed in gray and get their heads shaved. 

P-p-p-powerbook is of the P-p-p-path. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

It is declared $2000. Maybe Jeff thinks that the P-P-P-Powerbook is worth $2000, considering it's a one-of-a-kind piece of art. 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

quote: 

Str8Dog came out of the closet to say: 
MyNameIsJeff,

I could not help myself and bought he domain p-p-p-powerbook.com... Nothing there yet, but I will be glad to host any 
kind of write up you want to write there. Along with the better images... 

Download the .rar archive, and keep it current. There should be plenty of fuel in there.

Also, maybe you can save room for an interview with/editorial from jeff, and a few lines here and there from the goons who contributed 
monetarily, creatively (pics/ideas), and physically (scouting out the site). 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

Once the thread is all done and over (when it's Goldmined, more than likely), I'll save the whole thread and host it as well. We need to make sure 
that this is remembered forever (never forget).

I can't wait until tomorrow, it seems to be the D-Day of this thread. 
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sven523
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

catpot

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
Mail fraud was committed to catch someone committing mail fraud. 

Don't get me wrong, I think this is a great prank and am eagerly awaiting the payoff as much as anyone. I would have 
done the same myself. 

I don't see how this is mail fraud. He's not insuring the package for 2k, so there's no way he's going to make any money off it. The govt is making 
money off the taxes so I highly doubt they will give a shit. If he were insuring the package for that amount it would be mail fraud but, as has 
already been discussed, he didn't. If I'm mistaken I would be happy if you would enlighten me as to how this is mail fraud. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

sven523 came out of the closet to say: 

I don't see how this is mail fraud. He's not insuring the package for 2k, so there's no way he's going to make any money 
off it. The govt is making money off the taxes so I highly doubt they will give a shit. If he were insuring the package for 
that amount it would be mail fraud but, as has already been discussed, he didn't. If I'm mistaken I would be happy if you 
would enlighten me as to how this is mail fraud. 

You're selling somebody a binder under the guise that it's a computer. That's mail fraud. His payment is fradulent, which may cancel out the "Bad" 
on the seller's side, but it's still fraud. 

Also, false customs declarations, even in the UK, is illegal, and I've read that they can arrange to have the sender fined. Though I'm sure it's only 
sought out when the package is undervalued, not a jacked up binder.

Could the shipper open this and tell FedEx he overpaid the taxes because it was not a comupter? If he's ballsy enough to show this package to 
FedEx they may charge the tax value back to you. From the FEDEX Terms and Conditions for Duties and Taxes, they state:

H. In the event the accuracy or propriety of duties and taxes assessed on a shipment is disputed, FedEx or its designated broker may review the 
shipping documents tendered with the shipment. If FedEx determines that the duties and taxes were properly assessed, the shipper agrees to pay 
the duties and taxes.

These may be just Fed Ex rules, and not actual law, but they also state, regarding exports to other countries

1. EXPORTS: Shipments crossing international borders must be cleared through customs in the destination country before being delivered to the 
consignee.

The shipper agrees to provide all required documentation for the customs clearance and certifies that all statements and information on said 
documentation, including documentation submitted electronically, are true and correct. The shipper authorizes FedEx Ground to forward all 
information of any nature regarding shipments to any and all governmental or regulatory agencies that request or require such information. The 
shipper understands that making false declarations or statements may result in civil and criminal penalties, including forfeiture and sale.

It's pretty confusing how this would really apply here, because it would involve the buyer returning to Fed Ex (unlikely), but again, you never 
know. 
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Lank
Joined: Sep 16, 2002 

^^^^^^^^^

It was a work of art. Appraised by MyNameIsJeff to be worth the sum of $2000. And after watching this thread from it's conception I would haev 
to fucking agree.

On a more serious note, I really think that the law would be (in a landslide) in the favor of our dear Goon. I don't think the law would reprimand 
harshly for giving a scammer what they deserve, it's Britain for christ's sake, laid back humor capitol of the world. A country that can spawn Monty 
Python certainly can appreciate this amazing prank.

I do see your point just I really think the situation needs to be taken into context. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Lank came out of the closet to say: 
^^^^^^^^^

It was a work of art. Appraised by MyNameIsJeff to be worth the sum of $2000. And after watching this thread from it's 
conception I would haev to fucking agree.

On a more serious note, I really think that the law would be (in a landslide) in the favor of our dear Goon. I don't think 
the law would reprimand harshly for giving a scammer what they deserve, it's Britain for christ's sake, laid back humor 
capitol of the world. A country that can spawn Monty Python certainly can appreciate this amazing prank.

I do see your point just I really think the situation needs to be taken into context. 

Understood, but he didn't sell a work of art, he sold a computer. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Understood, but he didn't sell a work of art, he sold a computer. 

Just forget about, what difference does it make? Its already been shipped and nothing will change that. Lets all just sit tight and wait for a status 
update on the package and quit trashing up this thread. Plus, nothing was sold. This transaction was based on an illegal Escrow site. 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
You're selling somebody a binder under the guise that it's a computer. That's mail fraud. 

Exchange of money for goods and services constitutes a sale. You tell me when Jeff gets his money, and then I'll tell you "Okay, now it's fraud." 
Until then, it's a gift. It may be under false pretense, but it's still only a gift. No selling of anything has occured here. 

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
Also, false customs declarations, even in the UK, is illegal, and I've read that they can arrange to have the sender fined. 
Though I'm sure it's only sought out when the package is undervalued, not a jacked up binder. 

If you're going to say that, then everyone who has ever declared a value on something solely based on sentimental estimation is breaking the law. 
I would go so far as to say that the humor value of this item to each one of the goons who has received enjoyment from this thread easily hits 
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$2000, and likely far exceeds it. 

Accipiter fucked around with this message at May 07, 2004 around 00:53
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2004 2:49 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Package cannot be delivered!

Dear sir,

Today I have made the payment for the duty taxes.I went personal to Fedex and made the payment.Everything now is ok and they told me that 
they will deliver it to me tomorrow or latest at 10 o'clock in the morning on Monday.Sorry for this delay but Fedex told me that this is the best 
they can do.Anyway they will deliver it till Monday aftrenoon and will be fine.
Next week we can finalize the deal.
Thank you for your patience and hope to be ok now.
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Mahnkiman
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

Sup dooder

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2004 2:49 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Package cannot be delivered!

Dear sir,

Today I have made the payment for the duty taxes.I went personal to Fedex and made the payment.Everything now is 
ok and they told me that they will deliver it to me tomorrow or latest at 10 o'clock in the morning on Monday.Sorry for 
this delay but Fedex told me that this is the best they can do.Anyway they will deliver it till Monday aftrenoon and will be 
fine.
Next week we can finalize the deal.
Thank you for your patience and hope to be ok now.

 etc. 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

 

OH MY GOD, WE HAVE LIFTOFF. 

That is most excellent! Does anyone have any estimation on how much tax was due? Wasn't it something like $500? 
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paul V1.333
Joined: Feb 16, 2004 

purple monkey dishwasher

HOLY SWEET FUCK!!! 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2004 2:49 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Package cannot be delivered!

Dear sir,

Today I have made the payment for the duty taxes.I went personal to Fedex and made the payment.Everything now is 
ok and they told me that they will deliver it to me tomorrow or latest at 10 o'clock in the morning on Monday.Sorry for 
this delay but Fedex told me that this is the best they can do.Anyway they will deliver it till Monday aftrenoon and will be 
fine.
Next week we can finalize the deal.
Thank you for your patience and hope to be ok now.

Holy fuck, Monday is when this chapter of the 3P Powerbook story reaches its climax. 
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Covered In Bees
Joined: Aug 22, 2003 

I will always feel a special bond 
with both the granter and 
suggester of my new avatar.

Guys you are mean I think he is for real.

edit: p-p-p-powerbook had me weeping with joy. LOL U FAG 
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Liet
Joined: Oct 07, 2003 

God bless this thread. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

So, are there any London goons that are going to the barbershop Monday? This is for real, it seems. I would pay for the video of the guy opening P-
P-P-Powerbook. 
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Cheesemaster200
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Guard of the Citadel

I still think he is going to play along like he is for real once he sees (if he already hasnt) the "powerbook". I think he probably already has gotten 
it, and is just playing along. This is because you paid 80 dollars to overnight it, and its been like a week. Fedex wouldnt make him wait. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Understood, but he didn't sell a work of art, he sold a computer. 

Depends on what your defination of a "laptop computer" is.

lap·top adj.
1. of a size and design that makes operation and use on one's lap convenient
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I would say that fits the description of a 3 ring binder.

com·put·er n.
1. a device that computes, especially a programmable electronic machine that performs high-speed mathematical or logical operations or that 
assembles, stores, correlates, or otherwise processes information

We can say that the our 3 ring processes paper.

Really, we need to drop all this talk about mail fraud. Customs has no right to determine the artistic/sentimental of something if it isn't insured. If 
your pissy about the item description, then according to FedEx/UK he mistakenly didn't label it as art. 
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N.Z.'s Champion
Joined: Jun 08, 2003 

Clean, green, New Zealand.

Thank you all for the joy this thread has brought. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

You guys seem to think monday is liftoff, but they stated that there's a chance albeit slim, that it'll happen tomorrow (Friday). 
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Infestasyde
Joined: Mar 06, 2004 

I reckon it'll be there tomorrow. They're probably just covering their ass by saying it'll be there at the latest by Monday.

You should merge two decent ideas together and send him a picture of the actual Powerbook with the picture of the Barber Shop on the screen. 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

Cheesemaster200 came out of the closet to say: 
I think he probably already has gotten it, and is just playing along. This is because you paid 80 dollars to overnight it, 
and its been like a week. 

You haven't read the thread at all. The package has been held up the past week in "Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay." 

quote: 

Cheesemaster200 came out of the closet to say: 
Fedex wouldnt make him wait. 

We've already had another goon confirm that FedEx wouldn't give him his package after the red tape was cleared, and it was sitting right behind 
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the counter. They can and will make him wait. 

In other words, HUSH. 
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Lank
Joined: Sep 16, 2002 

The sin(x) = the graph of my boner throughout the whole lifetime of this thread, I'm so happy this is finally coming to a deathblow. So full of lol. 
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Keisuke
Joined: May 05, 2002 

School is over and now this? There is a god. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 

Exchange of money for goods and services constitutes a sale. You tell me when Jeff gets his money, and then I'll tell you 
"Okay, now it's fraud." Until then, it's a gift. It may be under false pretense, but it's still only a gift. No selling of 
anything has occured here. 

If you're going to say that, then everyone who has ever declared a value on something solely based on sentimental 
estimation is breaking the law. I would go so far as to say that the humor value of this item to each one of the goons 
who has received enjoyment from this thread easily hits $2000, and likely far exceeds it. 

Perhaps, but he didn't base the value on sentimental estimation, he based the value on the value of a laptop computer.

Also, you can buy a car by driving it of the lot and just agreeing to pay for it later. No money changed hands, but it's still a sale. 

liquorhead fucked around with this message at May 07, 2004 around 01:28
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

This is so awesome. I hope the website tuns out too.
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

Can you reply asking how much it cost so you can refund him? Just so we know how much he paid? 
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Gunjin
Joined: Apr 27, 2004 

May cause cancer.

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Also, you can buy a car by driving it of the lot and just agreeing to pay for it later. No money changed hands, but it's still 
a sale. 

Theres also a written contract in that case, mynameisjeff and this scammer fellow don't have anything official at this point just some e-mails back 
and forth i'm pretty sure that wouldnt stand up as a binding contract in a court. also (i'm not going to scroll through 60 odd pages to find it for 
sure) didn't he list the item as "notebook" on the shipping form since it could be taken to mean notebook computer or literal notebook? (if im 
wrong well thats a pisser) 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

charliemaul came out of the closet to say: 
Can you reply asking how much it cost so you can refund him? Just so we know how much he paid? 

I agree, you should do this Jeff. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

Gunjin came out of the closet to say: 

Theres also a written contract in that case, mynameisjeff and this scammer fellow don't have anything official at this 
point just some e-mails back and forth i'm pretty sure that wouldnt stand up as a binding contract in a court. also (i'm 
not going to scroll through 60 odd pages to find it for sure) didn't he list the item as "notebook" on the shipping form 
since it could be taken to mean notebook computer or literal notebook? (if im wrong well thats a pisser) 

It was discussed and decided upon to use the phrase "notebook" as it is exactly as Gunjin said, ambiguous enough to be taken both or either 
ways. 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
Also, you can buy a car by driving it of the lot and just agreeing to pay for it later. No money changed hands, but it's still 
a sale. 

Wrong, and a bad analogy. Money does change hands in the car sale, however it is between a financial institution and the dealership. You also sign 
a multitude of legally binding contracts promising that financial institution that you will be paying them the amount you owe, and if you don't, 
they're going to take their car back. You don't just walk in, say "I'LL PAY U LATER KTHXBYE" and drive off. 

The recipient of the P-P-PowerBook signed no contracts here, and conducted business outside of eBay therefore even eBay's contractual 
agreement rules don't apply. Thus, there was no sale. 
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Lukano
Joined: Apr 28, 2003 

Ungood's Disciple

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Perhaps, but he didn't base the value on sentimental estimation, he based the value on the value of a laptop computer.

Also, you can buy a car by driving it of the lot and just agreeing to pay for it later. No money changed hands, but it's still 
a sale. 

I think you should pretty much shut up now and stop shitting in this thread. It's done, all of us who've been here since the beginning are pretty 
confident that Jeff's safe in the way he's done this, and it's now turning out to a decent conclusion.

Quit ruining it with your opinion, that once stated and rejected as a non-concern, you decided to keep blathering about. 
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Boom316
Joined: May 28, 2003 

tl ;dr is 
bannable

quote: 

Lank came out of the closet to say: 
The sin(x) = the graph of my boner throughout the whole lifetime of this thread, I'm so happy this is finally coming to a 
deathblow. So full of lol. 

Please inform me of how you achieved negative boner, sir. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Lukano came out of the closet to say: 

I think you should pretty much shut up now and stop shitting in this thread. It's done, all of us who've been here since 
the beginning are pretty confident that Jeff's safe in the way he's done this, and it's now turning out to a decent 
conclusion.

Quit ruining it with your opinion, that once stated and rejected as a non-concern, you decided to keep blathering about. 

No reason for you to be a dick about it. I've asked questions, given examples when I've shared my opinions, and have been nothing but civil and 
supportive of this prank. There's always room to be cautious. 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 

Holy fuck, Monday is when this chapter of the 3P Powerbook story reaches Jean Climax. 

Fixed. 
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Gulzin
Joined: Jan 03, 2004 

A little gnome hasn't hurt 
anybody

quote: 

Boom316 came out of the closet to say: 

Please inform me of how you achieved negative boner, sir. 

He probably meant |sin(x)| or (sin(x))^2, his boner just got so huge he missed it. 
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Lank
Joined: Sep 16, 2002 

I should have more clearly defined the bounds for my sin(x) function.

1 = MyNameIsJeff and the UK Good Ghost Recon squad making me so giddy and the sheer revenge factor being given to this asshole is making 
me physically aroused.

-1 = Every time I (wrongfully in the end  ) doubt this thread when something bad happens and my penis curls up with sadness.

There ya go. 
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IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

looks like another late night F5'ing Fedex tracking info   
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

IndyPunkOne came out of the closet to say: 

looks like another late night F5'ing Fedex tracking info   

Is there a way to have Fedex auto-email you if the shipping details are updated? 
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Jack Burton
Joined: Mar 01, 2002 

It's all in the reflexes.

holy cow, holy cow, holy cow,holy cow, holy cow, holy cow,
holy cow, holy cow, holy cow,holy cow, holy cow, holy cow...

I just love this epic tale of tomfoolery. Love it. 

P-P-P-Powerbook Ahoy!!! 
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lazyjane
Joined: Aug 24, 2003 

I AM A LIAR

May 7, 2004 2:12 am 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay 
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Lucifer
Joined: Mar 23, 2004 

Old people have sex.

Throwing  to the goon who gets video of the real delivery. 
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Cheesemaster200
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Guard of the Citadel

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 

You haven't read the thread at all. The package has been held up the past week in "Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay

I know that, but when you pay for overnight you tend to get better service, and the package would have a higher priority. In other words if it is in 
clearance delay it will be at the front of the line cause it is time sensitive. You also have to remember that the package was sent out a while ago, 
so I would think that the ball is in his court now, not FedEx's, just given the amount of time that has elapsed. This relates to my view that he will 
try to play us after he sees the powerbok. (if he already hasn't) 
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CrashCat
Joined: Jan 10, 2003 

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
Is there a way to have Fedex auto-email you if the shipping details are updated? 

There are lots of ways to have yourself notified if a web site is changed, hit google if you want some. I use Cyberbuddy to monitor and read web 
page changes out loud, though it's freeware and has some annoying parts. You can google for dot.acs which is just a black dot if you want an 
agent character with no animation and that cuts down on some of the annoyance. 
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kripes
Joined: Aug 14, 2002 

BRRRRRAAAAAIIIINNNNSSS

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
Also, false customs declarations, even in the UK, is illegal, and I've read that they can arrange to have the sender fined. 
Though I'm sure it's only sought out when the package is undervalued, not a jacked up binder.

He labelled it as a "notebook". Please read thread. kthx 
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RSPsych0
Joined: May 22, 2002 

Anyone seen Super Joe?

Actually, if anything, Mynameisjeff might be able to get back some of his money since they didn't deliver it when promised.

quote: 

kripes came out of the closet to say: 

He labelled it as a "notebook". Please read thread. kthx 

I thought he labeled it computer or something in the end.

Anyway, doesn't matter. In order to get in trouble, the scammer would have to report him. How likely do you think that is? 
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Cheesemaster200
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Guard of the Citadel

quote: 

RSPsych0 came out of the closet to say: 
Actually, if anything, Mynameisjeff might be able to get back some of his money since they didn't deliver it when 
promised.

I thought he labeled it computer or something in the end.

Anyway, doesn't matter. In order to get in trouble, the scammer would have to report him. How likely do you think that 
is? 
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I am sure there was a clause in the shipping contract that says that they are not responsible for customs delays though. 
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

Cheesemaster200 came out of the closet to say: 
I know that, but when you pay for overnight you tend to get better service, and the package would have a higher 
priority. In other words if it is in clearance delay it will be at the front of the line cause it is time sensitive. You also have 
to remember that the package was sent out a while ago, so I would think that the ball is in his court now, not FedEx's, 
just given the amount of time that has elapsed. This relates to my view that he will try to play us after he sees the 
powerbok. (if he already hasn't) 

Except that if you check the tracking information, it still says Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay. Since it's 4am in London right now, I'm going to 
go ahead and assume they haven't JUST delivered it and not updated. Consequently, no, he doesn't have the package.

He might be up to any number of things, sure, but he doesn't have the package. 
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Cheesemaster200
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Guard of the Citadel

quote: 

paper pope hat came out of the closet to say: 

Except that if you check the tracking information, it still says Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay. Since it's 4am in 
London right now, I'm going to go ahead and assume they haven't JUST delivered it and not updated. Consequently, no, 
he doesn't have the package.

He might be up to any number of things, sure, but he doesn't have the package. 

hrmm, delivery to their house. Very good, rather bovious point. 
I will shut up now... 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

kripes came out of the closet to say: 

He labelled it as a "notebook". Please read thread. kthx 

I did read the thread, round page 10 or so he changes his mind from calling it a notebook to calling it "computer parts". I can't find any message 
correcting this from that point on. Just sayin...everyone's assuming he's called it a notebook, but I don't see any actual message that says that.
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Exciting stuff! I can only imagine the fast beating heart and anxiety Jeff has about this. 
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Carrion
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

I did read the thread, round page 10 or so he changes his mind from calling it a notebook to calling it "computer parts". 
I can't find any message correcting this from that point on. Just sayin...everyone's assuming he's called it a notebook, 
but I don't see any actual message that says that.

Exciting stuff! I can only imagine the fast beating heart and anxiety Jeff has about this. 

I'm not going to re-read the thread to find the exact post, but he did say he put in a broken CDROM drive and called the package "Computer 
Parts". Either way, it is correct, there are computer parts in the package. 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

[QUOTE]liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
[B]

I did read the thread, round page 10 or so he changes his mind from calling it a notebook to calling it "computer parts". I can't find any message 
correcting this from that point on. Just sayin...everyone's assuming he's called it a notebook, but I don't see any actual message that says that.

* * * *

Your opinions and advice have now been duly noted. That means I think the bickering should stop lads. The British Authorities will a) laugh their 
tits off, b) thank Jeff profusely c) have a cup of tea and a bacon sandwich d) laugh their tits off some more. Fed Ex, whilst an American Company, 
is staffed in the UK by lazy British people who will NOT rush anything under any circumstances whatsoever. I am hoping the package arrives on 
Monday because I am off work. This thread has proven that patience is a virtue and prematurely spouting off makes you look a bit daft. So 
everyone should hold their horses, light a fag and bathe in anticipation.

This will be excellent, all good things come to those who royaly fuck over ebay scammers. 
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Wacky Iraqi
Joined: Dec 24, 2002 

Holy fuckshit! I thought the hilarity would be over by now! (Page 61!). Guess it's never too late to post in a historic thread! 
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MariusMS
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Shut the door.

So who's minding the shop Friday and Monday? 
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doctormidnight
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Observation and Deduction 
Motherfucker, DO YOU SPEAK 
IT?

If Jeff gets fined, I'm sure we can all pitch in to cover the tab. 
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Brickdropper
Joined: Apr 13, 2004 

never thought of the thread going on for 62 pages. It would have been perfect (but unlikely) if you could have personally delivered the package. I 
would pay good money to see the look on his face when he see's "P-P-P-PowerNotebook" 
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Esplion9466
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

Mischief. Mayhem. Soap.

I would help pitch in if he is fined. This thread was like a rollercoaster ride and right now we're reaching the top again!!! 
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thehustler
Joined: Apr 17, 2004 

Mr Brightside

Bollocks.

I hope it gets delivered on Friday, I'm on holiday from Monday to Friday next week. Grrr.

Either way, eagerly awaiting conclusion, and let us all pray to the goon god that this goes off ok. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Well, it's friday in england now. I'm in France and it's 10:03am. I hope it is delivered today, I don't feel like waiting another weekend.

I guess there is no recon team for today? Or monday? Or maybe due to GBS being open, it is being discussed outside of the forums? If anyone 
could fill me, I'd love to know. Thanks.

Anyway, I too am eagerly awaiting conclusion, and let us all pray to the goon god that this goes off ok. 
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EricFate
Joined: Aug 31, 2001 

Crumpets. Glorious Crumpets.

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
Legal concerns. 

Given your own personal experience in the wonderful world of attempted overseas litigation, I would think you of all people would be the one with 
the least amount of concern that something bad might happen.

At worst, there will be a frightening looking letter, and official sounding phonecall, and much laughter and finger pointing from the other side of 
the ocean.

Besides. Why would the person using the fake escrow service and stolen accounts be someone who would have any real ability to use the law in 
this situation? 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

Hot damn, can we shut up about the legality of the thing already?
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cYz
Joined: May 20, 2001 

question:

if he went to fedex to pay his taxes ... why didnt they give him the parcel?
is this just german habit to instantly receive a parcal after you paid fees and customs? 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

^^^^^^^^Well I just think it would be quicker for them to let it continue it's route when he has paid than for Larry at the counter to leave his 
station and go to the warehouse or fedex's airport hangar and look for the package. 
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schmuckfeatures
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

This avatar needs more 
Rumsfeld

quote: 

cYz came out of the closet to say: 
question:

if he went to fedex to pay his taxes ... why didnt they give him the parcel?
is this just german habit to instantly receive a parcal after you paid fees and customs? 

I want to add my own experience to this debate.

I lived in the US for a while a couple of years ago. When I was returning to Australia, I found that I'd bought way too much stuff to carry, so I sent 
a few boxes home; most by the US Postal Service, and one by FedEx.

The FedEx box only contained a couple of mugs and T-shirts and maybe a textbook, and yet shipping cost US$80. As if that wasn't bad enough, 
when I got home I found that the FedEx box still hadn't arrived. I can't remember if the website said there was a "Regulatory Agency Clearance 
Delay" as such, but it turned out I had to pay import duties which came to a whopping $118 -- more than the value of the actual goddamn items 
in the box. I paid it nonetheless, since it was of sentimental value, but here's my point: I didn't receive the box until at least a day or two after I'd 
paid the taxes.

So I think it's very likely our scammer friend Gianluca doesn't have his P-p-p-powerbook yet. 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

quote: 

schmuckfeatures came out of the closet to say: 

So I think it's very likely our scammer friend Gianluca doesn't have his P-p-p-powerbook yet. 

Couldn't help it.
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Falenseraf
Joined: Sep 09, 2003 

quote: 

Gunjin came out of the closet to say: 

Theres also a written contract in that case, mynameisjeff and this scammer fellow don't have anything official at this 
point just some e-mails back and forth i'm pretty sure that wouldnt stand up as a binding contract in a court. also (i'm 
not going to scroll through 60 odd pages to find it for sure) didn't he list the item as "notebook" on the shipping form 
since it could be taken to mean notebook computer or literal notebook? (if im wrong well thats a pisser) 

1. They are both in diffrent countries so any legal act would have to be international and therefore almost impossible. 

2. The whole point of the service is so the buyer can check out the goods before releasing the money. No sale has taken place the buyer is 
checking over the goods and when he is satisfied the money will change hands and the sale will complete. So if he doesn't like his p-p-p-
powerbook he can just not release the funds. Since this is all a scam none of this applies. 

3. Seriously who cares about the legality anyways this fucker is running an international web scam and will not go to any athorities so shut up 
about it. 

4. DAMN this guy took the bait and paid the taxes. Wasn't it something like 27% so thats 540$ this fucker got screwed out of? I would love to see 
the look on this guys face when he sees it. 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

Hello Sports Fans, the friday that I went down there, I thought Starbucks pretty much covered what we did, good thing too cos my photos sucked 
ass. I did have a 30 second video of my knee, recorded while the dude was in the back with the package. I was hoping to record a loud "OH 
FUCK!!" but no joy. Seeing as this thread is still going strong, here are my shitty pics tht I got. Hope the subjects dont mind being on here, pm me 
if you want them removed.

Outside Shop:

Inside Shop (1):
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Inside Shop (2) Edit: The dude on the right is getting a haircut, the 'Barbers' is in between the computar machines :
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LOL Banner (1):
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Lol Banner (2):
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Our Heroes return after their dumpster diving at the top secret rendevouz spot:
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It was all a bit much for Starbucks (he he he) The Christian Lady on the left didn't realise we were together and gave me some odd looks for 

taking pics of sleeping people 
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Thanks to Darkminds for the hosting 

smitz fucked around with this message at May 07, 2004 around 15:11
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ELeeming
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
Hello Sports Fans, the friday that I went down there, I thought Starbucks pretty much covered what we did, good thing 
too cos my photos sucked ass. I did have a 30 second video of my knee, recorded while the dude was in the back with 
the package. I was hoping to record a loud "OH FUCK!!" but no joy. Seeing as this thread is still going strong, here are 
my shitty pics tht I got. Hope the subjects dont mind being on here, pm me if you want them removed.

***photos go here*** 
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This thread still makes me laugh. Well done. 

__________________
Resistance Is Character Forming
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NewcastleBrown
Joined: Mar 15, 2004 

The One and Only

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 

LOL Banner
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schmuckfeatures
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

This avatar needs more 
Rumsfeld

quote: 

ELeeming came out of the closet to say: 

This thread still makes me laugh. Well done. 

You say that as if it's over.

Ohhh, it ain't over, my friend. It ain't over until the fat  Romanian who may or may not be a  lady sings. 
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Gizmo_Gun
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

Pow! Bang! Smack! Kablooey!

quote: 

cYz came out of the closet to say: 
question:

if he went to fedex to pay his taxes ... why didnt they give him the parcel?
is this just german habit to instantly receive a parcal after you paid fees and customs? 

FedEX has the package. When I spoke to FedEX, I explicitly told them not to accept him picking it up from FedEX; that it had to be delivered. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
Outside Shop:
http://www.darkminds.com/hosting/images/isab329_1.jpg

Wait! Is that a whole pizza for 2.45 pounds or just a slice? 
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Duckrasta
Joined: Sep 21, 2002 

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

Wait! Is that a whole pizza for 2.45 pounds or just a slice? 

That's what I'm wondering. 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

Wait! Is that a whole pizza for 2.45 pounds or just a slice? 

The whole pizza, look at the state of the shop  
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

I should of got me a pizza, damn that fry up 

And I had been up for well over 36 Hours man, you cant blame me for sleeping 
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Imasalmon
Joined: Mar 19, 2003 

Guy in the Green Hat

Starbucks, you did good, man, you deserved a nap. And a beer. Next time I am heading to the UK, I will make it to whever you are at and buy you 
a pint. 
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fowlrock
Joined: Oct 02, 2003 

NickBlasta gave me herpes

Hi all...long time reader, first time poster in this piece of intarweb history. 

My question is for Gizmo or MyNameIsJeff...
would it be possible for either of you to call FedEx now to verify that he has, in fact, paid the taxes on it? I just kinda wonder if he does want the 
powerbook so bad (scam or not)...why did he take his sweet time paying the taxes for it? 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I'm passing out because I have to use most of my blood supply to maintain my pulsing e-rection over this. I swear that if I lived there I would be 
that shop's newest, bestest patron. I'd just sit there all day, every day waiting for shit to happen.

And the P-p-p-p-p-powerbook must be saved and hand carried to gooncon. 
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Xlyfindel
Joined: Dec 16, 2003 

Raw Esoteric

Jesus fucking christ. I've been reading this thread for almost 5 hours. I don't think there is anything I would have rather done, this was a great 
way to pass the time. excellent read, even though I missed so much. 

Xlyfindel fucked around with this message at May 07, 2004 around 16:50
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SLOSifl
Joined: Aug 10, 2002 

So the barber's out some real money finally. Whether or not we get to witness the delivery, he's already paid a price for being a scamming fuckhat.

edit: vv well, the scammer then. either way, good show. 

SLOSifl fucked around with this message at May 07, 2004 around 16:58
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fuckingtest
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

We can rebuild him. but I don't 
wanna spend alot of money.

quote: 

SLOSifl came out of the closet to say: 
So the barber's out some real money finally. Whether or not we get to witness the delivery, he's already paid a price for 
being a scamming fuckhat. 

It's not the barber. He just signs for stuff. 

Damn it, this thread cannot wait till monday! 
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STFU DONNY
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

V.I. Lenin. Vladimir Illanich 
Uleninov!
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Gizmo_Gun came out of the closet to say: 

FedEX has the package. When I spoke to FedEX, I explicitly told them not to accept him picking it up from FedEX; that it 
had to be delivered. 

Good job with that by the way. You also deserve a trophy. 
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IOwnCalculus
Joined: Apr 02, 2003 

One quick thing I think everyone's missing here:

It's only POSTAL FRAUD if he uses the goddamn USPS to do it!!!! I don't think there's ANY applicable law to FedEx/DHL/UPS/et al and even if 
there is it's not nearly as strict. 
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vtak
Joined: Jul 29, 2003 

quote: 

fowlrock came out of the closet to say: 
Hi all...long time reader, first time poster in this piece of intarweb history. 

My question is for Gizmo or MyNameIsJeff...
would it be possible for either of you to call FedEx now to verify that he has, in fact, paid the taxes on it? I just kinda 
wonder if he does want the powerbook so bad (scam or not)...why did he take his sweet time paying the taxes for it? 

Yeah, I'm kinda confused about this... If he did pay the taxes why does fedex still list it as in the purgatory of Clearance Delay? Even if they 
weren't going to deliver it today I'd think it would have an updated status at least? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

vtak came out of the closet to say: 

Yeah, I'm kinda confused about this... If he did pay the taxes why does fedex still list it as in the purgatory of Clearance 
Delay? Even if they weren't going to deliver it today I'd think it would have an updated status at least? 

I'm sure the next update will be something like "Cleared for delivery," or "Out for delivery."

Edit- Or it could be "Going to Jeff's house to regulate his punk ass." 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 07, 2004 around 18:27
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

I'm curious why FedEx is making him wait until Monday to get the package. If he paid on late Wednesday/early Thursday, why wouldn't they 
cough up the package that day? They're already in the country, so why wouldn't they either deliver it Friday or Saturday, or tell him he could pick 
it up earlier? Something doesn't seem right. We're relying on the email testimony of a scammer, so who knows what really went down. 
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thefunkygibbon
Joined: Jul 23, 2002 

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
I'm curious why FedEx is making him wait until Monday to get the package. If he paid on late Wednesday/early 
Thursday, why wouldn't they cough up the package that day? They're already in the country, so why wouldn't they 
either deliver it Friday or Saturday, or tell him he could pick it up earlier? Something doesn't seem right. We're relying 
on the email testimony of a scammer, so who knows what really went down. 

because us brits are lazy ass gits  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
I'm curious why FedEx is making him wait until Monday to get the package. If he paid on late Wednesday/early 
Thursday, why wouldn't they cough up the package that day? They're already in the country, so why wouldn't they 
either deliver it Friday or Saturday, or tell him he could pick it up earlier? Something doesn't seem right. We're relying 
on the email testimony of a scammer, so who knows what really went down. 

It just seems unlikley to send an email to me lying about it.

Yes. I gave them the money, and they are going to send it to me Monday. Little does he know! Mwuhahaha! My plans for London domination are 
almost complete! 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

Jeff,

the site is ready to go. you want to write something up quickly and Ill throw it up there. You can contact me here. 
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mono
Joined: Jul 18, 2003 

no

I just read this from page 1-62. This thing seems like it's scripted for christs sakes. You should sell the movie rights to Tom Clancy. 
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Tacocriminal
Joined: May 09, 2003 

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
I'm curious why FedEx is making him wait until Monday to get the package. If he paid on late Wednesday/early 
Thursday, why wouldn't they cough up the package that day? They're already in the country, so why wouldn't they 
either deliver it Friday or Saturday, or tell him he could pick it up earlier? Something doesn't seem right. We're relying 
on the email testimony of a scammer, so who knows what really went down. 

What happens is the "scammer" will pay to finalize the delivery, but will inform the shipping company to deliver it at another date. This is common 
practice with fraud of this nature because it gives the criminals the chance to see if anyone is watching the transaction, and to give them a chance 
to hide if they think someone is. Telling Fedex exactly when to deliver the package allows the criminals to be prepared, instead of being taken off-
guard. 

He's waiting to see if the coast is clear, and apparently he thinks it is. Someone will probably receive the package for him so there's a "I'm just 
picking it up for some guy" excuse, but the scammer will come by later to get what he's earned. 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

sounds like this scammer is making good bank.

I'm going to have to learn what not to do from this thread and start this shizzle UP! Fortunately, I have good engirrrrrish so I kin f00l ppl gud.

Who wants to sell me a powerbook? I've got an excellent escrow service that I use... 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

I am furiously masturbating in anticipation of this guy's email after he opens that damn package.

WHAT YOU ARE TRYING PULL??? THIS IS A FUCK!!! 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 

What happens is the "scammer" will pay to finalize the delivery, but will inform the shipping company to deliver it at 
another date. This is common practice with fraud of this nature because it gives the criminals the chance to see if 
anyone is watching the transaction, and to give them a chance to hide if they think someone is. Telling Fedex exactly 
when to deliver the package allows the criminals to be prepared, instead of being taken off-guard. 

He's waiting to see if the coast is clear, and apparently he thinks it is. Someone will probably receive the package for 
him so there's a "I'm just picking it up for some guy" excuse, but the scammer will come by later to get what he's 
earned. 

Point 1; it would be nice to have people on the ground at the time of delivery but having an address, whether of not it's a drop, is still foder for 
future interaction.

Point 2; did you not read the part about the barbershop/climax/interwebnet cafe place? That's his drop and the guy behind the counter signs the 
scm name. It was witnessed. 
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TheChaplain
Joined: Apr 22, 2002 

God is just the start of your 
problems, neh?

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
And the P-p-p-p-p-powerbook must be saved and hand carried to gooncon. 

If I was a psychoticly angry scammer who got fucked with I'd probably just throw the fucking thing out (if not destroy it). There must be a brave 
UK goon willing to do a bit more of the dumpster diving. 
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Tacocriminal
Joined: May 09, 2003 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 

Point 1; it would be nice to have people on the ground at the time of delivery but having an address, whether of not it's a 
drop, is still foder for future interaction.

Point 2; did you not read the part about the barbershop/climax/interwebnet cafe place? That's his drop and the guy 
behind the counter signs the scm name. It was witnessed. 

Speaking as someone who has delt with this sort of thing before: big deal. What you have is exactly what I described as common proceedure with 
scams of this nature. You would have to be really stupid to think that someone would own a permanent location with high personal visibility just to 
get a laptop. The guy behind the counter gets a cut of the eventual profits from this transaction, and probably others.

Point 1: (not ; ) Wow, he had it delivered to an address OTHER than the one he lives at? How diabolical! I can't figure out someone could do 
something like that! (Example: P.O. boxes are delivery points, and not houses or businesses. You can rent one with fake information)

Point 2: (not ; ) The guy behind the counter claimed to have the same name as the delivery guy! You mean he's not the professor?! People claim 
to be other people?! Since when?! The real recipient could be someone else like in every other case of crimes like this?! My brain hurts!

Would you actually think that someone would go to all of this trouble to hide his identity originally, just to have it delivered to his actual buisness 
with his real name on the documentation? 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 

Speaking as someone who has delt with this sort of thing before: big deal. What you have is exactly what I described as 
common proceedure with scams of this nature. You would have to be really stupid to think that someone would own a 
permanent location with high personal visibility just to get a laptop. The guy behind the counter gets a cut of the 
eventual profits from this transaction, and probably others.

Point 1: (not ; ) Wow, he had it delivered to an address OTHER than the one he lives at? How diabolical! I can't figure out 
someone could do something like that! (Example: P.O. boxes are delivery points, and not houses or businesses. You can 
rent one with fake information)

Point 2: (not ; ) The guy behind the counter claimed to have the same name as the delivery guy! You mean he's not the 
professor?! People claim to be other people?! Since when?! The real recipient could be someone else like in every other 
case of crimes like this?! My brain hurts!

Would you actually think that someone would go to all of this trouble to hide his identity originally, just to have it 
delivered to his actual buisness with his real name on the documentation? 

You've got a lot of anger in there my friend, calm it on down and read the whole thread. We know that the guy behind the counter is in on it and 
very likely not the actual scammer person - I never indicated that we DIDN't already know that. He is there to sign for things. That is all. We also 
know and have discussed the fact taht the location is a DROP. There is no P.O. box, there is a buisness with a person sitting there signing 
whatever name he is told to. WE HAVE PICTURES of the location. Also there is NO PROFESSOR involved - the professor had his account stolen! 
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READ THE FUCKING THREAD YOU ILLITERATE CLOWN!!!!! 
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Tacocriminal
Joined: May 09, 2003 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 

Also there is NO PROFESSOR involved - the professor had his account stolen! READ THE FUCKING THREAD YOU 
ILLITERATE CLOWN!!!!! 

Thanks for proving my point.

EDIT: Don't worry about replying because I'm going to put you on ignore. You can't understand what you write or what other people write. I 
explained to liquorhead why he wouldn't pick up the package right away, but I didn't expect such stupidity out of nowhere.

Ahhhh, that's better. 

Tacocriminal fucked around with this message at May 07, 2004 around 22:11
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no v.20
Joined: Jun 26, 2002 

It's Random! Random! Random 
Random! Random! RANDOM!

I like watching two idiots cry and call each other names while arguing the same side of a disagreement. 
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Tacocriminal
Joined: May 09, 2003 

quote: 

no v.20 came out of the closet to say: 
I like watching two idiots cry and call each other names while arguing the same side of a disagreement. 

Oh, so you bought a new mirror today?

EDIT: Seriously though, let's stop the derail. Sorry mynameisjeff, and everyone else.

EDIT2: Just to prove how stupid no v.20 and Chlamydia Jones are, if you check my profile you would see that I am a Ph.d student, which would 
give you a pretty good idea what my age is. Oh wait, they're throwing out stupid insults for no reason to get a flame war going, which is against 
GBS rules. Sorry that I didn't take the bait guys, and I'm not comming back to this thread just to make sure I don't break the rules. Good luck 
everyone!

EDIT3: Wow, Smitz is a retard. Can anyone BOTH read and comprehend at the same time? Oh well, at least the forums got some more cash 
because of a huge idiot.

EDIT4: Cool! Somewhat. Thanks though!

EDIT5: I wouldn't be so upset Chlamydiajones, my title has a gramatical error in it. Anyone else want to take a crack at it? 

Tacocriminal fucked around with this message at May 07, 2004 around 23:21
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no v.20
Joined: Jun 26, 2002 

It's Random! Random! Random 
Random! Random! RANDOM!

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 

Oh, so you bought a new mirror today?

OOOOOH BURN! What are you? 12? 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I was wondering about that cretin's age as well. 

to RE-RAIL however; we still suffer from "Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay" godamnit. Please FedEx- PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE deliver our little 
treasure. Please? 
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buckwheaton
Joined: Dec 04, 2002 

internet vs. robots

hi i'm 12 and would like to get involved in this argument

edit: and by the way while I'm here: this whole thing is rad. 
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t1ght
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 

Oh, so you bought a new mirror today?

Oh I get it. He's two people! 

Continue please. 
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highme
Joined: May 25, 2001 

It's golfin time, da?

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 

Don't worry about replying because I'm going to put you on ignore 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Ok lets squash it now, thanks. 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

quote: 

TheChaplain came out of the closet to say: 
There must be a brave UK goon willing to do a bit more of the dumpster diving. 

Love to, if the place wasn't so damn far away from me (50 mins by tube). If its a weekend morning with a few days of advance warning, I might 
be tempted to go down again.
Oh yeah custom title buying for faggots is fun  
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
Oh yeah custom title buying for faggots is fun  

Well played. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

Well shit! Someone else overwrote MY lovely custom title for that dick!

Sorry to continue the de-railing debicle. 

May 07, 2004: 23:18  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

Dix8675309
Joined: Feb 08, 2004 

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 
EDIT2: Just to prove how stupid no v.20 and Chlamydia Jones are, if you check my profile you would see that I am a Ph.d 
student, which would give you a pretty good idea what my age is. Oh wait, they're throwing out stupid insults for no 
reason to get a flame war going, which is against GBS rules. Sorry that I didn't take the bait guys, and I'm not comming 
back to this thread just to make sure I don't break the rules. Good luck everyone! 

How does YOUR Ph.D prove that v.20 and Chlamydia Jones are stupid? 
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Shmafty
Joined: Apr 17, 2003 

Don't know and have no 
opinion...

quote: 

TheChaplain came out of the closet to say: 
If I was a psychoticly angry scammer who got fucked with I'd probably just throw the fucking thing out (if not destroy 
it). There must be a brave UK goon willing to do a bit more of the dumpster diving. 

Actually, if we could retrieve it, it might be kinda badass to re-package it and send it to him again... and again... and again. 
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MonoxideChild
Joined: May 07, 2004 

Number One in the 'Hood G'

This is so great that I had to register here at the SA forums. Great work  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Shmafty came out of the closet to say: 

Actually, if we could retrieve it, it might be kinda badass to re-package it and send it to him again... and again... and 
again. 

Now that would fucking funny. Just keep making them and sending them to him. You know he'll open the package. 
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Lone Goat
Joined: Apr 16, 2003 

SUPAFISHIMANBUSTAAAAA

quote: 

Dix8675309 came out of the closet to say: 
How does YOUR Ph.D prove that v.20 and Chlamydia Jones are stupid? 

Why, it's a PhD in dumbology. 
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Saviori
Joined: Mar 13, 2003 

Kino and tragick want to know: 

WHAT THE HELL 
HAPPENED?? 
SERIOUSLY, 
WTF!

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 
EDIT2: Just to prove how stupid no v.20 and Chlamydia Jones are, if you check my profile you would see that I am a Ph.d 
student, which would give you a pretty good idea what my age is. 

Derek Smart, is that you?

edit: Oh yeah, and this thread is priceless. I can't believe you've stuck with it for so long, here's hoping the payoff isn't anti-climatic. Good job to 
everyone involved so far. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

What the fuck?

Man I read this whole thing sometimes last week and it was beautiful. There was a point in time where I was refreshing it every minute. I think we 
all were. Then stuff stopped happening; I kept checking in to see if anything was going on but mostly it was just people talking about it, which is 
fine by me. Now I skip a day and come in to check it out and WTF is this shit? Is it even worth going back and reading how this turned into a 
flamefest? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Chewblacca
Joined: Feb 07, 2004 

Arrrooomph! Humph Humph 
Humph!

^^^^Yeah. What he said. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 
What the fuck?

...Now I skip a day and come in to check it out and WTF is this shit? Is it even worth going back and reading how this 
turned into a flamefest? 

No. 
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Scotsman
Joined: Jun 09, 2002 

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 

EDIT5: I wouldn't be so upset Chlamydiajones, my title has a gramatical error in it. Anyone else want to take a crack at 
it? 

That ignore button not working too good? 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

Has he been banned yet for this? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

. . . It's like the thread is a bus, and the driver is blindfolded.

Please stop. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

No. 

Roger that. Went back to read anyway :P

So Monday's the day then? 
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Y2Kdogg
Joined: Dec 25, 2003 

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 

Roger that. Went back to read anyway :P

So Monday's the day then? 

Sounds like it. Already trademarking "5/10 Never Forget" /

Where were you when he received the p-p-p-powerbook? 
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May 08, 2004: 00:23  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

frankenbeans
Joined: Feb 16, 2003 

http://btb.eyecannon.com/upload/birds.jpg

Here's a nice/apt picture to throw in with the shopfront photo (I doubt he'll get the CNST reference).

Note: head/face edited out for ugliness/witness protection/etc.

Thanks to the eyecannon hosting machine, cos my ISP webspace is on the fritz tonight.

UKSA ninjas represent

Also... I'm *so* glad this thread picked up again. I saw it had grown another 10 pages, and I loosed my underpants in anticipation. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
Well shit! Someone else overwrote MY lovely custom title for that dick! 

Wow, I've never been immortalized in someone's title for such little work. Neat! 

Edit: too bad he uses such poor grammar.  

DLCinferno fucked around with this message at May 08, 2004 around 00:44
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Tacocriminal, you really are a prat. That's all, just a prat. 

Everyone else, are there any Home Counties goons with a free Monday morning that they could spend sitting in a cafe with a digital camera? 
Would we get away with posting a link in the `London monopoly' thread? There are clearly some students with plenty of time on their hands 
involved in that. 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Tacocriminal, you really are a prat. That's all, just a prat. 

Everyone else, are there any Home Counties goons with a free Monday morning that they could spend sitting in a cafe 
with a digital camera? Would we get away with posting a link in the `London monopoly' thread? There are clearly some 
students with plenty of time on their hands involved in that. 

I say go for it. You can't derail that thread any worse than this one has been the last few pages.  
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Umrath
Joined: Aug 27, 2003 

Please: Think about the 
Domokuns

Some of these posts are confusing me. I'm gathering that he has NOT yet received the package, right? He is still p-p-p-powerbookless, yes?

And we're just waiting for him to get the package? 
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absolut1
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

Absolut Awful

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Tacocriminal, you really are a prat. That's all, just a prat. 

Everyone else, are there any Home Counties goons with a free Monday morning that they could spend sitting in a cafe 
with a digital camera? Would we get away with posting a link in the `London monopoly' thread? There are clearly some 
students with plenty of time on their hands involved in that. 

Heh, they ought to make the barbershop a stop on the monopoly board 

Looking forward to monday's d-d-d-d-delivery. 
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The Newman
Joined: Oct 17, 2003 

unconstructive critic

P-p-power banner ad does not deliver. Hopefully fedex does better. 
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Carrion
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

quote: 

Umrath came out of the closet to say: 
Some of these posts are confusing me. I'm gathering that he has NOT yet received the package, right? He is still p-p-p-
powerbookless, yes?

And we're just waiting for him to get the package? 

He has said he paid the dues to get the package through customs, and the p-p-p-powerbook SHOULD be delivered on Monday, but that remains to 
be seen. Currently, the p-p-p-powerbook is still sitting in the FedEx holding office. Hopefully, by Monday the package will be delivered and the 
trolling/flaming will stop. 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

I hope it's Monday because IT'S MY BIRTHDAY! If he gets his present then I definately get mine! By the way PIPSKI yours hasn't arrived yet. Oh 
and I heartily agree that tacowhatsit is a prat. Let's send him a P-P-P-PHD certificate with some crap on it. Thread 2, this time it's personal. 
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maus
Joined: Jul 25, 2003 

Amigos! Look! It is El Macho... 
The Thief of Hearts!!

quote: 

Tacocriminal came out of the closet to say: 
EDIT5: my title has a gramatical error in it. 

 grammatical 

But enough derailment. This thread is a highway to LOL and the slow parts feel like the anticipation of driving through Utah to get to Vegas. 
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BipolarBitch
Joined: May 08, 2004 

Jenna Jameson never had to 
deal with this shit...

This is one of the funniest things I've ever bore witness to.

I registered an account here because of this thread.

Jeff, Goons, you PWN.

Can't wait for updates. 
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ChesterJT
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

I'M HELPING!!!

Can anyone find a birth date or ssn for that Saral Surakul interior design guy? I called some police friends and had him checked locally in Terre 
Haute. He's clear there, not even on record, so no traffic tickets or anything. Appears to be clean. Need some other piece of infor for a better 
check. Either our guy picked a good partner who is clean and wouldn't raise suspicion, or picked someone's identity to steal that's clean. 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

ChesterJT came out of the closet to say: 
Can anyone find a birth date or ssn for that Saral Surakul interior design guy? I called some police friends and had him 
checked locally in Terre Haute. He's clear there, not even on record, so no traffic tickets or anything. Appears to be 
clean. Need some other piece of infor for a better check. Either our guy picked a good partner who is clean and wouldn't 
raise suspicion, or picked someone's identity to steal that's clean. 

So you're telling us your friends can check his police record but can't get a birth date? Why do I completely and utterly not believe that? 
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Tekilah
Joined: Apr 15, 2004 

Everything good was taken

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 

So you're telling us your friends can check his police record but can't get a birth date? Why do I completely and utterly 
not believe that? 

I think that if someone is "clean", they dont have a police record. That means the police did not readily have his number/info/birthdate available.

Edit: heh, I reread...yea, he did say dood has no record at all, so the cops shouldn't just have a random strangers birth date lying around for no 
reason. 

Also, I really don't think Surakul or whatever is in on it at all. Is anyone going to drop him a line when this is over to let him know you avenged his 
eBay account theft?  

Tekilah fucked around with this message at May 08, 2004 around 12:25
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Jobbernowl
Joined: Mar 12, 2004 

\Job"ber*nowl`\, n. [OE. 
jobbernoule, fr. jobarde a 
stupid fellow; cf. E. noll.] A 
blockhead. [Colloq. & Obs.]

quote: 

absolut1 came out of the closet to say: 

Heh, they ought to make the barbershop a stop on the monopoly board 

Looking forward to monday's d-d-d-d-delivery. 

I was thinking about making the barbershop Free Parking (no, that's not some clever joke, I just can't think of anything else to use for Free 
Parking), but I only really want places in travelcard zones 1 and 2. Where's the nearest tube station to the barbershop? 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I might be able to make it on Monday but I can't enter the shop, I could probably get a video of the delivery and possibly the pickup if the guys 
there within a couple of hours. It really needs 5 people or more to cover the shop for the whole day, with 3 of us last time there wasn’t time/
manpower to cover everything for the whole day. I'd expect the scammer to pick up the powerbook before 2 though if it’s going to be at the shop 
by 12.

It's quite possible this scammer will just take the box home in his car and it may be impossible to get pictures of him opening it or getting hold of 
the discarded powerbook. Ideally we need a goon with a car to wait outside the shop - the place has no benches around and little places where 
you can take photos outside without the whole street seeing you. The road is packed most of the day.

quote: 

Jobbernowl came out of the closet to say: 

I was thinking about making the barbershop Free Parking (no, that's not some clever joke, I just can't think of anything 
else to use for Free Parking), but I only really want places in travelcard zones 1 and 2. Where's the nearest tube station 
to the barbershop? 
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Collindale, its zone 4 just below Edgware road on the northern line. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 08, 2004 around 13:40
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ChesterJT
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

I'M HELPING!!!

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 

So you're telling us your friends can check his police record but can't get a birth date? Why do I completely and utterly 
not believe that? 

OK here's how it works. There's different databases for different things. NCIC is the national system. IDACS is the statewide (Indiana) system, and 
almost all counties have their own local system they maintain with as much info as they can. The bigger two systems only hold active warrants, 
protection orders, and stuff like that. However, the local databases hold every single involvement with that county's police agencies, even traffic 
warnings. That system can be searched by almost any one variable. So checking someone locally can be done only a name, only a birthdate, , etc. 
This will only show stuff from that county only, but obviously if that's the county he lives in, that would be the one that would have information. To 
search the other two systems, and the BMV, you need either a ssn or birthdate. I was hoping he would have been on file at least locally so there 
would be a birthday to use. No such luck. I'm guessing he doesn't know about it either.

I guess they could try him locally in Iowa where that school is, but when you start crossing state lines, things tend to get a little "official" ya know? 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

Tekilah came out of the closet to say: 
I think that if someone is "clean", they dont have a police record. That means the police did not readily have his number/
info/birthdate available. 

True enough, but I'm willing to bet the guy has a driver's license.

quote: 

ChesterJT came out of the closet to say: 
OK here's how it works. 

Well that makes sense I guess, but it seems like that'd be a pretty shitty system that you can't search by name. Thanks for the explanation, 
though. 

Accipiter fucked around with this message at May 08, 2004 around 14:53
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thehustler
Joined: Apr 17, 2004 

Mr Brightside

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Collindale, its zone 4 just below Edgware road on the northern line. 

Bit too far out for us then  Shame though, it would have been the perfect addition to an SA event. Unless we scared him with the numbers 
attending, descending down into his shop.

BTW, the fact that our Monopoly thread made it into this particular piece of gold-rated material is ubercool. 

thehustler fucked around with this message at May 08, 2004 around 15:32
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SignalTwoFive
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

Bob Sapp is laughing AT you, 
not WITH you.

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 
Well that makes sense I guess, but it seems like that'd be a pretty shitty system that you can't search by name. Thanks 
for the explanation, though. 

Most local databases can be searched by name only. NCIC, and its Florida equivalent FCIC, require a name and date of birth. It might sound 
stupid, and sometimes it can be a pain in the ass when it comes to searching for people. Everything that is run through NCIC/FCIC is printed. 
When a common name, such as "John Smith" is run, anyone with a warrant that has a close name or DOB comes back, and you get stuck listening 
to a dot matrix printer for 20 minutes. Now imagine Mr. Smith getting run and they ALL come back. The printer would kill itself. 

Also, when you run someone, you have to verify that the warrant is for that person. Arresting someone incorrectly could mean a lawsuit against 
the arresting officer/agency. Once you establish that warrant=person, it has to be verified that the person is still wanted by sending a message 
through NCIC (works like a very official IM system).

Criminal histories work the same way as looking up warrants.

quote: 

ChesterJT came out of the closet to say:
I guess they could try him locally in Iowa where that school is, but when you start crossing state lines, things tend to 
get a little "official" ya know? 

I, for one, would not put my NCIC certification and job on the line to look this guy up. Anything on NCIC is NOT public record. I don't want the 
secret service on my ass, and yes, they would be. Someone a few years back ran the president. Not 10 minutes later, someone from the secret 
service showed up wondering why they did that. 

Also, I'll answer any related questions that I can. 
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Carrion
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

quote: 

Jobbernowl came out of the closet to say: 

I was thinking about making the barbershop Free Parking (no, that's not some clever joke, I just can't think of anything 
else to use for Free Parking) 

I would think the Barbershop should be the Go To Jail square. 
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thehustler
Joined: Apr 17, 2004 

Mr Brightside

quote: 

Carrion came out of the closet to say: 

I would think the Barbershop should be the Go To Jail square. 

No can do, we've designated the tower of london for that  
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ChesterJT
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

I'M HELPING!!!

quote: 

SignalTwoFive came out of the closet to say: 

I, for one, would not put my NCIC certification and job on the line to look this guy up. Anything on NCIC is NOT public 
record. I don't want the secret service on my ass, and yes, they would be. Someone a few years back ran the president. 
Not 10 minutes later, someone from the secret service showed up wondering why they did that. 

I hear that. People try and do stupid shit like look up Michael Jackson or something. It just brings a lot of problems. I also find it funny that you 
have a dot matrix printer. Get a laserjet man! It's the 21st century! haha 
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Thunderstorm
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

I <3 Hitler p,s. Nazis are 
wicked cool

quote: 

ChesterJT came out of the closet to say: 

I also find it funny that you have a dot matrix printer. Get a laserjet man! It's the 21st century! haha 

The advantage of dot matrix printers is, that they can log stuff witout printing a whole page / request, as a laser printer would do. If you buffer 
stuff, you are prone to lose data.
Many somewhat sensible systems (i.e. access control) use dot matrix printers as a physical logfile. It's the safest way to do it. 
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PsYcHo_FiSh
Joined: Jul 04, 2003 

CHINESE TANK 
GUY

Holy shit, this thread is immortal. 
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Not My Leg
Joined: Nov 06, 2002 

quote: 

SignalTwoFive came out of the closet to say: 

I, for one, would not put my NCIC certification and job on the line to look this guy up. Anything on NCIC is NOT public 
record. I don't want the secret service on my ass, and yes, they would be. Someone a few years back ran the president. 
Not 10 minutes later, someone from the secret service showed up wondering why they did that. 

Also, I'll answer any related questions that I can. 

Just wondering if you would really get the same response by running random guy through NCIC as running the president. NCIC must have 
thousands of searches per day, it doesn't seem like any extra one would raise flags unless it was a major political figure or celebrity. I guess I am 
just wondering why they would take a particular request and investigate it, rather than just assume it is one of the thousands run each day. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

Not My Leg came out of the closet to say: 

Just wondering if you would really get the same response by running random guy through NCIC as running the 
president. NCIC must have thousands of searches per day, it doesn't seem like any extra one would raise flags unless it 
was a major political figure or celebrity. I guess I am just wondering why they would take a particular request and 
investigate it, rather than just assume it is one of the thousands run each day. 

Absolutely anything to do with the president is looked into. Especially when it is using something like these databases. Even if you made some 
random joking comment to a stranger that you were going to kill Bush and that person just happened to notify someone who cared you could 
potentially have a Secret Service file made about you (my understanding is they don't necessarily question you for everything but they do create a 
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file and start keeping track of you). This was told to me by a high-level secret service relative of mine so I assume its fairly accurate. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

Just want to say I am still on board and looking forward to an asshole getting his 

quote: 

SignalTwoFive came out of the closet to say: 
Someone a few years back ran the president. Not 10 minutes later, someone from the secret service showed up 
wondering why they did that. 

Also, I'll answer any related questions that I can. 

Which President and what did they find? 
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Y2Kdogg
Joined: Dec 25, 2003 

quote: 

DLCinferno came out of the closet to say: 
Absolutely anything to do with the president is looked into. Especially when it is using something like these databases. 
Even if you made some random joking comment to a stranger that you were going to kill Bush and that person just 
happened to notify someone who cared you could potentially have a Secret Service file made about you (my 
understanding is they don't necessarily question you for everything but they do create a file and start keeping track of 
you). This was told to me by a high-level secret service relative of mine so I assume its fairly accurate. 

After reading this, I glanced over at your avatar and a shiver went down my spine. It's humourous in a way, but it definitely is not surprising. 
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kazmeyer
Joined: Jul 26, 2001 

Oh! He aint pretty no more!

quote: 

DLCinferno came out of the closet to say: 
Absolutely anything to do with the president is looked into. Especially when it is using something like these databases. 
Even if you made some random joking comment to a stranger that you were going to kill Bush and that person just 
happened to notify someone who cared you could potentially have a Secret Service file made about you (my 
understanding is they don't necessarily question you for everything but they do create a file and start keeping track of 
you). This was told to me by a high-level secret service relative of mine so I assume its fairly accurate. 

There was an incident in 2002, if I remember correctly, where someone on a fucking webforum posted how they would go about finding Vice 
President Cheney in his "undisclosed location". 

The Secret Service came to his workplace.

They don't fuck around with that kind of thing. 
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grzydj
Joined: Oct 04, 2000 

I will answer your questions 
about Gore-Tex

quote: 

PsYcHo_FiSh came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit, this thread is immortal. 

I'm so lost too. It's impossible to recap a 2000+ response thread. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I'll try to quickly recap it for those that do not want to read a couple thousand posts.

MyNameisJeff(Jeff) posted about how this guy on ebay (scammer) wanted to buy his Powerbook (notice the single P). The guy was obviously a 
scammer. Some goons track the scammer down, and it turns out that the scammer did some clever identity theft (of the college professor). So, 
Jeff instead gets the address that he is supposed to ship the Powerbook to. Jeff lives in Washington (state) and the scammer lives (or the package 
is at least going to) in London. Some goons get a map of the general region of the place, and it turns out to be Jean Climax's barbershop/internet 
cafe. Jeff gets the idea of turning a binder into a fake powerbook. He names his genius creation the 'P-P-P=Powerbook'. Here are the pictures for 
those who have not seen it:
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http://www.vegaji.com/images/bottomright.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/bluetoothmouse1.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/laser.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/righthand.jpg
http://www.vegaji.com/images/back2.jpg

With the help of some very quick and efficient fundraising from goons, Jeff gets the $90 or whatever shipping fees to ship the P-P-P-Powerbook 
(3P-Powerbook). It is shipped. Meanwhile, some goons have located and taken pictures of the barbershop/internet cafe. Around the time the 
package is estimated to arrive, Starbucks and Pipski go to the barbershop. Starbucks goes inside the barbershop and upstairs to the internet cafe. 
There, he's running a webcam and sees a Fedex truck pull up and a guy with two packages walk out into Mr. Climax's shop.

http://www.vegaji.com/images/powerbook1.gif

Starbucks also changes the screensavers of the barbershop to 'P-P-P-Powerbook!!!'. The whole thread has a collective orgasm thinking that the 3P 
Powerbook is there. But, alas, it turns out neither of the two boxes are our package. Suspicions arise of a very large scamming operation by this 
guy because of the two packages.

Time passes. Nothing is heard from the scammer. Constant 'Regulatory Clearance Delays' appear on the Fedex tracking website. After many 
attempts to contact him, Jeff gets the scammer to reply to him. The scammer says the he paid the taxes for the 3P Powerbook and it would be 
delivered this Monday (May 10, I believe).

That's about where we are now. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

kazmeyer came out of the closet to say: 
There was an incident in 2002, if I remember correctly, where someone on a fucking webforum posted how they would 
go about finding Vice President Cheney in his "undisclosed location". 

The Secret Service came to his workplace.

They don't fuck around with that kind of thing. 

There was just one recently where they came after a 15 yr old kid for anti-war drawings.

edit: and here's the Secret Service's explanation of the incident. 

DLCinferno fucked around with this message at May 09, 2004 around 03:07
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Koala
Joined: Aug 18, 2003 

Gorging on the eucalyptus tree 
of human misery

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
Massive Recap!!! 

Thanks! My eyes were strained by the time I got to page 30 of this thread. Now I'm eagerly awaiting the conclusion of this epic masterpiece. 
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grzydj
Joined: Oct 04, 2000 

I will answer your questions 
about Gore-Tex

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
I'll try to quickly recap it for those that do not want to read a couple thousand posts.

Thank you so much!  
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SignalTwoFive
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

Bob Sapp is laughing AT you, 
not WITH you.

quote: 

Not My Leg came out of the closet to say: 

Just wondering if you would really get the same response by running random guy through NCIC as running the 
president. NCIC must have thousands of searches per day, it doesn't seem like any extra one would raise flags unless it 
was a major political figure or celebrity. I guess I am just wondering why they would take a particular request and 
investigate it, rather than just assume it is one of the thousands run each day. 
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Depending on how the entering agency put in that particular person's warrant or whatever, that agency has the option to have a notice sent to 
them (which is immediate) any time that person is run. Now if he is in Iowa, and I run him in Florida, I'll most likely get a phone call in about 5 or 
10 minutes from whatever agency put his warrant into the system wondering why I had run him, and if I didn't have a good excuse, he could file a 
complaint and have my certification revoked. The gov't is pretty hardcore about that. 

Stolen Vehicles work the same way. Occasionally it'll be a couple of days before a stolen vehicle is entered, and once I enter it, I get a list of every 
agency that has run the vehicle's tag , showing me which direction the vehicle is heading. It's pretty cool sometimes. 

quote: 

Which President and what did they find?

It happened a few years before I started working there, but I was told that it was Reagan and nothing came back. I guess when you're president 
that stuff tends to disappear. 

SignalTwoFive fucked around with this message at May 09, 2004 around 03:08
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
I'll try to quickly recap it for those that do not want to read a couple thousand posts.

Damn good job. I wanted to do something like that, but I just kept putting it off. 
Should I quote you for the front page? Perhaps we can make everyone read it all.

I thought about writing a story about it all for our p-p-p-powerbook.com. Maybe i will just do that instead. Then they have to read the whole 
thread. I will include the people whos posts helped take this thread to the top.

Again; Thanks to everyones input and ideas. You guys are awesome. 
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J-Spot
Joined: May 07, 2002 

I AM A LIAR

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
Recap! 

Thanks! I checked this thread out when it began, but it quickly got out of hand. I'm just now seeing Jeff's P-P-P-Powerbook images. Hilarious. 
Kudos to Jeff and to the goons who are more committed to these large threads than I am. Threads like these are proof positive that GBS is the 
best general discussion forum on the 'net. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Damn good job. I wanted to do something like that, but I just kept putting it off. 
Should I quote you for the front page? Perhaps we can make everyone read it all.

I thought about writing a story about it all for our p-p-p-powerbook.com. Maybe i will just do that instead. Then they 
have to read the whole thread. I will include the people whos posts helped take this thread to the top.

Again; Thanks to everyones input and ideas. You guys are awesome. 

You can quote me if you'd like. And the Chronicles of the P-P-P-Powerbook would be good to write. Include the pictures taken, Photoshops people 
have done, and everything else and it'd make a damned fine story. We just need some closure first. 
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cunnelatio
Joined: Aug 08, 2002 

I'M A HUGE 
FAGGOT 

quote: 

smitz came out of the closet to say: 
Oh yeah custom title buying for faggots is fun  

You may win the argument but you lose in general, because this merely proves that you think the internet is serious business

In before "I'd buy you a title but yours is quite accurate " 

cunnelatio fucked around with this message at May 09, 2004 around 03:56
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EvilBob
Joined: Feb 17, 2001 

Can't please all the people all 
the time, and last time all 
those people were in my 
thread.

holy shit this is funny. I'm glued to this thread now. nice work 
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Liet
Joined: Oct 07, 2003 

quote: 

cunnelatio came out of the closet to say: 
You may win the argument but you lose in general, because this merely proves that you think the internet is serious 
business 

Last time I checked, buying a custom title wasn't so expensive as to qualify as "serious business". 
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Verm
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Reality continues to ruin my 
life.

quote: 

Liet came out of the closet to say: 

Last time I checked, buying a custom title wasn't so expensive as to qualify as "serious business". 

quote: 

cunnelatio came out of the closet to say: 
I'd buy you a title but yours is quite accurate  

That fits together I guess. 
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Unorthodox
Joined: Dec 03, 2001 

Retired with career average of 
25.38/day.

I still can't get over the whole Jean Climax's barbershop/internet cafe thing. I anxiously await our Climax here in this thread. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

Monday May 10? That's like... now? 
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Verm
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Reality continues to ruin my 
life.

Nope, now is Sunday the 9th. 
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Alty
Joined: Mar 20, 2004 

I'll take a quiet life. and a 
handshake of carbon monoxide

cannot wait for this to end (although, in some ways I want it to continue), the posters of this thread rock. 
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FrozenCat
Joined: Dec 20, 2003 

My idols are Sam Kinison & 
Isaac Asimov. 
Go figure.

I wonder if someone with brains/technical knowledge could actually build a working P-P-P-Powerbook? The hard part would be making the case 
itself-having it look like the photos.

When I close my eyes, I see that keyboard... 

__________________
'The era when a Dame was a Dame and a Dick was a Detective.'
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BeastOfExmoor
Joined: Aug 19, 2003 

"Mr. Phillips found old Johnny 
Cash when he was high, high 
before he ever took those pills, 
and he's still too proud to die.."

I'd been ignoring this thread for a couple weeks, but after finding out that I have met Jeff before and hearing the amazing tail of the P-P-
Powerbook, I felt the need to read through it a bit and give Jeff kudos. Hopefully this will turn out well. 
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Winkie
Joined: Aug 25, 2002 

it best be funny and 
informative and not at all pink

quote: 

FrozenCat came out of the closet to say: 
I wonder if someone with brains/technical knowledge could actually build a working P-P-P-Powerbook? The hard part 
would be making the case itself-having it look like the photos.

When I close my eyes, I see that keyboard... 

What the hell are you on about? A working P-P-P-Powerbook? So that would be a Powerbook then, and yes Apple are quite good at making those. 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

quote: 

Winkie came out of the closet to say: 

What the hell are you on about? A working P-P-P-Powerbook? So that would be a Powerbook then, and yes Apple are 
quite good at making those. 

Close, you just need to paint the front of the mouse blue and add teeth. And arrange the keyboard so instead of 'typewriter' being on the first row, 
'ufag' is on the first row. (Dvorak is SO last millenium!) 
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CheechLizard
Joined: Jul 01, 2000 

I was late for work because I refused to leave until I read this thread and there's still more to come.
Funny stuff 
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Ruby Gloom
Joined: May 08, 2004 

The happiest girl in the world....

I cant wait for the P-P-P-Powerbook to be delivered.. but i've been reading this for like 2 weeks.. what will we all do once it ends *sob* P-P-P-
Powerbook, not just a thread, but a way of life!!! 
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therealNeoS
Joined: Jul 13, 2001 

5 bux saves the day

Jesus Christ I'm so giddy and want this to happen so we can laugh for days. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Is anyone prepared to go to the barbers tomorrow for the delivery? It's likely I will go but I can't enter the shop. I will be in the cafe across the 
street from 8am and will be able to record delivery and hopefully the pickup. If the PowerBook is dumped in a bin nearby (highly unlikely) I will 
recover it. 
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HorseRotorvator
Joined: Feb 05, 2002 

quote: 

ZeromusMog came out of the closet to say: 
And arrange the keyboard so instead of 'typewriter' being on the first row, 'ufag' is on the first row. (Dvorak is SO last 
millenium!) 

Holy shit! "Typewriter" is on the first row. I never noticed that. 
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Jasperess
Joined: Oct 13, 2002 

I've been reading this thread since the beginning and it still never ceases to amaze me. 

I know it was most possible that the P-P-P-Powerbook is going to be delivered Monday, but has anyone checked just to make sure they didn't get 
a chance to deliver it on Friday? 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Fed-Ex doesn't say delivered and this guy said Monday so I'd be surprised if it’s been set to a different date, the guy could be lying but if I was 
waiting for the laptop I'd want it Monday. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Is anyone prepared to go to the barbers tomorrow for the delivery? It's likely I will go but I can't enter the shop. I will 
be in the cafe across the street from 8am and will be able to record delivery and hopefully the pickup. If the PowerBook 
is dumped in a bin nearby (highly unlikely) I will recover it. 

Why can't you enter the shop? 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I went last week, the barber will certainly recognise me - some of the computers had screensavers and things changed. He also saw me and the 
others hanging around outside the shop.

I just went to get the 11:45 coach but it was full, I should be able to get the 3:45 and be there by 10:15. 
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OMG LOL BUTSEKZ
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

no butsekz plz.

quote: 

Verm came out of the closet to say: 
Nope, now is Sunday the 9th. 

isn't it the 10th in london? 
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Souldark
Joined: Oct 14, 2003 

The glass is half-empty. You 
drank the first half.

quote: 

OMG LOL BUTSEKZ came out of the closet to say: 

isn't it the 10th in london? 

Why the hell would Sunday (yesterday) be the 10th?

It's now Monday, the 10th, in the UK.

Also, tastic thread, now awaiting completion. 
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thehustler
Joined: Apr 17, 2004 

Mr Brightside

I'm so interested in what happens here that I'm having the spectacular Ruby Gloom SMS me the minute we have confirmation of the delivery 
(unless she forgets, in which case jobbernowl will instead). Alas, I wont be here to read it, because I am on holiday (as stated on page 
50something)

Fingers are crossed for good news! 

thehustler fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 00:36
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Y2Kdogg
Joined: Dec 25, 2003 Not sure if it has been pointed out yet, but this guy's fake escrow page isn't working anymore 

Edit - Apparently it has been "disabled".

I am 30 pages late with this revelation.  
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The Newman
Joined: Oct 17, 2003 

unconstructive critic

quote: 

Y2Kdogg came out of the closet to say: 

Not sure if it has been pointed out yet, but this guy's fake escrow page isn't working anymore  

You are approximately 30 pages late with that revelation. 

The Newman fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 03:58
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Jap10
Joined: Mar 10, 2004 

My mom is bom. She gives 
tite dome.

rescued from the depths of the second page! 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

Arise, thread! Today is the day! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
Arise, thread! Today is the day! 

It's still 6:30 pm here.  
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OMG LOL BUTSEKZ
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

no butsekz plz.

quote: 

Souldark came out of the closet to say: 

Why the hell would Sunday (yesterday) be the 10th?

It's now Monday, the 10th, in the UK.

Also, tastic thread, now awaiting completion. 

i was saying it was the 10th in the uk, not sunday the 10th, bitch 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

OMG LOL BUTSEKZ came out of the closet to say: 

i was saying it was the 10th in the uk, not sunday the 10th, bitch 

easy 
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ImDifferent
Joined: Sep 20, 2001 

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 
I hope it's Monday because IT'S MY BIRTHDAY! 

Sup, May-10th-birthday-having buddy?
I too am eagerly awaiting the outcome of this rollercoaster ride. 
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SignalTwoFive
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

Bob Sapp is laughing AT you, 
not WITH you.

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 
Arise, thread! Today is the day! 

Billy witch doctor dot com says:

Arise, thread, arise. 

Attachment: capture.jpg
This has been downloaded 1605 time(s).
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

In case someone doesn't have it bookmarked

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 
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absolut1
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

Absolut Awful

quote: 

charliemaul came out of the closet to say: 
In case someone doesn't have it bookmarked

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/tracki...rs=846563452310 

I wonder if anyone at Fedex has noticed the interest in this shipment. Must be thousands of hits on that by now, all with the SA referrer. 
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Hungryjack
Joined: May 09, 2003 

quote: 

absolut1 came out of the closet to say: 
I wonder if anyone at Fedex has noticed the interest in this shipment. Must be thousands of hits on that by now, all with 
the SA referrer. 

It might make for interesting trivia, but since I can't think of much sinister stuff that can come out of tracking a shipment, I doubt they even keep 
tabs on that kind of thing. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

This will probably be the only thing on Monday that will keep me from being suicidal. 
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OMG LOL BUTSEKZ
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

no butsekz plz.

quote: 

DLCinferno came out of the closet to say: 

easy 

now let's concentrate on the worship of MyNameIsJeff 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

May 10, 2004 4:00 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay

FedEx is really starting to piss me off. 
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IdeoPraxist
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

Creating Ideas for Good and 
Evil

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
I'll try to quickly recap it for those that do not want to read a couple thousand posts.

...lots of good blah...

That's about where we are now. 

Thanks vegaji. I lost track of this huge thread, so your summary is appreciated. 
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OMG LOL BUTSEKZ
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

no butsekz plz.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
May 10, 2004 4:00 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay

FedEx is really starting to piss me off. 

AHHH 
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Jack Burton
Joined: Mar 01, 2002 

It's all in the reflexes.

Is there any way to find out why exactly, the P-P-P-Powerbook has been in RACD for so damned long? This is at once both excruciatingly 
frustrating and deliciously uncertain. ARRRRRRGGGGGG!!! 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
May 10, 2004 4:00 am 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay

FedEx is really starting to piss me off. 

Did you expect a Sunday delivery? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Did you expect a Sunday delivery? 

I suppose you're right. 
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Package Molesto
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

It trained them to shoot skeet.

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Did you expect a Sunday delivery? 

May 10 isn't Sunday. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

^^^^^^^^^Beaten like a Venezuelan hooker.

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Did you expect a Sunday delivery? 

What the hell are you talking about? May 10, 2004 is Monday. 
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neutron
Joined: Feb 19, 2003 

The most merciful thing in the 
world . . . is the inability of the 
human mind to correlate all its 
contents.

damn. all this hubbub because of a single little scammer? he must be proud. 
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Kilted Yaksman
Joined: Sep 25, 2003 

your neon lights will shine

So, an hour and a half ago, the tracking page was updated with another "Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay"? -- seems to me that if he really 
paid, it should read otherwise. I hope that we don't have to wait much longer... 
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ChesterJT
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

I'M HELPING!!!

Hey Jeff, can you call FedEx to get more info on what's going on? As the sender, I imagine they could tell you something. Either if he really has 
paid, or find out what that "Delay" thing is for and what the steps are from here. 
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jalad
Joined: Jan 04, 2004 

Lacking dignity since 1978

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 
^^^^^^^^^Beaten like a Venezuelan hooker.

What the hell are you talking about? May 10, 2004 is Monday. 

Yes, and damn them for not having it delivered by 4am.  
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Good man Rhig!  (Not that you can read this `cause you're on a coach!) I really would join you there if I could. If I get any work done this 
morning it's going to be a fucking miracle anyway! Just hoping it doesn't arrive before you, that would be a pisser. 
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wildmamboqueen
Joined: May 31, 2001 

Been following this historical scammer thread from the wee origins, and all my good luck & wishes for a great payoff.

You have inspired many people not to ignore, but to SHINE!

I wish the UK goons godspeed and great pics! 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

My friends and family members are waiting for the outcome of this delightful thread. 
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shame
Joined: Apr 25, 2004 

pathologically charming

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
I'll try to quickly recap it for those that do not want to read a couple thousand posts. 

you rule so much, thanks. 
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T.G.M.
Joined: Mar 01, 2001 

quote: 

neutron came out of the closet to say: 
damn. all this hubbub because of a single little scammer? he must be proud. 

hey d00d welcome to the party 

You see, it's not just the fact that he's getting scammed. I'm sure that is an everyday occurence, and is in itself nothing new or interesting.

It's the careful baiting and hilarious setup that makes this one so special (GO GO P-P-Powerbook! Fly, fly to your destination!) 

Damn, I can't wait for the payoff... Good show, MyNameIsJeff. 
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Dazb0
Joined: Feb 05, 2004 

Just that little bit better...

Surely if Fed Ex were delivering that package today, the status screen would say something like "out for delivery" at about 6am this morning. You 
have to wonder if the scammer really did pay the taxes. An update from Fed Ex on the telephone will most likely be required should they not 
deliver today.

If he really did pay the taxes last Thursday, and they still haven't delivered by today, then that's pretty poor on the part of Fed Ex - but I doubt 
that's the scenario. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Dazb0 came out of the closet to say: 
Surely if Fed Ex were delivering that package today, the status screen would say something like "out for delivery" at 
about 6am this morning. 

You really don't know. 6am EST is 11:00 a.m. in London. They might not deliver the package until later in the evening. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Dazb0
Joined: Feb 05, 2004 

Just that little bit better...

I believe that the Fed Ex site lists times locally. It is now 10:30am here in England, there really should be some indication on the Fed Ex site to say 
that the package is out for delivery. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Dazb0 came out of the closet to say: 
I believe that the Fed Ex site lists times locally. It is now 10:30am here in England, there really should be some 
indication on the Fed Ex site to say that the package is out for delivery. 

I forgot my clock is that fast. It was 5:30 when I wrote that. But my point still stands - they might not deliver the package until later in the 
evening, thus the delay in the tracking update. Or Hell, maybe the package already went out but they haven't bothered updating the site. 
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dmosinee
Joined: Apr 19, 2004 

These recent developments (I had been on hiatus from this thread for a couple days) are quite intriging. On the one hand, it'd be easy to lose 
hope and assume he never paid the dues... but why on earth would he send an email to Jeff saying he did pay them?

Another thing that hadn't struck me as odd until just now: If the scammer's plan had went accordingly, and he had ripped Jeff out of his 
powerbook, Jeff would still have the address of the Barbershop. If this guy is a big time scammer, wouldn't the barbershop have been pinched 
already for some previous fraud ? Even if all the barbershop guy does is sign for packages and pass them on, I'd imagine he's still subject to some 
legal action.

It seems we keep digging up more questions than answers, I hope that a month from now we'll have enough info and resolution to make both a 
documentary and a novel out of this whole incident.

ô¿ô 

dmosinee fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 17:38
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Just popped in to the cafe next door, Ive been here since 10:30 and nothing has been delivered, if its not here by 12 and fedex isnt saying its 
delivered its probably not coming today. 
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Pet Rock
Joined: Jul 31, 2003 

Well, it's like a pet dog, only, 
it's a rock...

quote: 

dmosinee came out of the closet to say: 
It seems we keep digging up more questions than answers, I hope that a month from now we'll have enough info and 
resolution to make both a documentary and a novel out of this whole incident. 

And a line of action figures? I want a MyNameIsJeff action figure! 
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Dazb0
Joined: Feb 05, 2004 

Just that little bit better...

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Just popped in to the cafe next door, Ive been here since 10:30 and nothing has been delivered, if its not here by 12 and 
fedex isnt saying its delivered its probably not coming today. 

In which case, I hope you had another reason to be in London today, or it's been a wasted trip for you. 

Incidentally, Rhig, I know you don't I? I tried to teach you how to play Quasar a few years ago. Remember? If only I knew then that you would 
become a p-p-p-powerbook celebrity...  
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Well I was supposed to be revising for exams but I will probably end up just going to the shops, the coach from Plymouth is very cheap anyway 
but it sucks to come back empty handed.

I did notice however that there were no delivery vans going to the shop today while there were a few last time, perhaps the scammers moved on 
to a new box although I think its strange he e-mailed jeff about paying the tax if hes not interested in the powerbook.

Dazb0 - Yes, I didn't know you were a goon, I must get down to the Quaser over the summer holidays. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

MyNameIsJeff, did you call FedEx and verify that the mark has paid his fees? If not, maybe you could call them and find out what the !#$%#@!
#@ the holdup is. 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

As I have said before everyone, patience patience. It's a shame if rhig has a wasted journey but the chances of the barber opening the p-p-p-
powerbook where we can see it are very slim. Someone else will turn up and whisk it away to their secret p-p-p-powerbook opening facility. The 
joy will come from the "you ripped me off, you're dead you cocksucker..."email, and the man's subsequent arrest. Gloating will also be important. 
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XK
Joined: Jul 09, 2001 

Quantum Killer

The tracking page is now showing two status remarks for today: Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay for 4 am, and a blank update for 2:31 pm. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

XK came out of the closet to say: 
The tracking page is now showing two status remarks for today: Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay for 4 am, and a 
blank update for 2:31 pm. 

I just came on to mention the same thing. This is giving me a semi. That and I found out my "ex" employer will let me stay on for the rest of the 
month while I try to find out why my "new" employer told all new hires to not show up, told one guy to go home, and cancelled all their job 
interviews. 
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Shmafty
Joined: Apr 17, 2003 

Don't know and have no 
opinion...

quote: 

XK came out of the closet to say: 
The tracking page is now showing two status remarks for today: Regulatory Agency Clearance Delay for 4 am, and a 
blank update for 2:31 pm. 

This could be a sign of package motion. If you look at the listing for April 29th, there is also a blank entry for "Package status" right before it went 
to the ramp. Maybe it's getting ready to leave the ramp or something?

EDIT: Well, right before meaning "eight hours before", but still, looks positive to me. 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

I do believe the blank status is a sign that either they are sending it back/throwing it away, or that they are shipping it out for all of us to laugh at.

my P-P-P-Penis is getting quite excited about this. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

Now that I think about it, when I've tracked packages I was expecting it would usually say "Out for delivery". I suspect the package will go out 
tomorrow. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

On the FedEx website amazingly, the comments are there, but they are hidden. They say:

May 10, 2004 2:31 pm 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
 Laughing our ass off at the p-p-p-powerbook 

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 
That and I found out my "ex" employer will let me stay on for the rest of the month while I try to find out why my "new" 
employer told all new hires to not show up, told one guy to go home, and cancelled all their job interviews. 

That sucks. What's your job? 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 
Now that I think about it, when I've tracked packages I was expecting it would usually say "Out for delivery". I suspect 
the package will go out tomorrow. 

Unless there's more than meets the eye, I think it's safe to say that FedEX UK is unreliable as an express mail service. You could have done USPS 
by now.

Also, I don't rule out that he really didn't pay the taxes on this. The "Why would he lie?" response is kind of funny, really. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
On the FedEx website amazingly, the comments are there, but they are hidden. They say:

May 10, 2004 2:31 pm 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
 Laughing our ass off at the p-p-p-powerbook 

That sucks. What's your job? 

[derail]Computer Programmer. These guys were all set to do a lot of hiring and now their main office put a stop to it. I don't know if I got laid off 
before I even started or if it just means I have to wait a few weeks before I get to start. In the mean time the recruiter who got me the job is 
looking to see if he can find me something else.[/derail] 
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swiss
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
On the FedEx website amazingly, the comments are there, but they are hidden. They say:

May 10, 2004 2:31 pm 
Package status 
STANSTED GB 
 Laughing our ass off at the p-p-p-powerbook  

I would love to know how you know that. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Does anyone know when FedEx stops delivering? I would think that it would be delivered by 5:30-6:00 

I can feel my blood pressure raise with anticipation. . . . 
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kaww of course
Joined: Jul 11, 2003 

i dont care what

quote: 

swiss came out of the closet to say: 

I would love to know how you know that. 

PSYCHIC MIND POWER 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

quote: 

swiss came out of the closet to say: 

I would love to know how you know that. 

[derail]
I was the coder on the original "Survivor" website...

now, I am unemployed...weird. 

Otokodate- I am sorry to hear that. As an (unemployed) brother-in-arms, I am hoping that when I am finished with my BA, the job picture will 
have picked up
[/derail] 
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H.P. Grenade
Joined: Oct 21, 2003 

What's all this then?

Lucky me... I actually didn't start paying attention to this thread until today. Thank god for slow workdays and for the SA Goons. Is nothing 
impossible for us? A big hand goes out to all and I wait with bated breath... 
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Twisted Echidna
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Did it clear customs? It's possible it was held there. 
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blablazo
Joined: Jun 24, 2002 

Blablazo

It says released for delivery now. 
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XK
Joined: Jul 09, 2001 

Quantum Killer

Yes yes yes yes yes yes! Delivery!

It should be on its way. Since the time stamping is the same as the few previous notes, I don't think that means delivered as of yet, but they may 
have a funky time stamping method.

Edit: Watch it be delivered tomorrow, as in released for delivery just meaning customs has ok'd it. 

XK fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 17:57
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

May 10, 2004 6:10 pm 

Package status - STANSTED GB - Released for Delivery 
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

Holy shit, they are finally delivering this thing. Do they deliver this late, though, or will it be tomorrow morning? 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

someone get your ass out there and get some footage! 
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SLOSifl
Joined: Aug 10, 2002 May 10, 2004 6:10 pm 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Released for Delivery

6:10 pm 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Package available for clearance 

6:10 pm 

Arrived at FedEx Ramp 

STANSTED GB

beaten 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

Holy shit! Stuff is actually happening! Too bad the London crew isn't mobilized right now. Or are they? 
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Richtofen
Joined: Oct 09, 2003 

I've had every kind of account

ooh i can't wait!! i'm excited like a schoolgirl!! 
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absolut1
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

Absolut Awful

hooray! preparing for hilarity. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

May 10, 2004 6:10 pm 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Released for Delivery 

6:10 pm 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

Package available for clearance 

*BEATEN WITH SHIT!!!!!!!!!

THERE IS A GOD!!!!!!! 
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IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

oh my  
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OldMold
Joined: Jul 29, 2003 

old cold gold mold

The time of justice is at hand!

F5 dont fail me now!!! 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Reckon they'll deliver at this time of night?

EDIT : oh, yeah, almost forgot - YAY!!!

EDIT2 : could it mean that his tax payment only just cleared? If he used a card / cheque or whatever? `Cleared for delivery' might = will be 
delivered tomorrow a.m. 

Pipski fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 18:06
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

No way it will go out tonight. It will be on a truck in the morning. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

Str8Dog came out of the closet to say: 
No way it will go out tonight. It will be on a truck in the morning. 

Well that could be a good thing; I mean it might give some English goons time to go and record the delivery if they're so inclined. 
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jaymeekae
Joined: Aug 30, 2003 

do we have anyone in london tomorrow?

i'd love to go but i'd lose a days wages :/

edit: oh and yay! 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

This is exciting news.. Looks like I'll be spending the last few hours at work later today just hitting refresh. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 

Well that could be a good thing; I mean it might give some English goons time to go and record the delivery if they're so 
inclined. 

I am totally so inclined - I'm also totally at work (I know that didn't stop me last time, but it didn't go down so well). This is a job for tax-dodgers. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

I am totally so inclined - I'm also totally at work (I know that didn't stop me last time, but it didn't go down so well). 
This is a job for tax-dodgers. 

Did you get in trouble at work? I must have missed that part 

I'm very much inclined myself, alas I'm in San Francisco and I don't think I could make it to London by tomorrow morning. 
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paper pope hat
Joined: Sep 27, 2000 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Reckon they'll deliver at this time of night?

EDIT : oh, yeah, almost forgot - YAY!!!

EDIT2 : could it mean that his tax payment only just cleared? If he used a card / cheque or whatever? `Cleared for 
delivery' might = will be delivered tomorrow a.m. 

Yeah. It's still at the airport, just apparently released from customs and transfered over to the "ok for delivery" type area.

Hopefully this means it'll be on the first truck in the morning. I can't imagine they're in the habit of sending fresh trucks out at 6pm.

I'm excited, I hope someone manages to be there tomorrow morning. After all this work you guys have put in, it would be a damn shame not to 
see the delivery. 
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Shmafty
Joined: Apr 17, 2003 

Don't know and have no 
opinion...

Whoops.. . a few minutes behind... but very exciting now! 
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DoombatINC
Joined: Apr 20, 2003 

Here's the thing, I'm a feminist.

Oh crap now I'm not gonna get anything done today. 
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fuckingtest
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

We can rebuild him. but I don't 
wanna spend alot of money.

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

I am totally so inclined - I'm also totally at work (I know that didn't stop me last time, but it didn't go down so well). 
This is a job for tax-dodgers. 

Right...I wish I lved over in England right about now since I have no job. Though I'd probably rather work than stay "on the dole" as you brits call 
it. 

So the game is on again eh? 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

The suspense is killing me! I don't want to wait another day.  
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eclipse232
Joined: Dec 04, 2001 

8/24 NEVAR FORGET!

Another day stuck hitting F5 on this thread. Holy fuck this thread delivers. 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
Time passes. Nothing is heard from the scammer. Constant 'Regulatory Clearance Delays' appear on the Fedex tracking 
website. After many attempts to contact him, Jeff gets the scammer to reply to him. The scammer says the he paid the 
taxes for the 3P Powerbook and it would be delivered this Monday (May 10, I believe).

That's about where we are now. 

Ahahahhaha he paid taxes on the 3P-powerbook, awesome, can anyone link to the exact post, where Jeff lists the scammers final e-mail, I've 
followed this thread pretty well, at this point I get lost in it...is the delivery address still the internet cafe? Is our 'mark' someone who works IN the 
shop, or someone from Romania? Will Pipski be present for the delivery?? Please I must know!! 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

XK came out of the closet to say: 
Yes yes yes yes yes yes! Delivery!

It should be on its way. Since the time stamping is the same as the few previous notes, I don't think that means 
delivered as of yet, but they may have a funky time stamping method.

Edit: Watch it be delivered tomorrow, as in released for delivery just meaning customs has ok'd it. 

"6:10 pm | Arrived at FedEx Ramp | STANSTED GB"
It's on the ramp. That should mean that it goes on the truck in the morning.
Y-Y-Yes on the P-P-Powerbook!
I must bring extra shorts to work tomorrow. 
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Celdin
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

On page 60:

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

-----Original Message-----
From: Gianluca [mailto:scont06@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2004 2:49 PM
To: MyNameIsJeff
Subject: Re: Package cannot be delivered!

Dear sir,

Today I have made the payment for the duty taxes.I went personal to Fedex and made the payment.Everything now is 
ok and they told me that they will deliver it to me tomorrow or latest at 10 o'clock in the morning on Monday.Sorry for 
this delay but Fedex told me that this is the best they can do.Anyway they will deliver it till Monday aftrenoon and will be 
fine.
Next week we can finalize the deal.
Thank you for your patience and hope to be ok now.

The shop is still the spot of delivery, the person working there is the one who signs for the packages. Pipski wont be there. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

YES!

I seriously am going to get up and dance with joy. 
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Mahnkiman
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

Sup dooder

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 

*BEATEN WITH SHIT!!!!!!!!!

THERE IS A GOD!!!!!!! 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Jeff needs his custom title back. 
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malt
Joined: Jun 07, 2001 

Like an onion, when you peel 
away my many layers, I STILL 
FUCKING STINK!!!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
YES!

I seriously am going to get up and dance with joy. 

You and me both brother! I can't count on three hands the ammount of times the scammers have tried this shit on me. I can't wait to see the 
outcome. 

Also, has anyone gotten their scam letters via regulat mail about "El Lottereia GORDO!" yet? I may have won up to $65,000, and all I have to do is 
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just send them my checking account number, and routing number, oh, and social security info. WHAT LUCK! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff needs his custom title back. 

Yes, I believe I do. 
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Lank
Joined: Sep 16, 2002 

Jeff? I may be assuming too much here, but I believe that this thread is well worth more than $2000 to you, and thus you can think of this as 
getting $4000 for your laptop when you actually sell it. ps I'm going to fail my exam today at 3:00 because I've been doing nothing but following 
this story lately. I have lolled, and for that I am grateful. 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Yes, I believe I do. 

Not until it's delivered  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Lank came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff? I may be assuming too much here, but I believe that this thread is well worth more than $2000 to you, and thus 
you can think of this as getting $4000 for your laptop when you actually sell it. ps I'm going to fail my exam today at 
3:00 because I've been doing nothing but following this story lately. I have lolled, and for that I am grateful. 

I'm pretty sure I will tell this story to my grandchildren. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I'm pretty sure I will tell this story to my grandchildren. 

Who, in turn, will wonder what the fuck FedEx is. Or a laptop for that matter. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

I will be skipping work and classes tomorrow to watch this unfold. We have a whole night to plan Operation 3Pbook. Who can we get to go there 
with cameras? We have already commended our heroes on their outstanding recon jobs.. Its time for the real thing! 
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Duckrasta
Joined: Sep 21, 2002 

I never lost hope. I have no classes tomorrow, so I can sit in front of my computer all day and refresh this thread. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
Jeff needs his custom title back. 

I'm broke, somebody else is going to have to buy it this time. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

I'm pretty sure I will tell this story to my grandchildren. 

I tried to tell this story to my wife the other day. I was actualy unable to remain standing during the telling due to the hillarity. She not only didn't 
think it was funny, she actualy didn't get the point. At all. 

The moral of this post is; don't even TRY to share this experiance, it just don't fly with some people. 
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Tom Tucker
Joined: Jul 19, 2003 

Yippee-ki-yay motherfucker.

Can someone summarize what happened for latecomers like me? 
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Kevin H
Joined: Jul 17, 2001 

quote: 

Tom Tucker came out of the closet to say: 
Can someone summarize what happened for latecomers like me? 

Go to page 64 (assuming you're on max per page) and read the post by vegaji

edit: someone just posted the post below \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ 
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Celdin
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

I think this needs to be quoted on the front page:

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
I'll try to quickly recap it for those that do not want to read a couple thousand posts.

MyNameisJeff(Jeff) posted about how this guy on ebay (scammer) wanted to buy his Powerbook (notice the single P). 
The guy was obviously a scammer. Some goons track the scammer down, and it turns out that the scammer did some 
clever identity theft (of the college professor). So, Jeff instead gets the address that he is supposed to ship the 
Powerbook to. Jeff lives in Washington (state) and the scammer lives (or the package is at least going to) in London. 
Some goons get a map of the general region of the place, and it turns out to be Jean Climax's barbershop/internet cafe. 
Jeff gets the idea of turning a binder into a fake powerbook. He names his genius creation the 'P-P-P=Powerbook'. Here 
are the pictures for those who have not seen it:
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With the help of some very quick and efficient fundraising from goons, Jeff gets the $90 or whatever shipping fees to 
ship the P-P-P-Powerbook (3P-Powerbook). It is shipped. Meanwhile, some goons have located and taken pictures of the 
barbershop/internet cafe. Around the time the package is estimated to arrive, Starbucks and Pipski go to the 
barbershop. Starbucks goes inside the barbershop and upstairs to the internet cafe. There, he's running a webcam and 
sees a Fedex truck pull up and a guy with two packages walk out into Mr. Climax's shop.

http://www.vegaji.com/images/powerbook1.gif

Starbucks also changes the screensavers of the barbershop to 'P-P-P-Powerbook!!!'. The whole thread has a collective 
orgasm thinking that the 3P Powerbook is there. But, alas, it turns out neither of the two boxes are our package. 
Suspicions arise of a very large scamming operation by this guy because of the two packages.

Time passes. Nothing is heard from the scammer. Constant 'Regulatory Clearance Delays' appear on the Fedex tracking 
website. After many attempts to contact him, Jeff gets the scammer to reply to him. The scammer says the he paid the 
taxes for the 3P Powerbook and it would be delivered this Monday (May 10, I believe).

That's about where we are now. 
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Liet
Joined: Oct 07, 2003 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
I tried to tell this story to my wife the other day. I was actualy unable to remain standing during the telling due to the 
hillarity. She not only didn't think it was funny, she actualy didn't get the point. At all. 

The moral of this post is; don't even TRY to share this experiance, it just don't fly with some people. 

Seconded. That is, my wife didn't get it either. My friend here at work who's also a goon thought it was hilarious though.
I just can't wait for this thread to meet it's amazing (Jean) climax. 
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Nuntius
Joined: May 07, 2004 

Being not gay since 1984

Well, has he replied yet Jeff? I really want to see 3 pages of him swearing off because he had to pay '27.5%' (it's actually only 17.5% VAT) of the 
value. Plus I've just spent about 4 hours reading this and I neeeeed to know what happens. It's like a shitty internet text soap opera where 
everyone is an american trying to sound scottish and coming off as a weird Irish/Australian/Alien hybrid (sorry you guys, but there is not one actor 
in Hollywood who can do a real scottish accent) 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

This scammer seems like he is quite new to the "game". I can't imagine that a veteran of things like this, would have kept the communication 
open for so long. It seems pointless. 
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McMurphy
Joined: Feb 14, 2004 

liberation theology goons of 
the world unite

Wow, 67 pages and the moment is so close. I am masturbating in anticipation. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

You might want to go easy. At the absolute earliest it couldn't be delivered for another twelve hours. The cumulative erosion caused by that 
degree of frenetic wanking could leave you severely stunted. 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

SWEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEET!!!!!

Goon Justice will in deed happen.

edit, nevermind, Microsoft makes one that is easy enough to use and free.

thanks goonse 

FrozenEntree fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 20:18
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McMurphy
Joined: Feb 14, 2004 

liberation theology goons of 
the world unite

Bah, a little masturbation never hurt anyone  
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XK
Joined: Jul 09, 2001 

Quantum Killer

quote: 

FrozenEntree came out of the closet to say: 

Also, can anyone with a good animation program size up the  animated gif to 250 x 179? 

It should be 250x188 to maintain proportions, but here is what you wanted:
http://users.rcn.com/makron/emot-dancebig.gif

Having two of those on the page started making me motion sick. 

XK fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 20:32
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

quote: 

XK came out of the closet to say: 

It should be 250x188 to maintain proportions, but here is what you wanted. 

I like yours better than mine. MS one pixelates the crap out of the image. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
You might want to go easy. At the absolute earliest it couldn't be delivered for another twelve hours. The cumulative 
erosion caused by that degree of frenetic wanking could leave you severely stunted. 

Gahh. Mental picture of a bloody stub. Thanks Pipski. Also, calling all batgoons... 

Attachment: batgoons.jpg
This has been downloaded 2141 time(s).
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drewhead
Joined: Jun 22, 2002 

quote: 

Nuntius came out of the closet to say: 
(sorry you guys, but there is not one actor in Hollywood who can do a real accent of any kind) 

fixed

Someone PM me with the details of the custome title. This is the funniest thing I've seen here since the goons crashed Sony Music's online dating 
game site. Supporting this thread with only a 5 seems inadequate. 
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Heners_UK
Joined: Jun 01, 2002 

Ohhhh I cant wait for tommorow!! All UK goons to red alert! 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Liet came out of the closet to say: 

Seconded. That is, my wife didn't get it either. My friend here at work who's also a goon thought it was hilarious though.
I just can't wait for this thread to meet it's amazing (Jean) climax. 

You guys are nuts. I've told my mother, father and two sisters... they found it hysterical. I think we're all awaiting the outcome with great 
anticipation. 
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Manny Calavera
Joined: Apr 02, 2004 

Nice catch Blanco Nino, but too 
bad your ass got saaacked

WHOA
THAT GUY IS A GRIM FANDANGO FAN
I'm gonna say whoa again,
WHOA 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I'm just back from London and getting the next coach back if its not full, I can be there for 8am if there is space. Damn sucks because I nearly 
booked a hotel while I was there.

If anyone else comes down il either be in the cafe across the street or the Wetherspoons next door, the Wetherspoons front window is the perfect 
place to record the action from but the damn locals hog the table, if i get there early I will be able to steal it though  

rhig fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 21:37
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ColinMoore
Joined: Aug 13, 2002 

strength +10
charm +12
wonder +9

FAGGOTRY +A 
BILLION

greatest thread come back in SA history. 
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Kekeke!
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

I'm not Korean

quote: 

Manny Calavera came out of the closet to say: 
WHOA
THAT GUY IS A GRIM FANDANGO FAN
I'm gonna say whoa again,
WHOA 

Perhaps I missed something but what makes you say this?

/another Grim Fan 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Im trying to make an animated gif and this stupid program (image ready) will not let me save the optimaized image as a gif. 

JPG OR HTML ONLY YOU SAVE OR GET GET OUT NOW!!! 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

If you mail me the frames I can try giffifying them with Fireworks for ya. (60 frames max).

EDIT: Rhig, you crazy motherfucker! I just AA'd that trip - it's 243 miles each way! That'll be 1,458 miles you'll have done in support of this 
scheme by the time you get home again. /takes off hat You, sir, are either dedicated, obsessive or mental! Salut! Talk about going the extra 
yard ... 

Pipski fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 22:02
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eclipse232
Joined: Dec 04, 2001 

8/24 NEVAR FORGET!

This is absolutely the most THOROUGH collaborations of SA members. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

This would make a good avatar.

Wait, let me adjust the speed. . . 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Here we go: 

Attachment: ppppowerbook.gif
This has been downloaded 1822 time(s).
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eclipse232
Joined: Dec 04, 2001 

8/24 NEVAR FORGET!

We should all bombard that mail address w/ random items. Imagine if everyone did that....................... 
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Verm
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Reality continues to ruin my 
life.

Hooooray!

Justice is served! 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

I'm worried that he's going to get the package, be pissed, and never email you about it because he wants to cut all contact and minimize any more 
evidence, and we'll just be wondering how this prank ended with no satisfaction. 

liquorhead fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 22:22
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SignalTwoFive
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

Bob Sapp is laughing AT you, 
not WITH you.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Here we go: 

I say substitute one of the back of the p-p-p-owerbook! frames with the bluetooth mouse. I can't look at that and not laugh. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

SignalTwoFive came out of the closet to say: 

I say substitute one of the back of the p-p-p-owerbook! frames with the bluetooth mouse. I can't look at that and not 
laugh. 

Ok. I will make it so they are all the smae size too. I just made that in a rush over remote desktop. 
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Bongle
Joined: Jan 05, 2004 

Now with more glowing

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Here we go: 

41k = 4 times too big for an avatar. Maybe a sig, though. 
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OMGWTFBBQ
Joined: Jan 01, 1970 

Forums Witchactor

Is this thing over with yet? 

May 10, 2004: 22:25  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

May 10, 2004 10:19 pm 

Package status 

STANSTED GB 

In transit in destination country 
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thubble
Joined: Jul 20, 2003 

TODO: Insert hilarious 
replacement for "Stupid 
Newbie" title here

Package status/STANSTED GB 
05/10/2004 22:19 
In transit in destination country 

Left FedEx Ramp/STANSTED GB 
05/10/2004 22:19 

FUCKING SWEET!! Won't be long now, folks.

E:F,B by mere seconds  
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

IndyPunkOne came out of the closet to say: 
In transit in destination country 

I read that as "In transit TO destination country" and had a horrid moment where the Romanian named scammster had scammstered US and had 
it sent to his home in the transvaals! 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 
I'm worried that he's going to get the package, be pissed, and never email you about it because he wants to cut all 
contact and minimize any more evidence, and we'll just be wondering how this prank ended with no satisfaction. 

A photograph of him leaving the barbers with the package and getting into his car would be enough to inform the police if worthwhile, I seriously 
doubt this guys using anyone to pick up the packages for him and if he is the chances of an unregistered car are low. If someone were to contact 
the police when we establish the thread is dry and we have no more possible pranks I would imagine they would keep us informed although I 
guess they would keep the "PowerBook" for evidence or whatever. I imagine if I can get a photo of the guy with the package it will e brought up in 
years to come to serve as a good image macro anyway.

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
If you mail me the frames I can try giffifying them with Fireworks for ya. (60 frames max).

EDIT: Rhig, you crazy motherfucker! I just AA'd that trip - it's 243 miles each way! That'll be 1,458 miles you'll have 
done in support of this scheme by the time you get home again. /takes off hat You, sir, are either dedicated, obsessive 
or mental! Salut! Talk about going the extra yard ... 

It’s probably just the usual exam time work avoidance I get at this time of the year though. Fortunately I travel by night and get sleep on the 
coach, if I get the fastest one I can make the journey in a speedy five hours each way.

Anyway I’m heading out ~11:15 and will be in London by 6:30 and Collindale for 7:30-8:00, I expect I will not have a chance to update with any 
images/videos till the whole mission is complete – I can’t get to a cybercafé to upload without risking missing this guy turning up but after I have 
got anything I will phone a friend to post in the thread if I have any information so long as I can get one who is at a computer – fairly likely.

An update with whatever I get tomorrow could be as late as 6pm GMT depending how late this git picks up the computer, im expecting bfore 2pm 
though so update should be before 3. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 22:48
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Tea-san
Joined: Nov 06, 2003 

Glowy dog vision

quote: 

OMGWTFBBQ came out of the closet to say: 
Is this thing over with yet? 

Just give 'em 48 hours chief.
A conclusion seems imminent. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I'll update the summary eventually (and fix a few grammatical/spelling errors as well). Most likely when this is either done or at its (Jean) Climax.

P.S. This fucking rocks 
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osker
Joined: Dec 18, 2002 

I've been following this thread since page 8 and I was weened off of it when the package was held in transit. I weeped when that occurred, but I 
thought the bit of weeping was ok considering I laughed myself until I soiled my pants. Today (may 10th) I see the thead had automagically come 
back to life and that the package was in transit. MyNameIsJeff, I <3 U and all the UK goons too. God damn... good times... 
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Melchior
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Ooh! Donuts!

Thank god for the Page 64 update. Shit this is funny. I especially like the crossed-out winkey. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

OMGWTFBBQ came out of the closet to say: 
Is this thing over with yet? 

If you gassed this thread right now I would die laughing. There'd be tears of sorrow too, but man....

whatta ride. 
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SlowHand
Joined: Oct 12, 2000 

Learn to swim.

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
I'm just back from London and getting the next coach back if its not full, I can be there for 8am if there is space. Damn 
sucks because I nearly booked a hotel while I was there.

If anyone else comes down il either be in the cafe across the street or the Wetherspoons next door, the Wetherspoons 
front window is the perfect place to record the action from but the damn locals hog the table, if i get there early I will be 
able to steal it though  

I applaud you sir, and everybody who has contributed to this magnificent saga.
I pray to baby Jesus your efforts pay off. Godspeed, little one!
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

SlowHand came out of the closet to say: 
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I like your Arizona Bay avatar. 
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CHARLES
Joined: Oct 13, 2001 

quote: 

OMGWTFBBQ came out of the closet to say: 
Is this thing over with yet? 

It's close. I can feel it. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I'd say a few hours from now and it could all be over. 5/10 is D-Day, when the package is in barbershop. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

kiimo came out of the closet to say: 

I like your Arizona Bay avatar. 

I second this. I will now have Aenima stuck in my head for the duration of the day. 
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Redmonkey
Joined: Dec 31, 2003 

This thread is going to need a celebratory PS thread where we all post Something Awful Pride Inspiring Victory macros. (Like ^^^^^^^) 
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crazyfist47
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

o_O

I believe that Fedex has "On truck for delivery" when it is actually going to be delivered so there still might be one more step. I must say that Jeff, 
you kick a lot of ass and this thread is more than worth the two hours it took me to read the entire thing. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

wait, does this means its going to be delivered tomorrow???

If so im THERE

ANYONE WANTING TO MEET UP FOR THIS PLEASE EMAIL ME craig.peters@astrominia.com put in the subject [SA] and it will be 
flagged for my attention

Also post here

MAP DIRECTIONS!
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PEOPLE WE NEED:

- AT LEAST 1 NEW PERSON FROM 10am TO GO IN THE SHOP
- AT LEAST 1 PERSON TO STOP ME FROM ORDERING A BREAKFAST
- AT LEAST 1 PERSON FOR ME TO DRINK UNDER THE TABLE IN CELEBRATION
- AT LEAST 1 PERSON TO KICK THE GUY IN THE BALLS AS WE STEAL THE POWERBOOK 

Starbucks fucked around with this message at May 10, 2004 around 23:50
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Shmafty
Joined: Apr 17, 2003 

Don't know and have no 
opinion...

My guess is that it's in transit from Stansted to Colindale tonight, and it will be delivered tomorrow morning. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
wait, does this means its going to be delivered tomorrow???

If so im THERE

Are you not worried about being noticed? After the screen savers? 
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flavor
Joined: Sep 15, 2003 

Yeah boyeeeeeee, cold chillin 
in effect y'all!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Im trying to make an animated gif and this stupid program (image ready) will not let me save the optimaized image as a 
gif. 

JPG OR HTML ONLY YOU SAVE OR GET GET OUT NOW!!! 

I've had the same problem with ImageReady CS when I created my avatar. I just previewed the optimized GIF in IE and saved it from there. 
Annoying, but it works. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Are you not worried about being noticed? After the screen savers? 

I will wear a hat and no glasses, LIKE CLARK KENT! 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
I will wear a hat and no glasses, LIKE CLARK KENT! 

HAHAHA You have to get those glasses with the big fake nose and mustache! 
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Woof
Joined: Nov 03, 2002 

Wishing the Reccy Squad the best of British for tomorrow, good luck you brave goons! 
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fourwood
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Damn I'll bring them to their 
knees.

Well, I know I won't sleep tonight.

Edit: Boo. I'm in Central time now instead of Mountain.. it'll all happen 1 hour later now. Dammit. 
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fuckingtest
Joined: Mar 31, 2001 

We can rebuild him. but I don't 
wanna spend alot of money.

Man this thread just keeps on giving. I can't wait to see the pics of starbucks in his disguise. Please, dress up as a french inspector, complete with 
trenchcoat and hat. 
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Yoda
Joined: Dec 11, 2003 

A Jedi I am 

oh god I can't wait for closure on this, but I also don't want it to ever end, so I don't know how I feel about the package being delived. Hope we 
get live video feeds again though  
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

quote: 

fuckingtest came out of the closet to say: 
Man this thread just keeps on giving. I can't wait to see the pics of starbucks in his disguise. Please, dress up as a french 
inspector, complete with trenchcoat and hat. 

I dunno about the french inspectors outfit, it would be difficult to get hold of at such short notice, I will get myself a cap, and if i see a cap printing 
shop I will make my own city name sports team cap as Lowtax doesnt ship to the UK  

Train leaves in 2 hours  
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CountingCrows
Joined: Apr 17, 2001 

This is LEGENDARY! Can't wait for the exciting conclusion! 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
- AT LEAST 1 PERSON TO STOP ME FROM ORDERING A BREAKFAST

Eggs! Get the eggs!

 

Otokodate fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 02:04
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

I would prefer some help, if no-one else is going to be there I might decide to just not go because its not worth the £50 
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poppingseagull
Joined: Apr 12, 2004 

starbucks, go!
we need you there...im sure goons can open up their wallets again

actually 50 pounds is a lot, thats over 100$ american i think, geesh i thought train travel in europe was cheap 

poppingseagull fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 02:41
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fourwood
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Damn I'll bring them to their 
knees.

quote: 

poppingseagull came out of the closet to say: 
actually 50 pounds is a lot, thats over 100$ american i think, geesh i thought train travel in europe was cheap 

A little less than $100, but yeah.... pricey in USD. Pricey in GBP, even. But yeah... we need a goon squad there! 
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Oz
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Minion Of Relin

I must see this thing to the end. Ive invested to many hours into it. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

Twisted Echidna came out of the closet to say: 
Did it clear customs? It's possible it was held there. 

I can't even find the words to explain this degree of trolling.

Edit: Godspeed tomorrow, UK Goon Recon Team. 

Bluecobra fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 03:46
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Biter
Joined: Apr 05, 2004 

Once is never enough

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 

I can't even find the words to explain this degree of trolling. 

hahahaa. Some people are just dumb, i guess. 
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IdeoPraxist
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

Creating Ideas for Good and 
Evil

quote: 

Starbucks came out of the closet to say: 
wait, does this means its going to be delivered tomorrow???

If so im THERE

ANYONE WANTING TO MEET UP FOR THIS PLEASE EMAIL ME craig.peters@astrominia.com put in the subject [SA] and it 
will be flagged for my attention

- AT LEAST 1 PERSON TO KICK THE GUY IN THE BALLS AS WE STEAL THE POWERBOOK 

Are you saying that the goons mug the scammer for the P-P-Powerbook?

Funny, but I'd be careful. If this character has any street smarts, he will be carrying a weapon.

Yet, if you succeed with the mugging, you might as well clean him out, strip him naked and duct tape his nuts to a dumpster (torrent with pics 
mandatory). 
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PiNk-84
Joined: Jan 03, 2001 

^^In the UK they only have hooligans.

Add me to the list of those following the thread from the start and sitting here in anticipation. 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

May 10, 2004 10:19 pm Package status STANSTED GB In transit in destination country 
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TheHotCarl
Joined: Dec 14, 2003 

Bulk Male Playmate of the 
Month: January, 1967

quote: 

Schroe came out of the closet to say: 
May 10, 2004 10:19 pm Package status STANSTED GB In transit in destination country 

yeah we know 
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fowlrock
Joined: Oct 02, 2003 

NickBlasta gave me herpes

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

HAHAHA You have to get those glasses with the big fake nose and mustache! 

If Starbucks wore those, in front of the store and someone got a picture....I would pay greatly to see it... 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

quote: 

Schroe came out of the closet to say: 
May 10, 2004 10:19 pm Package status STANSTED GB In transit in destination country 

Attachment: moron.jpg
This has been downloaded 2282 time(s).
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TheClaw
Joined: Jul 25, 2001 

Es lebe die Diktatur des 
Proletariats ... lol

quote: 

Schroe came out of the closet to say: 
May 10, 2004 10:19 pm Package status STANSTED GB In transit in destination country 
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Ricin
Joined: Feb 04, 2004 

The other white powder that 
you mail to people sometimes

If I were in britain I would be camping out in front of the pub(like a drunken slitch) awaiting the events of tomorow. I'm not. I feel lame. Anyone 
want to offer me a ticket to the greatest show on earth?

Starbucks; we will aid you with cash if you need it. 
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crazyfist47
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

o_O

You guys are jumping the gun, Fedex says when it is on the truck for delivery, so there is one step left. I'm feeling good about today (in England 
that is) being the magical day though. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Good morning goons! 7Am, so are Rhig and Starbucks going to meet each other? I have declared this to be an unannounced sick-day. My boss, 
my instructors, they can eat my stool.

Salut fellas and good luck! 
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Geodude
Joined: Mar 21, 2004 

It's not gonna suck itself.

I've been reading this thread since day 1, just never posted. I am so delighted to have seen how far this has been going. This is the best ever. I 
salute everyone who has been a loyal goon in good justicing. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I'm writing my document about all this now. . . I'm at the part where I made the powerbook, and Im on page 9.

I'm not including a lot of posts. Only the few that really were a turning point.

I also thought about pasting the powerbook images in the document, but I think I will just leave them out. I can just have them hosted in the 
same spot as the document. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
I'm just back from London and getting the next coach back if its not full, I can be there for 8am if there is space. Damn 
sucks because I nearly booked a hotel while I was there.

If anyone else comes down il either be in the cafe across the street or the Wetherspoons next door, the Wetherspoons 
front window is the perfect place to record the action from but the damn locals hog the table, if i get there early I will be 
able to steal it though  

Are you still up for it rhig?

May 11, 2004 6:51 am 

Arrived at FedEx Destination Location 

ENFIELD GB 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 07:02
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Are you still up for it rhig?

May 11, 2004 6:51 am 

Arrived at FedEx Destination Location 

ENFIELD GB 

           

Now all we need is an angry email saying "YOU TRICKED ME THATS NOT FAIR" 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

We SERIOUSLY need the "dun dun dundundundun" Star Wars Death Star Trench Approach music to play in the background of this thread. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

What the hell?! Wasn't this supposed to happen later in the day? 
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thetapilogn
Joined: Nov 30, 2001 

Raging Alcoholic

Maybe you UK goons should go to the barbershop and inquire as to whether they sell powerbooks.

 and fucking run when they try to abduct and sell you on the Romanian white slave market  
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nosleep
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

Life sucks, get a helmet.

Holy shit. It's about 2:30 AM over here on the east coast. Now I have to stay up even later to see if anything happens? Ahh fuckit. This whole 
thing is legendary.
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

oh shit.

all that careful planning... unless our very own TEAM LASER EXPLOSION IS THERE.

 "guesswork" 

has it really been only 8 days? seems like so much longer. 
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TheChaplain
Joined: Apr 22, 2002 

God is just the start of your 
problems, neh?

Goons: Holy shit, they're going to deliver! We must get there!

edit - fuck, beaten by FedEx. 
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Kahran
Joined: Jun 01, 2000 

Forum Veteran

quote: 

nosleep came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit. It's about 2:30 AM over here on the east coast. Now I have to stay up even later to see if anything happens? 
Ahh fuckit. This whole thing is legendary.

 

given your name, that shouldnt be a problem 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I'm actually really really nervous  
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I'm actually really really nervous  

What, you think he's going to come after you? 
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BonoMan
Joined: Feb 20, 2002 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I'm actually really really nervous  

No need to be...you'll be fine. The scammer will consider himself duped but will not risk blowing his operation wide open by coming after one guy. 
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therealNeoS
Joined: Jul 13, 2001 

5 bux saves the day

edit stupid me, but I'll seriously be sitting on this thread tomorrow. 
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Piglet
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

ZUB! ZUB!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I'm actually really really nervous  

The only reason to be nervous is if by some remote chance the buyer turns out to be legit and you just cost him $$$ to receive a prank. If that's 
the case then I'm sure you'll have no trouble raising money here to help ship the real laptop to make amends.

But unless he was simply duped by a fake escrow site and accidentally supplied the wrong phone number to you then I think you have nothing to 
worry about. I'm sure there are a number of other details that prove he's a scammer that I'm forgetting. 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I'm actually really really nervous  

I would be too even though I don't think there's a reason to be.

The guy doesn't have your real address right? 
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nosleep
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

Life sucks, get a helmet.

quote: 

Kahran came out of the closet to say: 

given your name, that shouldnt be a problem 

 yea but I kinda gotta get up tomorrow. Oh well. I'll just suffer in the morning. 
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ICMB
Joined: May 28, 2003 

Iron Chef MonkeyButt

You know, I'm honestly not sure if it would be a greater ending to have the scammer stomping his feet and screaming at "Those meddling kids!" or 
if the guy was actually trying to buy it for real.

Once it gets to your morning and it's marked delivered, you should email him and ask for the money to be released from the escrow company. 
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

haha!

[spymovie]
I can see the contact conversation between rhig and Starbucks:

sign; "Do you have stairs?"

countersign; "They are protected."
[/spymovie] 
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SumGayGai
Joined: Mar 09, 2001 

I await further hilarity. PLEASE TELL ME SOMEONE WAS ACTUALLY THERE?!?!?! 

__________________
I gave manbirth to VindiKatif and Jpfan01.

They are my children so hands off!
"dont call my mom hot... ass" - SumDumGai
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Bed
Joined: Apr 20, 2004 

...sometimes you wakeup, 
sometimes you die, and 
sometimes you fly...

The question is, does Arrived at FedEx Destination Location mean its been delivered, or that it has just arrived at the LOCAL FedEx distribution 
center (and is ABOUT to be delivered)? 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

It's arrived at Enfield (hopefully not Enfield in Birmingham) and will be put on a van there. 
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Celdin
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

If I remember correctly, last time I had a packaged sent to me through FedEx and they were delivering it to my apartment, their web site said 
"Out for delivery." So I think we still have time till it actually even gets delivered. (Hopefully I'm not getting this confused with UPS)

Edit: Found an old tracking number, so I guess I was right, here's what it exactly says:
7:57 am Arrived at FedEx Destination Location 
8:06 am On FedEx vehicle for delivery 
9:56 am Delivered 

Celdin fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 08:09
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ice
Joined: Oct 21, 2000 

I got tired of seeing the forum 
newbie image. Also, floor is my 
e-friend. :[]]\

quote: 

Celdin came out of the closet to say: 
If I remember correctly, last time I had a packaged sent to me through FedEx and they were delivering it to my 
apartment, their web site said "Out for delivery." So I think we still have time till it actually even gets delivered. 
(Hopefully I'm not getting this confused with UPS) 

You are. UPS is "Out for Delivery."

EDIT: Maybe they both use Out for Delivery. I use UPS most of the time, rarely FedEX, so what do I know. 

ice fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 08:05
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Package Molesto
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

It trained them to shoot skeet.

it goes arrived at fedex destination -> on fedex vehicle for delivery -> delivered

found an old tracking number and fixed it 

Package Molesto fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 08:07
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

I called FedEx, I asked them what the message means. The message that's up there now simply means that the package has been delivered to the 
station that will send it out to the scammer. So it hasn't been delivered to him yet. When it actually get's sent out the message will read "On 
FedEx Vehicle for Delivery." If he successfully receives the package it will say "Signed for by so & so at this time." If he does not get the package 
the message will say "Delivery attempted, recipient not in. Business closed." That's word-for-word from the FedEx operator. 
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SubCrid TC
Joined: Feb 10, 2004 

Believe.

May 11, 2004 7:09 am On FedEx vehicle for delivery ENFIELD GB 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

And so we enter - endgame. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

SubCrid TC came out of the closet to say: 
May 11, 2004 7:09 am On FedEx vehicle for delivery ENFIELD GB 

So this is the real thing now. This is the first attempt to deliver the package to the scammer.

Edit: It's on a truck with a lot of other packages. It might take an hour or two before the driver makes it to the barber shop. 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

Now is the time when someone should head to the shop. 
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Fufo
Joined: Apr 24, 2002 

UNEXPECTED!

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
So this is the real thing now. This is the first attempt to deliver the package to the scammer. 

Fingers crossed... All of them. 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
And so we enter - endgame. 

I foresee several worn out F5 keys before the day is over. 
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KarmaSutra
Joined: Apr 30, 2004 

while (tired) acquire(caffeine)

quote: 

Gevalt came out of the closet to say: 

I foresee several worn out F5 keys before the day is over. 

Get yourself a copy of opera, then set the page to auto-reload every 15 or 30 seconds.. :o) 
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telloc
Joined: May 20, 2001 

Holy god damn, this is exciting 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
And so we enter - endgame. 

If this is to be the end, then I would have Team Bravo make such an end, as to be worthy of remembrance. 
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blitzoid
Joined: Sep 22, 2003 

Ur-Quan Kohr-Ah and Kzer-Za, 
Hoo-haw!

This is it. This is the END OF THE WORLD. 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

I'll be the millionth person to say it, this is gonna be a long night. Thank goodness I use Opera (tho now I can't use it to look at FYAD, but then 
again no big loss.) Good luck to the British ground crew, and I look forward to hilarity.

Oh, and to actually contribute, should we need to use IRC again, should we create a channel of our own this time so that we don't end up in a 
room full of fags? 
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smitz
Joined: Nov 05, 2003 

quote: 

B4Ctom1 came out of the closet to say: 
haha!

[spymovie]
I can see the contact conversation between rhig and Starbucks:

sign; "Do you have stairs?"

countersign; "They are protected."
[/spymovie] 

Actually, after Starbucks got the video, I met up with him in the Pub next door. Whilst suppin' a breakfast pint, we noticed rhig in a corner, and 
immediately assumed he was a goon. 
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[spymovie]
Excuse me, dont you work for Rich Lowtax?
[/spymovie]
I was too chicken to ask a stranger in a pub about his property  
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girlmecha
Joined: Mar 17, 2004 

IM A RETARDED DOUCHE, ASK 
ME ABOUT MY CLEANING 
PROPERTIES

I just made #powerbook on irc.zirc.org. If anyone is as giddy as I am, please join. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

I want to see some hot hot goon action on the webcams! Bravo Team come in! 
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PopRocks
Joined: Jul 04, 2003 

your dixie wrecked?

this thread is an emotional roller coaster, and certainly the best thriller i've read in a while. *bated breath* 
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Kleptomaniac
Joined: May 05, 2004 

This thread is awesome on every possible level. 

Well done. 
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sara
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

On the truck for delivery. 
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T.G.M.
Joined: Mar 01, 2001 

quote: 

7:09 am On FedEx vehicle for delivery 

Wow, what a great thing to come home from work to find. 

I was going to watch a DVD or something tonight, but now my evening is pretty much mapped out.  F5 F5 F5 F5 

I feel like a kid waiting for Christmas to come. 
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cavalri
Joined: Nov 23, 2002 

... I didn't think so

I feel compelled to post here. I've been following this post, and I can't wait to see the results.

I wish I could buy you all a beer or something. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I've got myself a spot by the front window of the cyber cafe next door, been here since 7:45 and nothing yet, the shop only opened the shutters at 
8:45 so its unlikely it not delivered yet. I would expect it will be around 10:30 - 11:30 as delivery was just after 11 last time. Hopefully I might be 
able to hook up my camera to a computer here to upload any images/videos but it depends if this place stays empty. I might have to wait and 
upload anything I get to Victoria, the Easy Internet Cafe there is much faster too, I imagine its just a DSL here. 
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blitzoid
Joined: Sep 22, 2003 

Ur-Quan Kohr-Ah and Kzer-Za, 
Hoo-haw!

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
I've got myself a spot by the front window of the cyber cafe next door, been here since 7:45 and nothing yet, the shop 
only opened the shutters at 8:45 so its unlikely it not delivered yet. I would expect it will be around 10:30 - 11:30 as 
delivery was just after 11 last time. Hopefully I might be able to hook up my camera to a computer here to upload any 
images/videos but it depends if this place stays empty. I might have to wait and upload anything I get to Victoria, the 
Easy Internet Cafe there is much faster too, I imagine its just a DSL here. 

What's normal to him amazes us!

He shall be our new god! 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
I've got myself a spot by the front window of the cyber cafe next door, been here since 7:45 and nothing yet, the shop 
only opened the shutters at 8:45 so its unlikely it not delivered yet. I would expect it will be around 10:30 - 11:30 as 
delivery was just after 11 last time. Hopefully I might be able to hook up my camera to a computer here to upload any 
images/videos but it depends if this place stays empty. I might have to wait and upload anything I get to Victoria, the 
Easy Internet Cafe there is much faster too, I imagine its just a DSL here. 

You are a hero to us! 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Photos are a must, rhig! Use their webcams if you have to. Don't worry about showing us the photos until you get home, as long as we HAVE some 
photos. 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

This is going to be historic.

And while we're waiting we can all enjoy a nice picture of cat.jpg
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

WHAT!?!?

edit: my huge cat pix not appreceated [56k eat your shoe] 

B4Ctom1 fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 10:08
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

gg eagle scout. 

Attachment: liuloop.gif
This has been downloaded 3085 time(s).
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Crocz
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

+18

Can't hardly wait!
Please, please, please, be delivered soon. 
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Dimex
Joined: Jul 02, 2000 

Forum Veteran

Okay, I've just started following this thread and it's friggin awesome (and I am as giddy as the rest of you). This is going to rock - it's so great to 
know that we can fuck some asshole from across the globe. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

OK the delivery has been made, there were a lot of cars in the way but i think i have some alright footage, there were quite a few parcels. Im 
going to sort and upload and you should have an update within five minutes. 
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tussinphreak
Joined: Aug 27, 2003 

yay! delivered! 
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FrozenCat
Joined: Dec 20, 2003 

My idols are Sam Kinison & 
Isaac Asimov. 
Go figure.

DELIVERED!!!
10:01am

edit/fuck! beaten by a millisecond! 
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Bob_Socko
Joined: Feb 20, 2001 

THIS MAN MAY NEVER ESCAPE 
HIS WATERY GRAVE

Wow, perfect timing, I was about to go to bed. It's strangely satisfying to know that somewhere, halfway around the world, a man is shitting his 
pants as I write this.

edit - besides forum members, who manage to shit their pants on a regular basis 
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Crocz
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

+18

I'm happy.

quote: 

OK the delivery has been made, there were a lot of cars in the way but i think i have some alright footage, there were quite a few 
parcels. Im going to sort and upload and you should have an update within five minutes. 

Perfect. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
OK the delivery has been made, there were a lot of cars in the way but i think i have some alright footage, there were 
quite a few parcels. Im going to sort and upload and you should have an update within five minutes. 

Shit! This is awesome! Did you see anyone sign the package? What went down? 
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eclipse
Joined: Mar 12, 2003 

It's gone rather dark all of a 
sudden...

GOON JUSTICE!!!! 
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Alowishus
Joined: Jan 08, 2002 

My name is Mud

Signed for by: G.SESSANEGO

Iiiiinnteresting... 
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FrozenCat
Joined: Dec 20, 2003 

My idols are Sam Kinison & 
Isaac Asimov. 
Go figure.

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
Shit! This is awesome! Did you see anyone sign the package? What went down? 

FedEx reports that G.SESSANEGO signed for it.

/Fuck!!! Beaten again by seconds!!! 
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boof
Joined: Jun 03, 2001 

Awesome.  Way to go, goons. 
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Sexual Pilgrim
Joined: Dec 02, 2002 

oh god tell me someone is going in there to get a haircut in case he actually opens it.

its 4:15 AND I FEEL LIKE I AM ABOUT TO EXPLODE 
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cavalri
Joined: Nov 23, 2002 

... I didn't think so

This makes me happy.

Very happy.

Eagerly awaiting photos. 
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MisterSparkle
Joined: Jan 16, 2004 

banishes dirt to the land of 
wind and ghosts

Posting at Climax of goon justice...

gg goons.

And to the UK spies, you have done well, time to hit the pub. 
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Grimmy
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

WTF

Anyone tried this?

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/spod?T...8&ShipYear=2004

Apparently you can get a copy of the guys signature. 
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

If I just recieved a $2000 laptop that I didnt have to pay for I would take my time opening it too. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

http://www.rhig.net/powerbook/
Images so far are uploaded, the videos have a bit more, I couldnt get a good angle of the shop entrance and the cars outside blocked the Fed Ex 
workers view. There were plenty of people outside making it pretty hard but I think most of the delivery iis on video.

In a few minutes I'm going back to the barbers, I need the upstairs view to take better shots when someone picks up the package. Videos should 
be up soon.

It would be great if someone could compress and mirror, my hosting only has a few gigs and it will be a pain if it dies while I'm here. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

Grimmy came out of the closet to say: 
Anyone tried this?

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/spod?T...8&ShipYear=2004

Apparently you can get a copy of the guys signature. 

takes 2 days... holy shit, pictures
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Video (Divx 4) - http://www.astrofunk.info/images/pb...y-powerbook.avi
LOL EDIT: and rotated! zing. 

down1nit fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 11:20
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

quote: 

Grimmy came out of the closet to say: 
Anyone tried this?

http://www.fedex.com/cgi-bin/spod?T...8&ShipYear=2004

Apparently you can get a copy of the guys signature. 

Just tried it, says you need to wait 2 days before a signature is available. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
http://www.rhig.net/powerbook/
Images so far are uploaded, the videos have a bit more, I couldnt get a good angle of the shop entrance and the cars 
outside blocked the Fed Ex workers view. There were plenty of people outside making it pretty hard but I think most of 
the delivery iis on video.

In a few minutes I'm going back to the barbers, I need the upstairs view to take better shots when someone picks up 
the package. Videos should be up soon.

It would be great if someone could compress and mirror, my hosting only has a few gigs and it will be a pain if it dies 
while I'm here. 

hey... i've got plenty of space and a new month of bandwidth. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

The pictures came out pretty shit, the parcels were behind the sign and I was hoping to get them so I know which to watch out for, one was a 
brown compaq box and there were a couple of others. 
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Disconnected
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Oh man I've been hooked on this like Leftover Crack since the first post went up. I can't wait to see what this guy does. 
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
http://www.rhig.net/powerbook/
Images so far are uploaded, the videos have a bit more, I couldnt get a good angle of the shop entrance and the cars 
outside blocked the Fed Ex workers view. There were plenty of people outside making it pretty hard but I think most of 
the delivery iis on video.

In a few minutes I'm going back to the barbers, I need the upstairs view to take better shots when someone picks up 
the package. Videos should be up soon.

It would be great if someone could compress and mirror, my hosting only has a few gigs and it will be a pain if it dies 
while I'm here. 

Holy crap! why is my heart beating so fast over some internet prank?!

edit: why sit so far from the action? is there an "inside" man? 
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Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

New Jersey Chicken??? 
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Ackbar
Joined: Jul 15, 2002 

"RATCARS"

images removed to save bandwidth. also that faggot above me posted them anyway. BUT I MIRRORED THEM FIRST! 

Ackbar fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 12:06
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

Is the bald-headed guy we see in the second picture the person signing for the packages? 
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JayTay
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Curse you god for making me 
this way.

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
Is the bald-headed guy we see in the second picture the person signing for the packages? 

I think he's changing a tyre. 
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T.G.M.
Joined: Mar 01, 2001 

Edit: nevermind, bad idea, not working.

This is exciting! 

T.G.M. fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 10:43
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

Oh, man. It took a long time, but it's all well worth it. This resolution should be one of the higher points of my week; goddamn finals.

Now all that remains is the end closure dialogue between hero and villain and this thread can sleep the sleep of kings and saints in the goldmine. 

Attachment: ripcross.jpg
This has been downloaded 2251 time(s).
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Ackbar
Joined: Jul 15, 2002 

"RATCARS"

video isn't working for me. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Ackbar came out of the closet to say: 
video isn't working for me. 

Same 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

have you g-spotted it?
vdubbed it?

quote: 

T.G.M. came out of the closet to say: 
Another mirror for above pictures: http://www.angelfire.com/ab7/mghst/delivery.html

This is exciting! 

your page doesn't validate. all the pix are sidewayz.

 sorry... lame  
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Yeah he was fixing a car with some other guy, there were a lot of people around i i couldnt get much else. I'm now upstairs in the barbers shop 
and am going to look into getting a live stream going if possible. The boxes are not in the main room so they must be in the back like last time 
there is the barber and a friend downstairs but its empty up here. I should be able to hear anyone picking up the parcels over the traffic. 
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Crocz
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

+18

You go, undercover man!
Great work on the fast upload of pics. 
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palp
Joined: Oct 01, 2003 

the palp

Fast mirror with video, and images rotated/sized to 1024x768.

http://files.palp.org/sa/powerbook 
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pooptart
Joined: Jun 17, 2003 

I like to count.

This is brilliant.

For some strange reason I have the theme song to The Bill playing in my head. 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

Why are the pics of New Jersey Chicken? I thought it was gonna be delivered at the barber shop? 
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

Ive played every AVI I ever saw except this one:

"Windows Media Player cannot play the file. The file is either corrupt or the Player does not support the format you are trying to play."

I am trying the WMP 9 with the defiler pak codecs 
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froobly
Joined: Sep 12, 2003 

quote: 

Ackbar came out of the closet to say: 
video isn't working for me. 

Are you sure you didn't download an incomplete version? It works fine for me (Media Player Classic). 
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

quote: 

froobly came out of the closet to say: 

Are you sure you didn't download an incomplete version? It works fine for me (Media Player Classic). 

I tried downloading it and I tried just opening it through the wmp 9 browser same effect. 
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Supar Tom
Joined: May 24, 2002 

I AM A LIAR

quote: 

Ackbar came out of the closet to say: 
video isn't working for me. 

View it in VLC. 
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froobly
Joined: Sep 12, 2003 

quote: 

B4Ctom1 came out of the closet to say: 

I tried downloading it and I tried just opening it through the wmp 9 browser same effect. 

I spent months trying to get Windows Media Player (any version) to play all the random files I came across, downloading codecs, registering dlls 
by hand, etc.

Then I gave in and downloaded Media Player Classic. Plays everything out of the box. Just do it; it's a five minute download and a 30 second 
install, no reboot required. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Landslide came out of the closet to say: 
Why are the pics of New Jersey Chicken? I thought it was gonna be delivered at the barber shop? 

Yeah, you're right.

For comparison, here's a shot of the street taken from the last expedition. I can't see "New Jersey Chicken" in any of the older shots we have. 
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Grimmy
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

WTF

quote: 

Landslide came out of the closet to say: 
Why are the pics of New Jersey Chicken? I thought it was gonna be delivered at the barber shop? 

I'm guessing thats across the street from the barbers shop. 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

^^ no fair

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
Yeah, you're right.

For comparison, here's a shot of the street taken from the last expedition. I can't see "New Jersey Chicken" in any of the 
older shots we have. 

Maybe its on the other side of the street?

Looks like one of our guys found the wrong place. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Landslide came out of the closet to say: 

Maybe its on the other side of the street?

Looks like one of our guys found the wrong place. 

Edit: I see it now. Look at this picture. He's in the Internet Cafe. See the blue sign and the logo "Foneeds"? Now look at this shot again. 

Mannequin fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 10:55
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Grimmy
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

WTF

I mean the pictures were taken from inside the barbershop/internet cafe right? 
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Ackbar
Joined: Jul 15, 2002 

"RATCARS"

quote: 

Supar Tom came out of the closet to say: 
View it in VLC. 

cool thanks. now it plays for 6 seconds and stops. 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
Edit: I see it now. Look at this picture. He's in the Internet Cafe. See the blue sign and the logo "Foneeds"? Now look at 
this shot again. 

Yeah I started to see it too, but didn't completely connect the dots until you mentioned Foneeds. At first I thought it was the sign outside the 
barber but it has yellow trim not blue. 
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Dimex
Joined: Jul 02, 2000 

Forum Veteran

I was just thinking... this cafe/barbershop/whatever seems to be receiving a lot of other packages. It could be a drop point for more than one 
scammer and if so, an anonymous person may come by and pick it up at any random point in the future and not be seen by our guys. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Gevalt
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

quote: 

Grimmy came out of the closet to say: 
I mean the pictures were taken from inside the barbershop/internet cafe right? 

He's in the interweb cafe next door. See the blue "Phoneneeds" sign in his pictures? Compare it to the picture that Mannequin linked.

Edit: So beaten. Bleh. 
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

Ackbar came out of the closet to say: 
cool thanks. now it plays for 6 seconds and stops. 

yeah thats the same problem everyones having. its supposed to be a 29 second clip if I'm not mistaken. 
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Dudley
Joined: Feb 24, 2003 

I am the Walrus. I am not on 
speaking Terms with the 
eggman

I love that someone can send a package 5000 miles and a little internet site can have people staking out the delivery location.

GO INTERSUPERWEBHIGHWAY! 
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

Dudley came out of the closet to say: 
I love that someone can send a package 5000 miles and a little internet site can have people staking out the delivery 
location.

GO INTERSUPERWEBHIGHWAY! 

Yeah, I keep thinking about that. In the end, it'd be awesome if the guy found out about all this. He'd be all "WTF INTERNET" and we'd be like 
"LOL, SUP" 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Ackbar came out of the closet to say: 
cool thanks. now it plays for 6 seconds and stops. 

Download Windows Media Player Classic. It's like 1.2mb. It plays the video perfectly.

WMP Classic: http://sourceforge.net/project/show...ackage_id=84358 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

I just wish we could see the look of profound disappointment and failure on the scammers face just as he first lays eye on the p-p-powerbook. 
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palp
Joined: Oct 01, 2003 

the palp

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
[B]Download Windows Media Player Classic. It's like 1.2mb. It plays the video perfectly.

Does it play longer than 6 seconds? I'm not sure if that's the full length of the video, or if some of us aren't able to play it all.

Also: 780kb divx version with no sound (the sound serves no purpose anyway). Still only 6 seconds long, though. But those of you who can't play 
the video should be able to view it.
http://files.palp.org/sa/powerbook/pb012.avi

Edit: now an xvid, same size, my divx encoder was too new for some people. 

palp fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 11:28
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

quote: 

palp came out of the closet to say: 

Does it play longer than 6 seconds? I'm not sure if that's the full length of the video, or if some of us aren't able to play 
it all.

Also: 780kb divx version with no sound (the sound serves no purpose anyway). Still only 6 seconds long, though. But 
those of you who can't play the video should be able to view it.
http://files.palp.org/sa/powerbook/pb%20012.avi 

Heh, might as well just make it into a gif.

Too bad it doesn't really show anything other than a Fedex truck. 
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froobly
Joined: Sep 12, 2003 

quote: 

palp came out of the closet to say: 

Does it play longer than 6 seconds? I'm not sure if that's the full length of the video, or if some of us aren't able to play 
it all.

It didn't for me. I just assumed that was all that was there. 
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
Download Windows Media Player Classic. It's like 1.2mb. It plays the video perfectly.

WMP Classic: http://sourceforge.net/project/show...ackage_id=84358 

That doesn't fix the problem. Why is it that every 5 seconds someone says "try this player, it works" after we all know we can play it for 6 
seconds. I've downloaded 3 new players in the past 10 minutes because people say they play the whole clip. The problem is we think the clip is 
supposed to be 29 seconds long, not that it's not playing at all. All of the players are only playing 6 seconds, so it's probably just a messed up file 
(either that or the full length is being registered wrong in wmp 9 which I honestly doubt is the case). 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Landslide came out of the closet to say: 
Heh, might as well just make it into a gif. 

This is what I got. It seems to be about 5 seconds long.

2mb gif

Edit: Host went down. Host back up. 

Mannequin fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 11:56
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Bed
Joined: Apr 20, 2004 

...sometimes you wakeup, 
sometimes you die, and 
sometimes you fly...

played fine in WimAmp, but only 6 seconds. 
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palp
Joined: Oct 01, 2003 

the palp

quote: 

Rivorus came out of the closet to say: 
All of the players are only playing 6 seconds, so it's probably just a messed up file (either that or the full length is being 
registered wrong in wmp 9 which I honestly doubt is the case). 

I dunno, I wouldn't be too suprised if a program that can't play the file, also can't determine the correct length of said file. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

palp came out of the closet to say: 

I dunno, I wouldn't be too suprised if a program that can't play the file, also can't determine the correct length of said 
file. 

It plays the file just as well as all the other players. 6 seconds. It registers the full length as 29 seconds though. This is what happens when you 
play an incomplete/corrupt movie in wmp -- it lists the correct time, but stops early.

EDIT: also, the last frame you can see is glitched 
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
This is what I got. It seems to be about 5 seconds long.

Is it me or is that FedEx van delivering to the Chicken shop? 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

rottingcorpse came out of the closet to say: 

Is it me or is that FedEx van delivering to the Chicken shop? 

I think she's going into the back of the van to get the packages. We know she delivered to the Internet Cafe because rhig was there. I think we're 
just missing the rest of the video. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Majestic
Joined: Mar 19, 2004 

WHY YES I ENJOY THE TASTE 
OF COCK IN THE MORNING 
THANK YOU FOR ASKING

this is the first time i've been at the end of the thread when stuff is happening in realtime
god damn it we need results :\ 
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

Im still curious as to why from "across" the street? 
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

B4Ctom1 came out of the closet to say: 
Im still curious as to why from "across" the street? 

It's down the road, not across the street

 lol it's actually across the street  
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palp
Joined: Oct 01, 2003 

the palp

quote: 

Rivorus came out of the closet to say: 

It plays the file just as well as all the other players. 6 seconds. It registers the full length as 29 seconds though. This is 
what happens when you play an incomplete/corrupt movie in wmp -- it lists the correct time, but stops early.

EDIT: also, the last frame you can see is glitched 

Ah. It won't play in WMP9 for me but works fine in other players. I stand corrected. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Winkie
Joined: Aug 25, 2002 

it best be funny and 
informative and not at all pink

Well shit, well done goons. 
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

[03:29] <ideate> http://www.divx-digest.com/software/repairvideo.html
[03:29] <ideate> someone else do it I am lazy
[03:30] <Rivorus> *Beginning Repair*

So I downloaded and tried the program. It "fixes" the file in that it chops the file off at 5 seconds, but the file size is only 4 megs now (instead of 
the 20 something megs it used to be). So there's definately 29 seconds of footage, we just sure-as-hell can't get to it.

EDIT: Also tried divfix, with no success 

Rivorus fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 11:41
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Disconnected
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Hey are there still live irc updates going on like last time a goon stakeout took place? What was the network/chan? 
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

Disconnected came out of the closet to say: 
Hey are there still live irc updates going on like last time a goon stakeout took place? What was the network/chan? 

No live updates from UK people, but we do have P-P-P-Powerbook chat on irc.zirc.org #powerbook 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Anaclisis
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

ceci n'est pas une grenouille

preemptive image macro post :D 

Attachment: owned.jpg
This has been downloaded 2327 time(s).
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

why is it everytime i go to this page or try to reply i get a login prompt for http://www.Mannequin3D.com/

Mannequin I'm looking in your direction

Edit: hint, get rid of your broken link 
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

quote: 

Rivorus came out of the closet to say: 
why is it everytime i go to this page or try to reply i get a login prompt for http://www.Mannequin3D.com/

Mannequin I'm looking in your direction 

WHAT THE FUCKING SHIT!?!?!?! 
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Ackbar
Joined: Jul 15, 2002 

"RATCARS"

quote: 

Rivorus came out of the closet to say: 
why is it everytime i go to this page or try to reply i get a login prompt for http://www.Mannequin3D.com/

Mannequin I'm looking in your direction 

because that gif has hotlink protection and forums.somethingawful.com isn't on the list of allowed access but there aren't any redirection rules set 
up. I'm guessing.

RHIG, FIX THE FUCKING VIDEO YOU LIMEY BITCH 
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

Ackbar came out of the closet to say: 
because that gif has hotlink protection and forums.somethingawful.com isn't on the list of allowed access but there 
aren't any redirection rules set up. I'm guessing. 

It worked for a while, but then it stopped after probably the 1,000 view and now theres the login prompt

EDIT: nm, fixed, link removed, yay 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Rivorus came out of the closet to say: 
why is it everytime i go to this page or try to reply i get a login prompt for http://www.Mannequin3D.com/

Mannequin I'm looking in your direction

Edit: hint, get rid of your broken link 

Relax. My host pulled the image, I spoke to them, and everything's okay. I was on it like a two dollar whore.

Edit: Where's rhig? 

Mannequin fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 12:02
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
Relax. My host pulled the image, I spoke to them, and everything's okay. I was on it like a two dollar whore. 

ty, kind sir. autograph my internet. 
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palp
Joined: Oct 01, 2003 

the palp

quote: 

Mannequin came out of the closet to say: 
Edit: Where's rhig? 

On his way home would be my guess. Either that or infiltrating the barbershop. Possibly captured and being interrogated. 
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Korensky
Joined: Jan 13, 2004 

DUHURRR, AFTER 
LESS THAN A 
MONTH OF BEING A 
GOON, I POSTED A 
REPLY THAT 
CONSISTED SOLEY 
OF 'ROFL AND 5'. I 
MIGHT FIND MORE 
FUNNY THREADS IF 
I LURK MORE.

Romanian Mafia going to kill everyone involved and carve P-P-Powerbook into their chest with a butchers knife. We'll see who has the last laugh! 
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Y2Kdogg
Joined: Dec 25, 2003 

GG goons 

Let us commence with a celebratory dance. 

Attachment: dance2power.gif
This has been downloaded 2980 time(s).
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kjh
Joined: Feb 28, 2004 

no ambition, no talent, no 
chance

quote: 

farmface came out of the closet to say: 
OMG! did you see those pictures????????? apparently brits actually drink michelob 

I'm learning a lot about the "old country" in this thread. I knew that Aussie Lager has come to dominate the English beer market, but Michelob?

I'm even more perplexed that someone would open a franchise of "New Jersey Chicken" ("American Recipe" hehe). Do they butcher the birds at 
Satriale's pork store?

Sorry for the digression but I've been following this thread from the beginnning and have been dying to post. 
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charliemaul
Joined: Jun 07, 2003 

I can go back to sleep now. Thank you all. Now to wait for the email. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

Y2Kdogg came out of the closet to say: 
GG goons 

Let us commence with a celebratory dance.

 

i like the arms disappearing. 
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Jockthecock
Joined: May 07, 2003 

I'm throbbing with pride for my fellow UK goons' derring do. 

My next haircut will be at Jean Climax's BarberNet shop. 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

I was waiting for that delivery, but more interested in reading Mr. Scammer's "WHA?! YOU HAVE SET US UP THE P-P-POWERBOOK!" reply...there's 
going to be another 16 ounces of comedy to be squeezed out of this thread. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Had to rush home from work for lunch - SA not allowed by totalitarian work regime. All I can say is fan-fucking-tastic! I reckon `Mr Sessarego' 
gets paid a cut to sign for and receive these parcels on behalf of his customers, who set up their scams in the anonymity of his shop. I reckon they 
come in and pick them up from him after they arrive. I reckon he's the cut-out. I reckon he's going down. 

quote: 

kjh came out of the closet to say: 

I'm learning a lot about the "old country" in this thread. I knew that Aussie Lager has come to dominate the English beer 
market

Not true. No good beer comes from the Dominions, none. Dutch, Belgian and German beer dominates the lager market, but hey, who the Hell 
minds that?  Oh, and Danish (ugh). The bitter market is still predominantly English. 
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ChienNoir
Joined: Jul 15, 2003 

[insert optional title here]

quote: 

kjh came out of the closet to say: 

I'm learning a lot about the "old country" in this thread. I knew that Aussie Lager has come to dominate the English beer 
market, but Michelob?

I'm even more perplexed that someone would open a franchise of "New Jersey Chicken" ("American Recipe" hehe). Do 
they butcher the birds at Satriale's pork store?

[derail]

Aussie beer does not dominate the market. You can get XXXX and Foster's at most places, but the actual sales wouldn't be anywhere near Stella 
or Carlsburg. The variety of beers available means no brand or type of beer really doiminates.

Is New Jersey chicken a well known brand? There are chicken places all over London with names like 'Dallas/Texas/Tennessee Fried Chicken', and I 
always thought they were small time KFC ripoffs

[/derail] 
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Jack Burton
Joined: Mar 01, 2002 

It's all in the reflexes.

This is the most awesomest thing I have ever had the pleasure of reading. 

Thank you all the UK goons, and everyone else who made this possible. 

I can't fucking wait for the impending emails. 

Oh God, let them be good. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

Time for MyNameIsJeff to send an email to the mark and ask him if the merchandise was to his liking, and if so, to release the funds! After all, 
"he" signed for it, right? No reason for him not to have opened it up! 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Ok, update will be a minute or two; I have no pictures of the scammer however.

This was written just after I got to the barbers; I used one of his upstairs computers and couldn’t see anything so I had to listen.

RE VIDEO: I don’t think the video is complete; the lines were to slow at the cafes.

I’m upstairs at the moment and a lots going on, the barbers on the phone Parcel Force about other parcels he’s waiting for and one has been 
delivered according to the force. 
"ec107847"2/z/7"17gb" was the number for one he was checking about others too.
After I had been upstairs a couple of minutes a guy came up used a computer pretty much next to mine so I couldn't take more upstairs pictures 
or record anything, I doubt the mic would have picked up anything audible anyway.

OK after I got up there I heard the barber on the phone, then a guy with an eastern European accent started talking - the guy very likely went in 
the back way. The barber was explaining that there was a fee for one of his Parcel Force packages, I think it was a storage fee as it was a few days 
late or something, either that or duty. The guy thought he was talking about the Fed-Ex parcel and started arguing that he'd paid duty; it took a 
minute or two for the barber to explain. 

He paid the fee and there was a lot of rustling, he was opening one of the boxes, there was more angry raised voices and the barber said 
something like "is it broken etc", the guy said something like its wrong/mistake I don't think he really understood the joke right away. There was 
more raised voices but not real arguing, the guy didn’t suspect the barber of anything and didn’t as far as I know explain what happen to him. 
Probably to keep his post office box if the barbers not in on it.

I went outside to see if I could get a picture of him leaving, he spent about 5 minutes arguing with one of the guys outside the shop, it looked like 
this guy may have been in on it, and it’s fairly likely he knows something about the Romanian at least. I didn't manage to get any pictures, they 
were facing me the whole time and I couldn’t get the camera out even across the road from them. They went back into the shop and must have 
left out the back door.

I think it’s almost definitely the scammer and not someone working for him, his spoken English is as bad as his written and he opened the stuff in 
the shop.

Below images have been added for when thread is archived,
Official Jean Climax Mug
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Outside of shop just after I left, the scammer was inside at this time athough I'm sure he can't be seen through the window.

Seems like Collindale is the root of all internet fraud,

 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 21:34
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cYz
Joined: May 20, 2001 

can't await email news from jeff now

btw is someone so crazy waiting there to "the guy" picking up the boxes in the shop? 
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Rivorus
Joined: Mar 30, 2003 

Programming Sex-God

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Ok, update will be a minute or too,i have no pictures of thescammer however. 

Awesome! Also, please reupload the movie (see previous replies for info), unless it really is 5 seconds long. 
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Rib Feast
Joined: Feb 18, 2003 

Half the peanuts, but double 
the corn!

This is greater than the first time I saw porn on the internet. 
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Crowley
Joined: Mar 13, 2003 

Next time we set up a scammer we should stuff the package with a wireless webcam and record the moment he opens the box and find a bag of 
sand and his ill gotten P-P-P-Powerbook.

This thread has been great, but I don't think we should expect any emails. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

yes... Jeff would be proud.

I called him up about 5 mins after the delivery was made but got voicemail. 

good to see you alive rhig. we were collectively worried for your anus. 
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down1nit
Joined: Jan 09, 2004 

Title text (optional; no images 
are allowed, only text, 
buttmonger)

quote: 

cYz came out of the closet to say: 
btw is someone so crazy waiting there to "the guy" picking up the boxes in the shop? 

i think he's trying to communicate 
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Bjergen
Joined: May 21, 2003 

short, fat prick

I cast my vote for Jeff to send another email. 
"Hi, fedex told me you got your package okay, could you please release the funds? I have to pay for my pet's cremation / grandmother's dialysis / 
smack habit. Thanks a lot, I wish I could have left feedback for you" 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Bjergen came out of the closet to say: 
I cast my vote for Jeff to send another email. 
"Hi, fedex told me you got your package okay, could you please release the funds? I have to pay for my pet's 
cremation / grandmother's dialysis / smack habit. Thanks a lot, I wish I could have left feedback for you" 

 I am in full support of this. 
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Hungryjack
Joined: May 09, 2003 

A glorious day for goons worldwide, but not for scammers. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

The computers in the cafe I'm in won’t recognise my camera and it would be a hassle with drivers, I'm going to see if I can find somewhere else in 
a few minutes but it will probably have to wait. I have about 1-1.5 minutes of the FedEx delivery but most is the woman trying to find boxes in the 
van, it took her ages so I couldn’t get the timing right, I can only do 30 seconds at a time at 640/480.

Do any of the goons who have been to the barbers remember a guy wearing a cotton knitted hat? That’s the guy who was talking with the 
scammer, I'm sure I saw him either yesterday or last week. Pretty much everyone who goes there seem to know each other but I doubt anyone 
else is really in the know about the scam, most of the customers seem to be people using the computers for internet/work who probably don’t 
have computers at home.

The fate of the P-P-PowerBook: The guy was not holding anything when he was outside the shop; I think it is either a bin in the shop or the big 
one out the back. I tried to sneak round to investigate but there were a few people hanging around. It's possible he took it home to avoid the 
barber seeing it but I am sure he would have after it was opened.

The only pictures I got inside the shop were of a "Jean Climax" official mug which I was planning to steal before I left. I went back later for a 
second attempt to steal it but the room was full of people. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 23:42
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Alctel
Joined: Jan 16, 2004 

Dance!

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 

He paid the fee and there was a lot of russling, he was opening one of the boxes, there was more angry raised voices 
and the barber said something like "is it broken etc", the guy said something like its wrong/mistake I don't think he 
really understood the joke right away. There was more raised voices but not real arguing, the guy didnt suspect the 
barber of anything and didnt as far as I know explain what happendto him. Probably to keep his post office box if the 
barbers not in on it. 

VICTORY!! 
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luscious-lou
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

I am Legend

Wow! This is truly the stuff of legend!
Good work to all involved! 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

Now THAT is a great way to start my day. Now for the sucky part where I have to go to work  late . It really sucks that we couldn't get a picture of 
the scammer.
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Scenix
Joined: Sep 18, 2002 

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
"is it broken" 

Glorious.

Eagerly looking forward to the email from the scammer. 
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Yossarko
Joined: Jan 22, 2004 

The little Armenian boy who 
could...

Good work, rhig!!! Hahaha, this is most excellent! 
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Dart
Joined: Nov 24, 2003 

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Awesomeness. 

YES, finally. Well done and congratulations to rhig and everyone else involved. Now we just got to wait for the OMG WAHSTASNGASTAWAFGML 
email from Mr Scammy. 
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yosarian
Joined: Jan 22, 2002 

"A chicken in every pot and a 
cap in every ass"

hey all. I just got up, read the 4 pages that were made since I went to bed last night.

I updated the wife last night on the latest developments of this case. She too is looking forward to this guy getting screwed. In celebration of this 
guy getting his, we watched "Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels" last night.

Package delivered: Awesome! I can't wait to hear what el pricko scammer has to say about getting scammed out of $400 in duty fees.
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This pic makes me  because I am from NJ and the only 'authentic' NJ Chicken is soul kitchen cooking made in some grandmas house. The logo 
of the chicken with the cowbay hat cracks me up. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
This pic makes me  because I am from NJ and the only 'authentic' NJ Chicken is soul kitchen cooking made in some 
grandmas house. The logo of the chicken with the cowbay hat cracks me up. 

Hey there fellow Jersey goon. I know what you mean, I had the same reaction  
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palp
Joined: Oct 01, 2003 

the palp

quote: 

yosarian came out of the closet to say: 
This pic makes me  because I am from NJ and the only 'authentic' NJ Chicken is soul kitchen cooking made in some 
grandmas house. The logo of the chicken with the cowbay hat cracks me up. 

Looking at the pic again, I think it's just the New "Jersey Chicken", not to be confused with that old Jersey Chicken place down the street. 
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

I love you all!
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kjh
Joined: Feb 28, 2004 

no ambition, no talent, no 
chance

quote: 

ChienNoir came out of the closet to say: 

[derail]
Is New Jersey chicken a well known brand? There are chicken places all over London with names like 'Dallas/Texas/
Tennessee Fried Chicken', and I always thought they were small time KFC ripoffs
[/derail] 

"New Jersey Chicken" is about as enticing a name for an eatery as "Jean Climax" is for a barbershop/internet cafe. 

More on topic, now that the UK goon squad knows what the guy(s) look(s) like, photos can be taken any old time. They just won't be photos of the 
defining moment, which appears to have passed (sadly).

At least we know he paid, though. And after checking back every couple days to read this thread, I am confident there's another twist or two on 
the way, even if it appears "over." 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

OK I'm going to see if I can find a cafe I can get the videos/pictures online with, I'm getting the coach home at 4 so if theres nothing on in the 
next 2 hours they wont be online till 9-9:30GMT 
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fowlrock
Joined: Oct 02, 2003 

NickBlasta gave me herpes

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
OK I'm going to see if I can find a cafe I can get the videos/pictures online with, I'm getting the coach home at 4 so if 
theres nothing on in the next 2 hours they wont be online till 9-9:30GMT 

You have some huge marbles, rhig. I would have been shaking and damn near pissing myself in your situation....good work. 
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Rhyno
Joined: Mar 22, 2003 

I'd say there's a pretty good chance he's at a computer writing an VERY angry email to Jeff right about now. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

fowlrock came out of the closet to say: 

You have some huge marbles, rhig. I would have been shaking and damn near pissing myself in your situation....good 
work. 

Hell I was, when I heard him opening the powerbook i was stiffling laughter while shitting myself. I didn't dare risk getting a picture though, he'd 
likely have seen.

Another thing I forgot all the computers seem to be running that khooker program, before people were wondering whether it was a keylogger part 
of the scam or a driver or something. I dont think its likely to be anything to do with the scam although its very possible, it might be a keylogger 
though I remember using one with that name a few years ago. 
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rhig fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 14:02
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Phalex
Joined: May 14, 2002 

edit: whoops! 

Phalex fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 15:55
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fowlrock
Joined: Oct 02, 2003 

NickBlasta gave me herpes

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 

Hell I was, when I heard him opening the powerbook i was stiffling laughter while shitting myself. I didn't dare risk 
getting a picture though, he'd likely have seen.

Another thing I forgot all the computers seem to be running that khooker program, before people were wondering 
whether it was a keylogger part of the scam or a driver or something. I dont think its likely to be anything to do with the 
scam although its very possible, it might be a keylogger though I remember using one with that name a few years ago. 

Where was Starbucks in all of this? Did he pass out from the "special of the day" breakfast again? 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Hell I was, when I heard him opening the powerbook i was stiffling laughter while shitting myself. I didn't dare risk 
getting a picture though, he'd likely have seen. 

What's the status of the video you uploaded? 
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Crowley
Joined: Mar 13, 2003 

*sigh* I was really hoping that rhig would step up to the guy, whip out his police ID and say something like "You have the right to remain sexy, 
sugar!".

..and then ninja SWAT monkeys would have blow off the roof and fastroped onto the guy.

ah, I'm just dreaming. 
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Jockthecock
Joined: May 07, 2003 

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
I don't think he really understood the joke right away. 

My boss wants to know why I'm squealing like a stuck pig, but I don't think he'd get the joke right away either. 
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baka kaba
Joined: Jul 19, 2003 

Beautiful. Just beautiful. I wish rhig had been wearing a wire but other than that, this whole thing went perfectly. Now the post-delivery taunting 
can begin! 
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OorahAirForce
Joined: Dec 07, 2003 

I would do sex with Rammy. 
*fapfapfap*

Followed this thread from the beginning, silently cheering you guys on but apprehensive it would end in failure.
Words cannot express my elation. Goons 1, scammers ZERO. Fucking amazing work guys. Good job all around. 
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EricFate
Joined: Aug 31, 2001 

Crumpets. Glorious Crumpets.

A satisfying end. Even without pictures of the guy doing the pickup.

I just hope I come home from work to find a suitable epilogue to the whole event. 
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Dvlos
Joined: Aug 26, 2003 

I usually don't eat my poo, but 
this sprayed everywhere.

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
OK I'm going to see if I can find a cafe I can get the videos/pictures online with, 

Rhig, awesome work, I think your primary mission for MI-SA, should be the recovery of the undoubtedly slammed into the trashcan P-P-P-
Powerbook... Damn I'm willing to bet the Romanian scammer lives quite close to the barbershop... is it time for the mind games and threats yet? 
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Blaise
Joined: Sep 10, 2003 

Calculated Karma

A very drawn out conclusion. Can't wait for the email. 
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Grimmy
Joined: Dec 02, 2003 

WTF

quote: 

Dvlos came out of the closet to say: 

I think your primary mission for MI-SA, should be the recovery of the undoubtedly slammed into the trashcan P-P-P-
Powerbook... 

That would be sooo good. It could be put up for auction on ebay \o/ 
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TheChaplain
Joined: Apr 22, 2002 

God is just the start of your 
problems, neh?

quote: 

Grimmy came out of the closet to say: 
That would be sooo good. It could be put up for auction on ebay \o/ 

Or put in the Museum of Goonish History to be viewed by future generations. There could be a plaque about the living hell of anticipation and what 
can come to pass when goons mobilize.

It's a shame you didn't have backup, rhig. In the end, you're still the fucking man. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Dvlos came out of the closet to say: 

Rhig, awesome work, I think your primary mission for MI-SA, should be the recovery of the undoubtedly slammed into 
the trashcan P-P-P-Powerbook... Damn I'm willing to bet the Romanian scammer lives quite close to the barbershop... is 
it time for the mind games and threats yet? 

I was going to attempt to recover it had it been thrown out but there were people round the back. Best option is for a London goon to search 
through this guys outside bin, if it was left in the barbers it will most likely be there. If I dared go again I would because I want my Jean Climax 
mug.

This is the fourth internet cafe ive tried, you guys are going to have to wait till I get back for videos, there isnt too much on video that was missed 
on the photos.

I think its a bad idea to do any pranks to the addresses and phone numbers first, we should,

a. Wait for the e-mail.
b. Decide the best thing to do to get this guy back.
Perhaps it would be worth someone contacting the police, it should be up to Jeff but perhaps it may be a way of getting the powerbook back. 
Possibly the police would give it back to SA in return for the information. Its unlikely they can't easily bust this guy as I believe he will probably 
keep using the mail box and even if he changes its unlikely there is no way for him to be found through people at the shop, I was very suprised it 
was actually him who turned up but I doubt he sent someone else.

I'm heading back anyway, should be back at 9, havent slept in a bed since saturday night but its still been worth it. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 15:19
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Jeet
Joined: Jul 12, 2001 

Sexy Balding Veteran

Congrats to all the UK goons involved, pints all round at the Next UK Meet 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

Man, GRR I told you guys to tell me if you were going down but I got no email in time, didnt want to spend another £50 and a wasted day revising 

Ah well, GJ all and pints will be offered at the goon meet 
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qwf
Joined: Mar 12, 2004 

rhig, you sure deserve a custom title! 
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SumYungGai
Joined: Aug 05, 2000 

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
He paid the fee and there was a lot of russling, he was opening one of the boxes, there was more angry raised voices 
and the barber said something like "is it broken etc", the guy said something like its wrong/mistake I don't think he 
really understood the joke right away. There was more raised voices but not real arguing, the guy didnt suspect the 
barber of anything and didnt as far as I know explain what happendto him. Probably to keep his post office box if the 
barbers not in on it.

I went outside to see if I could get a picture of him leaving, he spent about 5 minutes arguing with one of the guys 
outside the shop, it looked like this guy may have been in on it, its fairly likely he knows something about the Romanian 
at least. I didn't manage to get any pictures, they were facing me the whole time and I couldnt get the camera out even 
across the road from them. They went back into the shop and must have left out the back door.

Christ, I must have read these paragraphs five times, just to savor the delicious justice. Fantastic work, guys! 
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withak
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

F != m * a

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 
Another thing I forgot all the computers seem to be running that khooker program, before people were wondering 
whether it was a keylogger part of the scam or a driver or something. I dont think its likely to be anything to do with the 
scam although its very possible, it might be a keylogger though I remember using one with that name a few years ago. 

Google thinks its some kind of keyboard drivers that gets installed with older graphics card software. 
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Fufo
Joined: Apr 24, 2002 

UNEXPECTED!

Great job all around, people. This is the greatest thing since the last greatest thing that happened in the internet. I wish I could go there and pay a 
round for all the secret agents.

Edit: As someone already said some pages ago, khooker.exe isn't a keylogger, it's a control panel thinguie for SiS video cards. As a matter of fact 
I have an instance of that particular program running in one of my puters here at work. 
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capital zero
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

hehe that guy got pwned! 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

 BAHAHAHAHA fucking eBay scammer got what he deserved! "Hey, how did the Powerbook work out for you? Would you like to buy some 
more? Plenty more where that came from!" 
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TheChaplain
Joined: Apr 22, 2002 

God is just the start of your 
problems, neh?

But don't neglect to change your password when you get home anyways, rhig. There's already much evidence of deviousness afoot. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

TOUCHDOWN!!!

Ok I'm back. I couldn't stay up because we have auditors here at work, and I could not risk staying up all night and being late. 

No, I have not received any email. I am sure it's on its way. The minute I get it, I will have it here.

I am going to mark this day on every calendar, and celebrate this day every year.

rhig - Awesome work!

Edit - Do I get my title back now? 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 15:59
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ComputerNinja
Joined: Aug 08, 2003 

What?

Awesome work. I know it was mentioned earlier in the thread, but khooker looks to be some SiS keyboard daemon. 
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Kevin H
Joined: Jul 17, 2001 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
TOUCHDOWN!!!

I am going to mark this day on every calendar, and celebrate this day every year.

5/11 never forget   
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mangler103
Joined: Jun 06, 2003 

DVD's are my anti-drug...but 
now I'm addicted to DVD's.

Delicious, just delicious.

If he e-mails MyNameIsJeff, and threatens him in any way, we should definitely send pictures of the barbershop to him, just to let him know we 
know where he is.

Not every mark has a goon army behind him. 
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fourwood
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

Damn I'll bring them to their 
knees.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
No, I have not received any email. I am sure it's on its way. The minute I get it, I will have it here.

I anxiously await this. I hope it comes. 
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Random Nonsense
Joined: Nov 02, 2002 

I don't drive recklessly, I drive 
interestingly.

A most satisfying ending! To all who were involved: Thanks for the weeks of entertainment! You are all very brave, and I'm glad you were able to 
scam the scammer successfully!  
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SirRobin
Joined: Mar 02, 2002 

quote: 

Random Nonsense came out of the closet to say: 
A most satisfying ending! To all who were involved: Thanks for the weeks of entertainment! 

Ending? What ending? Was Star Wars over when they rescued the Princess? 

There's still at least one more round of emails to go and those are likely to be the funniest things in this thread (except the P-p-p-powerbook 
photos). We have yet to see the scammer's reaction. Then MyNameIsJ-j-j-jeff will have to respond to the scammer's comments. The fat lady isn't 
even on stage yet. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

SirRobin came out of the closet to say: 

The fat lady isn't even on stage yet. 

Hell no, she ain't, and I'm ready to hear her! FAT LADY TO THE STAGE! 
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PacMain
Joined: Nov 15, 2003 

I got blood on my hands and 
there's no remorse...

This just shows the power that goons really have. Good work all of you, especially you UK goons that got us pics. I can't wait to read the reaction 
email. 
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lapsey
Joined: Nov 23, 2003 

Reporting in for some dumpster diving, since it doesn't cut into my uni obligations. Hopefully I can get there before it's covered with other garbage.

Will also attempt to obtain Jean Climax mug. 

Any other suggestions before I go?  ? 

lapsey fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 16:37
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

Good work everyone, this truly is the thread of threads, whatever that means 
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H0TSauce
Joined: Mar 12, 2002 

I BROKE YOUR HYMEN, YOU 
BROKE MY HEART. I GUESS 
THAT MAKES US EVEN.

quote: 

lapsey came out of the closet to say: 
Reporting in for some dumpster diving, since it doesn't cut into my uni obligations. Hopefully I can get there before it's 
covered with other garbage.

Will also attempt to obtain Jean Climax mug. 

Any other suggestions before I go?  ? 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

If you could get an external ip of the computers, that would be phenomenal.

I'm currently working on tying the scammer to the barbershop (although the whole fedex shipping does that perfectly) via the e-mails he's sent 
and so forth. 
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98blacksnake
Joined: Apr 09, 2004 

quote: 

withak came out of the closet to say: 

Google thinks its some kind of keyboard drivers that gets installed with older graphics card software. 

YOu are correct - khooker.exe is the SiS Keyboard Daemon System Tray utility which gets installed by the drivers of the latter day SiS VGA cards. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
TOUCHDOWN!!!

Edit - Do I get my title back now? 

Previous title restored. I added a .com so the story will live on in infamy! 
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lapsey
Joined: Nov 23, 2003 

quote: 

H0TSauce came out of the closet to say: 

If you could get an external ip of the computers, that would be phenomenal.

if it's not going through redirection/anonymizer I can

http://www.ostrosoft.com/OIT/external_ip.asp

Weren't they already ID'd as using OneTel ? 

lapsey fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 17:00
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

CygnusTM
Joined: Oct 11, 2002 

Ka-BONGGG!!!

quote: 

SirRobin came out of the closet to say: 

Ending? What ending? Was Star Wars over when they rescued the Princess? 

Was it over when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor?

MyNameIsJeff, are you going to send a "FedEx says you have received, please release the escrow" e-mail? 
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logical fallacy
Joined: Mar 16, 2001 

I think it might be possible that requesting money might get Jeff in more trouble than it would the scammer. Funny? yes, but it might just 
complicate things if there is an investigation.

Just a thought, I guess. I just wouldn't want to see Jeff get into too much trouble because he unleashed a squadron of goons on the scammer, 
whether the scammer deserves it or not. 
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ChesterJT
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

I'M HELPING!!!

Why am I seeing this image of MyNameIsJeff floating in the Thames with the Romanian guy standing over him, laughing with his other russian 
mob buddies, cursing him for upsetting their laptop selling operation? God be with you Jeff!!!

Goon justice shall not be served until we get an angry email. 
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skwidd
Joined: Mar 29, 2003 

quote: 

CygnusTM came out of the closet to say: 

Was it over when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor?

MyNameIsJeff, are you going to send a "FedEx says you have received, please release the escrow" e-mail? 

That's the obvious next step.

The Germans bombed Pearl Harbor???

 Animal House, I know  
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Lisa Marie
Joined: Apr 03, 2001 

Excuse me, I believe you have 
my stapler.

Well, can't he write something that's obviously in jest, such as "well, is everything in the condition you had hoped?", so we can get an angry 
response of some sort? 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

Since he seems to receive a lot of packages, and could have been expecting more than one Powerbook, what are the chances that he either is 
going to shoot off an angry e-mail to the wrong person, or to simply not be able to figure out which of his "victims" sent it? He doesn't seem to be 
the sharpest <insert sharp tool here> in the toolbox...

Just a thought. 
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liquorhead
Joined: Jul 11, 2002 

elephant parts 4 life

quote: 

logical fallacy came out of the closet to say: 
I think it might be possible that requesting money might get Jeff in more trouble than it would the scammer. Funny? 
yes, but it might just complicate things if there is an investigation.

Just a thought, I guess. I just wouldn't want to see Jeff get into too much trouble because he unleashed a squadron of 
goons on the scammer, whether the scammer deserves it or not. 

Agreed, pushing this further will kill the great ending we already have. We can hope for emails, but I wouldn't solicit them. 
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logical fallacy
Joined: Mar 16, 2001 

I'm pretty sure he'll know this is Jeff's laptop because he had to pay customs a good chunk of cash for it. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I wonder if Jean Climax will understand when, in the future, random computer nerds show up to the shop, get a haircut, take lots of pictures of the 
event and then run out the door giggling like schoolgirls and shouting p-p-p-powerbook!!!

We need FBI style jackets with the little flap in the middle of the back that can be ripped off to show "p-p-p-powerbook!!!!" as we run from the 
store! 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Webjunkie
Joined: Jan 19, 2003 

Couldn't Care Less

quote: 

liquorhead came out of the closet to say: 

Agreed, pushing this further will kill the great ending we already have. We can hope for emails, but I wouldn't solicit 
them. 

I'd say asking the guy for positive feedback would be a way to safely poke him with a stick for some reaction. 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

quote: 

logical fallacy came out of the closet to say: 
I'm pretty sure he'll know this is Jeff's laptop because he had to pay customs a good chunk of cash for it. 

Very good point, but we still don't know if his incompetence extends beyond his lack of English-speaking ability. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Webjunkie came out of the closet to say: 

I'd say asking the guy for positive feedback would be a way to safely poke him with a stick for some reaction. 

 "A+++ eBayer, would scam again!" 
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wargasm
Joined: Mar 04, 2004 

[M] village drunkard

The internet does not make you stupid, or lazy, or sexually frustrated. It instead permits one to attempt a scam on someone, who in turn scams 
them back in view of the world wide webber public (since GBS is viewable as such). To say this is goldmine material does not suffice; I submit that 
we make a plaque and/or monument to this testament of goon (in)justice. carry on! 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

mangler103 came out of the closet to say: 
Delicious, just delicious.

If he e-mails MyNameIsJeff, and threatens him in any way, we should definitely send pictures of the barbershop to him, 
just to let him know we know where he is.

Not every mark has a goon army behind him. 

Another reason we need pictures of the s-s-scammer. 
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OorahAirForce
Joined: Dec 07, 2003 

I would do sex with Rammy. 
*fapfapfap*

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

 "A+++ eBayer, would scam again!" 

I hope I'm not the first one to point out the perfect coincidence of your username + this thread.
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Lollavator goooooing up! 

Outstanding work Rhig! Make sure that you remember those guys' faces - it's very easy to forget. Hell, if you're any good at drawing do an artist's 
impression. At least make sure you could pick `em out of a lineup. 
Right now am gliding euphorically through the azure skies of satisfaction on the bat wings of vengeance. Rhig, next time you're down this way, 
you won't have to put your hand in your pocket.

http://img9.imageshack.us/my.php?lo...victorycopy.jpg 
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Woof
Joined: Nov 03, 2002 

Great work guys 
I left work early, just to get home to read this thread.

This thread is the best sex i've ever had! 
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

Thanks for reopening the thread. I can't wait to see what our scammer says.

Also, did you guys notice the guy in rhig's pic with the cotton hot? Is that not the scammer? It meets the description.
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Here is the email I sent:

-----Original Message-----
From: MyNameIsJeff [mailto:mynameisjeff@bootsix.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2004 9:56 AM
To: 'scont06@yahoo.com'
Subject: Ready to complete transaction

Hello friend!

It sure took a long time, but it got there! I was worried for a while! I thought I had lost my powerbook for good in some kind of scam. 
I wish I didn’t pay for such fast shipping, now that I see how long FedEx takes. Please let me know when you are done checking everything and 
making sure it works. I packed it pretty well. I hope shipping didn’t bang it up. You will see I included some extra books. I didn’t really need them 
now that I got rid of the powerbook.

Anyways, I still cannot log onto the escrow site. Will payment still be sent even though they are having connection problems? I realized I never 
gave my address or any bank account information for payment. If I were to give that to you, would you be able to get it to them so they can send 
the payment? That would be great. I need this money to pay my rent. 

I am curious . . . What did you end up paying for the taxes? I wanted to know because I still want to refund some of the money to you.

Thanks!
Jeff
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rottingcorpse
Joined: Dec 12, 2003 

you forgot to renew your 
domain.com

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Here is the email I sent:

-----Original Message-----
I am curious . . . What did you end up paying for the taxes? I wanted to know because I still want to refund some of the 
money to you.

Haha, brilliant. I hope he answers that question.

Edit: I'm guessing the tax is charged at 17.5%, so the tax should be £350. Correct me if I'm wrong please. 

rottingcorpse fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 19:08
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Here is the email I sent:

-----Original Message-----
From: MyNameIsJeff [mailto:mynameisjeff@bootsix.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2004 9:56 AM
To: 'scont06@yahoo.com'
Subject: Ready to complete transaction

Hello friend!

It sure took a long time, but it got there! I was worried for a while! I thought I had lost my powerbook for good in some 
kind of scam. 
I wish I didn’t pay for such fast shipping, now that I see how long FedEx takes. Please let me know when you are done 
checking everything and making sure it works. I packed it pretty well. I hope shipping didn’t bang it up. You will see I 
included some extra books. I didn’t really need them now that I got rid of the powerbook.

Anyways, I still cannot log onto the escrow site. Will payment still be sent even though they are having connection 
problems? I realized I never gave my address or any bank account information for payment. If I were to give that to 
you, would you be able to get it to them so they can send the payment? That would be great. I need this money to pay 
my rent. 

I am curious . . . What did you end up paying for the taxes? I wanted to know because I still want to refund some of the 
money to you.

Thanks!
Jeff

Excellent.

Also, just to remind you, the forums are open to the public now and you've got email addresses in there and such... 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

lapsey came out of the closet to say: 
Reporting in for some dumpster diving, since it doesn't cut into my uni obligations. Hopefully I can get there before it's 
covered with other garbage.

Will also attempt to obtain Jean Climax mug. 

Any other suggestions before I go?  ? 

Get any Jean Climax related items you can! When do you plan on going? 
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bob_dole_nz
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Here is the email I sent:

-----Original Message-----
From: MyNameIsJeff [mailto:mynameisjeff@bootsix.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2004 9:56 AM
To: 'scont06@yahoo.com'
Subject: Ready to complete transaction

Hello friend!
Funny cam reference
Thanks!
Jeff

Hahahah. This guy definitely knows that the jig must be up. But sadly, the time has come to inform the authorities of this scammers wherabouts, 
and to allow mr Climax to get fucked in the ass by the british criminal system. Good old fraud. 

A nice friendly trip into the nearest police station with a kind word to sya "Did you know that there is an international fraud ring being run from 9 
Varley Parade, a barbershop not 3 miles from here.' and accompanying evidence will make for good fun. Also send it to more important people, 
like the E crime dept at Scotland Yard or whoever. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Landslide came out of the closet to say: 
Thanks for reopening the thread. I can't wait to see what our scammer says.

Also, did you guys notice the guy in rhig's pic with the cotton hot? Is that not the scammer? It meets the description.
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lol, no. That's a flat cap. Not made of cotton. We Yorkshire folk favour them.
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EDIT - also, seeing as this has a big international angle, I'd skip the local police and take it straight to the Yard. We have any Plod goons who 
know who'd be best? 
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lapsey
Joined: Nov 23, 2003 

I'm in there now. Suddenly the prospect of dumpster diving looks less and less appealing looking at the state of the bins round there, never mind 
picking the right bin, and then there's the chance its in there at all
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therealNeoS
Joined: Jul 13, 2001 

5 bux saves the day

Hooray for goon justice. What would have been the best result would have been to run up to him and say LOL SUP and take a pictue of him after 
he had just opened the box. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

lapsey came out of the closet to say: 
I'm in there now. Suddenly the prospect of dumpster diving looks less and less appealing looking at the state of the bins 
round there, never mind picking the right bin, and then there's the chance its in there at all

 

You're in the cafe now? What about garbage cans inside the store? 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Lapsey, there's a wheelie bin in the alley round the back that has number `9' painted on it. It might be in there. (PS, bagsy a mug if you can get 
two!) 
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Duckrasta
Joined: Sep 21, 2002 

quote: 

lapsey came out of the closet to say: 
I'm in there now. Suddenly the prospect of dumpster diving looks less and less appealing looking at the state of the bins 
round there, never mind picking the right bin, and then there's the chance its in there at all

 

Well, at least take a peek into a couple, you don't have to dig around too much if you don't want to. 
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Bandito
Joined: Jul 08, 2003 

snappy dresser

What are the thoughts on opening up this battle on another front?
For example, someone can email this dood, and say that you had been watching Jeff's auction and saw that it closed early. You contacted Jeff 
about it and he gave you his email address to ask if he'll be keeping the P-P-P-Powerbook or if he'll be reselling it? 

On one hand, it could encourage him to scam someone else, on the other, he'll still be in contact with a goon until the authorities do their jobs.

Great work, Goon Justice Squad! 
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B4Ctom1
Joined: Oct 05, 2003 

Captain Derail

quote: 

Bandito came out of the closet to say: 
What are the thoughts on opening up this battle on another front?
For example, someone can email this dood, and say that you had been watching Jeff's auction and saw that it closed 
early. You contacted Jeff about it and he gave you his email address to ask if he'll be keeping the P-P-P-Powerbook or if 
he'll be reselling it? 

On one hand, it could encourage him to scam someone else, on the other, he'll still be in contact with a goon until the 
authorities do their jobs.

Great work, Goon Justice Squad! 

yes yes, we need to recover the P-P-P-Powerbook. Someone contact him regarding the auction after this is over, set up yet another but similar 
fake escrow and see if he will sell it back. Preferably a UK goon so that no more tariffs are rendered. 
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NGL
Joined: Jan 15, 2003 

AssKing

This thread has left me speechless. Brilliant work. I salute you all. 
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absolut1
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

Absolut Awful

Such a rewarding end so far, but I really hope we hear back from the scammer.

Well done, all! 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

Yeah, there can be so much more milked out of this situation. I kinda like that idea about scamming the scammer to get the 3pbook back. 

I am also waiting for Jeff to hear something from the Romanian. It would indeed be funny if he could email him pictures of Jean Climax's 
Barbershop Cafe.

The possibilities at this point are endless, so long as our scammer keeps in contact.

It would be the greatest if goon recon could found out where Mr. Salsarico lives. 
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Random Nonsense
Joined: Nov 02, 2002 

I don't drive recklessly, I drive 
interestingly.

quote: 

SirRobin came out of the closet to say: 

Ending? What ending? Was Star Wars over when they rescued the Princess? 

There's still at least one more round of emails to go and those are likely to be the funniest things in this thread (except 
the P-p-p-powerbook photos). We have yet to see the scammer's reaction. Then MyNameIsJ-j-j-jeff will have to respond 
to the scammer's comments. The fat lady isn't even on stage yet. 

I stand corrected. The end will be quite satisfying when it does happen,though.  
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kremit
Joined: May 08, 2003 

Yum Yum

Every time I think this thread is going to die, it revives itself and goes even further. I can't wait to see what happens next. 
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lapsey
Joined: Nov 23, 2003 

quote: 

Duckrasta came out of the closet to say: 

Well, at least take a peek into a couple, you don't have to dig around too much if you don't want to. 

Well I'm back home with nothing but smelly hands and an external ip address (213.78.157.225) to show for it. 

The p-p-p-powerbook wasn't in any of the bags in bin no.9 nor any of its neighbours', as far as I could dig. Chances are either the scammer hasn't 
thrown it away yet or he chucked it elsewhere. No addressed envelopes or parcels, and nothing much in the bins inside the place for that matter.

The only mugs around were in full sight of our Mr. Climax and his (non-romanian) mate, and he wouldn't sell me one either. Needless to say I 
wouldn't have gotten very far if I had swiped one.

At least it was only a tube and a walk away.

Sorry guys

\/\/\/ http://www.alteringtime.com/images/news/seppuku.jpg ? 

lapsey fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 21:18
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fowlrock
Joined: Oct 02, 2003 

NickBlasta gave me herpes

quote: 

lapsey came out of the closet to say: 

Well I'm back home with nothing but smelly hands and an external ip address (213.78.157.225) to show for it. 

P-p-powerbook wasn't in any of the bags in bin no.9 nor any of its neighbours', as far as I could dig. Chances are either 
the scammer hasn't thrown it away yet or he chucked it elsewhere. No addressed envelopes or parcels either.

The only mugs around were in full sight of our Mr. Climax and his (non-romanian) mate, and he wouldn't sell me one 
either. Needless to say I wouldn't have gotten very far if I had swiped one.

Sorry guys 

You have failed....it is time for seppuku 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

quote: 

lapsey came out of the closet to say: 

The p-p-p-powerbook wasn't in any of the bags in bin no.9 nor any of its neighbours', as far as I could dig. Chances are 
either the scammer hasn't thrown it away yet or he chucked it elsewhere. No addressed envelopes or parcels, and 
nothing much in the bins inside the place for that matter.

Most people would be looked down upon for digging through trash. 

You, however have done something noble and good. I, for one, applaud your trash digging efforts. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Ok I'm back and the videos should be going up in a minute, the lady in the picture is the fedex lady if that was not shown in any other pictures. 
Image 13 was just down the road where I got a taxi out of there, this Colindale is probably the root of all internet fraud. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 21:23
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 Author Thread   

Bungeyjump
Joined: Nov 09, 2003 

Bungeyjumpingpeopledie

quote: 

CygnusTM came out of the closet to say: 
Was it over when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor?

Germans bombed Pearl Harbour?!??! Wow my history lessons WERE complete bollocks all along! 

May 11, 2004: 21:28  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  Search For More Posts    

Shifter Car
Joined: Apr 19, 2004 

Have you ever heard of a 
luxury car? You know what 
luxury means? Have you ever 
heard of Cadillac? Cadillac 
Eldorado? That's what I drive. I 
drive cars that sh

quote: 

Bungeyjump came out of the closet to say: 

Germans bombed Pearl Harbour?!??! Wow my history lessons WERE complete bollocks 
all along! 

Am I #3001? I thought that Pearl Harbor was a plot by Don Ho to bring a little money to the islands. 
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Hellafied4
Joined: Jun 05, 2003 

Your freedom of speech does 
not mean I'm obligated to 
listen. Now get the hell out of 
Broad Street you dirty hippies.

quote: 

Bungeyjump came out of the closet to say: 

Germans bombed Pearl Harbour?!??! Wow my history lessons WERE complete bollocks 
all along! 

Perhaps you should have taken a film class. 
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LodeRunner
Joined: Dec 27, 2003 

Floggins will continue until 
morale improves.

quote: 

Hellafied4 came out of the closet to say: 

Perhaps you should have taken a film class. 

Forget it he's rolling. 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

I bought rhig's custom title before I realized that Jeff doesn't have his back yet. SOMEONE NEEDS TO HELP 
JEFF OUT.

Unfortunately, I'm not anywhere as cool as whoever bought pipski's, so he's still got the best custom title in 
the history of the forums. But I tried, rhig, I tried. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
I bought rhig's custom title before I realized that Jeff doesn't have his back yet. 
SOMEONE NEEDS TO HELP JEFF OUT.

Unfortunately, I'm not anywhere as cool as whoever bought pipski's, so he's still got 
the best custom title in the history of the forums. But I tried, rhig, I tried. 

Well, Str8dog got me one, but it's taking a long time. 
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karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Well, Str8dog got me one, but it's taking a long time. 

Oh good. I feel less like a shitpot now.  
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

karmaflux came out of the closet to say: 
I bought rhig's custom title before I realized that Jeff doesn't have his back yet. 
SOMEONE NEEDS TO HELP JEFF OUT.

Unfortunately, I'm not anywhere as cool as whoever bought pipski's, so he's still got 
the best custom title in the history of the forums. But I tried, rhig, I tried. 

Cheers man, its all worthwhile now  Beside's it shouldnt rival Pipski's, he was the first to enter the barbers 
shop before we knew if it was safe to enter. His original report of the shop was great too. 
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jalad
Joined: Jan 04, 2004 

Lacking dignity since 1978

Did the cafe have webcams, or did people take their own? I can't remember. If they have cams there it 
would be swell, hypothetically, if we could see what was going every so often. One problem is that any 
software left running would prevent the cam being available for use by another program. This, 
hypothetically, could be a suspicion-inducing situation.

Does anyone know of any software that could, hypothetically, grab a snapshot from a cam (if it is not in 
use) and then immediately release it?

If the cafe doesn't have its own webcams, I'd be happy to chip in for one to be accidentally left there.

This is all hypothetical, of course. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Well, Str8dog got me one, but it's taking a long time. 

Yeah, it can take a couple hours for it to show up when you buy for somebody else. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

jalad came out of the closet to say: 
Did the cafe have webcams, or did people take their own? I can't remember. If they 
have cams there it would be swell, hypothetically, if we could see what was going 
every so often. One problem is that any software left running would prevent the cam 
being available for use by another program. This, hypothetically, could be a suspicion-
inducing situation.

Does anyone know of any software that could, hypothetically, grab a snapshot from a 
cam (if it is not in use) and then immediately release it?

If the cafe doesn't have its own webcams, I'd be happy to chip in for one to be 
accidentally left there.

This is all hypothetical, of course. 

Both cafes did, I was setting the one up in the first cafe when the fedex van came, I was hoping to have a 
live stream but the van was earlier than expected. Jean Climaxes place also had them, I wrote a post in 
there saying I was getting a live stream of the main entrance set up but then a guy came up and started 
using one of the computers, im not sure if the post went through. Thanks for the reminder though, I have to 
cancel the webcam software i signed up to this morning from my card.

quote: 

B4Ctom1 came out of the closet to say: 

[spymovie]
I can see the contact conversation between rhig and Starbucks:
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sign; "Do you have stairs?"

countersign; "They are protected."
[/spymovie] 

Actually thats nearly the same contact that happend last week, I think it was Smitz who came up to me in 
the pub and asked if I knew Richard Lowtax Kyanka. I had already spotted them as who I thought were the 
other goons but was trying to get Starbucks on his mobile to check. Even though there were probably over 
100 people in Colindale it wasnt hard to spot goons. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 22:20
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Lank
Joined: Sep 16, 2002 

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

Yeah, it can take a couple hours for it to show up when you buy for somebody else. 

Its just a regulatory clearence delay. Don't worry. 
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Umrath
Joined: Aug 27, 2003 

Please: Think about the 
Domokuns

quote: 

Lank came out of the closet to say: 

Its just a regulatory clearence delay. Don't worry. 

Nice. 
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Feral
Joined: Jun 13, 2003 

I'm gettin' me a brick outta my 
backyard. Your southern can 
belongs to me.

I hopped on this all too late to enjoy the play by play but eagerly await word from the scammer. Excellent 
job, fellow goons. I salute you all. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I'm hoping this won't have an all too likely anticlimatic finish. I can't wait until we get the 'ARRRRGH 
ROMANIAN RAGE' email from the scammer. 
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CHARLES
Joined: Oct 13, 2001 

^^^^ even if we don't this ending isn't all that bad either. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I would still like to see a Romanian in handcuffs being escorted into a black van. By the police or NOT by the 
police!

[edit]38. Tacocriminal - Huge MENSA type troll (banned for). - bet he's pissed now that he can't be a 
part of the p-p-p-powerbook revenge saga![/edit] 

ChlamydiaJones fucked around with this message at May 11, 2004 around 23:22
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
I would still like to see a Romanian in handcuffs being escorted into a black van. By 
the police or NOT by the police! 

You could see this, and much more, on a daily basis for the price of a ticket to Bucharest. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

CHARLES came out of the closet to say: 
^^^^ even if we don't this ending isn't all that bad either. 

No, see, this ends only after;

1) he emails something

2) The goons unleash the full fury of internet attack

3) He is sent the "Ha Ha Internet" pic

4) He is sent a pic from inside the barbershop

5) He is reported to the police. 

Preferrably in that order. Justice is not served quite yet in my opinion. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

kiimo came out of the closet to say: 

5) He is reported to the police. 

Preferrably in that order. Justice is not served quite yet in my opinion. 

I just had a thought about that, if it's decided this cause of action is the one to take we might be able to get 
some money from Crimestoppers or something, they probably arnt going to care about ebay fraud though. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

yeah I don't think they pay for douchebags like this guy. 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

quote: 

ChlamydiaJones came out of the closet to say: 
[edit]38. Tacocriminal - Huge MENSA type troll (banned for). - bet he's pissed now 
that he can't be a part of the p-p-p-powerbook revenge saga![/edit] 

Joy abounds.  
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Avatar
Joined: Jan 23, 2002 

RESUME INCLUDES:
Spent a few minutes 
combing through 
numerous images of men 
with enlarged anuses in 
order to compare a

quote: 

kiimo came out of the closet to say: 
No, see, this ends only after;

1) he emails something

4) He is sent a pic from inside the barbershop

5) He is reported to the police. 

Screw the internet pic and an internet attack has already been unleashed. I picture from the inside of the 
shop, perferably with him in it would let me rest in peace. The po-po can be brought in but after all that's 
been done to him it might just be best to let it lie with the "I have a picture of you" email. 
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®
Joined: Nov 20, 2002 

quote: 

rhig came out of the closet to say: 

The only pictures I got inside the shop were of a "Jean Climax" official mug which I 
was planning to steal before I left. I went back later for a second attempt to steal it 
but the room was full of people. 

Oh MAN. You could make a killing if you stole a couple of those and sold them on SA Mart. I know I'd buy 
one. They would have to be stolen (from Jean Climax), though. Not purchased. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

® came out of the closet to say: 

Oh MAN. You could make a killing if you stole a couple of those and sold them on SA 
Mart. I know I'd buy one. They would have to be stolen (from Jean Climax), though. 
Not purchased. 

I was going to put it in my bag on the way out because the guy came up a couple of times and then that 
guy came. Im considering personally going for the cup but that can't happen until the end of the month 
probably. I'd never sell it if I had one anyway. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

quote: 

Earwicker came out of the closet to say: 

You could see this, and much more, on a daily basis for the price of a ticket to 
Bucharest. 

Smartass. 

So are we putting together a police information packet on this whole scam? Rather than a dozen of us 
calling the various London offices of HMSS(Her Majesty's Secret Service) and informing them of the 
Romanian interwebnet criminal residing in their midst, there should be one complete, documented rundown 
on this dick. Hand delivered by one of us over there who can explain to them exactly what went down.

Or something. 
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Jobbernowl
Joined: Mar 12, 2004 

\Job"ber*nowl`\, n. [OE. 
jobbernoule, fr. jobarde a 
stupid fellow; cf. E. noll.] A 
blockhead. [Colloq. & Obs.]

Wonderful thread, everybody concerned deserves a knighthood. Rhig: Do you plan to stake out the shop at 
all any more? I doubt Mr. Scammer will stop using it to conduct his scammy business, so perhaps you could 
grab a photo of him next time he shows up there to collect stuff, or possibly describe him to another goon so 
that they can do it? I'd love to see a photo of him before he's handed over to the police. 
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Thunderstorm
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

I <3 Hitler p,s. Nazis are 
wicked cool

It's gonna be hard to get him busted on this case, because, face it, he didn't rip anyone off. There was no 
powerbook delivered, so naturally Jeff wasn't paid.

While everything here SUGGESTS that he was trying to scam someone, he actually didn't. He was scammed 
himself. If this comes down to a legal battle, he might even claim damages for the taxes. 
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Dr.SchadenFreud
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

I'm going to have to give you 
some of my "special 
medicine..."

quote: 

Thunderstorm came out of the closet to say: 
It's gonna be hard to get him busted on this case, because, face it, he didn't rip 
anyone off. There was no powerbook delivered, so naturally Jeff wasn't paid.

While everything here SUGGESTS that he was trying to scam someone, he actually 
didn't. He was scammed himself. If this comes down to a legal battle, he might even 
claim damages for the taxes. 

Actually, he entered a binding contract with a seller via eBay, then stated that he had placed the required 
funds in escrow with an escrow service which appears to have been fraudulent. At best, he didn't act in good 
faith; at worst, he was blatantly engaging in fraud. I don't think MyNameIsJeff has the slightest thing to 
worry about.

Also, you say, "no powerbook delivered, so naturally Jeff wasn't paid." This is NOT how the transaction was 
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structured. Recall that the Scammy Rommie was to have placed the funds in escrow PRIOR to Powerbook 
shipment. 

Dr.SchadenFreud fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 00:58
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STFU DONNY
Joined: Apr 08, 2004 

V.I. Lenin. Vladimir Illanich 
Uleninov!

I don't think Mynameisjeff would get in trouble, but the escrow site is down and to the eyes of the people 
outside of SA, it never happened.

I think it would be very hard to get the authorities to do anything. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Jobbernowl came out of the closet to say: 
Wonderful thread, everybody concerned deserves a knighthood. Rhig: Do you plan to 
stake out the shop at all any more? I doubt Mr. Scammer will stop using it to conduct 
his scammy business, so perhaps you could grab a photo of him next time he shows 
up there to collect stuff, or possibly describe him to another goon so that they can do 
it? I'd love to see a photo of him before he's handed over to the police. 

I really can't I have exams Thursday and for the next couple of weeks and I've spent way too much time 
and money already. I might go some time over the summer for a mug if the place is still there but I will 
have probably lost interest by then. There’s probably not much motivation to go without any hot hot 
scamming scammers live action. Even for a London goon its probably not worth their time to try and get a 
picture, the guys probably in and out fairly quick usually, he told the barber he was in a hurry today before 
he got his parcels. Unless someone posts something through City Link or something and stakes out the 
place for 3 hours its fairly unlikely wed get him. 

We were lucky with FedEx because of the import tax so we could see when the parcel started to move and 
knew he was picking the laptop up ASAP. With another currier he won’t be informed and will just get it the 
next time he visits the shop. He didn't really look too bright so I wouldn’t be surprised if he carries on using 
the barbers though. I doubt he will pay duties on anything he is not expecting though. It might be funny just 
to post him random rubbish with scammer written over the box or something, the barber will definitely know 
something’s up then if he doesn’t already. That could be a problem though if the barber wanted to take 
action though.

I thing DONNY is right, we can't really get him into trouble specifically for this because of the transaction not 
taking place and a lot of evidence not around anymore, sure there are archives of the site etc but even if it 
could be proved it would be too much work. I think the options are, 1 to either screw around with him a bit 
which wouldn't be much fun unless someone could stakeout the deliveries and that’s just going to get old, 2 
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to inform the authorities but not go into details over the powerbook, just there’s a Romanian using this 
address to receive eBay scammed items, he’s used this fake eBay account/escrow domain with archive on 
disk as well as any other info we have on his overall activities. If it could be kept anonymous and not too 
official maybe we could get an update from the police over what they get. Bringing up our scam might cause 
problems and could reveal the forums which might not be a good idea. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 01:12
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Wookiee BBQ
Joined: Nov 12, 2000 

quote: 

Dr.SchadenFreud came out of the closet to say: 

Actually, he entered a binding contract with a seller via eBay... 

No, he solicited Jeff via the ask seller a question form using a hijacked eBay account. 
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hellocruelworld
Joined: Feb 28, 2003 

Dude, I See God!

I think all the evidence you guys have may not be enough to put him away...but sure is enough to warrant 
an investigation. That would be great if we could find another auction that he is scamming from. 
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luscious-lou
Joined: Sep 09, 2001 

I am Legend

What we should do is have Goons across the world mail him an envelope containing 2 pictures. One of the 
barbershop/ cafe/ Ebay scam station, and the other of the infamous P-p-powerbook. Then include a note 
that says: We know!

Imagine the load he would drop in his pants when they all start rolling in! 
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Curufin
Joined: Oct 06, 2003 

Fifth Son of Fëanor

quote: 

hellocruelworld came out of the closet to say: 
I think all the evidence you guys have may not be enough to put him away...but sure 
is enough to warrant an investigation. That would be great if we could find another 
auction that he is scamming from. 

I love your custom title.

Also, I think luscious-lou has a good idea. I'd definitely be game to send that scammer a letter or 5. 
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Gravy
Joined: Sep 07, 2003 

Everything goes better with 
Gravy.

quote: 

luscious-lou came out of the closet to say: 
What we should do is have Goons across the world mail him an envelope containing 2 
pictures. One of the barbershop/ cafe/ Ebay scam station, and the other of the 
infamous P-p-powerbook. Then include a note that says: We know!

Imagine the load he would drop in his pants when they all start rolling in! 

Something like this would so rock. Not only would he be getting tons of letters pouring in, but if he took the 
time to look at the postmarks. They'd be from EVERYWHERE! 
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kripes
Joined: Aug 14, 2002 

BRRRRRAAAAAIIIINNNNSSS

quote: 

luscious-lou came out of the closet to say: 
What we should do is have Goons across the world mail him an envelope containing 2 
pictures. One of the barbershop/ cafe/ Ebay scam station, and the other of the 
infamous P-p-powerbook. Then include a note that says: We know!

Imagine the load he would drop in his pants when they all start rolling in! 

Sure why not 
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Celdin
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

After taking 3 midterms today, its nice to come home and read these past few pages that I've missed. Good 
job to all who made this happen!
I think either trying to put him away or just us all sending him a letter would be a greate way to conclude 
this. I wonder what the police would think if they started an investigation on him then noticed all of these 
letters arriving for him. 
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callmeicarus
Joined: Sep 26, 2003 

Garden gnomes are God's 
unwanted children.

quote: 

luscious-lou came out of the closet to say: 
What we should do is have Goons across the world mail him an envelope containing 2 
pictures. One of the barbershop/ cafe/ Ebay scam station, and the other of the 
infamous P-p-powerbook. Then include a note that says: We know!

Imagine the load he would drop in his pants when they all start rolling in! 

My question is then: Can one send a letter from the states to England without a return address? I know that 
packages sent within the states must have a return address, but don't know the policy on letters; does 
anyone know more about the subject? 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

quote: 

callmeicarus came out of the closet to say: 

My question is then: Can one send a letter from the states to England without a return 
address? I know that packages sent within the states must have a return address, but 
don't know the policy on letters; does anyone know more about the subject? 

return address: whatever the fuck you want. they don't verify that YOU live at the return address.... hell, I 
don't even know if they verify it at all 
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Jack Burton
Joined: Mar 01, 2002 

It's all in the reflexes.

quote: 

callmeicarus came out of the closet to say: 

My question is then: Can one send a letter from the states to England without a return 
address? I know that packages sent within the states must have a return address, but 
don't know the policy on letters; does anyone know more about the subject? 

Return address:

123 Mirage Street
Apocryphal, USA
CA 90210 
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callmeicarus
Joined: Sep 26, 2003 

Garden gnomes are God's 
unwanted children.

^^^ I like that, I like it a lot. We could each substitue our own state (and possibly city; he'll know the city 
from the postmark anyway). It might be even eerier to the scammer that way.

quote: 

CountOfNowhere came out of the closet to say: 

return address: whatever the fuck you want. they don't verify that YOU live at the 
return address.... hell, I don't even know if they verify it at all 

HAHA, OH. Never thought about that one. Thanks buddy. 

callmeicarus fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 04:43
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Wandering Idiot
Joined: Jul 22, 2003 

I Suffer From Mild 
Retarderations

If the mailing of mass envelopes actually is something that may go through, I'll send a few letters from a 
Korean post office (or whatever they have) and another from my post office here on post. I'm sure he'd love 
to know that there are people in a lot of different countries that know about what he is doing. 

__________________
"Pledge Allegiance To Yourself, Not War, Greed, Power and Wealth."
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absolut1
Joined: Sep 18, 2003 

Absolut Awful

quote: 

callmeicarus came out of the closet to say: 
^^^ I like that, I like it a lot. We could each substitue our own state (and possibly 
city; he'll know the city from the postmark anyway). It might be even eerier to the 
scammer that way.

I'm thinking this would be awesome, if he's getting them from all over the world, but the address is similar 
on all of them. 
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callmeicarus
Joined: Sep 26, 2003 

Garden gnomes are God's 
unwanted children.

quote: 

absolut1 came out of the closet to say: 

I'm thinking this would be awesome, if he's getting them from all over the world, but 
the address is similar on all of them. 

Ah, then we're sharing the same vision. I can send two letters from two seperate (although close in 
proximity) Florida towns, in case we decide to do this. Probably should all do it around the same time 
though. Getting a couple strange letters one day might not have quite the same effect. 
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FrozenCat
Joined: Dec 20, 2003 

My idols are Sam Kinison & 
Isaac Asimov. 
Go figure.

I travel extensively, and have friends all over the world, so I can post letters from Illinois, Wisconsin, 
Michigan, New York, Indiana, Cal-i-for-ni-a, Canada, India, (I figure GB is already covered), Brazil, 
Argentina, Afganistan, Kafristan, etc. (except Hawaii) ....no questions asked.

Maybe someone should come up with a 'form' letter so we can all send the same letter to the scammer. 

__________________
'The era when a Dame was a Dame and a Dick was a Detective.'
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TLA
Joined: Jun 24, 2003 

I said it early in this thread, and I must say it again:

I love you goons. 
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PMan_
Joined: Dec 23, 2002 

quote: 

callmeicarus came out of the closet to say: 

Probably should all do it around the same time though. Getting a couple strange 
letters one day might not have quite the same effect. 

That would be awesome, a deluge of identical letters from around the world in a very short span of time. I'm 
in favor of this. 
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SumGayGai
Joined: Mar 09, 2001 

I came... I love you all...

Any luck on gettin this guys picture in the future? 
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hellocruelworld
Joined: Feb 28, 2003 

Dude, I See God!

quote: 

Curufin came out of the closet to say: 

I love your custom title.

Also, I think luscious-lou has a good idea. I'd definitely be game to send that scammer 
a letter or 5. 

Thanks, I worked hard to find that damn picture. You are the first person to comment on the title, congrats. 
Anyways...I do like Luscious-Lou's idea. But I'd like to see if a police investigation went somewhere first...I'd 
just love to see them bust this guy. 

Also, it would probably be hilarious if a bunch of goons were to go back to the shop and put the p-p-p-
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powerbook screen saver on the barbershop computers again...

They would probably freak the fuck out with that one. 
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jalad
Joined: Jan 04, 2004 

Lacking dignity since 1978

Aww. There's so much love in this thread.

I'm happy to mail the scammer from Australia.

Perhaps a picture/message could be cut it in to pieces like a jigsaw, and each component mailed to the 
scammer from a different country? 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

I'm going to work on a form letter tomorrow at work. Expect one in 12-18 hours of this posting. It will be 
complete, and have pictures and everything. Oh, and I will make a note to check the postmark of each letter.

This could be awesome. 
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Bluecobra
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Cobra Commander

On an unrelated note, I whipped up an entry for this week's Photoshop Phriday, using this thread as the 
theme.
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redeyes
Joined: Sep 14, 2002 

I LOVE THE 
WHITE STRIPES!

thats fucking fantastic lolz 
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Unorthodox
Joined: Dec 03, 2001 

Retired with career average of 
25.38/day.

quote: 

PMan_ came out of the closet to say: 

That would be awesome, a deluge of identical letters from around the world in a very 
short span of time. I'm in favor of this. 

I'm in on this, but we should come up with a form letter of some sort. There has to be some common thread 
among the letters to get the effect we're looking for. 
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alizz
Joined: Jul 30, 2003 

this thread is fantastic. Really want to know what happens next but I'll be on the plane for the next 21 
hours...

quote: 

Bluecobra came out of the closet to say: 
On an unrelated note, I whipped up an entry for this week's Photoshop Phriday, using 
this thread as the theme.
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this is hot (;

edit - I can send letters from Hong Kong. Just make sure somebody post a form letter here 

alizz fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 07:25
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bryn
Joined: Feb 13, 2004 

I cant think of anything off 
hand (or on hand for that 
matter).

if i get the form letter, the address and told about when i should post it ill be in- another from australia. 
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logical fallacy
Joined: Mar 16, 2001 

We should send one in Romanian, courtesy of our translator.

Hell, we should send it in as many languages as we can because there's plenty of people here who speak 
English as a second language.

Just a single line or quote at the bottom of the letter to let the scammer know that all the letters say the 
same thing. The multiple languages would just blow his mind at the perceived level of organization Jeff's 
"people" have. 
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Nevvy Z
Joined: Jan 03, 2004 

I do not kill with my sword... I 
kill with my heart.

quote: 

logical fallacy came out of the closet to say: 
We should send one in Romanian, courtesy of our translator.

Hell, we should send it in as many languages as we can because there's plenty of 
people here who speak English as a second language.

Just a single line or quote at the bottom of the letter to let the scammer know that all 
the letters say the same thing. The multiple languages would just blow his mind at the 
perceived level of organization Jeff's "people" have. 

perhaps the "do not fuck with us" fight club quote at the bottom of ALL of them? 
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socketman
Joined: Apr 18, 2003 

BFGC modder

im down for mass mailing. 
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schmuckfeatures
Joined: Oct 27, 2003 

This avatar needs more 
Rumsfeld

quote: 

bryn came out of the closet to say: 
if i get the form letter, the address and told about when i should post it ill be in- 
another from australia. 

Yes. I'll be in this too, sending from Brisbane, Australia. 
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dalstrs
Joined: Mar 11, 2004 

KingPin

We have to make sure we include something like "we are everywhere and we know what you are doing" and 
of course we have to tell him to cut us in on future profits. 
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Dashiell
Joined: Apr 24, 2004 

How's this for the letter idea:

Dear P-P-P-Powerbook Owner,

It has recently come to our attention that you are the new recipient of one of our best selling products, the 
P-P-P-Powerbook. This product represents the latest in cutting edge computer technology and we invite you 
to get to know more about this amazing and diverse machine and what it can mean for you.

The casing of the P-P-P-Powerbook is made from space-age polymer plastics tested to withstand the 
combined destructive power of 3 chunky fifth grade boys. The wide varieties of plug-in ports allow for 
maximum upgradeablitiy while not obstructing your computerary endeavors. A special port for fire wire will 
allow you to construct your own strong digital defenses to deal with computer hackers and scammers. With 
proper maintenance, your P-P-P-Powerbook will power you to the 30th century and beyond (providing you 
and your P-P-P-Powerbook fall through some sort of time warp)!

The keyboard design has been developed with utmost comfort in mind. Even the fattest of slobs have used 
our keyboards for hours without so much as a stomach cramp. The decidedly non-Windows function keys 
make desktop surfing a breeze. Many of our customers say they have relaxed for hours merely by caressing 
the home row of their P-P-P-Powerbook keyboard.
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Mouse responsiveness is key to any successful computer user. That is why only Microsoft brand computer 
mice work on the P-P-P-Powerbook. Breakthroughs in laser technology allow your Blue-Saber-Toothed 
Mouse to bounce hi-tech lasers off of satellites straight to the former Soviet Union, whom, in turn, send 
nano-robots back to your computer and move your cursor. All of this creates the most thrilling mouse 
experience in the world. Of course, if you find yourself without your Microsoft Blue-Saber-Toothed Mouse, 
then the P-P-P-Powerbook comes with a free touchpad, crafted from the same material as the P-P-P-
Powerbook itself. 

Your P-P-P-Powerbook also offers the user-friendliest OS since Linux. Important tasks such as distributing 
kiddie porn and ordering yams are always available at the top of your screen. All P-P-P-Powerbooks come 
with critically acclaimed programs such as Ha><or the Planet!! and Txt Pad! (not the crappy one with the 
“e” in it) that are only a double click* away. We have done away with the unsightly trash bins that would 
clutter up users’ desktops and added an attractive-looking waste paper basket. A glance to the top right of 
your screen will remind you that any time is a great time to use your P-P-P-Powerbook. With P-P-P-
Powerbook nothing is beyond your reach, except Korea. Stay the hell out of Korea!

By now I’m sure you realize the vast potential your P-P-P-Powerbook has. With a little initiative you can be 
setting the pace of the next generation. P-P-P-Powerbook can give you a world without limitations that 
stretches across the sea of petty desires and ignorance to the land of heart shaped kisses and bubblegum 
dreams. You can do anything. You have the p-p-p-power!

Sincerely,

Team P-P-P-Powerbook 

*Microsoft Blue-Saber-Toothed Mouse may take dozens of double clicks to access programs

Edit: Added strong digital defense line 

Dashiell fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 10:10
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Nice! Like it! I agree, it should be at least partly in Romanian, then he really won't know who the fuck is 
onto him!

re: police, whoever said that we don't have enough evidence to prosecute him, that's true. However we 
should have more than enough to prompt their own investigation. It's up to them to compile enough data to 
send him down, we can't do everything. Once all our letters are in the post, we should send a dossier, then 
it's out of our hands.

EDIT: ^^^ Wot, no strong digital defence? 
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Smekerman
Joined: Feb 02, 2001 

That letter seemed pretty awesome when I skimmed through it (tired as fuck, sorry). I'll try my hand at 
translating it tomorrow. However, I hope you realize that most (if not all) SA-related jokes either lose their 
charm when translated into Romanian, or sound plain fucking weird. Either way, I'll see what I can come up 
with tomorrow. 
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FrozenCat
Joined: Dec 20, 2003 

My idols are Sam Kinison & 
Isaac Asimov. 
Go figure.

You have to have the email read FUCKING SCAMMER when you look at the 1st letter of each line. 
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ZeromusMog
Joined: Feb 11, 2004 

Sweet Sassy Molassy!

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 
That letter seemed pretty awesome when I skimmed through it (tired as fuck, sorry). 
I'll try my hand at translating it tomorrow. However, I hope you realize that most (if 
not all) SA-related jokes either lose their charm when translated into Romanian, or 
sound plain fucking weird. Either way, I'll see what I can come up with tomorrow. 

You mean there's no word for "Strong Digital Defense" in Romanian? What kind of language is that?  
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Landslide
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

If the scammer responds we should to send him a picture of the barbershop. That would probably give him a 
heartattack. 
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Scenix
Joined: Sep 18, 2002 

Love the letter idea, I'll be sending one from Norway.

Are we 100% sure the scammer is Romanian though? I remember the subject was brought up earlier, and 
there were talks about him being Italian. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Scenix came out of the closet to say: 
Love the letter idea, I'll be sending one from Norway.

Are we 100% sure the scammer is Romanian though? I remember the subject was 
brought up earlier, and there were talks about him being Italian. 

Im poor with accents but im sure it was more Eastern European, it didn't sound italian, he didn't really look 
Italian either, he was pretty pale. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 12:23
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

callmeicarus came out of the closet to say: 

My question is then: Can one send a letter from the states to England without a return 
address? I know that packages sent within the states must have a return address, but 
don't know the policy on letters; does anyone know more about the subject? 

Just use the address of the local police/FBI/MI5/Guardia Civil office. 
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frumpsnake
Joined: Jan 30, 2001 

The sad part is, he wasn't 
always evil.

I just spent a really fucking long time reading all 77 pages of this in one sitting. I'm exhausted, but I fucking 
love you all of you. 
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MisterSparkle
Joined: Jan 16, 2004 

banishes dirt to the land of 
wind and ghosts

In for mass mailing, From Adelaide, Australia.

once again gg team. 
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Berto2112
Joined: Oct 02, 2003 

Can I get a hell yeah?

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

Just use the address of the local police/FBI/MI5/Guardia Civil office. 

HAHA.....Guardia Civil. You don't see that name thrown around too often. 
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queenbee
Joined: Mar 09, 2004 

pottymouth

Dashiell, your letter had me rolling.

I think it would creep the guy out more if the mail letter just said something simple like "we know what 
you're doing" or "hi scammer". Agreed that we should all use the same street address, just substitute our 
town. 511 Powerbook Drive perhaps?

An afterthought: We should all email him Dashiell's letter. As the collective customer service department for 
P-P-P-Powerbook enterprises, it's only right that to make sure he is satisfied with his purchase. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Berto2112 came out of the closet to say: 

HAHA.....Guardia Civil. You don't see that name thrown around too often. 

Thank you. 
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Roast Beef
Joined: Jun 28, 2003 

Yesterday, I found out that I 
don't have a left arm

that letter posted above is awesome. The tone is fabulous. Count me in for mass mailing it or something 
similar. 
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

karmaflux
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

OMG WATCH OUT FOR TEH 
CUCUMBARS!!@$!1

quote: 

Smekerman came out of the closet to say: 
SA-related jokes either lose their charm when translated into Romanian, or sound 
plain fucking weird. 

Well, seeing as how were doing it for OUR amusement, and we're not trying to entertain HIM, I think we'll 
be okay.  
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

queenbee came out of the closet to say: 
Dashiell, your letter had me rolling.

I think it would creep the guy out more if the mail letter just said something simple 
like "we know what you're doing" or "hi scammer". Agreed that we should all use the 
same street address, just substitute our town. 511 Powerbook Drive perhaps?

An afterthought: We should all email him Dashiell's letter. As the collective customer 
service department for P-P-P-Powerbook enterprises, it's only right that to make sure 
he is satisfied with his purchase. 

I agree, I think a shorter letter will work better. Please take into consideration his fine grasp of English. An 
even better idea might be if somebody could make a one page promotional handout about a sale on p-p-
powerbooks. Use the pictures that Jeff took for illustrations. If you can save it as an Acrobat file so 
everybody can print it out, we would be in business. Especially if some people print it out in color on glossy 
paper. I might even have a go at making a mock up of it when I get home tonight in  PaintShop Pro  
(forgive me). 
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Der Shovel
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

Just a 10$ hoe

I'm all for the mass-mailing. I can send from Finland in either Finnish or English. 

I think we should incorporate the Grenade Logo and goon justice somehow. The message? "Don't fuck with 
Goons". 
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Gravy
Joined: Sep 07, 2003 

Everything goes better with 
Gravy.

quote: 

Otokodate came out of the closet to say: 

I agree, I think a shorter letter will work better. Please take into consideration his 
fine grasp of English. An even better idea might be if somebody could make a one 
page promotional handout about a sale on p-p-powerbooks. Use the pictures that Jeff 
took for illustrations. If you can save it as an Acrobat file so everybody can print it 
out, we would be in business. Especially if some people print it out in color on glossy 
paper. I might even have a go at making a mock up of it when I get home tonight in 
 PaintShop Pro  (forgive me). 

I have access to a colour laser printer, that when combined with the right glossy paper makes some nice 
prints. So if anyone makes one, I surely could print that out. 
I also agree that a short letter (though Dashiell's letter was great) would be more effective. We could each 
write it by hand. Different people writing the exact same thing coming from all over the world...This guy has 
no clue what he got himself into. 
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Beekay
Joined: Oct 03, 2003 

StupidNewbieArsehole

I'm definetly in for the mass mailing. I will be sending from Canada.

I think someone should get the final version of the form letter and post a new thread to lure in more 
support. Some people may have stopped following this one. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

quote: 

Wandering Idiot came out of the closet to say: 
I'm sure he'd love to know that there are people in a lot of different countries that 
know about what he is doing. 

He'll obviously suspect it's a bunch of people emailing one another the same pictures. I really don't see how 
this will scare him after he sees the photos for the first time. Seriously, this is a weak finish.

Edit: He'll probably close his mailing box at that location and find a new one after the first set of pictures 
come in. 
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queenbee
Joined: Mar 09, 2004 

pottymouth

quote: 

Der Shovel came out of the closet to say: 
"Don't fuck with Goons". 

I'm afraid that could be construed as threatening.

Edit:

quote: 

Der Shovel came out of the closet to say: 
Also, even if it was taken as a literal threat, the only one who would go down is the 
guy living at 123 Fake Street, Fake Town USA. 

lol, true. 

queenbee fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 14:54
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The Awful Forums - This guy is trying to rip me off on ebay. How should I respond to his email

Der Shovel
Joined: Dec 26, 2003 

Just a 10$ hoe

quote: 

queenbee came out of the closet to say: 
I'm afraid that could be construed as threatening. 

I didn't mean that literally.

Also, even if it was taken as a literal threat, the only one who would go down is the guy living at 123 Fake 
Street, Fake Town USA. 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

Thinking about it, as someone mentioned, this letter is rather anti-climatic, since any ol' fool can go to a 
widely-used scam address and take pictures. I'm not exactly sure how scared he'll be.

BUT

If we can get a picture of him picking up more packages, and perhaps get more REAL information on him, 
and THEN compile a letter to be sent from all over the world, he'd probably crap himself even more. I'm 
sure this is not the first time he's gotten a bogus product since he's apparantly been doing this for a long 
time and using this address (well, mabye it is), and it also may not even be the first time that he's received 
pictures of the place he gets his stuff sent to. A picture of the barbershop would probably not phase him all 
that much.

A picture of HIM and information about HIM would definately make me crap my pants more. Perhaps we 
could "scare" the barbershop owner? Perhaps? Any of you UK goons have friends in law enforcement? 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I want to send him lots of letters that say:

How does it feel to get scammed? 
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Fast Luck
Joined: Feb 02, 2003 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I want to send him lots of letters that say:

How does it feel to get scammed? 

Why lots of letters?

This was a great thread and the fake Powerbook was priceless, but I don't see why people still want to 
pursue more pranks unless he sends a reply email. No need to beat the horse. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Fast Luck came out of the closet to say: 
Why lots of letters?

This was a great thread and the fake Powerbook was priceless, but I don't see why 
people still want to pursue more pranks unless he sends a reply email. No need to 
beat the horse. 

You do have a good point. 
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

I think we should send him a court summons from every country possible. I'm pretty sure I could forge a 
decent UK one. 
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JesusBoyWonder
Joined: Dec 23, 2003 

I got a rad idea for a letter:

Dear Owner of the new acclaimed P-p-p-powerbook,
We see you when you're sleeping,
We know when you're awake,
We know if you've been bad or good,
...So be good for goodness sake!

Maybe add a few lines about him watching out and not crying or shouting. 

JesusBoyWonder fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 16:22
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Verno5x
Joined: Aug 23, 2003 

Why not have a bunch of people send a letter that just say's "You just got served" I think subtle would be 
more amusing than complex. 
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

Let's find his real address/name and send him stuff there.

More detective work. Smitz just PM'd me some information that could be of great use to us, and that could 
possibly help us get pure, unadulterated(sp?) goon justice. we'll keep it goinggggg on and on and on and on 
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hellocruelworld
Joined: Feb 28, 2003 

Dude, I See God!

Actually guys...I think NOW is the time to make a bit of a dossier on this guy and send it to the police. If we 
fuck with them too much before the police get involved, the barbershop peeps might get suspicious and 
close shop. And I think the ultimate end would be the scammer getting his just desserts...getting sent down 
the river...since we know that he seems to make a career out of ripping people off. 

Although I think it would be hilarious if someone left another P-P-P-POWERBOOK screen saver at the shop...
may illicit a reply. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

hellocruelworld came out of the closet to say: 

Although I think it would be hilarious if someone left another P-P-P-POWERBOOK 
screen saver at the shop...may illicit a reply. 

It's possible that the visits have not been linked to the scam so far and probably best to keep it so at the 
moment. Whether we are contacting the police or playing a bigger prank doing anything to the barbers is a 
bad idea. If the guy cuts off from the barbers we have lost a lot of information on him, unless we can trace 
the scammmer outside the shop we have no chance of foing any more than sending him letters he might not 
even pick up. 
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ChlamydiaJones
Joined: Sep 27, 2002 

I'm on the elevator labled "get reall data on the dickhead and police his ass", followed imedeatly by lots of 
letters. Personaly I'll be printing up a dozen of so envelopes, stamping them and sending him random things 
from wherever I happen to be! All subly threatening of course. 
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hollykat
Joined: Mar 22, 2003 

Meow.

quote: 

Fast Luck came out of the closet to say: 
Why lots of letters?

This was a great thread and the fake Powerbook was priceless, but I don't see why 
people still want to pursue more pranks unless he sends a reply email. No need to 
beat the horse. 

I agree with you. It's been tremendous, great fun, but I think it's time to drop it unless he writes to Jeff or 
does anything like that. 
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solorca
Joined: Mar 29, 2004 

The problem with reporting it to the police, is that no goods were exchanged (at least "real" goods). You can 
claim that he is a scammer, but a fake escrow site that no longer exists is your only proof. 

There is no way in hell, that this can be used a way to charge him with anything.

You can, however, report what has happened...and if it seems useful enough, the cops would probably do 
some research into the barber shop, and the legalities of what is going on. 
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Heners_UK
Joined: Jun 01, 2002 

Im in on the letter idea, but give me 3 working days warning so I can post them all second class. 
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

Don't forget, there are other complaints about this guy on the `Net (cited way back, dozens of pages ago). 
Other people have sent him goods, to the same address, and received no money. There was the £48,000 
motorbike he was offering for sale - probably suss. So, even though he didn't manage to scam Jeff, he's still 
a thieving scumbag. The difference is that we've collated all the evidence on him into one handy thread. If 
we pass it to the polis and they take no action, then that's up to them - and the next person to get 
scammed by this slimeball can sue their arse. If we don't pass it to the polis then this guy goes on 
scamming people and getting away with it, and that is unacceptable. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

solorca came out of the closet to say: 
The problem with reporting it to the police, is that no goods were exchanged (at least 
"real" goods). You can claim that he is a scammer, but a fake escrow site that no 
longer exists is your only proof. 

There is no way in hell, that this can be used a way to charge him with anything.

You can, however, report what has happened...and if it seems useful enough, the cops 
would probably do some research into the barber shop, and the legalities of what is 
going on. 

I don't think it’s a case of documenting what has happened, that is not going to get anywhere, will possibly 
cause people involved extra problems talking to the police and possibly link all this to the forums which may 
not be a great idea. I think simply giving the info we have on the guy and his general activities is enough. If 
it is pursued the Romanian will probably caught and the barber may be in trouble for offering questionable 
mail boxes etc.

I may have said this before but I'm not sure, the barber doesn’t seem to make anything from his legitimate 
business. In three days I've seen one guy’s hair cut and a few people on the £1/hr terminals, he's either had 
a bad couple of week’s business or he’s running something on the side. 

It's interesting that most of the people seem to know him quite well but then it is possible its legitimate, the 
areas fairly dodgy but the people I've spoken to in shops, the cafe and the pub have all been pretty friendly.

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 
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I would say that the barber is involved in the whole scam. He may even be the one 
who arranges everything computer oriented since he runs a CYBER CAFE! The barbers 
and cyber cafe are not listed as business properties with the Post Office and it is 
therefore possible that he is not paying taxes... Al Capone anyone?

I'm sure the barbers in the know that what is going on is dodgy and is doing dodgy things on the side 
himself but I'm not sure about this scam, although it is possible I just don't think he’s smart enough. The 
cybercafé is basically a bunch of random machines plugged into a router, they are loaded with spyware and 
don’t appear to be managed at all. The barber doesn't seem either bright enough or technically minded 
enough to set up the fake escrow and use proxies.

The scammer didn't really go mad over the powerbook when he opened it, I think it’s partly because he 
didn't understand the joke straight away but also because he didn’t want to reveal his scamming, he would 
have most likely told the barber when I was there and they would both be annoyed. The only guy he was 
arguing with was the guy outside wearing the knitted hat. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 18:08
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

I would say that the barber is involved in the whole scam. He may even be the one who arranges everything 
computer oriented since he runs a CYBER CAFE! The barbers and cyber cafe are not listed as business 
properties with the Post Office and it is therefore possible that he is not paying taxes... Al Capone anyone?

Document everything hand it to the police and tell them that if no action is taken we will hand it to every 
newspaper and television company we can think of (in a non-confrontational way obviously).

He needs to be charged with something. He is a fucking thief and he WILL rip off other innocent internet 
users until he is caught. 
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mph
Joined: Jan 26, 2004 

Parts is parts!

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 
I would say that the barber is involved in the whole scam. He may even be the one 
who arranges everything computer oriented since he runs a CYBER CAFE! The barbers 
and cyber cafe are not listed as business properties with the Post Office and it is 
therefore possible that he is not paying taxes... Al Capone anyone? 

Ya think? OMG add tax evasion to his list of crimes...

Houston, we have anticlimax. 

Kudos to Jeff, the UK goon squad and everybody who's contributed here (which doesn't include me, I've just 
been following), but the only thing left to do is wait for an email, and I personally doubt that our scammer 
will send one, as he has nothing to gain by doing so at this point. 

He paid his fees, sure, and he had some minor quarrel with one of his cohorts, but I have to admit I'm a tad 
disappointed that "it is broken" is the only finale we're likely to see.

Might as well take it to the cops, but I wouldn't expect much to come of it.  
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

[QUOTE]mph came out of the closet to say: 
[B]

Houston, we have anticlimax. 

Fair comment, however I think the combined effort of goons from across the globe to bring the scammer to 
justice would interest someone in the media. They could spice it up a bit and make a 2-part mini series. The 
barber could be a fantastic brunette with an East European accent who falls for Rhig's charms, ignorant of 
the fact that he is trying to bring her criminal empire down. Blah blah blah.

Kiefer Sutherland is MyNameIsJeff in "OPERATION GOON JUSTICE"

I'd watch it. 
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kaww of course
Joined: Jul 11, 2003 

i dont care what

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 

Fair comment, however I think the combined effort of goons from across the globe to 
bring the scammer to justice would interest someone in the media. They could spice it 
up a bit and make a 2-part mini series. The barber could be a fantastic brunette with 
an East European accent who falls for Rhig's charms, ignorant of the fact that he is 
trying to bring her criminal empire down. Blah blah blah.

Kiefer Sutherland is MyNameIsJeff in "OPERATION GOON JUSTICE"

I'd watch it. 

In the future, all goons will have a direct line to the President, for fast action when evil threatens the 
American Way.  
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jhnrksn
Joined: Mar 07, 2003 

TacticalPenis bought me this 
title because he is a worthless 
bastard and i have to help him 
do shit all the time.

quote: 

neddle came out of the closet to say: 
[QUOTE]mph came out of the closet to say: 
[B]Kiefer Sutherland is MyNameIsJeff in "OPERATION GOON JUSTICE" 

WHERES THE PACKAGE WE'RE RUNNING OUT OF TIME!!!? 
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cavalri
Joined: Nov 23, 2002 

... I didn't think so

You must send him a pic of the barber shop, telling him that:

"we're following you, please be home at 9am on thursday so some of our "associates" can "speak" with you 
about taking our business away from us."

Or something. He might not be worried about the cops, but maybe he'll be worried about a rival crime 
syndicate trying to muscle in on his business? 
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DLCinferno
Joined: Feb 22, 2003 

It was fun, you've all been immortalized, now go to the cops and let them take care of "pranking" him. I 
don't see the letter writing and all that going anywhere. 
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pooper scooper
Joined: Oct 23, 2003 

cavalri, you have hit something there.. i like it. 
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Aeolius
Joined: Jul 16, 2003 

Über Lord of Time and Space

I'm adding my voice to the "email or nothing" crowd; at this point, the best solution would be through an 
exchanged email or two. If he never sends one to Jeff, then let's call it a day (rather, call it three weeks). 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

Looking around the Mets sit it looks like someone will have to call/write to the local station for Colindale; the 
met don’t seem care about eBay fraud. It would still probably result into them looking into the barbers shop 
too if it’s not registered properly. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

Aeolius came out of the closet to say: 
I'm adding my voice to the "email or nothing" crowd; at this point, the best solution 
would be through an exchanged email or two. If he never sends one to Jeff, then let's 
call it a day (rather, call it three weeks). 

Agreed. If I don't receive an email here soon, we will call it an end to this saga. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Agreed. If I don't receive an email here soon, we will call it an end to this saga. 

I am going to be posting an updated archive of this thread. Please let me know when you feel it is done so I 
know when to post the link. 
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FrozenEntree
Joined: Jun 11, 2001 

God helped me fuck over my 
creditors so I can continue 
spending like the selfish 
dumbfuck I am! Blessed are 
the spendthrift, my ass! 
Hallelujah! Praise to Jesus!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Agreed. If I don't receive an email here soon, we will call it an end to this saga. 

I wait, once again, with baited breath. I hope he emails back something at least. If not, oh well, we pranked 
a scammer and he is out some cash. We then send it to some authority and hope they crack down on it. 
Either way, we salute you Jeff. Forever and ever, P-P-P-Powerbook!  everytime I read that I can just 
imagine a really really geeky guy, like Neil from Family Guy, stuttering and saying that.  
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Tom Tucker
Joined: Jul 19, 2003 

Yippee-ki-yay motherfucker.

Flawless Victory. 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

Well shit. Since it's not going to get e-mailed, I need to post an encore of my image.
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Pipski
Joined: Apr 18, 2004 

Lovely barbershop. Pity I 
wasn't invited.

quote: 

Accipiter came out of the closet to say: 
Well shit. Since it's not going to get e-mailed, I need to post an encore of my image.

 

lol, just looked at it again. wtf is it with `Hair' just seemingly written at random in the middle of the sign? 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

You do have a good point. 

I hate it when people do that. 
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Accipiter
Joined: Jan 24, 2004 

Pop it, D-Man!

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 
wtf is it with `Hair' just seemingly written at random in the middle of the sign? 

It's part of "We sell HAIR clip ers products." 
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baalzamonbarnes
Joined: Mar 20, 2004 

dirty internet pirate

quote: 

Pipski came out of the closet to say: 

lol, just looked at it again. wtf is it with `Hair' just seemingly written at random in the 
middle of the sign? 

wtf is up with the whole sign? It looks like it was pieced together randomly by some 3 year old on acid.

Christ, just look at it:
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Who the hell designs crap like that? 
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RandyF
Joined: Oct 27, 2000 

quote: 

baalzamonbarnes came out of the closet to say: 

Christ, just look at it:
[!mg]http://img10.imageshack.us/img10/4618/sign10.jpg[/img]

Who the hell designs crap like that? 

Fark. 
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Earwicker
Joined: Jan 06, 2003 

quote: 

baalzamonbarnes came out of the closet to say: 

Who the hell designs crap like that? 

Probably the same people who think "New Jersey Chicken" is in any way appetizing. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Http://www.p-p-p-powerbook.com is up!
Big Thanks to Str8Dog for the hosting

I have the PBook pictures up now. When I am finished with the story, I will post that, and the other pictures.

Tell your friends! 
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iwinatinternet
Joined: Mar 03, 2004 

illiterate!!!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Http://www.p-p-p-powerbook.com is up!
Big Thanks to Str8Dog for the hosting

I have the PBook pictures up now. When I am finished with the story, I will post that, 
and the other pictures.

Tell your friends! 

Cool it's very own internetmuseum 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

I don't know if it's just me (using latest Firefox/XP Pro), but p=p-p-powerbook.com is down. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
I don't know if it's just me (using latest Firefox/XP Pro), but p=p-p-powerbook.com is 
down. 

Its working for me. 
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Wrong Igor
Joined: Feb 22, 2004 

I'm getting too old. Kill me.

Another vote for turning this shithead over to the authorities. After all, he recieves packages all the time 
(supposedly) from real victims. After he is taken care we can pester the retard running Jean Climax or 
whatever.

This has been a true epic saga. Thanks to all involved for great entertainment. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Its working for me. 

http://www.vegaji.com/images/screenpowerbook.JPG 
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Celdin
Joined: Sep 02, 2003 

quote: 

vegaji came out of the closet to say: 
I don't know if it's just me (using latest Firefox/XP Pro), but p=p-p-powerbook.com is 
down. 

I'm using the same set up and the site works fine for me. 
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Captain Stink
Joined: May 09, 2004 

I believe in dog

You probably just need to wait. DNS entries take a day or two to propagate everywhere. 
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Verm
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

Reality continues to ruin my 
life.

Amazing story, been reading the whole time but only posted one.
So now that its pretty much over, amazing job goonz. 
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Uhclem
Joined: Jan 11, 2004 

Really...

I’m disappointed in the anti-climatic nature of this thread.

I don’t mean to devalue the work of the awesome UK Special Forces, but think about it, he’s not expecting 
ANYONE to know about his scam operation, he didn’t really understand the whole P-P-P-Powerbook joke, 
and he’s certainly not thinking that the police or any other agency is on to him.

Why couldn’t you have just photographed him; perhaps from a good vantage across the street? It’s not 
illegal; he can’t take your film, and everything about him suggests that though this is a coordinated venture, 
it’s far from being “OMG MAFIA.”

Besides, if he is part of a mob what is he going to do, order a hit on you? Whack you? Please, Mafia folk 
wouldn’t risk that kind of thing unless you’re a GIGANTIC problem, as it was, he probably would have 
thought you were just a photographer. 

Perhaps I’m being unrealistic, but as far as I know about organized crime (a surprising amount, ask me 
about my friends some time) most folks are just trying to get by, and would rather pay off or intimidate a 
person to give in rather than kill them and have to deal with a messy murder.

As it was, you did fairly well, but I think I speak for everyone when I say "I wish there were more."

In my mind the ultimate ending would have consisted of 30 UK Goons walking down the street separated by 
intervals of five minutes or more asking the guy if he “liked his laptop.” Bonus points, of course, would be 
awarded to those who dressed up in suits with bowler hats, and double to folks who look like bums.

Imagine that scene. 

“Hello sir, did you like your laptop?”
“Who are…”
“Hey sir, sir, SIR, yeah, did you like your laptop”
“What is…”
“You, buddy, over there, did you like your laptop?”
“Oh my ga...”
“Pardon me; but did you find that laptop to your liking?”

Target runs off followed by a dim monotone chanting of “Did you like your laptop?” 

Uhclem fucked around with this message at May 12, 2004 around 23:53
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I went ahead and put P-P-P-Powerbook in the Dictionary.

http://forums.somethingawful.com/di...t=3&topicid=896

I just threw in a slim synopsis, and link to the site.
Append at will! 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I went ahead and put P-P-P-Powerbook in the Dictionary.

http://forums.somethingawful.com/di...t=3&topicid=896

I just threw in a slim synopsis, and link to the site.
Append at will! 

Appended: Direct links to P-P-P-Powerbook pictures. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

quote: 

Uhclem came out of the closet to say: 
I’m disappointed in the anti-climatic nature of this thread.
Why couldn’t you have just photographed him; perhaps from a good vantage across 
the street? It’s not illegal; he can’t take your film, and everything about him suggests 
that though this is a coordinated venture, it’s far from being “OMG MAFIA.”

I went across the street and went into the cafe to try and get a photo there but the traffic blocked the view 
until he had gone, if it was just him on his own it wouldn't have been a problem but he was outside with a 
guy from the cafe who knew I'd gone in after the delivery and left unexpectadly but they were facing me 
wherever I went and my cameras pretty big and obvious. Half the people know each other and I doubt I 
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would have got away without having to make up some reason for photographing the street if confronted. It's 
not illegal but it would have been a big risk. 

I also held back on the photo thinking I could get him when he left in his car but I think he went out the 
back. The pictures show it reasonably but the place is a pretty dodgy area and there were no police or 
anyone around all day. Thats also why I tried to remember the guy he was with as he very likey knows 
something about who the scammer is.

Edit: Also putting anything up on the shop window is impossible unless done during opening hours as the 
shops all thave steel barriers which fold down over night. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 13, 2004 around 14:18
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Inveigle
Joined: Jan 19, 2004 

Your efforts are appreciated Rhig!  
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neddle
Joined: May 04, 2004 

"Eight hours later they brought 
her up by mule"!

Anti climax... Jean Climax. Anti Jean Climax? Geddit? Is it bollocks an anti-climax. I still see no fat lady, the 
game is still afoot. 
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Bjergen
Joined: May 21, 2003 

short, fat prick

I would like to put forward an idea...

Someone suggested mailing him a glossy flier advertising a sale on P-P-P-Powerbooks, I would suggest 
sticking said flier in the window of the jean climax store, and a couple on the nearby poles with those little 
tear off phone numbers on the bottom, with the number of the local anti fraud squad or something.

Oh yeah, and someone mail him the picture of the burnt out jean climax store. 
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Otokodate
Joined: Jan 15, 2004 

All your nuts are belong to me

quote: 

Bjergen came out of the closet to say: 
Oh yeah, and someone mail him the picture of the burnt out jean climax store. 

I think that would be a bad idea. That could easily be considered a threat on him and the barbershop. If you 
don't mind possibly being arrested, go for it.

edit: I never got around to putting together a flier. Sorry. 
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EricFate
Joined: Aug 31, 2001 

Crumpets. Glorious Crumpets.

What would make me laugh the hardest would be if Rhig were to make a composite sketch of the guy who 
made the pickup, and then had someone print out a couple dozen flyers that say "HAVE YOU SEEN ME?" at 
the bottom followed by "Ask me about my P-P-P-Powerbook" and the website link that details the entire 
adventure at the very bottom.

These could then be mailed out, or hung up if someone else feels like making one last trip to the area. 
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mangler103
Joined: Jun 06, 2003 

DVD's are my anti-drug...but 
now I'm addicted to DVD's.

quote: 

EricFate came out of the closet to say: 
What would make me laugh the hardest would be if Rhig were to make a composite 
sketch of the guy who made the pickup, and then had someone print out a couple 
dozen flyers that say "HAVE YOU SEEN ME?" at the bottom followed by "Ask me about 
my P-P-P-Powerbook" and the website link that details the entire adventure at the 
very bottom.

These could then be mailed out, or hung up if someone else feels like making one last 
trip to the area. 

I don't know about the picture, but an "Ask me about my P-P-P-Powerbook" sign posted somewhere in the 
barbershop would be the highest of hilarity. Maybe just a little sign somewhere where customers could see it 
when they came in, but wouldn't be obvious to the proprieters. Maybe on the back of the cash register? I 
don't know how the place is set up. 
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rhig
Joined: Jul 14, 2002 

bitches can't hide from this

I'm really not likely to be able to make another trip and I'm awful with faces but this weould be a great idea 
if we could get a picture of the guy. I tried to remember a description but I'm awful at that sort of thing. The 
guy faily tall, pale and big/well built, he was wearing a white shirt and a black jacket in the barbers. I think 
he probably only visits the place every few days though as he had a few parcels and I hadn't seen him 
around before. 

rhig fucked around with this message at May 13, 2004 around 16:07
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Frank Zappa
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

Electric Aunt Jemima - 
Goddess of Love

I wish I had posted in this thread at the very beginning....

 

A+++ 5. Would post again.

P.S. - still waiting for that return letter. Did anyone actually dig it out of the trash can?? 
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Vince McMahon
Joined: Dec 18, 2003 

It would be better to put up an advert for a missing powerbook, with pictures of the p-p-p-powerbook. 
Either in the barbershop or something across the street to get their attention. 
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Lisa Marie
Joined: Apr 03, 2001 

Excuse me, I believe you have 
my stapler.

I can't believe he hasn't even said anything about it- not even in terms of a bad seller rating on ebay (i 
know he didn't use ebay but that's how he found you). I guess you can't really be that pissed about being 
scammed when you are a scammer. 
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SoulChicken
Joined: Sep 11, 2001 

mek it fuhnki

It might be worth sending an email to that Watchdog program, telling them of our sting operation. They live 
for taking down guys like these. 
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ChesterJT
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

I'M HELPING!!!

Well it appears we aren't getting a final email from our mark. That's a shame. The best possible ending 
would be a video of the guy opening the box and being pissed, but I was hoping for at least an email. Now it 
seems like a big buildup, then a let down. Still consider it a victory though. Great effort from everyone. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

Updating archive up to this point. Will not do another update until we hear from fuck face. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 
Updating archive up to this point. Will not do another update until we hear from fuck 
face. 

Sounds good. Are you going to torrent?

I have finished the doc explaining the whole story. 28 pages long! Of corse, thats with pictures, and a lot of 
extra lines and space. Probably more like 15 pages of reading.

I will edit the site page, to add links and all of the other pictures an what not.

In the mean time, you can get it here: http://www.p-p-p-powerbook.com/files/the_powerbook.doc 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 13, 2004 around 22:42
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CountOfNowhere
Joined: Feb 26, 2004 

.....there's 20 of them!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Sounds good. Are you going to torrent?

I have finished the doc explaining the whole story. 28 pages long! Of corse, thats with 
pictures, and a lot of extra lines and space. Probably more like 15 pages of reading.

I will edit the site page, to add links and all of the other pictures an what not.

In the mean time, you can get it here: http://www.p-p-p-powerbook.com/files/
the_powerbook.doc 

the pictures don't work

also, want me to put it into PDF for you? 
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The Fear
Joined: Dec 10, 2003 

I hide the dirty minutes under 
my dirty mattress.

Absolutely epic.

GG d00d. 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Sounds good. Are you going to torrent?

I have finished the doc explaining the whole story. 28 pages long! Of corse, thats with 
pictures, and a lot of extra lines and space. Probably more like 15 pages of reading.

I will edit the site page, to add links and all of the other pictures an what not.

In the mean time, you can get it here: http://www.p-p-p-powerbook.com/files/
the_powerbook.doc 

Cool, Ill rip it out to some nice HTML and post it to the site. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

CountOfNowhere came out of the closet to say: 

the pictures don't work

also, want me to put it into PDF for you? 

Sure, that would be cool. I downloaded it on another machine, and only some of the pictures showed up. 
Anyone else notice that?

Edit - I hit F5 and all of the pictures showed up. 
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kiimo
Joined: Jul 24, 2003 

quote: 

EricFate came out of the closet to say: 
What would make me laugh the hardest would be if Rhig were to make a composite 
sketch of the guy who made the pickup, and then had someone print out a couple 
dozen flyers that say "HAVE YOU SEEN ME?" at the bottom followed by "Ask me about 
my P-P-P-Powerbook" and the website link that details the entire adventure at the 
very bottom.

These could then be mailed out, or hung up if someone else feels like making one last 
trip to the area. 

With his phone number at the bottom. 
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Starbucks
Joined: Jul 07, 2002 

Strong Coffee Drinking!

sweet gonna link all this in my blog 

Cant wait till a reply, even though its unlikely he will want to give us that pleasure

The site needs a guestbook 
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SignalTwoFive
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

Bob Sapp is laughing AT you, 
not WITH you.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Sure, that would be cool. I downloaded it on another machine, and only some of the 
pictures showed up. Anyone else notice that?

Edit - I hit F5 and all of the pictures showed up. 

I've made a PDF of it for you. 

http://students.uwf.edu/cjg5/sa/thepowerbook.pdf

Unlimited university bandwith...go nuts! 
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Scratch2k
Joined: Jul 30, 2002 

( . ) ( . )

I think this has all been an elaborate scam to sell time at this barbers internet cafe and create a market for 
his crappy coffee mugs, mission accomplished! 
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Existential
Joined: Sep 28, 2003 

quote: 

SignalTwoFive came out of the closet to say: 

I've made a PDF of it for you. 

http://students.uwf.edu/cjg5/sa/thepowerbook.pdf

Unlimited university bandwith...go nuts! 

Thank you so much. I was so worried that I would have to read this whole thread to find out about this 
historical event.

I love each and every one of you. 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 

Sounds good. Are you going to torrent? 

Yes, I will be torrenting again. Maybe tonight, maybe tomorrow. Once again tho, I will need someone to 
mirror a direct link, hopefully someone with university/college unlimited bandwidth. 
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Cedar
Joined: Feb 07, 2001 

My god

That was awesome. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I was thinking about emailing that to the local news. So see if they'd do a story on it. I even mention them 
in the beginning! 
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N.Z.'s Champion
Joined: Jun 08, 2003 

Clean, green, New Zealand.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I was thinking about emailing that to the local news. So see if they'd do a story on it. I 
even mention them in the beginning! 

Do it. Everyone loves this story 

Edit: I posted it on Metafilter 
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James Dente
Joined: Nov 29, 2003 

[x] and [y]... together at last!

There's a show called 'Inside Crime' on ITV in London which I'm sure would is desperate enough for stories 
to feature this. I'm sure all it'll take is a few goons emailing them the gist of this tale along with a few of the 
photos, videos and details for them not to have to do too much work on it themselves.

Email them on insidecrime@carltontv.co.uk - you know it makes sense. 
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Kiru
Joined: Apr 27, 2004 

Wow, I saw this thread when it was still on page one and didn't realize it went anywhere until now. This is 
very entertaining. 

Edit: Yeah, my reg date is after the beginning of the thread. It got changed. 

Kiru fucked around with this message at May 14, 2004 around 05:48
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Scratch2k
Joined: Jul 30, 2002 

( . ) ( . )

quote: 

N.Z.'s Champion came out of the closet to say: 
Do it. Everyone loves this story 

Edit: I posted it on Metafilter 

Brilliant! Well posted. 

May 14, 2004: 05:54  User's Profile / Image  Send a Private Message  User's Homepage  Search For More Posts    

Chase
Joined: Apr 30, 2002 

And it got posted from Metafilter on Boingboing with commentary from Cory!

You're famous now dude. 
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MMAgCh
Joined: Aug 15, 2001 

I am the poet,
The prophet of the pit
Like a hollow-point bullet
Straight to the head
I never missed...you

I think you guys killed Metafilter.  
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baalzamonbarnes
Joined: Mar 20, 2004 

dirty internet pirate

quote: 

MMAgCh came out of the closet to say: 
I think you guys killed Metafilter.  

What'd you guys do?!?  what, exactly, is metafilter (aside from the site linked to above)?  

baalzamonbarnes fucked around with this message at May 14, 2004 around 14:15
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winds0r
Joined: Dec 04, 2002 

Great stuff.  Wish he had written back.

v  

winds0r fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 19:08
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kripes
Joined: Aug 14, 2002 

BRRRRRAAAAAIIIINNNNSSS

^^^^^^^^^^^ "written"

quote: 

kripes came out of the closet to say: 
I fear the climax will be disappointing (or nonexistent). I mean, all we're going to get 
at this point is an update in Fedex that says "Delivered". 

I hate when I'm right sometimes. 
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poopdog
Joined: Jul 09, 2003 

The gangsta specter of defeat, 
(in effect)

quote: 

Chase came out of the closet to say: 
And it got posted from Metafilter on Boingboing with commentary from Cory!

You're famous now dude. 

Whats crazy is I totally missed this thread. I just saw it today on boingboing and it made up for a crappy 
week at work. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

kripes came out of the closet to say: 

I hate when I'm right sometimes. 

You did call it didn't you! 
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DarkLotus
Joined: Sep 30, 2001 

I Haven't Been Fucked Like 
That Since Grade School!!!

either way it was an awesome thread. one of the best threads I have seen in my time here at SA. Jeff just 
let me know when you consider this done and I will post my archive of the thread. 
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Jockthecock
Joined: May 07, 2003 

Even if there is no major pay dirt from this, I can see a new intarweb-based sport emerging - 'Scammer 
Baiting'. Place a nice piece of kit on Ebay then reel in the crooks, it's like badger baiting but with less 
shovels and more cunning. 
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latency
Joined: Sep 03, 2003 

syn/ack

quote: 

Chase came out of the closet to say: 
And it got posted from Metafilter on Boingboing with commentary from Cory!

You're famous now dude. 

Haha yeah - I saw it on boingboing and thought "hey...I know this story". 
Cory posts about Goldmined threads from time to time too. 
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El_Spankio
Joined: Jan 28, 2004 

I may have missed this being posted in this thread, but on the Metafilter page there is this link

It made me laugh. 
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GI Joel
Joined: Nov 28, 2001 

The link is being posted all around the interet now. Such a fantastic story.  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

quote: 

DarkLotus came out of the closet to say: 
either way it was an awesome thread. one of the best threads I have seen in my time 
here at SA. Jeff just let me know when you consider this done and I will post my 
archive of the thread. 

Lets give it another day or two, and then I will email hoim the Ha Ha internet picture. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Are you guys passing the pdf around? 

That would be better so no one tries to take credit you know. 
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DarthVersace
Joined: Jul 26, 2001 

I am The Everything.

quote: 

Chase came out of the closet to say: 
And it got posted from Metafilter on Boingboing with commentary from Cory!

You're famous now dude. 

Werd. This is officially a meme, now. It got a write-up on BoingBoing, too.

Beautiful counterscam, you guys. When I saw the .DOC synopsis and the photos of the P-P-P-Powerbook 
with the words "This is real." scrawled on the binder in Sharpie, I just about shit. Excellent. Best thread all 
year. 
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IndyPunkOne
Joined: Aug 05, 2002 

Got a tattooed tit, say Number 
13.

I just read the pdf. What ever came of the guy from Terre Haute that had the escrow site? I missed that 
part or I would have helped investigate since Terre Haute's only a short drive away.  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

I have it mirrored at my site. I don't have the bandwidth that str8dog does, but it will have to do.

If you have any problems with www.p-p-p-powerbook.com you go to my site:

Http://www.bootsix.net

I edited the page on both sites with a link to the PDF so spread the word. 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 14, 2004 around 20:42
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SuperLurker
Joined: Mar 14, 2001 

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
If you have any problems with www.p-p-p-powerbook.com you go to my site:
Http://www.bootsix.net

If you want to save some bandwidth look into resizing and recompressing some of the pics, i think a couple 
of them were 1280x960 ~500k just downsized using html

Excellent work on this whole thing btw  
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MariusMS
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Shut the door.

quote: 

quonsar came out of the closet to say:
something awful sucks. i'm blocking all referrers from them. the members link to my 
sites constantly (particularly my mirrors), gobbling up my bandwidth, and when i 
backtrack to the referring page i am always informed that i must fork $9.95 to view 
the page. well, good. when they all send me $9.95 each, i'll allow them to link my site 
from there. apparently, when a good opportunity for self-promotion comes along, as 
with this ebay scammer, he allows free access to that particular forum. well, sorry 
jeffy, the free ride on meepzorp is over.
posted by quonsar at 7:58 AM PST on May 14

No more meepzorp  
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Damn. Someone is angry.

Edit - What is meepzorp? 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 14, 2004 around 23:43
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MariusMS
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Shut the door.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
Damn. Someone is angry.

Edit - What is meepzorp? 

http://www.metafilter.com/user.mefi/986

edit: possible not work safe pics at the bottom 
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Sonny_Crockett
Joined: Jun 01, 2000 

hahah quonsar thinks Jeff K runs Something Awful

Great job on the counterscam. That guy will think twice next time. 
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obli
Joined: Aug 30, 2003 

I AM A LIAR

quote: 

MariusMS came out of the closet to say: 

http://www.metafilter.com/user.mefi/986

edit: possible not work safe pics at the bottom 

Who is he and how is he involved in this anyway? 
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Smeep
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

quote: 

obli came out of the closet to say: 

Who is he and how is he involved in this anyway? 

yeah i don't get this either. Also, if the answer is: please read the last two hundred pages - I don't need to 
know that badly. I can be content in my ignorance. 
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MariusMS
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Shut the door.

quote: 

Smeep came out of the closet to say: 

yeah i don't get this either. Also, if the answer is: please read the last two hundred 
pages - I don't need to know that badly. I can be content in my ignorance. 

He has nothing to do with this. Someone posted the whole ordeal over on meta-filter, and this guy posted 
what I quoted. He is apparantly pissed off that his webpage gets traffic, and thinks that either MyNameisJeff 
runs SA, or that Jeff K runs SA. I'm leaning towards the former, given that he insinuated that GBS was 
opened to the public because of this thread.

Shorter version : Nothing, he's a metafilter idiot. 
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Smeep
Joined: Jan 20, 2004 

quote: 

MariusMS came out of the closet to say: 

He has nothing to do with this. Someone posted the whole ordeal over on meta-filter, 
and this guy posted what I quoted. He is apparantly pissed off that his webpage gets 
traffic, and thinks that either MyNameisJeff runs SA, or that Jeff K runs SA. I'm 
leaning towards the former, given that he insinuated that GBS was opened to the 
public because of this thread.

Shorter version : Nothing, he's a metafilter idiot. 

ah, okay, thanks. Just making sure I wasn't missing an important chapter in this! 
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KinkyJohn
Joined: Sep 19, 2002 

yay you got linked at pixelsurgeon. it was pretty weird seeing it linked after reading this thread weeks ago. 

dunno if this has been mentioned but http://www.m3ntalcontraband.com/journal also links. so it's spreading 
like wildfire over the interweb 

KinkyJohn fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 01:09
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vid sidasta
Joined: Jan 26, 2003 

quote: 

MariusMS came out of the closet to say: 
He has nothing to do with this. Someone posted the whole ordeal over on meta-filter, 
and this guy posted what I quoted. He is apparantly pissed off that his webpage gets 
traffic, and thinks that either MyNameisJeff runs SA, or that Jeff K runs SA. I'm 
leaning towards the former, given that he insinuated that GBS was opened to the 
public because of this thread.

Shorter version : Nothing, he's a metafilter idiot. 

After viewing his extensive collection of mirrors that we can no longer link to, I find it quite ironic that many 
of them are somewhat related to Somethingawful and the work of goons (in particular, at least half of the 
wtcguy pictures were made by goons, if I recall correctly).
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Yeah, this guy hates us so much that he archives the handiwork of our forums. 
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Chase
Joined: Apr 30, 2002 

quote: 

MariusMS came out of the closet to say: 

No more meepzorp  

NOOOOOOOOOO

That's one of my desert-island sites right there. I hate to see sweet Quonsar pissed off at us. 
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sakana
Joined: Feb 09, 2003 

What the fuck is up with all 
those chicken strips?

quote: 

vid sidasta came out of the closet to say: 
After viewing his extensive collection of mirrors that we can no longer link to, I find it 
quite ironic that many of them are somewhat related to Somethingawful and the work 
of goons (in particular, at least half of the wtcguy pictures were made by goons, if I 
recall correctly).

Yeah, this guy hates us so much that he archives the handiwork of our forums. 

Sad, sad loser. I would weep for him, but it would waste my precious tear juice.

I wish I'd been here when this thread was in its infancy, I would have loved to have read it in real time. 
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Phil
Joined: Dec 23, 2003 

Motherfucking GOLD, Jerry. SOLID. FUCKING. GOLD. 

I only wish that you would have dropped a dookie in the box before sealing her up.

This event restores my faith in humanity.

GOONS 1
TARDS 0 
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GatorHoy
Joined: Apr 15, 2004 

Green Goblin

Wow. Awesome thread.. Very cool story, and I'm glad to have gotten to read it.

Why does it have to be over now? If the London Goons still have the motivation to stake out the place, we 
could set something up to at least snap a picture of the guy, if not make merciless fun of him. 

I think there were a few times you guys were being overly paranoid. The goons out there were worried 
about the barbershop guy getting "suspicious" if they kept coming back into his place to use his computers. 
Why? It's an internet cafe. As long as you sit still and don't call too much attention to yourself, what does he 
care? He'd be getting a few bucks from you, and that would be that. It seemed like he might get suspicious 
because you knew you were up to something. I'm sure it would have been fine. They wouldn't have known 
who anyone was anyways. 

Also, there's really no reason why he'd have sent someone else to the PO Box to pick up the package for 
him. All he knew was that the guy who he was trying to rip off lives in the states. I'm sure the last thing 
anyone would suspect is that the guy has a bunch of cyber e-friends who were all willing to take a day to 
watch for him to pick up what he was assuming to be a perfectly normal laptop. 

Why not have everyone coordinate and all send him a letter at the same time? If everyone were to cough up 
a few bucks (I know I would) to have it show up at the address on the same day, then you could flag the 
guy with an armload of envelopes and catch a picture of him either in the place or out on the street going off 
to whereever he goes. I'm sure it couldn't be that hard to arrange for the letters to get there at the same 
time. Tell the post office people it's your grandparent's 50th anniversary or something and you want them to 
get the card in their PO Box on the day of the anniversary so they can feel special or something. 

If the Box is so small, I'm sure barberguy would call the scammer up and tell him to empty the goddamn 
thing, especially if he's just a go-between. 

Anyways, even if it does end here.. again, awesome job guys. 
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Murphy
Joined: Apr 13, 2004 

I'm just making shit up.

quote: 

MyNameIsJeff came out of the closet to say: 
I was thinking about emailing that to the local news. So see if they'd do a story on it. I 
even mention them in the beginning! 

Somehow I have a feeling Q13 would do it, only because they are the most horible new station in the world 
and leslie miller is a robot

so it would be even funnier on it 

Been meaning to post in this sooner.

BTW next time we have a seattle Goonmeet you better be there so you can describe this story in your own 
voice 
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

p-p-p-powerbook.com is spreading like wildfire... 20 gigs in 3 days.... I am going to have to throw some ads 
on it just to pay for the bandwidth its using.. 
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Angelfck
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

I found this on Metafilter and spent half the day reading this thread yesterday. I was on the edge of my seat 
even though I knew the outcome. Thanks for entertaining me on an otherwise normal Friday afternoon. I 
look forward to more threads where others try to scam the scammers. Sounds like a new game.

Excellent work MyNameIsJeff and the rest of the Goon Recon Squad. 
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SignalTwoFive
Joined: Dec 28, 2003 

Bob Sapp is laughing AT you, 
not WITH you.

quote: 

Angelfck came out of the closet to say: 
I found this on Metafilter and spent half the day reading this thread yesterday. I was 
on the edge of my seat even though I knew the outcome. Thanks for entertaining me 
on an otherwise normal Friday afternoon. I look forward to more threads where 
others try to scam the scammers. Sounds like a new game.

Excellent work MyNameIsJeff and the rest of the Goon Recon Squad. 

Too late...

http://forums.somethingawful.com/sh...hreadid=1049091 
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lapsey
Joined: Nov 23, 2003 

http://www.cafeshops.com/jeanclimaxpro  
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Atomic Edge
Joined: Apr 10, 2004 

In an Atomic Mood

cafeshops is a good Idea but maybe mynameisjeff should put up a P-P-P-Powerbook! Store, seeing as he 
created it. I'd be up for a P-P-P-Powerbook! mug. 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

lapsey came out of the closet to say: 
http://www.cafeshops.com/jeanclimaxpro  

Hahaha, that stuff is great.

quote: 

Atomic Edge came out of the closet to say: 
cafeshops is a good Idea but maybe mynameisjeff should put up a P-P-P-Powerbook! 
Store, seeing as he created it. I'd be up for a P-P-P-Powerbook! mug. 

He could make a living recreating P-P-P-Powerbooks..well, for a few weeks at least. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Do any of you have any webspace to mirror the site? As it spreads I am running out of bandwidth.

Contact me for the files.
aim - mynameisjeph
msm - mynameisnitsu@hotmail.com 
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pigdog
Joined: Apr 23, 2004 

Farked.

PMed with a hosting option... 
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Teh Mark
Joined: Nov 22, 2001 

If its under 30 megs I can host it unlimitedly with my UNI hosting 
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dumbmrblah
Joined: May 31, 2003 

^ its about 1 meg, here are the files rared up: 
http://pages.sbcglobal.net/dumbmrbl...rbookmirror.rar

http://pages.sbcglobal.net/dumbmrbl...the Scammer.htm

Rape my providers bandwidth. 

dumbmrblah fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 18:41
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

This is great but why PDF?  A lot of people won't click PDFs.

Edit: Wow, this really is getting a lot of coverage:  (Click) 

Mannequin fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 18:50
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Str8Dog
Joined: Apr 07, 2004 

01010101010

quote: 

pigdog came out of the closet to say: 
Farked.

PMed with a hosting option... 

that explains it.... fuck I got raped hard.. 
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Secks
Joined: Oct 10, 2002 

I can't say this enough: I love this fucking place.

I read the thread up until the fake was sent. I was extremely busy after that and I just finished a fantastic 
few hours of reading. You guys are incredible. I have never laughed so hard in my life.

Thanks everyone for making my year. 
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Redmonkey
Joined: Dec 31, 2003 

There needs to be an "Infamous" or "Legendary" thread rank reserved for threads that reach the greatness 
that this thread has reached. 
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Wandering Idiot
Joined: Jul 22, 2003 

I Suffer From Mild 
Retarderations

quote: 

Redmonkey came out of the closet to say: 
There needs to be an "Infamous" or "Legendary" thread rank reserved for threads 
that reach the greatness that this thread has reached. 

P-P-P-Platinum? 

__________________
"Pledge Allegiance To Yourself, Not War, Greed, Power and Wealth."
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Rhyno
Joined: Mar 22, 2003 

quote: 

Wandering Idiot came out of the closet to say: 

P-P-P-Platinum? 

Well, you hit that nail right on the head. 
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Wheeler
Joined: Nov 24, 2003 

This might be the best thread I've ever seen. 
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telloc
Joined: May 20, 2001 

quote: 

Wheeler came out of the closet to say: 
This might be the best thread ever. 

I fixed it for us all. 
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Schroe
Joined: Feb 06, 2004 

quote: 

lapsey came out of the closet to say: 
http://www.cafeshops.com/jeanclimaxpro  

I want a shirt with the Jean Climax sign on the back, and the P-p-p-powerbook on the front left pocket 
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maus
Joined: Jul 25, 2003 

Amigos! Look! It is El Macho... 
The Thief of Hearts!!

Holy shit, this got Metafiltered AND BoingBoinged?!

My favorite comment from MeFi:

quote: 

Also, someone else on SA forums proposed the "notebook" computer idea. Kudos for pulling it 
off, but its like this was a forum activity more than a personal one. scary.
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doctormidnight
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Observation and Deduction 
Motherfucker, DO YOU SPEAK 
IT?

Mirrored at WSU

Edit: Oh, changed the .htm file to point to the pdf on my server, no point in redirecting to another site that 
might not have unlimited .edu access. 

doctormidnight fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 20:51
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nau
Joined: Jun 26, 2003 

Ive been quietly lurking this thread, I just wish we would hear from this guy. 

Great work to everybody. Someone on AIM actually just IMed me with a Fark link to it.  
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doctormidnight
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Observation and Deduction 
Motherfucker, DO YOU SPEAK 
IT?

quote: 

nau came out of the closet to say: 
Ive been quietly lurking this thread, I just wish we would hear from this guy. 

Great work to everybody. Someone on AIM actually just IMed me with a Fark link to it. 
 

Someone on AIM needs to be introduced to Mr. Block File. 
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nau
Joined: Jun 26, 2003 

quote: 

doctormidnight came out of the closet to say: 

Someone on AIM needs to be introduced to Mr. Block File. 

My co-workers over the school year were all farkers. It was disgusting.  
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Harry Hood
Joined: Dec 31, 2003 

thank you mr. hood

This is so awesome. No closure yet though? 
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Crimson
Joined: Nov 06, 2002 

Mirror

http://members.cox.net/redxxll/ScammingtheScammer.htm

If you notice something messed up on my mirror plz tell me. I don't have a fancy shmancy site or anything, 
but I figured it might help since Cox gives me near unlimited amounts of bandwidth that goes unused.

I really can't believe all the coverage this is getting. Nice work fellas. 

Crimson fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 21:03
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b3wn
Joined: Apr 15, 2003 

In Nomini Patri

Good read! 

I wonder if he will change his s-s-s-scamming ways.  
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Romulus
Joined: May 30, 2003 

GAR!!!

by far the best time I spent hours on one thread. Just knowing the guy lost his money he spent in taxes is 
great, even if we dont hear back from him. Amazing the amount of attention this has gotten from other sites 
as well. Hats off to everyone involved to a job well done. 
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BloodForOdin
Joined: Sep 29, 2003 

Join The Norse Fundamentalist 
Party!

This thread needs its own sub-forum. For users of P-P-P-Powerbooks! 
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slavezero
Joined: Jul 11, 2001 

hah, I haven't been following this thread, but I saw it on www.macintouch.com. funny shit. 
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H0TSauce
Joined: Mar 12, 2002 

I BROKE YOUR HYMEN, YOU 
BROKE MY HEART. I GUESS 
THAT MAKES US EVEN.

jesus christ, it's EVERYWHERE!

http://www.google.ca/search?q=p-p-p...F-8&hl=en&meta= 
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

P-P-P-Powerbook is bigger than the internet. 
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elister
Joined: Dec 29, 2001 

Ever kiss a cyborg?

Thanks for the PDF, I didnt want to read through 80 pages of posts. 

Man, this is fucking hilarious! 
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alex4.0
Joined: Feb 20, 2001 

quote: 

maus came out of the closet to say: 
Holy shit, this got Metafiltered AND BoingBoinged?!

My favorite comment from MeFi: 

quote: 

Also, someone else on SA forums proposed the "notebook" computer idea. 
Kudos for pulling it off, but its like this was a forum activity more than a 
personal one. scary. 
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My favourite from FARK:

quote: 

2004-05-15 02:26:57 PM Brockway

Given all the time and costs associated with this effort, it would have been more economical and 
efficient just to give the scammer the real powerbook. 

I don't get it. 

Also can someone explain why they don't like PDFs? I thought they were a Good Thing. A hell of a lot easier 
to read than an unedited plaintext dump in two posts of the entire document ... those crazy fark people! 
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ThrillKiller
Joined: Jul 08, 2000 

I STEAL FROM 
SEGA BECAUSE 
THEY SCREWED ME

This is the reason that I love SA so much. We make the stuff of internet legend. 
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Intel&Sebastian
Joined: Oct 20, 2002 

quote: 

alex4.0 came out of the closet to say: 
My favourite from FARK: 

What a hotbed of intelligence. 
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DuckHuntDog
Joined: May 13, 2004 

Dog From Duck Hunt

I read this a few days ago, and it convinced me to register an account. Just brilliant. 
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Gunjin
Joined: Apr 27, 2004 

May cause cancer.

Fark is the internets sink trap, it collects all the useless shit in one place to keep it from cloggin up the 
pipes. 
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Bannyfish
Joined: Jan 26, 2003 

Fnord

Also from Metafilter:

quote: 

something awful sucks. i'm blocking all referrers from them. the members link to my sites 
constantly (particularly my mirrors), gobbling up my bandwidth, and when i backtrack to the 
referring page i am always informed that i must fork $9.95 to view the page. well, good. when 
they all send me $9.95 each, i'll allow them to link my site from there. apparently, when a good 
opportunity for self-promotion comes along, as with this ebay scammer, he allows free access to 
that particular forum. well, sorry jeffy, the free ride on meepzorp is over.
posted by quonsar at 7:58 AM PST on May 14 

So Lowtax gave SA to Jeff for this?  
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Recycle Bin
Joined: Feb 07, 2001 

Forum Veteran

quote: 

BloodForOdin came out of the closet to say: 
This thread needs its own sub-forum. For users of P-P-P-Powerbooks! 

I hate those snobby P-P-P-Powerbook users. They're so consumed by their flashy binder exterior they don't 
even care what's on the inside. 
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doctormidnight
Joined: Apr 28, 2004 

Observation and Deduction 
Motherfucker, DO YOU SPEAK 
IT?

quote: 

alex4.0 came out of the closet to say: 

My favourite from FARK:
I don't get it. 

Also can someone explain why they don't like PDFs? I thought they were a Good 
Thing. A hell of a lot easier to read than an unedited plaintext dump in two posts of 
the entire document ... those crazy fark people! 

I don't like .pdf files that aren't clearly labeled as such in the description, because clicking on one 
automatically opens up an IE/Firefox tab that takes about a decade to load, and occasionally crashes my 
browser(s). I just hate always having to check the path and saying "Oh, it's a PDF, better right click and 
save as." Hmph, I'm just lazy I guess. 

doctormidnight fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 22:38
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IdeoPraxist
Joined: Jan 29, 2004 

Creating Ideas for Good and 
Evil

Congratulations everyone, you are now Internet legends:

http://www.metafilter.com/mefi/33088

quote: 

An American Ebay seller realises a European bidder is trying to scam him out of a Powerbook 
(fake escrow site, hijacked ebay account), so he sends him something far better, a P-P-P-
Powerbook! Now, for you non-techies here, a factory model p-p-p-powerbook weights half what 
it's competitors weigh, comes with an A4 screen, the latest in internet adventure software, zero 
boot time, a fullsize keyboard (often with Key RedundancyTM) and a state-of-the-art laser 
bluetooth mouse. This is technology. The seller posts to a forum and amongst the chatter 
people follow the package via the the Fedex tracking page and some even visit the delivery 
address (a barbershop/internet cafe) and take photos, video, and a seat for their hair cut. The 
duty tax on this particular p-p-p-powerbook is around £350 (paid for by the scammer) before he 
sees the package, and a few days later it's released by Customs as they watch in anticipation. A 
forum member arrives at the internet cafe, takes a seat and soon the package arrives. The 
scammer opens the box and there are angry raised voices heard. The barber doesn't understand 
what's wrong and asks... "Is it broken?"

Forgot to post some of the praise you are getting:

quote: 

Thanks, holloway, this is fantastic!
posted by Zonker at 7:51 PM PST on May 13 

Sheer genius. This is truly the best of the Web.
posted by keswick at 7:53 PM PST on May 13 

Heh. The keyboard spells out 'U FAG', 'LOL'. Good old somethingawful.com.
posted by tapeguy at 7:55 PM PST on May 13 

Dude, that touchpad has two buttons. Anybody have a sharpie? I wish to upgrade my 
Powerbook.
posted by Stan Chin at 7:57 PM PST on May 13 
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His name is Kk-k-en and cc-coming to Kkk-k-kkill you!
posted by nasim at 8:03 PM PST on May 13 

God Bless the Intarweb.
posted by fillsthepews at 8:08 PM PST on May 13 

Holy sweet heaven. That was absolutely the most fun I've had in weeks. And all I did was read 
read read.

that's hysterical--very well done turning of the tables. : >
posted by amberglow at 8:22 PM PST on May 13 

OMG I laughed my ass off
posted by mikojava at 8:45 PM PST on May 13 

awesome!
posted by palegirl at 8:49 PM PST on May 13 

[this is very good]
posted by Vidiot at 8:53 PM PST on May 13 

Ack, I started getting ye olde forum payment nag at page 25. Now I'm partway in and can't 
finish! I even kicked in the ten bucks!
posted by MegoSteve at 9:10 PM PST on May 13 

Great post!
posted by anastasiav at 9:26 PM PST on May 13 

Oh, that's priceless.
posted by GriffX at 9:40 PM PST on May 13 

Rad. Just freaking rad.
posted by eyeballkid at 10:00 PM PST on May 13 

excellent! great post!
posted by joedan at 10:08 PM PST on May 13 

Someone should pass this on to the fine folks at Apple's design department!
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"A1 outsscamming! Will check the site again!!!"
posted by riffola at 10:11 PM PST on May 13 

Pentel inside
posted by prodigalsun at 10:36 PM PST on May 13 

Toxic levels of good!
posted by LinusMines at 10:51 PM PST on May 13 

Also, someone else on SA forums proposed the "notebook" computer idea. Kudos for pulling it 
off, but its like this was a forum activity more than a personal one. scary.
posted by skallas at 11:30 PM PST on May 13 

Now I'm badly waiting to see if the buyer will actually respond to the last email.
posted by phyrewerx at 11:34 PM PST on May 13 

This is wonderful.
posted by pemulis at 11:53 PM PST on May 13 

That's hilarious. Good to see a scammer getting scammed. eBay does need to get it's act 
together, it truly isn't proactive enough in taking down scammers.

Thanks for the link, holloway!
posted by Salmonberry at 12:01 AM PST on May 14 

That was wonderful! Thank you!
posted by brism at 12:14 AM PST on May 14 

holloway has restored my faith in this site. that was pure posting gold.
posted by chunking express at 12:16 AM PST on May 14 

It's easy to dismiss SA, but when you get right down to it, they host some of the funniest/silliest 
stuff on the web...
posted by gen at 1:48 AM PST on May 14 

Pretty ballsy for a law-abiding citizen to send a package internationally claiming to be a thing of 
value when it's not. He's pretty safe since the scammer is not going to complain. The only other 
party that might have a problem is British Customs and Excise as they handled a package with a 
bogus valuation and levied duty accordingly. But I'm sure they wouldn't complain either -- it 
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netted HMG a couple hundred quid from an unpleasant character, which is surely a good thing. 
But in our hero's shoes, I wouldn't have done it -- which means I'm either a lot less nervy than 
he is or I think too much, and probably both.
posted by George_Spiggott at 1:51 AM PST on May 14 

I should add that he did it in the sure knowledge and belief that he was never going to see any 
money -- and can document the fact of that belief with his ongoing correspondence prior to the 
act, which presumably means in law that criminal intent can't be shown -- which is a lot more 
than the other guy can say.
posted by George_Spiggott at 1:54 AM PST on May 14 

I wish that I had more nerdy friends to pass the pure, webby goodness of this story to.

Even so.... pure comedy gold - like candid camera, with balls.
posted by dash_slot- at 2:56 AM PST on May 14 

classic. thanks
posted by matteo at 3:06 AM PST on May 14 

This is good stuff, scamming scammers is the sweetest revenge there is.
posted by fenriq at 7:43 AM PST on May 14 

substrate: He didn't settle it out of ebay. He saw it for the scam it was and decided to screw 
around with the guy. He then reported the guy to ebay for trying to scam in this fashion.
posted by ODiV at 7:53 AM PST on May 14 

It's dead now. Anybody got a mirror?
posted by Johnny Assay at 8:14 AM PST on May 14 

This is good stuff, scamming scammers is the sweetest revenge there is.

I liked the one a while back where someone followed up on a 419, got the scammer to meet him 
at Dubai Airport, and got a couple of mates to stake him out and take photos (couldn't find a 
link, sorry). Like this one, a little anti-climactic, but funny when you imagine the look on the 
scammers' faces when they realise they've been had..
posted by etc at 8:36 AM PST on May 14 

Pretty ballsy for a law-abiding citizen to send a package internationally claiming to be a thing of 
value when it's not. 
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It's not the value that's the problem, it's lying about the contents. Theoretically, he could have 
called the binder a work of art and put any value on it he saw fit. 

eBay certainly has its share of problems with getting on top of things, but outside of the initial 
canned email i would say that they weren't in the wrong here. The second email certainly is 
more to the point.

IdeoPraxist fucked around with this message at May 15, 2004 around 22:46
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OorahAirForce
Joined: Dec 07, 2003 

I would do sex with Rammy. 
*fapfapfap*

quote: 

DuckHuntDog came out of the closet to say: 
I read this a few days ago, and it convinced me to register an account. Just brilliant. 

I hated you so much, and only hated the fact that I couldn't shoot you more. Laugh at me, will you?
Aside from that, welcome. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

I posted the PDF (in HTML format) here:

http://www.mannequin3d.com/powerbook/
(PDF Not Required) 
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Lord Hawking
Joined: Aug 08, 2002 

No, I don't think we'll be telling 
them that.

After watching this thread from its inception, I'm excited at how it's turned out. In fact, I've been almost 
constantly entertained by it with each passing day. Kudos to all involved. 
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RubberBuccaneer
Joined: Sep 11, 2003 

RUBBER BEDS AND RUBBER 
FLOORS, RUBBER PETS AND 
RUBBER DOORS

Well THAT was a well spent Saturday. God DAMN what a great story! 
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Nevvy Z
Joined: Jan 03, 2004 

I do not kill with my sword... I 
kill with my heart.

If no ones noticed... fark thinks its being delivered monday 

dumbest gathering of retards ever 
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Icemakor
Joined: Sep 11, 2000 

It's got little pink teeth!

^  They are the little brother of the internet. They latch on to funny things and tell all their friends. But 
really don't quite 'get' it. All you can do is smile.

This is right up there with there robot thread for me. Great work people. 
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Dynamo
Joined: Apr 08, 2002 

Is there a new mirror yet? I need to spread the love. 
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Mannequin
Joined: Mar 08, 2003 

The difference between fiction 
and reality? Fiction has to make 
sense.

You know with all the attention this is getting right now, wouldn't it be cool if a London cop read about it and 
decided to investigate? Hey, you never know.

quote: 

Dynamo came out of the closet to say: 
Is there a new mirror yet? I need to spread the love. 

Uhh, there are several mirrors. Read the last 2 or 3 pages. Mine's listed a few posts above yours, dipshit. 
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bwgames
Joined: May 16, 2004 

Well, I just registered so I could post.

Amazing guys, just amazing!

I live about an hour from London, and wish I coulda been there. Amazing. 
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MyNameIsJeff
Joined: Dec 05, 2003 

P-P-P-Powerbook.com!

Well, the bandwidth for www.p-p-p-powerbook.com and www.bootsix.net is up. 

Mirrors availible:
http://www.p-p-p-powerbook.com 
http://www.bootsix.net
http://personal.stevens.edu/~achadzyn/powerbook 
http://easynetworknyc.com/powerbook/
http://www.hot.ee/ppppowerbook/
www.elitegaming.net/powerbook 

PDF ONLY
http://www.gdwebmedia.com/powerbook.pdf
http://chat.carleton.ca/~kfennell/thepowerbook.pdf
http://www.vegaji.com/documents/thepowerbook.pdf

Please help spread the word 

MyNameIsJeff fucked around with this message at May 16, 2004 around 01:34
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vegaji
Joined: Apr 14, 2004 

Owned by Hawk989s

quote: 

bwgames came out of the closet to say: 
Well, I just registered so I could post.

Amazing guys, just amazing!

I live about an hour from London, and wish I coulda been there. Amazing. 

P-P-P-Powerbook changes lives. 
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